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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

THE work of Dr Lange, translated in the accompanying vol-

umes, holds among books the honourable position of being

the most complete Life of our Lord, There are other works
which more thoroughly investigate the authenticity of the Gospel
records, some which more satisfactorily discuss the chronological diffi-

culties involved in this most important of histories, and some which
present a more formal and elaborate exegetical treatment of the

sources ; but there is no single work in which all these branches are

so fully attended to, or in which so much matter bearing on the main
subject is brought together, or in which so many points are eluci-

dated. The immediate object of this comprehensive and masterly

work, was to refute those views of the life of our Lord which had
been propagated by Negative Criticism, and to substitute that authen-

tic and consistent history which a truly scientific and enlightened

criticism educes from the Gospels. It is now several years since

the original work aj^peared in Germany, but the date of its first

appearance will be reckoned a disadvantage only by those who are

unacquainted with the recent history of theological literature. No
work has in this interval appeared which has superseded, or can be

said even to compete with this. So that, while it is no doubt a

pity that the English-reading public should not have had access to

this work long ago, we have now the comfort of receiving a book

whose merits have been tested, and which claims our attention not

in the doubtful tones of a stripling, but with the authoritative accent

of one that has attained his majority.

A cursory notice of the leading works which have more recently

been added to this department of literature, may serve both to aid

younger students in selecting what may suit their tastes or inten-

tions, and to show that the present work is by no means out of date.

And, first of all, there has been issued a new edition (1854) of the

work of Dr Karl Hase {Das Leben Jesu), originally published in

1829. This book is intended mainly for an academical text-book

;

VOL. I. A



2 EDITOR S PREFACE.

and as siicli its merits are willingly acknowledged. In less than

250 pages this compact volume exhibits, one may say, all the

opinions and literatm-e connected with the life of our Lord. As an

index to, or compendium of, the whole contents of this department

of literature, nothing more can reasonably be desired. This must,

of course, be taken with that exception which we have to attach

to the majority of German works, in consideration of their ignorance

of our own literature. This is manifest in Dr Hase's manual, and

sometimes even absurdly so. But, with this exception, there is

given in this volume a complete view of all the opinions which have

been entertained regarding the ideas and incidents of the life of

our Lord, accompanied by copious references to the writings where

these opinions are maintained. The style is dense and clear, and

the arrangement perspicuous, so that the use of the volume as a

text-book is easy. Unfortunately, the author's own opinions are

not always such as can be adopted, but must rather be added as

one more variety to the mass of opinions he presents to our view.

His critical judgments, often useful in demolishing the profanities

of the vulgar Kationalism, are themselves tainted with the meagre

theology of Schleiermacher and De Wette. He denies the divinity

of Christ, while he considers Him a sinless, perfect man, in whom

humanity culminates and is glorified, and by whose doctrine and

life the new community is founded. He at once and distinctly

enounces his position, saying (p. 15), ' Since the divine can reveal

itself in humanity only as veritable human, the perfect image of

God only as the religious archetype of man, the life of Jesus must

be considered as simple human life ; and without giving free and

constant play to the human development, we cannot speak of a

history of Jesus.' To find such a view held by a man of accom-

plished critical ability, of vigorous and clear intellect, and great

research, is not so surprising as to find it held by one who professes,

as Dr Hase does, to take John's Gospel as the most faithful repre-

sentation of our Lord.

Another work of importance is that of Heinrich Ewald {GescMchte

Christies und seiner Zeit, 1st ed. 1854, and 2d, 1857). This forms

the fifth volume of the author's History of the Hebrew People, and

contains very thorough and instructive discussions of the historical

circumstances of the life of Christ. The political condition of the

Jews, their internal factions and their relations to the Gentile world,

their rehgious and moral declension, are exhibited with much ability

and learning ; and the significance of the appearance of our Lord as

a Jew in the time and place He did, is brought out with great

acuteness and originality. But here again the whole work is
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blighted by tbe defective view of our Lord's person, and the un-

justifiable treatment of the documentary sources, which have spoiled

so much of German criticism. Ewald views Jesus as the fulfilment

of the Old Testament,—as the final, highest, fullest, clearest revela-

tion of God,—as the true Messiah, who satisfies all right longing for

God and for deliverance from the curse,—as the eternal King of the

kingdom of God. But with all this, and while he depicts our Lord's

person and work, in its love, activity, and majesty, with a beauty that

is not often met with, there is but one nature granted to this perfect

Person, and that nature is human. He is not a man such as the

rest of us, not one of the million, but the Sent of God, the Word of

God, even the Son of God, prepared for through the ages gone by,

'attended throughout His life by the power of God, endowed with the

highest gifts and imbued with the Spirit of God, so that He speaks

out of God and works the works of God ;—but still He on whom
all this is conferred, through whom God wholly reveals and com-

municates Himself, and on whom the world in its helplessness

hangs, is but a man. In the concluding chapter of the volume

(p. 498) occurs the distinct utterance that so many former pages

have seemed to contradict :
—

' Even the highest divine power, when

it wraps itself in a mortal body and appears in a determinate time,

finds its limits in this body and this time ; and never did Jesus, as

the Son and the Word of God, confound Himself, or arrogantly

make Himself equal, with the Father and God.' Still, this volume

is one from which a great deal may be gained. It abounds in

noble, elevating thoughts, most eloquently expressed; in sudden

gleams into new regions, which fire the soul. The delicate and

profound spiritual insight of the author, his sense of many, if not

of all, the necessities of a sinful race, enable him to apprehend and

depict with wonderful power the perfect humanity of our Lord, and

in part the fulfilment of His mission.

A work of very difi'erent character appeared at Basle in 1858

from the pen of Professor C. J. Eiggenbach. (Vorlesungen uber

das Lehen des Herrn Jesu.) These Lectures profess to be popular,

and aim throughout at the accurate apprehension of the subject on

the part of the hearer, rather than at learned or ostentatious dis-

quisition on the speaker's part. He discards much of the conven-

tional scientific terminology, as being nothing better than Greek

and Latin fig-leaves to hide the nakedness of our knowledge.

Through his own veil of popular address, however, it is easy to

discern the thews and sinew of a vigorous intellect, and the careful

and instructed movement of one who knows and has thoroughly

investigated the numerous difiiculties of his path. Here and there,
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too, there is inserted an excursus which enters with greater minute-

ness into some topic which calls for fuller discussion. In these,

the author's strength and culture are more nakedly revealed, and

valuable contributions made to the solution of the questions at

issue. The characteristics which this work displays, as a whole, are

accuracy, taste and judgment, impartiality, reverence and spiritual

discernment, and an easy, graceful, and lucid style. It is very

much what there is great need of among ourselves,—a volume which

should exhibit in a popular form, and in a well-arranged narrative,

the results of the immense amount of labour that has recently been

spent upon the Gospels.

Such a want can scarcely be said to be supplied by Bishop EUi-

cott's Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ

(Hulsean Lectures for 1859) ;^ though he too proposed to combine
' a popular mode of treating the question under consideration, and

accuracy both in outline and detail.' The actual combination is,

we fear, too mechanical. A work which is so loaded with foot-

notes is in great danger of being unpopular. The narrative flows

along the top of the page easily enough, but one is always for-

getting, and ignoring its intrinsic value, and counting it merely as

a row of pegs to hang the notes upon. The notes themselves are a

valuable digest of all the important questions which are started by

this subject, and present a selection of authorities which renders the

volume an admirable guide to the student. In judging of this work,

too, we must bear in mind that, until its publication, the English

reader had access to no similar volume, except that of Neander.

Probably, however, this book is scarcely of the same value, though it

may be to many of as much interest, as those admirable commen-
taries by which the author has won himself so much grateful and

affectionate regard, and by which he has done so much to maintain

among us a respect for sound theology and Christian scholarship.

And lastly, there is the unhappy work of M. Ernest Kenan {Vie

de Jesus, 1863), the most deplorable literary mistake of this cen-

tury. It reveals a lamentable ignorance on the part of the French

public, that a book, which in Germany would have been out of date

twenty years ago, should now create so much excited interest. But,

as we have ourselves been recently taught in this country, it is some-

times the case, that a man makes use of a popular style to introduce

as novelties, statements that have been slain and buried among

scholars, or to start afresh doubts that belong to a past generation.

1 The work of Dr Hanna promises well in this direction, but ' finis coronat opus.'

And, so far as it goes, M. de Pressens^'s 'Le Ecdempteur' is a good popular exhibitioa

of the leading features of the life of our Lord.
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This appeal to the people, which has been so much practised of late,

and which can be made with every appearance of earnestness

and honesty, is not always quite above suspicion. When one brings

before the public questions which have exercised the ability of pro-

fessional theologians, might it not be expected that the public should

be made aware that these questions are not now for the first time

broached, that many critics of learning and skill have spent much
labour on their solution, and that the answer now propounded or

insinuated is not the only answer that can be or has been given ?

This, however, is by no means always attended to. An old diffi-

culty is produced as if now for the first time discovered, and set

forward as that which must quite alter the old ways of thinking,

and shake us out of our established beliefs ; whereas it has been

considered all along, and either satisfactorily answered among scien-

tific theologians, or else reserved for possible solution when the

branch of inquiry which might throw light upon it has been more
fully pursued. And in no work more than in that of M. Kenan, is

the labour of earnest and skilful critics ignored. Theories which

have been abandoned are here used as established, and statements

hazarded which no one can be asked to accept who understands what

has been 2:)roved about the Gospels. If this ignorance be real, then

it is culpable in one who undertakes with a very unseemly con-

fidence to instruct an erring Christendom ; if assumed, then it is

nothing short of the most unworthy insolence towards those who
have laboured in the same field as himself.

The Christ whom M. Eenan depicts, is not the perfect man of Hase,

still less the perfect revelation of God that Ewald delights to invest

with whatsoever things are pure and lovely, but a good-hearted

Galilean peasant, who gradually degenerates into an impostor and

gloomy revolutionist. The ' Kabbi delicieux ' becomes, by some

unaccountable transformation of character, a morbid, disappointed

fanatic when M. Eenan but waves over him his magic wand. The

miracles performed by him have been enormously exaggerated, and

cures which a physician of our advanced age could very simply have

accomplished were then looked upon as divine works. At first,

Jesus was unwilling to appear as a thaumaturge ; but he found that

there was but the alternative, either to satisfy the foolish expecta-

tions of the people, or to renounce his mission. He therefore

prudently and honourably (M. Eenan thinks) yielded to his friends,

and entered on a course of mild and beneficent deception. It

apparently forms no part of the author's plan to show how this

picture is reconcilable with the statements of the Gospels. The

references to the narratives of the Evangelists, which are to'be found
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on almost every page, are quite useless, being often detached from

their immediate connection, and frequently grossly misapplied. So

that his able reviewer, M. de Pressense, has good cause to say :
' A

chaque pas on a des preuves nouvelles de I'aisance incroyable avec

laquelle M. Kenan traite les documents et de I'absence de toute

methode rigoureuse dans son livre ' {JJEcole Critique, p. 20.) His

occasional references to other and more recondite sources, and his

comparison of our Lord to Cakya-Mouni, may be intended to show

how impossible it is for plain people to form a correct estimate of

one who lived so long ago, and under such foreign influences, and

to beget the feeling that there may have been hid, among the cen-

turies and millions of the Eastern world, reformers as zealous and

philosophers as divinely inspired as Jesus ; but we think it likely

that most readers will find a truthfulness in the simple portrait of

the Evangelists, which is not to be found in M. Eenan's erudite

pages, and will refuse to abandon their belief in Him whom the

Evangelists represent, even though they have not read the Vedas or

the Talmud at first hand.

The work of M. Kenan is open to three fatal objections. It has,

first of all, no historical basis. He refuses to accept the only docu-

ments from which a Life of Jesus can be derived, or he has so used

them as manifestly to annul their value as historical witnesses. If

in one sentence he admits their truthfulness, in the next he contra-

dicts them. The person whom he exhibits to his readers, is not the

Jesus of the Gospels. He has first formed his idea of a character,

and then has selected from the original sources whatever might seem

to corroborate this idea, leaving altogether out of account, and

without any reason assigned for the omission, whatever contra-

dicts his idea. Now, to say nothing of the folly of so unscientific

a treatment of any historical documents, or of the utter worthless-

ness of whatever may be produced by such a method, every one sees

that the arbitrary criticism of the author has laid him open to

criticism of a like kind. If it is but a matter of private judgment

what we are to receive from the Gospels, and what to reject, then

why is M. Kenan to become my teacher ? He says, that in the

relation of such and such an event or discourse, Luke is to be pre-

ferred ; Ewald and Hase both come forward with denial, and as-

sure us that, beyond all contradiction, John is to be preferred. To
this no reply is possible on the part of M. Kenan. He has started

without principle, and has no principle to fall back upon. He has

arbitrarily judged the Evangelists, and arbitrarily must himself be

judged.

Then, secondly, not only is the character which he depicts base-
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less SO far as historical evidence goes, but it is inconsistent with

itself, and therefore impossible. The author's method is bad, his

result is worse. He has invented a historical character, and his inven-

tion does not even meet the requirements of poetry. He has been

much praised as an artist ; but he lacks the highest quality of an artist,

truthfulness of conception. With unusual power of representation,

with a cultivated faculty for reproducing past events and transporting

his readers to scenes far distant, he fails in comprehension. His work

is fragmentary, not a whole. Several of its parts lack nothing in

artistic beauty and power; but when we endeavour to put them

together, we find that they have no affinity. All that this writer

lacked in order to produce a work of incalculable influence and

profit to the world, was the fellowship with his subject which would

have given him the meaning and place of each event in the life, by

enabling him to conceive the purpose and spirit of the whole. But

starting with his own low conception, he has been forced to interpret

certain acts of our Lord by causes wholly insufficient, and to ex-

hibit a growth of character and progress of incident which a second-

rate novelist would be ashamed of. He has represented the most

pious of men as a deceiver, the most simple as ambitious, the most

narrow and prejudice-fettered as the enlightener of all nations. No
real character combines such contradictions; no dramatist who
values his reputation represents his characters as passing through

any such unnatural transitions. M. Kenan's book is one more proof,

that we must either raise Jesus much above the level of a mere

pious, pure man, or sink Him much below it.

Then, thirdly, this person depicted by M. Kenan is unfit to serve

the required purpose. This ' Vie de Jesus' is the first book of a

proposed ' Histoire des Origines du Christiamsme.' And it must

occur to most readers that this figure is quite an inadequate origin

of Christianity. Granting that the portrait here given us were his-

torically correct, that the conception were consistent and truthful,

yet the person represented is not that person who stands at the birth

of Christianity. This is not He to whom all the ages have been

looking back, and whose image all Christians have borne in their

hearts. This is not the morning star. Does M. Kenan answer, that-

it is a mistake to which we have been looking back ? Still it is this

mistake which has made us Christians, and not the Christ of M.

Kenan. We descend with him to his own level, and altogether

deny that the person exhibited in his volume is He who has caused

and maintained our religion. What claim has this Galilean peasant

on us ? What has he done for us, that for his sake we should

endu¥e all hardness, taking up our cross daily and following him ?
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He has lived well, he has spoken well ; but with how many besides

must he share our respect ? Is it because this man has lived, that

through all these centuries men have humbled themselves ? Is it

this man they have been clothing in clothing the naked—this man
whom they have seen represented in all that needs consolation, sym-

pathy, and help ? Is it the remembrance of this man that has made
life a ministry, and death a triumph ? This man makes no claim

on us—does not know us, and we will not own him. This person is

not he who has called forth the trust of a world ; this work is not

that on which sinners, in the hour of their clearest vision of God,

have rejoiced to rest ; this character is not that which has moulded

all that has been best on our earth, and all that has shone bright in

its darkest places. If this be the founder of Christianity, then we

must look for Christians among the sceptical and the Deists, among
the careless and profane ; and we must call that better religion

which men (at their own instance, forsooth) have developed, and

which has been the real belief and hope of Christendom, by some

other name. If this be the founder of Christianity, and if Chris-

tianity be the right belief, then all religion must cease from the

earth; for not only is this character unfit to sustain Christianity, but

it is unfit to sustain any religion ; it wants the hond.

Before passing from this brief account of the very interesting

literature of the life of our Lord, there should be mentioned two

works, which, though they do not undertake a consideration of the

whole subject, are yet so eminently serviceable in their special de-

partments as to deserve careful study. One of these is the work of

Lichtenstein on the Chronology of the Gospel Narrative {Lehens-

geschidite des Herrn Jesu Christi in chronologischer Uehersicht

Erlangen, 1856). This author has the great advantage of writing

after Wieseler ; andy as the complement and corrective of the in-

vestigations of that very sagacious chronologist, his work does

admirable service. With a mind well adapted for such research,

scholarly, well-balanced, impartial, and clear, he has provided what

is perhaps, on the whole, the safest chronological guide through the

perplexing intricacies of this history. The other work is The Life

of our Lord iipon the Earth, in its Historical, Chronological, and
Geographical Relations, by the Eev. Samuel J. Andrews. (Lend.

1863.) In this unassuming volume the various opinions of the

best authorities are brought together, sifted, arranged, compared,

and weighed; while the author's own opinion, though never asserted

with arrogance or parade, is always worthy of consideration. In-

deed, this work is indispensable to any one who intends a thorough

study of the subject, but yet has not access to the authorities them-
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selves, or has not leisure to use them. And so extensive is the

literature of the mere external aspects of this Life, that it will still

be but a few who can dispense with such a handbook as this. The

accuracy of his references, and impartiality of his citations, as well

as the fairness and candour of his own judgments, inspire us with

confidence in the author.

Such being, so far as we know, a fair statement of what has trans-

pired since the original publication of the work of Dr Lange, and

which might be thought to diminish its value, it is obvious that this

work has neither been superseded nor found a rival. And, regard-

ing these volumes herewith issued, it is not too much courtesy to

ask from the reader that he judge considerately a work which enters

into all the difficulties of so wide and delicate a subject, and which

emerges, as this does, from the turmoil of German opinion. There

are but few occasions on which even this consideration will be

required, and we believe that every candid reader will instinctively

and spontaneously give it. For the genius of the author and the

unmistakable direction of his theology, his love of truth and open-

ness to conviction, disarm criticism, and turn assailants into apologists,

if not into partisans. The author was himself well aware of the

difficult nature of the task he had undertaken, and at the appearance

of the second volume of his work he made a statement which it is

proper should be before the reader :

—
' The author has had to'enter

into difficulties which have been left more or less unsolved in theo-

logical discussions. The result of his labours on these subjects he

commits with confidence to the liberal and evangelical theologians

of the present and the future. They who, confusing the general

Church point of view with their own respective assumptions, formed

as they are within the Church, meet with aught that seems strange

to them in the discussion of single points, will find it a reasonable

request, that they would, before passing a decided judgment, not

only carefully weigh the reasons given by the author, but also com-

pare his view with the views prevaihng among Church theologians

on the points in question. How very easily erroneous judgments

may be precipitately formed, has often been proved. Before the

bar of truth such judgments would be unimportant but though I

do not, for this reason, fear them on my own account, I would yet, as

far as possible, prevent others forming them, from an apprehension

of the curse resting upon all error. This cannot, however, apply to

those whom a gloomy fanaticism induces to be always hunting for

suspicious passages. They will find much which may lie open to

the attacks of their uncalled-for decisions.'

There are some branches of Theology which, as the cautious
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Nitzsch says, ' are yet young and tender '—some questions on whicli

the Church has not pronounced ; and on these the author will not

be found to hold invariably the same views which are currently

received in this country. There is, e.g., the old question whether

Christ would have come in the flesh, if Adam had not sinned ?

whether Christ is necessary for the perfection as well as for the re-

demption of humanity ? This is a question which, so far as the

voice of the Church goes, may be answered either affirmatively or

negatively. It is a question which must be answered not so much
by direct statements of Scripture, as by its connection with other

and already answered questions. It would probably have been

answered in the negative by the majority of our own theologians,

and by the systematic divines of the seventeenth century. But the

vast majority of German theologians have declared for the affirma-

tive ; Midler and Thomasius being almost solitary exceptions. It

may be significant, that the theologians who have habitually treated

the doctrines of grace, and from them reasoned to the person of

Christ, have maintained the negative to this question; while those

who have made the person of Christ their first and main study, and

only from it inferred the other doctrines, have adopted the affirmative.

However, it will not be thought surprising that, in the following

volumes, considerable use should be made of the position, that apart

from sin and the purpose of redemption, Christ would have come in

the flesh—that the incarnation was required not only for the restora-

tion but for the completion of humanity. This is not the place to

UYgQ what may be said on one side or other of the question, nor even

to decide whether the question do not lie in a province altogether

beyond Theology, and into which only incautious and immoderate

speculation intrudes. This is not the place to show how the affirma-

tive answer admits of a somewhat attractive application to some of

the cardinal doctrines of our faith, and how many probabilities range

themselves in its support ; nor, on the other hand, to show that it

seems to bring the nature of God unduly near to that of man (thus

bordering dangerously on Pantheism), and to make light of that

separation between the divine and human which has been brought

about by sin. But it seems necessary, in one word, to warn the in-

experienced reader, that if the incarnation of Christ were from the

first and by the very idea of humanity required, then the humilia-

tion of Christ becomes a different and less grievous humiliation than
we are wont to consider it, and the aspect of Christ's life upon earth

in many points altered.

But besides these questions, about which there may be private

opinions, and which must be decided rather by the general tone of
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Scripture than by its express statements, ratlier by their results and
bearings upon other doctrines than by their own contents, there are

dogmas which it is quite easy to state abstractly, but most difficult

to apply to actual cases. It is one thing to state dogmatically the

constitution of Christ's person, another to carry this dogma through

the life of Christ, and exhibit the two natures in harmonious exer-

cise. It is one thing to state that the two natures ever concur to

the same resulting act, another to single out one particular act and

exhibit this concurrence. Now this seems to be the great problem

which those have to face who undertake a rigorous treatment of the

Gospel history. It has been too much the custom of writers on the

life of Christ to satisfy themselves with an occasional statement of

the doctrine of His divinity, without attempting to keep the reader

face to face with this doctrine throughout the whole history. In

Germany the difficulty of exhibiting the perfect divinity of Christ

throughout His earthly life has been so strongly felt, that their

writers on Christology have revived an old and detrimental heresy,

which delivers us from the necessity of attempting to exhibit full

and perfect divinity in this period of our Lord's existence. It is

believed by many of their theologians^ that the Logos, in becoming

incarnate, divested Himself of some of His attributes—that the

' emptying' Himself of which we read in the Apostle Paul, means

a self-examination whereby the divinity became as it were asleep in

the person of Christ, or absent, or voluntarily incompetent for divine

action,—whereby at least He really emptied Himself of the fulness

of divine power. This doctrine is but the inevitable result of

keeping in the background the divinity of Christ's person. If the

divinity be but the necessary substratum of His person, be an in-

operative constituent of His person, then the actual presence of real,

complete, active divinity becomes awkward and undesirable. But

if the person of our Lord be really and indissolubly of two natures
;

if in each moment of His earthly life there is present the divine as

well as the human nature ; if in each act or word of His the divine

and human natures are concurrent,—then it must be the task of one

who undertakes a life of this person to exhibit the two natures, and

not either in separation from the other. Doubtless there is a skill

in the Evangelists which no uninspired pen will ever rival, and by

which we are made to feel the presence of the divine nature through-

out the human life
;
yet surely it is our duty to endeavour, in our

expositions and developments of these inspired records, to maintain

^ We are surprised to find that Alford (on Heb. i. 4) gives tlie weiglit of his name
to a doctrine which, to say the least of it, seems plainly enough condemned by the

Athanasian Creed.
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the impression which their immediate perusal produces. If they

often bring out to view the divinity of our Lord, where also the very

feebleness of humanity is conspicuous; if, when they show "us a

weary and foot-sore wanderer seated by the well in the heat of the

day, they make us feel a reverential awe for that weakness, inas-

much as it is the humiliation of a divine person ; if, when they

show us the man hanging on the cross, faint for thirst, they show

us also the divine power to speak forgiveness with His latest breath

to the dying sinner by His side ; if, when we see human weakness

at its depth sinking in death, we hear also the divine proclamation

of a willing sacrifice, the ' It is finished ' of one whose life no man
can take away ;—then a life of Christ is just in so far imperfect as

it effaces from our minds this distinct impression of divinity and

humanity acting in the one person.

"Now it need not be denied, that in these volumes there is room

for improvement in respect of this leading problem. The author

holds most distinctly and decidedly the doctrine of our Lord's

divinity,—of His personal pre-existence as God the Son. If this

doctrine is not always in view where we might expect it, then this

is not by any means because the author would thus insinuate that

the person contemplated is merely human. There is not the smallest

ground for suspicion of this ; we almost feel that it is doing him a

wrong to make this statement. Yet we are not quite sure that all

readers will take up that idea of the Person which the author would

desire. We think that he has sometimes ascribed to the humanity

what can only be ascribed to divinity. We think that there is

visible throughout the work an undue desire to attribute as much
as possible to the human faculty of our Lord. Now, of course, it is

not at all easy to say what is and what is not competent to human
nature. We do not know, except by its exhibition in Christ, what

that nature is capable of. It has only once been seen in perfect

development and exercise, and that is in the case in question. So

that it is often difficult to make any valid objection to one who

asserts of this or that action in the life of our Lord, that it is simply

human. It may be an action which demanded far more than ordi-

nary human faculty, and yet may possibly be within the range of

perfect human faculty. It is impossible to produce from human

history any similar exercise of power or wisdom ; and yet this being

the culminating point of human history, we expect here to find un-

rivalled human action. In short, we are to beware of confounding

perfect humanity with divinity, and, in the life of Christ, of ascrib-

ing to His divine power what ought to be attributed to His perfect

human nature. But there is no necessity that we should pronounce
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upon every action whether it be competent to human nature or no.

We are not to expect to go through the life of Christ, saying, This

His humanity does, and this again His divinity. Both human and

divine acts are competent to this person ; and though now it is a

human and again a divine act which He does, though now He for-

gives sin and again sleeps through weariness. His humanity and

divinity are alike and together engaged in each. But sometimes it

is apparent that such and such an act of His is divine, and there

we can say. This person is not merely human ; and sometimes it is

apparent that the action is human, and there we can say. This

person is not merely divine.

So that there are two positions which must regulate our con-

ception of any single action of this life. First, Every act in the

life of Christ is a divine as well as a human act. The divine nature «

of Christ is not only present, as a spectator or sleeping partner of

the human, but is energetic in every act. Especially is this true of

some of those actions which are most conspicuously, and to some J

beholders exclusively, human. It is true of His dying. This is an '

act, it is shortly said, which God cannot perform. But what was

this dying ? It was the separation of the human body and soul of

our Lord. And this God the Son did. perform. He offered Himself

through the Spirit. The divine nature did not die ; but the dying

here in question was the act of a divine person, was an act by, in,

and on a divine person. If not, then this dying was little to us. If

there was here a retirement of divinity that this human act might

be performed ; if there was a self-depotentiation of the Logos that

men might work their will with the humanity, then this was not

the sacrifice sufficient for our atonement. We must lay aside our

natural expectation, that wherever God is, the utterance of His

presence will be loud, His glory manifest. His acts appalling and

stupendous. We must learn to see God stooping to lift the little

children, veiling His glory in the compassionate and wistful look of

a brother, that the diseased might come to the touch of His hand,

and the sinner listen to His word of forgiveness ; leaving the place )

of His glory empty, that He might follow and recover the aban-
[

doned ; becoming flesh, that He might taste death for every man.

On the one hand, the humanity of Christ must not be regarded

as impersonal, as a thing used by God, as a collection of passive,

unwilling faculties, but as fully equipped humanity,—not indeed

existing as a person outside of the divinity, but neither interrupted

by the divinity in the free exercise of any human faculty, nor pre-

vented in any human weakness. And, on the other hand, the

divinity must be regarded as complete and perfect divinity, not
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divested of any divine power by its union with the human nature,

not at the incarnation lajang aside nor emptying itself of any of

those divine attributes which it was the very purpose of the incar-

nation to manifest and glorify, not in respect of any divine attribute

' ceasing to be what He previously was' by becoming what He'pre-

viously was not.

The second position is this : every divine operation in the life of

Christ was immediately the operation of the Spirit. This is a simple

corollary from the established theological truth, that every operation

of God on things external is through the Spirit. Whatever, then,

the divinity of Christ performed after His human birth, was the

result of the sending forth of the Spirit from the Son dwelling in

the person of our Lord. There is not merely an influence of the

Holy Ghost on Jesus, a mere man, so that the miracles are per-

formed in no sense by the divine nature in Christ, but by powers

conferred from without. There is the Holy Ghost in His fulness

residing in this Person, so that without this person there proceeds

no power from divinity to any created thing. And it is just this

which distinguishes the miracles of Christ from the miracles of a

mere man ; the latter being performed by virtue of a divine power

which only for the time is communicated to the person, the former

being the forth-putting of a power of which this Person is the proper

residence. And yet the miracles are given to Him by the Father

to do, and are in a sense ' not His own works.' For as in His whole

mission the Son is the Sent of the Father fulfilling His will, so

the works which He does are the Father's works. And this both

because He Himself is the Father's commissioner on earth, and

because without the Father the Spirit, by whose working this com-

mission is discharged, is not given. So that the distinctive agency

by which the miracles of our Lord were wrought was the incarnate

Person dwelling in union with the Father, and possessing the fulness

of the Spirit ; was not the divinity of Christ without the Spirit, but

was not the Spirit without the divinity.

We are therefore under no necessity to inquire (as the author

unduly does) whether or no the miracles may not be brought a little

nearer human nature. They are no doubt performed through the

human nature, but so is every divine act in the life of our Lord.

We see the human nature active in all its faculties throughout the

miracle ; but we are not on that account to suppose that the miracle

is explicable on human principles and laws, for all the di\'ine acts

of Christ are human acts also,—the acts of a Person in whom the

Spirit of God is harmoniously co-operating with and possessing

every human faculty. That we see ordinary and human means
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made use of in some of the miracles ; that we see inquiry as to the

nature of the disease, and dehiy in its cure ; that we see many traces

of human procedure ; that we see humanitij doing its utmost in these

miracles ;—all this is assuredly no reason for our seeking to ascribe

to the human nature more than the most ascertained science would

warrant; because in the whole life of Christ we are prepared to see

the highest manifestations of divinity in juxtaposition with ordinary

human action. To say that, in this case or that, the divine nature

of our Lord is not manifestly exercised in distinction from the

human, is only to say that here you have an instance of what must

be everywhere expected in His life. And when a demand is made
or a longing betrayed, that in the miracles the divine nature be

exhibited without the intervention of the Spirit ; or when, as a

result or accompaniment of this, there is manifested a tendency to

ascribe as much as possible to the human nature influenced by the

Spirit, without the ascription of this very influence of the Spirit to the

divine nature resident in Christ,—then there is not only a miscon-

ception of miracle, but a misconception of the Person of our Lord.

It has been thought better to make these general statements hj

way of preface, than to adopt the somewhat invidious expedient of

interrupting the course of the author's argument by interjectional

comments. On the one hand, we have considered it unjust to an

author to use for the refutation of his views the very pages which

were intended to advance them ; and, on the other hand, we have

presumed that it would not be very interesting to the public to be

informed of every instance in which the private opinion of the editor

might differ from that of the author. This applies especially to

the section on Miracles. No attempt has been made to put the

reader in possession of a theory of miracles which might be thought

more adequately to satisfy the requirements of the Gospel narra-

tives. This would evidently have required a much larger space,

and much stronger claims on the attention of the reader, than our

connection with this work would allow us to assume. Where,
however, any point seemed to admit of being treated in the narrow

limits of a foot-note, we have used some liberty with the author,

always in a respectful spirit, though not always finding room for

the forms of polite deference ; and where an opinion opposed to the

author's seems to have been treated with less consideration than it

merits, either intrinsically or by reason of the consideration due to

its advocates, we have not scrupled to produce and support such

opinion. But throughout we have felt this business of annotating a

delicate one, and have not altogether regretted that the time allotted

for the task prevented a more frequent and substantial interference
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witli the writings of one whose statements it is almost equally diffi-

cult to supplement and unsafe to contradict. Care has been taken

to render the work as available as possible to the English reader.

In the case of those books referred to by the author, which have

been translated into our own language, the references have been

made to the translations. Where the works have not been trans-

lated, the German titles have been left as in the original, for dis-

tinction's sake. A full and carefully compiled index will be given

in the last volume.

We sincerely wish that some abler, steadier hand could have been

employed to launch these volumes, for now more than ever do we

understand the grandeur of their subject and the paramount im-

portance of its accurate apprehension ; but we trust that those who

most distinctly and painfully see the defects of our share in the

work, will not the less earnestly desire and pray that it may diffuse

juster conceptions of the Person and work of our Redeemer, and

may beget an interest in His earthly life which may be the begin-

ning of eternal fellowship with Him in the life everlasting ; that

those even who come but to touch the hem of His garment, to

observe His movements, to speculate on His miracles, to consider

the development of His character, to retire for a little from the glare

and hurry of our day into the fresh and calm morning when the

w^orld awoke at the touch of its Lord,—that even these may be

drawn to follow Him, and may pass from the first confession of

Peter, ' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,' to the last,

' Lord, Thou knowest all things ; Thou knowest that I love Thee,'

THE EDITOR.

Edinburgh, March 1864.
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I
HAVE for many years cherished a secret inclination to attempt

a dehneation of the life of Jesus. It is to my present official

situation, however, that I am indebted for leisure and oppor-

tunity to realize this idea. I think it necessary to state this, for the

sake of preventing erroneous constructions, and especially such as

might attribute the polemics of my work rather to my external re-

lations than to my internal convictions.

The fact that multitudinous works on the life of Jesus have fol-

lowed each other in a succession which at present seems endless,

has not availed to turn me from my purpose. The conviction that

I also am called upon to promote the knowledge of this great sub-

ject, is accompanied by a good conscience, and forbids all false and
conventional apologies, and only allows me to offer them for my
defective fulfilment of a work entrusted to me. It seems to me,

moreover, that there can be no reason for any uneasiness at the

appearance of so many works on the life of Jesus. Tlie fact that,

even by professional and official theologians, direct and repeated

insult has of late been done to the Gospel history, the pride and

boast of Christendom, and that the attempt has been made to form

this insulting theology into a distinct school, which shall institute a

new treatment of the Gospels, has evoked this phenomenon. The
various ' Lives of Jesus ' of the better sort form a new theological

consecration, which we may hope is not yet concluded. The old

custom, however, of connecting a consecration with a fair, applies

in this case also ; and we must reconcile ourselves to the connection

of this consecration with the motley fair of a mass of works on the

life of Jesus, furnished in answer to external motives.

The plan which is to guide the work begun in this volume bears

reference to the foundation, the peculiar characteristics, and the de-

velopment of the evangelical history, and hence to its root, its stem,

and its branches.

With respect to the foundation of the Gospel history, the attempt

has been made, in the present Book, to furnish a clear representation

of two of its essential relations : its relation, on the one hand, to the

ideal and its multiform phenomena, and on the other, to criticism.

In the second Book follows a continuous and synoptic exhibition

of the life of Jesus. In this I hope to give distinct prominence to

the chief particulars of the articulation by wLich the four Gospels

are united into one actual history.

VOL. I. B
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In the third and last Book, I propose to sketch the life of Jesus in

its broader features, according to that development of its infinite rich-

ness which is presented by the peculiar views of each separate Gospel.

In this work, the assumption (which is still too widely prevalent)

that the essential Gospel history is injured, and has become a spoilt

joint history, will be emphatically opposed. The prejudice, that the

four accounts are the source of a want of unity, will be met by the

proof that they rather exhibit the richness of this unity. If the

Lord give me health and strength, the execution of the work shall

not be delayed.

The relation of the Gospel history to that criticism which is an-

tagonistic to it, is already happily and ecclesiastically decided. It

is, however, the task of Theology to explain the same scientifically

;

and the author will feel happy if he shall in any wise have con-

tributed to its accomplishment. It may here, however, be once for

all remarked, that too sharp a distinction cannot be made between

criticism in a Christian sense, and the Antichristian nuisance which

now assumes that name. Christianity is, in its absolute trustworthi-

ness and infinite depth of spiritual light and vigour, identical with

true criticism. Never let us attribute to a sincere and candid test-

ing of the Gospels, and of Holy Scripture in general, the evils apper-

taining to criticism falsely so called. Even the most certain facts of

faith are not, in the fullest sense, our own possession, till the sharpest,

most vigilant, and most practised spiritual intellect has freely ad-

mitted and appropriated them. If man is to be fully blessed, his

understanding, no less than his other powers, must be fully satisfied.

This pure interest has, in any case, less to do with those highly

partial dialectics which would now obtrude upon it as ' Criticism,'

than William Tell with John the Parricide ; for it is the interest

of ' Criticism ' of this kind always to sever the ideal as widely as

possible from the real. Hence arose the canon, that if any narrative

of the Gospels shows a gleam of ideality, or betrays any symbolical

light, its historical nature is doubtful. This monstrous error, fol-

lowed out to its results, denies Christianity itself. For what is

Christianity but the announcement of the Incarnate Word, and the

glorification of the historical Christ in the light of the Spirit ? This

error, however, in its milder forms, has been widely propagated. It

has beguiled even pious and sincere critics, such as Schleiermacher and
others. When Schleiermacher, e.g., remarks (on the writings of Luke,

p. 47), in contesting the historical character of the narrative of the

visit of the magi, ' Has it not, in its deepest foundations, a character

wholly symbolical ?
' &c.—his remark is quite in accordance with

this canon. It is the very thing we demand of the primitive facts

of Christianity, that they should have a wholly symbolical character,

that the universe should be mirrored in them, and that not only in

their deepest foundations, as if this crystal were still obscured by its

crust of dull ore. Thus Von Ammon, too, lays down the rule {die

Gescli. des Lebens Jesu, vol. i. p. 4) :
' Though even history only

attains connection and keeping through the ideal and tendency of
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the world, yet the too intimate union of the ideal and the real, of

the natural and supernatural, is prejudicial to the actuality of

events/ Certainly, it may be answered, the old commonplace
reality may, and even must, be prejudiced by the (but not too) in-

timate union of the ideal and the real, it must at last perish
; but

this is in order that this ordinary reality, this reality invaded by the

illusions of unreality, may not for ever prejudice the ideal in the

realization of the true reality. Weisse, in his Evang. Gesch., re-

peatedly returns to the above-mentioned proposition. ' The his-

torical revelation of God in the Gospel (it is said, vol. i. p. 231)
loses nothing of its holy contents, if a part of these contents, instead

of being viewed as direct fact of a kind in which divinity exhibits

itself more in jest than in earnest, and carrying on, so to speak, a

paradoxical, half poetic, half prosaic jest with its own sublimest

work, is rather recognised as the genial and intellectual work, in

which the group of men to whom the divine revelation of Chris-

tianity was first addressed, preserved a productive creative con-

sciousness of that Divine Spirit which descended among them, and
of the mode of His agency. It is such a consciousness which has

found its thoroughly fitting expression in the sacred legend.' Here,

then, the productive creative consciousness of a group of men is to

surpass the productivity of the Spirit which descended among them,

60 that the revelation of the Logos is again overgrown by a new
mythology. If Weisse had duly estimated ' the paradoxical, half

poetic, half prosaic game ' of divinity in the Gospel history as the

manifestation of God,—a manifestation, on one side wholly ideal,

on the other wholly actual, and therefore specifically Christian,

—

his writings would not have furnished so many germs, which, grow-

ing in rank luxuriance in the works of Bruno Bauer, have shot up
under the assumption, consistently developed by the latter, that the

creative consciousness of the group of men to whom the revelation

was at first addressed produced the whole work of the Gospels. In

Strauss and Bruno Bauer this severance between the ideal and
reality, so far as the latter is to be described in its full force as in-

dividual reality, appears in the form of a well-defined principle.

Strauss will not allow that the ideal was in Christ also the his-

torical (vol. ii. p. G90), though the divine consciousness is said to

have been in absolute force in Him (p. 689). It cannot, indeed,

be understood how the absolute force of divine consciousness should

remain behind the representation of the ideally historical, unless^ it

had to contend with the inflexible material of an obscure primitive

substance, in which case the ' absolute ' force is mere word. At
length Bruno Bauer found the matter of reality so obstinate, that

he found it most convenient to view the Gospel history as originat-

ing in the vacant space of the fixed idea of the Evangelists, instead

of suffering it to struggle in that swamp of Ahriman, which reality

seemed to "him to form. ' The author,' says he in his Kritih der

Evang. Gesch., &c., vol. i. p. 57, speaking of the presentation of

Jesus in the temple—'yes, the author has been at work here.
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Eeality does not manage matters as easily as lie does. Eeality does

not present the appearance of being a work of art, in which, whether

in a picture or on the stage, all that is forcible is artistically arranged,

so as to suit the spectators and its own component parts ; it inter-

2)oses a dull and scarcely penetrable mass—it interposes years and
conflicts with the refractory material of the intellectual public, be-

tween its heroes and those with whom they stand in historical con-

nection,' &c. ' Criticism,' it is said, p. 59, ' is constrained to point

out the true historical reality of the ideal, in opposition to the nullity

of the supposed facts/ Thus, however, the reality of the ideal re-

mains, though contrasted in a shadowy manner to the nullity of the

facts. Criticism, however, is progressive ; for in vol. iii. p. 311, it

is said, ' If we so view the Gospels as to overlook their mutual con-

tradictions, i.e., if we abstract from their confused contents a general

im^age, as simple, unprejudiced faith is wont to do, we shall be in

the highest degree amazed that they could have possibly occupied

mankind for the space of eighteen centuries, and indeed have so

occupied them that their secret was not discovered. For in not

one, not even in the shortest paragraph, are there wanting views

which injure, insult, and irritate mankind." Here, then, even the

ideals which the Gospels contain are condemned as culprits.

But the same author informs us, vol. i. p. 82, how the Gospels

must have originated. He leads us into the factory of an Evan-
gelist, in which the religious self-consciousness is occupied with the

work of creative self-development in the production of a Gospel.

How then is this work going on ? 'As religious self-consciousness,

it is entirely possessed by its own matter : it cannot live without it,

nor without continually producing and stating it ; for it possesses

therein the experience of its own certainty. But as religious con-

sciousness, it views itself, at the same time, as entirely distinct from
its essential matter, and so soon as it has developed, and at the same
moment that it develops and exhibits it, this matter becomes- to it

reality, existing independently, above and beyond itself, as the abso-

lute and its history.' That this is said with reference not to the

gradual productivity of the Church, but to the literary labour of the

Evangelist, is proved by the whole context, and especially by the

following remark :
' Belief in these productions is further secured

by the fact, that the incentive to their composition, and the first

material used therein, was furnished from without, and even by the

belief of the whole Church.'

If the above psychological portraits of certain religious authors

were laid before a medical college of our days for their opinion, and
the precaution used of naming neither the originals nor the artist,

they could scarcely pass any other judgment than that these authors

were deranged.

The author had already thus depicted the Evangelists, before the

decision of the Evangelical Theological Faculty of Prussia had
appointed him to his theological office.

The critical tendency here pointed out proceeds, then, from a
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philosophical principle opposed to the perfect union of the actual

and the ideal. This tendency has already settled down into the

constant practice of suspecting a Gospel fact to be imhistorical, if

similar facts occur in the Old Testament. Neither, in this respect,

has it been thought sufficient to compare together mere accessory

incidents of the Old and New Testaments. When, e.g., in the one,

Moses, coming down from the mount, finds the people in the midst

of wild amusements, and in the other, Christ, descending from the

mount of transfiguration, finds a helpless multitude, perplexed dis-

ciples, and in the midst of the sad group the demoniac boy and his

aftlicted father, this is said to be a similarity which makes tlie New
Testament narrative suspicious. (Baner, vol. iii. p. 59.) ' Moses,

indeed, when he ascended the mountain, left Aaron and Hur and

the seventy elders below, that whoever had any matter might apply

to them. So also were the disciples left at the bottom, while the

Lord was on the mount, and so was a matter actually brought

before them.' It is well known, too, how the later books of the Old

and New Testament, and similarly related phenomena, have been

placed in battle array against each other. Such a mode of pro-

cedure must, however, be protested against for the sake of the ideal

itself. If in proportion as history becomes rich in significance,

refers in its accounts of great persons to still greater, alludes in its

statements of extraordinary events to the most extraordinary, and,

being more and more penetrated by the eternal light, points with

increasing plainness to the rising of an eternal sun of reconciliation

between the ideal and the actual, it is to be viewed with suspicion,

this amounts, however unconscious the organs of such criticisrn may

be of the fact, to a progressive theoretic brutalization of reality ;

—

a process at first confined to its memorials, but, after their destruc-

tion, extended to its very self. (See Apokal. xiii.)

We now pass from the theoretic to the ethical motives of this

criticism. It is evident that many of the assumptions lately made

in criticising the Gospels, and the Scriptures in general, can only

be explained on the supposition that those who hold them must

occupy a doubtful position with relation to the moral sublimity of

primitive Christianity and its instruments. If any one were to

assert that Schiller, in his Wilhelm Tell, intended to depreciate the

Germans in comparison with the Swiss, that Gothe, in his Faust,

intended to undervalue German students and citizens, every one

would zealously protest against points of view so very subordinate

and insufficient. If, moreover, an acute observer were to maintain

that he could still perceive in the glowing ruby traces of its material

basis, the clav, and that in its ruddy hue he still saw the remains

of the red soil, or that in the sparkling diamond he could recognise

its primitive parent, the common black charcoal, so acute a natural

philosopher would be dismissed with a smile. The canon would

be acted on, that in the matured phenomena of a higher grade of

existence, the agents of the decidedly surpassed grade caii no more

appear as factors, or in unbroken masses and forms. It is accord-
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ing to this rule also, that we must judge those critical representations

which suppose they have discovered in the fourth Gospel, now a
neglect of Peter in comparison with John, now an over-estimation

of Andrew ; or in the third, a miserable tendency to a compromise
between Pauline and Ebionitic Christianity ; or in the Acts, an
effort to exalt Paul by the juxtaposition of his history with that of

I

Peter. Did not the disputes of the disciples for precedence end
;
with Good Friday ? Can we doubt their maintenance of their new

i point of view, when they could so freely confess their old one to the

world, and speak of it as the sinful folly of a former time ? Could
they have again so pitiably sunk from the sublime height of suffering

and triumphing with Christ? Is it not rather this over-refined

I
criticism, which insists on seeing the red clay in the ruby, which
must be designated as deeply degenerated— as fallen from the
heights of Christian theology, which believes in the article of the
Holy Ghost in the Church, to the point of view of ' Kahale unci

Liehe,' to a condition in which it discovers even in the Gospels the

well-known fruits of literary intrigue, because it seeks everywhere
only its own flesh and blood ? Hence arises the miserable assump-
tion, which seems to have almost formed itself into a school, that

primitive Christianity was radically an Ebionite, and therefore a
mutilated Christianity ; and that it was not till afterwards that a
pure catholic Christianity cast off this mutilating element.

It cannot be denied that Ebionite elements existed as accideiital,

suppressed, restrained principles in many members of the pentecostal

Church. But if even the fundamental principles of this Church
had been attacked by this Ebionitish nightmare, we should then
obtain an image of a redeeming, world-moving fact, which had itself

entered the world crippled and needing redemption. But primitive
Christianity passes by such observations in its pure New Testament
purity, and it is the task of true criticism to get rid of combinations
which transform into moral caricatures the glorious forms of the
Gospel narrative. It is in the nature of things that the methods of

spmious criticism should correspond with its principles. AVe have
said what seemed most necessary in this respect in the body of the
work, and have also adduced proofs; while for the more detailed

corroboration of our assertions we have referred to the best known
works on this subject. As, however, it might seem to many but
reasonable that more copious proofs should be adduced, we here cite

some which are met with in the works of Strauss and I3runo Bauer,
contrasting the actual facts with the treatment they have experi-

enced at the hands of the above-named writers.

Papias, one of the Fathers, expresses himself in the following

manner concerning a Gospel of Matthew :
' Matthew wrote Xo'yLa

(a Gospel writing) in the Hebrew language. And this every one
explained (or translated) as best he could.' Thus Papias refers (1)
to a Hebrew Gospel of Matthew

; (2) to efforts at explanation, or

translation of the same, of varying value. This fact is thus treated

by Strauss :
' The Fathers, indeed, referred this testimony expressly
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to our first Gospel ; but there is not only no (it should have been no

decided) reference thereto in the words of the apostolic Father, but

the apostolical writing of which he speaks cannot be directly (this

directly is needless) identical with it, because, according to the

evidence of Papias, Matthew wrote e/SpalSi haXeKTcp, while the fact

that our Greek Gospel of Matthew is a translation of the original

Hebrew, is merely assumed (it ought to have been added, in agree-

ment with the evidence of Papias) by the Fathers.'

The same Papias says of St Mark, that, as companion and in-

terpreter to Peter, he received his Gospel orally from that apostle,

and afterwards committed it to writing. The above-named critic

says, ' Our second Gospel cannot have been derived from remem-

brances of the tradition of Peter, and thus from an original source

peculiarly its own, because it is evidently compounded from the first

and third, even if only from recollections of these. Here we have

(1) the much disputed hypothesis, that St Mark's Gospel was de-

rived from St Matthew's and St Luke's, laid down as an established

fact
; (2) it is represented as au impossibility that a man's oimi

remembrances should take the same form in which others had

expressed the same experiences. Two wonderful delusions !

Again, there is no evidence existing that Polycarp, the disciple

of the Apostle John, knew the fourth Gospel, or described it as the

work of that apostle. Irenasus, the disciple of Polycarp (who, how-

ever, mentions St John as the author of the fourth Gospel), adduces

no such evidence. An early statement of the critic is as follows :

' There is no evidence given by Polycarp, who is said to have known

John, not even in luhat remains of his luritings (viz., a single short

epistle), that John was the author of this Gospel: even Irenasus,

the disciple of Polycarp, cannot appeal to one sentence of his master

in favour of its genuineness' (directly opposed to fact). In a later

statement he says, ' It must excite surprise that Ireujeus, who

already had to defend John's authorship of this Gospel against

opponents, neither on this, nor any other occasion, &c., appeals iii

this matter to the most important authority of this apostolic man.'

Would, then, this appeal to his own youthful reminiscences liave

been a public means of proof ? His declaration at least leaves this re-

miniscence to be inferred. But what if Irenteus, in proof of his own

declaration, had said : It is the case, for Polycarp once told me so ?

Once more, Mary receives the message of the angel that, by the

miraculous agency of God, she shall become the mother of the

Messiah, and 'is found with child of the Holy Ghost.' Joseph

learns her condition, probably from herself, though we are not told

so ; he mistrusts her, and is about to put her away ;
but the infor-

mation of an angel gives him the confidence he needed. The critic

says, ' They who insist that Mary did not act in the manner which

the Evangelists certainly do not assume (viz., concealing the secret

from Joseph), must suppose her to have communicated the angelic

message to her betrothed immediately after its reception, and that

he gave no credence to her information, and will then have to find
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some way of clearing the character of Joseph.' What kind care for

the character of Joseph ! The critics would certainly have be-

lieved the most extraordinary event on the word of the pious Virgin.

Joseph did not, which made him a character, and preserved him,

by the bye, from the opposite reproof of the critic, that he was
without a character. According, however, to the present require-

ments of the critic, Joseph ought, on the mere assurance of his

betrothed, to have met the reproaches of the whole world, and said

:

The miracle is certain, for Mary herself tells me so

!

Again, Christ did not, when dealing with the Jews, appeal to His
miraculous origin. The fact is easy of explanation. This mystery

is conceivable only by those who are initiated into the depths of the

Christian faith, and is one which could not be announced to the

profane, as being, more than an}^ other, liable to profanation. Our
critic says, ' All his contemporaries esteemed Him a son of Joseph
(as indeed in a civil point of view He was), and not seldom (twice

at least) was this contemptuously and reproachfully expressed in

His presence, and a decided opportunity thus afforded Him of
appealing to His miracidous conception.' That is to say, of declar-

ing : This mystery is true ; my mother Mary told me so. Certainly
' Criticism ' would forthwith have believed Him.

According to the Gospel of St Luke, a family relationship existed

between Mary and the family of John the Baptist. It might con-

sequently be presumed that John Avas acquainted with Jesus before

the Baptism of the latter. This seems, too, to have been actually

the case, since, according to Matthew, the Baptist, on the appear-

ance of Jesus, immediately uttered an exclamation expressive of the

deepest reverence. According however, to the fourth Evangelist,

the Baptist said, with a retrospect to a time prior to that when the

heavenly manifestation at Jesus' baptism had accredited Him as the

Messiah : I knew Him not. The remarks of our critic are as fol-

low :
' If John were personally acquainted with Jesus, in conformity

with Luke's account of the relationship existing between them, it is

impossible that he should not early enough have received the infor-

mation, how solemnly Jesus had been announced as the Messiah,

both before and after His birth ; nor could he have subsequently

said that he hieio nothing of it {I kneio Him. not!) till he received

a sign from heaven, but would have stated that he had not believed

the account of the former signs, one of lohicli had actually occurred
to himself (as he perhaps remembered, in his mother's womb).
That is to say, that unless the Baptist wished to appear as an un-
believer, incredulous even concerning his earliest impressions, in his

mother's womb, he would, in consequence of his youthful reminis-

cences, have announced with prophetic confidence and authority that

Jesus was the Messiah ; and if questioned concerning his divine

assurance and credenticds, have answered : My mother Elisabeth

told me so. Thus would criticism have it, assuring us it would have
given more credit than believers in the Bible could have done to

the assurances of the pious women in this great theocratic vital
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question, nay, that it would have inconsiderately believed tliem,

and, with an entii'O misconception of its office, have preached the

mystery upon their authority. How sublime, on the contrary, is

the conscientiousness of the 13aptist when he says, I knew Him not

!

But after the striking sign from heaven he knows Him. In the

kingdom of God affairs are conducted with more diplomatic exact-

ness than most critics imagine.

One of the most pointed and sublime of the sayings of Jesus is

that recorded by St Luke (ch. xiii. 33) : 'I must walk to-day, and

to-morrow, and the day following ; for it cannot be that a prophet

perish out of Jerusalem.' Every unprejudiced reader must at once

feel and understand the greatness of this saying. The critic Bruno
Bauer makes the remark, ' Where is the dogma written, that no

prophet can perish out of Jerusalem, or what antecedents could lead

Jesus to a dogma of this kind ?

'

If Christ demands of His hearers, at one time, that they should

believe, at another, that they should watch and praj^ or even that

they should fast with anointed face, we are nevertheless convinced

that His demands are everywhere identical, because prayer is the

expression of faith, and fasting is to be grounded on the heartfelt

devotion of faith. The same critic observes, concerning the narra-

tive of Mark ix. 14-29, ' It is certainly a contradiction, when the

Lord, in the same breath, requires faith, and fasting, and prayer, as

the condition of one and the same work.'

According to Matt, xviii. 1-5, Jesus places a child in the midst

of His disciples to reprove their ambition, and says the words:
' Verily I say unto you. Except ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.' The
critic says, in answer to the childish question of the disciples, Jesus

takes a child—we should like to know where it came from, since,

according to the original narrative, the transaction took place in the

house in which Jesus and His disciples were resting after their

journey ; we should like also to have seen the perplexed face of the

poor child, placed in the midst of the disciples, to serve for a lecture

to them—and after He had set it in the midst of His disciples—

a

piece of cake would have pleased it better,—He said, &c.' ' We
should like to know where it came from !

' 'A horse, a horse ! my
kingdom for a horse !

' As the fugitive despairing king cries out

for a horse, so does the critic seem here to be ci-ying out for a child

to save the veracity of the Gospel history, which has been com-

mitted to his keeping. Or does not the matter rather stand thus :

if in this place a child were anyAvhere to be had, if a child should

but have stepped into the midst, the critic is annihilated.

We must indeed remark, that all the regular mental activity

which, under the name of criticism, has presented so strange and
meteor-like an appearance in the province of New Testament

theology, ' has surpassed itself ' in misrepresentations, contemptuous

jokes and blasphemies, in the third vol. of Bruno Bauer's Kriiikder

evangelischen Geschichte.
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It were much to be wished that some young theologian, endowed
with a sufficient amount of good-humour, would bring out a har-
mony of the principal modern critics of the Gospels. If the great

discrepancies of these writers were collected together, or arranged for

contest with each other in only a moderately striking manner, a sad
exhibition would be presented. It would be seen that here, as

formerly in the camp of the Philistines (1 Sam. xiv. 20), ' every

man's sword was against his fellow,' and there would be ' a very
great discomfiture.' The scene would, however, be followed by the

conviction, that there is in this world nothing more uncertain than
a certain ' knowledge,' viz., the knowledge of those knowing ones

who, as a reviewer in Tholuck's Anzeiger strikingly remarks, make
their inferences with ' arguments like blackberries.' It may be
hoped that times more propitious for the scientific development of

the theological material of the Gospel history will very soon appear,

when the produce of decidedly antagonistic criticism may be dis-

posed of in very short archfeological foot-notes. Meanwhile, the

contest must be carried on, on this field, in spite of the ill-will and
disgust of him who wages it. It must not, however, be forgotten,

that the first and more formidable leaders of antagonistic criticism

have not concerned themselves with mere Gospel pictures alone, but
also with the frames in which the older harmonistic theology had
enclosed them. The steady, clear, and discerning eye of a connois-

seur will not indeed let itself be prejudiced against the tranquil

beauty of an old picture by the inappropriateness of its frame ; but
the frame may, by its contrast of tawdry fineiy and repulsive dirt,

prejudice even against the picture one who bestows upon it a more
hasty though candid inspection. Those critics who have miscon-
ceived the Gospel, must take it into account that anxiety with respect

to the agreement of the evangelical records was already in the house
before they so violently assaulted the door, and that the anxiety dis-

appeared in proportion to the violence of their attack. The first

unbelief was ecclesiastical official zeal, which forced the letter of the

Gospels into harmony, because it had neglected, nay, almost forgot-

ten, their internal unity.

The work which I have commenced shall, by God's help, take its

part in the efforts now making to exhibit the internal unity of the

Gospel history, Tlie first part is sent forth with a lively feeling of

its known and unknown defects. The book, however, certainly

stands prepared to be ' annihilated' by one party, to be possibly

ignored, or even unworthily treated, by another. They who, with
the author, recognise the manifestation of eternal life in the centre

of humanity, of the world, and of time, or who at least have not

suffered the great and simple sense of this eternal life to be per-

plexed by the phantom-like contest of ancient and modern delusions

in our days, will receive the work in a friendly spirit. May it, if in

ever so small a measure, contribute to those signs of spring which
foretell an approaching vernal season to the Church !

THE AUTHOR.
Zdrich, Nov. 5, 1843.
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PAET I.

THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF THE GOSPEL HISTORY.

SECTION L

THE INCARNATION OF GOD.

THERE is an eternal relation between God and man. From
the human stand-point, which is also the stand-point of the

spiritual life, we can form no conception of man without Grod,

nor of God without man.
The attempt has indeed often been made to conceive of man with-

out God. But it has always been found necessary to designate that

infinite contrast to his nature, that mighty objective power on
wliich he is dependent, by some name. And thus some sort of God
has always been given him again—an obscure image of God, indeed,

instead of the living God. Perhaps he has been made dependent

npon fate, and thus upon a gloomy and inexorable God ; or upon
nature, and thus upon a dreamy God, a God without freedom ; or

upon humanity, and thus upon a God full of wants, exposed to

danger, and without resources. In any case, it has always been

found necessary to give to man another God while seeking to de-

prive him of his own. And even when unbelief has, as in modern
times, advanced to the borders of Atheism, and sought to make man
the very ruler of himself and of the universe, it has yet found itself

obliged to borrow, or rather to purloin from Faith, the word God.

It has committed itself to a logical absurdity, and asserted, God is

not God, but man is God; being well aware that the pro])Osition,

Man is man ! would never be so understood as it must be, if man is

to be his own God. A plunder of the disputed belief in God was
committed, similar to that which is committed upon the belief in a

future life, when this is denied, and the present life exalted. What
is a present without a future life ? The same as God in man, who
is to be everything except God. It is, however, a fact deeply planted
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in tlie nature of man, that he cannot be conceived of without God.
He loses his human significance so soon as he is viewed indepen-

dently. He becomes a mythic being, animated at best by a demon,
a fantastic monster. The nature of man certainly consists in this,

that he is a child of the Spirit, and therefore spiritual ; that he has

a sense for the universal and the eternal, namely, reason ; a stand-

point beyond the universal and in presence of the eternal, freedom

of will, and a capacity for finding and feeling himself in the universal

and the eternal, and the eternal and the whole world in himself;

the feeling of love. This capacity is not a mere capacity for the

general in humanity. The eye of man hails the eternal Spirit even

in Orion. It is not merely a sense for the universal ; for in the

universal is also ever apparent the variety of the finite, which
extends itself by measure and number. The conception of all facili-

tates the comprehension of number ; creation can scarcely be so

generally and acutely conceived as when designated by the expres-

sion, the world. Eeason is rather the capacity of clearly appre-

hending the eternal Spirit, in which the universal has its foundation

from and to eternity, the Spirit which creates and sustains the

imiversal ; in a word, God. What is man without God ? If his spirit

embraces only the sphere of earth, and not also the heaven ; if it does

not penetrate the heavens, and ascend to that eternal Being in whom
time and space are one, or rather in whom they are nothing ; if it

does not this, what is it but a mere local instinct, like the perceptive

powers of brutes ? What is man's righteousness if it is only the

revelation of a law which merely holds men together, and if it is not

an entrance into that rule of life which pervades all heights and all

depths, and is absolutely universal ? It is then a civil service, but

not a spiritual virtue. And is not the love of man deprived of the

greatest part of its glory when he is deprived of his God ? Why is

a beautiful countenance so mighty to awaken natural love ? Because

by his countenance man reveals his personality, and in his per-

sonality proclaims the Eternal. And why does spiritual love look

up with prayer, praise, and adoration towards heaven ? Because she

would embrace all in which she sees the reflection of the Eternal,

who has inspired her, and would also cause everything to vanish

before the brightness of His nature. Heaven is the world which
stands in the reflection^ of God, and which vanishes before the

majesty of His being. The heavens flee before Him. But if you
limit man with his love to earth, if you take from him the ' enthu-

siasm' whereby he loves the enthusiasm of his neighbour, you take

from him his humanity. Woe unto him when the human coun-

tenance, in its mysterious significance, is no longer lovely in his

eyes ; when he no longer greets it, in its relation to the Eternal, as

the sacred manifestation that he is destined for God !

On the other hand, we cannot conceive of God without man. We
come to a mature knowledge of God through acquaintance with His
attributes. But His attributes express the relations of His nature

to reasonable beings, to beings whose existence must, at least by us,
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be apprehended through the human type of spiritual creatures. God
is righteous. How can His righteousness be manifestecL but in rehx-

tion to spiritual beings who are to be its objects ? God is love.

How can He be love without calling into existence beings worthy of

His love, that is, beings of His own nature ? But when the deepest

of the divine doctrnies, the doctrine of the Trinity, is fully developed,

it must be acknowledged that God has from eternity cherished His

Son in His nature, and that in His Son Ho has ever beheld and
chosen man. Thus also does holy Scripture conceive the nature

j

of God. He is the God of Abraham, of Isaac, of Jacob. He has an
;

eternal covenant with His elect. He loved and chose them for ever,

before the foundation of the world. They who assert that God might
',

very well have left the world uncreated, obscure the eternity of iEis

love, while intending to exalt His freedom. But they obscure not
^'

only His freedom by representing it as absolute and arbitrary, but

the eternity of His word, and even His very personality, when they

transform the eternal reality of His being into a state of uncertainty,

or the contemplation of a bare possibility. We cannot conceive of

God without Christ, nor of Christ without man ; therefore we can-

not form a conception of God without manhood.

It lies in the very nature of the love of God that He will noti

remove from man, and it is equally in the nature of the destiny ofj

man that he cannot remove from God. I

When the prophets speak of God's covenant oath which He swore

by Himself, that He would bring man again into union with Him-
self, they express figuratively, but with the most glorious assur-

ance, the truth that the relation of God to man is an eternal

one, and that He will never remove from him. He cannot change

His nature. But His nature is love, which has fixed upon its

object from eternity. His love is as strong as hell and as death.

Even when He punishes man, and casts him down into hell. He
manifests, by the jealous zeal of His justice, that He will not remove
from him. And if the strongest and hardest words be uttered con-

cerning the separation between God and man in his evil nature, if

the eternity of punishment be spoken of, what else is said but that

the punishments of hell are divine and heavenly ? Is then eternity

an infinite number of years, or the endlessness of time ? Mutilated

theological notions have certainly caused an arithmetical to take

the place of a religious idea of eternity. But eternity, as a religious

idea, is the infinite, the divine, in time itself. Only where God is,

is eternity. Hence the eternity of punishment is the consecration

of punishment, in which God is present to the lost in holiest con-

cealment. But where He is present. His whole self is tliere,^ even

as love. God never removes from man.

But neither can man remOve from God. He cannot, even if he •

would. His conscience is the objective religiousness of his nature,

and this becomes his torment in proportion as he, by subjectively

blinding his nature, converts it into an irreligious one. In propor-

^ [Augustine's 'quae imples omnia, te toto iniples omnia.'

—

Ed.]
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tion to the dislocation of a limb do we experience pain and utter

cries for healing ; and thus is it also with man's spiritual perver-

sion. Man cannot free himself from the eternal relation of his

being to the being of God : he cannot put off his moral nature and
assume a merely ph^ysical nature, nor become a pious animal in^tj^d

of a pious spirit. If he tries to make himself a mere animal, he
b'ecomes an evil demon. As, in the mythical primitive slime, the

swine and the serpent grew together into a dragon, so man can

neither degenerate into the serpent-like diabolic without falling into

animal lusts, nor surrender himself to his animal nature without

the serpent-like qualities ' springing up in full malignity.^ Who
ever saw a man part with his religion unharmed ? The trust in

God which he gives up is changed into positive mistrust, peace into

rancour, sound judgment into destructive error, good-will into

hatred. The wicked have to do with God as well as the good.

They almost talk more about Him, though blasphemously, and
their very blasphemies terribly show that they cannot leave God
alone. Herein lies the proof of the eternity of religion. The
strongest defence of Christianity consists in the fact, that such

Christians as would unchristianize themselves become bitterly un-

christian and fiercely antichristian. If Christianity were but an
incident, a kind of fetish, man could part from it peaceably. But
because it is religion, in all its spiritual glory, even the history of

its opponents affords the strongest proofs that man cannot remove
from God.

It is a part, however, of the nature of that love by which God is

related to man, and of that religion by which man is related to God,
that there should be a perpetual attraction between God and man
—an attraction sufficiently powerful to overcome the repulsion

whose tendency is to destroy the relation—an attraction whose aim
is the establishment of a relation between God and man which
should be nothing less than their strictest union, the glorification of

God in man and of man in God, the reconciliation through the

God-man. The manifestation of this attraction between God and
man is celebrated in the history of the elect in the Old Testament.

God appears as the God of Abraham, making a new covenant with

him and with his people. Jacob, the representative of the chosen

people, appears as the Israel, the man wrestling with God, to draw
Him into his own life. The history of God's dealings with Israel

is the history of a continuous reciprocity of attraction between

divinity and humanity terminating in the God-man, Immanuel.
In the course of this process God promises His people that He will

eternally betroth Himself to, and espouse them (Hos. ii. 19, 20;
Isa. XXV. 7). From the people, on the other hand, arises the

yearning cry : that Thou wouldest rend tlie heavens, that Thou
wouldest come down ! (Isa. Ixiv. 1). They are but ill acquainted

with the import of the Old Testament religion, who see in it merely

the contrast of a commanding God on the one hand, and a people

1 See Matt. vii. 6.
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yielding a forced obedience on the other.^ This contrast is only the
element, the key-note of the Old Testament series ; but from the
beginning its cause is the free and covenant transactions between
Jehovah and the people. God wooed Israel as a bridegroom his

bride. A relation of constraint and terror is absolutely out of the

question. The history of this great attraction is moreover the

revelation of an eternal and fundamental relation between divinity

and humanity. The election of Israel is the type and pledge of the

election of the world. So Homer sang, first for the Greeks, then for

all people. It__is time we ceased to see in the covenant God ol
Israel merely a heathen national God.

~^uf how can it be maintained that the attraction outweighs the
repulsion ? For this reason, that the attraction is essential, it is

part of the nature ; the repulsion accidental, an excrescence of the
nature. The justice of God is the eternal rule and form of His
love. Hence it can never abolish His love, but only conceal it, and
cause it to assume the appearance of its opposite. God, in His
justice, is angry with the sinner, but He does not hate Him.- His
wrath is but the zealous burning of a grieved love, as the storm in

nature is a manifestation of the impulse of the air to restore the
interrupted balance, or as the catastrophe in history is a manifes-
tation of the zeal of retribution, destroying at a blow the long
accumulation of guilt. Therefore mercy rejoiceth against judg-
ment (Jas. ii. 13). But the more man perverts his nature, the
more does his nature cry out to heaven, in anguish, torment, and
dismay, against its perversion. How long can this state of things
endure ? It can endure eternally, because man is a child of eter-

nity, because he is free. If we say it can only last a liundred, or

only a thousand years, we say man is no genuine spirit, he is not
really capable of being a demon. But if he cannot be for ever a
wanderer from God, neither can he be for ever united to Him ; for

the possibility of His eternal happiness is involved in the possibility

of his eternal misery. This possibility is the outer circle, in whioh
the love of God, almighty love, strives with the lost child of a divine

race. Thousands rush into its embrace at the first glance of its

countenance. Daily does it celebrate victories, progressively greater

and more universal. The slight preponderance of the attraction

between divinity and humanity over the repulsion, becomes ever

more and more apparent.

^ Comj^are Hegel's Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, vol. ii. p. 74. Hegel
has so little comprehended the nature of the Hebrew religion, that he believes he cau
perceive in the Phoenician religion a transition from the religion of the Old Testa-

ment to the supposed more exalted religion of the Greeks, and therefore a spiritual

progress, p. 78.
^ [' Thus the divine anger in its deepest ground is love : love becomes consuming fire

to everything which is ojaposed to it, to the very nature of the good. Love could
not be in earnest with itself if it did not negative its negation.'—Miillei-'s Christian
Doctrine of Sin, Clark's Translation, i. 265. And with what follows regarding the
consistency of eternal punishment with God's attributes and man's condition and
nature, cf. the satisfactory remarks of the same author, vol. ii. pp. 483-488 ; also

Mansel's Bampton Lectures, Lee. vii. p. 220, 2d edit.—Ed.]
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But the end is their union : God purposes to unite Himself com-
pletely with humanity, and to develop in it the fulness of His
nature, because He has made it the organ of His manifestation, and
impressed His own nature upon it ; because He stands to it in the

relationships of the covenant, of spiritual communion, and of love.

It is His Sabbath, when He celebrates His manifestation in human
hearts. The position which the Mohammedan believes his God to be
maintaining—a position of distance from the world—belies the

nature of God. He must break through this covering, the world, to

communicate Himself to His child. And equally does the separa-

tion between God and the world, which the deist interposes by means
of a course of natural laws heterogeneous to the religious spirit,

contradict the divine nature ; these restraints also must fall. And
finally, when the priesthood holds up the Catholic Church as an
invisible medium between God and the Christian people, this is also

contrary to the nature of His grace, which chooses to be free for the

hearts, and in the hearts of men. It is not till God manifests in

the Church herself His own nature, His Spirit, and not merely the

reflection or terror of His nature in constrained fear and worship

—

till the Church, therefore, through the glory of His Spirit, testifies,

as the priestly bride, of His presence in her midst,—it is not till

then, that the attraction in wdiich God offers Himself to man has

attained its full purpose.

Man, indeed, may long err and stray from God. He may often

pause and decline on his way towards Him. But he does not reach

his destination, nor obtain rest, till he has attained to the life of the

spirit, in God. We must not be deceived by the strongest, nor even

by the most dazzling appearance, in which the constrained reli-

gionist (he who is bound to the external temple, to the external

sign, to the priest, by natural piety) seems to rest and to worship.

A people out of which the priests are taken, cannot, as a laity, have
attained its end. A people out of which the theologians are taken,

cannot finally rest in undeveloped, unproved, and constrained piety.

A people, finally, from which Christ descends according to the

flesh, cannot celebrate the festival of its perfection, till it has

attained the essential freedom and holine^ss of the priestly and kingly

spirit of Christ. And even should it slumber for a thousand years

on the path to its final destiny, it will, it must awaken. The
drawing of Christ's Spirit will leave it no rest. Man has not

arrived at his destined end till he knows himself to be entirely

apprehended by God, and God to be fully apprehended by his inner

nature—till he knows even as he is known (1 Cor. xiii. 12).

The life at once divine and human, however, which was to pro-

ceed from the union of God with man, could, from its very nature,

be perfected only in the most exalted individuality standing in

mutual action with the highest universality.

God never communicates Himself to mankind simply in its

universality. The communication of eternal life, or of the Spirit of

God, presupposes a divine race, raised in its inner nature above the
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relations of time and nature—a race of eternal individnalitics, of

imperishable personalities. The argument employed by Christ
against the Sadducees, to prove to them from the law the doctrine
of immortality, is in fact the most striking one which can be found.
God calls Himself the Grod of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; conse-
quently they live eternally, for God is not a God of the dead, but
of the living (Luke xx. 37).

_
The life of the Spirit of God, then,

cannot so be given to humanity as that it should be received by the
species only, and not by the individual. For this life does not begin
in man till his elevation above the mere life of the species is

manifested in the sphere of individual and personal life.^ God
communicates His life to man by entrusting it first of all to the
elect, to the most susceptible, the deepest, the most faithful indi-

viduals. They, however, do not come to God as strangers : He
purposes. He loves, and sends them ; therefore they appear in the
world. In every elect man there is a threefold relation : first, he
appears wholly as a being beloved of God ; secondly, as a messenger
of God, the instrument of a divine blessing to the world ; thirdly,

as a central point in humanity, enclosing and embracing as many
men as his powers and his mission can reach. Thus we see God
enter into communion with universal human life by means of in-

dividual life. But will He not proceed from the elect to the more
elect in His manifestation of Himself, till the most elect appears ?

Must not the manifestation of the divine purpose, the Beloved of
God, at length appear, in whom the whole counsel of His love
towards man shall be disclosed ? Once, in the fulness of time, the
man does appear who, as the well-beloved of God, forms the centre
of the community. Thus is He the One, in the sight of God, by
reason of the reality which God hath given Him, in that He hath
bestowed upon Him the fulness of His gifts and of His Spirit, that
He nyiy communicate them to man. The beloved of God is, how-
ever, one with this gift; and hence He is all agency—an agency
which penetrates to the very foundation of humanity, and embraces
its circumference. Thus is He the very image of God, His mani-
festation in the flesh.

But for the same reason He is also the Son of man. Man turned
with yearning towards God, as He turned with blessing towards
him. Man's eye met God's eye. The sighs of humanity pleaded
with the Spirit of God. His chosen ones were human saints ; His
manifestations were made before human faces ; His victories were
the sufferings of joyful martyrs. Eenowned and holy men of God
appeared and prepared His way ; but in the long series there was
none without spot and blameless. In each, the old schism between
the flesh and the spirit was alive, in each there was organic imper-

^ [' Man could not become conscious of God as his God if he were not a personal
spirit, divinely allied, and destined for eternity, an eternal object (as an individual)
of God, and thereby far above all natural and perishable beings, whose perpetuity is

that of the species, not the individual.'—Neander, Life of Christy Bohn's Translation,

p. 399.— Ed.]

VOL. I. C
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fection ; in none was there the whole depth of the race, the purity

of its origin, the maturity of its aspirations,—till the last descendant

of Jesse, the last in the series of the prophets, appeared. On Him
was bestowed the anointing with the eternal fulness of God, for He
was the God-man. In Him the race of man attained the individual

end of its development, its depth, its unity, its approval in the sight

of God. By the formation of the divine-human life in the race, its

future was prepared ; but it was only by the appearance of the

matured divine-human life that it could be bestowed upon mankind
in general. Yes, He must first be perfected by the completion of

His work and destiny, before the Spirit of God could come upon
man as the Holy Spirit. For not till this completion was the sin

of the world atoned for, outweighed, and abolished by an infinitely

perfect righteousness ; the sinful nature of man consumed to its

very core, and transformed by the Spirit of God ; and an agency
thus created, which might reach to and change humanity to its

foundations, and fill it to the utmost limits of its circumference.

Humanity had now, in so far as it was one with Christ, its praise of

God in its longing after the righteousness of God, and its Eedeemer
in Him, according to the whole difference existing between His life

and its own. In this glory and redemption of mankind which was
manifested in Christ, however, the heart and nature of God Himself
were most intimately disclosed to the world—the Son of man is the

Son of God. He who was certified as the Holy One in the midst of

time, is the chosen One from the depths of eternity. His life is the

manifestation of the deep things of God and the deep things of

men, in the manifestation of the deep things of His divine-human
heart. It is the manifestation of the eternal personality.

1. We cannot cojiceive of man ivitliout God.—The atheist is ever

employed in destroying a feigned and gloomy divinity while denying
the true God, who, as the Eternal Spirit, is love. The materialist

believes in a dark Ahrimanes who has swallowed up Ormuzd. The
naturalist makes of the confluence of forces a holy Ganges, which he
worships, and in which the personal Being, engulphed and drowned,

rushes past him, till he himself plunges into the dark and sacred

stream. Feuerbach, in his work Das Wesen des Christeoithums, lays

down the proposition :
' Man's knowledge of God is man's know-

ledge of himself God, as God, is only an object of thought. God
is the manifested inner nature, the expressed self of man. So far

as thy nature, so far as thine absolute self-consciousness extends, so

far thou art God.' If the idolaters of man desire to be consistent,

they must renounce the word God. They must manage to make
the word 3Ian produce the same effect, in their circle, as the word
God does in the religious sphere. The atheistic anthropology might
be expressed somewhat in this fashion : 1. Universal man, the un-
limited (called God by believers in God). 2. The individual man,
the limited. 3. The man-man, or the unlimited-limited, who leads
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men to rush with unlimited limitation against the limits of their

nature, that, breaking through them into limited illimitability or
unlimited limitation, they may keep the festival of their twofold,

humanity. This would be about the manner in whicli they might
express themselves if they confined themselves to their own materials,

and did not borrow from us the word God and all that is involved

in it. In any case there is an entirely new logic if divinity is to be
denied, in order to ascribe it to man.^

2. We cannot co7iceive of God iDiiliout man.—Holy Scripture is

from the beginning raised above Deism, and above the deistic

philosophy which seeks to honour the freedom of God by giving it

an indeterminate exercise over a field of infinite possibility. Scrip-

ture knows that God is love, and that in love, freedom and necessity

are one. If God, according to Scripture, made man in His own
image, He bestowed upon him also the reflection of His own eternity,

and the testimony that He had eternally cherished him in His
Spirit. When, according to the prophets. He swore by Himself
that He would effect the redemption of man, or announced to the

believer, ' I have loved thee with an everlasting love,' these words
contain plain expressions of the eternal Trinity of the Godhead, and
testimony to the election of man. Does not the oath of God denote
Him as self-determined in eternal determination ? Does not the

love of God, set upon its object from all eternity, raise that object

as on eagles' wings above the temporal ? The New Testament
overflows with this acknowledgment, that believers are chosen before

the foundation of the world. It is in accordance with the acknow-
ledged spiritual dignity of the Keformed Church, that she has pro-

claimed this eternity of the love of God, and of the humanity which
it chooses and embraces, though she incurs, indeed, the danger of

being mistaken by rude conceptions and obscuring representations

of this glorious mystery. The Eeformed theologians arrived at this

doctrine not by the way of Christian speculation, but by that of

Scripture exposition ; not in opposition to a presupposed absolute

temporariness, but to the doctrine of human merit. This doctrine

of election is not fundamentally a doctrine of mere election, but a
dim intimation of the order in which God appointed the lot of man,
whose existence He had already determined :

' Paidus, qimm docet

nos in Christo electors fuisse ante mundi creationem (Eph. i. 4),

omnem certe dignitatis nostras respectum tollit ; -perinde enim est,

acsi diceret, quoniam in universo Adce semine nihil electione sua

1 [So Saisset (Modern Pantlieism, ii. 122) :
* Contemporary Pantheism, forced to

choose between an extravagant mysticism which is rejected by all the instincts, good
and bad, of our day, and the contrary tendency, decides for the latter, and sacrifices

resolutely the personality of God, in hopes of making more of man. What is the

result ? It destroys human personality. So true is this profound saying of a con-

temporary spiritualist :
" There are two poles of all human science, the personal I,

with whom all begins, and the personal God, in whom all ends." Yes, man without

God is an enigma,— I know not what,—an inexplicable monster. He has no mission

upon earth, and no hope in heaven. Losing his divine ideal, trying to take himself

for his ideal, he falls below himself, and his punishment for desiring to be God is,

that he ceases to be man.'

—

Ed.]
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dignum reperiehat coelestis pater, in Christum suum ocidos conver-

tisse : ut tanquam ex ejus corpore membra eligeret, quos in vitce

consortium sumiurus erat' (Calv. Inst. L. iii. c. 22, 1). Here men
are spoken of as already existing in the sight of the electing Grod

;

a proof that Calvin had not reached the whole depth of the biblical

doctrine of election.^ Hence it arose, that the doctrine of an elec-

tion to death was connected with the system :
' Pi^cedestinationem

qua deus alios in spem vifcB adoptat, cdios adjudicat mternce morti,

nemo, qui velit pius censeri simpliciter negare audet' (Ibid. L. iii.

c. 21, 5). In any case, however, the mind of the Keformed Church
was turned towards those infinitely deep things of God, and the

doctrine that God had loved believers From eternity was sedulously

inculcated by her. Contrasted with this view of eternity, how
infinitely imperfect is the speculation which affirms, ' Hence time

appears ns the fate, the necessity (Chronos, or Moloch ?) of the

spirit, which is incomplete in itself.^ This substance which is the

spirit is the process by which it becomes that which it is in itself,

and it is as this self-reflecting process that it first becomes in itself

truly spirit' (Hegel, Phanomenologie des Geistes, p. 605). ' The
end, the absolute knowledge, or the spirit knowing himself to be
spirit, has for its means the remembrance of spirits, as they are in

themselves, and as they accomplish the organization of their king-

dom. Their preservation, viewed from the side of their free exist-

ence, appearing in the form of contingency, is history, but viewed
from the side of their conceived organization, it is the knowledge of

manifested knowledge' (Id. Phanom., p. 612). If in the Christian

doctrine of election the spiritual intelligence is present even from
the beginning, and lays the foundations of the world, it does not

arise here till the end of the world, as the result of obscure develop-

ments ; if in the former, spirits, as eternal images of the love of

God, are elevated from ideal into eternal existence, in the latter they

are degraded from obscure and real ' contingency ' into the unreal

world of memory ; if in the former, motion served the Eternal Being,

in the latter, the Eternal Being is subject to motion : in the first

system, the ruler is the eternal God, in the latter. One developing

himself out of time, who remembers as a result, like the pale spirit

upon ' The place of skulls,' that spirits have been. It is, however, a

doubtful gain, if, to disencumber the idea of God from the necessity

of Hegel's system, we so define His freedom in the creation of the

world, as to make it appear to exclude His eternal love, predestin-

ation, and election. J, Stahl, in his Pliilosophie des Bechts, vol. i.

p. 55, notices the more recent system of Schelling in the following

manner :
' Schelling calls his present, and the Christian system, the

historical, in ojiposition to the logical system of recent philosophy.

^ [On Calvin's statement of the doctrine of election and its relation to subsequent
deliverances, see Cunningham's Works, vol. i. pp. 358-370.

—

Ed.]
^ Compare Marheinecke {zur Kritik der Sclidlinghchen Offenbarungsphilosophie, p.

43. The author seems to overlook the fact that every philosophical system, regarding

God as a mere process-God, is infected with the spirit of Moloch.
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For according to the latter, the world and every individual thing is

necessarily included in the nature of God ; according to the former,

it arose through His voluntary creation.' He therefore also calls

his system ' the system of liberty,' and ' the positive system.' For
it views all things that exist as existing because they exist, because

their almighty Author chose that they should, not as existing because

they ' could not but exist.' The assertion, that it was possible that

all that exists might not have existed, opposes the Christian doctrine

of election, and also the idea of a God eternally determined by Him-
self in Himself. If absolute and mere possibility be attributed to

Him, He is made uncertain in Himself, and thereby imperfect ; if

He is contrasted with such a possibility, it appears as a tempter to

that eternal love which is one with Himself. In the glory of that

love, all the arbitrariness of freedom on the one hand, and all the

constraint of necessity on the other, disappear.

3. God never communicates Himself to mankind in its univer-

sality.—Both the mystic and the scholastic pantheist, having but a
mutilated notion of human individuality and personality, cannot
but mistake the true significance of the historic Christ. The first

maintains that Christ becomes individual always and merely in the

children of the spirit : I am Christy says he, and thou art Christ

:

every man of the spirit is to become a Christ, He misconceives the

organization of men, their disposition to catholicity, according to

which it would be contradictory to reality, and also to truth, if there

were a Christ from house to house, if the one Christ did not live in

all Christians (compare Andersen's Das protestantische Dogma von
der sichtbaren und icnsichtbare7i Kirclie, p. 5&, &c.) The philoso-

phic pantheist, on the contrary, maintains that Christ cannot become
individual, but can only appear inthe universality ofthe human species.

' If reality is ascribed to the idea of the unity of the divine and human
natures, is this equivalent to the admission that this unity must
once have been actually manifested, as never before nor since, in an
individual ? This is not the manner in which the ideal is realized :

it is not wont to lavish all its fulness in one specimen, and be nig-

gardly towards all others—to express itself perfectly in that one

instance, and imperfectly in all remaining instances ; it deliglits

rather in pouring out its abundance among a multiplicity of speci-

mens, mutually completing each other, in an alternation of now
appearing, and now again disappearing individuals. And is this no

true realization of the idea ? Would not the idea of the unity of the

divine and human natures be a real one in an infinitely higher sense,

if I regard the whole human race as its realization, than if I single

out a single individual as such a realization ? Is not an incarnation

of God from eternity a truer one than an incarnation confined to a

definite period of timeP'^ (Strauss, Leben Jesu, vol. ii. 3rd edit. p.

^ [The equally significant and closely connected sentences may also be given. 'Tiie

key to the whole of Christology is this : that an idea instead of an individual is set forth

as the subject of the attributes which are predicated of Christ by the Church ;
but

then it is a real idea, not a Kantian or unsubstantial one. In an individual, a God-
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767). This view of humanity, which deludes itself with the notion

that the idea must be niggardly towards all others if it lavishes its

fulness upon one specimen, can proceed neither from history, nor

philosophy, nor poetry, nor a knowledge of human nature ; it is one

of those hollow phrases of pantheistic abstraction, which overlooks

all the differences of personality in mankind, and can only have

meaning in a state of things in which the eternal personality of in-

dividuality is dishonoured, and individuals are esteemed mere ' speci-

mens/ For does not history teach us that an idea can be generous

to others, while lavishing more or less, or even its whole fulness,

upon one ' specimen ' ? Has, then, the idea of criticism been nig-

gardly towards others, while bestowing its especial favour upon a

single individual in our own days ? Have the characteristics of the

ideal been described by philosophy as such that it must be seized

and carefully pocketed, like money, in the presence of others?

Does poetry teach, does nature teach us thus to estimate the

spiritual relations of humanity ? But it may be easily proved that

a divine-human, or spiritual life, which is not individual, is a contra-

diction. All the products of nature are suppoiled by one eternal

Spirit, and all unitedly proclaim that Spirit ; and yet no natural pro-

duction, as such, is a partaker of the Spirit, or a spiritual being.

But man has the Spirit, and it is this which raises him above the

rank of a specimen. Each individual has in truth the Spirit as a

person, and not merely a portion of the Spirit. But it does not

follow that the measure of the Spirit is not various, that the Spirit

does not overflow from some chosen instruments for the enrichment

of others. Now that which is true of spirit in its general nature, is

specially applicable to the Holy Spirit of the divine-human life. If

He were not individually present, He would not be present at all.

For such is the nature of the Holy Spirit that He exalts man to the

honour of a personality, eternally chosen by God, reconciled to Him,
filled with Him, and raised far above the feeling of being a mere
exemplar of his species. But if He is to appear in individualit}^

His outpouring will correspond with the nature of its organ. The
most glorious organ, the central organ, the head of mankind, corre-

sponding in the eternal organism of humanity to the fulness of the

Godhead, will be the medium through which this fulness is poured
out upon humanity. With this agree the following writers : J.

Schaller, Der historisclie Christus 2ind die Philosopliie, p. 106, &c.,

though the usual spiritualistic views of the resurrection of Christ

are found, p. 130 ; Conradi, Christus in der Gegemvart, Vergangen-
heit U7id Zukunft ; Goschel, Beiirdge zur spekulativen Philosopliie

man, these attributes and properties are contradictory, but in the idea of the race

they harmonize.' And it may here be remained, as an illustration of the impotence of

even the most reckless and fantastic error to create, that this ideal Christology was,
in its tangible results, though grounded on and dressed by a different philosophy,
anticipated by Celsus, one of whose objections runs thus : tI SrjiroTe els f.uav ywvlav
iire/xxpe toSto irvevixa ; deov ttoXXo. o/j-oidis ZiacpvcrriaaL (Tu/xara. The whole passage is

interesting in this connection, and will be found Grig. cont. Cels. ed. Spencer, p. 329.
—Ed.]
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'oon Gott und vom Gottmenschen, which is rich in suggestive

thoughts ; the essay of A. Schweizer, itber die Dignitdt des RcU-
gionssfifters in Studien imd Kritiken, Jahrg. 1834, iii. and iv.^

4. The higher the nature of the life that is to be diffused among
men, the more significant is its concentration in individuals ; and
the more extensive is the circle of influence proceeding from these

individuals. Man first appears in the qualities of his merely natural

life. In this respect all are equal. All, e.g. were once children.

In these qualities, all are for all. Man next appears in the more
distinct quality of sexual life. In this respect one half of man-
kind is for the other. Man further appears in the still greater

distinctness of family life, as manifested in races, in which appear

the first foundations of the organization of mankind ; and here

groups are for groups. The development of this great natural organ-

ization forms the nations, which exhibit an organism whose deli-

cate adaptations become ever more apparent as the holiness of

Christian nations increases. This scale of natural qualities every-

M'here points to the region of spiritual life. The sphere of

imperishable and spiritual life is announced in the universal

appearance of individuality. The individual is plainly an organ of

the universal, and of the divine administration of the universal, and
not only an organ, but a tone, a peculiarity thereof. Every man is

the only one of his kind. If he renounces this uniqueness, as, e.g., in

a state of slavery, in partisanship, in a monastic order, this always

takes place with the conscious or unconscious reservation, that he
will reclaim his peculiarity. And, indeed, he must do so ; for each

man has his peculiar mission. The Father will not receive him
into sabbatic rest in His bosom, till he has delivered His message,

till, from his special point of view, he has protested against all that

is erroneous in the world. What could even an infinite collection

of nullities have to testify ? Every individual must, indeed, rise to

the universality (catholicity) of the kingdom of God; but this he

can only truly attain to by the purest development of his own nature.

The region of individual life is everywhere pervaded by a gentle

breathing of the Spirit, a gale of eternity. But not until the pro-

vince of individuality is duly estimated as that spiritual kingdom in

which each man variously manifests the Spirit, does unity reappear

in the midst of diversity, since the Spirit is always one and the

same. And thus, as His instruments, all are for all.

In this general circle, however, special talents appear. These

are the comprehensive, the auspicious forms of various kinds, in

which are concentrated the blessings poured out upon the race, or

even the curse which desolates it. As representative forces, as

^ [To these may be added, Manseil's Bampton Lectures, 1858, especially Lecture v.,

in the notes to which lecture a great mass of information on this point is contained
;

Dr Mill's Observations on the Application of Pantlieistic Principles to the Criticism of
the Gospel, or, as it is more commonly styled, On the Mythical Interpretation of the

Gospels, Cambridge, 1861 ; and for the understanding of the present position of pan-

theistic philosophy, and its application to the points under discussion, Saisset's Modern
Pantheism, Edin. 1863.—Ed.]
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repre.sentative si^irits, they draw together the scattered operations
of human life, and collect them into a unity, to pour them out again
in individual freshness on the mass. In special talents, the general

capabilities of races are exhibited in happy forms and peculiar

groupings; and these talents, when they answer their appointed
end, advance the good of the race. Thus the many are for all.

But the men of genius form a still narrower group, and their

sphere of operation is greater than that of the men of talent. It is

characteristic of their operations that they are, not indeed absolutely,

but relatively, of a creative kind. They bring to maturity that

which is in process of formation, and introduce something new into

the world, a new blessing or a new curse. They make rflighty

efforts in behalf of their contemporaries. They are in constant

danger of being either idolized or persecuted, because the power
with which they are filled, flowing from them in wide circles, repels

all that is inimical, and moves and shakes to its very depths all that

is congenial.

But the men of genius also, within their own circle, present a
rich variety, and separate themselves into their special departments,
though it is of the nature of genius to exhibit a high" degree of

generality. It is by decided limitation on one side or the other,

that talent obtains its appointed power and brilliancy, while genius,

as such, is always more or less universal genius. And yet in most,
a special kind of power is prominent, pointing out to each his special

field. In consequence, however, of this division, there are but few
in each field. There are but few great artists, great poets, great

philoso})liers
; still fewer great prophets. Many are called, but few

are chosen. Thus the few are for all.

In the tendency, however, of genius to the universal, we already
find the striving after the highest unity. The elect were the pro-

phets of the One Elect. The express image of the Divine Being
and of humanity was at some time to appear in one personality, in

which the creative forces and principles should solemnize their

union, and thus exhibit themselves in a new, a second, a higher
man. This One is the concentrated expression of the tendency of all

mankind towards the Eternal : therefore, the Son of man. Hence
His agency extends to the whole race. Thus the One is for all.

_
From this head, and from His agency, is developed the infinitely

rich and marvellous organization of the life of mankind.

SECTION II.

THE PERSONALITY OF MAN.

The existence of personality in man is accompanied by indivi-

duality. So long as man lives in a savage and brute-like state, he
seems to be, more or less, a mere exemplar of his species. It is
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said to be difficult to distinguish one countenance from another

among the wild hordes inhabiting the steppes of Northern Asia.

The peculiar nature of man is in this instance still hidden, and he

appears merely a savage creature, or, to speak more correctly, a

creature who has become savage. And yet these faces, void as

they are of expression, recognise each other : the dawning of indivi-

duality, at all events, exists. The more, however, man receives

the blessing of education, and especially the consecration of religious

awakening, the more is individual life developed in him. That

infinite singularity becomes apparent, which distinguishes him as a

being elevated above the rank of a mere exemplar, and charac-

terizes each man as a hitherto non-existent type of humanity. The
certainty of immortality is contained in this singularity. For it is

through this that he is a new, a special, a definite purpose of God,

an eternal determination of the divine will. With the annihilation

of a distinct individuality we should impute a want of determination

to God. But the individuality and personality of man are ever

mutually developed. It is only because he is an individual that he

is a person ; and it is only in the infinite definiteness and isolation

of his being that infinite generality can appear. It is in the pro-

perty of individuality that creature existence attains that silvery

brightness of spirituality which testifies that the universal, and the

voice of God in the universal, can now be resounded by the metal

of which it is composed. The sharply defined figure of the crystal

is an image of individuality, the sun-light reflected therein an image

of personality. The more a man perceives, faithfully preserves, and

sincerely develops the peculiarity, the inmost depths of his nature,

the more does the fulness of the Spirit, the glory of God, the rich-

ness of His world, begin to be manifested in him. Individuality is

therefore the eternal form, or even the form of the Eternal. Tliis

is the stone against which the prevailing philosophy of the day

stumbles and is confounded. She regards the individual as only a

limitation of the general. According to her premises, the evil

cleaving to substance, the evil of the world, viewed according to

Manichean notions, has taken refuge in the form of the spiritual.

In her view, all is divine ; only the eternal characteristics, the

mystic lines which the human countenance forms by its constant

expressiveness, these are fatal to her. In her opinion, substance is

limited in its divine flow by those lines wdiich form the individual

life. It must burst these boundaries and break through their

opposition.^ As the boy plucks the flower to get at its scent, as the

^ ' The true being of man is rather his deed ; in this bis individuality becomes

actual, and it is this which puts an end to the intention in both its aspects. First,

as a substantial, passive existence : individuality presents itself in action as the

negative nature which is only in so far as it puts an end to existence. Then, again,

the deed puts an end to the uuutterableness of the intention in presence of the self-

conscious individuality, which, in the intention, is infinitely defined and defineable.

In the fully formed deed this worthless infinity is annihilated.'—Hegel's Phiinome-

nologie des Geistes, p. 242. Such statements consist with the crude ideas of the

author on Physiognomy,
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spiritualist would destroy the letter to find the spirit, so does this

last and most subtle Manichean view of nature shatter that eternal

form of the spirit, individuality, to advance universal being in its

triumphal progress through the ages. Since it makes man originate

from a process of nature, he must inevitably sink again into nature.

As is the gaining, so is the spending: 'Light come, light go/

But because this view lacks the eternal determination of the spirit,

it lacks also the Eternal Spirit Himself. That dark obscure sub-

stance in a state of constant fermentation, which is neither self-

possessing, self-penetrating, nor self-determined, can neither appear

in personality, nor form a real individual. Such philosophy is a

stranger to the conception of the eternal.

In the perfect or divine-human life, the contrast of individuality

and personality must be manifested in all its heavenly purity.

Here we see a man who is never lost and dispersed in mere creature-

hood, who never obliterates the constant characteristics of his being

;

who ever most distinctly expresses in his spiritual nature the eternal

appointment of God. He continues true to himself, and therefore

faithful to God. His voice was an echo of that purity which it had
by the divine appointment ; therefore a call of the Father, an an-

nouncement of salvation from God Himself. It was thus that

Christ appeared to us. He plainly declared His nature and the

mission resulting from it, and stamped the intrinsic value of His
nature with an impression of most sacred and faitiiful distinctness.

He asserted His spirituality in the presence of all nature. And
what was the result ? All nature began to shine with spiritual

brightness in the mirror of His spirit ; the birds of heaven and the

lilies of the field became, through Him, thoughts of God. He
contended for, and victoriously maintained, against the whole
world, the sanctuary of His divine Sonship ; and therefore did the

whole world, in its ruin and in its call to blessedness, begin to

shine with the light of His love and righteousness. His faithful-

ness to His individuality was also exhibited in this, that He showed
to His Father His whole heart, even its grief, that He did not

obliterate this distinct feature of His nature in an enthusiastic

heroism, which would have hindered the glorification of the Father
in Him. By the solemn earnestness which consecrated the place

on which He stood, He transformed the whole world into a sanctuary

of God ; by the constant energy with which He lived in the present,

He transformed all ages ; by the manner in which He laid hold of

passing events, He consecrated them into symbols of the world's

history. Yes, the glory of the personal life flowing from Him
transfigures both earth and heaven. But while it may be said tliat

He attained His personality in the infinite distinctness of His
individuality, the converse is equally true, that He found the un-
changing constancy of His nature in His continual and entire

submission to the Father. It was by plunging into the sun of

personality, that the eagle-like glance bestowed upon Him was
developed. And this view of the matter is also the more correct
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one. What He saw the Father do, that did He as the Son ; and
it was by finding Himself in the bosom of the Father, that He felt

and knew Himself to be the Son.

In the personality of Christ is manifested the personality of the

Father. When it is said, the eternal Being is light in Himself, in

Him is no darkness at all. He possesses, He penetrates, He surveys.

He wills absolutely,—what is this but to say that He has per-

sonality ? God is the most decidedly personal being, much more
so than man, because He cherishes nature not as a necessity to His
spirit, but as a form of manifestation for His spirit. But if per-

sonality stands in polar relation to individuality, how can God be
personal ? Do we then say that God, wjio is the source of all in-

dividual, as well as of all personal life, is not an individual ? His
personality is the eternal light of His Spirit, in its self-determining

agency; its antitheses are those eternal determinations (Bestimmthei-
ten) which He cherishes in His being, and which are summed up
in that one general determination, in that character of His being,

in His Son.^ If, then, these determinations appear in time, they
are not therefore absolutely temporal. With the nature of Christ,

eternity appears in time, because the Spirit of God, which embraces
all times, is manifested in Him ; and in jwoportion as He awakens
personality in men, does He awaken eternity in them.

But the personality of Christ not only manifests the eternal per-

sonality of the Father, but also proclaims the produced (werdende)
personality of men. For Christ exhibits in His life the destination

of humanity, its inmost depths, which are to be absolved, delivered,

and perfected through Him. And thus by His appearing there is

also proclaimed the Church, in which the Spirit of life is ever

elevating that which is perishable to the light of the imperishable,

and glorifying nature as well as mankind. His personality is the

pledge to His Church of a future, in which, through its development
and perfection, all the obscurities of nature, all the dark mysteries

of evil, shall be pervaded by the light of their manifested relation

to eternity, and sanctified to the service of God. The Eternal Spirit,

as the all-ordaining Being, ordaining Himself in all, is the source of

all personal life, the personality of the Father, or even the fatherly

personality. The same Spirit, as the Being whose existence is

determined with infinite delicacy and sharpness, and who in this

determinateness is the Being knowing Himself free, the Blessed

One, is the reflection of the Father's glory, the personality of the

Son. But the same Spirit, as the Spirit of liberty, bringing back
this determinateness of the Son and of His members to the self-

determining agency of the Father, through whose presence God is

present in His j^eople, so that their life is sunk and lost in His, is

the personality of the Holy Ghost, or also the Holy Spirit of per-

sonal life, who sanctifies the world, and makes it an offering to God.

The special province of the Spirit's operations is the Church, whose

several individualities, notwithstanding their infinite diversity, and
^ 6s &v—x^-P^'^T'lP ^^s virotXTaaecos avrou, Heb. i. 3.
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even by the organic relations of that diversity, form one organism,

and at the same time one great collection of individualities.

NOTES.

1. The notions Individuality and Personality express, according

to our view, the nature of spirit in a polar relation. Individuality

is tlie point in which spirit comes forth and distinctly manifests

itself in nature
;
personality is the circle by means of which it em-

braces heaven and earth, and perceives God that it may manifest
Him. The mutilation of these notions is connected with all the

morbid inclination to abstract generality, to the dark depths of in-

distinguishable substance, prevalent in these days ; and its presence

may be traced, like that of a devouring worm, in the principles and
tendencies of the new theology. It is evident from the above quota-

tion, that Hegel had not discovered the true notion of an individu-

ality corresponding with personality. Michelet, in his Lectures on
the Personality of God, &c., seems for a moment to touch upon the

true significance of individuality, p. 84 :
' The true relation of the

general and the particular is therefore merely a looking at both
sides at once. The particular does but add another definite peculi-

arity to the contents of the absolutely general, by which peculiarity

it is itself distinguishable from other particulars of the same species,

just as separate ideas exclude each other through their peculiarities.

Particularity is consequently the richest,' &c. Individuality, how-
ever, is not mere particularity, and the general is not so poor as to

increase in contents through the particular, as this author thinks.

Hence an unsatisfactory conception of individuality is already an-
nounced. ' It is the principle of individuation,—that addition
made to generality and speciality,—which forms the great variety,

and the distinctive characteristics of individuals. And since the
addition is non-essential, all that is great and true in individuals
belongs to them by reason of their species.' The principle of in-

dividuation, then, that 'anonym,'' as Gothe calls it, is here an
addition, and again this addition is non-essential. It is evident
that this non-essential addition is incapable of constituting a human
race at all corresponding to the ideal. On the contrary, it is really

the millstone hung round the neck of the subject, to draw it down
into the depth of annihilation. 'The general process of species,

therefore, consists in withdrawing from one series of peculiarities to

appear in others. Peculiarity is eternal
;
peculiar beings, on the

contrary, disappear.' Gieszkoivshj also seems, in his work Gott
und Palingenesie, p. 40, to define incorrectly the relation between
individuality and personality, though he maintains the immortality
of personality against Michelet. 'With him individuality is 'the
natural, the indifferent, the co-existent, the inflexible, the incidental,
the limited, the most peculiar peculiarity,^—that which not only
cleaves to materiality, but also underlies it.' According to Snell-
mann, Versuch einer spekulativen Entwichelung der Idee der

1 Certainly the ever singular.
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Fersonlichheit, p. 43, 'an .individual is a being which thus ever

exckules another, but even thereby becomes ever another.' The
contrast between the general and the individual being tluis desig-

nated, in the strongest terms, an unending one, we may Avell be

surprised to iind the whole contrast so soon entirely at an end,

p. 49 :
' The spirit is not distinguished, as the Ego, from the

matter of the consciousness ; it is not that it has this matter, but
that it is this matter. There is here, then, no distinction between
consciousness and self-consciousness, but both are directly one.

For the spirit, as pure self-consciousness, as the Ego, which more-
over has the matter of the consciousness, is not a definite one, an
exclusive individual.' This indistinguishahle identity (and there-

fore sameness) of consciousness and self-consciousness is, according

to p. 242, the idea of personality. This personality is consequently

the monotonous spirit, or rather non-spirit, which comes to itself

when first in tliought, and afterwards temporally, in natural death,

it abolishes subjectivity (244). Feuerbach carries on the degrada-

tion of the subjective to the perishable to a degree which sliows a
hatred of it :

' It is not love which completely fills my spirit ; I

am leaving room for my unloving nature by thinking of God as

a subject, distinct from His attributes. The notion of a personal

self-existent Being is anything but identical with the notion of love
;

it is rather something beyond and without love. Hence it is neces-

sary that I should at one time part with the notion of love, at an-

other, with the notion of the subject' {Das Wesen des Christenthums,

p. 360). Goschel, on the contrary, arrives, by the same premises

as Hegel, at the conviction, that it is in the nature of the notion of

the Ego, as Ego, as spirit, that the individual Ego is not lost in it,

but continues to live and think in it. ' The Ego, in its distinct-

ness from nature, is just this, it is equal to itself. Ego = Ego.

Therefore the death of the Ego in the Ego is a contradictory idea'

{Beitrdge zur spekidaiiven Theologie von Gott und dem Menschen,

&c., p. 24). Tlie same author expresses the principle, ' Nothing
so much pertains to personality as individuality, and indeed the

individuality of the subject' (p. 58). ' The connection is as fol-

lows : personality is the highest form of individuality, the pervasive

glorification and manifestation of self-existence ; on the other hand,

subjective individuality, or independence, is the matter and condi-

tion of personality.' Here, then, the polar relation between indi-

viduality and personality is expressed. The remarks made by

Strauss (Leben Jesu, p. 735) against the Church doctrine of Christ,

or of the union of the divine and human natures in Him, funda-

mentally oppose the true notion of personality in general. He
appeals to Schleiermacher, Glaubenslehre, 2, §§ 96-98, where he finds

the expression, that the divine and human natures are united

in Christ, difilicult and barren. Schleiermacher argues specially

against the Church doctrine, which receives two wills in Christ, and

remarks that, in this case, we must come to a similar decision with

respect to the understanding. Strauss seems, fairly cnougli, to
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claim for his assertion the arguments of Schleiermacher, according

to which there is said to be something absolutely inconceivable in

the Church notion of the Uod-man. Schleiermacher does not give

its full significance to the notion of individuality; consequently

he uses a "christological expression (p. 6G) which even Noetus or

Eutyches might have appropriated. ' The existence of God in the

Eedeemer is laid down as a primary force from which all agency

proceeds, and by which all impulses are connected : what is human,

however, only forms the organism for this force, and is related

thereto, as being both its receptive and its expositive system.' But

how should this organism of Christ have been able, without a will,

to receive and exhibit the will of God ? And the same reasoning

applies to the understanding. Is the understanding of two men,

whose agency is alternately employed, a double one ? But as little

is it a, single one. The understanding and the will, as well as all

that is spiritual, all that is personal, bear within themselves the

contrast of the objective and the subjective, whose diversity is ex-

plained in identity, and their identity in diversity.

The misconception of the personality of the individual, exhibits

itself in two extremes which, though exhibiting a mortal aversion,

are yet intrinsically united. The one extreme is the tendency of

Jesuitism, as an emanation of the Manichean and ascetic aversion

to the individual and its corporeity, which has obscured the Komisli

Church. The other extreme is the tendency of Communism, rest-

ing upon the Manichean and pantheistic aversion to the personal

and its perpetual definite peculiarity. The annihilation of person-

ality is the final aim of both these tendencies. In the first case,

the most unconditional obedience to the general of the order, the

most colossal sectarianism, is to extinguisli» all individuality.

Lamennais, in his treatise Affaires de Rome, has some excellent

remarks on this subject. The Church of Kome exhibits an in-

creasing tendency to establish this principle. Lacordaire expresses

himself in the Semem^ (No. 23, 1843) in the following manner

:

' Ce que Dieu vous demande, cest de sacrifier voire conviction

fiottante, uniquement bassee sur vos passions et vos prejuges a la

conviction ime, sainte, et perpetuelle de la cite de Dieu ; cest I'ab-

juration de. la cite du monde pour ladhesion complete et libre a

I'autorite religieuse, pour la soumission a I'hierarchie et a VEglise

;

cest de vous dire une bonne fois a vous-meme : Eh bien cen est fait,

je me donne a une raison souveraine, immuable, plus hatde que la

mienne ; moi, atome miserable, je rnassieds enjin las et confondu

sur ce roi inebranlable, qui a pour appui la main de Dieu, et pour

garantie de sa duree, son invariable promesse I Ainsi 'penetres de

voire nidlite individuelle vous rent^^erez dans la vie generale.' It

might be added : dans la grande nullite, qui resulte d'une telle com-

position de pures mdlites. On this side, man is required to sacrifice

his personality to the mere hierarchy, the historical majority ; on
the other, to the multitude, the momentary majority, without the

prospect of receiving it back free and transformed, which is the
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result of the surrender of the life to God. This sacrifice is de-

manded, because sectarianism, as such, is a gloomy and demoniacal

power, which can only be formed by trampling down individualit}^,

a thick cloud in which the beautiful and separate colours of natural

life form but one dingy mixture. How bright, on the contrary, is

the glory of the true Church, as displayed in her adornment of

sanctified individualities and their varied endowments ! From this

one fundamental mutilation, there arise, in the courses of the two
above-named extremes, a series of mutilations : the mutilation of

the rights of property, of marriage, of the State, of the Church.

2. An individual is a creature which cannot suffer the dissolu-

tion of its own proper nature by any dissolution of its outward con-

stituents, which no storm of death can strip of the mighty unity

formed by its existence. The word persona means, first, the mask
worn by an actor, then, the character which he represents, and,

lastly, an individual, in his characteristic significance. The word
personality cannot certainly be referred immediately to personare,

in such a sense as to make it denote how the general resounds

through the individual. But when Snellmann (p. 1 of his Col-

lected Works) calls this ingenious explanation, far-fetched and un-

satisfactory, he forgets that the voice of the actor resounds from
the mask, and the general life, represented by poetry, from the

dramatic character ; that the meaning of the character, moreover, is

to express general life in its mature determinateness. It is, at all

events, a characteristic trait of pure personality, that the infinite

resounds through it.^

SECTION III.

ORGANISM IN THE PROVINCE OF PERSONAL HUMAN LIFE.

Humanity has its unity first in its natural type, in the primitive

natural man, from whom all derive their life and blood. This

unity is the unity of species, but also the unity of destination to a

spiritual life, and of the perversion of this destination by the fall.

This unity has been converted into a sad uniformity—it is the

tragic monotony of the race that in Adam all die. This is the

unity which is now esteemed by many the peculiar glory of the

human race. But the higher unity of mankind has been mani-

fested in the God-man, who, in the infinitely rich and divine nature

in which He appeared as the head of humanity, announced, and by

the agency of His Spirit brought to light, its infinite variety, and

the unity existing amidst this variety. In Christ all are made
alive ; and in this life they form that organic community which

He so fills and animates with His divine fulness, that they re-

present the universal Christ. The God-man develops His life in

1 [This subject is pursued, and treated in opposition to Strauss, in Miiller's Doctrine

of Sin, ii. 159, &c.—Ed.]
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the organism of the divine-human Church, in whose ideality even

nature is elevated till at length Grod becomes all in all.

The individuality of each man, which is to be delivered and to

come to its maturity and glory through the God-man, is the power,

dwelling in its personality, of taking into itself and exhibiting all

life. All times, all space, all saints, are present in the heart of the

humblest Christian. His memory reaches back to the fall and the

creation ; his hope extends beyond the close of this world ; his

inner life has its roots in the centre of time, in the sacred period of

Christ's death and resurrection. The East, whence the Gospel

issued, as well as the West, to which it proceeded, is his home.

Patriarchs, prophets, and apostles visit him as the familiar friends

of his inner life ; infinity nestles in his bosom ; God Himself comes

with His Son, and sups with him ; he is an heir of all things.

Individuality in its Christian splendour is a diamond whose facets

are infinite, that it may receive all the light of infinity.

But the personality of the Christian is an individual one. It is

in each a personality infinitely unique, new, and utterly differing

from every other. This isolation would repel the whole world, if it

were not at the same time personality, life in common. It would

be a gloomy divinity, if there could be such a one, if it were not

rather, an infinitely limited expression of the eternal God. By
means of personality the isolated individual is one with all sanctified

individuals ; but this personality, being individual, is again diverse

from them.^ The individual is to represent, in infinite limitation,

the infinitely unlimited ; in the special ray of a single character,

the eternal Sun. He is an Ego, therefore an immortal being ; a

spiritual note in which all creation resounds, therefore also a per-

sonality. But because the man restored to his destination by the

God-man is both personal and individual, he is a member of the

body to which he belongs, of the head from which his life proceeds.

He has his special talent, and with it his special relation to all the

other members, his special task, his separate stand-point. He has,

too, his special one-sidedness, his relative deficiency of talent, in

which respect he needs completion by the fulness of the body, and
especially by contrasted and kindred members. And even this very

deficiency is but a gift of infinite capacity to receive the fulness of

blessing stored up in kindred spirits, the means of union with them,

of taking up a definite position in the wondrous frame of the body.

When in human life those great individual groups, the nations,

oppose and strive against each other, when a constant and painful

friction takes place between private individuals, human nature, in

this unhappy confusion and self-destruction, seems put to shame by
the harmonious association of a flock of antelopes, and by the close

ranks of a train of cranes. But even this terrible perversion of its

destiny makes it evident that its unity cannot be the uniformity of

^ Hence, in its perfection, the new name whicli no one knoweth, saving be tliat

receiveth. it (Rev. ii. 17). Tliis is the development of 'the anonym' in the in-

dividual.
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generic life, the monotony of a collection of exemplars. This con-

tinual friction is but the morbid working- of tlie infinite delicacy of

its organism, and the loud harshness of the discord testifies to the

glory of the lost harmony.
This harmony, this bright and heavenly variety in spiritual unity,

is apparent in Christ's kingdom, ' Peter and John, Thomas and
Paul, how different, )'et how similar ! how clearly do they manifest

in their diversity the oneness of the life in Christ and the heavenly
richness of this oneness ! In the free New Testament Church
this is the-^lution :

' There are diversities of gifts, but the same ^/"-^
Spirit. And there are differences of administrations, but the same
Lord. And there are diversities of operations, but it is the same
God' (1 Cor. xii. 4-6). It is then a proof of true Christianity to

exhibit eternal unity in variety, and variety in unity ; or, in other

words, to show individualities in the light of personality, and per-

sonalities in the varying hue of individualities.

Antichristianity, on the contrary, is matured in such systems as

would annihilate individuality, whether they seek, by stifling the

singularity of the individual, to exhibit his religious and heavenly
generality ; or, by rooting out his relation to the Eternal, to cherish

his individuality, as a merely animal expression of existence. The
former deny the true incarnation of God, the manifestation of the

Eternal in the individual ; the latter, the divine unction of the

individual, his glorification in the Eternal. Both would trample
on the honour of the subject, to exhibit the lionour of the com-
munity ; thus, however, constituting a community without honour,

without divine life, or glory. They would break in individuals,

catalogue spirits, mechanize personalities. They misconceive the

ideal groundwork of humanity, in conformity with which the Church,

in the midst of the greatest abundance of efforts, of contrasts, of

diversities, will yet, by means of its infinitely delicate sympathies

and antipathies glorifiled by love, have but one heart and one soul,

—one heart raised above time, one soul hovering over all space, one

society embracing both the living and the dead in God, to whom
they all live through Christ, who unites all as their life-giving head.

Individuals may be compared to the linked rings which form a

single chain, or which, partially enclosing each other, exhibit a

rich tissue of spheres. There are great individuals who partially

enclose less individuals, but they are all enclosed in the greatest, and
form but one organic unity. As one great general comprises whole

hosts, as one great philosopher represents a whole race of minds, so

does Christ comprehend human nature. In Him dwells the fulness,

the deep insight of a John, the energetic activity of a Peter, the

ideal resoluteness of a Paul,—in short, the deep spiritual wealth of

the race. Thus, too, in decision, purity, and power. He is the head

of the race. He was able with absolute and heavenly certainty,

from moment to moment, to discern between truth and error, to

conquer the tempter, and with perfect freedom to do the very thing

which the Father willed to do through Him. His purity was a

VOL. I. D
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bright mirror, reflecting all characters in tlieir several particulars.

The miiruuirs of enemies, the whispers of friends, resounded

through His soul. The terrors of earth could pass through His

mind. And so clear was His apprehension, that He was as aware

of the world's judgment as of His own. But in power also He
surpasses the whole human race. The power of His fidelity and

zeal for God, of His victory over the world, is a lasting influence

which is ever working, and must work till it has attained its end,

till at His name every knee shall bow to the glory of God the

Father.

The influence of Christ upon individuals is displayed in their

attaching themselves to Him, and conditions the relation in which
they stand to Him as His flock. But His influence is a holy one

;

it respects the freedom of each individual, his destination for God,
which is one with the possibility of his condemnation. Hence His
Church appears, first of all, in the very-elect and the elect. His
influence upon individuals allows of counteraction. He suffers the

great contradiction of sinners, and thereby reconciles Himself with

them in spite of all their narrowness (this is especially apparent in

the relation of the New Testament to New Testament exegesis).

But such spirits as follow His leadings, also influence each other.

These influences form an infinitely delicate and intricate rhythm :

their various relative proportions of fulness, distinctness, brightness,

and power give to each a different position with regard to all others.

Thus is formed tlie body of Christ, that eternal organism, animated
bv the glorious Head, in whom dwelleth all the fulness of God
(Eph. i. 23). ^

In this organism not one tittle of the law passes away ; that is to

say, every power finds its use and object. Bach mind attains its

own special experience. Each voice is reckoned upon, and none
desires to go beyond the part aJ)pointed it, to go beyond its pitch.

But each must preserve and manifest its own peculiarity. The
honour of God cannot dwell in soundless men, in individuals whose
individuality is extinct, whom cowardice has induced to merge
themselves in the dark flood of an impersonal substance, or in the
opposite but equally dark compound of an enslaved party-nature.

The honour of God will dwell in those really honourable ones, those

heroes, each of whom has once stood alone beside Christ upon the
hill of martyrdom, and has, in spite of all the world, and in order
to be faithful to all the world, preserved his most sacred possession

for his Lord. These are the children of God, the joint heirs with
Christ. Every child of God has received something special, some
peculiar characteristic, from his Father. Each is endowed with a
power which can concur with the powers of others, but only in

Christ. Hence every child of man must be a protestant, must be
inwardly independent of every other man, and fall into the arms of
Christ, to attain to true catholicity. In each separate Christian,
Christ is manifested anew in a special aspect of His divine glory.
But formerly, in His personal manifestation, He exhibited in "unity
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tbat fulness which is now disclosed in diversity, in His Church
;

and thus with Him eternity enters into time.

NOTES.

1. The relations of developed individual life are infinite. How
great is the variety exhibited even by a man's social position ! The
same individual is at the same time child, husband, father, brother,

friend, subject, superior, companion, and fills many other relations

too numerous to mention. In each of these several relations his

disposition is seen in a difi'erent light, or exhibits a difterent reflec-

tion of the surrounding world. Christianity, however, in the per-

fection of its influence, transforms him into a diamond lighted up
by the fulness of God, makes him an heir of God. Are not all men,
then, in this respect perfectly equal ? They that are perfect are

equal in this respect, that they alL see God. But as the image of

the sun is larger in a lake than in a dewdrop, and as light assumes
ditierent hues in different jewels, so does infinite diversity exist

among men with respect to their capacities for receiving into them-
selves the life of God.^

2. There is no absolute absence of talent among men, but only a

relative one. That side of the indi'\'idual on which he appears un-
endowed, is, when rightly improved, that on which he most ardently

unites with the whole community, and devotes himself to it. Thus,
even limited talent is not a positive limitation, but rather a passive

recipiency which makes the individual such a member of the king-

dom of God as stands truly in need of its communion and fellowship.

3. In great national wars, national individualities seem to come
into collision, that their several and peculiar natures may be more
evident.

4. It is quite natural that any single gift of Christ should assume
a different aspect in any one of His witnesses, from that which it

does in Himself ; for in Him it is modified by the fulness of all

gifts. Thus there may seem to be more power in the ministry

of John ; but if we compare the words of Christ against Pharisaism

Avith those of the Baptist, the surpassing dignity of Christ's person

is perceived even in this particular. All the splendid single virtues

in which each of God's heroes have appeared so great, blend in

wondrous harmony in Him ; and it is for this very reason that He
is the fairest among the children of men, for in His perfect beauty

the several and various components disappear in the ideal unity of
j

the whole. On the union of various spiritual gifts in Clirist, see
j

Conradi, Christus in der Gegenwart Vergangenlieit und Zuhunft,
\

p. 97, &c.

5. As there should be a due appreciation of both those forms of

life, individuality and personality, as harmonious contrasts mutually

needing each other ; so should there be an equally just appreciation

of those forms of life, Protestantism and Catlioh'city. The former

may be defined as the individuality of the Church in general, the

^ Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 40 ; Piev. sxi. 19.
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latter as its personality. But both these essential characteristics of

the Church are united. Through its personality or Catholicity, the

Church must be free from all the exaggerations, adulterations, and

spurious admixtures of individuality or Protestantism. But, on

the other hand, the riches of its personality must be unfolded in its

Protestant individuality—its personality must be delivered from

the monkish cowl which would gradually stifle its vitality, and

from the dead uniformity thereby produced. Catholicity, Avithout

Protestantism, is a mere sect. For it is the nature of a sect to

repress individuality, to abolish its peculiar gifts and lasting dis-

tinctions, in order to exhibit unity. How free, how vital was

the Catholicity of the apostolic Church, in which the Apostle Paul

boldly opposed Peter in his error at Antioch, and the Apostle James
the degeneracy of Pauline Christians ; in which each Church shone

distinct from all others in the light of its own peculiar vocation !

We are thus taught how firmly true Protestantism will adhere to

true unity, and how this unity of the Church not only permits but

requires the free development of the individual life of each of her

members.
The Church of Christ should consequently be thoroughly con-

scious of her vocation. For she has to deal on one side with a

sectarianism which would destroy all individuality, on the other,

with a separatism which threatens to exhibit a separate church and

society in each individual. This sectarianism appeared in the

ecclesiastical form of Jesuitism, in the secular one of Communism.
Both these tendencies resemble each other in the effort to exhibit a

perfect society by the annihilation of its varying individual com-
ponents. They may be considered as the most matured productions

of sectarianism ; the one demanding this false and fearful sacrifice

from men to gain the world for heaven, the other to gain heaven

for the world. Separatism over against this sectarianism, exhibits

an equal measure of error, and indeed in a similarly twofold aspect

;

first appearing in ecclesiastical pride, as an enemy of all Church
organization ; then in secular pride, as an opponent of all political

order in society. The erratic courses, however, of both these enor-

mous exaggerations lie very near each other.

SECTION IV.

THE FULNESS OF THE TIME.

Time and space are no gods, for this, if for no other reason, that

time intersects space, and space time. We can, however, hardly
escape from the idolatry of those jwwerful forms of the world's

development. It seems most difficult for man to free himself from
the notion that time is a god. Even the boldest philosopliical

systems, unassisted by the spirit of Christianity, in treating of the
origin of the gods in time, are for the most part infected with the

superstitious assumption that time is itself a god. In this case they
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do homage to Chronos, wlio devours his own children, who con-

sumes personalities ; to Moloch, to whom children are sacrificed ; to

the process-god, who destroys individualities in order to become
entirely himself. The Grecian was delivered from Chronos by
Zeus, who instituted an everlasting Olympus and a transposition of

human heroes into the community of the immortal gods. The
Hebrew was freed from Moloch by Jehovah, the eternal God, who
in His covenant faithfulness is in all ages equal to Himself, and who
also elevates His elect to His own eternity. The religious conscious-

ness, however, of many philosophers has not yet attained either to

the worship of Jupiter or the service of Jehovah, since they still

expose their children by sacrificing the personal immortality of man
to a god confounded with time—a god in process of becoming such.^

This idolatry of time is connected with the idolatry of nature.

Nature is the slow development of the Spirit. The greatness of

natural philosophy consists in its discovery of the gradations of de-

velopment in the life of nature and of man ; but it is its limited

nature which is exhibited, when these gradations of development are

regarded as periods of origin in the consciousness of God Himself.

Nature is confounded with the act of creation, and even regarded

as the Creator, when the subsequent is looked upon as the mere
product of the antecedent, the higher as the mere birth of the lower.

Thus the elements are made to arise from an effort and interwork-

ing of the original principles of nature, and the organic products

from the elements, and always new and higher formations from

those already existing, till at length man appears as the head of

animal existence. It is indeed quite justifiable to estimate the

origin of spiritual life by such gradual developments. But when-

ever a higher product is formed from one formerly existing, unless

origination is distinguished from existence, its highest quality, i.e.,

its peculiar idea, its soul, and thus the very principle which is essen-

tial to it, must be surreptitiously introduced. The natural philoso-

phy which would construct the higher out of the lower, is full of

such surreptions. The elements may be made to weave as long as

we please ; but if a plant is to be originated, a new idea, and indeed

a more concrete and powerful one than that of the elements, must

be introduced among them, to assume their material according to

its necessities, and to assimilate it into its own life. With each new

gradation of life, a new idea actually appears as a new vital prin-

ciple—an idea certainly announced and prepared for, but not created,

by preceding formations. And it is in the very singularity, novelty,

1 [Hegel, Schelling, Baur, and their followers, are forced by the principles of their

philosophy to repudiate the idea of a ' fulness of time ' in the Christian sense. As

has been shown in a previous chapter, they can admit no such incarnation as this

requires, no single, historical incarnation, which happens once for all. To become

man is, as it were, God's eternal attribute and destiny, which, as God, He is always

fulfilling, and men accordingly are reduced to mere 'phenomenal manifestations' of

God. In this sense God becomes incarnate in every man, and through all time
;
and

if there is a 'fulness of time,' it is only because one man, say Jesus, has more

strikingly than others revealed the eternal and infinite.—Eu.]
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and power, by wliicli it is raised above previous formations, tbat its

peculiar nature is apparent.^ We shall thus be obliged to allow

that new forms in the ascending scale of life do not make their

respective appearances merely as natural products, but as the

thoughts and works of God. Nature, indeed, dreams of her future,

and foretells it in obscure foreshadowings. But these very dreams

of nature are only the result of the thoughts of God already working

in her, and about to appear in new creations. Thus nature may be

said to form a great number of concentric circles. New circles are

ever appearing, each tending towards the centre. These do not, how-
ever, proceed from nature, but from a new creation and from eternity.

Thus, e.g.^ within the circle of minerals is the circle of plants:

within the circle of plants, that of the brute creation; within this, that

of mankind ; within the circle of mankind, the circle of the elect.

Here, moreover, the subsequent and the higher is not only as

primordial as the former and lower ; but with respect both to its

own importance and the power which appoints it, it does, in the

very nature of things, take precedence thereof in the mind of God.
What John the Baptist said of Christ, ' He that cometh after me
is preferred b(?fore me, for He was before mq,' might equally be said

8^the plantW the stone, or M the lion ©£f the plant. For the

circles gradually tending towards the centre"of life ever increase in

depth. In each new circle appear the principles for whose sake the

former were produced, and which, in their import, include and take
up preceding formations.

In man appears the principle of all the days of creation, God
first formed the earth, and made plants and animals. But man was
nevertheless that principle in the mind of God, whose life called

all nature into life.

Mankind forms another rich system of circles. Still deeper and
still more powerful natures appear towards the centre,—the noble,

the holy ones, the first in the truest sense, though frequently the last

to appear. In the centre appears the God-man. Here is the veriest

centre of the circle, here its fulness and depth ; the consciousness
in which God is one with man ; hence the whole depth of Godhead
and the whole depth of humanity, and therefore the essential prin-
ciple, the First-born, the Eternal, in whom God made the world.
But because Christ has this significance in the midst of the

world's history, time has its consummation in Him, and eternity
appears with Him, and in Him, in the midst of time. Before time
was. He was in God as the principle, the root, the motto of the
world. Could the world have been conceived as a composition or
fundamental idea without a motto ? He will be, too, when time is

1 Compare Streffen's Alt und Neu Beurtheilung dreier naturphilosojMsclier Schrif.
ten Schellinrjs, p. 20 ; Jiosenkranz, Schellinrj, p. 87 ; Hegel Lorjik, 2d Part, die Lelire
vom Berjriff, p. 209. ' The more the teleological principle has been connected with
the notion of a supernatural uuderstaudiug, and so far favoured by piety, the further
has it appeared to depart from true natural philosophy, which sees in the properties
of nature, not alien, but inherent certainties.'—P. 210. ' The aim is the conception
objectively realized.'—P. 219.
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no more, as the head of a new world, in which nature will he
glorified in the spirit, tlie spirit incorporate in nature. Thus
Christ is the Alpha and Omega in the development of the world.

Hence His appearance in the midst of time has a depth and signi-

ficance including both the beginning and the end. If we contem-

plate the ceon of the natural world of mankind. His life may be

designated as the end of the world. But on this very account His
life is equally the beginning of the world, the foundation of a new
and eternal world of mankind. As the light, the power, the saving

life, the sanctifying Spirit, Christ forms the centre of the world, a

centre whose influences penetrate all its depths, till they break forth

in brightness on all points of its circumference, till the triumphant
banners of the divine-human life float upon all the battlements of

creature life. The coming of the Son of man will be like a flash of

lightning, shattering the Old World from east to west, and dis-

covering the New World in its spiritual glory.

In every normal birth, the head first makes its appearance from
the parent's womb. Therefore was the new, glorified, and spiritual

humanity first born into the Avorld in its Head. But the mem-
bers follow the head. Therefore the external organism of Christ's

Church struggles out of the obscurity of natural life, that it may
exhibit in its completeness the phenomenon of the eternal life.

Spirit is in its very nature eternal. But life is, in its natural

appearance, transitory. Hence man remains for a long time in

holy hesitation between eternity and transitoriness, because he is at

once a structure of nature and a spiritual being—a union of the two

powers. But the Eternal Spirit must elevate his perishing nature

into His own element, into the glory of eternal life. Christ fulfilled

this appointment. By His victory He has changed this hesitation

between time and eternity into the triumph of eternity. And by
communicating His Spirit to His people, nature is ennobled and

spiritualized in them and by them, and raised by means of His

victorious resurrection to the eternal. Hence the Chm-cli of Christ

has ever had the feeling and expectation of being near to eternity,

because, filled with the principle of eternity, she is ever ripening

with silent but powerful growth for eternity.

It is in the very nature of things, that the whole history of the

world, before Christ, should, both in great and small matters, point

to Him in the realm of ideal life, as well as work towards Him in

the realm of actual life. In all those great and little affairs of the

world which have essential reference to the climax of the future, to

Christ, tendencies and preludes may be perceived, whose fulfilment

is given in Christ. And thus is time fulfilled in Him. We see

here both the yearning of humanity after God, that is, its craving

after eternity ; and the satisfaction of this yearning, namely, the

manifestation of God as it gradually dawned upon rough and sinful

human nature in the ecstatic visions of patriarchs and prophets,

until the time of its full appearance came. The life of Christ is

the manifestation of eternity in time, because it is the manifestation
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of Grod Himself, because it forms the eternal centre of humanity,
discloses and savingly restores the eternal destiny of mankind, and
by its power transforms all nature into spirit. Christ came into the

world from the Father, and therefore entered time from eternity.

But then He left the world again to go to the Father. He will not,

however, return alone, but with His people. He will raise them
up to share His own exaltation, that is, out of time into eternity,

into the s[)iritual life, whose liglit shows all times in every moment,
all worlds in every place, all hearts in every heart, eternal, tranquil,

solemn unity in all the changes of infinite variety.

NOTES.

1. When it is settled that time and space are no gods, it is at the
same time decided that God is not limited by time and space, and
is therefore not a developing (werdender) God. But not only God,
but man also, as a being of divine extraction, is raised in his own
nature above time and space. Even in his relation to time, man
is as 'the happy one for whom no hour strikes/ not to mention
his being, as a partaker of salvation, a timeless being, whose
meniory and hope are ever pointing out the flight by means of
which he soars, eagle-like, above the temporal. He is in the
essence of his nature above time. This characteristic of his inner
nature is the natural basis of prophecy. The prophet passes above
and beyond the present and the temporal, by means of the divine
Spirit. In His light he beholds the future. But man can as little

retreat from, as advance beyond the external present, without the
co-operation of the Spirit. He cannot even appropriate history
without His intervention. The very forms of language express this
elevation of man above time. By the words: I was—he places
himself in the past ; by the words : I shall be—in the future. The
Greek Aorist especially expresses this hovering above time. With
respect to his relation to space, man is comprised in an eternal
tissue stretching into infinity

; hence the poetic attraction of the
mind towards the blue distance. But in his renewal through the
Spirit of God, he is a king, constantly obtaining a new purple from
the treasury of the kingdom when the old has grown obsolete, and
whose resurrection is pledged, by the power of his spiritual life

over the visible world. Misconceptions of eternity, whose theo-
logical result is the destruction of the noblest dogmas, whose philo-
sophical result is the destruction of the noblest ideas, are connected
with misconceptions of personality. Thus time becomes an ever-
produced line, never finding or exhibiting repose in the sacred circle
of eternity

;
^ and finite being rushes breathlessly, in wild pursuit

1 Natural history takes the exactly opposite course (to the ordinary view of
/natiu-e). Nature is, in her view, originally only active. All nature is ever changing

and ever changeable, and change itself, the only constancy. This original activity is
the lirst and last, the primitive thesis, the ever-present and the eternal, the unchanged
in tiie midst of change

; and, for those natural philosophers who would construct
nature from it, the inherent creation of the Mvorld.'—Stefen's Alt und Neu : Beur-
tlieiluwj drew naturj^hilosophischer Schriften Schellings, p. 9.
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and ever unsatisfied longings, tlirough time and space to reacli the
infinite, but in vain ! But Christ has manifested the fulfihnent of

time, even eternity, by the power of His eternal nature. His peace

is the peace of eternity, of personality merged in God and finding

itself in God. In the power of that infinite superiority to time and
space, which is part of His eternal nature, He threatens the storm
and wind of that pantheistic excitement of the sea of life, whose
wild and foaming obscurity threatens to overwhelm its disciples.

And thus there is a great calm. The presence of the personal

God gives to His people the assurance that they are eternal

personalities, for whom the roaring flood of temporal life is to be
transformed into the calm, transparent sea of His eternal adminis-
tration.

2. Even Feuerbach is constrained to remark (in his essay Das
Wesen des Christentlmms), though he distorts even this truth into

error, that in Christ the end of the natural world of men appeared
in principle ; that He, as the beginner of a new world, represented

the close of the old. ' Christ, i.e., the historic religious Christ, is

not the centre but the end of history. This follows as much from
the conception of Christ as from history. Christians expected the

end of the world, of history.'—P. 204. It is just because Christ is

the principle of the heavenly, and the centre of the actual, that He
is the end of the natural world of men.^

SECTION V.

THE IDEALITY OE THE GOSPEL HISTORY.

Christianity is in perfect harmony with the conviction that God
is the perfect, the all- comprehending, the all-pervading spirit, that

He is the power ruling over all life, and that He shows Himself to

be this power. God is light, and not darkness, not dull matter, not

a being of an unspiritual and impenetrably obscure nature ; neither

is there in Him a shadow of uncertainty. This conviction is a

fundamental one in the conception of spirit ; and by it, piu-e Mono-
theism is superior to Heathenism, Moses to Plato, Genesis to all

the sacred books of Paganism. It is in the life of Christ that its

verification is celebrated ; for this life is the manifestation of the

^ [The old and recently revived question, ' utrum Christus venisset, si Adam noa
peccasset,' is one wliicb philosopliical theology is required to face. If we speculate

at all on the connection of God with the world, on His freedom and purpose in

creating, we meet the question : whether or not the world, with all its vastness and
order, is worthy of the infinite Creator ; whether it adequately expresses His per-

fections ; whether thei-e was anything in His purpose, and therefore in the essential

history of the world, which can be viewed as a worthy motive of His action. IMany,

feeling the difficulty of asserting that a finite production is worthy of the design of

an infinite God, have adopted the solution that (as Malebranche says), '_ though man
had never sinned, a divine Person would not have failed to unite Himself to the

universe to give it an infinite dignity, so that God should receive a glory perfectly

correspondent to His action.' See the question fully treated in Dorner on the Person

of Christ, Div. II. i. 361, &c., and very lucidly by Saisset, Modern Pantheism., i. 76,

&c.—Ed.]
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identity of all reality and all ideality, the marriage festival of their
union. It is the manifestation of God in the flesh.

Those great contrasts in human life, spirit, and appearance, the
ideal and the actual, were originally one. Hence the life of the first

man riglitly appears in the light of its ideality. Man, at his first

appearance, was good, the pure product of God's creative energy.
He lived in the visible glory of the divine goodness which surrounded
him, that is, in Paradise. In this point of view, he was not yet
subject to temporality, he was not as yet of a perishable nature. He
felt within himself that formative process which originated the
world, and divined his antecedents with childlike intuitiveness.
He felt the presence of God in the gentle whispers of the airs of
Paradise, the decisions of God in the impressions made upon him-
self by the creatures. It was thus that he received a primitive
revelation from the co-operation of the objects of surrounding nature
with his own sensuous and spiritual powers of anticipation, in the
all-enlightening element of the omnipresent divine Spirit. This
primitive revelation was, therefore, essentially identical with his
primitive condition. If it be represented as special, extraordinary,
and supernatural, there is an unconscious assumption of the schism
which did not as yet exist.^ This is also the case when primitive
man, in the bright dawn of his birth, comprising the beauty of the
whole race, surrounded by creation celebrating his advent with joy-
ful animation, when this man is exchanged for the savage in whom
the universal curse appears in its full development, and who repre-
sents only a stunted branch of humanity.^ This blessed condition,
however, of primitive man was in its very nature only for a happy
and pretemporal {vorzeitUcher) season.

Both moral and religious consciousness testify that the fall must
have taken place. Man finds in his life a contradiction between his
ideal duty and will, and between his sensuous, or rather his carnal,
will and deed

;^
a contradiction between his destiny and reality.

Whence did this contradiction arise ? By his deeming the restraint
under which he was placed an evil, and fancying that he could

^x!' ^'i
*^'? manner does the Apostle Paul, Gal. iii. 19, 20, treat the difference between

the Mosaic and the Christian religion. In the former, angels and mediators are
employed

;
but a mediator presupposes a schism [ivhs ovk €(ttl). In the latter, God

gives Himself to man, becomes one with him in Christ ; the schism, and with it the
(mere) mediator, being done away (6 0e6s eis ((xtl).

2 Hegel, Rdi<jionsphilosopMe, Pt. iii. p. 212 :
' The state which has been foolishly

supposed to have been the primitive one, the state of innocence, is the state of nature
ot the animal. This is a merely naturalistic assertion, unable to conceive of man as
a pure product of the Spirit of God, in the ideal pristine vigour of his primitive con-
dition, because some degenerate corrupt branch of the human family is regarded as
the type of primitive man. Could then the Greek, the Jew, the German, have been
comprised in the savage as in the first Adam ? If this original or natural existence
is designated as an evil one, an Ahriman is introduced, against whom no Ormuzd
could defend himse f. [In conformity with Hegel's view of primitive man is the
opinion of Strauss, that nothing more is required for the transition from Polytheism
to Monotheism than an improved intellectual culture, and an increasing observation
ot the natuial world. The theory of civilised man gradually developing from the

S:d''civStt;'-lJBV"'^^'^'
'' ''' '''' Archbishop Whately in a lecture
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remedy it.^ For it was by this very means tliat, when once the

contradiction existed, he fell ever farther and farther into the de})tlis

of opposition. The nature of the first sin may thus be inferretl by

the nature of the sin and sinfulness ever before our eyes. By this

schism, man's stand-point with respect to the enlightenment of the

Eternal Spirit has been entirely displaced. In his error, he first

looks upon his sin as only a natural evil ; and, erring still further,

he sees wrong even in natural evil. Nature now seems to him a

defection from the ideal, an obscurity in God. Eeality appears to

him as a curse, as a judgment of God, ever plunging him into still

lower depths. Thus he charges the contradiction between life and

the ideal upon nature,— partly with justice, because even in nature

his disturbing influence is apparent
;
partly with injustice, because

God rules in nature, and opposes his sin in all reality. This rupture

between ideality and reality, which pervades his whole soul, threatens

to become an ever-increasing abyss.

But the atonement to come, had its foundation in the original

relation existing between divinity and humanity, as described above.

In the work of atonement is manifested the reciprocal effect of the

compassion of God and the yearning of man. Hence the course of

divine pity must ever be in harmony with human desire, and thus

also in harmony with divine justice. It was under this condition

that the great preparation for the atonement arose.

It was necessary that the atonement should take place in and

through humanity, for in and through it was the union between the

ideal and the actual to reappear. But it was equally necessary that

it should take place in separation from and above humanity, for it

could only be effected as an act of God. All ideality is on His side,

and has power over all reality ; but reality which appears in opposi-

tion to ideality is impotent, and without resource.

Hence the atoner, the reconciler, is on one hand the Son of man,

the expression of the deepest and truest life of the human race. He
belongs to it. On the other hand, He is the second man, given by

God, filled with God. Hence He stands in separation from the

first man, and, with him, from the whole race, as the Merciful One,

the Eedeemer.
This contrast appears in process of formation even in the prepara-

tion for the atonement. On one side is seen the religious nian in

his passivity ; in his development religion appears as the religion of

nature, and under its prevalence human ruin comes to maturity, to

that universal despair in which the need of redemption attains its

full growth. On the other side, the religious man appears in his

activity ; spiritual religion is the path taken by his activity, and its

climax and fruit is the God-man, the actual and true atonement.

This is the contrast between Judaism and Heathenism. God

1 They who consider the first sin necessary to the spiritual development of man,

must consequently prolong the continuance of sin to eternity. This particular error

is, however, connected with the more general one of viewing the determinative merely

as the negative, and failing to recognise the positive in the negative.
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suffered the heathen to walk in then- own ways, the ways of vanity,

in opposition to the eternal ways of the Spirit. He withdrew from
them, as they withdrew from Him. But He called Abraham and
his descendants ; and His call met their faith and prayer. They
who misconceive this contrast, or find it inconsistent with the justice

of God, who require an abstract equality in God's dealings with all

nations, might as well take offence at the fact that God did not give
the Iliad to the Hottentots, nor the fair hair of the ancient Germans
and the Niebelungenlied to the Esquimaux.^

This contrast, however, is only a contrast, and not a contradiction

;

that is to say, that the salvation which came through the Jews had
an inward and hidden reference to the craving for salvation which
was ripening among the heathen. It was, moreover, only a limited
contrast : notwithstanding the general tendencies of the heathen
nations, the need of salvation was urgently felt by the majority,^
and this feeling was itself a near approximation to salvation ; while
in the niajority of the Jews, in spite of the flict that salvation had
ripened in their midst, an immense estrangement from salvation had
been developed, just because they wanted to convert the contrast
into a contradiction—their nation absolutely saved, other nations
absolutely lost.'^ Consequently, if national developments in general
are taken into account, the contrast is entirel}'' a relative one. There
is a reflection of spiritual religion in the development of natural
religion, as well as a reflection of natural in spii-itual religion.

Heathenism, absolutely considered, is the contrast between the
ideal and the actual. But heathenism, elevated by the feature of

aspiration, and of the divine Spirit, displays a mutual interweaving
of the ideal into life and of life into the ideal. An element of

aspiration existed, which invested the non-historical ideal with an

^ Eichhora agrees with the Fragmentists * in refusing to recognise an immediate
divine agency, at least in the Old Testament history of the world. The mythological
researches of a Heyne had already so far enlarged his circle of vision as to lead him
to perceive how such an influence must be either admitted or denied in the primitive
histories of all people.—Strauss, Leb. Jesu, Pt. i. p. 20.

^
[Very interesting corroborations in detail of this whole chapter, and especially of

this point, are to be found in the works of Gale, Bryant, Dollinger, Presseuse, and
Ackerman, or in a still more accessible form in Trench's Ilulsean Lectures, and sum-
marily in Bushnell's Nature and the Supernatural, chap. viii.

—

Ed.]
^ The Jewish point of view, opposed by St Paul in the Epistle to the Romans, is

the same which is expressed in the question, Why should the Jews alone have been
favoured with the blessing of revelation ? The Jews iuquired, Why should salvation
come to the Gentiles, and not to the Jews alone ? But we have to deal here, not

" ^yith merely dogmatical assertions, but with facts which only the deluded deny. The
hghtning darts through the clouds in a zigzag direction, and in like manner does the
spirit of revelation dart through the world. The one phenomenon arises from the
extreme rarity of the lightning, shown by its floating between the attracting forces,
and the other from the infinite discrimination of the Spirit, who in His righteous-
ness passes through the world with constant reference to the attraction of a felt need
of salvation.

* ['The Fragmentists,' i.e., those who adopt the opinions broached in the Wolfenbiittel Frag-
ments, published by Lessing in the year 1777, in the fourth number of the ' Contributions to History
and Literature from the Treasures o£ the Ducal Library at Wolfenbiittel,' in which an anonymous
writer attacked the Christian religion, and especially the history of the resurrection Lessin" dis-
claimed some of the sentiments there uttered— especially stating that no difference in the accounts
ot the resurrection -could disprove the fact.—Ed.]
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liistorical body, and the mere dull fact with an ideal splendour and
a divine significance. It was thus that mythology, viewed on its

bright side, was developed. For it has its dark side also, and lies

imder the influence of general heathen corruption. We are now,
however, considering it only in its more exalted aspect. The myth-
forming element, then, is in general identical with the element of
aspiration after the reconciliation of the ideal and the actual, after

the God-man. It is the play, the anticipation, the poetry, the
dream of the christological propensity in its passivity. When,
then, this aspiring poetical spirit seizes on the ideal, or the
theorem to which in heathenism the power of reality is wanting, it

bestows upon them, by a gradual process of contemplation and
illustration, more and more of an historic body, and forms them
into tacts. And thus philosophic myths arise from the element of

unconscious longings for the incarnation of God, for heavenly
reality. But the same spirit applies itself still more readily to

such actual facts or natural phenomena as have a higher signifi-

cance, explaining them according to its presentiment that all reality

must be penetrated by spiritual light. Thus arise historical myths,
completed by physical ones, and proceeding from a desire for the
glorification of the flesli.^ And finally, when suffering man seeks

rgpose from his weary lot in the charms of poetry, and indulges in

anticipations of a brighter and better future, he unites historical

and philosophical myths into new forms, in which the whole actual

world shines with divine splendour, and heaven is communicated
to earth in a circle of facts. Thus do poetic myths arise.

The myth-forming era of a nation terminates as well as its infancy.

But when does this take place ? It may be answered, When its in-

fancy ceases, when it begins to write, or something similar. But
such answers are unsatisfactory.

When the mind of a nation begins to reflect, and to perceive the

fearful depth of the abyss existing between the ideal and life, its

myth-forming activity must needs be extinguished. But together

with this perception, and in the same proportion, will that hitherto

hidden ideal, the government of God, dawn upon it in its strict his-

torical reality. And thus also will it learn to appreciate the spiri-

tual actuality present in the ideals and axioms of the theory of life.

Its poetry now becomes the poetry of reality, contemplating and
illustrating the actual by the light of philosophical attainments, in

its relation to the eternal. The transition, however, from the

mythic to the historic stage is by no means a sudden one. It is

but gradually that the national mind begins to find even in human

^ When Eve, in her aspirations after the ideal, exclaimed at the birth of her first

son, I have gotten the man, the Lord (Gen. iv. 1), the myth-forming instinct, the
instinct of glorifying the actual in the ideal of the divine-human life, was strikingly

displayed. The words nin''~nNt ID'^i^ ^/T'Jp have indeed been otherwise trans-

lated ; but, in any case, they represent man in intimate inward relation to Jehovah,
the Lord, and therefore man in his ideality. And this is the matter in question.

Comp. Baumyarten, tkeol, Kommentar zum Pentateuch, Pt, i. p, 74,
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caprice, in the accidental, in the bright and the dark sides of life

and of nature, and especially in the demoniacal, a more general

significance, viz., its relation to the eternal ; and thus legends

arise. In tradition, the ideal of general reality begins to disclose

itself to man. Legends must therefore be of three kinds. His-

torical legends may perhaps convert the first natural philosophers

into powerful magicians
;
philosophic legends may transform the

sportive and evanescent beauties of nature into charming elves, and
represent the temptations and deliverances of man as the victories

of his guardian spirit over the evil spirits ; while poetic legends
will blend together reminiscences, for instance, of some demoniac-
ally powerful Dr Faust, with legends of the demoniacal and Faust-
like spirit in the breast of man, into a most powerful and effective

poem. It is by means of the legend that man is led from that state

of childhood and childlike presentiment, whose propensity it is to

form myths from the historic germ of the ideal, and from the ideal

germ of significant facts, to conscious life, which clearly perceives

and carries out the difference between the ideal and life, between
poetry and reality, and begins to seek for the divine in things as

they are.

The philosophic myth now becomes philosophy. The heathen
national mind, having come to maturity, now seeks the divine in

philosophy as the theory of life, and in oi-der to find it in this

abstraction, distinguishes between the school and the life, specu-
lative spirits and ordinary individuals, and proceeds from system to

system. The result is despair, for the ideal is never fully realized

in life. The elect of speculative blessedness abandon the uninitiated

to gloomy ignorance
; one system supersedes another, and scepticism

threatens to swallow up all. But despair itself brings forth the
seed of the felt necessity of salvation. The logos of Plato might
animate, civilize, and embellish the world, but could neither make,
save, nor sanctify it. The stoicism of Zeno could sacrifice ever)^-

thing, but only in proud self-will, not in the love of God. The
recognition of nature's subjection to law could point Epicurus to a
peace to be attained by a conduct in entire conformity w- ith the state

of life, but could not lead to rest and delight in God. These ideals

formed no unity : they had no power over the life, they were not
themselves manifested in the flesh ; but they prepared the best of

the heathen, by the deep despondency they evoked, the anticipa-
tions they inspired, and the prefigurements they taught, for the
recognition of the manifestation in the flesh. Parallel also with
philosophy appeared the cultivation of actual history, removing with
ever-increasing strictness the embellishments of fiction, and seekino-

the ideal, the overruling providence of God, in historic reality ; in
the curse of civil war, as well as in the triumph of courageous
patriotism; in the pestilence which raged among the people, as
well as in the songs of victory which gladdened their festivals ; in
the silent intelligent connection and concatenation of events, as well
as in the terrible judgments in which retribution is seen to march
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with avenging steps. But here also the result was despair,—a de-
spair, however, which, with unconscious hope, tremblingly discerned
the sublime proceedings of the Judge, and produced the fruit of a
submission which cast itself upon that Judge's merc)^
The poetic myth now appeared in its metamorphosed and ma-

tured form, as classic poetry and formative art. In plastic art, the
beautiful forms of gods in human shape are the most significant

productions, the faint images of an incarnation of God. The Greek
possessed images of special aspects or incidents of the incarnation,

but not of the mere incarnation. For the image of Zeus differed

from the image of Apollo, and this again from the image of Minerva,
and so forth. There is no more a unity of forms in art, than there
is a unity of ideals in philosophy. Nothing but a monstrous pre-
judice could elevate these abstractions or fragmentary ruins of the
ideal, of the God-man, exhibited by the pale, cold marble images,
which could but point to the divine humanity, above the more
hidden, but more spiritual, the glowing, living, and real process of

formation of the God-man, of Immanuel, in the prophetic life of

Israel.i It is in heathen poetry, however, that we find the greatest

abundance of christological aspirations. In epic poetry, gods,

heroes, and men are mingled in the greatest variety. This is the
heathen counterpart of the monotheistic ladder reaching to heaven,
upon which the angels of God ascend and descend. In lyric poetry
are found strains in sympathy with that repose of the human heart

in the ideal which became real, permanent, and true in Christ.

But it is dramatic poetry which is most significant. It exhibits

subjective human personality and action in their struggle with, and
opposition to, the power of the reality which God directs and per-

mits. In the comic drama appears that meaner kind of folly wdiich

history cannot depict ; it is forthwith exposed to ridicule by the

power of reality, and the mirth of comedy denotes the constant

sinking of the bubbles and froth of vanity in the general stream of

rational and moral life. In tragic poetry we witness crime obtain-

ing historical importance by its dark power, and continuing to en-

tail results, until, either as the guilt of the individual, or as the

hereditary guilt of the family involved in its curse, it brings about
the catastrophe which requires a sacrifice, and which, viewed as a

judgment of Supreme Justice, breathes of atonement. It is in

Greek tragedy, then, that we meet with the deepest christological

notions ever attained by the heathen w^orld. An Iphigenia ' who
must die that an Helen may be recovered ;

' an Antigone who sacri-

fices her happiness and life to redeem her brother's soul ;—what
significant references are these to the great centre, the real, the

universal, the sufficient atonement ! There is a hundred times

more unconscious feeling for the truth of the Christian doctrine of

the atonement, both in pure ancient tragedy, and in the nobler pro-

ducts of modern tragedy, than in many hypocritical rationalistic

moral sermons, based as they are upon a conceited and narrow-

1 See Hegel's Vorlcsun^en Uber die Pldlosophie dcr Bcli'i/ion, Ft. ii. pp. 79, 80, &c.
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minded dislike to the doctrine that Christ atoned on the cross for

the sins of Adam's race. But tragedy being, as classic poetry, dis-

tinct from actual life, could at best but mature the aspiration after

the true atonement and the sense of its need, and increase the sus-

ceptibility for its reception.

The national development of the fall of man among the heathen

nations, stood from the first in contrast with the national develop-

ment of salvation among the Jews. Salvation in its formative

jirocess exhibits from the beginning an actual realization of the

divine ideal of humanity, or, in other words, the idealization of

humanity in its inmost actual tendencies. In discussing the call of

Abraham, it is a wholly false and no longer tenable alternative, so

to view the matter as to consider it a question between the actings

of his own mind alone, or the supernatural acts of God alone. That
harmonious contrast which exhibits the human in the divine, and

the divine in the human, is more in keeping here. The either and

OR which would for ever separate divinity and humanity, are quite

out of date in this case. Divine as well as human is the-solution-

throughout. It would betray a great want of appreciation of the

divine-human life to be still disputing concerning Christian faith,

whether it were the work of God or of man. Even in the very first

germination of the christological life in the patriarchs, this ardent

and inward interaction takes place. Because God seeks man,
man seeks God, and vice versa. God calling man, and man calling

on God, meet and lay hold upon each other. The God who calls,

enters unto covenant with the man who calls upon Him. By
this covenant with Jehovah, with the ever-personal God of ever-

personal beings, the life of the patriarchs begins to shine with

the glory of the ideal. The dawn of the manifestation of

God in the flesli appears. The religion of Israel, as the re-

ligion of the patriarchs, or of the promise, is the counter-

part of the heathen mythology. The promise is divine ideality

realized, or in process of realization, in its interaction with the

active aspirations of men freely yielding themselves to God. If

historic myths are here sought, the seekers are corrected by the

appearance of Abraham, who, in strict historical reality, is declared

to be, in spite of all deficiencies, through faith, the father of the

faithful. Are philosophic myths inquired after ?—the inquiry is met
by the history of Jacob, appearing as Israel, and showing how the

Ideal becomes Life : he so wrestled with the angel of the Theo-
phany, during the darkness of the night, that he was lamed by the

shock, and went halting in the daylight. Finally, are poetic myths
sought ?—these, as well as the two former kinds, are superseded

and forbidden by more real relations ; in the blessing of Jacob, e.g.,

appears a poem prophetically disclosing the very spirit and signi-

ficance of his sons, and the theocratic future of his descendants.

The counterpart of heathen legends is seen among the people of

Israel in the rich significance acquired by everything emerging
from this people, or even coming in contact with them. The Dead
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Sea, Saul among the prophets, the Edomite, and Philistine, all

become symbolical when viewed in the light of the Israelitish

mind.

But here also
^
the

_
masculine pre-Christian consciousness is

characterized by its discrimination of the various references be-
tween the real and the ideal. Heathen philosophy finds its

counterpart in the law of the Hebrews. If the ideal is mere
theory in the former, it becomes statute and practice in the latter.

If it forms an esoteric school in the former, it forms an exoteric

national society in the latter. If in the former it wanders from
system to system, it exhibits itself in the latter in the firmest his-

torical consistency. From the fact, indeed, that the ideal becomes
law for a whole nation, with all its rough, weak, and wild members,
it seems to lose in logical pliability and pure spirituality. But the
law in Israel, which was binding upon all spirits, was comi:»leted

by the typical worship, which stirred, awakened, instructed, and
liberated those that were receptive. All the types of this worship
were, to the receptive, symbols of the eternal thoughts of God, and
awoke within them ever increasing anticipations, as well as isolated

perceptions and glimpses, of the nature of the atonement.
With the actual history, too, of the heathen nations, and its

exhibition of tragic objective reality, is contrasted the sacred his-

tory of Israel, with its reference of all the events and leadings
experienced by the people of God to His direct appointment. The
history of Israel is illumined by the glory of the ideal. The stars

are in alliance with the host of the Lord. The phenomena of
natural life are seen in co-operation and harmony with the ante-

cedents and circumstances of the kingdom of God. All the great

incidents even of profane history are, by their reference to the
higher life in Israel, placed in relationship with the supreme and
universal aim and purpose, with the manifestation of God, with the
atonement. From this explanation of the ways of Israel arises that

rich historical typicism, by which God's dealings with Israel

—

e.g.,

their passage through the Ked Sea, and their wanderings in the
wilderness—typify the lot of His true people..

Finally, the noblest manifestation of spiritual life among the
heathen, viz., art and poetry, finds its counterpart in Hebrew pro-

phecy. In the former, the poet is an idealistic prophet ; in the

latter, the prophet is a realistic poet. In the one, we have a
passive homage done to that holy thing which was in process of

formation ; in the other, the active formation of the object of

sacred homage. In the inspired frames and utterances of the

prophets are represented the incidents of the maturing and ap-

proaching incarnation of the Son of God. Poetry itself is filled with
the power of reality, and reality is laid hold of, corrected, cheer«d, and
penetrated by this consecrating spirit. This struggle of humanity
with divinity, and of divinity with humanity, which, with its over-

flowing joys and abundant sorrows, forms the distinctive character-

istic of Israelitish life, terminates at last in their perfect union in

VOL. I. E
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the God-man.^ The holy Virghi, the higlily favoured iustrament

of mature, perfect, human aspiration, conceives the God-man, the

incarnation of complete salvation, and now reality becomes ideality,

and ideality reality,—the true union of divinity and humanity

appears.

But till this consummation, the eternal light, during the process

of its breaking forth from behind the dark background of the natural

national life of Israel, was surrounded by coloured rims, represent-

ing in mythological reflections the myths of the heathen world.

The patriarchs had their imperfections, the law its transitory forms,

the history of Israel its strange admixtures, the prophets their

troubled frames of mind, and the opposition of false prophets.

Hence a mythological excrescence forms as it were the setting to

the development of pure theocracy in Israel, but is always separate

and distinct, as a mere accompaniment, from the brightness of

this development. At length, with the consummation of the ideal

reality, a positive heathen product of this mythological matter is

formed in Israel. Abstract myths of the New Testament era are

represented by the deeds of hardened and antichristian Judaism;,

philosophical myths, by the Talmud ; historical myths, by the

homeless journeying of the wandering Jew through the world
;

poetic myths, by the lamentations of Israel over the mere shadow
of Zion's glory, when its reality was ever more and more giving

light to the world. Before endeavouring to form an estimate of

the genuine ideal history of the incarnation of God in Christ in its

full significance, we will try to depict the relation of the more pro-

minent features of the world's history in the ages subsequent to the

Christian era, during which the effects of Christ's life were developed,

to the mythology of ancient times.

In the Christian world, history was essentially modified. It was
now subjected to the ever-increasing preponderance of the ideal over

the actual. The divine life now flowed, like a silent but mighty
stream, through the world of men. The most Avonderful, the most
exalted ideals became realities ; e.g. , the emancipation of slaves, the

moral and intellectual equality of Avoman with man, the recognition

of the brotlierhood of nations, and their incipient alliance. But
the history of the world in Christian times did not become imme-
diately an entirely ideal history. The power of old corruptions,

though it had received its death-blow, continued to manifest a
fearful activity; and this still active corruption appeared in its

universal prevalence even within the circle of the Church, so soon

as the Church ventured to receive into its bosom, by wholesale

baptisms, nations which had yet to be educated into Christian

nations. But the spirit of Christianity, assured beforehand of

victory, nay, animated by present victory, as the spirit of Christ,

was ever contending with these masses of rude and corrupt reality.

It is from these fundamental relations of the Eternal Spirit to

reality, that isolated analogies have arisen between Christian his-

^ Gen. zxxii. 24, &c.
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tory and the Jewish and heathen histories, with reference to the

mytholo,2^ical notion.

The life of the Church of Clirist is in its essence divine and
human, glorious, Sijiritually active, in other words, at once both real

and ideal. Such a life flews with ever increasing power through
the hidden depths of Church history ; and in these depths the

Christian spirit and Christian reality, as well as Christian poetry,

or the celebration of life's ideal, are one. In its development, how-
ever,' the life of Christ in the Church is a life in process of formation,

and more or less resembles the Israelitish life. The characteristic

of this formative process was seen in the fact, that Christian truths,

like laws, tended to life, but had not yet become free and developed
life ; that Christian persons, ways, and facts, though everywhere
illumined by the heavenly glory of the ideal, were frequently plunged
again into darkness ; that Christian worship was still in strong con-

trast with work, Sundays with working days, poetry with actual

life. This circle of formative Christian life, however, was itself

surrounded by an extensive circle of heathen life, which the nations

had in large proportions transplanted into the Christian Church.
In this dark surrounding, even the light of Christianity was of

necessity variously refracted, and the deepest dyes and loudest tones

of the ancient mythology in consequence reappeared. The time of

Christ and of His apostles may be compared with the time of the

patriarchs. Our remarks will eventually treat of this period, but
are at present more immediately concerned with periods of greater

historical breadth, more comprehensible, and gradually leading to

the due understanding of that ideal height.

The age of the apostolic fathers and of apostolic traditions till the

time of Constantine, may be compared with that age of legends

which forms the transition from the mythologic to the historic

period. An addition of the mythic element plays round the centre

of purely Christian and spiritualized reality. In the systems of

the Gnostics, the plastic impulse of Christianity appears in its

strangest form. Every notion here appears as an acting person.

As a semi-heathen tendency, Gnosticism recoils from acknowledg-

ing the Incarnate Word, the God-man ; while as a semi-Christian

tendency, it is constrained to satisfy its impulse towards the one

true God-man by the formation of a thousand idealistic phantoms
of Him. And thus philosophic legends make their appearance.

The historic are exhibited in the manner in which the important

personages of the time are symbolically magnified : Nero, e.g., into

the Antichrist ; Simon Magus, the spurious miracle-worker, into the

counterpart of Simon Peter. Antichristian life also is drawn in

darker, and Christian life in fairer colours, than the facts justify, as

in the history of the martyrs. It is in the apociyphal gospels and

histories of apostles, however, that the poetic legends of the period,

the pious romances of this very peculiar popular life, appear. For
there were but few whose primary intention, as heretical works, was

actual deception.
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The period from Constantine the Great to Gregory the Great,

forcibly recalls that of the giving of the law to Israel. The sacred

ideal now becomes symbol, as it then became law. Eeligious his-

tory now becomes a history of dogmas, as then a typical history.

Then, popular poetry was the celebration of symbolical promises

;

here, it is the commemoration of the perfected fact of redemption.

The mythic element here appears in large proportions as an acces-

sory. The Son of God of the Arians, for instance, is a philosophical

myth in process of formation, gradually introducing by its develop-

ment a new Polytheism. The history of the first monks, e.g., of

Anthony and Paul of Thebes, forms historic myths of the most
beautiful and fullest significance. The tradition of this period

becomes poetry, its poetry tradition, and the poetic myth is seen in

the very dawn of legendary fiction.

The middle ages exhibit the New Testament people of God in

their greatest extension, in their first stage of Christian develop-

ment, at their nearest approach to heathenism. All forms of

spiritual life, Christian, Jewish, heathen, are here present, and the

most various, the most copious intermixture of the real with the

ideal takes place : there is a continual advance of heathenism by
the law and the promise towards Christ, a continual descent of the
Christian s^^irit upon all the steps of this wide-spread and various

national temperament. If we inquire after the ideal in its Chris-
tian vitality, after doctrine, Scholasticism exhibits a remarkable
embodiment of all ideal Christian knowledge. Scholasticism is

Christian in its essence—freedom of thought in the power of faith

;

Old Testament-like in its form—its defined and statutory decisions,

and in the relation of service in which it stands to ecclesiastical

dogmas
;
and finally, mythologic in the manner in which it con-

verts separate notions into definite forms, and is reflected in the
abhorrent astonishment of Christian people. Yet how marvellously
did the enthusiasm of the Christian ideal seize the Christian nations
of the middle ages ! The whole life of medifeval times becomes
romantic, that is, illumined by the lightning-like glances of the
Eternal, pervaded by touches of significant symbolism, through the
attraction of Christian enthusiasm, in its popular, sympathetic
power, and in the impulsive ardour of its youth. As the lightning
at night continually illuminates the dark sky, so do the day-streaks
of the Eternal foil, with ever increasing brightness, upon the dark
reality. Life itself becomes poetry in this idealistic tendency. The
Grecian people, in the ideal expedition of its heroic and youthful
period, the expedition to Troy, obtained possession of the beautiful
woman; the Jewish people, in an expedition of a similar kind,
according to their temperament and tendency, conquered the pro-
mised land

; the Christian nations, in their romantic expeditions,
delivered the holy sepulchre. These all expressed the peculiarity
of their several tendencies, temperaments, and enthusiasms, in rela-
tion to an historical phenomenon, which they recognized as their
most special property, and which became to them the symbol of
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their whole spiritual prosperity. But when we contemplate the

distinctive incidents of this idealized Christian national history, we
see that in the deep cloistral seclusion of monastic life, in the

middle ages, the Christian spirit, as such, was diving with mystic

ardour into the mysteries of the Gospel, and converting them into

experience and knowledge ; that, besides an external sacerdotal

consecration, it was acquainted with the free consecration of the

Spirit in the various stages of the inner life, and was thus prepar-

ing for that happy New Testament life of faith which broke forth

at the Keformation, We see, however, the same spirit in its Old
Testament form, as a theocratic spirit, agitating and exciting, edu-

cating and consecrating, national life ; we see it as a legal spirit,

wielding the rod, or even hurling the threatening and annihilating

lightning; we see it as a presentient spirit, converting all per-

sons, customs, usages, and events into symbols of the future and
eternal world. The heathen mind also everywhere takes its part

in transforming Christian history into mythic phantasmagorife.

Christian apophthegms into heathen incantations, Christian relics

into heathen fetishes. Christian saints into heathen divinities. As
then this Christian national life is itself romantic, the poetry and
art of the period are especially so. It is not enough that these

should produce their proper effect as art, they must be also symbolic

and prophetic. Thus related to Christian idealism, and illuminated

by it, do we behold mediaeval art seizing upon history, and con-

secrating it by the worship with which she is identified. This

symbolic kind of poetry and art of the middle ages unites the

enigmatic typicism of the Old Testament with that Christian

transparency of form which allows the light of the ideal to be seen;

while, under the form of legends, it expresses, in a manner- more or

less mythological, the great gulf between the Christian ideal and

reality. With the Keformation, however. Christian national life,

as such, began to rise to the spiritual level of the New Testament,

the specific distinction between the priesthood and the laity being,

in conformity with the spirit of Christianity, abolished. The dogmas

of Christianity, which had hitherto been regarded as a kind of

esoteric mysteries, unfitted for and unattainable by the ordinary

understanding of the Christian people, being now inculcated in a

manner suited to the intellectual capacities of the flock, were trans-

formed into powerful convictions and vital influences. On the other

hand, all life, all reality, was brought to light and to judgment by

the purifying glow of the Christian spirit: morals, trade,
_
policy,

war, all were thrown into the refining fire, and only that which was

pure could abide the flames, and exhibit an ideal reality. Hence,

too, past history was viewed more and more in its relation to the

destiny of man, and explained in its ideality as the effect of the all-

prevailing government of God. And finally, poetry also became

more abundant in vitality, a consecration of man's deepest sorrows,

questions, hopes, and blessings ; and true Christian life acqun-ed

more and more the transfiguration glory resulting from a solemn
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contemplation of all worldly events in the light of Christ's victory.

Thus a prospect was opened of a future, in which all Christian

ideals will have the power of all availing vital forces, of custom

and reality ; and in which Christian national life will appear in the

consecration of the Spirit, in the priestly dignity of continual sub-

mission to God, and in the royal honour of free agency, in His

strength. The residt of this union of the divine and human life in

the great extension of elect Christian national life, will be the per-

fected poetry of life, the longed-for rest of the people of God,

called by the Mystics the seventh era, the Sabbath of the world's

history.

In proportion, however, as this ideal Christian history comes to

maturity, and even more speedily, is its antichristian contrast also

matured, the last universal form of that false mythological manner
of existence which, in the presence of apostolic Christianity, was

formed in the Talmud, and in the allied features of Judaism. On
one hand, it announced itself by the philosophical tendency which

denied to the ideal the power of being realized in the personality of

the God-man, in the Christian Church, in its priesthood, in im-

mortal individuals, and their salvation. On the other hand, it pro-

faned history : moral precepts were to supplant religious revelations,

mechanical inventions to eclipse moral precepts, materialistic cal-

culations to subjugate mechanical inventions, and, finally, animal

inclinations were, as a fixed principle, to govern the whole human
race. One result of this depreciation of the religious and ethical

view of the world, was the appearance of an absolute scepticism in

all that is historically noble or holy, since the certainty of the noble

and the holy can only be recognized in the element of religion and
morality. Finally, the poetry of this dismemberment of the world

became, in conformity with this tendency, more and more a poetry

of sin and crime, the poetry which glorifies man as the demoniac
animal, but blasphemes the God-man. This development points

to its termination, these appearances point to that final form wherein

the ruin of mankind will be manifested in the maturity of its

antichristian position. The dark side of mythology in its full de-

velopment is seen here. Its hatred of the manifestation of ideal

perfection in the light of Christianity, possessing as it does the

illumination of that word which embraces and explains both heaven
and earth, is shown in those strange caricatures and imitations of

the ideal, in those monstrous representations of the spiritual, in

which the apophthegm and its contradiction, prayer and blasphemy,

the features of an angel of light and the grimaces of Satan, min-
gling with each other, exhibit the unspeakable confusion of the ideal.

Aversion to Christian sanctity of life, as exhibited in the spiritual

purity of marriage, in the spiritual consecration of property, in the

spiritual elevation of the State, in the spiritual authority of the

Church, which represents the bride,—this aversion has, in its de-

lusions, so mingled the utmost profligacy with the most hypocritical

monkery, the plunder of property with its dissipation, rebellion with
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despotic terror, and scepticism with the most abject submission to

the hierarchy, that the historical presence of this sanctity can no-

where bo perceived or secured in this wikl confusion, but passes

through the briglit day like a dark myth. The poetry of so con-

fused a state of existence can, in its very nature, be no nightingale-

song,, but rather resembles the croak of the three demoniacal frogs

of the AjDOcalypse (Rev. xvi. 13), who are to appear in the last

stage of the world's history, to complete the last seduction. But
everywhere, even in his deepest ruin, man testifies to the inde-

structible tendency of his life, to realize the ideal, to idealize the

real, and to celebrate this union in poetry. Even mature Anti-

christianity desires this union and its celebration, but not so that

things should be absorbed in ]iersons, but persons in things—not

by investing substance with the light of the subject, but by plunging

tlie subject into the obscurity of substance—not in the personal

Christ, in whom all Christians are one, but in impersonal Christians,

in whom the one Christ, ever divided and never complete, appears

and disappears everywhere, and nowhere. Antichristianity is a cari-

cature, a hostile imitation of Christianity, only because it wants

personality, and especially the all-unifying person of Christ. All

its distortions cry out for a total correction, all its perplexities

for a thorough solution, all its mad phrases for a healing inspiration

by one word, which would make all clear, the reigning person,

the God-man.
But when we behold the full, ever-spreading, ever-increasing flow

of Christian divine-human life through the world, and trace this

stream to its origin, shall we find it to have its rise from a source

in which the ideal has not become life, nor the life ideal—in which

religious passivity, as in heathen mythology, must supply its defi-

ciencies by fictions of an atonement ? The stream, on the contrary,

points to a source of its own kind, to an abundant and ever-flowing

fount of its own peculiar nature,—an origin, therefore, which is at

once both spirit and fact, life and consecration. Christianity points

back to Christ in all His historical glory.

Finally, if we follow the track of the christological formative

process in the Old Covenant,' and ask, To what end does it tend,

what flower must this wondrous plant bear, into what fruit will

it ripen ?—this formative process also leads us to the appearing

of Messiah, of the God-man in all His historical power and

glory.

There must then necessarily exist between these pre-Christian

preparations and that historical flowing forth of the divine-human

life in the Christian era, such an upland as the Gospel history

exhibits. The chief feature of this region is that fundamental

principle of Christian life—atonement. Here, then, we see m
highest religious activity that foreordained and perfected reality

of divine life, to which heathen mythology testified in religious

passivity by significant dreams. The beautiful dream has here

grown into reality ; hence that faint dream of a dream, the view
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tliat the evangelical history has a mythic character, is an ana-

chronism.

We have now reached that point of onr subject which makes it

our next concern to endeavour to estimate the nature of Christ Him-
self, with reference to the epochs of mythology. His advent as the

God-man was necessary, as the result of Judaism, and as the prin-

ciple of Christianity. If He had not so appeared, Judaism would

be justified in its permanence ; and if He were not the personal

God-man, the Christian life would be but a delusion, founded as it

is on the relations of believing persons to the supreme personality.

He is the Son of God : as the living unity of all the revelations of

God, He appears with the power of eternity in the midst of time,

and is thus also the complete realization of every divine ideal. But
He is therefore also the Son of man, the living unity of all pure and

elevated human life, the most intensely human being in the light of

a holy life ; in other words, the perfect spiritualization of human
reality. As the Son of God, He feels Himself, in virtue of His

divine consciousness, to be resting in the bosom of the Father

(John i. 18) ; and as the Son of man, he bears on His heart the

whole human race, and strives to raise them with Himself into His

glory (John xii. 32). Atonement is the central point of Hisbeing :

in Him divinity and humanity, the spirit and nature, ideality and
reality, Jews and Gentiles, heaven and earth, are reunited. We
may now view His life in its various relations. When we see how
the Godhead is therein manifested in the flesh, in other words, the

Eternal in the highest historical reality, Christ is Himself presented

to us as the supreme miracle, the vital principle of each separate

miracle. He enters the already existing spheres of life, as the last,

the decisive, the transforming vital principle ; hence He is both tlie

miracle and the source of miracles, the principle of transformation

and renewal to the whole Adamic race. But when we view His
humanity, and see how it is one with its ideal, illuminated by the

thought of God, and thus a reflection of the whole world, He appears

also as the great symbol. He is in this relation the pure image of

God, and therefore the light of the Avorld ; the key which unlocks

the spiritual riches of heaven, of mankind, and of nature ; the

centre of all symbols. And because it is in Him that the Godhead
first triumphs in complete victory in a human heart, and in Him
that a human being first reposes on the bosom of God, on His
Father's heart, and there joyfully rests and solemnly works. His life

is the highest poetry. His dealings are the perfect rhythm ; His
word is lyric, a perpetual hymn of praise ; His work the true wor-

ship of the highest festival. Himself the fairest of the children of

men. And as Christ, as tlie miracle, renews the world, and as

the symbol enlightens it ; so does He, as the fairest image of God
therein, also glorify it, till His Church shall appear as the bride,

till both heaven and earth shall crown her with splendour as the

inheritance of God.

T]ie_^orj/;_ofjC^ln;ist'sjieeds is the result ofJhis gloiy of His,,
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nature.^ As being in Himself ivonderful, He must needs show
Himself to be such, by wonder-working. Some would view Him
as the God-man, without acknowledging His miracles ; others will

concede the miracle of the resurrection, but none other. What is

this but a sun without raj^s—a heaven-reaching alpine peak without

its surrounding wreath of Alps, and without highlands ! The con-

cession is as obscure as the negation. The incarnation of the Son

of God is not His mere incorporation. In His incarnation is in-

volved His dwelling and walking among men (John i. 14). For a

man is converted into a mere apparition, if we do not grant that we
must act in conformity with his intrinsic nature. This monstrous

assumption is contrary also to historical truth and teleology. For
never yet was a solitary power placed in the world, as a mere speci-

men, and then withdrawn. If it be said, that surely it is enough
to allow that Christ effected very much by the power of His word,

and founded an enduring Church, we would reply : Must not the

auspices under which His powerful word formed the Church have

been miracles ? Must not that effect of His word which, breaking

through the outward forms of Judaism, in a few years transformed

the Jewish world into the Christian world, have been accompanied

by miraculous phenomena ? But if it is asserted that these miracles

of the Lord Jesus were, at least when compared with His teaching,

but subordinate manifestations of His life, such a view is certainly

not that of vSt John, nor in accordance with the sublimity of the

Christian principle. The Christian principle presupposes that in

the life of Jesus every utterance has the power of a fact, every fact

or miraculous operation the distinctness of a vocal declaration.

Hence, according to St John's Gospel, our Lord often describes His

word as His work ; His spiritual revelations consist of the most

decided effects, they are the deeds of His word, or the words of His

deed ; if at one time an act is the motive of His words, at another

His word is the motive of His acts. Thus the words and works

of Christ are, on the one hand, the separate miracles flowing from

the deep fountain of His wondrous life ; on the other, the separate

symbols, by which the varied and abundant affluence of the eternal

Si:)irit is announced.^

1 So-called 'Criticism' has committed itself to the absurdity of asserting that the

leading events of the Gospel history were invented by the Evangelists. At one time,

it is denied that Christ formed the Evangelists, and it is said that the general cannot be

expressed in the particular ; at another, the Evangelist is said to have formed his

Christ, and it is asserted that the general can only be expressed by the particular.

According to Jean Paul's humorous narrative, a poor schoolmaster once composed a

Klopstock's Messiah and other works, according to his own idea. It was thus, per-

haps, that the Evangelist composed his Messiah, or if it were not the Evangelist who

embellished his Master, it must have been the Church that did so. A new doctrine

indeed, according to which the needy bride clothes the rich King with the robe of

righteousness. .

- According to modern criticism, traces of fiction may be recognized m the signifa-

cant, the ideal. The reality of a fact is said to vanish before the illumination of the

religious idea. What a reaUty is it which these critics require ! The more trivial

and unspiritual, so much the more probable. In such a case, a witch would be more

probable than a well-educated woman. And yet these histories of miracles, which at
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What solemn beauty do all His deeds exhibit ! A Sabbath glory

rests on Canaan, where they were performed ; a stream of eternal

peace wells forth from His most arduous conflict in Gethsemane
;

the accursed tree itself becomes a mark of honour when once His
holy head has touched it. This remark leads us to a fresh subject,

that of the circumstances by which our Lord was surrounded. We
are here reminded that it is legend which first strives to look upon
coarse or common reality in the light of the ideal ; that it is legend

which grasps, by anticipation and invention, the spiritual significance

of the actual world. But in this case fictions would be out of date.

For it is a universal law that, as is the man, so is the opportunity

presented to him. Supreme importance of personality demands
supreme importance of surrounding circumstances. Hence the cir-

cumstances b}^ which Christ was surrounded acquire a peculiar and
universal distinction, as being adapted to call forth the full develop-

ment of His power, to occasion the whole working out of His life.

They form, in their character and concatenations, a concentrated

expression of the history of the world. For it was in His own age
that Christ overcame the world and the powers of hell ; it was in

His own days that He found appropriate instruments -for the found-
ing of His kingdom. Thus His history was perfected by the inter-

action of His peculiar life with a peculiar constellation of the world's

history. And it is in this way that the ideality of His life becomes
an illuminating agency to the whole world ; on this account, that

His fate is as wonderful as His life. The fact that the theocratically-

trained Jewish world and the classically-trained heathen world united
with equal perversion to crucify Him, exhibits a peculiar and tragical

coincidence, involving the whole ancient world in condemnation.
The world's sentence, which He underwent in His death, was to be
followed by His resurrection. But if the history of His life also is

rich in single and significant features, in which the course of nature
corresponds with its course, this will be found in strict accordance
with the parallelism in which nature is wont to develop itself with
the spirit of man. In a case wherein the whole human race is, so

to speak, concentrated in one life, on the conflict and victory of
which its fate depends, and wherein the conflicts of this life have so
culminated that the decisive moment has arrived by which the earth
as well as humanity is to be glorified, we need not be surprised at

convulsions of the earth. Why must sentient nature maintain at
such a moment a stoical indifference, when in less important crises

she has announced, so to speak, her co-operation with that divine
Spirit which was directing tlie world's history? But the miraculous
in the history of Jesus develops also a rich symbolism, which makes

one time they consider improbable, as being symbolical, they call at anothei- anec-
dotes. Au anecdote, however, is nothing but a striking and amusing occurrence—the
direct opposite of a myth, or of any symbolic act. Hence, first bodies without souls,
i.e., anecdotes, and then souls without bodies, i.e., myths, but never living nij LhG7
ideal events, form the objects of their intellectual vision. The use of the word auec-
dote, iu this connection, is specially damaging to De Wette's system. a

kpn4S
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the whole workl transparent to its very depths. The characters by
whom our Lord is surrounded, as heroes of recipiency for His spirit

—a Peter, a James, a John ; the dwellings which receive Him, such

as the house at Bethany; the dark or darkened beings who oppose

Him—a Judas, a Caiaphas, a Pilate,—how significant do they

become by their relation to Christ, and by the effect of His light,

in manifesting the depths of human nature, of the world, and of

hell ! Yes, every man whom the Lord touched, every creature,

every fleeting occurrence, becomes a living mirror, an enlightening

agency to the world. His Spirit is the miraculous finger which
elicits from everything its peculiar tone, everything must respond

to His word. This Spirit glorifies even His cross, by revealing His

victory in the resurrection. In His sufferings on the cross is seen

the reconciliation of the world, and by the light of this reconciliation

a glory is shed upon all sorrow, u])on all that is dark and terrible on

earth, as being a dispensation of God's hidden kindness. Judgment
is seen in its deep inward union with sin-annulling grace, and the

world is illuminated to its very depths by the light of the divine

government, glorifying itself in its victory over all evil. But it is

also the same Spirit which transforms His fate into the most sub-

lime poetical event. His life is, in its simple Gospel features, a

sublime Messiad, which no poetry can surpass. It is a drama, assem-

bling its lifelike characters in the centre of the world, and intro-

ducing, in the sharpest traits, in the most significant deeds, in the

most sudden results, that catastrophe of whose all-aftecting reality

and result all tragic occurrences and fictions had prophesied—

a

catastrophe in which the curse of the Adamic race falls upon the

holy chikl of this race, as the most terrible judgment of God upon

the world, and yet a judgment which, through the infinite satisfac-

tion of this holy sacrifice, becomes the reconciliation of the world

and the means of its glorification. From the mortal agonies and

heavenly victories of this history, are breathed upon every recipient

soul the reviving and quickening influences of the peace of God.

So real is the ideal world opened to us in the Gospel history
._

It is

a wonderfully copious, a heavenly, a far-reaching reality, which the

Philistine (Philister) beholds witli alarm, and strives to represent

as an obscure mythical image, in order to free himself from the

powerful effect it has in disturbing his comfort. But where reality

thus exhibits miracle, symbol, and poetry, in their highest unity,

power, and depth, mythical representations are superseded,^ and

must vanish l)efore the simple narratives of this reality ; or, if they

remain, can only be regarded as the timid apocryphal productions

of popular Christianity in its immature state. Every abstract fiction

must here be below the truth ; and the assumption that this reality

itself is such a fiction, is a pale phantom venturing to a.ppear at

midday.

.^.See my work, Ueher der geschichtUchen Character der Jcanon. Evaivj., p. 31.
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NOTES.

1. Mucli discussion has of late taken place concerning the notion

of myths, since the word has been so vaguely employed by many, and

lately by Strauss, in matters theological. Invention, fiction, error,

fable, and anecdote have all had to play their parts in the notion of

the myth. Tholuck {die Glcmhemoiirdigkeit der evcmgeliscJien

GeschicJite, p. 51, &c.), among others, animadverts upon this con-

fusion, Strauss subsequently expressed himself more clearly. ' We
distinguish by the name of an evangelical myth, a narrative directly

or indirectly referring to Jesus, which may be considered not as the

expression of a fact, but as the deposit of an idea of His earliest

followers. The myth, in this sense, wiU be met with, here as else-

where, sometimes pure, as the substance of the narrative, sometimes

as an accessory to actual history,' This whole definition rests upon
a misconception of the fundamental relations existing between ideas

and facts. It assumes, in the Gospel history itself, a mutilated

realization of eternal ideas ; and in the narrative of the Gospel

history an idealistic representation of these ideas, overgrowing the

reality. The idea here works in a Neptunian, not a Plutonian

manner ; it can form ' deposits' of facts, and ' wash away' the firmer

form of tradition in its floods, but is incapable of forming primitive

rocks by igneous forces, and raising a new world from the deeps.

The distinction between the historical and philosophical myth is

not here allowed its due importance. The philosophical appears as

the pure myth, drawing from two sources—from Old Testament

Messianic expectations, and from the impression which Christ left

behind Him ; the historical, as a myth appended to history, and
having for its foundation some isolated fact, of which enthusiasm

takes possession, ' in order to entwine it with mythic conceptions

drawn from the idea of the Christ.' Thus the pure or philosophic

myth is doubly deprived of its real elements ; first of the Messianic

expectation in its real tendency, then of the impression made by
Christ according to its real contents ; and the historical myth doubly

mutilated; for, first, there is an occurrence of which enthusiasm

takes possession, instead of the occurrence awakening the enthu-

siasm ; then the myth is formed out of this occurrence, not by being

further fashioned in the fire of the idea, but by being ' entwined,'

as with a garland, with mythic conceptions. So antagonistic to

each other are the ideal and the actual in this province of criticism.

They meet like Ahrimanes and Ormuzd. The Doceticism of a

dualistic view of the universe, unable fully to grasp the mystery

that the Son of God came in the flesh, here co-operates with the

Ebionitism which insists upon seeing in the Christian Church an
idealist far surpassing the prophet and his impression, and cannot

compreliend that the flesh of Christ's life was pervaded by the Spirit,

His deeds (the supposed anecdotes) illuminated by the ideal ; to

which, therefore, the doctrine that Jesus is the Christ is still a foreign

one, Doceticism never attains to a recognition of the fulness of the
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Godhead in the midst of the manhood, the fuhiess of ideality crowned

with reality. The ideal, in its flight over the earth, is only allowed

to skim it like a swallow. Ebionitism, on the other hand, is incapable

of recognising in the God-man, the Son of God who goes to the

rather,°and is raised up to the glory of the Father. According to

its view, human nature only attains to the theories of the idealist

—

to a sort of bear's dance to the measure of the eternal, which it is

unable to keep up, and soon falls heavily again upon its broad fore-

feet. This swallow's flight of the ideal, this bear's dance of the

actual, point to that constant schism in the world, or rather in the

view of the world, entertained by the criticism in question, which

may be regarded as the peculiar mark of Manichean error within

the province of Christianity. The theological dictum on the notion

of the myth is taken up co)i amore by Otfried MuUer. Myths, says

he {Prolegomeim zu einer wissenschaflUchen Mijtliologie, p. 59),^

are, according to their external notion, ' narratives of the doings

and destinies of individual personages, which, according to their

connection and blending with each other, relate to a period ante-

cedent to the historical era of Greece, and separated from it by a

tolerably distinct boundary.' With respect to the internal notion

of the myth, it is ' a mode of fusing together fact and idea' (p. 78).

' This union' (of the thing done and the thought entertained), says

the author, ' takes place in most myths ;
and there are not many in

which something real and something ideal may not be pointed out.

The older the mylh, the more entirdy is the fact blended loith the

thought. Hence, even the difference between the historic and

philosophic myth, on which great stress was formerly laid, is rela-

tively of less importance' (p.'70). It is entirely in accordance with

Christian theology, that the older the myth is, the more entirely

does the fact seem blended with the idea. The primitive is the typ(3_

of the consummation. As, then, the highest myth in the centre of

history consists in the union of the incidents of the actual, the mar-

vellous, the symbolic or ideal, and the poetic, so must the first myth,

at the beginning of pre-historic times, exhibit this union also. It

is in the nature of things that here every idea should find its type

in reality, and that, vice versa, every fact should be illuminated by

its relation to the ideal. Gradually, however, a ramification takes

place. The myth of Pandora, for instance, is at all events a philo-

sophical myth ; it represents the idea of the origin of evil by an

occurrence. In the recovery of the Grecian Helen from Troy, on

the contrary, we have a fact embellished into a highly significant

myth, in which the nation that dedicated itself to the service of

beauty, began its heroic deeds in conformity with this impulse.

1 [Or p. 1 of Leitch's translation, entitled ' Introduction to a Scientific System of

Mythology, by C. 0. Muller,' Lend. 1844. By this work a great deal of lightia

thrown on the subject of this chapter, and generally on the idea, sources, determm-

ation of the age, and cessation of myths. It may be well to consult also Milman s

History of Christianitu, vol. i. pp. 115 and 129 ;
tho-igh all that he says m these

chapters will not be agreed with, and must indeed be considered to some extent

dangerous.

—

Ed.]
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Finall)', the harmonious union of all the incidents relating to the

idealized fact, forms the poetic myth. Muller does not bring this

forward as a peculiar kind of myth, but discusses the notions that

appertain to it under the title, ' How the myth is to be distinguished

from its treatment by poets and authors.' Here the psychological

motive of the occurrences, and the arrangement of various legends

into one harmonious whole, is defined as the poet's share in the

embellishment of a fact. Compare Ullmann's treatise, Historisch

oder 3IytJmch, p. 56.

On the distinction between the myth and the legend, compare

George, Ueber Mythus und Sage, and Strauss, Lehen Jesit, vol. i.

p. 113. Strauss defines as legendary, on one hand, the inaccu-

racies, on the other, the colourings, modifying such history as

passes through a long course of oral tradition. These formulee do

not, however, in the least degree touch upon the real inner nature

of the legend. The distinction of George would convert the his-

toric myth into legend—myth and legend are almost one. The
former is the legend of the Greeks, the latter the myth of the

Germans. If, however, the essential distinction of these notions be

required, it must be acknowledged that the myth poetically matures

the scattered seed which has a religious signification, while the

legend anticipatively expresses the recognition of the ideal in

common, variegated, fantastic, or even terrible reality. When
a misfortune consciously self-incurred is attributed to Nemesis,

this is of the nature of the myth. When the shipwreck on the

Lurley rocks, a mishap incurred by an unconscious fault, or by

no fault at all, is ascribed to Loreley, this is of the nature of the

legend.

2. In estimating the relation of the Gospel history to mythology,

it must be considered, (1) as the original history of the new human
race, or the real people of God, which, as such, can by no means be

history in the usual sense, but only poetic, symbolic, and religious

history
; (2) as the commencement of a development of life, which,

in conformity with its nature, is a manifestation of truth; and
especially of the truth of the ideal, verified in its facts, and of the

facts verified in their ideal nature. According to the notion of

Christianity, it is impossible that it should be surpassed, enriched,

or carried further, by any embellishments.

3, Prophecy exhibits a series of real interactions between the

real and the ideal. The idea of prophecy, which many theologians

had thrown away as a weed, has been brought back to them by
botanists and poets, who have begun to recognize, even in the life

of plants, the nature of prophecy. Gothe's poem Die Metamoi'-

2-)hosen der Pflanzen is, in this respect, very significant. All those

phenomena of natural life, which not only externally announce, but
also internally prepare a higher development, as, e.g., the leaf does

the flower, present an image of prophecy.

The myth, on the contrary, has its type in the various allusions,

or lights and shadows, in which nature is so abundant. Thus the
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moon, for example, upon whose dark but real body is impressed, so
to speak, the image of the sun's brightness, the ideal of its nature
seems to be an image of the historical mytli. The dawn, on tlie

other hand, denotes the philosophical myth : we have here the
young day which, before its appearance in the world, forms in tlie

clouds of heaven a beautiful but unsubstantial corporeity. The
rainbow represents figuratively the original unity of the two kinds
of myths ;

the primitive myth, for the clouds representing obscure
reality is Ulumined by the light, but the light, denoting the
colourless ideal, develops all its variegated splendour in its union
with this reality. Finally, the reflection of the heavens in a
clear stream seems a natural emblem of the poetic myth. As the
bright images of the sun and moon appear in the watery mirror,
fulfilling the saying, ' Kelirt wellenathmend ihr Gesicht mcht
doppelt schoner her 2

' so do the pure reflections of ideal his-
tory, or of the mythically incorporated ideal, appear with en-
hanced splendour in the element of poetry.

SECTION VI.

THE EFFECT OF THE IDEAL HISTORY : THE SACRED REMEMBRANCE.

Great characters manifest themselves by great exhibitions of their
power. These exhibitions are confirmed by the great impressions
they produce within the sphere of their operation. These impres-
sions, finally, continue in the abundant, clear, and powerful remini-
scences of those whose minds were affected by them. The stronger
the impression a man has received, the greater will be the power
with which it will, during his whole life, prevail over all weaker
impressions and remembrances. The more general this impression
is, and the greater the number of the minds who share it, the longer
will its memory survive, both in the private intercourse and public
announcements of a community. But if the impression be a reli-

gious, a practical, a vital one, it must of necessity be exhibited in

the life of the community, whose very spiritual being stands in con-
stant interaction with this its remembrance. In proportion, finally,

as this impression is consolatory and elevating, will the memorial, in

which it resounds through the world, and through time, be a sacred

one. It was consequently inevitable, that the eflect of the life of

Jesus should be impressed and perpetuated, in a sacred memorial
upon the life, and within the circle of His followers, by means of the

Gospel history ; for the most powerful effect which mankind ever

experienced, lay in the exhibition of His divine-human life, by
which the glory of God was fully manifested in the midst of man-
kind. Hence the remembrance of Him and of His history is the
predominating historical thought of the human race, and surpasses

all other human remembrances. The effect of Christ's life has,

from the very first, affected through its divine power the whole
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human race, by means of that agitation which it produced among
His immediate followers. It is an effect still propagated by means

of the members of His Church, and one which will never cease till

it has penetrated the whole body of humanity. As a religious

influence, however, or rather as^ the religious influence, proceeding

as it does from perfect religion, it constitutes a church, whose

spiritual life is identical with its remembrance. The highest

solemnity of the Christian life, e.g., is the showing forth of the

death and victory of Christ in the Lord's Supper. If then we con-

template the matter of the Gospel history in the impression it has

left on Christian life, in the assurance of the manifestation of God,

of the atonement, of victory over death, and of the heavenly glory

of Christ and His people, the conclusion is irresistible, that in this

definite and full memorial of the Christian Church we behold a

sacred memorial to all mankind of the great days and great facts of

their reunion with God. The effect of Christ's life and deeds may
be regarded generally as the greatest shock ever experienced by
mankind.^ As such it naturally commanded the attention even of

the enemies of Christ, and of those who unconsciously experienced

its agency in their very enmity. His enemies could not free them-
selves from the remembrance of Him, though they deformed it into

a caricature, through the false medium of their self-delusion, as they

had before experienced only exasperation and delusion through their

perversion of His agency. The watchful and zealous hatred which,

according to the Acts of the Apostles, was ever excited by the

announcement of Christ's death and resurrection, bears witness to

this. The Eoman power, whose representative, Pontius Pilate,

had, in his weak and false hesitation, suffered himself to be seduced

to the execution of the Jewish designs against Jesus, received

by this execution its first impulse to an inimical disposition towards

Christ. It was in the sphere of this inimical disposition, that the

accounts propagated by Tacitus and Suetonius - concerning Christ

were formed. Even in the high places of Koman life, the spirits of

the day very soon received a faint impression of that great spiritual

conflict and victory, whose effects were from henceforth to agitate

the world.

This inimical representation of the agency of Christ, expressed in

obscure traditions concerning Him, was surrounded by a more
general sphere of indefinite astonishment at the spiritual power
He displayed. Under such an impression did Josephus write of

Christ. =^

But within the circle of the recipient minds of the elect, the im-
pression left by Christ's personality was a bright and blessed one,

_

^ [See an eloquent passage in Ewald's GeschicJite Christus und seiner Zeit., Pref.

xi. (Ed. 1857). 'For all time,' lie says, 'this divine-human life has become the most
brilliant light ; and who can still love error, who can haug his head and doubt, if

once he has opened his eyes in this light ? In what time, in what condition, in what
breast does not this inextinguishable light shine ? '

—

Ed.]
^ Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44 ; Suetonius, Vita Claud, c. 25.
2 Josephus, Ant. xviii. 3, 3.
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condemning the old life of sin, and implanting the new life of love

and righteousness. Here, then, the remembrance of Christ was a

continual festival. In this form it must, according to its very-

nature, so outweigh and outlast, illuminate and purify, all the other

remembrances of believers, and bring them into inward connection

with itself, as to become the enlightening and penetrating principle

of all those other remembriinces. How could it indeed fail to be-

come the principle of all the remembrances of Christians, when it

became the principle of their whole Christian life ?

The historical word, by which the Gospel narrative has been

handed down to us, corresponds with the historical power of the

Gospel life. These two aspects of Christ's continual operation are

fundamentally identical. Consequently, the Church may either be

regarded as a lasting and real remembrance of Him, or as the con-

tinuous operation of His life. As the moon, though a thousand

times more distant, is nearer to our room than the lamp in a neigh-

bour's house, because its effect is a thousand times more powerful,

and as the sun again is infinitely nearer than the moon, though
•with respect to space only, it again is situated at an immensely
greater distance,^ so is Christ, though so far removed from us as to

His glorified body by the external relations of space, infinitely nearer

to us by the power of His operation than any man in our immediate

neighbourhood ; nay, He is with us, and through faith He is in us,

by the power of this His operation. These are the ideal relations

of space. So also the geography of the spirit and of love has very

different estimates of nearness and distance on earth from the

geography of mathematical science. And that which is here said

of space, is equally applicable to time. According to the Chris-

tology of space, Christ is said to be here, in virtue of the effect He
produces, just as the sun is said, in virtue of what it effects, to be

in and on the earth. According to the Christology of time, or

according to the chronology of the Christian mind, the Church,

when celebrating the remembrance of the Lord, and proclaiming it

to others, rightly says, ' He was but just now here, and He will

soon come again : He comes quickly.' The Christology of time is

not understood by those ^ who say that the apostles were misled by

an enthusiastic excitement, in their announcements that the Lord's

^ Distant as the sun may be from our eyes, so soon as it is perceived, it is, by

means of the rays proceeding from it, immediately in our eye. There is between the

seeing eye, as such, and the seen sun, as such, no space which can hinder the vision

and consequent enjoyment of the sun ; the beam brings it as near as is necessary for

the eye to see it, without injury. All that we can enjoy of the sun conies to us in

its beams ; by its beams all space between us and it is as good as annihilated. Thus

do I, by means of a sensible image, form a conception of the agency of Christ, while

He is at a distance from me, and personally visible and present in some one of the

heavens.—See Lavater's Jesus Chrisfus stets dasselbe, p. 31.

" [In the last instance by llenan (Vie de Jesus, p. 275) :
' Que tout cela fut pris h,

la lettre par les disciples et par le maitre lui-meme ii certains moments, c'est ce qui

delate dans les <5crits du temps avec une evidence absolue. Si la premiere gdncration

chretienne a une croyance profonde et constante, c'est que le monde est sur le point

de finir,' &c. What Jovvett has to say on this ' error of the apostles ' may be seen in

his Epistks ofSt Paul, i. p. 120.—Ed.]
F
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coming was at band. They were but giving
_
expression to that

elevation of feeling, wberewitb tlie mature Christian, as an heir of

God and of eternity, looks upon time, so that to him, as to his God,

according to the measure of his spirituality, a thousand years are as

one day. In this respect, the highest conception of time may be

explained by a still higher. The glorious entry of Luther into

Worms is fresher and nearer to us, than the more modern disputes

of Lutheran theologians ; and Hermann the Cheruscan seems but

just now to have led the Germans to victory over Eome, while

the last trial for witchcraft seems already quite ancient history.

But the memory of Christ, of His death and victory, surpasses all

other human remembrances in ever youthful freshness.
^
The ever-

enduring Church of Christ is His ever-enduring memorial.

But we have here more especially in view that remembrance of

Him still living in the historic word, which must have originated

in the apostolic Church. This remembrance must of necessity be

proportionate to the unique effect produced by Christ's life, and

therefore infinitely profound and powerful, fully developed and

definite, and, in its totality or completeness, blessed and sacred.

The men whom Christ had apprehended, might forget everything

else ; but Him, His work, His deeds, His sufferings, the manifesta-

tions of His glory, they could not forget. The Spirit of Christ,

poured out upon them at the conclusion of His work, was the

unifying principle which connected all their remembrances, the

vital element which renewed and preserved them. They must have

felt themselves impelled by the mighty effect Christ's life had upon

them, to be ever recalling to each others' memories, and proclaim-

ing to the world, the great facts upon which it rested.
^
Their life

was blended with the Gospel history ; their reconciliation to God
and their salvation were identified with it ; hence the glorious

treasure of their Gospel reminiscences could not possibly fade.

They saw in the life of the Lord Jesus the supreme miracle which

had brought deliverance to the world: its facts, therefore, must

'have been continually filling them with silent, deep, and glorious

; emotion. ' It was about the tenth hour,' says John, when relating

his first meeting with Jesus (John i. 39). He could no more forget

the hour, than a mother could forget that wherein her child had

been born into the world. Mary kept all the sayings which glori-

fied her Saviour-Son, in her heart. ' We cannot but speak the

things which we have seen and heard,' declared the apostles, before

the Sanhedrim. No man can be hindered from proclaiming those

great, most certain, and most glorious experiences, in which his

own spiritual life originated, and by which it has continued to

grow.i Hence the preaching of the apostles was a giving vent

to those words of joy which gushed forth from the abundance of

their own animated reminiscences. It has of late been asserted

^ ISI o Christian can be forbidden to bear testimony to his own blessedness in fellow-

ship with Christ ; this inalienable right makes him truly a preacher, as the right of

hearty intercession makes him truly a priest.
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that the apostles did not set forth the Gospel history, but only
announced the dogmas of Christianity. Evangelical metaphysics
perhaps? But the very first dogma of Christianity—the Word
was made flesh—is also an historical fact. And therefore the sub-
limity and vigour of apostolic teaching consisted in the fact, that
they proclaimed the word of Christ in its living union with facts

;

or, in other words, that the facts of His life, and especially of His
death and resurrection, were set forth in the ideality of His word

;

these being the two parts of the living unity, in which this teaching
was delivered to our faith. Certainly these two great facts, the
death and resurrection of Christ, formed the key-note of apostolic
testimony. But could the death of Christ have obtained its own
special^ importance to their hearers, if they had not also depicted
the chief features of His life ? And could they have represented
His resurrection as a certain fact, if they had not also narrated His
subsequent appearances ? It is certain that the Evangelists made
it a i3art of their task to hand down copious details of this kind.
Whence, then, should they have derived their materials, if not
from the communications of the witnesses who held immediate in-

tercourse with the Lord ? These witnesses were the living Gospel;
the Church, with which the most copious, the clearest, and brightest
reminiscences of Jesus were as entirely one as the scent of a "fresh-

blown rose is one with the rose.

Those writers who, in our days, are beginning to deny all certainty
and trustworthiness to apostolic tradition with respect to the life of
Jesus, seeni to have lived so long in the region of modern literature

and periodicals, where one wave so quickly swallows up another,
where the latest novelty so rapidly fades before another, and where
one point of view is so hastily abandoned for another, as to have
gradually lost the power of forming a clear conception of the fervour,

uniqueness, and power of the apostolic memory. As children of

time, serving the temporal god, the process-god, with a memory
revolving in constant change of impressions, about the feverish un-
rest of an unstable heart, they are the very antipodes to those hap])y
men who, living by the power of Christ's Spirit with Him in His
eternity, preserved in the tranquil depths and fervent emotions of
their hearts, and in constant sabbatic peace, the most divine and
solemn remembrance of His life. His death, and His glorification

;

in whose inner life the facts of the New Testament ever continued
novelties,^ retaining the original brilliancy of blooming flowers, of

molten silver, or of the eternal thoughts of God. In our days of
worldliness and newspapers, the contents of the memory are ever
more and more perplexed and saddened by the unrest of the heart
while the great experiences and remembrances of the apostolic

Church maintained their imperishable brightness and beauty, be-
cause they were founded upon a heart-life penetrating to the
depths of eternity, reposing on God, filled with all the fulness of
Christ.
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NOTE.

While we may agree with Hug {Einleit ins N. T.), that the

apostles did not perhaps in public assemblies so recount the history

of Christ's life according to its circumstances and sequence, that

their statements could have been formed into historical books ; it

does not follow that in their instruction, ' so far as it was merely

jiistorical,' they limited themselves ' to the sufferings of the Lord,

His death, and that pillar of their doctrine, His resurrection/ When
Weisse appeals, in support of this view (die ev. Gesch. p. 21, &c.),

to the small amount of Gospel narrative contained in the apostolic

Epistles, the great difference between the oral agency of the apostles,

by which they founded churches, and the written agency, by which

they built them up, is not sufficiently borne in mind.^

1 [The whole of the third chapter of AVestcott's Introduction to the Study of the

Gospels should be consulted on this point, and especially the remarks on the form of

the apostolic preaching, p. 158.

—

Ed.]



PART II.

THE MORE GENERAL RECORDS OF THE LIFE OF
THE LORD JESUS,

SECTION L

GENEKAL SURVEY.

The special historical records of the life of Jesus are the four

Gospels. They form the centre of all . evangelical testimony to

Jesus, and exhibit the direct impression made by His wondrous

personality in the sphere of literary composition. But this centre

was no isolated phenomenon. The contents of the Gospels are

assumed, required, and supported by the whole of the New Testa-

ment, and especially by the Acts of the Apostles, just as the histo-

rical books of the Old Testament are assumed by the contents of

the Psalms and the Prophets. Roses and lilies do not grow rootless

out of the earth : as little does the testimony of the theocratically

inspired life of the Old Testament, or the life of Christ in the New
Testament. The whole New Testament, however, may again be

looked upon as only the conclusion and climax of a more general

organism, namely, of the Holy Scripture. The Old Testament does

not contain its conclusion within itself They who would separate

the New Testament from the Old, have this enigma to solve, how
it happened that the robust oak thus suddenly stopped short in the

midst of its growth—why it terminated in a gnarled stump, instead

of attaining its appropriate leafy crown ? The essential contents of

the Bible are accredited by the two greatest religious phenomena

which ever appeared, and which have endured to the present day,

viz., Christianity and Judaism. That line of theocratic Monotheism

which forms the key-note in the history of the religious life of all

mankind, leads, both by its bright side, Christianity, and its reverse

side, Talmudism, to the high region of biblical facts and institu-

tions. But it is not so easy to infer the nature of the former blos-

som from the broken shell of the fruit, as from the fruit itself

The Christian Church, as the fruit of that wondrous blossom, the

facts and teachings of the Bible, is a great and lasting testimony to

their truth. As in the vegetable world, the kingdom of the flower-

ing plants rests upon that of the leafy, so is it itself again the bright

circle supported by the darker ground of the general religious con-
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sciousness of mankind. It is not possible to imagine the present

world deprived of the Christian Church, without regarding it as

maimed, deprived of its powers of development, and orphaned.

Thus the four Gospels form the centre of a series of sj^heres indis-

solubly linked with each other. If the jewel is torn out of a brilliant

ring, the setting becomes worthless and unmeaning ; and it is thus

with the Gospel history, with regard to its setting. Since, how-

ever, the life of the Lord Jesus is thus connected with those more

general circles of life which concentrically surround it, it must
have left a more or less distinct impression on all these enclosing

circles. And they may thus all be called records of the life of

Jesus. The order, then, of the general records of the life of Jesus

appears to be as follows : (1.) The New Testament
; (2.) the Old

Testament; (3.) the theocracy, especially the Christian Church;

(4.) the religious life of the human race.

The bright side ot the history of mankind stands fundamentally

in the closest connection with the glorious history of the Gospel,

while even its dark side points towards it ; and when once the

scientific knowledge of that great organism, humanity, is as mature
as the knowledge of animal organisms, an organic prophecy, point-

ing to the Gospel history, will at length be discovered in every

greater fragment of history. Thus,, e.(/., cannibals, as representing

the deepest degradation of humanity, furnish a significant hint of

the compass of the human gamut. As the depth of the water on a

rock-bound coast represents with tolerable accuracy the height of

the overhanging precipices, so do those depths of degradation point

upwards past the middle regions of civilisation, to a heavenly per-

fection of humanity. In a narrower sphere, the same inference

may be made of Israel's crowning point, from Israel's degradation.

Many important nations have a far less extended scale of spiritual

variation than the most important: the former are of average

talent ; the latter exhibit, as it were, hills and valleys in giant-like

masses, as, e.g., the German nation. The Israelitish nation is, so

to speak, a nation with two rows of keys. This applies in a higher
degree to mankind in general..

SECTION II.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The history of the life of Jesus is accredited, in its leading
features, not only by the four Gospels, but by the whole New Testa-
ment.

^
The book of the Acts of the Apostles continues the history

of Christianity in the same tone, and in the same spirit, in which
the Gospels relate the history of Christ. The three chief incidents
of His life, the crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension, it distinctly
brings forward. The disciples of the Gospels here figure as apostles

;
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but even in their new condition, their individual characters are

quite in accordance with the characteristics attributed to them in

the Gospels, and the most significant are conspicuous. The miracles

of Jesus are repeated in the miracles of His disciples, even to the

greatest, the raising of the dead. But even from the apostolic

Epistles and the Apocalypse, we obtain a distinct impression of the

life of Jesus,—an impression, moreover, which is enriched with

many special features. According to the teaching of these apostolic

writings, Christ was the Son of David according to the flesh (Rom.
i. 3, 4), the second man, the Lord from heaven, a quickening spirit

(1 Cor. XV. 45-47), born of a woman (Gral. iv. 4). His teaching is

unfolded in the teaching of the apostles (1 Cor. ii.). His miracles,

in the miraculous gifts of the primitive Church (1 Cor. xii.). His
great conflict with the carnal mind of His people, in the experience

of His witnesses (2 Cor. ii. 15, &c.), the institution of the Lord's

Supper in St Paul's description of the same (1 Cor. xi.) ; while His
crucifixion and resurrection form the all-pervading elements of the

apostolic Epistles, as being the most essential incidents of His life,

of Gospel preaching, and of Christian experience. The form of

Christ is thus apparent in the apostolic writings ; and they who
would oppose the essential features of the Gospel narrative, have

to deal not with the four Gospels only, but with the whole New
Testament. Even the Epistles of the New Testament are Gospels.

In his essay, Die Glaubioiirdigkeit der evangelischen Gescliiclite,

p. 372, &c., Tholuck, with reference to Strauss's criticism of the

life of Jesus, expresses himself, concerning the relation of the repre-

sentation of the life of Jesus in the four Gospels to its representa-

tion in the New Testament in general, in the following words :
' In

passing from the Gospels to the Acts we might have expected to

find no more mention of miracles. We do not, however, meet with

so abrupt a cessation, but find, on the contrary, that the Acts and

apostolic Epistles, together with the Gospel narratives, form one

continuous series, and that a continuous series of the miraculous.

Christ is not depicted like the sun in tropical countries, which

rises willi.aut. a dawn and sets without a twilight; but as a

thousand vears of 2)rophecy preceded Him, so do miracles follow

Him, and the forces which He first evoked continue to work

for a time, with greater or less activity. Hence, if criticism would

banish the sun from the world, it has still to deal with the dawn

and the twilight.' The forces which Christ evoked do not, indeed,

continue their activity only ' for a time,' but till the end of the

world, and beyond it. It was, however, for a time that they main-

tained the first form of their activity, a form breaking violently

through the old life, and therefore miraculous.^

1 [The argument to be drawn from the identity of the representations of Christ in

the Gospels and in the remaining books of the New Testament, has been elaborated

with his usual delicacy and richness of treatment, and urged with remarkable skill
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SECTION III.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

The picture which the scriptures of the Okl Testament furnish

of the Messiah, is drawn with great clearness and bokhiess. Though
single features only are given in the several delineations, yet are these

all founded on, and developed from the same general view. In the

Old Testament scriptures Christ is the end of the divine promise,

and the object of human desire. The older theology delighted to

find Him in the more obscure passages of the Old Testament writ-

ings, e.g., in the plural form, ' Let us make man' (Gen. i. 26), in

the ' sight of the Lord' (Dent. iv. 37), in ' the angel of the cove-

nant' (Mai. iii. 1), and similar passages. Modern rational theology,

however, would scarcely any longer admit the existence of an ex-

pectation of a Messiah, and especially of a suffering Messiah, in the

Old Testament, until suddenly the wind veered round to another

quarter, and then it was said that Christ was in the Old Testament,

but scarcely a shadow of Him in the New ; that the Christian

Church had derived the miraculous element contained in her repre-

sentation of her founder from the Old Testament delineations of the

Messiah. Thus were the stem and flower alternately denied, while

the fact was lost sight of, that history is as little accustomed as

nature to exhibit such monstrous instances of incompleteness. But
when once a clear notion of the nature of the Christ of the Old
Testament is arrived at, a real fulfilment of the expectation there

held out will be demanded. The coming of Messiah is involved in

that constant reaching forth to things to come, which is the very

spirit of the Old Covenant. This covenant not merely exhibits the

contrast between the divine and the human, but also that inter-

action of both, that approach, that mutual grasp, the consummation
of which was to be their real union in the God-man. The patri-

archal promise advances from the promise of the blessing to the

promise of the individual who was to bring the blessing, tlie Pro-

phet ; while even the law, much as it appears to deal chiefly with

the outward letter, is founded upon the idea of human nature as it

ought to be, and therefore upon the God-man. Typicism sets forth,

in shadowy form, not only the work of atonement, but also the

Atoner Himself ; the official anointing designates each aspect of

Christ's life. His prophetic, priestly, and kingly nature ; and from
the descriptions of the Messiah in the Old Testament, especially in

the writings of the prophets, may be gathered a full delineation of

Himself. The same spirit, e.g., which reproves the zealous Elijah

(1 Kings xix. 10, &c.), appears in the declaration wherewith Christ

rebukes the zealous disciples (Luke ix. 55). When we find ideal

against negative criticism, by Isaac Taylor in his Restoration of Belief, Cambridge,
1855. And for the cessation of miraculous powers see (not Bushnell, nor even
Pascal, but) the very judicious remarks in Burton's Lectures on the Ecclcs. Hist, of the
First Three Centuries, vol, ii. pp. 5 and 230.

—

Ed.]
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traits of such peculiarity and delicacy, from the Old Testament,

incarnate in the life of Christ, we can no longer feel surprised at

the New Testament incarnation of the more general features of the

Old Testament revelation. Christ's birth by the Spirit, His holy

life, gentleness, fearful conflict, bitter sufferings, death, victory, and

glory; the reconciliation, renewal, and transformation of the world;

these are those broad features of the IMessiah, in which the New
Testament is one with the Old, the fulfilment with the hope. Yes,

we find in the prophets, as in all the sacred Scriptures, the blossoms

of the real incarnation of God, afterwards to ripen into the perfect

fruit. No impersonal Messiah, no merely general idea of the per-

fectibility of man, could follow the Isaiah of actual history. If we I

could imagine the New Testament lost for a time, a theoloj^ical

Cuvier would be able to infer its existence and general nature from

the peculiarities of the Old. Such scientific diviners were the pro-'

phets. From the great ones of former times, from Abraham,
Moses, and David, they could infer the coming glory of Christ. It

is a contradictory and unhistorical procedure, arising from the want

of a sense for the organic, both in nature and history, to make an

unchristian Old Testament precede the Christianity of the New, or

a mythological New Testament follow the christological Old Testa-

ment. An assumption of so monstrous a kind is in its very nature

a mutilated romance, a necessary development from the pantheistic

notion of the universe ; while, on the other hand, the recognition of

the organic connection between the Old and New Testaments, is the

result of the recognition of an eternal, personal God, and conse-

quently of Jehovah, the God presiding with consistent freedom over

all history.

1. It is only in their mutual connection that either the Old or the

New Testament can be thoroughly understood. The Talmudist

separates the New Testament from the Old, as a false excrescence,

and idolizes the Old exclusively, teaching that it has always been in

the bosom of God. Thus the living Gocl, ever cherishing the Son in

His inmost nature, becomes to him but a kind of grey-bearded rabbi,

employed, in the eternity before the world, in drawing up the holy

book, the Thorah. (Compare De Wette, Einl. in das A Ite Testament,

p. 19.) The antipodes of the Talmudists, in their view of thecanon,

are the ancient and modei-n Gnostics, who thought to purify and

elevate the canon by separating the New Testament from the Old,

and denying the identity of the God of the New with the Jehovah

of the Old Testament. The ancient Gnostics could not api)re-

ciate the Old Testament, because they were infected with the dual-

istic view of the universe, which regarded matter as evil. In this

respect, the pure ideality in which the Old Testament represents

creation as the product of the Word of God, was abhorrent to

them, as were also all its consequents, especially the real incarna-

tion of the Son of God. It is by the same error that the modern
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Gnostics are led into misconceptions of tlie Old Testament. In the

fact that they explain sin as a result of finity, and see in individual

definiteness only the limitation of the spirit, we recognise the old

dualism in its subtlest form and hiost virulent distinctness. The
New Testament Grod, however, of whom they form conceptions in

such contrast with the eternal Jehovah, is in reality the impersonal,

evanescent phantom of religious sentimentality, cherishing within

himself the evanescent universe, a counterpart to the rigid rabbi

with his ever rigid Thorah in his bosom. According to the Tal-

mudists, the Son of God is a perpetual law-book ; according to the

Gnostics, a continuous metamorphosis of the world. The latter are

entirely ignorant of the simple law, that the God of revelation, for

the very reason that He is ever the same, must assume a varying
form in presence of the varying degrees in which the religious con-

sciousness is developed. The same human father, of whom the boy
of ten years old says, How unkind my father is ! appears to the

matured young man of twenty, a father who, even in his chastise-

ments, was but maintaining the discipline of love. The more mo-
dern enemies of the Old Testament have especially set themselves

against the circumstance of thunder being ascribed to Jehovah,
overlooking the fact that thunder is ahvays an actual fact ; that it

is quite natural to ascribe this phenomenon to the all-effecting

God ; and that, finally, it is only the difference between regarding

thunder as sent by God with intentional reference to some event, or

as sent by Him without such intentional reference.

2. Old Testament Christology has hitherto suffered from many
deficiencies. The christological element has been chiefly or exclu-

sively sought in significant particulars, instead of recognized in the

entire development of Old Testament life. Secondly, the process of

formation of the New Testament, or christological life in the Old
Testament, its gradations, and, consequently, its organization, have
not been duly estimated. And, thirdly, it has been specially forgotten

that this process of formation is not a merely figurative one, exhibit-

ing the dogmatic image of Christ, but, at the same time, a substantial

one, consummated in the actual God-man. In the latter respect

Christology has been much injured by Nestorian views, which have
not duly estimated the manner in which the life of Christ Himself
was gradually introduced by the consecrations of the lives of many,
found in the line of the Old Testament genealogy of Mary. Mis-
conceptions of the relation of the Old Testament to the New have
been entertained in modern times, especially by Schleiermacher (see

his Glaubenslehre, vol. ii. p. 346, and other places) and Hegel (see

his Beligions-PMlosophie, vol. ii.)

SECTION IV.

THE THEOCRACY, ESPECIALLY THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

In viewing the theocracy as the historical development of the
kingdom of God, it may be regarded under three principal forms.
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First, it appears in the growth of its peculiar hfe, as this advances

towards full maturity. This maturity is manifested by the circum-

stance of the ripened fruit of the sacred organism bursting its de-

caying shell, and wholly freeing itself from it. Tlie sacred plant is

the Old Testament Church ; the shell, Talmudism ; the fruit, the

Christian Church. The Messiah being then indisputably the

central point of the theocracy, these three forms of religious life

must of necessity all point, by decided christological indications, to

the history of Christ's life. In fact, the preliminaries of this history

appear even in such particulars as the Old Testament assumes.

Tlie first fundamental law of Old Testament history is this, that

the kingdom of God is founded by distinguished and chosen indi-

viduals. It is to such individuals that the Lord says, ' I give

people for thy life ' (Isa. xliii. 4). The theocracy does not reckon

the greatness of humanity by heaping numbers upon numbers, nor

by the combination of ' millions of perukes or socks.' It is not the

ant-hill in which undistinguished equality prevails, but the bee-

hive in which all is done with reference to a mystically governing

queen, which is the type of the theocratic ideal of human nature.

The second characteristic of the theocracy is, that it regards history

from the point of view afforded by its unity, whether that unity is

considered with respect to its extension in the contemporary his-

tory of various nations, or its duration during periods. Much has

been said concerning the isolation of Israel in the Old Testament

;

but it must not be ignored, that this isolation is the struggle pf the

morbid monotheistic spirit of Israel with the polytheistic nations

—

a struggle decidedly demanding and announcing the union of other

nations with Israel, while the heathen nations, in spite of all their

intermingling, pursued their several courses side by side, without

any feeling that they were destined for union. This theocratic

view of the unity of history points towards the point of union.

Thirdly, the theocracy had a deep conviction of being an organism,

the purpose of whose development it was to exhibit the formation of

true religion and its progress towards perfection. The prophets

are full of distinctions between the various gradations of religious

life under the Old Testament, and their special vocation is the

announcement of its consummation, the manifestation of the king-

dom of God in and through the God-man. Finally, the theocracy

also lays great stress upon the ironical contrast in which the arrange-

ments of the divine economy stand to the assumptions of ordinary

worldly understanding. God, for example, chooses the little to

represent the eternal ; the mean, despised nation of the Jews be-

comes the instrument of revelation ; the obscure country of Pales-

tine, and of this country the poor province of Galilee, and of this

province the despised town of Nazareth, is the theatre of its highest

miracles. A worldling would certainly not have chosen ' a corner

in Galilee' for the manifestation of such things, but rather the

great Mongolian steppe, where the ' specimens of the genus' manage

their horses in countless troops. This fundamental principle of the
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theocracy, the manifestation of the great in the little, leads the

religious sense upon the track of the Nazarene, the Crucified. Even
Talmudism, that decayed husk of the theocratic life, the obverse of

the history of the New Testament kingdom of God, is forced to

bear testimony, by distinct allusions, to the history of Christ. The
still prevailing expectation of a personal Messiah is the soul which

holds together, keeps on its feet, and drives through the world, the

dry skeleton of the wandering Jew. The power of the stumbling-

stone may be inferred from the force with which it has hurled the

unhappy nation through all the world, and crushed and scattered

its members. The fate of the Jewish people bears the impress of

the tremendous conflict they have waged against their destiny,

their guilty resistance of their vocation, and the glory of this voca-

tion. Thus their fate also leads us to infer the fulness and holi-

ness of that manifestation of God in actual history, at which they

stumbled, and against which they fell. Finally, the dead formalism

of Talmudism finds its counterpart in the Christian festival of

Whitsuntide, and in the Christian Church. The Church is, more-

over, the expanded Gospel, because it bears the life of Christ within

itself. All its vital powers are in their nature one, and point, in

this oneness, to the oneness of their source, the one perfect person-

ality of the God-man. They are also all ideally real, whenever
their nature as matured powers is fully manifested ; and as such

they cannot be the product of an idealistic imaginative school, but
must be the result of a perfect, potent, ideally real life, perpetuated

in the establishment of a Church. These vital powers have, more-

over, been overgrown by certain particulars of merely ecclesiastical

remembrance
;
yet even under this form they point to as many par-

ticulars of Gospel history. In the glorification of the blessed Virgin,

e.g., is contained a perpetual announcement of the miraculous birth

of Christ. The great incidents of the life of Christ, everywhere

appear in the festivals, dogmas, and vital powers of the Church.

How decidedly does the Church's joy in the midst of affliction, her

glorying in the cross, point to the death of Christ, its influence and
glorious results ! Can the perpetual testimony of the Christian

Church to the resurrection and ascension of Christ, by its assurance

of victory over death, by its hope of the glory of the future life, be
mistaken ? When we consider, further, the divine vital forces of

the Church, in their opposition to the fashion and notions of the

world, we are constrained to wonder at the might of that spiritual

irruption, with which they bui'st forth from their fountain to con-

quer the resistance of the ancient world, and are consequently led

to the conclusion, that they could only have become matters of

history through a series of miracles
;

just as a lofty mountain
stream can only fight its appointed course through a country by
means of a series of waterfalls. Thus do even our institutions for

the blind, our hospitals, and asylums point to that glorious chaplet
of miracles by which Christ was surrounded in the energizing effect

of His miraculous life. Finally, all may be summed up in the one
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remark, that the life of the Church of Christ is a manifestation of

the presence of the Holy Ghost. This presence of the Spirit of

God, however, as the Holy Spirit, assumes the perfection of the

Gospel life in its fulness, its totality, its infinite depth, and pure

reality. An idealistic immature religious life, a life terminating^ in

the bud and never advancing beyond its first beginnings, might

announce the presence of the Spirit of God, but the Spirit is not

manifested as the Holy Spirit, till the manifestation of the Son is

perfected. How could the return of the Son to the Father take

place, before His coming from the Father into the world was per-

fected ? Not till the 'manifestation of the Son was completed,

could that free life, with which all the incidents of His life are

identified, flow forth to sanctify the Church, that is, to lead her

back with the Son out of the world into union with God. Thus the

Church, as the stream of divine life, testifies to its sublime source,

the life of Jesus (John vii. 39).

NOTES.

1. The separation which exists between Israel and other nations,

expresses its inward relation to those nations in the same manner

as the separation of the Christian Church from her excommunicated

members expresses her suffering for them, and her desire for re-

union with them in the communion of Christ. And as, in our

days, a spirit of moral slumber makes men find more humaiiity in

the rude, natural intercourse of the heathen nations, than in that

separation between Israel and the world, so also do they find more

Christianity in the moral laxity of the Church than in her exhibi-

tion of social Christian decision. The notion of discipline seems

as alarming as though the very alphabet of the rights of a com-

munity were past comprehension.

2. A counterpart to the active religious penetration of Israel, by

means of which it embraced Monotheism, is furnished by the pas-

sive religious penetration of the ancient Indians, which produced

the nobler forms of the ancient Pantheism. And as an historical

confiscation of the privileges of the Israelitish Monotheists is ex-

hibited in the homeless Jews, so is a similar event exhibited in the

case of the Indian Pantheists in the homeless gypsies. The ideal

liberty of modern Pantheists was long ago realized in the wander-

ing and forest life of the gypsies.

3. On the import of Christ's death upon the cross, and ot the

founding of His Church thereupon, with respect to the fulness and

peculiarity of the Gospel history, compare the striking treatise of

Ullmann, WJiat does the establishment of the Christian Church hy

a crucified man assume ? in his collection of shorter writings, en-

titled Historisch oder Mijthisch.

4. When, in modern philosophy, the Spirit is regarded merely

as the Holy Spirit, the high significance of the successive grada-

tions in which the Spirit manifests His life, is overlooked in the

general unity of spiritual existence. The creative Spirit who
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forms a stone in nature, is certainly identical with the Holy Spirit

who leads a Christian heart from worldliness to union with God.

But it is only in the latter work that we see the sublime summit

of the Spirit's development, tire whole glory of His nature as the

Sanctifier. The distinctions in the biblical delineation of the

Spirit rest upon depths of perception and definiteness of view

which philosophy, with a somewhat ambiguous absence of presenti-

ment, often entirely overlooks.

SECTION y.

THE SPIRITUAL LIFE OF MANKIND.

The spiritual life of mankind everywhere manifests ai\ irrepres-

sible attraction towards great personalities. Everywhere in the

history of mind there is seen in full activity the impulse tc behold

human nature in its heroic proportions, to see the scattered char-

acteristics of human power united in representations of grea^ men,

to be internally united with ' the million ' by the strong or^-anic

centres and heads of the human circle, to contemplate the honours

of the race in its higher representatives. The anticipation is

everywhere prevalent, that each new great man will bring a ngw

blessing, new help, new comfort (Gen. v. 29),—that deliverance

must be born into the world in the depths of elect personal

life. The highest expectations are entertained of the very elec,:

:

it is they who are to declare the mysteries of the divine life ; naj,

the glory of God's majesty is one day to burst forth victoriously

from the most perfect and exalted human life. This universal

gravitation oE minds, attracting them towards great men, is the

deepest and most natural basis of all that is christological in mankind

at large. In its development and purification, it is more and more

perceived to be a decided desire for the highest and most finished

personality,—a desire to behold the human race in its spiritual

unity, in its true and glorious destiny, in the fulness, beauty, and

liberty of its sanctified spiritual power, in complete union with God,

and in all the dignity and blessedness resulting from this union.

This christological feature of human nature may be recognised

under manifold forms. The heart's need of uniting and surrender-

ing itself to a hero of God, to one nobler than itself, to an intellec-

tual prince, and of becoming rich and strong in him, has been a

thousand times perverted by levity, and the intoxication of vanity,

into the most credulous and most miserable absurdity. Nay, ab-

surdity itself is but the corrupt and perverted form of the need and

destination of thousands to be united, saved, and glorified by the

true Lord and Prince of their life. It appears in the wild delusions

of the thousands who plunge themselves into the snare of any

splendid error, as soon as the sound of its decoy is heard ; it brings

rich booty to adventurers, fanatics, and conquerors ; it drives whole

swarms of deluded and devoted enthusiasts, who failed to recognize
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tlie true, to every false Messiah ; and it is the sphere in which the

antichristian and demoniac powers will reap their harvest (Matt,

xxiv. 24). Such a disposition of human nature must be fatal to

it, if there be no salutary object to correspond with it. Men must
be ruined by the magic attraction of brilliant but evil genius, if

the attraction of the good do not prove more powerful still. They
must be torn to pieces by the various attractions they experience

from the glorious or strong personalities within whose influence

they are placed, unless they be delivered from all lesser sympathies

by one preponderating attraction, and be thus enabled to attain to

unity of purpose and life. They must, finally, be irrecoverably

lost to liberty, if this one personality be not identical with truth,

righteousness, and love, and if surrender thereto be not the perfect

emancipation of the spirit. Thus does this propensity, even in its

perversion, point to the personality of Christ ; for the very existence

of a propensity capable of leading its subject into the arms of his

destroyer, has by its very nature a strong reference to the Eedeemer
and Deliverer. None but the Prince over all the spiritual kings of

the earth, could free all nations from the magic ties of all impure and
unholy spirits. The efiect of His agency is at once both constraint

and liberty, for it is the effect of eternal love, of the divine Spirit.

As the eartli, during the polar night, seeks to compensate for the

want of daylight by the production of the aurora borealis ; so does

every nation, impelled by a yearning after Christ, emit, during its

night of heathen darkness, some glimmer of christological light.

It was from this visionary impulse towards the dawn, that oracles,

priests, lawgivers, and founders of religions arose. ' The nations

waited for Him.'

When the sun sets, the stars appear by thousands in the clear

sky. If it were possible to conceal for a time from the world the

actual life of Jesus, thousands of stars in the heaven of spiritual

life would forthwith bear testimony to His image, yearnings after

Him, remembrances of Him, promises concerning Him. No sooner

does a critic succeed in impressing some circle of credulous enthu -

siasts with the notion that he has cast a shade upon the sun of

Christ's life in the Gospels, than aspirants forthwith arise by dozens,

and offer themselves, as transcending all their predecessors, as

founders of new religions, or even as new redeemers, to fill up the

supposed vacancy. As counterfeits, they are themselves condemned
to testify to the original. And in Christ's Church, the image of

His existence shines all the more brightly and gloriously in the

hearts of His people as soon as such eclipses of His name occur.

The sense entertained by the human race of the dignity of pro-

phets, high priests, and kings, is the sense for those exalted gifts

of the Spirit which were to unite heaven with earth. Actual en-

dowments, great characters, are the appropriate objects of this

sense. From the interaction of the needs of the many and the

gifts of the few have these high offices originated, under God's all-

ordaining government. Each of these offices, however, requires
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the other, and none of them is perfect till their union and reality-

are complete. The true prophet must devote himself to the Grod

who makes him the medium of His revelations ; but thus he is at

the same time a true priest. The priest who offers himself to God
as a sacrifice, attains to a resurrection ; and in this resurrection is

a true king. If, then, the three offices are in their perfection one,

no deep prophetic saying can be heard, not a breath of the priestly,

spirit can be emitted, not a ray of kingly majesty can shine forth,

on earth, without involving a reference to the one personality of

Christ. It was the obscure and arbitrary longing for the manifes-

tation of this unity of the divine-human life, which led the ancient

Koman to the apotheosis of Ctesar, and the mediasval Eoman to an

idolatrous veneration of the Pope.

Thus the deep need felt by human nature to do homage to a

superior, to find the depths and sublimities of life and its repose

in great personalities, is a general prophecy of the God-man. This

general reference to Christ seems, indeed, as yet to furnish no dis-

tinct image of the life of Jesus by an indication of any of its

definite features. But when we analyse this sense of human nature

for a higher personality, we shall perceive highly significant lines,^

appropriately filling up the general image of the anticipation of

Christ.

For, first, this homage-paying impulse is evidently, in the ma-

jority of instances, a sense for the worker of miracles, and even for

the miraculous. Even the dark world of magic is a mutilated and

obscure anticipation of that life, in which the rude materiality of

the world vanishes before the brightness and power of the pure

spirit, which understands and controls it according to its destiny

for the Eternal Word. But when, in their myths, the ancient

heathen often represented the great heroes of spiritual life as sons

of virgin mothers, conceived under the consecration or by the

agency of a divine power, they expressed the truth, that the rela-

tions of the divine Spirit to the formation of separate individuals

are infinitely various—that there are unhallowed, hallowed, and

more hallowed births ; and they were also tending towards the

supreme, the most hallowed birth, in which spiritual agency and

human cultivation, creation and baptism, the process of formation

in time and the existence from eternity, were to meet in one.^

But this sense for the miraculous is merely the sense for the

Benefactor, the Deliverer, the Redeemer. There is in human nature

an irrepressible tendency to hope for coming deliverers and bene-

factors. Poetry is full of tutelary spirits, helping genii, or angels.

And what are all such subjective representations of angels, but a

kind of ' second sight,' by which men behold their Redeemer ?

And just as plainly does a sense for the death of Christ on the

cross, and its significance, show itself among mankind. We have

already spoken of tragedy. Tragedy recognises the meaning of sin,

of the curse, and of the catastrophe ; and points to that wonderful

1 Comp. Strauss, Lcbcn Jcsu, p. 229 ; Neander, Das Leben Jesu Christi, p. 15.
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relation in liumanity, found to exist almost from house to liouse,

that the innocent should suffer for the guilty, that the noblest heart

in every human circle always bears the greatest part of that circle's

burden, that the full punishment of a family sin usually falls on a
comparatively innocent head. By her representations of minor
catastrophes and relative atonements, she leads to the idea of the

great universal catastrophe of humanity, and the real and absolute

atonement involved therein. Tragedy, in its christological meaning,

opposes all those views of history and Christianity which would,

with convenient superficiality, steal past the cross of Christ ; while

man's proneness to be deeply moved and strangely elevated by
tragic emotion, shows him to be fitted to experience and to discern

both judgment and atonement in the great and sacred sufferings of

one man. Tragic poetry has not, indeed, been the product of the

intellectual life of all cultivated nations, but the need of sacrifice

has ; and the import of sacrifice has ever been justly viewed in

its reference to the import of the death of Christ. Even in those

horrible sacrifices which consciousness of guilt extorted from the

excited frenzy of the heathen in the worship of Moloch, in the self-

inflicted tortures of the fakeers, and in that most deeply degenerate

form of the felt need of an atonement, self-murder, may be seen the

actings of that spiritual impulse, which entertained the presenti-

ment that dissolution of life would procure remission of guilt before

God's judgment-seat ; and which, even in its darkest delusions, was
tending towards the reality of an act of sacrifice, in which victim

and priest, divine decree and human self-surrender, or, in other

words, obedience and sacrifice, the suffering of an individual and the

suffering of mankind, judgment and atonement, death and victory

over death, are miraculously blended.

But if human nature could in its dreams and fictions thus fore-

bode, and in its feverish delusions even rave of, the great atoning

death, an obscure notion of a resurrection also could not but run

through its mental life and the utterances of that life. Accordingly,

we find that all nations have been inclined above all things to doubt

the utter death of those great or terrible individuals who have

either cheered or disturbed their lives. When Nero died, it was

said by both Christians and heathens, that he had only retired

into obscurity; the Christians said, he would return as Anti-

christ. Of Napoleon it was said, long after his death, that he

still w\as- living in concealment, and would one day reappear.

Frederic Barbarossa was to awaken and come forth gloriously from

the tomb, in which he was but slumbering till the appointed time.

In the myths too of the ancient nations, it was through the suffer-

ings of death that heroes attained to -the glorification of their lives

{e.g., Hercules). But to pass into the sphere of ordinary actual

life, let us ask, what does man s dread of death really mean ?
^
Is it

a merely instinctive feeling, such as is sometimes seen even in the

lower animals ? Or is it not rather evident, that this dread is the

expression of a spiritual feeling, of the indignation and protest of

VOL. I. G
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personal consciousness, against the appearance of dissolution—that

it cries for, and proclaims a resurrection in some place or other,

while the various degrees of joy which have been felt in death, form

an assent to that exalted summit, the victory over death, which the

Gospel history records ?

Thus is the Gospel history surrounded by many concentric circles,

in each of which the actual allusions to this history are either plainly

or dimly perceived. Theology, in her relation to these general

christological indications, seems still to occupy a position similar

to that filled by natural philosophy, when fossil skeletons were

taken for lusus naturce. Her task, however, is to learn, like natural

science, to infer the whole living organism from its fragmentary

remains—the life of Christ from the separate fragments of christo-

logical allusion found among the human race. As the musical

virtuoso can perceive the theme in almost every separate passage

of a good composition, so will the Christian spirit learn to discern,

with ever-increasing clearness, the theme of the world's history in

all its separate harmonies and discords.

NOTES.

1. The preceding remarks are but an attempt to point out the

principal incidents of christological allusion to be met with in the

common history of mankind. The thorough working out of this

subject cannot but be promoted by the researches of Christian mis-

sionaries, and must, in return, be of the greatest importance in the

thorough carrying on of missionary operations. Paul at Athens

argued from matters granted by his hearers, and by them made
ready to his hand. Arguments of a like kind arise from a sense

of the general christological allusions found throughout the world.

If these allusions are ignored, and mythologies esteemed to be dark

to their very foundations,—if the nations are regarded as autoch-

thones, and their religions as mere local superstitions with no allu-

sions to aught besides,—we shall hardly enter into their circle of

ideas. The star of the magi, as well as the altar to the unknown
God, though too commonly considered isolated instances of sub-

jective combination, are, in this respect, striking New Testament

indications of a general heathen Christology, as well as clear direc-

tions in missionary work. Is it not evident, for example, that most

nations go beyond their merely national consciousness, and express

their union with the whole race of mankind in some legend or

expectation ? In one, some great alteration of circumstances is

expected to arise from the East, in another, from the West. Most

heathen religions, Mohammedanism not excluded, express a fore-

boding of their own dissolution. The expectation or announcement

of mysterious heaven-sent men, who are to unite heaven and earth,

is everywhere prevalent.



PART III.

THE HISTORIC RECORDS OF THE LIFE OF JESUS.

SECTION I.

THE PHENOMENON OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

At the head of the books of the New Testament stand four narra-
tives, which in their relation to literature, to the civilization of the
world, to history, to the Bible, to Christianity, and to each other,

form but one single phenomenon.
Considered merely as literary productions, they appear as com-

positions announcing, in a few pages, events, ideas, and doctrines

which, as the principles of the Christian Church, were henceforth
powerfully to affect, to animate, and to transform the world ; com-
positions in which the humblest pens depict the mightiest matters
in clear, simple, and effective strokes, and which have become the
centres of a vast, an ever-increasing, and most noble, universal

literature.

Secular literature has a thousand times entered into competition
with these books in the matter of style, and has, in many instances,

exhibited greater distinctness of character, more correct models of

narrative, of reflection, of poetry, of discourse. But there is a
nobility in the naturalness of the Gospel style, which preserves it in

perpetual vigour, while many more refined forms of literature have
already become, as far as concerns their original power, obsolete

;

e.g., the descriptive narrative, the Ciceronian declamation, the

machinery of gods and goddesses in poetry. The style of the

Gospel narrative is everywhere more distinguished for wonderful
conciseness than for copiousness ; while with respect to its moral
tone, we find ardent zeal manifested with such tranquillitj', ad-

miration expressed with such moderation, a sharp and determined

opposition to all evil powers, and even to the devil himself, waged
with a dignity so noble, that we can easily conceive how these

pages have, even in their style, upheld to the world's end the credit

of the New Testament.
The relation in which the four Gospels stand to secular history

is an harmonious one, since they narrate facts which ai'C not only

recognized as historically true in their general features, but also fill

up a blank, which, but for their presence, would exist in the midst
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,

of universal history, and involve every part of it in obscurity. Not
only Josephus, but also the Koman historians who depict the

times of Christ, know of His life, His world-famed death—the

crucifixion, and its great result—the incipient formation of His

Church. Of the inner relations of the life of Jesus, however, of its

supernatural elements, they could of course, from their point of

view, know nothing.

The four Gospels occupy in the Bible a position midway between

the prophetic writings and apostolic Epistles, and are indissolubly

connected with both. They form a key to the Scriptures, the loss

of which would render them but a closed sanctuary. "When a con-

tradiction is sought between the spirit of the Gospels and that of

the prophets, or a discrepancy between the Pauline Christ and the

evangelic Christ, the judgment must, in either case, have been

warped by dwelling too much upon details. Christ, and the ever-

lasting Gospel in Him, is the deep point of union towards which

the prophets tend, from which the apostles proceed. The repre-

sentation of the life of Jesus in the Gospels is in entire accordance

with both the theocratic and the apostolic spirit. ^ The apostolic

Epistles appear in all their parts as developments, in which the

historic Christ of the Gospels is made, by His Spirit, the life of

mankind ; and it is from them that we learn to appreciate the

genuine and thorough Christianity of the four Gospels. The
Evangelists, indeed, are not identical with Christ. They are not

perfect. Their communications may be inexact and uncertain in

details, as appears from comparing and testing their accounts.

But their individual deficiencies are cancelled by the fulness of

their totality. They bring forward in their narratives and repre-

sentations nothing that is unchristian or inconsistent with the

general effect of Christianity, though they have been most strin-

gently tested and reviewed in this respect. The accusations which

have been brought forward—as, for instance, the history of the

Gadarene swine, the cursing of the fruitless fig-tree, and the like

—

have only served as proofs that the sublimity and refinement of

the apostolic feeling for genuine Christianity has not been attained

by those who make such accusations. What if Jesus, e.g., had for-

bidden the devils to enter the herd of swine ? Would it not have

been said that He thereby assumed an unusual authority in the land

of the Gadarenes?- (Comp. Strauss, Lehen Jesu, vol. ii. p. 42.)

The primitive Christianity of the Gospels is exhibited not only in

their abstinence from the fancies of apocryphal fictions, but also in

1 They who distinguish the religion of Jesus from the religion of the apostles, and

again recognize diversities of religion among the apostles themselves, might much
more easily discover differences of religion between one town and another, between

one village and another, in the province of Eationalism.
^ The cursing of the fig-tree hasbeen censured as a sort of trespass in the wood.

In this case, the words of the curse must be regarded as an axe or some such tool.

Gotbe somewhere says, ' I do not conceal that I curse the people.' No one, however,

withers away in consequence; therefore no blame attaches to him. But this

withered tree is brought up against Christ as if He had destroyed it, contrary to the

law of the land. (Comp. Strauss, Lehen Jesu, vol. ii. p. 256.)
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their positive contents. The Evangelists had the courage to testify

in the world to that great realit}- of which they were themselves

assured. They are Christian because they simply exhibit Christ,

the miraculous life in the centre of the world, and because the

several miracles appear to them as but its natural result, the slender

branches of the strong tree of that divine-human life. But their

Christianity appears also in the fact, that they not only preserved

His high deeds, but also His deep sayings. Thousands of pious

souls would have feared to deliver these mighty sayings, pure and
undiluted ; e.g., the sayings, ' Love your enemies

;

' 'If thine eye

offend thee, plucky it out,' &c. But the heroic stature of their

minds caused theni to appreciate the vigour, power, and purity of

such wonderful teaching ; and trusting to the interpreting Spirit,

they despised the pretended offence of the uninitiated, and proved

the maturity of their own Christianity by faithfully transmitting

them in all their Christian fulness.

Finally, when we consider the relation borne by the four Gospels

to each other, we behold a mystery at which criticism has hitherto

toiled in vain, and which cannot be fully solved until it is perceived

that complete inspiration is so entirely one with perfect freedom of

individuality, that the union of various witnesses in testifying to the

truth of the Gospel, imperatively requires the most distinct indi-

vidual diversity in their respective testimonies. This wonderful

relation of diversity and unity is expressed in the title of the

Gospels : EvayyeXiov Kara^MarOatov, <i;c. (The Gospel according

to Matthew, &c.) In each book we have the same Gospel accord-

ing to a different individual view. In times when the Christian

mind is in a natural and candid frame, the unity of the Gospel will

be the prevailing subject of contemplation. It is thus that unpre-

judiced Christian feeling always deals with the Gospels. In times

of more careful examination, diversities will be more closely ob-

served. In times of unbelief, the delusion will be entertained that

the diversity is so great as to destroy the unity. It is a very im-

portant matter to the military pedant, whether the heroes who are

sent into the field wear gaiters of equal length or not ! The unity

of the Gospels is most strikingly manifested in the fact that even St

Mark and St John, the Evangelists who differ the most widely

from each other, do yet most evidently announce but one Gospel

;

their diversity in the fact that even St Matthew and St Mark, who
the most closely resemble each other, maintain their respective

originality. It has, indeed, been recently asserted of St John,

that his Gospel does not so much exhibit the Christ of John as

John the Christian.^ But in making this assertion, due allowance

has not been made for those dynamic relations which prevail every-

where, and especially in the kingdom of God.' If it were true that

in the fourth Gospel St John had made himself more prominent than

^ Compare Weisse, Die tvang. Gesch., vol. i. p. Ill
;
[and so, in effect, Renan, Vie

de Jesus, p. 24, &c., of the Introduction. For a thorough refutation of this opinion,

see Davidson, Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. p. 299.

—

Ed.]
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liis Master, he would be no disciple of Christ, but an apostate,

though an unconscious one, and the founder of a sect of his own.

In this case, it might be said of him, in modern language, that he

had gone beyond Christ. If St John conceived a more ideal Christi-

anity than Christ, the latter must be degraded into his mere fore-

runner, and both, to be consistent with truth, must announce this

fact. But when St John confesses to finding the whole originality

of his Christianity in Christ, it is doing him injustice to discredit

his assertion. If, then, Christ is the originator of his views, his

representation of the life of Jesus does not essentially differ from

that of St Mark. St Mark indeed forms, together with St Matthew
and St Luke, a decided contrast to the Gospel of St John : they

have a common tone, from which that of the latter is very different.

But yet in this contrast the unity of the Gospel is unmistakable.

On one side, we have the Son of man, the genuine formation of the

Divine Spirit ; on the other, the Son of God, the perfect manifesta-

tion in the flesh of human nature. There, the works of Christ

manifested in rich abundance as the effects of His word ; here His
words appearing as the great deeds of His life and deciding His
fate. There, the light-bringing day ; here, the sacred light. The
Sermon on the Mount points in truth to the same way of salvation

as the discourse with Nicodemus ; and the resurrection of Lazarus

ranks as the highest fact of the kind with the raising of Jairus'

daughter, and of the widow's son at Nain, How identical in all

essential respects is Christ's conflict wi'fii Judaism in the flrst three

Gospels and in that of St John ! If we turn our glance for a
moment from the single to the synoptic Gospels, we behold the

Christ of St John instituting the Lord's Supper, while in St John's

Gospel, e.g., in the purification of the temple, we recognise the Christ

of the Synoptists. Diversity is, however, quite as apparent as

unity. The Synoptists have a peculiar manner of expression very

different from that of St John. They relate, partially at least, the

history of Christ's childhood, while St John is occupied with His
eternal existence before the world was ; and two of them, viz., St

Mark and St Luke, narrate His ascension, while St Matthew and
St John suffer the Eedeemer's person to disappear in a final mani-
festation of His glory.^ The narratives of the Synoptists are rich

in accounts of miracles, while St John relates such only as are most
deeply important as demonstrations of the truth of the Gospel history.

The former report such discourses of Christ as cast a light upon the

ways of the world - and the way to the Father, or the laws and rela-

tions of the kingdom of God in its development ; St John, on the

other hand, preserves those which relate to the centre of the king-

' The aim of St Matthew, in the conclusion of his Gospel, is to depict the Lord, as
the Prince of the kingdom of heaven, in contrast to his former delineation of the
Crucified One. The conclusion of St John's Gospel concerns the Apostles Peter
and John. Hence neither had special occasion to relate the ascension, which they
viewed as involved in the resurrection.

^ [What Augustine calls ' dicta qua; ad informandos mores vitse prsesentis maxima
valerent.' De Consens. Evang. i 5.

—

Ed.]
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dom of God, the personality of Christ, or the significance of His
personality in its relations to God, to the world, and to believers.

The synoptic Evangelists narrate the Lord's more public agency
and works, the scene of which was chiefly Galilee,^ and hence for

the most part Galilean events : St John relates more especially the

prominent features in the development of the Lord's life, and those

conflicts, both outward and spiritual, with pharisaic Judaism which
were the occasion of His death ; hence mostly scenes in Judea.

While the former contemplate chiefly the history, the office, the

work of Christ, His ministry and His sufferings in His work, St

John collects those incidents in which the spiritual perfection, the

abounding love, the kingly glory of Christ are most significantly

displayed. Hence his peculiarity not only of form, but also of

matter, results from an inward principle, while the difference of

matter must also have been increased by the circumstance that

John, according to ecclesiastical tradition, had regard to the three

former Gospels in the composition of his own.-

Even the three first Gospels, with all their essential unity and
similarity, manifest distinct originality in their composition and
statements. Each displays its peculiarity in the choice and treat-

ment as well as in the position of incidents. Thus, in every respect,

each preserves its independence, its own free and fresh view of the

subject. Their similarity, however, in matter, form, and expression

is so very evident, that a reader seeking only the religious impres-

sion they produce, always thinks he is reading but one writing, one
Gospel.

By these remarkable relations have the four Gospels accredited

themselves to His Church in all ages, as four great and independent

testimonies, strengthened by their very peculiarities, to the life and
miracles of the Lord Jesus Christ.

NOTE.

The relations borne by the four Gospels to each other have come
under our notice in the present section, though the relations of the

Gospels to the Evangelists have not yet been treated of. This

subject, as also the distinctive characteristics of the several Gospels,

will occupy us when we treat of the criticism of the Gospels. We
are here only concerned with what is more immediately evident,

viz., that an unprejudiced acquaintance with the Gospels confirms

1 Hence arise those historical inaccuracies which are a result of the real motive of

the composition.
2 Jerome, Catal. Script. Eccles. c. 9. [Jerome's words are :

' Sed et aliam (besides

the intention of John to refute Cerinthus and the Ebionites) causam hujus Scripturae

ferunt : quod quum legisset Matthaei, Marci, et Lucse volumina, probaverit quidem
textum historise, et vera eos dixisse firmaverit ; sed unius tantum anni, in quo et

passus est, post carcerem Johannis, historian! texuisse. Proetermisso itaque anno,

cujus acta a tribus exposita fuerant, superioris temporis antequam Johannes claude-

retur in carcerem, gesta narravit, sicut manifestum esse poterit his qui diligenter

quatuor Evangeliorum volumina legeriut,' But see Davidson's Introduction to the

New Testament, i. 320 ff.—Ed.]
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the following general conclusions concerning their mutual relation :

1. That with regard to their matter, they all form but one Gospel

;

2. That with regard to their form, each Gospel must be considered

as a distinctly original composition.

SECTION 11.

THE FOUR GOSPELS AS PRIMITIVE RECORDS OF THE LIFE OF CHRIST.

The four Gospels, in the form in which we have them, may with

perfect justice be pronounced to be credible historical and primitive

records of the life of Jesus. They are literary representations pre-

senting us with purely objective testimony ; they are the products

of a perfect, and therefore infinitely tranquil enthusiasm, in entire

unison with the object which excited it. No secondary motive is

found here to create a discord or awaken suspicion. Their form is

the result of that entire surrender to the manifestations of the perfect

image of God which was one with the most powerful subjective

appropriation of the same. The purity with which they reflect, as

instruments, the rich and glorious reality of the life of Christ, im-
parts to their moral aspect a nobility which must ever enhance their

credibility. With princely magnanimity do they exhibit the essential,

while they touch but very slightly upon the non-essential. They
calculate upon receptive, like-minded readers, who can sympathize
in their homage to what is heavenly and essential. Their very in-

accuracies in non-essentials enhance the sublimity and trust-worthi-

ness of their announcements. They seem to have been incapable of

anticipating that critics might form their inaccuracies into a plea

against the credibility of their evangelical testimony. Many a friend

of the Gospel may have felt vexed that the Evangelists have not
shown more lawyer-like exactness, for the sake of such observers as

would take kings and emperors for beggars, if they met them in

homely garments. But they themselves seem to have been, in this

respect, very proud, or rather very free from care ; and their care-

lessness may well be regarded as their noblest credential. They
addressed themselves to the sincere minds of their fellow-believers,

with a plain testimony according to their own views and most assured
convictions, and delivered the treasure to them ; on the other hand,
they gave, by their sublime negligence and with a bold generosity, a
portion also to that lawyer-like glance which is ever searching into

statements to find erroneous views and contradictions. But how
well does that portion of history whicli they describe as its central

point fit in with universal history ! This very fragment completes
general historj^ clears up its obscurity, disentangles its intricacies,

explains the curse resting on the world, and reveals its destiny.
Thus these books are the most peculiar, the most universal of docu-
ments. They form also one-half of the New Testament, fitting into
the other half like the severed halves of an apple. Christianity,
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moreover, recognises in them her primitive sacred records. By all

these relations they are continually receiving fresh authentication,

as well as by the relation in which they stand to each other.

With respect to this mutual relation, the manner in which they

corroborate each other recalls the poet's words

:

' Kennst du das Haus, auf Saiilen ruht sein Dach.'i

In our days an effort has been made to support the assumption that

these four evangelic testimonies must of necessity cancel, or at least

mutually weaken, each other. The contrary is, however, evident,

viz., that by their mutual relations they attain the stability of an
immovable edifice. For the relation between their discre})ancies

and accordances is so unique, that we are again and again forced to

view them as four independent testimonies to one and the same
thing ; and, consequently, to each other. The wonderful nature

of this connection, and its preservative effect, have not yet been

sufficiently appreciated. It may be compared to the resisting force

of a forest when maintainiiigTtself against the storm. A tree stand-

ing alone is easily bent and broken by the wind, while a tree in the

midst of a wood is kept upright by the common strength of the

whole group. Thus do the four Gospels support each other in the

sheltering neighbourhood of the other books of the Bible. Ordinary

criticism offers the best proof of this fact. If a critic, for example,

would attack the Grospel of St John, he tries to obtain help in this

enterprise by acknowledging the authenticity of the three first

Gospels. Thus, however, the Gospel of St John is but confirmed by
means of its inward relation with the acknowledged books. At
another time, the attack starts from the assumption that the Gospel

of St John is the genuine record of the Gospel history, and the dis-

crepancies between this and the synoptic Gospels are made grounds

of suspicion against the latter. But even in this case, the effect of

coincidence is too powerful : if St John is genuine, their matter is,

in all essential points, authenticated. Again, St Matthew and St

Luke are taken up, to the prejudice of St Mark. But the latter is

so firmly rooted in matters common to all, that any peculiarity is

but the greater proof of the independence of his testimony. If, on

the contrary, St Mark's is made the primitive Gospel at the expense

of the other two, these each pi-esent peculiarities, and at the same

time furnish complementary matter of sufficient importance to esta-

blish their respective originality, while by the matter which they

have in common with St Mark, their authenticity is abundantly cor-

roborated. These general remarks obtrude themselves on our notice

when we contemplate the Gospels in their mutual relations as primi-

tive records of the life of Jesus in presence of modern criticism.

Criticism may try their authenticity, and in this way raise doubts

requiring to be entered into in a thoroughly circupst^ntial and

scientific manner ; it may find a multitude of difficulties in separate

passages, especially in the discrepancies between the Gt)spels ; but

^ Comp. IreDDCus, c. Htores., lib. iii. c. 11.
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when it tries to overthrow any one Grospel, as a whole, by means of

another, it misconceives their strong and mysterious connection, and
does but prepare its own defeat. The unity and conckisiveness of

the Gospels are of so divine and intrinsic a nature, that all uncan-
did criticism must be discomfited in its misconception of this essential

glory ; while they are so human in their external form, and in their

peculiarities, that they seem themselves to invite us to test their

statements by the light of fair and candid criticism. Thus are they
ready to answer all kinds of criticism ; and their cause is so pure and
sublime, that it can but gain by every fresh inquiry. Nay, it is

theii- property to give birth to true criticism, and to condemn false

criticism to the death it deserves.

NOTE.

The four Gospels seem like a delicate web of truth stretched out
to catch all unfair criticism. They entangle all such criticism in its

own inconsistencies. Or we may compare them to a wondrous grove
of trees forming an enchanted forest, in which the unclean spirit of

profane criticism gets lost and entangled, and wanders about restless

and perplexed, unable to find its way. This magic power is exer-

cised by the four Gospels, because the single history of the life of

the Lord Jesus, which they furnish, is presented under the different

aspects of four widely differing and typically significant individual

views. This fourfold reflection of the one light of the world, when
viewed askance, presents a thousand dazzling reflected lights, com-
pletely confusing the vision, while a direct view of the four reflections

shows but one light. In this respect it may be affirmed, that the
mutual relation of the four Gospels more excites and evokes the
criticism of the human mind than anything else, and at the same
time becomes itself the criticism of all false criticism. Who would
undertake to harmonize the results of modern criticism ? A har-

mony which should seek to bring these critics into accordance with
each other, would find a thousand times more difficulties than those

harmonies which seek to reconcile the discrepancies between the
several Gospels. The well-known lines, referring to the government
of the celestial powers, may with a slight variation be applied to

the four Gospels :

—

' Ihr ftilirt die Kritik ins Leben ein,

Unci lasst die Arme schuldig warden

;

Daun iiberlasst ihr sie der Pain
Deun jede Schuld racht sich auf Erden,'



PART IV.

CRITICISM OF THE TESTIMONIES TO THE
GOSPEL HISTORY.

SECTION I

GENERAL SURVEY.

The Gospel history is, in its very nature, a criticism of the world

—

a test of the world by the absolutely correct standard of its eternal

destiny, which is manifested in Christ. It is a sentence passed upon
all other lives, upon the assumption of the truth of the divine-human
life. And in communicating itself to, and implanting itself in

humanity, it diffuses a life which is essentially critical ; it originates

a critical examination, not only of the world's worth, but also of its

own merits. Thus it is in the nature of the critical agency of the

Gospel history, that it should evoke an antagonistic criticism on the

part of all those whose points of view it subordinates or opposes.

The philosophy, however, of Christian consciousness, with respect

to its conviction of the certainty of Gospel history, must be ever

more and more developed by the dialectics of this antagonistic

criticism, and thus an evangelical criticism of the Gospel history

arises. This criticism, on its formal side, institutes tests by which
the Gospel history is to be tried, while, on its material side, it

undertakes a scientific examination of the nature of the Gospels,

and of the Gospel history.

SECTION II.

THE GOSPEL HISTORY AS CRITICISM.

No one acquainted with Christianity will deny that it has appeared

in the world as a criticism of Judaism and Heathenism. S[)eaking

generally, this critical agency has been exercised by its spirit, but

it is the Gospel history which has chiefly and definitely exhibited

this spirit. This is the condemnation, the crisis, that light is come
into the world (John iii. 19). Christianity being then in its nature

critical, must neither be accepted, maintained, nor defended in an
uncritical manner. Why callest thou Me good ? said Christ to the
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young ruler, who acknowledged Hipi with superficial precipitation,

and proceeded to test that enthusiastic follower by the remark:

Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests ; but the Son of

man hath not where to lay His head. The prejudiced criticism

which Nathanael opposed to faith in Christ was treated with marked

forbearance ; the sceptical criticism with which Thomas doubted

the resurrection, with considerate and convincing patience. Chris-

tianity cannot commit its cause to rash and blind enthusiasts, nor

to thoughtless and fanatic champions. It would communicate itself

to the world, not in mere dead precepts, but according to its own
nature, that is, as the spiritual life of the world ; therefore it calls

upon men to test and examine its contents. It would entirely

liberate man, and reconcile him with God ; it would therefore espe-

cially liberate and reconcile his understanding. It would further

become, through the Spirit, the presence of eternal life in the

Church ; it therefore presents to the subjective spirit no absolutely

closed and rigid external historical tradition. It was by the prompt-

ing of the Spirit that the Church was to recall all that Christ said

and did (John xiv. 26). Christianity will itself be the instrument

by means of which man is to judge, to comprehend, to renew, all

that is in his world ; hence it requires even of man's conscience,

that he shall be so thoroughly convinced of its spiritual truth as

not to prejudice its interests by his own uncertainty and want of

harmony. ' Thou canst not follow Me now,' said Christ in this

sense to Peter. From its very nature, Christianity is willing to

stand the critical testing of every mind, that it may rest entirely

upon its own statements. The Gospel history would be received

and appropriated in a critical spirit, because it is itself the criticism

of the spirit.

NOTE.

' Criticism ' is spoken of in our days as if it were an infallible in-

tellectual organ, a new science, religion, or authority, demonstrably

and definitely present somewhere. But this assumption involves

part of the monstrous Superstition with which modern morbid
idealistry is infected. In this vague sense, criticism is now this

head, now that
;
perhaps the head of one under the delirium of

fever, of a madman, perhaps the head of a rogue. In a more
temperate decade, the critic, instead of uttering the spell, Criticism

pronounces ! might perhaps have said. This is my humble opinion!

or, This is the proof which convinces me ! As long as the criticism

of an individual is contented to appear as the subjective activity of

his own mind, it must be allowed to speak, and should be listened

to with a respect proportioned to the reasons it exhibits. But as

soon as it is spoken of as a power, the critic must either be able to

describe its principles, its rules, its organic form, or clearly express

his desire to be regarded as an incarnation of the critical spirit. In
the latter case, we should know what to think of him. It is very

remarkable that the assumption that some kind of incongruity exists
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between Christianity and criticism, has for a long time been con-

sidered a valid one. Is not Christianity criticism? Is not its

spirit pure and mature truth, manifested in and corroborated by
universal history ? Does this spirit need assistance, in its expres-

sions and dealings, from the rude, shallow, obscure spirit manifested,

it may be, in single individuals, and more or less entangled, as it

still is, in nature ? The assumption that pure truth must be freed

from its shell of Christianity by the help of criticism (a consumma-
tion to be effected by the intellect of the natural man, with its

philosophical implements), is in direct opposition to the Christian

assumption. The legitimacy of this assumption is meanwhile still

confirmed, in opposition to all the false messiahs of criticism, who
are, so far at least, right in entirely separating their power from that

of Christianity, or of the Grospels. The result will show from which
side the criticism arises ; but in any case the theologian is too easily

deceived, if he from the first grants the title of ' criticism ' to the

new intellectual powers which would test the Gospels.^

SECTION III.

ANTAGONISTIC CRITICISM IN GENERAL,

Every disposition appears under the form of a judgment passed

on others by him who is the subject thereof. Ill-humour at the

wet weather calls the weather bad. The ill-humour of the child

at its father's refusal calls the father unkind. The reproving and
correcting agency of Christianity upon the world calls forth much
ill-will, and this ill-will settles into antagonism, and expresses itself

in antagonistic judgments. This antagonistic criticism was already

full blown during Christ's sojourn on earth. His miracles were

criticised by the accusation that He cast put devils through Beelze-

bub ; His teaching, by the complaint that He seduced the people

;

His life, by the declaration that He was gluttonous and a wine-

bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners. The first work which
united the several antagonistic opinions of this kind into one general

criticism was the crucifixion of Jesus Himself

The agency of antagonistic criticism in the woi-ld cannot be

extinguished till all the dispositions contrary to Christianity are

annihilated ; in other words, it must, in conformity with its nature,

last as long as the world does. With reference to its form, how-

ever, it changes its garb according to the fashion of the age in

which it appears. In a rude age, it will in round terms declare the

Gospel history to be an imposition ; in a frivolous age, it will use

the weapons of ridicule ; and in a philosophical age, it will assume

an aspect of philosophic repose and inquiry. It may, however, even

in this guise, be distinguished from true criticism by the following

^ [Of. the admirable introductory chapter of Neander's Life of Christ, and also the

chapter entitled ' Criticism a Necessity,' in Ebrard's Gospel Histonj, Clark's Transla-

tion, 1863.—Ed.]
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marks. First, being founded on subordinate principles, it will

necessarily proceed upon them. Secondly, since it cannot possess

a genuine interest in the eternal ideal reality manifested in the in-

carnation of the Eternal Word, because it is in principle opposed

thereto, it will, as a result of the oblique impulse it has received

from its false principles, be driven to subreptions. Thirdly, being

unable to avow its rejection of the Christian principles of the Gospel

history (since it would appear in its examination of this history as

an agency inherent in Christianity, and friendly to it), and being

unwilling to commit itself to the recognition of those principles in

their results, it will mingle in a hateful manner operations which

seem to recognise the principles of the Gospel with such as deny it.

A history of ' criticism ' would consist of a series of such proceed-

ings, beginning with unconscious self-deception, advancing to subtle

special pleading, and terminating in utter perfidy.

SECTION IV.

ANTAGONISTIC CRITICISM IN ITS SUBORDINATE PRINCIPLES

AND ASPECTS.

Considered as a history of the facts in which the Godhead was

united with manhood, the Gospel must be regarded as a spiritual

and intellectual height lying far above the principles, dispositions,

and insight of Heathenism or natural religion. Wherever, then,

natural religion is in any way active, or even opposes the agency of

Christianity, its principles become the principles of an antagonistic

criticism, "and these principles appear in definite forms and ex-

pressions.

When Heathenism is regarded as the religion of nature in con-

trast to the religion of the Spirit, it is generally viewed chiefiy on

that side by which it would find the divine directly in nature,

identify it with her and worship it in her. In this case, Heathenism

is viewed in its .-piety, in its superstitious exaltation, in its deification

of the creature. But in this manner it is not fully comprehended,

and still less are its real roots appreciated. For this superstitious

piety stands in polar interaction with a deep-lying impiety ; and the

monstrous superstition which it exhibits, is founded upon a monstrous

unbelief. The self-chosen idol of the heathen only attains its magic

splendour by more or less undeifying the world which is exterior to

it. Its fame is surrounded and borne up by the sphere of the pro-

fane. And even when the heathen multiplies his gods, when his

world seems in his eyes everywhere radiant with divine glory, he

only attains to this multiplication and partition of the divine in

nature by making general matter form the dark, unspiritual back-

ground which scatters all these lights, and in its gloomy power rises

above and encloses them. In a word, Heathenism cannot get free

from the eternity of matter : it wants the knowledge of a God
who, in His eternal and spiritual light and power, is self-possessed,
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self-determined, and self-comprehended ; who ordains, creates, and
governs the world ; whose eternal power and wisdom call it into

existence, and before whose mnjesty it vanishes. Its divinity is

limited and restrained by the dead matter of a world whose exist-

ence seems too real, too mighty, to allow its profane independence
to be utterly surrendered in the beginning of the world, to the glory

of the Father, in the midst of the world, to the glory of the Son, at

the end of the world, to the glory of the Holy Grhost.

Even heathen consciousness cannot indeed mistake the superiority

of the Godhead to the ever unspiritual, material world. It views
this superiority, however, under various aspects, according to the
various forms of its own life. First, the heathen looks upon the
Godhead with the drowsiness of his own natural religious passivity

;

and in this case he beholds it everywhere appearing, and everywhere
disappearing in the mighty process of the material life of nature.

Matter is to him the absolute darkness into which it sinks and from
which it again emerges in the many gods, or in the one idea of

universal divinity. This is the pantheistic stand-point. But then
a moral sorrow, and indignation against the power which matter
seems to exercise over spirit, are excited within him : he cannot
endure that the Divine should be thus carried down the dark stream
of natural forces, and tries to make in his own mind a separation
between light and darkness. To this, however, he can never attain

v/ithout making the God of light supreme over all. This god seems
to be the Almighty Creator of the world. But in his inmost nature
that eternal darkness, which the heathen mind cannot separate from
deity, already exists and prevails. Hence his creation is more pas-

sive than active, a pathological incident ; and as his life is developed,

the darkness which lay at its root becomes more and more prominent.

Darker and still darker worlds and structures are its manifestation.

This is the ancient emanation-doctrine of the contemplative Oriental.

It views God as the bright Father of light, the world as His dark
offspring. Modern Pantheism, on the contrary, makes the divine

nature arise, by an entirely opposite form of emanation, from the

dark foundation of the material universe, as the result of the moral
effort of intellectual power. Here finally the Divinity appears Deity,

the result of the saddest process of mature human consciousness, the

bright offspring of a dark mother.^ Pantheism, whether ancient or

modern, fails to recognise that Holy Spirit which rules the world,

and transforms it into the sanctuary of the eternal God.
In the emanation-doctrine of Pantheism is seen, however, a transi-

tion to that separation between the light of spiritual life, and the

darkness of natural life, which Dualism completes. Dualism is the

moral effort of the heathen to free his God from materialism. He
excludes matter from his notion of God, and thus forms tlie concep-

tion of an immense and mighty struggle between material light and
material darkness. He now calls the light Good, the good God.
But he is obliged also to define evil as the evil God, because to

} [See the reference to Feuerliach iu Part I. sec. i. p. 34.

—

Ed.]
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him it is eternal matter of a darlv kind, which the good God finds

opposed to Himself, and which He can indeed restrain, hut not

annihilate. He can restrain it, because it is matter, and therefore

weaker than spirit ; He cannot annihilate it, because it is eternal

and substantial. It is from this religious point of view that the

heathen fails to recognise in God the Almighty Father.

He has, however, begun to recognise in the moral and powerful

God, tlie Being who governs the material world, restrains what is

evil therein, arranges what is formless, and, by continual decrees

which penetrate to the material as laws, forms all into an orderly

creation. In this perfected creation, God appears indeed in super-

mundane, but not in intra-mundane glory, because He is viewed as

only subduing by conflicts and victories, and restraining by iron

laws, a world originally opposed to Him. Matter, in its subjection

to law, is indeed no longer the darkness which overwhelms the

Divinity, nor the evil which resists Him, but it is the rigidity which

limits Him in the full manifestation of His glory in the world.

Such a view of divinity is a mutilated Monotheism,—it is Deism,

which cannot recognise the Son of God, or God in the glory of His

Son.

Thus we have discovered three heathen principles subordinate to

Christianity, which are capable of becoming the principles of a

criticism antagonistic to the Gospel history. In the history of re-

ligion, there is, however, a continual interweaving of these different

principles of Heathenism, especially of Pantheism and Dualism.

These contrasts, like all contrasts of a morbid kind, formed in a

spurious element common to both, run to unnatural extremes, and

often reconcile their differences by overleaping each others' bound-

aries, and by mutually intermingling. The various forms of the

emanation-system form the border land, in which this mingling of

Pantheism and Dualism takes place. The emanation-system is ever

oscillating between the decision which calls what is natural, evil,

and that which calls what is evil, natural.

Mutilated Monotheism, on the other hand, keeps itself more or

less aloof, in form at least, from these two extremes, which are so

closely allied with it by a common heathen basis, by recognising

God as a spiritual power raised above the world, and ruling its

darkness by imposing laws upon it. In its essence, however, it

partakes of both extremes : it is pantheistic, because its universe

possesses a life properly its own, separate from God, ever con-

formed to laws, and so far divine ; but on the other hand, it is

also dualistic, inasmuch as its rigid conformity to laws would

force the eternal God to behold inactively, and in super-mundane

quiescence, the mechanism of those laws of nature which He had
Himself ordained.

From the commencement of Christianity to the present day, these

two principles, viz., that of dualistic Pantheism, as well as that of

pantheistic but still more dualistic Deism, have asserted themselves

against the principles of Christianity ; and the results have appeared
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in a long parallel series of productions on the part of antagonistic

criticism.

It is, however, self-evident, that these principles can only appear

in their unmitigated form outside the Christian Church. Wherever
they have intruded within it, they must have been more or less

christianized. They were broken by the power of Christianity, but
were, even in their mutilated condition, tenacious of existence, in

proportion as they had taken up some of the elements and powers

of the Christian faith, and had strengthened each other by becom-
ing mutually interwoven, and consolidated into compounds.

It was in the Grj^co-Romish Heathenism, or in Persian Dualism,

that the purely extra-christian forms of pantheistic DuaHsm chiefly

opposed Christianity. Its modified and semi-christian forms have
been principally developed in Gnosticism, Manichajism, Spinozism,

in the Bohemian theosophy, in the earlier system of Schelling, in

the Hegelian philosophy, and in its critical offshoots. The wholly

extra-christian phenomena of dualistic Pantheism have manifested

their opposition to Christianity in Talmudism, in Mahometanism,
and, in modern times, in Materialism. Its christianized forms have

appeared, in the ancient Church, in Ebionitism and Monarchianism

;

in the modern, in Deism and Rationalism.

The criticism which the Gospel history experienced on the part

of unmixed pantheistic-dualistic Heathenism, appears in the mar-
tyrdoms of the iirst centuries of the Church, and in the literary

accusations and works by which this persecution was accompanied.

The Church first experienced this antagonistic criticism on the part

of the prevailing pantheistic Heathenism, in the persecutions which
it underwent from the Roman power ; and afterwards on the part

of the prevailing dualistic views, in the martyrdoms encountered in

the Persian kingdom.
The dualistic principle, however, was gradually introduced into

the Christian Church, and was constrained to appear, within this

sphere, under a maimed and modified form. It is under such a
form that we behold it in the system of the Gnostics. The essen-

tially distinctive mark of Gnosticism is overlooked, when its relation

to the Church is lost sight of. ' It exhibits a series of systems, miscon-

ceiving the pure ideality of creation, and hence the Old Testament

;

and therefore incapable of believing in the manifestation of the Son
of God in the flesh, and equally incapable of forming a society in

separation from the Church ; or in other words, of exhibiting a power-

ful embodiment of their ideas. It is the latter circumstance wliich

makes these systems Gnosticism. The climax of Gnosticism is Mani-

cha3ism, which under various disguises glides through the middle

ages,and finds religious seriousness, in its morbid form of melancholy,

the congenial soil in which its old and scattered seeds will always

spring up. The system of Spinoza seems to present the greatest con-

trast to Manichajism, exhibiting, as it does, the entire dissolution of

this morbid dualistic effort. But even in this case the existence of

one extreme cannot but testify to that of the other. The acts of the

VOL. I. H
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Divine Being are, according to Spinoza's views, utterly pathological

;

this Being, in His constant torpor, is resolved into His attributes,

or into the incidents of life—a dark fatalism alone gives Him any

existence. But the dualism in question reappears in its most

decided form in the system of Jacob Bohm, and, by its means,

pervades even to our own days, though under various and ever- in-

creasing disguises and refinements, the more modern idealistic and

philosophic view of the universe. It is seen in the obscure unfathom-

ableness from which Bohm makes the being of Grod emerge, and

comprehend Himself in the Son, as in His heart ; so that in this

self-comprehension He is first called God, ' not, however, according

to the first principium^ but cruelty, wrath—the stern sourcQ to

which evil bears witness, pain, trembling, burning.'^ Its course is

next traced in the earlier system of Schelling ; evil being therein

regarded as that higher power, inherent in the dark groundwork of

nature, which comes forth in actual life ; its necessity being asserted,

and the contrast between nature and si:)irit, between darkness and
light, viewed as the contrast between good and evil. According to

Hegel also, the ideal is in a state of declension in nature ; the

absolute, the natural condition of man is evil, the creature has an

unhappy existence. Finity, humanity, and abasement are said to

be identical, and are considered alien to that which is simply God,

and, as such, destroyed by the death of Christ. The exaltation of

Christ to the right hand of God is regarded as an explication of the

nature of God returning to Himself, of God as spirit. This spirit

manifestly gets rid of individuality as something alien, because it

can still only view it as a product of nature, which is said to be

the self-alienation of the ideal. Even Hegel's opinions concerning

physiognomy, prove that he did not comprehend the importance of

individuality. He views it as finity, limitation, deficiency ; hence

spirit must get rid of it to be reconciled with itself But is it not

the very opposite of deficiency, even that infinite definiteness of

spirit, which is a condition of personality ? This Manichasan shadow
forms also that philosophical obscurity, that warped and dualistic

principle, which is found in Strauss's Life of Jesus, and by which
the several conclusions of that work are explained. Here the

dualistic separation between the ideal and reality is a chief premiss

(see pp. 89 and 90). From this premiss arose that brilliant phrase

which was one day to attain to world-wide celebrity, as a test of the

absence of presentiment in religion, viz., that it was not tlie custom
of the ideal to lavish its fulness upon an individual and to be nig-

gardly towards all others. According to this saying, individuality

is at best but a stronghold in which the ideal is confined, and whence
it cannot come forth, till, like magic powder, it has burst its prison-

walls. Hence it cannot be raised to the pure ideality of the spirit,

nor pervaded by its fulness, because the boundary lines which cir-

cumscribe the individual, are still regarded as limitations of the

spirit. This is the most refined attainment, the highest effort of

^ See Baur, die Christliche Gnosis, p. 560.
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dualism ; hence its necessary complement must be Pantheism, which
regards the universe as a foaming ocean, and beholds its God in-

volved in its ceaseless tides.

The assertion that the rites of the ancient Hebrews were a wor-
ship of Moloch, has been maintained with ever increasing boldness.^

The truth is, that the Hebrews had to maintain a continual struggle,

by means of the revelation and law of Jehovah, who as the eternal

God stands opposed to the process-God, in order to free and purify

themselves from heathen traditions of the worship of Moloch. Je-
hovah commanded Abraham to offer up Isaac ; he was willing to

make the sacrifice ; but, in the decisive moment, he understood the
command as if Moloch had said to him : Slay Isaac. Then Jehovah
interposed, praised his obedience, corrected his error, and taught
him the difference between the two acts, su7Tender and death,—
bidding him slay the ram as a sign that he surrendered, i.e., sacri-

ficed, his son. Abraham showed not only by the strength of mind
with which he responded to the voice of God when commanding
sacrifice, but by the clearness with which he understood the voice of

God when explaining sacrifice, that he was the elect one, whom the

Lord had need of for the founding of a theocracy, in which the life

of man was to be continually sacrificed to Him, but in which no
human being was to be slain through guilty priestcraft. Thus the

Old Testament gained a victory over the worship of Moloch, in the

case of Abraham, though it had still to resist and subdue the back-
sliding of the people into this false religion. And how can this

backsliding astonish us, when we see that philosophy has not yet

succeeded in entirely freeing itself from Chronos, when it still con-

siders it the highest attainment of the religious spirit to regard

individualities as sacrifices, which must fall before the process-God ?

This Pantheism cannot endure even the idea of the God-man, of the

pure consecration of the divine-human consciousness merging itself

in the eternity of God. If Christ be comprehended as eternal per-

sonality in God, it is manifest during time that God has ever been
comprehended in Him as personality. If this God-man performs

miracles, what is this but manifesting the entrance of higher and
still higher circles and spiritual forms into the old world ; exhibiting

the government of God in the foundation and centre of the world,

and thereby abolishing'^the assumption that the Divinity is ever lost

and ever found again in the ever uniform course of things ? The
world then ceases to appear an endless stream ; it discloses itself as

the wondrous flower, in whose blossom may be discovered the eter-

nity which brought it forth. The dynamic and organic relations of

the world's history, according to which Christ forms the deep centre,

the outweighing counterpoise to the whole human race, and regu-

lates the whole course of the universe as its stable centre, according

to which He elevates glorified humanity, as His one Church, to the

eternity of His spirit, are relations of a sublimity unattainable^ by

^ Daumer, der Peuer und Molochsdienst der alten Uehruer; Gillany, die MenscheU'

opfer der alien Hebmer, and others.
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the view wliich makes the greatness of mankind to consist in its

masses. It is also incapable of understanding Christ's death upon

the cross in its moral significance, as the reconciliation of the world,

arising from the voluntary surrender of Christ to the justice of God,

and can only regard it as an event naturally developed in the series

of necessity. But the resurrection is the rock on which Pantheism

suffers shipwreck. That spiritual and divine heroism, that sense of

eternity, that inspiration of personality, which shows its conscious-

ness of its eternal dignity by testifying to the certainty of the resur-

rection, lies far above its conceptions. Its spirit arises from rashness,

and proceeds to rashness, over that Faust-like magic bridge of sub-

jective life which it hastily constructs, and again destroys. That

such a view of the world should seek, with all the energy of its

nature, to destroy, by a critical attack, the actuality of the Gospel

history, lies in its very nature. Christianity, however, finds this

criticism criticised by the unspirituality of its principles. A philo-

sophy not yet freed from the worship of Chronos, cannot sit in

judgment uix)n the history which put an end to the sway of Zeus.

Bufthat this formerly vanquished view of the world has been able

to attain a relative authority in our days, must have been caused by

the morbidity of the view of the world prevailing in the Church. If

Christian theology and the Christian view of the world have mis-

conceived the omnipresence of God in the world, and resolved God's

elevation above the world into a terrible and abstract absence from

it, the rise of the opposite extreme is thereby sufficiently explained.

When, further, the ideal, the general, was ever more and more lost

in the single facts of the Gospel, and these were regarded as mere

past and isolated facts, which faith was to preserve as historical

dicta complete in themselves, it was a just retribution that Panthe-

istic criticism should, on its side, no longer acknowledge the actuality

of the Gospel ideas. This criticism, however, has attacked not only

false views, but the Gospel history itself, and has in this respect

itself become the criticism of its own deficient and antiquated

principles.

Mutilated dualistic Monotheism, under the form of the Jewish

hierarchy, brought about the crucifixion of Christ, because it was

perplexed by a "Messiah, in whom the fulness of the Godhead was

united with a real, a poor, and a homely human life. Talmudisni

subsequently carried on this criticism, and expressed itself by de-

famation of the Virgin^ by abhorrence of the ' executed One,' and

by a deep hatred of the Gospel in general. Even Mohammedanism

criticised Christianity, especially the doctrine of the Trinity, from

the point of view of a deistical faith, assuming the abstract unity of

God, His exclusive super-mundanism and super-humanism, and the

self-contained absence of His being from the world.-

1 Compare Strauss, Lehcn Jesu, i. 227.

- Compare Gerock, Christologie des Koran, p. 74. The Koran assumes that, accord-

ing to Christian teaching, Jesus, and Mary His mother, were placed as two Gods

(AUalis) near to Allah (Sura, v. 125).
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Deism also was forced to modify its expressions concerning the per-

sonality of Christ, and the Gospel history in general, as soon as it

entered and took up a position within the Church of Christ. Ancient

christianized Deism, as chiefly implanted in the Church by converted

Pharisees, appeared under the form of Ebionitism, which denied the

eternal glory and deity of Christ, opposed His miraculous concep-

tion, and looked upon Him as the actual son of Joseph, while it

honoured Him as the last of the Old Testament prophets, the re-

former of Israel, endowed with the largest measure of the Spirit for

the execution of His work. Ebionitism in its Jewish narrowness

gradually fell, like a withered branch, from the tree of the visible

Church ; but the Deism on which it was founded continued to agi-

tate the ancient Church under forms more elevated and profound. It

appeared in the whole series of Monarchians, who had this common
feature, that they all denied the essential Trinity of the Godhead.
They embraced, like Noetus, the doctrine of Patripassianism ; or,

like Sabellius, the doctrine of a merely triple form of manifestation

;

or, like Arius, a new development of Polytheism,^ rather than

plunge into the depths of the doctrine of the threefold glory of God.

In other words, they could not free themselves from the deistic view

of the abstract unity of God.
This Deism is also perceived in the system of Nestorius,- so far

as the latter misconceives the ideality of the human personality of

Christ, prepared for throughout the whole history of the human
race ; while the opposite systems of Eutj'chianism and Monophysi-
tism could not attain to the full recognition of the human reality

and historical truth of this personality, and were consequently

perplexed by Gnostic errors. Nestorian as well as Gnostic notions

have in disguised forms been secretly amalgamated with Christian

views, especially with such as regard the incarnation of Christ as

merely a part of His humiliation, and consider it solely as a positive

arrangement of God with a view to the redemption of mankind.^

This abstract Monotheism took a more philosophic and definite form

in modern Deism, which is for this reason more definitely so called.

The deist looks upon the universe as simply nature, as a work of God,

separate from Himself, purely natural, and self-sustained. He con-

siders that God, in His omnipotence, caused the existence of the world

to depend upon that conformity to law which he imposed upon it

;

^ In church histories of Arianism, Arius indeed, as a believer in subordination, is

represented as opposed to the Monarchians, but it is easy to perceive that subordina-

tion well agrees with monarchy, especially the subordination of Christ with the

monarchy of God.
^ The Nestorian terms, <rvvd<pei.a and evo'iK-qai^, to deiine the manner of the union of

the divine and human natures, express the immediate and merely external meeting

and union of the two natures of Christ. Adoptianism also belongs to the same group.
2 If it were agreeable to Christian truth to look upon the incarnation of Christ as

part of His humiliation, His exaltation must consequently bo either represented as

depriving Him of humanity, or as obscured by the continuance of His humanity. The
passage, Phil. ii. 7, iavrbv eK^voiae, /Mopcprju 5ov\ov \aj3u3v ev 6/j.oiw/j.aTL avOpJ^irwv yevdfie-

vos, does not designate the incarnation of Christ abstractedly viewed, but the definite

historical circumstance thereof, that He took upon Him the form of a servant, that

He became like unto (sinful) man, as His humbling Himself.
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that He so strictly bound it to a rigid conformity to law, as Him-
self to seem constrained and limited by the constraint He had
laid upon the universe. In this system, conformity to law usurps

the place of God's active government, and seems to be a second

deity, separate from Him, and causing Him, while reposing in that

absolute supra-mundauism which is the celestial counterpart of a

monkish renunciation of the world, to leave it to the perpetual cor-

rectness of its own movements. As, however, conformity to law

cannot really work as a second divinity, a divinity in the world, it

rather becomes, in the religious consciousness of the deist, a shadow
obscuring the living Grod, a partition separating from Him. This

evil result cannot but follow from the fact, that the universe, even

in its motions, is seen by him under a narrowed, an impoverished, a

mutilated form. It is not the actual world, with its infinite variety,

its continual progress from lower to higher grades of life, its refined

and spiritual conformity to law, agreeably to which the ordinary

appearances of the lower spheres of life are ever being broken

through and laid aside, amidst miraculous phenomena, by the prin-

ciples of the higher spheres of life, which furnishes him with the

facts upon which his theory is formed. His view rests, on the con-

trary, upon a compendium of natural philosophy, which has elevated

the elementary principles and definitions thereof to eternal statutes.

It confounds these statutes of a dead compendium with the living

laws of the world, tbe formula which designates the phenomena with

the phenomena themselves, empiricism operating upon common
every-day remembrance with the infinite objective reality. The
deist is specially taken with the false assumption, that the develop-

ment of the world exhibits a single ?eon, ever moving onwards,

amidst unvarying results, as upon an interminable railroad between
an inconceivably distant commencement, and an as inconceivably

distant termination. He does not form a conception of progress

from £eon to a3on in an advancing series, resulting from the intro-

duction of higher, deeper, and richer vital principles, and least of

all, of the appearance of that principle, in the midst of time, which
eternalizes temporality and transforms the restless course of his un-
ending line into the solemn movement of a circle returning upon
itself. The shortsightedness, prejudice, and enmity with which
Deism has, on its subordinate principles, criticised the facts of Gospel
history, are well known.^ In modern Eationalism it has striven to

ennoble itself, has taken a more Christian form, and has endeavoured
to make better terms with the high reality of the Gospel history. But
Eationalism, too, has radically failed, because the inconceivable-

ness of the abstract monotonous unity of the Godhead, the necessity

of the Trinity in Unity, the living light of the personality of God
in its self-manifestation, have not yet risen upon it. Hence, in its

interpretations of Scripture, and delineations of the life of Jesus, it

^ English Deism, in its practical results, viz., critical attacks upon sacred history,

was specially introduced by the sensualistic philosophy of Locke. Comp. Lechler,
Gesch. des Engl. Deismus, p. 154, &c.
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has ever employed a criticism more or less betraying an Ebionite
point of view.

So early as in the days of the Apostle John, the influence of these

extraneous heathen principles was manifested in the critical opinions

littered against the heavenly reality of the divine-human life of

Christ. The apostle proclaimed the deity of Christ, in opposition

to incipient Ebionitism (1 John iv. 15) ; the truth of His humanity,
in opposition to incipient Gnosticism (1 John iv. 2). But com-
pounds, especially the system of Cerinthus, soon resulted from the
elective affinity of these extremes. Such compounds are continu-

ally reappearing, and frequently reappeared.^

In our own times, the Gnostic element, under the form of modern
culture, has shown its old critical antagonism to the great ideal

reality of the Gospel history in Strauss's Life of Jesus ; the Ebionite
element, under that of modern scholarship, has expressed the same
antagonism in the Life of Jesus by Paulus. The work of the
former has, indeed, assimilated many elements belonging to the latter

stand-point ; indeed, the latest productions of antagonistic criticism

can scarcely be reduced to any, not even to heathen principles.

An intelligent view of the principles of antagonistic criticism

exhibits their connection with those dark powers of heathen natural

life, which Christianity criticised, i.e., sentenced and conquered in

the Gospel history. If they regain any influence within the Christian

Church, notwithstanding their former overthrow in their original

forms, this is a consequence of special compounds and relations in

the sphere of spiritual life. A venerable and respectable Pharisaism
.

will often obtain consideration in the presence of rank Antino-
mianism

; while, again, the idealistic spiritual aspirations of Gnos-
ticism will gain fresh favour when orthodoxy stiffens into mere
lifeless precepts. The facts of the Gospel history had long been
treated by the Church in a rigidly positive manner, and regarded
rather as dead marvels than living miracles ; their vital power,
and innumerable vital relations, being misconceived,—their ideality,

unappreciated. It was ordained that the stiff rigidity in which the

living pictures depicted in the Gospel history were held by such a
view, should be broken up by the electric shock of a partial and
and Gnostic treatment.

NOTES.

1. The common principle of every j^ossible product, both of

naked extra-christian Heathenism, and of broken and christianized

Heathenism, is ungodliness, impiety : impersonal Atheism, with

respect to the subjective view ; Materialism, with respect to the

objective appearance. Atheism trembles to admit that solution of

the problem, the government of God in all reality ;
hence its pro-

duct is materialism, the imspiritual substance. Materiahsm is the

^ rhilo may be cited as an example. As an Israelite, he could not be a complete

Gnostic ; nor, as a Platonist, a complete Israelite. By his assumption of the eternity

of matter, he stood below the Old Testament, while thinking to stand above it.
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refuse of the world, heaped up before the door of indolent atheism.

The measure of the one is the measure of the other. The heathen

system, to be understood in its specifically heathen character, must
be viewed on this side, viz., that of its impiety. If, on the con-

trary, it is viewed, as is usual, only in its piety, which, as a morbid
and superstitious piety, corresponds with its impiety, it is difficult,

fundamentally, to refute it. For example, it is not so easy, when
contending with the fire-worshipper, to dispute the beauty and
magic powei- of fire, as to show him how erroneous it is to regard

water as a God-forsaken mass. The temple-worshipper feels, when
within his fane, a divine awe ; it is, so to speak, the asylum of his

delusion ; it is in its profane environs that the Erinnys of criticism

must attack him. The pantheist feels himself happy in contem-
plating that divine afflatus which breathes through the universal

;

but he must be shown that he is unhappy in the presence of that

great glory, the majesty of the eternal conscious Spirit, whose ever-

powerful and conscious unity makes the universal, abstractedly con-

sidered, vanish into nothing, as the same Spirit had called it forth

from nothing. It must be proved to him that his system, in want-
ing a definite God, the eternal spiritual consciousness of God, has
too little of God ; that it has not, as seems to have been sometimes
thought, too much of God. The deist boasts of maintaining the

unity of God. But if he is forced to acknowledge the absolute

darkness which lies in the notion of an abstract unity of God, and
also to confess the blackness of darkness proceeding from the rigid

mechanism of an universe left by God to its own laws, he is on the

road to recognise that the unity of the Eternal Spirit cannot be con-

ceived of, in its vitality, without the form of Trinity.

2. Gnosticism has this peculiarity, that it can only form schools

and not churches, because it knows only morbid ideals, which can
never become flesh and blood ; a transient summer of the divine,

which can never become the sun of the personal Deity. Its chief

characteristic is antagonism to the accomplished realization of divine

government. Hence the Gnostic systems also must be simply viewed
and arranged according to their polemic relations to the Old Testa-
ment doctrine of creation, to the real advent of Christ in the Old
Testament, and to His incarnation in the New, and according to

the development of these relations. Consequently, even Manichasism
must be regarded as only a potentializecl Gnostic system. With
regard to Gnosticism in general, the thesis may be laid down, that
there is no pantheism which is not completed by dualism, no
dualism which is not completed by pantheism. The pantheist

finds the existence of an evil being, first, in general finity ; next, in

human sensuousness ; then in the sacred lines of Individuality,

which distinguish man from man ; and lastly, in the human feel-

ing of dependence, i.e., in religion. Dualism is continually betraying
its pantheism, by its inability to maintain the precise line of demar-
cation between the kingdom of ligiit and the kingdom of darkness.

Darkness comes forth in the kingdom of light, and the lost germ of
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light is again sought in the kingdom of dai-kness ; this confusion is

the sign of that pantheistic somnolency which overcomes the heroic

efforts of dualism.

3. Every form of deism has the peculiarity of regarding the

existence of the world as a trivial reality, as the great tout comme
cliez nous, which need not be surrendered to the all-ruling God-
head ; while Gnosticism makes the actual world a terrible sacrifice,

to be consumed upon the altar of the ideal, like sin itself ; nature,

a declension from the ideal ; individuality, limitation ; the features

of the countenance, a caricature of the spirit, haunting the world

;

personality, the selfish Sunday child which will not accommodate
itself to the perpetual process of the dialectic railroad; the historical

Christ, the ideal niggardly of its abundance, the ideal in oppressive

majesty ; and, lastly, the Gospel history, the high land which
opposes a granite-like resistance to that stream of idealistry, which
is to wash down everything, and will not in its Vulcanic character

surrender itself to the process which would convert it into one of

the sedimentary deposits of mythology.

4. As the vampire is said to be nourished by the blood which he
sucks from the living sleeper, so does dualism derive -its triumphs
from the blood of the Church herself, when she has fallen asleep

over her riches. If, for instance, the ideality of the Gospel history

had been always duly estimated, its reality could never have been

so sadly misconceived ; and if its reality had been more powerfully

proclaimed, criticism could not have attempted to convert its ideality

into scraps of wonderful New Testament grammar. Dr Paulus' view
[

of Gospel history is done away with by Dr Winer's New Testament
grammar. If the real grammar can do so much for the ideal theo-

'

logy, how much more must the real theology be able to do for it

!

5. The warning of the Apostle Paul, Col. ii. 8, applies here

:

/SXeVeTe ixrj tc^; v/xd^ earai 6 avXa'^/wytav Sia t?^9 cf)iXoao(})La<; koL

Kevr}<i aTraTT]^ Kara rrjv irapdhoaiv twv dvOpcoircov, Kara ra aroi-y^ela

rov Kocr/xov, Kal ov Kara Xpcarov. on ev avru) KarotKei irdv to

7r\)]pcojj,a Trj<i 6e6T7]To<i acofiariKoi)^. Beware lest any man spoil you
through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men,
(through the philosophy, namely, which is formed) after the rudi-

ments of the world, and not after Christ (which does not look upon
Christ, but upon elements, atoms, matter, as the principle of the

world). For in Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily

(in the unity of the bodily appearance). For so would I translate

and explain this passage.-^ Thus the apostle is contrasting, with

all earnestness, the philosophy founded on the assumption that

the elements are the principle of the universe, with the philo-

sophy which recognises Christ as the principle of the universe,

^ [Virtually the same interpretation is given by Tertullian (De Prascrip. Ilceret.

c. 33) :
' Apostolus, cum improbat elementis servientes, aliquem Hermogenem

ostendit, qui materiam non natam introducens deo non nato earn comparat, at ita

matrem elementorum deam faciens potest ei servire, quam deo comparat.' But a

full consideration of this and all the other passages which bear upon the Gnostio

heresy will be found in the Bampton Lectures for 1829.—Eo.]
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and that, not as if dilivering a discourse, but speaking of it in

its proper meaning, both in a Christian and speculative manner.

This philosophy arose from human, i.e., heathen tradition, and did

not overcome heathenism. It was, at first, rightly called philosophy,

as being the sincere effort of the human mind to attain to know-
ledge ; but now that it would maintain itself in opposition to the

philosophy which is after Christ, it becomes vain deceit. And they

who would impose it upon Christians spoil them, deprive them of

the infinite riches laid up in Christ, and chiefly of the certainty

that in Him the fulness of the Godhead, and the most decided

individual corporeity, are become one. While Christian philosophy

—which is not mere philosophy, because it goes beyond abstrac-

tions, and presses on from life to life—recognises Christ as the

eternal principle of the universe, this miserable philosophy, which
makes Christians poor, looks upon the elements as the principle of

the universe. Here, then, we find the matter of the heathen view
of the world resolving itself, before the eye of the philosopher, into

atoms or elements. These float before his view like ^oxVlmouches
volantes, which he cannot perceive to be caused and arranged by
the ideality of the great and spiritual principle of the universe, and
are seen, in consequence of a defect of spiritual vision, in mutual
interaction with the so-called 'dark seed' of sinfulness, especially of

moral sph'itual bondage. The ascetic precepts of the teachers of

error at Colosse (Col. ii. 16, &c.) showed that they were founded on
Gnostic, consequently on dualistic principles. These precepts, too,

are cnoi'xela rov Koa/Jiov (Col. ii. 20 ; Gal. iv. 3, 9) ; and correspond

with the theoretic assumption of world-forming aT0i')(^eLa. The pro-

fane sense, which looks on the world as profane, must be brought
back by the strictness of the precept to a feeling for what is holy,

that it may discover the principle of the holy, that principle which
both theoretically and practically sanctifies the world. By this

allusion, the apostle seems to have been led to designate even the

Israelitish precepts as aroi'^e'la rov koct/xov.

SECTION V.

ANTAGONISTIC CRITICISM IN ITS DIALECTIC DEALINGS.

An interest in Christianity is an interest in reality itself, and
therefore one with the spirit of truth. True Christianity knows
nothing of partiality. The history of the apostles gives repeated

instances of this Christian elevation of mind ; e.g., in the nar-

ratives of the ruin of Judas, the fall of Peter, the deceit of

Ananias. The cause of Christianity is therefore never served by
deceitful arguments. But neither can it be with truth attacked

continually from opposite stand-points. One distortion may con-

tend with another for ages ; inhuman Christianity and unchristian

humanity, monkery and philanthropy—phenomena which contain

their own refutation—may for a long time contend with each other,
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but one aspect of pure truth cannot oppose another. Consequently,

when Christianity, as realized truth, as incarnate ideality, meets with

a consistent negative criticism of its records, it may be expected that

the fallacy of the antagonistic principle will soon develop in a secret

tissue of fallacy in the execution. Modern antagonistic criticism

cannot conceal this feature. An unprejudiced criticism of this criti-

cism cannot but more and more bring to light the thread of special

pleading, running through all its operations. Such a method of pro-

ceeding has indeed been frequently provoked by the equally morbid
partiality, with which Church theology has endeavoured to reconcile

the discrepancies of the four Gospels. When Church notions pur-

sued their course without opposition, the doctrine of inspiration was
carried to such an extreme, that not only the whole Bible, but every

letter of the Bible, was made a Christ of. The infalliliility of the

four Gospels was viewed as excluding every uncertainty and in-

accuracy in each single narration. One result of thisJake^assump-

tion was the so-called harmony, i.e., an attempt to bring all the

Gospels into perfect agreement with each other, even in minute

details. But harmony shot beyond the mark. The false assumption

led to a false execution, to artifices in exposition which were carried

to the extremes of special pleading. Church theology, however,

was punished for the faults committed by this well-meant harmony,

by a three times more powerful antagonistic harmony. The pre-

sumption, that as the commemorative saying is repeated in lyric

poetry, so what is most important in history may also be exactly

, repeated, as, e.g., the cure of the blind at Jericho, the purification

of the temple, may always be pleaded in favour of the former har-

mony. Antagonistic harmony, on the other hand, has laid down
terrible canoiis.^ The Gospel narrative must, above all things, be

in harmony with ordinary reality. If the fact it relates has a

glimmer of ideality, if it inclines to the miraculous,- if it is pervious

to the ideal, and thus symbolical, it is therefore suspicious.-^ This

applies especially to the ethic sublimity, the moral and religious

dignity, with which the Gospel history exhibits its facts.^ It is the

superiority of the Gospel history to the ordinary reality of com-

1 Compare Ebrard, Gospel History (Clark's Tr.), p. 47, History of Harmony.

Ebrard has well shown that Strauss proceeds upon the principles of an exaggerated

harmony, antagonistic to the Gospel history.

^ ' God acts upon the world as a whole directly, but upon its several parts only

by means of His agency upon other parts, i.e., by the laws of nature.—The miracles

which God wrought for and by Moses and Jesus, are not emanations from His direct

agency upon the whole, but presuppose a direct action in particular cases, and are,

so far, in oi^position to the ordinary type of divine agency in the world.'—Strauss,

Leben Jesu, vol. i. p. 97.
3 Certainly truth must be the foundation of a universal anticipation and notion ;

yet this truth will not consist of a single fact exactly corresponding to such a

notion, but of an idea realized in a series of facts often very dissimilar to such a

notion.—/d vol. i. p. 237.
* As neither an individual in general, nor the commencing pomt in an historical

series in particular, can be at the same time archetypal ; so, if Christ be regarded

decidedly as man, the archetypal nature and development which Schlelermacher

ascribes to Him, cannot be made to accord with the laws of human existence.—/d.,

vol. ii. p. 749.
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mon life which, according to antagonistic criticism, makes its his-

toric truth suspicious. Facts consequently increase in improbability,

in proportion as they surpass the circle of the empirically natural,

the real, and the commonplace. The second harmony which this

criticism requires, is the agreement of the several Gospel reporters

in the details of their narrative. The Gospel records are to bear

the impress of lawyer-like exactness, and to prove themselves to be

protocols, stating the external facts of circumstances, with perfect

care as to the reception of detail. And in proportion as they want

the qualities of protocols, as they fail to give to matters the form of

a judicial process, are they to be regarded as untrustworthy.^

The first of these requisitions fundamentally denies the very

principle which makes the Gospels, gospels. For they have not to

relate facts which can be easily fitted into the empiricism of the

Adamic £eon, but the facts of that new principle of ideal-real

humanity, whereby the miraculous breaks through the old sphere

of nature, the eternal and spiritual light shines through human
corporeity and reality, the majesty of perfect righteousness appears

in the reality of a human life—a life surrounded by a retinue of

moral heroes whom it calls into being, contending with the de-

moniacal powers which oppose it, and savingly and judicially per-

vading the old and sinful human nature with its effects. If the weak
mind, giddy and stunned by such an announcement, betakes itself

to crossing and blessing before this principle and the heroes it pro-

duces, it is at liberty to do so ; but when it finds fault with the

details of that which is so miraculous, symbolical, and holy, it is

committing itself to the criticism of the principle, while deluding

itself with the idea that it is but criticising the accounts of its

operations. This critical requisition for the agreement of the

Gospel narratives with the old empirical reality, the true critic will,

as a Christian, feel bound to reject.

But the second requisition he will reject as a historian ; for it

would either drive every genuine historian to despair by its results,

or, on the other hand, hinder him by its absurdity. This demand
ignores from the very first the fact that the Evangelists are relating

history, and therefore a series of facts, which, having been already

reflected in the subjective spiritual life of the narrators, can no
longer be had in the form of an abstract chronicle, nor converted

into one. It falls into the further error of forgetting that the

Evangelists relate religious history ; a history which they did not

compose and arrange with a view to the requirements of the scien-

^ Compare Tholuck's Glauhiviirdiffkcit der evang. 'Gesch. p. 438. The author is

humorously enumeratiug the canons upon which Strauss's Leben Jcsu is founded.
The fifth is called ' The Castor and Pollux canon'—in which the one of two contra-

dictory narratives by its very existence excludes the other, and is in its turn shaken
by the rejection of the other.' Even the agreement of two Evangelists is not to
defend the credibility of their statements. Both Matthew and Luke affirm that
Jesus was born at Bethlehem, and yet the critic, from the sum of their statements,

obtains the result, that Jesus was not born at Bethlehem, bub most probably at

Nazareth. Yol. i. 327.
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tific, but of the religious interest, nor propagate for the furtherance

of a partial scientific knowledge, but rather for the purpose of com-

municating to others, or at least of increasing in them, that same

life which they had themselves found in these facts. ^ Finallj^ this

requisition misconceives that which is most important, viz., tliat

these narrators relate Christian history, and therefore facts which

in their very nature could not but assume a fresh aspect in each

mind according to its individuality, while they yet remain the same,

because they are the facts which are to transform the general life

in the individual, as well as the individual in the general. The
historian must not fail duly to appreciate the co-operation of the

historical spirit, especially of the religious spirit, nor finally of the

Christian spirit; first, in the original facts of the history; and

secondly, in the manner of its narration. He m.ust not be con-

demned to write merely the history of nations, when he is chiefly

concerned with heroes, and even with the greatest heroes ; and if

he is to understand the circumference of history, he must be allowed

to grasp its centre, and to contemplate it from this point. The
sway exercised by this false premiss over the works of antagonistic

criticism is expressed in a mass of separate sophistries, whose con-

nection therewith does not always at first strike the eye. Argu-

ments are often pleaded before the bar of Gospel criticism which

would not pass uncensured, much less prevail, in any civil court.

Some practices have already become standing figures. Among
them, for instance, is the plan of considering the Evangelists

stupid, by understanding their words in the most literal manner,

and assuming that they were incapable of intentionally narrating

anything paradoxical, imaginative, or symbolically significant.

Thus it is asserted that Luke, the disciple of Paul, makes the

Lord, in an Ebionite sense, declare the blessedness of the poor, as

simply poor ;
- that John puts a false word into Andrew's mouth,

when the latter says, ' We have found the Christ,' since he did

not purpose to seek the very person of the Messiah ;
^ that the

Synoptists make the Kedeemer give a hint to the Pharisees not to

regard Him as the descendant of David, by asking them the ques-

tion, how David could call the Messiah his Lord (Ps. ex. 1) if He
were his son (Matt. xxii. 42 ; Mark xii. 36 ; Luke xx. 41).^ This

1 ' It is well to observe that we have not before us a history of religiou, but a re-

ligious history.'—Gelpke, die Jugendgeschichte des Herrn, p. 2.

2 Strauss, Leben Jem, vol. i. p. 640.
2 Bauer, Kritik der evanrj. Geschichte des Johannes, p. 46.

* Weisse, Evang. Geschichte, vol. i. p. 687. According to this view of the passage

in question, Christ gave the Pharisees a clandestine intimation of His origai by

giving them to understand that He was not descended from David. Such an intima-

tion would assume a very intimate relation between Christ and the Pharisees
;

it

would further assume that the Pharisees already took Him for the Messiah, and also that

He believed they would esteem Him to be the Messiah, even if they perceived from

His intimation that He was not the son of David ; and finally, that the Messiah could

not descend from David, because the spirit of prophecy had already repudiated this

notion in the psalm. How can so many follies be put at once into the mouth of Hun
who ever spake that which was right, for the sake of making ' an apergu I

'
Tlie

' aper9u '
is, however, quite good enough to slip into some half-dozen theological works.
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plan is, however, reversed as occasion requires, and now it is tlie

critic who undertakes the part which the Evangelists have just

been made to play : now he cannot form a notion of their meaning,

can often find no connection in their compositions, or finally, only

some lexical connection, i.e., a word in one Gospel saying reminds

the Evangelist of a similar word in another Gospel saying, and in-

duces him to report it. Thus the lexical, apropos, the worst of all,

is said to be the reason of many of those transitions in the Scrip-

tures which have for many centuries appeared to the Christian

mind the most subtle product of inspired thought during the

apostolic age.^ At length, however, antagonistic criticism comes

boldly forward with its pretensions to an infinite superiority to the

Evangelists. One is praised—he is said to be highly poetical ; a

second and a third are censured—their words strike the critic as

strange ; a fourth is branded as a designing, glaring, unholy writer,

a coarse falsifier of what is sacred, and condemned as a criminal.

It is in the latter position that St John stands with respect to the

critic Bruno Bauer.^ Thus does antagonistic criticism, which

seemed to begin its task in so cool and tranquil a disposition, and

with such entire freedom from assumptions, finish by taking up

its genuine position, and exhibiting that passionate moral and re-

ligious abhorrence, in which it takes a final leave of the Gospels.

Such a termination manifests the nature of its origin and progress,

and exposes the moral vein running through the whole process,

—

the antagonism of its principle to the personal incarnation of God,

and its holy results. Bold and direct assertions and coarse accusa-

tions form the appropriate climax of its procedure ; for a false

principle ever follows up its other practices with effrontery sufficient

to complete their work.

NOTES.

1. A collection of examples illustrating the sophistical dealings

of antagonistic criticism might here be adduced, to complete the

proofs already given. We would, however, refer to the principal

works in which such examples are plentifully given and fully

examined, and to the numerous examinations of them. Tholuck,

in his often cited treatise, has repeatedly pointed out the sophistry

of Strauss' s work. With regard to the special treatment of the

history of Christ's childhood, examples of the kind in question are

^ The proposition may be laid down as a principle, that in every production of

criticism the critic is comparing his own standard with the subject to be measured,
his sense with the sense to be estimated. All criticism is so far a contest, nay, a

wager. The critic, in the pride of his intellectual power and authority, says, e.g., of

such a passage in the Gospels : I do not understand this passage. In this case,

either the Evangelist must be far below him, or he must be far below the Evangelist.

But if at last he gives it as his decided judgment, This is only a lexical connection,

what is this but uttering the exclamation, va banc, with respect to the book criti-

cised ? The credit either of the book or of the critic, with respect to rehgious and
moral intelligibility, is now destroyed.

^ See Bauer's Kritik der ev. Geschichte der Synoptiker und des Johannes, vol. iii,

p. 185.
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broiifijht forward in my essay, Ueher den gescMclitlichen Charalclcr

der kcmom'schen Evangelien. The most striking specimens must,
however, be sought in the criticism ' which goes beyond ' Strauss.

Certainly ' criticism,' in its last stage, has become the partie hon-
teuse of modern science.

2. There are many who, in the field of theological discussion,

and especially of scientific criticism, entirely repudiate such a pro-

ceeding as ' putting to their consciences ' the results of their in-

quiries. This strange decision, rightly understood, exhibits the
intention of setting up a scientific priesthood whose dicta are by no
means to be impugned. For the very essence of priestcraft con-

sists in the separation between the moral character of the individual

and the spiritual calling which he fills. The spiritual calling is

thereby made a spiritual metier. The ecclesiastical priest declines

having his discourses ' put to his conscience
;

' the scientific priest

declines to have the result of his inquiries referred to the roots of

his opinion, his moral principles. A consistent man, on the con-

trary, would feel it an offence if his scientific work were not re-

garded as the product of his mind, and in agreement with his con-

science. He would look upon it as an honour, that the moral
significance of his conclusions—their relations to the deepest in-

terests of the heart, to the highest principles of the life, should be
recognised, and that his works should be regarded as the acts of

worship arising from his personal religion. According to the

Christian principle, that the inner life must possess a unity of

character (Matt. vi. 22 ; Jas. i. 8), the Church must, once for all,

repudiate the recognition of this priestly dualism, which would
make the man of science as distinct from his works as the butcher is

from the animal he slaughters. Even modern philosophy opposes

this violent separation of the intellectual and the moral man.
Kant rebuilds the whole world of knowledge, which he had de-

stroyed as resting upon itself, upon the solid foundation of the con-

science ; Fichte makes the deciding Ego the very centre of gravity

in the sphere of knowledge ; Hegel finds everything, and especially

religion and morality, in the reasoning power. With such pre-

misses, how is it possible to protest against the relations of the

reason to the conscience ? It is only possible in the cowardly stage

of antagonism. When the disease reaches the stage of effrontery,

it openly avows the connection of its critical operations with its

enmity to Christianity.

SECTION VI.

ANTAGONISTIC CRITICISM, IN ITS INTERMIXTURE OF CONTRADICTORY
ASSUMPTIONS, AND OPPOSITE MODES OF TREATMENT.

When the Gospels are viewed from the above described pre-

christian and iuter-christian stand-points, it will unquestionably

be only a natural exercise of the mental powers to test and oppose
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them. And tlie more openly the general antagonistic principle has

been expressed, the more fair and honest will tlie attacli appear.

Nor can the right, and even the duty, of every man to test the

Gospel records, according to his power and calling, from a Christian

point of view, by bending them to conform to certain axioms as to

form and matter, and judging them accordingly, be questioned.

With respect to their form, inquiry must be made how far they

are self-consistent, in accordance with each other, and with the

known character of the times to which they refer. Whatever dis-

crepancies appear, will be taken into account ; for while their

credibility, in the essential matter, would be weakened by essential

discrepancies, it can only be strengthened by non-essential ones.

The essential matter may be defined as the narration by each Evan-

gelist according to his idiosyncrasy, of the Gospel only, that is, the

history of Jesus in its religious significance and effects. The
requirements of the axioms of Christian criticism as to matter will

be that the Gospel narratives should be homogeneous with the

essential definitions of the Christian view of the universe. The
general Church view of the God-man, of His life, ministry,

death upon the cross, resurrrection, and ascension, must form the

principles, according to which the matter of the Gospels will be

tested. These axioms instantly bring to light, e.g., the difference

between the canonical and apocryphal Gospels ;
^ and where they

lead to the discovery of weaknesses, failings, and blemishes in evan-

gelical narratives, their decision must be followed, regardless of

consequences.

Criticism is fully justified in taking either of these opposite points

of view : the antagonistic, or that arising from the Christian view

of the world. But matters are changed when they are deceptively

and obscurely intermingled. When criticism calls the annihila-

tion of Christian theology, Christian theology; and, while professing

to proceed only according to the principles of formal criticism, will,

in the midst of the argument, admit of none but those antichristian

axioms from which it originates, thus rushing with pitiable du-

plicity from pretended advocacy into decided antagonism, it has

even more reason than Wallenstein to exclaim, ' The ambiguity of

my life accuses me.' A procedure might indeed be imagined,

which should exhibit a combination of the two points of view,

without falling under this reproof: An individual might write a

criticism of the Gospels from some one or other religious feeling of

his own, in which, from the very first, he would have regard only to

the relation in which the consequences of the Gospel history would

stand to the dicta of this feeling. In this manner, every one who
approaches the Gospel history, enters into a process of exercising

Tiis criticism upon it, and in his turn experiencing its criticism of

himself The philosopher may, if he will, criticise the Gospel Tn~

detail, according to his professed system. He is not expected to

^ Compare Tholuck, die Qlaubwurdi(jkcit, p. 106 ; Ullmann, Hislorisch oder Mythisch,

p. 181.
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judge it by any other than his own. But it will better become him
to betake himseh' to principles, than first to lose himself in the

discussion of particulars. A criticism of the Gospels, however,

professing to be theological, or, in other words, to be mere criticism,

naturally leads us to presume that it will judge of the Gospels

according to their own premiss, viz., the truth of Christianity.

Upon this ground only has it a right to enter into matters of

detail ; such, e.g., as the religious consciousness of Jesus at His

twelfth year, the spirit of His farewell discourse, &c. But if it

seeks, from the first, to demolish this i)remiss, attacking it in its

details on every opportunity,—if, from the first, it suffers non-

Christian axioms to regulate its proceedings,—it forfeits all claim

to indulgence in particulars, and all pretence of judging and test-

ing the Gospels in that Christian spirit which, as such, should

judge and test all things. When once the antagonistic relation is

admitted, this complication disappears. The discussion is then

carried on in the sphere of religious philosophy, and outside the

gates of the sanctuary. Internal questions, such as the connection

of the Gospels, which only the Christian spirit can solve, and which

must remain hidden from non-Christian views, are no longer dis-

cussed. It will then be regarded as even unscientific to enter into

particulars with adversaries who contest principles. Modern an-

tagonistic treatment of the life of Jesus should have been answered

by dogmatism. If a lawyer had been commissioned to reply to

the sophistical analysis of the details of the Gospels, how easily

might a lawyer-like reply have been found to these lawyer-like

attacks ! Nay, perhaps, a master of his art might, in conducting the

cause of the Evangelists, have succeeded in exhibiting, in the style

of their adversaries, a connected protocol out of all their several

accounts. This much is, however, plainly manifest from the above

described intermixture of critical starting points, that theological

criticism, as such, is still in its infancy, and that the first step to be

taken, should be an attempt to develop the principles of criticism

itself, to bring the instrument into conformity with its ideal, that it

may not be employed as a mongrel kind of proceeding, between

judicial execution and private assassination, in an uncertain and

destructive manner, producing nothing but the most perplexing

illusions.

The two well-known titles

—

The Life q/e/esws critically treated

—

and Chrisikm Doctrine exhibited in its historical development, and

in its opposition to modern science—have often been mentioned as

characteristic indications of such an intermixture of opposite

critical points of view. The compositor would have more accu-

rately exhibited the peculiar relation between what is acknowledged

and what is denied in these titles, if his italics had distributed the

emphasis thus: The Life of Jesus, critically treated—Q\\xi?,ivAn

Doctrine, &c., in its opposition to modern science. The title, ' The
VOL. I. I
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Lord ' seems strangely introduced in the critical works of Bauer, in

the midst of an attempt to consign to destruction the glory of His

works. In the third volume, indeed, it gradually disappears, and

the name Jesus takes its place.

SECTION VTI.

THE CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL CRITICISM OF THE GOSPEL NARRATIVES.

A course of argument which proceeds upon no definite principles,

or upon principles not decidedly those of the Christian point of view,

can by no means .be brought forward or recognized as theological

criticism. Many works making pretensions to this title, have been

characterized by their denial of the principles of Christianity, the

principles of historical criticism, and even the principle of being con-

sistent with themselves. Every utterance and evasion of subchristian

or antichristian assumption, every sophistry and chicane employed

in the examination of the Gospels, has been called criticism.
_
To

lay down an organon of criticism, is therefore of the first necessity.

It has been laid down as the first principle of criticism, that it

should be entirely free from assumption. Freedom from assumptioii

has even been said to be criticism. Hence a more accurate defini-

tion of this notion may reasonably be demanded. The requisition

that the critic should not allow himself to be influenced by precon-

ceived opinions, is quite another from that which demands that he

should not start from Christian premisses. The saying is, however,

too indefinite to settle anything satisfactorily. This freedom from

assumptions is never found as a gift of nature, for even the most

mindless of men has his interests. If he has no holy, he has unholy

interests, because he is a man, a being whose inner nature can never

sink or stiffen into absolute indifi"erence. The most indolent exhibit

some kind of party spirit, and even the despairing are destroyed by

the fearful power of false assumptions. It is only when moral and

religious development has reached its climax, that a kind of energetic

freedom from assumptions can appear, which is then, however,

identical with the most sublime assumption. For it is not till man
clearly recognizes that pure reality is identical with truth, that he

attains the courage and gladness which enable him to look upon the

facts he is investigating in a purely objective manner, and to per-

ceive that truth will gain most by an utter renunciation of the selfish

interference of his own special interests, by a complete surrender to

the divine, in its raked reality. Thus man does not become fi-ee from

assumptions till he assumes that truth appears in reality. But this

is, in fact, the assumption of the eternal truth of Christianity

;

namely, that the ideal is realized, not merely in myths, but in facts
;

that the God-man must be manifested, not merely in scattered reflec-

tions, but in the plenipotence of individuality and personality. It

is in this fundamental clogma that Christianity appears as the reli-

gion of the spirit. Hence Christianity is identical with objective
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criticism, and the Christian spirit, as such, is free from assumptions,
because it consists in the highest assumption, and vice versa.

_
Absohite freedom from assumption then, is, in the relation of a

vital contrast, one with absolute assumption, and this contrast, in its

oneness, forms the chief i_)rinciple of Christian criticism. Its results

are not merely a series of absolute critical propositions, but of abso-
lute critical acts. Partial freedom from assumption, on the contrary,
is more or less unconsciously connected with the partial assumption,
that a perpetual schism exists between spirit and nature, between
truth and reality, an abyss between Godhead and manhood, which
can only be covered over by artifices on the part of either. Hence
it looks upon reality as a world infected, in its very nature, with
illusions. This low-pitched and ftilse assumption begets, as has been
seen, a criticism after its own kind. The first principle of true
criticism, however, is the conviction that the actual world unfolds
truth, and that truth is exhibited in facts, the highest truth in the
highest fact. Hence arises the general requisition, that the critic

should test the matter in hand with a morality corresponding to this

conviction. He is seeking truth in the object he is testing; he
must therefore approach it with truth. Generally speaking, truth
is the absolute connection, the conformity of the particular with the
whole, and with the infinite. But in the province of criticism, truth
exhibits itself in a definite succession of incidents. First, the speech
or expression is self-consistent ; this is its logical truth. Then the
saying is consistent with the inner nature of the person speaking

;

this is its moral truth. Further, its conformity with already accre-
dited testimony is apparent ; this is its historical truth. Finally,

the saying is in accordance with the Eternal, as manifested in the
heart of every man, and expressed in the life of the holy ; this con-
firms its religious truth. In all these respects, it cannot but be
required of the true critic, that he should himself be in accordance
with truth, that he should be truthful, or ' do' the truth, as St John
expresses it, in order to pass judgment concerning the truth of the
matter to be tested.

Thus what criticism demands in its object, it must first exhibit

in its own transactions. It must be true, to be able to demand, to

appreciate, and to recognize truth. Criticism of the Gospels demands
of the Gospel which it is testing, first, that it should be consistent

with itself. The Evangelist may indeed, nay must, appear to con-

tradict himself. For the appearance of contradiction is the mark of

life, depth, and concrete vigour. Nature appears to contradict

herself a thousand times. If the critic finds a difiiculty in this

appearance of inconsistency, if he requires of the Gospels a lawyer-

like accuracy of expression, he does but proclaim his own inability

to appreciate them. He may, however, and must expect them to

be free from real contradictions. The measure of their logical con-

sistency is but the measure of their credibility. Such a consistency

is the first demand of the critic. But it is therefore also his first

duty. If he contradicts himself,—if, for instance, he at one time
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designates the clulness of tlie narrative, and at anotlier its picturesque-

ness^ as tokens of its unhistorical nature, if lie at different times ap-

plies different and mutually opposing rules of judgment,—lie forfeits

all claims to the credihility which he seems in search of.

Logical uutrustworthiness may he the result of enthusiastic delu-

sion. It may, however, be connected also with moral uutrustworthi-

ness. Detailed testimony always makes a moral impression : the

personwho speaks is always apparent in the background of the speech.

It maybe perceived from the relation of thewhole to the parts, whether

the highest degree of conviction prevails, or whether the speaker is

endeavouring to persuade himself as well as others. When, then,

logical inconsistency appears, on closer observation, to be moral

inconsistency,—when, for instance, a hesitation between the dictates

of holiness and immoral opinions is apparent,—the moral trust-

worthiness of the speaker is doubtful. The critic examines him in

this respect. He may condemn him if he betrays a decided incon-

sistency between his isolated sayings and his moral nature. But
he is himself subject to the same law. If he is continually show-

ing himself prejudiced, while laying down as a principle entire

freedom from prejudice,—if, e.g., he insists on seeing anecdotes in

myths, or myths in anecdotes, while it is the nature of the anecdote

to give prominence to the occasional, and of the myth to express

the general, if he applies different weights and measures to different

passages, according to the requirements of his special judgment,

—the spirit of the critic has become his possessing demon, which is

powerfully rending him in the midst of the process.

In communications of a historical kind, criticism investigates

their historical truth by considering their relation to already ad-

mitted testimony. Historical truth must, first of all, be distin-

guished from the truth exhibited by a legal document or a protocol.

The latter must exhibit the utmost completeness in the description

of an event, the former a lively and spirited view and condensation

of it. The legal reporter endeavours to transcribe an occurrence

Avitli the greatest possible accurac}^, though even this cannot be
accomplished without the co-operation of the mind's interpretation.

The historical narrator, on the contrary, draws a- free and artistic

portrait of the circumstance ; he tries to exhibit its essential features,

as they have mentally affected himself. History is the actual world
viewed and exhibited in the element of the mind, of enthusiasm, of

the ideal. A protocol-like history will never descend to posterity
;

it is only by means of the joint testimony of the ideal that pictures

of the world's history can retain their brilliancy to the world's end,

and to eternity. This j)eculiar nature of historic truth seems to

make history utterly uncertain, and does make it uncertain to every

man who is only susceptible of the kind of evidence furnished by
natural science. But that which makes it uncertain in this respect,

is the very circumstance which, on the other hand, constitutes its

certainty, viz., the epic spirit with which it is allied. The human
mind obtains its hifrhest conviction, concernin": such distant and
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ancient occurrences as are narrated to it, by epic, or, as it might
with equal propriety be called, moral assurance. History does not,

however, therefore become a mere subjective delusion. The objec-

tive credibility of historical testimony is one of the most unshake-

able convictions of the human mind. But the relative degrees of

this credibility form an endless multitude of historical paths, which
entangle the nncandid mind like a labyrinth, while the candid mind
finds the brightest traces of truth to guide it. The relative degrees

of certainty correspond with these relative degrees of credibilitj\

There are certainties of ancient times, which shine through all time,

like the stars, nay, like the sun and moon in heaven. But as soon

as the particular features of facts generally certain are treated of,

the particular views both of the witnesses and the recipients of their

testimony are apparent. The general historical image appears under
infinitely various modifications, according to the position and disposi-

tion of the minds that perceive it. The Thirty Years' War assumes
one colour in the eyes of the Protestant, another in the eyes of the

Catholic. The Englishman talks of the battle of Waterloo, the Prus-

sian of the battle of La Belle Alliance ; it is one battle, but each
nation has its special interest in the more defined conception and
description of it. If, then, different stand-points produce different

views of the same occurrence, the essential and non-essential must
first be distinguished, unless all historical truth is to be despaired

of. But not only will the view formed of an event depend upon the

spirit in which it is contemplated, but this view will be also infin-

itely modified by differences in the means by which knowledge of it

is obtained, by the circumstances of nearness or distance, and espe-

cially by the individuality of those who consider it. The variety of

historical images which the same event will impress upon different

individuals will, however, be the more striking in proportion as the

event itself is, on one hand, more important, ideal, and significant,

and, on the other, as the individuals who report it are original

and significant. But among all varieties of outline and colour-

ing, the historical narrative must, when tested, present in all essential

matters the same image as other accredited testimony presents

:

this is its historic truth. The critic must require historic truth in

a narrative. But to require this, he must possess the historic sense.

He must have the ability of being assured of distant events by
means of the historic spirit ; the power of transposing himself into

the past by means of the perpetuity of moral divination ;
and suffi-

cient delicacy of perception to discern between the objective matter

of a narrative, and its subjective setting. If this sense is wanting,

he will either, with superstitious submission, identify all the wit-

nesses of a fact with the fact itself, and thus, e.g., make out of two

different representations of one occurrence, two separate histories

;

or he will, with historical incredulity, require that history should

be everywhere accredited by its lawyer-like accuracy, that its truth

should be officially and juridically established.

Finally, since the Gospels announce that which is ever valid in
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the sphere of religious life, the facts which they relate must corre-

spond with the rehgious consciousness, in those respects in which it

is in all ages alike. The critic may and must test the religiousness

of the narratives as well as of the facts. Hence arises the necessity

that he should address himself to his task in a religious spirit, with

a sense for the holy and the eternal in mankind. i3ut the religious-

ness of the Evangelists announces itself as Christian in its nature.

Does it become the critic then to test such witnesses, nay, the facts

themselves which they narrate, with respect to their Christianity ?

Such a task seems both difficult and dangerous. But yet it was
once accomplished by the primitive Church, when consciously form-

ing the canon. In this case, the standard is always the collection

of the New Testament Scriptures, as formed by the mind of the

Church into a definite unity ; or, in other words, the Christian spirit

as originally and normally defined by the Sacred Scriptures. It is,

for instance, entirely in accordance with a due relative subordina-

tion, that the Christianity of Mark, the disciple of the apostles,

should be tested by the Christianity of apostolic teaching. But the

critic who should feel himself called to this examination, must, on
that very account, be a Christian. If he is deficient in Christian

faith and spirit, he is deficient in the spirit of criticism—of criti-

cism at the climax of its glory. These are the principles which
the criticism of the Gospels must always cultivate and develop, and
it is accordino; to their dictates that its work must be carried on.



PART V.

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

SECTION I.

THE church's corroboration OF THE FOUR GOSPELS IN GENERAL.

One of the noblest brandies among Church traditions is the tradition

of the four Gospels. It appears in a threefold form : first, as testino-

and accrediting the Gospels, and investing them with ecclesiastical

validity ; then as preserving, propagating, and expounding them
;

and finally, as laying them down as the rule and touchstone of the

Christianity of all other ecclesiastical traditions. It is only the first

form of this tradition which will here engage us, viz., the corrobo-

ration furnished to the four Gospels by the ancient Church.

Three stages may be discerned in the progress which this corro-

boration exhibits. First, we find that, even in the middle of the

second century, four Gospels, far surpassing all others in authority,

were known to the Christian Church. Then we learn from wit-

nesses of the latter half and close of the same century, that the

Gospels, known as the four Gospels, must have been the same that

have been handed down to us ; while towards the close of the third

and commencement of the fourth century, we find these Gospels in

possession of full and decided ecclesiastical recognition.

Justin Martyr (a.d. 16,5) and his disciple Tatian may be taken

as representatives of the position in which the Church stood to

Gospel literature. The former was born in Palestine, and died in

Eome ; hence he was acquainted with the Church in a tolerably

extensive circuit. The same was the case with Tatian, a native of

Syria, who returned thither from Eome after Justin's death. Now
Justin, in his dialogue with Trypho the Jew, repeatedly appeals to

original written testimonies, which he designates the memoirs or

memorabilia of the apostles {airoiJbvrifjbovevfiaTa roiv cnToa-ToXoiv).

He views them both in their connection with and contrast to the

writings of the prophets (to. crvjypd/LifMaTa rcov irpocptjTMv) ; that is,

as a collection of writings, known and acknowledged by the Church,

together with the Old Testament canon. As much that is found in

the four Gospels is introduced in this dialogue, it is probable that
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'

he included these among the memoirs he mentions.^ He speaks,

indeed, also of a Gospel, but this is quite in accordance with the
feelings and expressions of the Church, and signifies the one objec-

tive Gospel, pervading all the subjective representations admitted
by the Church. That Justin was acquainted with these also is

evident, for he calls the memoirs Gospels? When, then, the con-

nection in which Justin and Tatian stand with each other is taken
into account, we cannot but connect the memoirs appealed to by
the former, with the Gospel writing composed by the latter. After
the death of Justin, Tatian was led aside by the Gnostic tendencies

then rife in his native place, and from which he probably had not
before been entirely free. It was under this influence that lie com-
posed his work, the Diatessaron {ha recro-dpwp ; out of four, or

according to ' the four').^ As a Gnostic, he found many causes of

offence in the Gospels handed down by the Church, which he in-

tended to remedy in this composition, in which he omitted the

genealogies of Christ and all passages relating to His descent from
David. If Tatian, then, could thus designate his authorities, it is

plain that in his days four Gospels must have been universally

known and acknowledged ; and how can it be supposed that these
were any other than those known to his master Justin ? Thus, in

the middle of the second century, there were four Gospels, known
as the four, decidedly looked upon as valid in the Church ; and,
according to Eusebius,^ these were the same four as those acknow-
ledged in later times. Eusebius, however, was not acquainted with
Tatian's work, and might therefore have been mistaken as to its

reference to our four Gospels. But Theophilus of Antioch (a.d. 181)
was also acquainted with four Gospels ; and these must have been
identical with ours, since Jerome was acquainted with commentaries
on our four Gospels, which he attributed to Theophilus.^ In his
work, ad Autohjcum, B. iii., Theophilus speaks of the agreement
between the prophets and Evangelists on the doctrine of justifica-

tion
;
and this combination shows also the high degree of considera-

tion which must have been awarded to the Evangelists in his days.
The testimony given to the Gospels by Papias, who was Bishop of

Hierapolis about the middle of tiie second century, and is said to
have sufiered martyrdom under Marcus Aurelius, ofters many diffi-

culties. Papias, as it at first appears, said (as reported by Eusebius

1 [Eichborn (represented in England by Bisbop Marsb) denied tbis conckision, but
it bas since been put beyond all question by Semiscb and by "Winer (Justin evan.
canon, usum fuisse ostenditur, 1819). Tbe argument is briefly but conclusively
exhibited in AV. Lindsay Alexander's Christ and Christianity, pp. 50-60 (1854).
Above all, however, see the very thorough investigation by Westcott, Gen. Survey of
the History of the Canon of the New Test., pp. 105-199 (1855).

—

Ed.]
Apolog. ii. Ot 7d/) air6<jTo\oi iv rois yevofj-ifOLs vir avrCov dTrofj.vrj/j.oi^ev/.i.aa-iu, a

KaXe^rai evayyeXia, &c.

f Euseb. Hist. Ecclcs. iv. 29 : 6 Tariaj/os avvdtpeidi' riva /cat avvayu}yi]v ovk dio oirws
rCiv evayyeXlup (jvvdels to Slo, Tecradpuv tovto irpoauvduaaev.

* See Note 3 above.

^ Comp. Kircbhofer, Quellensammlunfj zur Geschichte cles Neulesta.mcntlichcn Canons
bis auf Hieronymus, p. 45.
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in his Hist. Ecdes. iii. 39) nothing concerning the Gospels of St

Luke and St John. To this matter, however, we shall hereafter

have to recur. Of St Matthew he says, that he wrote the \6<yLa

(the oral Gospel) in the Hebrew language, which every one inter-

jireted to the best of his ability ; of St Mark, that he committed to

writing what he learned (concerning tlie Gospel history) as inter-

preter to Peter. Both these accounts will have to be considered

when we treat more particularly of these Evangelists. Thus much
is, however, certain, that Papias was acquainted with one Gospel
attributed to St Matthew, and another attributed to St Mark. But
why does he not mention the Gospels of St Luke and St John ? It

almost seems as if the answer to this question might be gathered
from a closer consideration of the report given of his expressions by
Eusebius. According to this, Papias made a collection of the oral

traditions concerning our Lord,^ in five books {avryypdf^fxaTa irevTe

Xoylcov KupiaKMv i^rjj/jaeco'i). In the preface to this work, he ex-

plains the manner in which it was composed. He tells us that he
did not concern himself with the communications of those who
delivered new and strange precepts, but inquired after such as

received what they delivered from the Lord Himself. ' And if,'

continues he, ' there came a disciple of the elders, I investigated

the sayings of the elders : what Andrew or Peter had said, or what
Philip, or what Thomas or James, or what John or Matthew, or

any other of the Lord's disciples ; then also luhat Aristion or the

'presbyter John, the Lord's disciples, say!" Eusebius employs this

passage in opposition to Irenasus, who had said that Papias was a
disciple (hearer) of John, and a companion of Polycarp. He re-

marks upon it, that Papias here twice introduces the name of John,

the fii'st time in connection with the apostles, the second in con-

nection with Aristion, and designates this last John as the presbyter,

thereby confirming the tradition of those who distinguished John
the presbyter from the apostle of the same name, and maintained

that the separate graves of both were still to be seen at Ephesus.

But Eusebius overlooks the fact that Papias here also calls the

apostles elders. It also escapes him, that Papias might here well

introduce the name of John the apostle or presbyter twice, once as

receiving his communications at the hands of his disciples, as he did

those of Andrew or Peter, and again as receiving them directly, like

those of Aristion. It is also necessary to remark, that John the

presbyter is also decidedly distinguished from Aristion, both being

called disciples of the Lord, but the title of presbyter being given

to John alone. Was, then, Aristion, tlie disciple of the Lord, no

presbyter according to the meaning attached to this word by the

more modern church of Eusebius ? In the days of Papias, the

1 For the justification of this translatioD, see the section on the authenticity of St

Matthew.
" Et U TToO Kol iraprjKoXovQyjKd}^ tis roh irpeff^VTipoLS iXOoi, rovt jQv Trpea^vTepuu

av^KpLvov \6yovs- ri 'Avopeas i] llerpos dwsv, ij tL ^iXt-inros ij ri Ooi/xas ij tI 'Id\-w/3os ?;

tI 'luidwTjs fj MttT^aros -f) tis erepos tQv roO Kvpiov fxadrjTwu- ct re 'Apiirrluv Kal 6 TrpeajSu-

repos 'ludw-qs oi tov Kvpiov /j^ad-qrai Xeyovaiv.
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title presbyter, used in connection with an apostolic name, had still

a special import in the Church. Papias first speaks of communica-
tions which he derived directly from the disciples of the Lord. He
was then, in any case, in communication with such, whether their

names were John, Aristion, or any other. He says, too, that he did

not neglect indirect tradition, namely, such as he received from

the disciples of the elders, i.e., the apostles. When mentioning

this second and minor source of information, he seems to feel the

necessity of accrediting it by the words : As also Aristion and John
the presbyter, the Lord's disciples, say. These, then, furnish him the

ultimate corroboration of what he had learned indirectly concerning

the apostles through their disciples ; they must therefore certainly

stand on the same level with those whom he names as his first and
best authorities. Consequently John the presbyter could be no

other than John the apostle ; and the very words of Papias, in spite

of their being misunderstood by Easebius, confirm the statement of

Irenasus. If, then, we may translate the Latin name Luke into the

Greek Aristion, which seems very admissible {Liccere, apiaTevco), we
have this satisfactory explanation of the fact, that the testimony of

Papias to the two last Gospels is wanting, namely, that in the

cases of the Evangelist Luke and the Apostle John, Papias had
their own oral communications in support of his exegesis, in place

of their Gospels ; and this is the more probable, since he was in

possession of oral traditions, and it was a principle with him to

prefer them to written narratives.^ In the case, then, of Luke and
John he did not inquire after written Gospels, though he did so in

that of Matthew and Mark ; while, with respect to the Gospel of

the latter, he inquired also into its apostolic foundation. He was,

in fact, according to the words of Irenasus, an ap')(cuo^ avrjp, an
ecclesiastical antiquarian. If such a man mentioned the two first

Gospels with a few critical remarks, and passed by the two last

without comment, such a fact is a strong corroboration of all.

To the testimony of Papias, we join that of Irenteus (a.d. 202).

He tells us, in his work against heresies (iii. 1), that St Matthew
brought out a Gospel among the Hebrews, in their own language,

while St Peter and St Paul were preaching, and founding a church,

at Kome : that after their departure, St Mark, the disciple and in-

terpreter of St Peter, transmitted to us in writing what the latter

had proclaimed : that St Luke, the companion of St Paul, gave a
written summary of the Gospel preached by that apostle : and that

St John also, the disciple of the Lord, who lay on His breast, com-
posed a Gospel during his stay at Ephesus, in Asia.

Clement of Alexandria (a.d. 221), in his Slromata (B. iii.), quotes

an expression which Christ is said to have used in answer to a ques-

tion of Salome, remarking that this saying is not found in any of

the four Gospels which have been handed down to us, but that it is

contained in the Gospel of the Egyptians. He thus distinguishes

^ Oil yap TO. e/c tmv /3t/3Xtwy roaovTOV jxe ucp^kelv vireXdfi^avov oaov tcl irapa ^iliarjS

^uivrjs Kal /xei/oOarjs.
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the latter from the four Gospels, which he views in the definite form
of a concluded whole, possessing church authorization. According

to Eusehius {Hist. Eccles. vi. 14), he expressed himself (in his

HypotyiJoses) concerning the Gospels in the following manner :

—

That those Gospels were first written which contain the genealogies ;

that St Mark, the companion of St Peter in Rome, had, at tlie re-

quest of many, set down what St Peter preached, and delivered it to

them : that St Peter heard of this, but neither dissuaded him from

the undertaking, nor urged him to it ; and that St John, last of all,

seeing that in all these Gospels that which was corporeal had been

communicated {otl ra acofiuTLKa iv toI^ evajyeXioi'i 8e8?;X&)Tat), and
being encouraged by his friends, and impelled by the Spirit, com-
posed the spiritual Gospel (^TrvevfiaTiKov iroii](7ai EvaryyeXiov).

Tertullian, a contemporary of Clement (a.d. 220), also testifies

to the authenticity of the four Gospels. In his work against Mar-
cion, he accuses him of having mutilated the Gospel of St Luke (B.

iv. c. 2). He lays down the principle, that the Gospels are, one

and all, supported by the authority of the apostles, arguing that,

though there were among the Evangelists disciples of the apostles,

yet that these did not stand alone, but appeared with, as well as

after the apostles. He thus views the apostolical testimony as a

whole, in which those parts which are in themselves weaker, viz., the

writings of St Mark and St Luke, partake of the strength of the un-

questionable authority inherent in those of St Matthew and St John.^

Such was the strength of ecclesiastical authentication bestowed

upon our four Gospels, even at the beginning of the third and latter

half of the second century. Their diilusion in the Church is also

certain. Proofs of the early spread of the four Gospels in the Syrian

church are afforded us by the fact, that they were known to Justin

Martyr, to his disciple Tatian, and to Theophilus of Antioch. From
the testimony of Papias, which is completed with respect to St Luke
and St John by Irenasus, we obtain the voice of the Asiatic church,

with which the Gallic was in communication. Clement (to whom
may be added Origen, in his more frequent mention of the four

Gospels), shows that, in his days, the Gospels were a special pos-

session of the church of Alexandria, while Tertullian bears the same
testimony with respect to that of North Africa.

The account given of the Gospels by Eusehius, in his Ecclesias-

tical History (iii. 24), may be regarded as the final result of the

tradition of the early Church concerning them. He tells us that St

Matthew, having preached the faith to the Hebrews, wrote his

Gospel in his native tongue, when about to proceed to other nations
;

and that St Mark and St Luke, having also given forth the Gospels

known by their names, St John, who had hitherto confined himself

^ Constituimus in primis evangelicum instrumentum apostolos auctores habere,

quibus hoc munus evangelii promulgandi ab ipso domino sit impositum. Si et apos-

tolicos, non tamen solos, sed cum apostolis et post apostolos. Quouiara prsedieatio

discipulorum suspecta fieri posset de glorieo studio, si non adsistat illi auotoritas

magistrorum, immo Christi, qui magistros apostolos fecit. Denique nobis fidem ex

apostolis Joannes et Matthseus insinuant, es apostolicis Lucas et Marcus iustauraut, &o.
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to an unwritten announcement, resolved upon writinj^, for the purpose

of corroborating and completing the three Grospels already in circula-

tion ; and that he completed them, chiefly with respect to the com-
mencement of Christ's preachiag and ministry, which had been passed

over by the others. Eusebius, in confirming the last view, as one

already allowed, certainly lays too much stress upon an unimportant

difference, but his testimony itself is independent of this explanation.

In the time, therefore, of Eusebius, i.e., in the beginning of the

fourth century, the authority of the four Gospels was regarded by
the Churcli as unassailable, and they were reckoned among those

books of the New Testament to which no objection existed. Their
ecclesiastical authority could only be enhanced by their being de-

signated as component parts of the canon by the decisions of general

councils, an authorization which they subsequently received, especi-

ally at tlie Council of Laodicea, in the middle of the fourth century.

Subsequent ecclesiastical testimony need not here be entered into.

It only remains to consider the manner in which the four Gospels

were regarded and estimated by the Church, as collectively a spiritual

whole. Even in his days Irenfeus felt called upon to explain their

relation" according to its spiritual import. ^ ' As there are four

quarters of the heavens in the world wherein we dwell, and four

winds, so are there four pillars of the Church which is spreading

over the whole earth, viz., the four Gospels, into which the one

pillar and support of the Church, the Gospel and the Spirit of life,

divides itself, and, like four living spirits or winds, they diffuse on
all sides immortal life, and reanimate mankind. The cherubim,

whose appearaace was fourfold, were their types. The first living

creature was like a lion, denoting strength, dominion, and sovereignty.

The Gospel of St John answers to this figure ; it represents the glori-

ous and sovereign origin of Christ, the Word, by whom all things

were made. The second was like an ox, denoting the ordinances of

sacrifice and priesthood. Thus the Gospel of St Luke has a priestly

character ; it commences with the priest Zacharias offering sacrifice

to God. The third had the fjice of a man, plainly representing the

human appearance of the Son of God. It is St Matthew who pro-

claims His human birth and its manner, after having begun with
His genealogy. The fourth was like a flying eagle, denoting the

gift of the S[)irit hovering over the Church. Thus St Mark testifies

of the prophetic spirit which comes from above, by referring to the

prophet Isaiah.' Though there is only a very superficial and ex-

ternal foundation for these allegories, yet ecclesiastical theologians

continue to apply the cherubic forms to the Gospels.^ Athanasius
connected the human form with St Matthew, giving to St Mark the

symbol of the ox, to St Luke that of the lion, to St John the eagle.

Others endeavoured to introduce other combinations.^ The follow-

^ Adoers. Haeres. - See Credner, Einleitung in das Neue Test. s. 55.
^ [These may be seen in Saicer's Thesaurus, s. v. eiiayyeXicrTT^s. Trench has also

devoted some interesting pages (p. 60) of his Sacred Latin Poetnj (Lond. 1849) to this
matter.

—

Ed.]
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inr^, however, which is that of Jerome, prevailed :
—

' The tirst form,

that of the man, denotes St Matthew, because lie at once began to

write of the man :
' The book of the generation,' &c. The form of the

lion denotes St Mark, the voice of the roaring lion of the wilderness

being heard in his Gospel. The tliird, that of the ox, signifies St

Luke, who begins with the priest Zacharias. The fourth form, the

ear^le, represents St John, who soars above, as on eagles' wings, and

speaks of the Divine Word.' This distribution of attributes is found

also in paintings representing the four Evangelists. The second

and fourth hits of these interpreters are evidently happier than they

were themselves aware. The lion, especially the Asiatic lion, which

is here intended, is a striking representation of the vigorous, bold,

and graphic peculiarity of St Mark. The eagle well denotes the

sublime spiritual flight of St John, and his bold gaze at the sun of

the spiritual world. But how inappropriate is the application of the

man to St Matthew, and of the ox to St Luke, if we look away from

the mere incidents on which Jerome founds his comparison ! It is

St Luke who pre-eminently exhibits the absolutely pure and divinely

powerful humanity of Christ, and the human countenance might

well characterize his Gospel ; while that of St Matthew, who more

especially proclaimed to the Hebrew people the promised Messiah,

in whose blood they were to find the real atonement, would be

more appropriately symbolized by the sacrificial ox.

Modern exegesis may smile at such interpretations, as unprofit-

able trifling ; and truly they do exhibit, so to speak, the childhpod

of theology and exegesis. But one great perception of ancient

ecclesiasttcal theology, viz., that each of the four Gospels has its

characteristic significance, which is often entirely wanting in modern

critical exegesis, cannot be misunderstood. The Church has still

more correctly discerned and exhibited these peculiarities in the

order in which the four Gospels are arranged, than in these interpre-

tations ; for this order is in accordance with that in which the key-

notes of the Christian life succeed each other, both in the apostolic

band, and in the Church. St Matthew represents Old Testament

Christianity, Jewish Christianity in its purity.^ His Gospel every-

where points to the fulfilment of the Old Testament in the New, and

would perhaps in its very construction frequently reflect the ancient

Scriptures. St Mark exhibits the Church in its Petrine spirit ; the

contemplation of the Lord's glorious work and terrible sufferings, of

the stirring incidents of His life, is its chief concern. St Luke

bears distinctly the impress of that emphasis with which Paul, and

the Pauline spirit of the Church, proclaimed universalism, the grace

which appeared unto all men, and which is peculiarly exemplified

in the parable of the lost son. St John is the last peculiar spirit in

1 If early pure, apostolic, Jewish Christianity has in our days been identified

with the Ebionitism which gradually appeared in its midst, this fact exhibits not

merely a gross misconception of the spiritual glory of primitive Christianity, but

also a great want of historical accuracy, which, even in view of the subsequently

degenerate and mutilated state of Jewish Christianity, still distinguished between

Nazareues and Ebionites.
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the Gospel series, and denotes that deepest and inmost disposition

of the apostolic Church, which, because it was the deepest, was the

last manifested in its historic development : he is the representative

of that spirit which finds its happiness in the contemplation of God
in Christ.

NOTES.

1. Church tradition with respect to the four Gospels has been

neglected, and even contemned, in the transactions of modern criti-

cism, in a manner which would never have been suffered in the

sphere of profane literature. [See Isaac Taylor's Transmission of

Ancient Books to Modern Times.—Ed.]

2. The well-known and ingenious view of Schelling, according to

which the Apostles Peter, Paul, and John exhibit types of three

successively developed forms of the universal Church, is supported

by the order of the four Evangelists. But the type of the early

Church would, according to this order, be severed in two. The
patriarchal or orthodox Church would be the first type, represented

by Matthew, who connects the Old with the New Testament, as

that Church did the ancient ways of the world with the new life of

Christianity. The Catholic Church would be the second ; its

representative is St Mark. The common key-note of both is

certainly expressed by the peculiarity of St Peter. In these typical

views, indeed, only that which is truly Christian in each form of

the Church is contemplated.

SECTION II.

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE FIRST GOSPEL.

The Gospel, entitled the Gospel according to St Matthew, was

unanimously attributed by the early Church to the apostle of that

name, who, before his call to the apostleship, was a publican living

on the shores of the Lake of Galilee (Matt. ix. 9). The most

ancient testimony is that of Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis, who,

according to the before-cited account of Eusebius {Hist. Eccl. iii.

39), declared, when speaking of this Gospel, that Matthew first

wrote it in the Hebrew language, and that every one translated or

explained it to the best of his power.^ From a mistaken view of

this evidence, a doubt of the genuineness of this Gospel first arose,

and it is from its true sense that a due estimation of this book must

proceed. Panttenus, the founder of the Alexandrian catechetical

school, found, during a missionary journey, a Hebrew Gospel of

St Matthew among the Christians of Southern Arabia (Eusebius,

Hist. Eccl. V. 10). Iren^us also informs us (advers. Hceres. iii. 1)

that Matthew brought out a Gospel among the Hebrews, in their

own language. Origen (according to Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 25),

1 Mar^atos jih oZv ''EppatSi SioX^ktu) too \6yia (xweypa^aro. 'Hpfi-^vevae 5' avra us

7]UvaT0 eKaaros (Var. i. us rjv SvvaTos e/cao-ros).
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Eusebius (iii. 24), Epiphanius {Hares. 30, 3), Chrysostom {Horn.
in 3Iatt. i.), Jerome {Catal. de vir. ill. c. 3), and others, also assert

the same fact.

This tradition is corroborated by the relation in which the Greek
Gospel of St Matthew stands both to the Hebrew language and to

the Old Testament text. With regard to the first relation, this

Gospel is interspersed with Hebrew words and constructions. The
quotations from the Old Testament are generally not taken from the

^eptuagint, the current Greek translation, but are fresh translations

of the Hebrew text.^ Errors of translation, said to be found in the

Greek text, seem, however, to have been somewhat arbitrarily dis-

covered.^

Schleiermacher, in his essay on the testimony of Papias (Theol.

Studien und Kritiken, Jahrg. 1832), tries to i)rove that Papias only
knew'ofa collection of sayings from St Matthew, because the expression
ra \oyia could only mean sayings or discourses, and could not also be
applied to acts. Liicke, on the other hand, shows that the words ra
Xoyla are certainly used to designate a Gospel, comprising not only
the sayings of the Lord, but also His deeds ; adducing the fact,

that Papias uses the same expression when speaking of the Gospel
of St Mark, and employs the words ra Xoyia in the same sense as the
expression : what Christ both said and did (ja viro mv Xpiarov i)

Xe-x^devra i) Trpaxdevra). It may also be remarked, that it would be
a bold step for any grammarian so to limit the meaning of the ex-
pression ra Xoyta, as to cast upon the whole of the Greek Church
(which certainly believed ra Xoyta and the present entire Gospel of

Matthew to be identical) the reproach of being ignorant of the
Greek language. It must also be taken into account, that Papias
does not here define ra Xoyta as to, Xoyia of the Lord. He seems
rather to use the word as a current one, and therefore in an abso-

lute sense. How very probable, then, is the supposition that, in

his train of thought, this word might signify the oral commu-
nications of the Gospel history then current, in contrast to the
written narratives. He tells us that he carefully investigated

the words of the presbyters (tou? rcov Trpea^vrepcov X6yov<i). In

•* See Credner, Einleit. in das Ncue Testament, p. 75. [A very ingenious applicg,-

tion of these quotations is made by Westcott, Introd. p. 208. He says that they are

of two kinds, those quoted by Matthew himself, and those woven in with the dis-

courses of our Lord ; and that the former are always original renderings of the
Hebrew, the latter, in the main, agreeing with the LXX. This he thinks helps out
his theory, that the Greek Gospel was not so much a translation as a substitute for

the Hebrew, both having been cun-ent from the first as oral Gospels. The same dis-

tinction had been already made by Bleek, and is discussed by Ebrard, p. 524. Of
the additions made by the translator, Davidson speaks, p. 47, vol. i.

—

Ed.]
2 When, e.ff., it is asserted that Christ did not say, according to Matt. viii. 22, ' Let

the dead bury their dead,' but, let other (men) bury their dead; viz., not DPfJlD

DTlQ, but DrT'JlQ D^DD. [So good a judge as Wetstein has so little idea of

errors in translation that he says, ' Nullum certe in nostro Matthtco reperitur indi-

cium, unde coUigi possit, ex alia in aliam linguam fuisse conversum
;
plurima vero

aliud suadent,' Reuss {Geschichte der Hcil. 8chriften, p. 183) is of the same opinion.

—Ed.]
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tills case the word in dispute would designate the Gospel history

then still current in oral discourse {tmv \6ycov)} The argument of

Schleiermacher is, at all events, untenahle. In bringing it forward,

it seems also to have been lost sight of, that by the composition of

so partial a Gospel, a Gospel of sayings only, St Matthew would but

ill have corresponded with the vigour and concrete copiousness

required in an Evangelist and apostle. One of our modern abstract

evangelists indeed, by whom miracles might be regarded as the

suspicious matter from which he was to separate as tar as possible

the spirit of the words, in order to attain to the genuine or supposed

sublimity of the Gospel, would, under the influence of such

spiritualizing notions, according to which the Gospel fact, the Word
ivas made flesh, has not yet been entirely fulfilled, have been more

likely to hit upon the expedient of communicating the sayings of the

Lord not merely separately, but exclusively. The whole argument,

however, is overthrown by the fact, hereafter to be proved, that a

deep and comprehensive unity is the foundation on which iSt Mat-

thew's Gospel rests. This unity is a pledge that in the Greek

Gospel of St Matthew we possess, on the whole, a transcript, though

a free translation of the Hebrew. Since, however, tradition declares

the original Gospel of this Evangelist to have been a Hebrew one,

we must, with the certainty that a translation was made, concede

the possibility of trifling emendations having been made also. Even
Papias was acquainted with several versions, which did not all

seem to satisfy him equally. It may, however, be supposed, that

the better translations, and those most faithful to the original,

were most in use in the Church, till that which was the best pre-

vailed over the rest.

Siefifert and Schneckenburger have felt it incumbent upon them to

attack the genuineness of St Matthew's Gospel, on internal grounds.-

First, the author is said to have been entirely ignorant of many things,

Avliich an apostle must have known. This conclusion is drawn from

the incompleteness of his conmiunications. But a like incomplete-

ness might be charged upon each of the Evangelists successively, if

they had bound themselves to afford a complete and verbally accu-

rate representation of our Lord's life. This is, however, an utterly

erroneous assumption. The second argument also, that the Evan-
gelist has not reported successive events in their chronological order,

arises from an erroneous assumption. For it is evident from the

whole construction of this Gospel, that the Evangelist prefers such

an arrangement of events as must naturally often break through

the chronological order, and displace many occurrences. Hence

^ [The readiest proof of the meaning of Xo7ta is the title of Papias' own work,
KvpiaKuv X071WJ' e^riyyi<Tis, a work occupied with events as well as with sayings. For
farther proof, see Davidson's Introd. i. 66 ; or Ebrard's Gospel History, p. 527, note.

One thing, however, is to be observed, that if Papias referred to Matthew's Gospel,

then the Greek translation was unknown in his time, or at least to him.

—

Ed.]
- See my essay on the authenticity of the four Gospels in the Theol. Stud, und Kritik.

1839, No. 1; SiefFert, Ucber den Ursprwng des erst, canon. Evang. Konigsberg 1832;
Schneckenburger, Veber den Ursprutig d. erst, canon. Evang. Stuttgart 183i.
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there may arise inaccuracies in the order of the narrative, but not in

the matter of the events themselves. Thirdly, it is said that separate

occurrences are combined in this Gospel, in a manner which is the fruit

of tradition. The examples enumerated, however, would seem rather

to prove the contrary ; as, for instance, the supposed origination of

a twofold miraculous feeding of the multitude, from a single event.

In this case, however, it is taken for granted, instead of proved, that

this miracle was but once performed. Besides, could inaccuracies

occur in the description of an event at which the apostle, as such,

must have been present ? The mention of the foal which, accord-

ing to Matthew, ran beside the ass, at Christ's entrance into

Jerusalem, is said to have arisen from a misunderstanding of Zech.

is. 9. It is certainly possible that the translator might, in such

particulars, have made additions which he thought improvements.

Thus even a critical examination seems gradually to lead to this

view,i and consequently to corroborate the testimony of Papias in

the natural and correct meaning attributed to it before the explana-

tion of Schleiermacher.

NOTES.

1. Ammon, in his Gescliiclite des Lebens Jesu, vol. i. p. 53, &c.,

endeavours to identify the Gospel of St Matthew with the Gospel

of the Hebrews, often named by the fathers. He says that the

Hebrew Christians must have needed a short history of the life of

Jesus, in their own language ; and that according to credible tes-

timony, they were provided with one. ' It bore the name of the

Gospel of the Hebrews or Nazarenes, and was attributed to the

twelve apostles, but especially to St Matthew.' A frequently cor-

rected Greek translation, he says further on, banished the Aramasan
original. ' This Hellenistic translation of the original Aramaean

Gospel is included by Justin Martyr among his memoirs of the

apostles, because it coincided with the early oral tradition of Pales-

tine, and was first attributed exclusively to St Matthew, when the

appearance of other Gospels, representing respectively the views of St

Peter, St Paul, and St John, no longer suffered the names of the twelve

apostles to be given to it.' Upon this hypothesis, it is inexplicable

why the fathers who quote this Gospel of the Hebrews, e.g., Origen

and Jerome, should so emphatically distinguish it from the Gospel

of Matthew. It might also fairly be asked, why a Gospel of the

twelve apostles, composed in a Jewish-Christian spirit, should,

when it was afterwards found desirable to designate its author, have

received the name of St Matthew rather than that of St James. Be-

sides, the title secundum Hehrceos, seems from the first to denote an

apocryphal production. Hence the hypothesis is in every respect

untenable.^

1 Compare Kern: TJeher den Ursprunrj des Evangelimus Matthal ; Tuhinger Zeits-

chrift ; 1834, Xo. 2.
" [The quotations from the Gospel according to the Hebrews collected in Append.

D. of Westcott's Introd. prove that it was not identical with Matthew's Gospel ; at

the same time, they seem almost as distinctly to prove that the two were intimately

VOL. I. K
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2. Sieffert, in his above-mentioned essay, endeavours to prove

the view frequently expressed by others, that St Matthew, whose name
is inchided in the apostolic catalogue, and whose call is related

(Matt. ix. 9), is not identical with Levi, whose conversion is de-

scribed in Mark (chap. ii. 13) and Luke (chap. v. 27). Levi is said

to have received a more general call, and not such a one as brought

him within the apostolic band. This view is, however, very im-

probable. If Levi were formally called from the receipt of custom to

follow Christ, as related by St Mark and St Luke—and if the same

occurrence took place with respect to St Matthew, according to his own
Gospel, and we afterwards find the name of St Matthew in the list of

the apostles, but not that of Levi,— it is most probable that Matthew
was known by the name of Levi to the two Evangelists, who both

relate the history of a conversion coinciding with his.

SECTION IIL

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE SECOND GOSPEL.

Mark John, or John Mark, a disciple of the apostles, who accom-
panied the Apostles Paul and Barnabas, and afterwards Barnabas

alone, on missionary journeys, who was subsequently the companion
of Peter (1 Pet. v. 13), and is said to have suffered martyrdom at

Alexandria, is very decidedly declared by the primitive Church to

have been the author of this Gospel.

Papias, who refers the Greek Gospel of St Matthew to a Hebrew
original, also refers' the Gospel of St Mark to the oral preaching of

St Peter. He relates that, according to the communications of the

presbyter John, St Mark, as the interpreter to St Peter, committed
to writing what that apostle delivei'ed, not however in the order in

which perhaps Christ spoke or acted, but in that in which St Peter
arranged his deeds and sayings, according to the needs of his audi-

ence. Schleiermacher thinks that this information shows that

Papias was not speaking of our Gospel according to St Mark, which
always pi-eserves a chronological arrangement. But neither John
the presbyter nor Papias affirm that no chronological arrange-

ment existed, but that this was not one of strict historical correct-

ness. St Peter combined the sayings and deeds of the Lord
according to his own views and the exigencies of preaching,

and in this combination a certain sequence was formed ; this forms
the basis of St Mark's Gospel, which thus gains in apostolical

what it loses in chronological authority. If Jolm the presbyter

had in view the order of St John's Gospel, he might well declare

of this collection of life-like pictures from the life of Jesus,

related. This relation is determined by Ebrard, p. 527, but most ably and satisfac-

torily by Davidson, vol. i. pp. 12-36. And it maybe added, that if the Aramaic
original of Matthew existed in the latter half of the second centurj', only in the form
of heretical, or at best, suspected recensions, then there is no difficulty in seeing how
the Greek Gospel should have become the canonical, while the original was only
ranked among the Antilegomena.

—

Ed.]
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undivided into years, and omitting all notice of His ministry in
Judea, that the original order (tcI^l^) had not been observed.

Irenfens gives a similar account of the origin of tliis Gospel (adv
Hares, iii. 1). After the death of St Peter and St Paul at Rome
St

_

Mark, the disciple and intei-i)reter of St Peter, committed to
writmg what the latter had preached. Clement of Alexandria
however, says that even during St Peter's ministry in Rome, St
Mark, at the request of many, took down much of what he de-
livered, and that St Peter, when he heard this, neither specially
assisted nor prevented him (Euseb. Ucd. Hist. vi. 14). Tertulliau
and Origen agree, in the main, with this account. Accordino- to
the report of Eusebius {Hist. Eccl ii. 15), St Peter is said to have
authenticated this Gospel, and commended it to the Church under
the guidance of the Holy Ghost.
The universal recognition of the authenticity of this Gospel has

not been extended to its conclusion (chap. xvi. 9-20), which, on
both internal and external grounds, has been regarded as the addi-
tion of a later hand. That Eusebius did not include this parao-raph,
IS shown by his remark, that the passage in which the depailure of
the women from the grave is related, formed the conclusion in almost
all copies. Jerome, Gregory of Nyssa, Eiithymius Zigahenus, and
others, express themselves in a similar manner.^ The characteris-
tic style of Mark is also wanting in this conclusion, his animated
expressions, his repetitions, his use of uncommon and often of Latin
words

;
while peculiarities are found which do not belong to this

Evangelist. It is, however, overstepping the bounds of caution to
reckon every creature {iraaa ktIs-ls;), to speak with new tongues
(yXcoaaaL'i KULval^ \aX.€tv), and similar expressions, amon"- them.
If less regard were paid to such isolated expressions, many of whichj
in the record of a life so variously developed, might well make their
first or only appearance in single passages, and more bestowed upon
the general manner in which occurrences are viewed, and upon the
change of scene in this paragraph, a different conclusion might
perhaps be arrived at, with regard to internal evidence. The
fulness and boldness of the promise, in respect of the evidence of
the senses, with which Christ sends forth His disciples into the
world, the .strong expression everi/ creature, and similar ones, seem
quite in accordance with the style of this Evangelist.^ It is also
worthy of consideration that Irenseus, who lived a century before
Eusebius expressed himself as above mentioned, quotes the present
conclusion of this Gospel {adv. Hoires. iii. 10, 6). The circumstance
that, in the earliest times, some copies had this addition, and some
not, may be explained by the supposition, that an incomplete work

^ See Credner, 106.
2 [Yet it is difficult thus to account for twenty new expressions in half the number

of verses. These are very fairly stated by David.son, p. 169. Alford, \vhose judg-
ment is here, as always, most worthy of consideration, thinks the internal evidence
' very weighty against Mark's being the author.' Ebrard adopts the not untenable
hypothesis advocated by the author. If a considerable time elapsed between the two
publications, this would sufficiently account for the change of style. Ed.1
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of Mark came into the hands of the Christian public before the

subsequently complete one. In such a work of quick execution

and production, of sudden delay, and hesitation at a fresh chief in-

cident, and of subsequent completion, the characteristics of Mark, as

shown in many instances, are accurately reflected.

SECTION IV.

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE THIRD GOSPEL.

St Luke, the companion of St Paul on several of his missionary

journeys, and the author of the Acts of the Apostles, is also known to

us as the writer of the third Gospel. He himself, in the opening of

the Acts of the Apostles, refers to a Gospel of which he was the writer.

It must be inferred that Tatian was acquainted with the Gospel

of St Luke, since he would hardly have sought to base his Diates-

saron, or Gospel-harmony depending upon four Gospels, in the

very face of the Church, upon an apocryphal production. We
know, from the work of TertuUian against Marcion, that the latter

was acquainted with this Gospel, which TertuUian reproaches him

with having corrupted, because he found its more universal char-

acter, and its adaptation to Gentile Christians, make it more suit-

able to his system than those of the other Evangelists.^ Irenasus

reckons St Luke among the four Evangelists ; remarking, that as

the companion of St Paul, he committed to writing the Gospel

preached by that apostle.^ Origen and Eusebius also designate him
as the author of the Gospel which tradition ascribes to him. Ac-

cording to Eusebius, it was a current opinion, that St Paul, when
using the expression, according to my Gospel, intended thereby the

Gospel according to St Luke. Jerome {Comment, in Isaiam, 6, 9)

remarks, that the Greek education which Luke had received as

a physician is apparent in his Gospel. The genuineness of this

Gospel has been least opposed by critics, a circumstance owing, per-

haps, to the fact, that the authority of this Evangelist is more
easily attacked from a different quarter. St Luke, as a Hellenist

and a disciple of St Paul, had not access to the chief mass of evan-

gelical tradition as the other Evangelists. It was therefore more
difficult for him, than for them, to obtain the Gospel treasure in its

purity. But, on the other hand, he had, in the direction given to

his mind by the teaching of St Paul, a more developed feeling for

certain aspects and incidents of the Gospel history. In any case, he

was so grafted into the genuine stock of primitive tradition by St

Paul, who lived in fi-equent intercourse with the Church at Jerusalem,

that the genuineness and purity of his narration cannot be disputed.

NOTE.

The question why St Luke is not named by Papias, might per-

haps find an answer in our previous remarks on his testimony. In
^ Tertull. adv. Marcionem, iv, 5. ^ Adv. Hceres. iii. 14, 1.
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favour of the supposition, that by Aristion, the Lord's disciple,

spoken of by Papias, we are to understand the Evanj^elist Luke,
it may be remarked : (1.) That he connects Aristion with John tlie

presbyter, whom he calls, as well as the former, the Lord's disciple
;

(2.) that he considers both as representatives of the oral tradition

which he received from the immediate witnesses of the life of Jesus
;

(3.) that they appear, as such, to stand in a kind of contrast to St
Matthew and St Mark, to Avhose written Gospels Papias appeals.

According to the information of Isidore of Hispalis {de ortu, &c., c.

82), St Luke died in his seventy-fourth year ; according to a notice

in the work of Jerome {Catal. de vir. ill. c. 7), supposed to be an
interpolation (see Credner, ^m?ei7. &c., 129), he lived till the age
of eighty-four. If it wei'e in his youth that he accompanied the
Apostle Paul, he might, if he attained an advanced age, as well as

the Apostle John, have been known in his old age by Papias, who,
in that case, would, in conformity with his maxim, have concerned
himself with his oral communications, and not with his writings.

This view, too, refers to the information of Epiphanius, that Luke
was one of the seventy, and to the remark of Theophylact {Prooem.
in Lucam), that he was, according to the assertion of some, the
unnamed disciple of the journey to Emmaus.

SECTION V.

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.

The testimony which forms the appendix of this Gospel (John
xxi. 24, 25), declares that John was the disciple who testified and
wrote what precedes it. We know that his testimony is true, say

the witnesses. The genuineness, then, of this Gospel seems to be

here vouched for by Christian contemporaries. In our times the

worth of such testimony has been, at one time, represented as quite

decisive, at another, as utterly devoid of value.^ A testimony accom-

panied by no signature, and forming an integral part of the matter

testified, does indeed stand in a peculiar position. Such a testimony

can have no direct value in our eyes ; its force lies in the indirect

value it obtains for us by the recognition of the early Church. The
communities of Christians, among whom the first copies of this

Gospel were diffused, were delivered from all doubts respecting its

genuineness by this decisive assurance at its close. Doubt was, so

to speak, challenged to make objections ; and all possibility that

this Gospel was for some time used without respect to its author,

and a spurious tradition concerning its origin, gradually formed, was

thus obviated. This testimony, too, acquires fresh weight in our

eyes, through the Gospel with which it is connected. For, if it had

not originated at the same place and time it would scarcely be

1 Compare Tholuck, Glaulwurdigkeit dei- evang. Geschichte, p. 276 ; Weisse/Z)je evang.

Gesch. vol. i. 99.
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found in all copies, but would have been wanting in some, like tlie

conclusion of Mark's Gospel.

It can be easily explained why this Gospel at first should be more
extolled by the Gnostics than by the orthodox Church itself. This
Church, for the most part, had not yet attained the power of entering

into the spiritual views of St John. It cherished and valued the

treasure, but it was some time before it grew up to the full under-

standing and application of it. The Churches specially edified by
reading the Shepherd of Hermas, could hardly maintain a Pauline

point of view, much less attain to that of St John ; and even when
Hellenistically educated theologians began to use this Gospel, it

hardly became popular,—indeed it can scarcely be said to be so now.

But the Gnostics had, from the first, a speculative tendency ; and
the eternal relation of God to the world, explained by this Evan-
gelist in his doctrine of the Logos, was the leading question of their

whole system. If John did not answer this question exactly as they

did, this was only another reason why they would take possession of

this Gospel, perhaps in the same manner as Marcion made unlawful

use of the Gospel of Luke. Thus also did the Valentinians, accord-

ing to the testimony of Irengeus (adv. Hceres. iii. 11, 7), lay violent

hands on this Gospel. Heracleon wrote a commentary on it; and
even the Montanists made use of it, not, indeed, merely on account

of the promise of the Paraclete, which they I'eferred to Montanus,
but because this Gospel corresponded with the really sound funda-

mental principles of their tendencies. On the other hand, the fact

that the Alogi attributed this Gospel to Cerinthus, proves how
lightly they formed this opinion, since the well-known views of

Cerinthus could by no means be reconciled with those of a work
setting forth the incarnate and crucified Son of God. It must be
inferred that it formed one of the supports of Tatian's Diatessaron,

especially as he quotes it in his X070? 'Trp6<;"EWT]va^, cap. xiii.

Though Justin Martyr does not mention this Evangelist by name,
we find in his writings so many echoes of the style of John, and
such decided prominence given to the doctrine of the Logos espe-

cially, that his intimate acquaintance with this Gospel cannot but
be assumed. His whole stand-point, which can only be explained

by the existence of the Johannean basis, gives silent but important
testimony to its apostolic character. Christians in those days,

indeed, equally relied upon the Shepherd of Hermas ; but the bril-

liant popularity of this work never obtained for it a recognition as

canonical, because the spirit of Christian criticism prevailed in the

Church. It was this spirit which caused Justin's doctrine of the

Logos to be esteemed apostolical.^

Theo})hilus of Antioch is the first Christian author who, in quoting
from this Gospel, names St John as its author (ad. Autol. ii. 22).

Irenaaus (adv. Hceres. iii. 1) makes John conclude the series of

Evangelists which he mentions. He says that John, the disciple

1 [For the reasons why Papias does not mention this Gospel see above, p. 137.

—

Ed,]
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of the Lord, who lay on His bosom, himself produced this Gospel,

while living at Ephesus. Himself, i.e., in contrast to Peter and
Paul, who caused their assistants, Mark and Luke, to write Gospels.

He is followed by a series of fathers, who nsime John as the author of

this Gos])el, as Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, Eusebius.

The Gospel of St John, though less intimately known by the

majority than the other Gospels, has nevertheless been regarded by
the Church as the sublimest and most spiritual of all. The heart

of Christ has been felt to vibrate in it, and the conviction that it

was the work of John, the disciple who lay on the Lord's bosom,

has been a certain one. Hence the internal reasons for its genuine-

ness were regarded by the early Church as unquestionable. The
fact, then, that a series of critics should, in our days, have come to

the conviction, that the internal nature of this Gospel itself gives

rise to doubts of its genuineness, must be received as denoting an
utter revolution of spiritual feeling. Bretschneider, indeed, sup-

pressed his attack upon the authenticity of this Gospel, founded on

arguments of this kind, in consequence of the effect produced by

the replies.i Strauss followed it up with doubts, now of a slighter,

now of a stronger kind. He was succeeded by Weisse, Bruno

Bauer, and others; and thus was formed a series, in which_ each
' went beyond ' his predecessors, in disputing the authenticity of

St John's Gospel.

Strauss ^-equently expresses in his work his doubts of the authen-

ticity of this Gospel, discrediting the genuineness of the discourses

of Jesus therein recorded, when tried by the laws of probability,

and of the retentiveness of the memory.-^ On the strange unifor-

mity of the discourses of Jesus, he prefers allowing others, whom
he cites, to express themselves, while he himself brings forward

more prominently the uniformity found in the replies of the Lord's

Jewish opponents. 'The misunderstandings are not infrequently

so gross as to surpass belief, and always so uniform as to resemble

a standing manner.' Certainly it cannot be denied that the whole

picture bears a strong impress of the style, of John, who neither

furnished, nor meant to furnish, a mere protocol. With respect

to the constant recurrence of the misunderstandings, it may be

observed, that it was one chief endeavour of this Evangelist to con-

firm by characteristic facts that general statement which he placed

at the commencement of his Gospel :
' The light shinethin dark-

ness, and the darkness comprehended it not.' If the critic should

find it strange that there should, in this respect, be ' no difterence

between a Samaritan woman and one of the most educated of the

Pharisees,' we might refer to the universal character of this standing

manner, prevailing, as it does, quite as much in our own days as

formerly, and in which there is no difference between a Samaritan

woman and a man of the most liberal education.^ Strauss hnuself

1 [Prubahilia de Evanrjclii et Epidokc lohannis Apost. indole ac origine, Lips. 1820.

~~^tLehen Jem, part i. p. 730.-ED.] ^ Heb. xii. 3 ; 1 Cor. i. 21.
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here freely confesses that in many other cases, both the objections

of hearers and the replies of Jesus are perfectly consistent. With
respect to the law of the retentiveness of the memory, it is remarked,

that discourses brought forth as these are, in connected demonstra-

tions and continuous dialogues, are just of the kind most difficult

to retain in the memory and faithfully to report. Here, then, we
cannot expect a strict line of demarcation between what forms part

of the Evangelist's own mind and what is alien to it, nor an objec-

tivity, properly so called. Such an expectation would involve an

utterly false and unchristological assumption, obscuring the relation

of an Evangelist to the Lord's objectivity. Certainly the assump-

tion is of more ancient date, being, in fact, that supernaturalistic

view, according to which an Evangelist is but the literal reporter of

the words and deeds of Christ, unalterably impressed upon his own
mind. But for such an office, so choice and sanctified an indivi-

duality as, e.g., that of St John, would have been unnecessaiy.

The distinctness of his remembrance does not consist in the

scholastic retentiveness of his head ; his evangelical rnemory^ is

identical with his inner life, his spiritual views, and especially with

his evangelical love and joy. A line of demarcation between his

own life and that which was ' alien,' or, correctly speaking, most

germane to it, would have been here quite out of place. But, it

may be asked, is not the objective significance, the Christianity of

his communications, rendered insecure by such a blending of his

own life with the Gospel history ? This would indeed be the case

if we were obliged to own that John was unfaithful to his apostolic

office, and had in any respect so brought forward the productions of

his own mind as to give himself the greater prominence, and attract

to himself the attention due to his Master, That this, however, is

a view which cannot be entertained, has before been proved. There

were, indeed, features in John's character in which he surpassed

Peter, and all the other disciples, as also features in which he was
surpassed by them ; but that he should, in any particular, surpass

Christ, contradicts the significance both of the Master and of the

disciple ; or that he, like Judas, for instance, withdrew one single

element of the glory appertaining to Christ's power, entirely contra-

dicts his apostolic character.

Hence the colouring which the objective Gospel of the Lord
obtains from St John's mind can consist only in the form given by
it to the composition and illustration of the evangelical material

with which it was penetrated. Through him the infinite richness

of the life of Jesus displays new depths, presents a new aspect, and
and produces a new influence upon the world. It is incorrect to

say that the sayings and parables of Jesus recorded by the other

Evangelists were merely such as were more easy of retention. That
which is most germane, most impressive to the individual mind,

is at the same time most easily retained thereby. One mind will

most readily remember numbers, another verses, a third philoso-

phical formula} ; and it would be quite too idyllic a psychology to
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d that the disciples, on the other hand, must have had a
memory only for parables. Whence comes it, then, that the
disciples of a philosopher know so well how to retain and use his

formulas ? Can it he said, in an abstract manner, that these are

retainable in this or that degree, and therefore this or that man
retained them ? Or may not the matter be better explained by
attributing it to philosophical elective affinities ? It would then
be the christological elective affinity which caused John to ' retain

'

from the copious materials of the Gospel history that which was
most retainable, nay, most incapable of being forgotten by him-
self.

When Strauss further finds it inexplicable that John should not
have recorded the agony in Gethsemane, this is the result of his

assumption, that this Gosj^el is a mere collection of memorabilia
without any fixed plan. The assumption is, however, a false one.

John had a definite idea to guide him in its composition, and it was
his plan which led him to pass by this great conflict. His intention
was to exhibit the glory of the suffering Redeemer in the presence
of His enemies, in the whole series of those various incidents in
which it was displayed. Among the demonstrations of this glory,

however, His agony is not entirely omitted ; its result, namely, that
serenity of mind with which the Lord afterwards confronted His
enemies, and which He won in this struggle, being prominently
brought forward. But this critic seems still more surprised, that
John should, in the farewell discourse (chap, xiv.-xvii.), present
the Lord to us as one who had in spirit already overcome the suffer-

ing which was still before Him ; while, according to the synoptists,

this tranquillity seems afterwards to have been exchanged for the
most violent agitation, this serenity for the fear of death. ' In the
so-called high-priestly prayer (John xvii.), Jesus had completely
settled His account with the Father ; all hesitation, with respect to

what lay before Him, was so far past, that He did not waste a word,
upon His own sufierings. If, then, Jesus, after this settlement,

again opened an account with God, if, after thinking Himself the
victor, He was again involved in fearful conflict, must it not be
asked: Why, instead of revelling in vain hopes, didst Thou not
rather employ Thyself with serious thoughts of Thine approaching
sufferings, &c. ?

' Perhaps the critic might have found in the lives

of Savonarola, Luther, and otliers of God's heroes, analogies which
might have led to a solution of this enigma. There is a great

difference between complete victory over anxiety of mind, and
complete victory over the natural feelings. In Christ's conflict,

there is not a shadow of irresolution or uncertainty ; the same mind
2uhich in one Gospel utters the high-priesthj intercession, in the others

offers the high-priestly sacrifice, in the words :
' Not my will but

Thine be done.' But He brings it as a fresh sacrifice, streaming
with the blood of unutterable sorrow. Did not Christ express
this sorrow to His Father in that most pregnant saying : If it be
possible, let this cup pass from Me ! A further difficulty is also
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discovered in the fact, that John had previously described a conflict

analogous to that in Gethsemane, viz., in the scene where certain

Greeks, who had come to the feast, desired to see the Lord, and His
soul is described as being deeply moved on this very occasion.

Strauss is of opinion that the two synoptical ' anecdotes ' of the

agony in the garden and the transfiguration are blended in this one

circumstance ; and thinks John's representation strange, because

Jesus is ' in the open day, and amidst thronging multitudes, thus

agitated, while he finds that of the synopists, who represent this as

occurring in the solitude of a garden, and in the dead of night, more
comprehensible. It is, however, in the nature of a presentiment to

be aroused by contrast. The dark forebodings of Cassandra are

excited by the festivities and hymns of rejoicing in the palaces of

Troy ; and it is at the coronation, which she was the instrument of

bringing about, that Joan of Arc is struck with this tragic senti-

ment. These fictions are entirely in accordance with the psychology

of heroic tragedy, if not with the psychology of everyday convenience.

Thus also Christ weeps over Jerusalem amidst the hosannas of the

applauding multitude. The feeling of secmity at mid-day, and of

agitation during the darkness of the night, may be in keeping with

the idyll, or with the domestic drama, but is out of place here. In

one of Oehlenschlager's plays a candid cobbler declares, that at mid-

day he is often so bold that he is actually obliged to put some con-

straint upon himself to believe in God ; but at night, in the dark

forest, when the owls are hooting and the old oaks creaking, he

could believe in anything that was required, in God or in the devil.

Are we then to listen to the critic, and apply, in this instance, the

standard of this magnanimous cobbler? Beside, the whole rhythm
of this anxious presentiment is misconceived in the foregoing argu-

ment. Why should it not recur with augmented force ? Is not

such a recurrence quite in keeping with the higher and more refined

regions of the world of mindP The shudder of terroi', as well as

other deep mental emotions, is rhythmical. Instead, then, of finding

in the twofold recurrence of this foreboding, a mark of uncertainty

in the narrative of St John, the traces of this emotion in the Gospels

should be carefully followed up, to see whether it may not still

more frequently recur, as, e.g., in the discourse with Nicodemus.

'

Bretschneider asks, with reference to His high-priestly prayer,

whether it is conceivable that Jesus, in the expectation of a violent

death, could find nothing more important to do, than to converse

with God concerning His person. His doings hitherto, and the glory

He was expecting ? In such a view, says Strauss, we arrive at the

more correct notion, that the prayer in question appears to be not a

direct outpouring, but rather a retrospective production ; not so

much a discourse of Jesus, as a discourse about Him. It might be

asked of Bretschneider, what then could Christ find to do more
important ? Bequeath a library perhaps, or set papers in order, or

make His escape to Alexandria or Damascus? There is nothing

here to help the cautious critic, to whom making a testament and
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making a New Testament is an immense contradiction. The moun-
tain does not come to the prophet.

Willst den Dicliter dn verstehen,
Mussfc in Dichters Lande gehen,

is applicable to the prayer of the true High Priest audits reviewers.

Strauss finds in it not a dii'ect outpouring, but a retrospect. Is it

to be wondered at, that feeling, in its perfection, sliould be vented
entirely in thoughts ? Or should the words have been intermingled
with the Ohs ! and Ahs ! of an enthusiast, lest they should seem only

a retrospect ? Such reasoning is called forth by the old assumption
of an irreconcilable antagonism between 'head and heart;' but
attention must be called to the infinitely acute understanding, tlie

perfect reflection exhibited in the structure of a blossoming rose, the

beautiful type of a mind glowing with love.

The leading idea of Weisse's argument against the genuineness
of this Gospel, has been already cited and refuted. The supposed
diiplexity of the Christ of the synoptical Gospels and the Christ of

St John is an illusion. The ancient Church, in its intimate

acquaintance Avith the subject, never perceived that double of the

actual Christ, the John-like Christ, or Christ-like John of Professor

Weisse. The view in question is connected with a multitude of

erroneous assumptions. When it is said, for instance, that ' in the

portraiture of Christ, as given in the synoptical Gospels, the mind
of the Evangelist is a medium of transmission wholly indifferent,

while in that of John it is a co-operative power in the production,'

this assertion is entirely refuted by the fact, that each of the three

first Gospels displays its own distinct peculiarity. Besides, accord-

ing to this opinion, the synoptical portraiture of Christ would be a

mere dull copy, that of John an artistic picture ; and it might well

be asked wliicli was preferable. But in any case, the representation

of John would still be a portrait of Christ. Weisge, however,

subsequently withdraws such an assumption. ' John gives us less

^portrait than a notion of Christ ; his Christ does not speak /rom,
but about His person.' But could He then not speak from His
person about His own person? Is the Christ who converses at

Jacob's well with the woman of Samaria, and weeps at the grave of

Lazarus, a mere notion—is this less a portrait than the Christ of

the Sermon on the Mount ? Weisse also proceeds upon the view

tliat the Gospel of St John was composed independently of any
settled plan. ' In fact, it appears from the uniform character of

the discourses, not to mention the selection of the events narrated,

so entirely devoid of plan, that no other explanation offers itself to

the unprejudiced reader than the accident that these, and no other

occurrences, came to the author's knowledge; or, on the other hand,

the equally accidental possibility of a connection of these, and no
other narratives, with the matter in the possession of the author for

the carrying out of his work,' that is, with the discourses recorded

by the Apostle John. The want of plan in this Gospel is only
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the assertion of the critic, which may, with equal or greater justice,

be met by a counter assertion. It will be our task to affirm its

entire conformity to a settled plan when we subsequently treat of

this Gospel. A hint at its fundamental idea must suffice for the

present. Throughout the whole composition, the Evangelist is

carrying out the theme :
' The light shined in darkness, and the

darkness comprehended it not ;' or, as it is stated with greater

detail, ' He came unto His own, and His own received Him not

;

but to as many as received Him, to them gave He power to become
the sons of God' (chap. i. 5-11). This was the fundamental thought

upon which this Evangelist composed and arranged his Gospel from

the material of his own reminiscences. This is the reason why he

speaks so little of Christ's Galilean ministry, and so much of His
contests with the Jewish mind in Jerusalem ; and why, as Weisse
incorrectly puts it, ' this Gospel makes almost all the occurrences it

relates take place at Jerusalem ' (p. 122).

Weisse sees also, in the connection of the didactic parts, marks
of a compiler's hand, and indeed of one who has but little independ-

ence of mind. ' On actual investigation,' says he, ' the forced and
laboured occasions for certain sayings and longer discourses, the

frequently halting, and never really successful manner of the

dialogue, the utter incomprehensibleness of many sayings and
apophthegms, in the connection in which they are given, cannot

but strike us.' The critic then brings forward proofs, viz., examples

in which the said incongruities between questions and answers are

said to appear. One is met with, he says, in chap. ii. 4, where
Jesus gives the well-known answer to His mother's observation :

' they have no wine.' That this answer is difficult to explain, can-

not be denied. But this is owing to another property than incon-

gruity ; for as far as this is concerned, it is evident that the answer

strictly refers to Mary's remark. Weisse finds a second incongruity

in chap. iii. 5. His discovery concerning this passage is in the

highest degree striking. When Nicodemus asked, ' How can a

man be born when he is old ? Can he enter a second time into his

mother's womb and be born ? ' and Jesus answered, ' He must be

born of water and of the Spirit
;

' we have surely a correction of the

most direct kind. It will not, we feel, be necessary to go through
the critic's whole catalogue in this manner.

The narrative parts of this Gospel, which, according to Weisse,

must be entirely set down to a ' compiler,' are next said to exhibit

an utter absence of any general view. ' An error of judgment in

our Evangelist of the kind referred to, both with respect to the

relation of Jesus to the Jewish people, and His manner of dis-

coursing and method of teaching, in the presence of His disciples

and opponents, testifies more plainly against him who thus errs,

than all his details in particulars testify for him.' Concerning this

supposed error of judgment in the Evangelist, the critic might be
sufficiently corrected by the cross as it appears in the statements of

the synoptists, but especially by the plan of St John himself, which
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has indeed escaped his research. The grapliic nature of the nar-

ratives has often been extolled as a proof of the authenticity of this

Gospel. Weisse, however, finds, in tlie very details which render

them so, marks which make them doubtful ; and, by way of ex-

ample, tests the cure at Bethesda by this assertion. It is said to

testify against the possibility of the narrator being an eye-witness,

' that, according to this narrative, we involuntarily receive the

impression that Jesus was going about alone and unaccompanied

when He met with the sick man, which seems (ver. 13) to be

further confirmed by the fact, that the latter lost sight of Jesus in

the crowd, as a solitary and unimportant individual.' If then it

really happened thus, certainly the impression obtained by the critic

may testify against the fact of John's being an eye-witness of this

miracle, but not in the least against his faithful remembrance and

record of a ch'cumstance, which Jesus might possibly have related

to him a quarter of an hour after its occurrence. The critic is,

however, unable to furnish the slightest reason for his view
;
for

Jesus might just as easily have withdrawn Himself from the

observation of the sick man, by passing through the multitude with

one or more of His disciples, as alone. The circumstance that

Jesus began to question the sick man, unapplied to, is next said

to excite attention, since, according to the synoptists, such was by

no means His custom. But would one who was compiling a narra-

tive so lightly have ventured to depict so original a feature ? Did

the peculiar character of the patient offer no reason for peculiarity

of treatment? This man, who for so long a period had suffered

others to take precedence of himself, who appears to have taken no

special pains to find people to plunge him at the right moment into^

the water, who so soon after the benefit he received, lost sight of

his benefactor, seems not to have possessed the energy with which

many others entreated the Lord. He was not entirely helpless, for

he had often attempted to profit by the troubling of the water, and

to get into the pool by his own strength ; but ' while I am coming,'

says he, ' another steppeth in before me.' And yet no wish, no

entreaty, no expectation, is heard to proceed from his mouth. No
one can blame Dr Paulus if he suspects this man. That lie was

indeed no impostor, is shown by the readiness of the Saviour to

perform this cure; he seems, however, to have been phlegmatic

and irresolute in the highest degree. It was for this reason that

Jesus so significantly inquires of him, ' Wilt thou be made whole ?
'

and excites within him the desire which was so devoid of enei-gy.

The critic also finds the injunction of Christ: 'Arise, take up thy

bed and walk,' ' utterly inadequate,' because the patient had already

some strength, and could therefore in case of need stand up and

walk. It would be but an insult to my readers to waste a word on

this ' utter inadequacy.' The Jews understood the difterence be-

tween his former and present walking far better. Hence they

employed their casuistry in representing it as a sin, that so robust

a man should be carrying his bed, an act which they had formerly
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allowed to the cripple as a work of necessity. This obviates the

new difficulty discovered by the critic. ' But if it was not allowed

to carry a bed on the Sabbath, how could the sick man have had
his brought to the pool on that day ? ' These are the kind of in-

cidents wliicli excite the suspicions of Weisse, in a narrative which
seems to him fit to be selected as a specimen.

The free mention of the names of persons, towns, and districts

by the Evangelist, forms another class of details. ' A considerable

part of these indications,' says Weisse, 'is so constructed, as to

leave an involuntary impression that the narrator inserted them,

to spare his readers the trouble it had cost him to make inquiries

concerning scenes and persons.' Among such indications are

reckoned that ' Bethsaida is called the city of Andrew and Peter ;

'

that when Cana is named a second time, the miracle formerly

wrought there is recalled ; that when Nicoderaus again appears on
the scene, he is designated as the same who came to Jesus by night

;

and others of a like character. This particularity of statement is,

however, far more simply explained, by attributing it to the pecu-

liarity of the author, than to the excessive laboriousness with which
he prosecuted his studies of Grospel history, and with which he con-

sequently imparted it to others. Could such information be so

very difficult to obtain, in the later apostolic period of the Christian

Church ? Our critic is leading us imperceptibly beyond the sphere

of the Church, Even in such a case, if the inquirei* had appro-

priated the materials of others, it does not follow that he would
impart it in the laboured manner supposed. But it well accords

with the known character of St John, that he should mention with
the emphasis of affection such places, for instance, as ' Bethany, the

town of Mary and her sister Martha,'— ' Lazarus whom He raised

from the dead,' and such like.

It is upon such arguments that Weisse founds his assertion, that

the fourth Gospel, viewed as an historical authority, stands con-

siderably lower than the synoptical Gospels, and must, in its general

view of the character and person of Christ, and of the process of

His history, be corrected by them. Though the critic does not

commit himself to a distinction of the component parts of the

Gospel according to their orginality, yet he allows that ' if anything
in the whole composition is the work of St John, it is undoubtedly
the so-called prologue (p. 134). If this prologue is regarded as an
organic fragment needing completion by a corresponding organism,

its nature is sufficiently manifested to enable us to infer such a com-
pletion as that furnished by the Gospel itself. The remark that such
introductions to historical books are nowhere else found in the

New Testament, cannot be brought forward as an argument against

the unity of the fourth Gospel. The prologue harmonizes, both in

style and view, with the whole work. Nevertheless, it is said to be
an independent fragment. How far moi-e does the prologue to the

third Gospel differ from the Gospel which it precedes ! and yet it

is universally admitted as a component part. It certainly does
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need patience to follow the endless caprices, the tricks and turns

of modern critical argumentation, for even a short distance.

The Tiibing-en school has declared, by the votes of a whole series

of autliors, against the genuineness of the fourth Gospel. The
train of ai-gument by which Schwegler, in his work, Der Blontanis-

mus unci die chrisUiche Kirche des zweiten Jahrhunderts, p. 183,

opposes the authenticity of this Gos])el, may be regarded as an ex-

pression of sympathy with this criticism. The first argument pro-

ceeds upon the assertion, that the Juhannean doctrine of tlie Trinity,

as far as its degree of formal completeness and definiteness is

concerned, anticipates the dogmatic developments of nearly two
centuries. This remark is not peculiarly well adapted for placing the
argument on a firm foundation. The Johannean doctrine of the Tri-

nity certainly surpasses, both in purity and fulness, that of Sabellius

and Origen ; nay, it may be with truth affirmed, that it has not
even yet been exhausted, in its entire ideality, by the utterances

either of Christian dogmatism or of religious philosophy. It follows,

that if the fact of its surpassing posterity is taken as a starting-

point for such an argument, we shall find ourselves on the higli road
to prove that this Gospel is not written yet. The critic, indeed,

himself reminds us that ' divining spirits often pass over a long
series of intermediate results.' But ' he is surprised, that not only
are the other books of the New Testament devoid of the Johannean
doctrines of the Logos and the Paraclete, in this form, but especially,

that Justin seems to have no notion of any apostolic predecessor
of such a kind. As far as the other books of the New Testament
are concerned, the Christology of Ephes. i. 3, &c., and Col. i. 1.5,

&c., is essentially the same as that announced in the fourth Gospel.

Originality of view and expression, however, is an essential feature

in our notion of an apostle. It would have been preposterous if St
Paul had Used the same expressions as St John, either in this or in

any other respect. And if Justin did not make his saying (Apol.
maj.), Kol jap 6 Xpcaro'i elirev, av fii] dvajevvrjOrjre, ov fxi] elaekOrjTe

eh Ti)v /3a(TL\€iav rcov oupavcov, exactly conform with St Jolm's
words, chap. iii. 3, such freedom of expression is so entirely in the

style of Christian antiquity, that it is quite surprising to find our
author regarding this circumstance as ' a most striking pi'oof ' that

he was unacquainted with this Gospel. The author su])poses that
' Justin, as the sole promulgator of this doctrine in his days, would
have felt bound to extend to his innovation the shield of apostolic

sanction.' In this remark ' the innovation ' is a pure assumption,

entirely devoid of foundation. If it be for a moment granted, that

the doctrine of the Logos was already known to the Ciuu-ch in

Justin's days, through this Gospel, the whole remark falls to the

ground. A second argument of this author is founded on the

remark, that a decided distinction between the Logos and the

Pneuma is wanting in the earlier fathers till Ireneeus, and that

this distinction or dogmatic evolution does not makes its appear-

ance before the era of this Gospel and ^of Montauism. It is hence
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supposed 'that both originated in one and the same sphere of

theological movement.' But here also the critic overshoots the

mark in a manner which must be very inconvenient. If this con-

fusion of the Logos with the Pneuma lasted till Irenasus, and if its

abolition marks the epoch when St John's Gospel and Montanism
appeared, both must have been subsequent to Iren^us. With
respect to the relation of the fourth Gospel to Montanism, the

author brings forward the similarity between the theories of the

Montanists and of St John concerning the Paraclete, in which re-

spect he refers to Baur, Trinitdtslehre, p. 164. In this case, such

similarities are mentioned as, that both systems represent the

Paraclete as the revealer of futurity, that both give prominence to

His judicial agency. The author has indeed a feeling of the

difference between the fourth Gospel and Montanism with regard

to the Paraclete. ' There we find the tranquil mysterious feature

of Christian gnosis, here the coarse reality of the formal dead

;

there Christian consciousness in its peaceful untroubled perfection,

here in its wild, enthusiastic current,' &c. (p. 189). Yet he

thinks, p. 204, he cannot but bring up the question as a dilemma,

whether the Gospel is the postulate and relative factor of Mon-
tanism, or vice versa ; and arrives at the result, that the Gospel

seeks to mediate ' between Jewish and heathen Christianity, two

contrasts which stand exactly opposed to each other in their most

concrete forms and sharpest distinctness, as Montanism and Gnos-

ticism,'—to admit both extremes in a transfigured form into the

Church, and to point out the correct evangelical medium between

them. Apart from the fact that the strongest expression of

judaized Christianity is contained, not in Montanism, but in Ebion-

itism, we would ask, how could this Gospel so mediate between the

mutilated Christology of the Montanists, which made the Son
inferior to the Pneuma and the Doceticism of the Gnostics, that

the Catholic doctrine of the Son of God, and of His perpetual

presence in the Church, should be the result ? How could it be

possible to find any correct evangelical medium between the con-

strained and morbid asceticism of the Montanists, and the gloomy
asceticism of the Gnostics which misconceived the corporeity ?

The author himself seems to produce but an extremely one-sided

medium, one namely which accuses judaized Christianity as savour-

ing of Marcionism (p. 210), and favours heathenized Christianity,

by struggling toiuards the conclusion, that ' according to the

Gospel, it was only a spiritual body in which the risen Saviour

appeared to His disciples.' How the author can reconcile the Mar-
cionism which he fancies he finds in the Gospel, with such passages

as John v. 39 and viii. 39, it is not easy to perceive. He should

have more explicitly stated what he understands by a ' spiritual

body,' having shortly before remarked, that the risen Saviour in-

sists upon the ' materiality of His mode of existence more strongly

here than in St Luke.' This, at all events, is certain, that the

fourth Gospel could as little introduce into the Church a judaized
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Christian as a heathenized Christian ' extreme ' which it had
' transfigured

;

' and, least of all, that having committed itself to so

erroneous an enterprise, it would be able to maintain its canonicity.

The Gospels know nothing of finding this kind of liap[)y medium
among themselves, which the author is so taken with. The fact is,

that Christianity, even in apostolic times, could not but, from the
very first, contend against both the christianized Jewish and
christianized heathen views of the world, and oppose these delu-
sions. Its mediation consisted in developing and defining its own
nature in opposition to both. With respect to the principal matter,
it is not difficult to see that the Paraclete of St John is very dif-

ferent from that of Montanus. The former appears in the world
contemporaneously with the glorification of Christ by His death
and resurrection (John vii. 39) ; the latter appears in the Church
with the person of Montanus,^ or with the establishment of his
school (Tertullian, de virginibus vekmdis, c. 1).- The former
comes as the remembrancer; He speaks not of Himself; He
brings no new revelation, but glorifies, as its vital principle, the
living unity of the Gospel history (John xiv. 26, chap. xvi. 13).
The latter does not appear as a remembrancer of the Gospel his-

tory, but rather extinguishes the remembrance of the past and the
present, and makes new communications to mankind.-^ Finally,
the former founds no church or kingdom different from that of the
Son ; He brings no third revelation to surpass the revelations of the
Father and the Son, but completes the one perpetual revelation of
the Father by the Son, to the Church (John xvii.). The latter, on
the contrary, is interested in making his revelation appear as a new,
another, a third one ; and they who proclaim it, separate themselves
from the Church universal. ^ From these essential differences,

which manifest plainly enough the contrast between the mature
catholic historic life, and the gloomy enthusiasm of separatism, a
multitude of minor ones may be developed, as, for instance, the
difference between the healthy energy of the spiritual life in St
John's Gospel, and the morbid, nay, convulsive passivity of the
spiritual life of the Montanists. No further detail, however, is

needed to destroy the illusion that Montanism is to be regarded as
the postulate, and relatively as the factor, of the fourth Gospel.

^ Among the reasons for doubting the historical personality of Montanus, Schwegler
brings forward especially, the fact that one of the fathers reproaches him with adultery,
while another speaks of his emasculation (p. 241). When Isidor Pelus., however,
says, 'H Movravov l3\aff(pT]fj.ia TraiSoKToviats, fxoLxeiaLS re Kal eldwXoXaTpeiai.s avvrideTai,
it is evident that the reproaches cast upon his doctrine, and not upon his life, are in-
tended. Otherwise he is accused of even infanticide and idolatry in the literal sense
of the words. His doctrine might, indeed, well be designated adulterous, because it

caused wives to leave their husbands; through spiritualistic enthusiasm, in order to
follow the leadings of the sect. Even iraiSoKToviat. can only be understood in this
sense.

- Per Evangelium (justitia) efferbuit in juventutem. Nunc per paracletum com-
ponitur in maturitatem.

_^
^ Tertullian, adv. Marcion, iv. 22 ; De virg. vel. cap. i. ' ad meliora projicitur,'
* Euseb. ilist. eccks. v. cap. 16-19.
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This author brings forward tlie well-known question concerning

the clay on which the Lord celebrated His last Passover, as a pro-

minent difficulty in the way of acknowledging the genuineness of

the fourth Gospel (p, 191). According to Irenasus and Polykrates,

St John and the Asiatic Church were accustomed to keep Easter

in the night of the 14th and 15th Nisan, after the Jewish fashion.

' But what,' says the author, ' if the same John, in his Gospel,

makes the 14th the day of Christ's death, and the 13th that of His

last Passover, thus depriving the date of the Eastern celebration of

Easter of its ecclesiastical and historical sanction ?' ' This is, then,'

says Bretschneider, ' an evident contradiction ; and since the attes-

tation of this fact stands upon a firmer basis than that of St John's

Gospel, this contradiction becomes an evidence of the non-authen-

ticity of the latter.' The author thinks that the evident purpose

of this Gospel is to oppose the Judaic-Christian Passover which
was customary in Asia Minor. Its origin must therefore, in any
case, date from the middle to the end of the second century. On
the other hand, it may be asked, how could Tatian already appeal

to four recognized Gospels in support of his work on the Gospels,

if this Gospel did not appear till his own days, and was then in-

tended to oppose so powerful a tendency as that of the Asiatic

Church? Or how could Irenjeus reprove the Komish bishop,

Victor, for making the time of the celebration of Easter a subject

of contention, if he could not but know that the fourth Gospel took

up the same position as Victor, and if he highly prized this Gospel,

and gave it an equal rank with the other three ? How speedily

must this polemical Gospel have gained universal respect in the

Church, if in the time of Apollinaris, a.u. 170, it had to struggle

for it in Lesser Asia from an antagonistic stand-point, and had in the

time of Irenajus, about a.d. 200, and even earlier, obtained general re-

cognition in the Church ? We must, moreover, contemplate the

incidents in which this opposition on the part of the fourth Gospel

is said to appear. The assumption (p. 196) that even the mean-
ing of the celebration of Easter itself was quite differently under-

stood by the Eastern and Western Churches, may be demurred to.

The Eastern Church was as little Jewish as the Western ; and it

is therefore incorrect to say that ' the Oriental Easter had no other

meaning and no other authority than that of being a continuation

of the Jewish rite, which had no specifically Christian signification.'

The legalism of the Oriental celebration referred entirely to the

time, not to the meaning of Easter.^ This must have appeared

the same to the Christian Church everywhere, according to the

maturity of the Christian spirit (1 Cor. v. 7, 8). It is quite in

keeping that the death of Christ, the body of the dying Eedeemer,
should be spoken of under the image of the paschal lamb (John
xix. 33-37). The Jewish Christians would have been Taluiudists,

^ It was for this very reason that the adherents of the Eastern manner received
the name of Quartodecimians, which would have been no distinctive term if the
parties had difl'ered concerning the meauiug of the festival.
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if the intimate relation between this death and its type had escaped

them ; and the critic, in fact, most unjustly assumes that such
talmudistic unbelief existed in the churches of Asia Minor, The
peculiar difficulties lie in the passages quoted, which refer to the

Lord's last celebration of the Passover. Why did some of the

disciples think that by the words, ' That thou doest, do quickly/

Judas was bidden by the Lord to buy what was needed for the

feast ? This could not have been possible unless the commence-
ment of the feast had been already at hand, that is, unless it had
been the evening of the fourteenth Nisan. If it had been the

thirteenth, there would be no reason for the pressing word : do
quickly. Purchases could then have been made till the evening

of the following day, since the feast would not begin till the even-

ing of the fourteenth. But if it were on this evening, it might
seem to some, on hearing the words, that Judas had too long

delayed the purchase of what was necessary for the feast, and that

Jesus was urging him to provide for it as speedily as possible.

Then, indeed, the words mv %/3etai/ e'xo^iey eh rijv eopWjv do not
refer to the paschal lamb itself, but to what was wanted besides for

the whole feast, which, in this circle, would probably be provided

just before its commencement. This view of the passage also

answers to the words (chap. xiii. 1), which have been considered

the beginning of these difficulties with respect to the time of the

last Passover : Ilpb 8e r?}? eopTf]<; rod •nda'^a^ elSo)^ 6 ^l7]aov<} on
€Xi]\v9ev auTov rj (opa, Iva fiera^r] i/c rov Koapbov rovrov Trpb'i rov

irarepa, &c. We are here transported to the moment in which, on
one hand, the celebration of the Passover, on the other, the hour
when Jesus should depart out of this world unto the Father, were
at hand. This departing out of the world is the New Testament
parallel to the Old Testament departure of the children of Israel

from Egypt, and the word seems chosen by the Evangelist with

reference to that departure. The night of the real, and of the

typical dejmrture are identical : it is the night on which the

fifteenth Nisan begins. The departure, the redemption, and the

deliverance or salvation from death by the atoning blood on which
this redemption was founded, are, both in the celebration of the

Passover and in the Lord's Supper, the principal matter, the

primary, or at least the commemorative idea. Neither the death

of the typical lamb, nor the death of the true Paschal Lamb,
Christ Jesus, were actually represented, but assumed in the cele-

brations, as the event on which they were founded.^ Thus the kill-

iog of the paschal lamb took place on the fourteenth Nisan, not as

being the festival itself, but as a preparation for the festival, which

was itself held on the evening of the fourteenth Nisan, i.e., at the

1 This remark must be carefully taken into account in our doctrinal estimate of

the Lord's Supper. The eating of the sacrificed lamb was not the sacrifice itself,

but the feasting upon the sacrifice ; a solemnity which looks back with gi-atitude to

the sacrifice already offered. This is also the case in the Lord's Suj^per, it is the

enjoyment of the results of the sacrifice. It is according to this fact that the

Komish doctrine of the Supper needs to be reformed.
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beginning of the fifteenth Nisan. It was on this day of the month
also that the Lord's Supper was instituted ; for the death of Jesus

was then celebrated in anticipation. If it be asked why, if Christ

considered the paschal lamb a type of His death, did He not com-

mand His disciples to celebrate the Supper after His death ? it

may be answered, that this ideality is in conformity with the New
Testament. It is just a sealing of that more obscure Old Testa-

ment ideality, by which the pious spirit looked, in the celebration

of the Passover, to something greater than the preservation in

Egypt, and the deliverance from the house of bondage, by which,

indeed, it had anticipatively celebrated the death of Christ. Hence
Christ also connects His Supper with the Passover, and causes the

one to come forth from the other, as the full-blown rose does from
the perfected bud. The moment was at hand when Jesus began
to wash His disciples' feet : hence John says, ' Before the feast of

the Passover.' The washing of their feet was to be, to the dis-

ciples, the introduction to that holy night. If it had taken place

a whole day before the Passover, they could not have seen in it a

distinct reference to that -festival. The best support which the

reasoning of this author seems to find, is the remark, made by the

Evangelist, concerning the Jews who led Jesus before Pilate, that

they themselves went not into the judgment-hall, lest they should

be defiled, aXX Xva (pdjooat to Tracrn^a. If these words are re-

garded as strictly referring to the eating of the paschal lamb, Christ

must certainly have been crucified on the fourteenth Nisan, and
have partaken of the Last Supper with His disciples on the pre-

ceding day. But it is questionable whether ^a^etv to 7rao-;)^a is

to be thus strictly interpreted. Some, especially Lightfoot and
BynfBus, refer these words ' to the so-called Chagiga, or the sacrifice

combined with still more cheerful rejoicing, which took place

before the close of the first day of the Passover.'^ Liicke does not,

however, consider this view a correct one. Bynajus remarks,

that since the defilement incurred by entering the house of a

Gentile would only have lasted one day, these Jews would not have

feared it, if the eating of the joaschal lamb were to take place in the

evening, that is, on the next day. Liicke, on the contrary, observes

that Byna3us only supposes, but does not prove, that entrance into

a Gentile house involved only the day's defilement. This may,
however, be settled by reference to the passages. Acts x. 11, &c.,

and Lev. xi. 23, &c. It is certain that it had become a custom
among the Jews to extend the law concerning defilement by dead
unclean animals, to defilement by Gentile habitations. Bynteus

and Lightfoot, however, if they extended the expression (f)ayelv to

irdcrxa beyond its first and strictest meaning, need not have limited

it to the sacrificial meal of the first day. The author of the essay Zii

dem Streite ilher das leizte Maid des Herrn {Evang. Kirchenzeitang,

1838, No. 98) rightly remarks :
' The expression, to eat the Pass-

over, designates the consumption of the paschal food in the whole
^ Compare Lucke, Commentar ilber das Evangeliun des Johannes, 2d Edit., p. 620.
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extent of its meaning. Tliis consisted of a lamb, with bitter herbs

and unleavened bread, on the first day of the Passover ; and for the

remaining days, first of unleavened bread, and secondly of peace-offer-

ings.' It may, however, certainly be assumed that the words (pajelv

TO Tracr^a must gradually have obtained the same significance in

Jewish ears as, to celebrate the Passover. Christians celebrate

the Supper and Christmas (WeihwacA^) in the middle of the day
;

the Eomanist says, I am fasting, when he eats fish on Friday.

Fasting is the definite notion ; the eating of fish is incidental. And
thus, in the Jewish Passover, the eating of the Iamb was the root

from which the whole feast arose, and so far the whole festival might

be included in this expression. Wo are not then obliged to under-

stand here one definite meal, the desire to partake of which caused

the Jews to hesitate at entering the Pra^torium. They desired to keep

themselves ceremonially clean during the feast; and it was a special

part of their observance of the Passover to avoid the Gentile hall of

judgment during the middle of the fifteenth Nisan, the feast having

already commenced. In further proof of a discrepancy between St

John and the synoptists, concerning the time of the Passover, it is

also said, that the former twice says of the day of Christ's death,

that it was irapaaKevy] rov 7Tda)(a (chap. xix. 14, 31) (p. 200).

The statement of the author is here inaccurate. In chap. xix. 14,

we find '^v 8e TrapaaKevi] rov Trdaxa ;
while in ver. 31, on the con-

trary, we have eVei irapaaKevi-j rjv ; and this latter word is referred

to the preceding : ha jll')] fxelvy iirl rov aravpov ra aco/xuTa iv tm
a-a^/3dT(p. Thus it is evident that preparation, irapaaKeuy], is here

a stereotyped expression, to denote the day before the Sabbath, the

Friday ; and that the preparation of the Passover, in this con-

nection, cannot denote the time of preparation . for the Passover,

but only the Friday occurring during the time of its celebra-

tion. Finally, the question, why this Evangelist does not

relate the institution of the Lord's Supper, must be answered

by a glance at the construction of this Gospel. In any case,

it can as little be adduced as a proof of non-authenticity,

as, e.g., the circumstance that the institution of baptism is not

related. We might even ask the critic how it happened that

the whole ancient Church did not perceive the antagonism
_
of

this Gospel to the statements of the three first Gospels, with

respect to the time of Christ's last celebration of the Passover,

or that, if they did, they accepted the latter without diffi-

culty ? Polemic subtilties which were unobserved by the Church,

which were never brought forward against the Quartodecimians,

could never have been the actual motive of this Gospel.^ On this

assumption, either the Evangelist ill understood polemics, or the

Church ill understood polemic expressions.

Another mark of non-authenticity has been found by this critic

in the relation of the fourth Gospel to the Apocalypse. ' The

Apostle John,' says he, ' is the undeniable author of the Apocalypse.

History bears the strongest and most emphatic testimony to this
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fact.' But since it is merely assumed, and not proved, that the

Apocalyjise is heterogeneous to the Gospel of John, it will be
unnecessary to bring forward what has been elsewhere said against

this assumption.^ This might, indeed, be a good opportunity of

keeping ' criticism' to its word with respect to its concession regard-

ing the Apocalypse, Such an attempt, however, would be but

labour lost. So long as the conclusions it arrives at vary almost

from man to man, and from five years to five years ; so long as it

turns every defective and contorted view into an argument, it would
feel much astonished at being kept to its conclusions.

If we would, however, be convinced that criticism is rushing

onwards on a suicidal course, we must contemplate the ever varying

and ever transient results to which it ' advances,' till we at length

stand with it upon the dizzy height, whence it plunges into the

abyss of shame. It brings the Gospels, as far as their origin is con-

cerned, within reach of the apocryphal region, driving them from
the centre to the limits of Christendom, till it finally places them in

a position in which, like offended spirits, they turn and sit in judg-

ment upon their insolent and perplexed judge.

According to Weisse, the Gospel of St John was the work of some
unknown compiler, who made use of certain records, still extant,

from the hand of the Apostle John, and consisting of isolated

reflections relating to the life of Jesus. These reflections are them-
selves, however, ' the laboured product of the disciple's mind, in its

endeavour to seize that image of his Master which was threatening

to dissolve into a misty form, to re-collect its already vanishing

features, and to cast them in a new mould, by the help of a self-

formed or borrowed theory concerning that Master's nature and
destination :

' p. 110. The Gospel itself is said not to have been
composed till a later period, and by a compiler living at a time
remote from the matters it treats of.

According to Schwegler, the Gospel of St John belongs to a
series of reformatory writings which, appearing about the middle
of the second century, mark the commencement of a reaction

against Judaism. But it was the manner of such attempts,

especially when they were united with peaceful aims, to arrogate

that aposiolic cmthoriiy wliicli ivas on their adversaries side in

favour of their own tendency, and by cutting away the ground
under the feet of tlie opposing party, to preserve the common
apostolic point of union (p. 214). Here, then, this Gospel is, in

fact, but a spurious work, imputed to the Apostle John, the patch-
work of an impostor opj)osing apostolic relations.

According to Bauer, the Gospels are poetic productions of the

Evangelists, founded on the Christian consciousness of the Church,
In this inventive agency, Mark has retained the largest amount of

^ E.g., in my Vermiscliten Schriftcn, vol. ii. p. 1/3, &c. In the theological annual
edited by Dr Zeller (No. iv. p. 657), my view of the Apocalypse is dismissed as an
allegorical interpi-etation. It seems that the critic is not yet clear upon the difference
existing between an allegorical interpretation, and an interpretation of the allegorical.
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genuineness, Luke has surpassed Mark, and Matthew, Luke. ' The

fourth' leaves all the rest behind him. 'When a scarecrow is

pulled to pieces, and the purpose for which it was set up is per-

ceived, there is nothing more of it left,' says he, in a pause during

the process of ' pulling to pieces '
' the histor)' of the resurrection of

Lazarus ' {Krit. vol. iii. 185). So unsuccessful, in his opinion, is

the work of the fourth Evangelist. He thus also characterizes him :

' The unnamed writer is an airy vision, an airy vision first formed

by the fourth himself; and, in this instance, the fourth has for

once made a lucky hit, by giving his composition such an author.

At first he sought to make it appear that there was another Gospel,

derived from an eye-witness, and in fact written by one. An airy

vision, however, would be the only fitting author of such a writing

as the fourth has handed down to us.' ^ Liitzelberger- exports the

Gospel which has been called the heart of Christ still further.

According to him, the fourth Gospel (see Weisse) is all of a piece,

in contrast to the synoptists, who exhibit a %i4e, unequal appear- ?7UtSa^

ance, and in whose writings differing tones and strange discrepancies

appear. This Gospel is said to have originated in Edessa, or its

neighbourhood, a distant part of Asia. ' The author of this Gospel/

argues the critic, ' could not possibly have been acquainted with the

form of the Gospel history, as handed down by the three other

Gospels.' But this is accounted for, when it is known 'that it

originated on the other side of the Euphrates, and therefore beyond

the limits of the Eoman power,^ where the influence of the churches

of Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, and Rome was not so consider-

able.' Thus this Gospel is said to have arisen as far as possible

beyond that sphere of existence which was more peculiarly that of

the Church ! The pretended polemical views of tlie Gospel are

also said to support the assumption of the author. He finds much

that is warped in the external polemical tendencies of this Gospel,

because its inner nature, its idea, and the vital unity with which

this is carried out, are hidden from him. First of all,_ for instance,

the Gospel is said polemically to oppose John's disciples. ' It is

shown with all possible care, that John the Baptist absolutely

declared, that not himself but Jesus was the Christ.' ' It must,

however, be remembered, that the Saba3ans, or disciples of John,

were spread over Galilee, Syria, and the farther parts of the

Parthian region, since they still exist in Persia.' The Gospel is

further said to oppose the Docetffi (p. 276). Now Syria and

Mesopotamia were well known as the special seats of Docetism.

The author therefore ought, in fairness, to have shown how it

happened that, in a church which was originally thoroughly

Docetic, a Gospel should have originated, spread, and been ac-

cepted, which entirely opposed this tendency. The author, however,

^ mtzelhlrger :' Die Tradition ilhcr den Aiwstd Johannes und seine Schriften in

Hirer Grundlosirikcit nacJigeiviesen von Lutzclbcrrjcr, Leipzig, 1840.
^ ,- i ' •

3 According to Liitzelberger, Matthew's Gospel originated in Egypt, Luke s in

Antioch, Mark's in Rome.
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is SO little acquainted with the specific nature of Docetism as a

necessary result of that clualistic principle, which opposes to the

good principle, the evil principle existing in matter, that he

further on makes the author of the Grospel himself a Docetic. The
earthly, the coarse material, is in this Gospel that which is opposed

to the divine, which is subdued and subjected to the power of evil,

to the prince of tlie world (p. 284). ' The doctrine of the Logos,

or the doctrine of the good Lord of heaven, necessarily introduced

the opposite doctrine of the evil Lord of the world:' p. 286. And
this Evangelist, who is thus himself a Docetist, is said to have

opposed Docetism. This is the position whence ' criticism' plunges

into the abyss!

The ])ious Hans Sachs, after long misconception and abuse, found

an ' apologist ' in Gothe, when he said,

' In Froschpfuhl all das Volk verbannt,

Das seinen Meister je verkannt'

The misconception and ill-treatment which ' the fourth ' has so

often experienced in our days, will perhaps soon call forth a

general disposition in theology and science to apply this sentence of

Gothe to those critics who have misconceived St John. At any

rate these critics have to deal with a very different John from the

venerable Master Hans of Nuremberg.

NOTES.

1. In the work, Das Evangelium Johannes nacJi seinem innern

Wertlie und seiner Bedeutung filr das Leben Jesu Kritisch unter-

sucht von Br Alex. Schiveker, the genuineness of this Gospel is, on

the whole, maintained ; at the same time, however, the hypothesis

that this Gospel is interspersed with interpolations, which are the

work of a later hand, and designed to contribute a somewhat Gali-

lean addition, is carried out with much ingenuity. Considerable

difficulties are, however, opposed to this hypothesis, even wdien but

generally considered. It might fairly be asked. How could this

Gospel have been so abundantly interpolated without this circum-

stance having been, at any time, or in any manner, noticed in the

Church ? If it had been interpolated before its propagation in the

Church, John was mistaken in those to whose care he committed

his work. If it were interpolated subsequently, it might be expected

that manuscripts must be found which would support the original

against the subsequent form of this Gospel ; as, on the other hand,

it is generally in this manner that subsequent additions are dis-

covered. It may be further asked. Why should the original form

be devoid of a Galilean element ? The Evangelist might indeed

have had a plan which led him more especially to depict the

ministry of Jesus in Judea, but could hardly have formed one

which would induce him to exclude events which took place in

Galilee. AVas the interpolator already acquainted with the offence

which modern criticism would take at the lack of the Galilean
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element in Jolm, and desirous to obviate it beforehand? Conld he

misconceive the completeness of this Gospel ? We would point to

this completeness as a fact which decides the question. If it is once

recognized, no place is found for admitting interpolations. The
author starts with the ' ajipended twenty-first chapter.' He finds

in the passage, chap. xx. 30, the formal conclusion, and considers

the twenty-first chapter to be appended in a manner unprecedented

ill the Gospels. Now it cannot be denied, that the passage in ques-

tion does form a conclusion to that exhibition of the manifestations

of Christ's glory, which were designed to call forth faith in Him,
But it may be asked, whether the fundamental idea which guided

the Evangelist in the composition of this Gospel, might not admit

an epilogue, as a counterpoise to the prologue which introduced it.

The prologue sets forth the eternal life of Christ, preceding His

a]ipearance in the world ; the epilogue seems intended to represent

His spiritual government in the world, as it was to continue after

His return to the Father. To the prehistoric life of Christ, Jolm
the Baptist is the chosen witness. In conformity with his custom

of representing the general by significant particulars, the Evangelist

names him only, though many more testified to the coming of Christ.

To His post-historic life the disciples Peter and John testify, as

two strongly contrasted representatives of all the conflicts and

triumphs of the kingdom of God. In tlie life of Peter, Christ

specially manifests Himself as the ever present Lord of His Church
;

in the life of John, as the Lord of glory who will shortly return from

heaven. Such an epilogue completes the circle, in which the end of

this Gospel significantly and definitely unites with its beginning,

the prologue. The author then proceeds upon the assumption that

the verses 24, 25 of chap. xxi. are an addition by a later hand,—an

assumption which we will admit without discussion. This conclud-

ing remark, however, is next said to show that the appended narra-

tives are from the same later hand. ' He is conscious of having

appended a narrative, and therefore assures us that it would be

possible to make an infinity of insertions.' We may, however, rest

assured, that any one who felt it possible to narrate so much, would

not have contented himself with the addition of one narrative to the

Gospel, when he had, moreover, once made a beginning ; while, on

the other hand, he would hardly have selected from his materials a

narrative so emphatically a concluding one. Secondly, it is said

that John could not himself have corrected the report circulated

among the disciples in the manner indicated. Why not? All

that is done is to set aside a false and superficial interpretation of a

deeply significant saying of Christ, and this can by no means appear
' word-splitting,' even though it does not at the same time give the

correct meaning. Thirdly, the narratives are said to be of a legen-

dary kind, and not related in the style of the Apostle John. But

let, e.g., chap. xxi. 7 be compared with chap. xx. 4, and how minutely

are they in accordance ! Such a transaction as here takes place

between Christ and Peter, could not possibly have arisen in the
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realm of the legendary, nor was there any of the disciples who
w^ould have so entirely understood and preserved its whole depth,

power, and tenderness, as John. With respect to the style of this

paragraph, Credner, after enumerating the expressions which are

not in the style of this apostle, in the paragraph chap. vii. 23-viii.

11, says, 'Chap, xxi, presents appearances of an entirely different

kind. There is not one single external testimony against it ; and
regarded from an internal point of view, this chapter exhibits almost

every peculiarity of John's style/ The passage chap. xix. 3.5-37 is

further regarded as an interpolation. Here the Perfect /jbefjbaprvpTjKe

is thought striking. But the Evangelist might well thus express

himself with reference to the fact, that as an Evangelist he had,

throughout the course of a long life, laid great stress upon this

striking circumstance ; and he designates his fiapTvpla as aXrjOivr],

because as believing testimony, it had been united to and penetrated
by its object. It was because his fiaprvpta^ had this veracity that
' he knoweth that he saith true ' (on aXrjOr) Xeyei). The constant

vigour and accuracy of his memory is derived from his living in the

truth. Nor can the choice of the adjective a\7]6Lv6<; be regarded as

a mark of want of genuineness. The addition tva koI u/z-et? ircaTev-

arjTe is certainly striking, and can only be explained by the fact, that

John attributed great importance to the circumstance that the legs

of the crucified Jesus were not broken (ver. 33). That this circum-
stance should strike him as a wonderfully minute coincidence between
the treatment of the typical, and the history of the true Paschal
Lamb, and should be a powerful confirmation of his faith, is entirely

consistent with the ' ideal ' John ; and this ' external matter ' could

scarcely seem to him anything else but a real manifestation of so

specially ideal an incident. The importance attached by this Evan-
gelist to the recognition that Christ was the true antitype of the

paschal lamb (chap. i. 29, 36, vi. 53, &c., xiii.), appears from several

passages of this Gospel. Hence it must have been significant in his

eyes, that even this solitary fact, that the legs of the crucified Saviour
were not broken, should designate Him as the Paschal Lamb. Why
should not this sense for the significant have been specially charac-

teristic of John, whose custom it ever is to seize the general in the

particular, in the decidedly concrete, or whenever a clearly purposed
symbolism offers the opportunity? The paschal lamb was the

sacrificial repast of travellers, of fugitives ; it referred to non-ritual

sacrifice. This circumstance was specially expressed by the fact

that it was roasted whole, that a bone of it was not broken (Ex. xii.

46). This symbolical trait was repeated in the case of the corpse

of Jesus. It also was not treated according to law by the civil

authorities, and still less sacrificed according to the Levitical ritual

;

but was a sacrifice which, during the most violent storm of the

world's history, was offered ' without the camp,' in strict historical

reality, for the redemption of His people. This agreement between
the type and the reality is so speaking, that another than John would
scarcely have remarked upon it.—Among lesser interpolations this
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autlior further includes chap, xviii. 9. The words "vairkTipaiOrj

seem to him to be not happily applied to the passage John xvii.

12, because here a bodily, there a spiritual, preservation is spoken

of. ' This intermixture or confusion of bodily with spiritual de-

struction, is in glaring opposition to the thoughtful and ideal tone

of this Gospel.' But what if, in their bodily preservation at this

time, the Evangelist saw the pledge of their spiritual preservation,

as was in fact the case ? (comp. John xii. 3G ; Luke xxii. 31, 32.)

Offence is further taken at the remark of the disciples (xvi. 30),

that Jesus knew all things, because it relates to the fact that He
anticipated their objections and questions. The apostle, however,

is here pointing out an important moment, namely, that in which
the light first burst upon the disciples, that Jesus must leave them.

It dawned upon them, however, by means of the disclosure in ver.

28 ; and in the fact that Jesus had given them certainty by this

disclosure, they recognized the omniscience of His insight of the

uncertainty of their minds, and of the depths of truth.—Cliap. ii. 21,

22 is also said to testify to ' the same alien spirit,' The author first

considers the interpretation of the words (ver. 19) Xvaare rov vaov

rovTov, &c., which John gives in ver. 21 as his own (' But He spake

of the temple of His body'), as incorrect. He asks, Could John
have so expounded them, and moreover have called this the exposi-

tion of the disciples, when the correct meaning—viz., * the destruction

of the Jewish form of the theocracy, and the establishment of a purer

one'—appears in Acts vi. 14, &c. ? The difficulty which exegetes

have for some- time found in this passage disappears at once, when
it is considered that, from the evangelical point of view, the destruc-

tion of the Old Testament theocracy and the destruction of Christ's

body must appear identical. It was only by the death of Christ

that the Old Testament form of the theocracy was legally dissolved

(Kom. vii. 4). The Jews could not put Christ to death, without at

the same time spiritually casting a brand into their temple. From
that time forth it was doomed to destruction, and the Old Covenant

abolished. It could not have been legally abolished in any other

manner than by condemning Christ by a hierarchically legitimate

proceeding. John therefore perceived here also, the deep relation

between type and antitype.—The critic then proceeds to the exami-

nation of the longer passages which he regards as interpolated

;

among which he reckons the miracle at Cana (ii, 1-12), the healing

at Capernaum (iv. 44-54), the miracle of the loaves and fishes (vi.

1-26)— i.e., the history both of the miracle itself, and of the return

across the lake.

First, the miracle of Cana is said to stand in opposition to what

is said, chap. i. 52, of the greater works of Christ which were

to follow the a')]/u,elov, ver. 51, This miracle, however, can hardly

oppose the expectation of those greater works of Christ, which had

been previously excited. The first argument rests upon a view of the

meaning of miracles, according to which a distinction is made in an

abstract manner between these and the agency of Christ upon the
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spiritual life. It is further adduced, as a fact unexampled in the

writings of John, that the whole occurrence contains neither a dis-

course, nor conversation of Jesus. This remark is however opposed,

e.g., by chap. v. 5-9. This miracle is also designated as one utterly

magical, and, ' in a moral sense, scarcely conceivable.' This miracle

is certainly one of the most difficult, but it only follows that it makes
large demands upon the patience and confidence of the penetrating

and exegetical mind. Finally, it is said, that the belief here

exhibited by Mary, is inconsistent with the unbelief subsequently

ascribed to 'His brethren' (and Mary). And Mary? Even His
brethren (chap, vii.) were only unbelieving in that higher sense, in

wdiich the impatience and self-will of a superstitious belief appears

to the evangelical mind as unbelief. The other remarks are easily

dismissed. It can surely offer no difficulty that Jesus had been
invited with His disciples, although it is not known how this was
done, for an invitation might be given in a hundred difterent ways.

But that His disciples are said to have ' believed in Him' after the

miracle, although they believed in Him before, is an emphasis en-

tirely consistent with this apostle's mode of expression. Among the

examples cited to show that the expression ?; o)pa fiov, in John,
always means the hour of Clirist's death, and is therefore inaptly

used in this place, chap. xii. 27 might well have an opposite eft'ect,

and yet the hour is here more generally designated wpa avrt]. What
then is the meaning of this expression, but that Jesus is speaking

of His hour, in direct opposition to the false and erroneous notions

of others ? Is the expression 6 Kaipo^ /jlov quite adapted to express

this contrast, when it relates to moments ? When, indeed, it does

not relate to them, time is opposed to time (o Kaipo^ 6 vfieTepo<i,

John vii. 6). So also the expression avTov rj wpa (chap. xiii. 1)
forms a contrast to the hour of the typical Passover, which was con-

temporaneous with that of His departure. His hour is everywhere
that fixed upon for the temporal development of His life, in the

counsel of God, in opposition to the calculations, wishes, and opin-

ions of men. It is with such a reference to the divine appointment
that it is said, Luke xxii. 53 : avT7] v/xmv iariv ?; &pa.—In the

miracle of healing (iv. 44-54), a difficulty is first found in the

circumstance, that it is said, ver. 43, that Jesus went into Galilee,

and that His motive for so doing is explained, ver. 44, by the words :

Avro<i <yap ^Irjaov^ e/JiapTVprjaev, on 7rpo(p7]T7]'i iv rfj ISla TrarptSi,

rifi')]v ovK e%et. It must, however, first of all be remarked, that the

interpolator would be inconsistent not with the Evangelist, but
with himself, if any general contradiction were found in the declar-

ations of vers. 44 and 45. Hence the apparent contradiction in

question can by no means be regarded as a sign of interpolation,

unless the passage begins with ver. 45 ; but then the contradic-

tion occurs in the passage which belongs to John, ver. 44 being
connected with ver. 43. Consequently the explanation of this

difficulty might be passed by ; for, at all events, ,it advances no-
thing in favour of an interpolation. The connection of the pas-
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sage may, however, be easily maintained, by attributing an inac-

curacy of expression to the Evangelist, Jesus departs from Samaria
as a traveller to Galilee in general. He does not take up His abode
in Nazareth, His Trarpt? strictly speaking, and that from the motive
stated in ver. 44. At all events, Trarpi^ nuist be limited to His
native town. For the sphere of a prophet's continual disparage-

ment cannot be His native country, but only His native town. If

then we are obliged to concede an inaccuracy of expression, it is

more easily explained by the style of John, who everywhere deals

in parentheses, than by supposing an interpolator beginning his

matter with a contradiction (vers. 44 and 45), The passages, ver.

46, in which Cana is again designated as the place where Jesus
made the water wine, and ver, 54, where this striking miracle is

said to be the second that Jesus did when He was come out of

Judea into Galilee, are also said to be doubtful. These traits are,

however, among those which Weisse regards as peculiarities of
style in the fourth Gospel. According to Weisse, therefore, these

very traits are decisive for the genuineness of the passage. So incon-

sistent are the humours of critics ! Ver, 48 is said to be still more
difficult, ' How could this man, who travelled with so much con-
fidence towards Jesus, in the expectation of a miracle, such as had
not yet been seen in Galilee, have deserved from Jesus such a rebuke
in answer to his believing request?' He was indeed one of those

many inhabitants of Capernaum who would never have concerned
himself about Jesus, who had taken up His abode among them,
unless a domestic calamity had arisen ; and the rebuke is expressed

as mildly as possible. The man is actually corrected in a threefold

manner by Jesus : first in his request that He would hasten back
with him ; then in his second, that He would heal his son in His
usual way ; thirdly, in his assertion that his son was at the point of

death. The first need of the painfully excited father was tran-

quillity of mind, and a faith reposing on the quiet means of unex-
pected help. Jesus gives him this faith ; hence the use of the word
repara in His reproof. It is not till he acquiesces in the form of

help which Jesus points out, that he proves himself possessed of

true faith. Finally, this narrative is said to be a parallel to that of

the centurion in the synoptic Gospels (Matt. viii. 5), but far more
indistinctly related. Too much stress is, however, laid upon the ex-

ternal resemblances of the two narratives ; and the decided contrast

they exhibit is lost sight of, when they are looked upon as identical.

The centurion of the earlier Gospels merely states his distress : he

is too humble to solicit Jesus to make a long journey for his sake,

and too believing to think this necessary. He is almost shocked

when Jesus makes him the offer of coming to heal his sick servant.

In what an opposite spirit does the nobleman of St John's Gospel
approach Jesus ; and hence how different is the treatment he meets
with ! The internal character of both histories is decisive with
respect to the question of their diversity. It is as little possible to

confound this $a<7i\LKo<i with the eicaT6vTapxo<i, as to take two men
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whom we might meet at different places one after another, and
whose countenances were entirely different, for the same persons,

because they both perhaps wore a red collar to their coats. For
the rest, this miracle is not described merely as the second Gralilean

one, but as the second which Jesus wrought in returning from
Judea to Galilee.

Lastly, with respect to the feeding of the multitude (vi. 1-26), it

is said, first, that the miracle itself is abruptly introduced, in marked
disharmony with what precedes, and in internal disconnection with

what follows. It is certainly striking that the Evangelist should

so suddenly change the scene. ' Jesus was teaching in the temple

at Jerusalem, ver. 47. Suddenly, and without mention of any re-

turn to Galilee, chap. vi. 1, after an indefinite ijuera ravra, continues

with airrfKdev irepav tt}? 6aXdcr(T7]<i t)}? raXtXata?,' &c. The author's

opinion is, that the passage chap. vi. 1-26 is interpolated in the dis-

course which Jesus, according to chap, v., delivered in the temple,

and that the discourse chap, vi., from ver. 27 to the close of the

chapter, is connected with the former, and was consequently spoken

in Jerusalem. If, however, we view the Gospel under this assump-
tion, and omit the supposed interpolation, we shall find the change

of scene quite as sudden as before. At the close of the fifth chapter,

we find Jesus still in the temple at Jerusalem ; at the beginning of

the seventh, we are informed that ' after these things Jesus walked
in Galilee;' and then, immediately thereafter, He goes again to

Jerusalem ; and we hear nothing of His ministry in Galilee. Thus
the choice offered us is, whether we accept, according to the ex-

isting text, the sudden change of scene, with a sojourn in Galilee

filled up with occurrences ; or, according to the hypothesis, an equally

sijdden change of scene, with a sojourn utterly barren of events.

We pass over the isolated expressions which are said to recall the

synoptists ; the indefinite to 6po<; finds, indeed, the contrast which
defines it, in the shores of the lake. The narrative is next said to

be contradictory of what follows it. ' How strange is it, that the

men who had been so miraculously fed, and so struck by this deed of

Jesus, that they (ver. 15) desired to take Him by force and make
Him a Messianic king, should,.on the very next day, encounter Him
with "What sign {arjfietov) showest Thou then, that we may see

and believe Thee?" And how still more incomprehensible is it,

that they should (ver. 31) just hit upon the thought that a miracle

similar to the manna would suffice them !
' We can point, how-

ever, to something equally ' strange ' in the eighth chapter, where
it is said, ver. 30, that ' many believed on Him,' and in ver, 37,

that Jesus said, 'ye seek to kill Me.' Is not this contradiction

greater ? Here, however, it is to be referred to no ' interpolator
;

'

but the return of such characteristic ' singularities ' rather points to

a peculiarity of view in this Evangelist, and consequently testifies

to the genuineness of the present passage. That these people are

so 'strange,' is the very fact which the writer desires to represent,

Jesus Himself reproaches them with it in the words, ' Ye seek
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Me, not because ye saw the miracles, but because ye did cat of

the loaves and were filled.' The author finds this saying striking
;

but it evidently arises from the thought, that the miraculous meal
has two sides : as a miracle, it attracts the higher sense, by means
of its spiritual element ; as a meal, however, it attracts the common
sense, by means of" its utility. To these utilitarians, the miracle of

Jesus must have appeared less than that of Moses, not merely be-

cause Jesus had made use in the miracle of a natural substratum,

but because Moses had, so to speak, continuously provided for his

people by the manna, and because Jesus had given them to under-

stand that they must not seek the realization of such utilitarian

ideals from Him. These people, as such, are just the 'louSaloi of

John, and not Israelites within the limits of Judea, or ' the upper
class and their dependants at Jerusalem, the mention of whom is said

to betray that this discourse was originally delivered at Jerusalem,'

That Jesus then, should oppose to the notions of these men, who,
in the chiliastic spirit of a corrupt Judaism, would have made Him
a king, the doctrine of the true bread of life, is quite what might be
expected, and can by no means be regarded as inconsistent with the

miracle itself, as the author supposes (p. 85). According to this

supposition, the saying of Jesus, ver. 27, ' Labour not for the bread
that perisheth,' must also deny the account of this miracle in the

synoptical Gospels.

On the return across the lake, the author remarks, ' The whole
narrative, the feeding of the multitude and the return, is, in its

manner, style, indefiniteness, and lack of intuitive vision, unlike the

genuine writings of John
;

' hereby assuming that the ordinary

style of this apostle is definite and intuitive. It is, however, ques-

tionable, whether this can be affirmed of his statement of external

relations in their actual connection and chronological sequence.

The peculiar excellence of this apostle lies in entirely opposite

qualities, and the very clumsiness of the narrative, especially

vers. 22-24, might rather be adduced as a sign of the genuineness

of the passage. An interpolator would have been careful to manage
this crossing over more conveniently. When it is further said,

ver. 16, o)? 8e o^jrla e'yevero, and ver. 17, aKoria i}87] e'ye'yovei, this

shows no diversity of style with the expression, oi/'o-?;? 6^\ria<i^ chap.

XX. 19. In both cases, it was intended definitively to state that it

was actually night. In the latter case, this would be made more
evident by the circumstance Kal tmv dvpoiv KeKkeia^evcov

; but upon
the lake such a circumstance was wanting, and it was consequently

necessary to use a more definite expression. ' The five and twenty

or thirty furlongs' of ver. 19 are entirely opposed to this author's

conjecture, that the disciples, according to the meaning of the

Evangelist, rowed along the northern shore of the lake, and that

Jesus followed them on foot along this shore, and overtook them at

a short distance from their destination, after they had been detained

by the storm. If the passage across the lake, which amounted to

to forty furlongs, had been only twenty-five or thirty, it would even
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then have been impossible that this circuitous route should have

amounted only to the same number of furlongs. The TrXoidpia of

ver. 23 cannot, moreover, be the ships in which the people returned,

as is here believed (p. 93). The intention of the Evangelist is very-

clear, though his expressions are not so. When the people, on the

morning after the miracle, were standing on the shore, they well

knew that only one vessel had been at the dis|)0sal of Jesus and
His disciples, also that only the disciples had departed in this

vessel, and that Jesus was not with them. They could not, there-

fore, but conclude that He was still on their side of the lake, and
would have sought Him there. But other ships had arrived from

Tiberias, nigh unto the place where they had eaten bread, and

Jesus might have used one of these for His return. As, therefore,

they did not find Him, it seemed to them increasingly probable

that He had used such an opportunity of crossing, and they imme-
diately entered the ships that they might seek Him in Capernaum.

2. A very valuable contribution towards the solution of the

inquiry, whether the supper spoken of John xiii. was the last

Passover which Jesus celebrated with His disciples, and that con-

nected with it, concerning the day on which Jesus died, has been

furnished by Wieseler in his Chronological Synopsis of the Four
Gosj^els. Comp. section 5 of the above-named work : Von dem
letzten koniglichen Einzug Jesu in Jerusalem his %u seinem Tode
imd seiner Grablegung. Die Leidensivoche?-

^ [Since Wieseler's publication, other valuable contributions have been made to

the solution of this important and somewhat involved question. Lichtenstein

(Lebensgeschichte, Anmerk. 79), Riggenbach, in the ablest chapter of an excellent

volume (Vorlesungen iiber das Lelen Jesu, pp. 610-660, ed. 1858), and Andrews [Life

of our Lord, pp. 369-397, ed. 1863), present all the difficulties of the subject along

with sufficient material for their satisfactory solution. They agree in the conclu-

sion, that the four Evangelists concur in asserting that the Lord ate the true paschal

supper at the time when it was eaten by the Jews in general, on the evening follow-

ing the 14th Nisan; and that the Friday on which He was crucified was the 15th,

and therefore the first Sabbath of the feast. AVith this general conclusion Fairbairn

agrees [Hermeneuticcd Manual, p. 334), -though with some interesting difierences in

the argument, and without so full a treatment of all the points usually discussed.

Ellicott, however {Hist. Lectures, p. 122), still holds to the opinion of the Greek
fathers, that He suffered on the 14th, and consequently ate the paschal supper on the

eve with which that day commenced. He does not, however, present his reasoning

in much detail.

—

Ed.]



PART VI.

THE ORIGIN OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

SECTION I.

VARIOUS VIEWS OF THE ORIGIN OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

A DEFINITE historical tradition concerning the origin of the four

Gospels is in existence, and has already been the subject of our

discussion. This tradition explains the most essential peculiarities

of the four Gospels ; viz., that Matthew keeps so closely to the

Hebrew national consciousness ; that Mark is not so exact about

the chronological sequence of his statements ; that Luke has so

mucli that is catholic, and consistent with the point of view of

Gentile Christianity ; and, lastly, that John furnishes us with so

few of the circumstances communicated by the other three, because

his intention was to supply what they had omitted.

The modern scientific consideration of the Gospels finds this

tradition insufficient to explain the remarkable phenomenon exhi-

bited by the relation of the four Gospels to each other, viz., that,

on the one hand, they present a unity as complete as if they were

but one work ; and, on the other, as much diversity as if neither

were aware of the existence of the other.

Various explanations have been given, especially in the work of

Gieseler : Historisch-kritischer VersucJi iiher die Entstehung und
die frilhesten SchicJcscde der schriftlichen Evangelien (p. 30, &c.).^

The first attempt at explaining this phenomenon insists upon

regarding one writing as the primitive Gospel, the matter of which

is said to be the basis of each separate synoptical Gospel. Some
have considered that this primitive basis was formed by the original

Gospel of Matthew, others by the so-called Gospel of the Hebrews,

and others again by an original Arama3an Gospel. Eichhorn

considers that compilations from this primitive Gospel originated

the three first Gospels. Such an origin of the Gospels is, however,

so artificial and far-fetched, that it can scarcely be understood how
it was possible that the critic could recognize such a monstrosity of

compilation in the first models of the free and beautiful originality

1 Lately also in the copious work of Ebranl, Gospel History, p. 21

.

VOL. L M
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of tlie New Testament, the hideous mask of a literary corpse in

these firstlings of a specifically new literary life.^ The Gospels

are equally regarded as still-born, compiled productions without

originality, when either the Gospel of Matthew, or that of Mark, or

thai of Luke, is looked upon as the basis on which the others were

formed. But this dead fabrication system has been applied not

merely to the relation of the second and third Gospels to the sup-

posed first, but also to the relation of the third to the supposed

second. According to such suppositions, the second Evangelist

made use of the work of the first, and the third of the works of the

second and first, in compiling his own. Concerning the order,

however, in which this paralytic authorship took place, as many
hypotheses have been formed as the transposition of the names

Matthew, Mark, and Luke would furnish ; e.g., Matthew, Luke,

Mark ; Mark, Matthew, Luke, &c. This is the permutation system.'-^

To get at the secret by means of permutation, criticism has formed

a kaleidoscope of all the existing possibilities, and tlien shaken this

kaleidoscope again and again, thus producing every possible com-

bination in this one lifeless kind of view. Operations of this_ kind

might perhaps compete in rigidity, insipidity, and misconception of

the living originality of the said writings, with any of the perform-

ances of a talmudic-rabbinical style of treatment. A more striking

instance of the tendency to construct the fairest mystery of unity

in variety, and variety in unity, the mystery of the most glorious

vitality, not merely out of the deepest, but also out of the most

pitiable kind of death, has seldom paraded itself in learned pomp
before the world.

The view which attributes the separate or remaining Gospels to

lesser evangelical writings or essays, representing single incidents

in the life of Christ, or to memoirs, may be regarded as the corre-

sponding vital counterpart to that dead assumption of a primitive

Gospel which would degrade them into external compilations.^

Such a view entirely corresponds with the idea of the solemn

remembrance in which this life was preserved. But the same

difficulties to which the former hypothesis gave rise, are experienced

when these memoirs are regarded as primitive records, Avhich the

Evangelists regarded and treated as diplomatically certain and

authoritative, and not as assisting and completing the living and

independent tradition of the Gospel.

Both assumptions agree in the one point of giving a written

foundation to the synoptic Gospels, and are opposed to the view

which accepts an oral Gospel tradition, as a new and different ex-

planation of the phenomenon in question. Nothing is more certain,

1 See Ebrard, p. 21. [See also a very thorough examination of this hypothesis by
Andrews Norton, Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels, vol. i. p. 60, and Note
D.—Ed.]

^ See Ebrard, p. 22; [or Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. ; Davidson's Introcl., vol. i.

382 and 387 ; Keuss, GescMchte d. h. Schriften, p. 164.—Ed.]
^ To this belongs Schleiermacher's view of the origin of Luke's Gospel, founded on

the preface thereto.
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than that the Gospel facts must have been preserved in a most power-
fiil tradition. The Christian Church at first found its daily edification,

nay, its heaven, in this tradition. But the view of its development
assumes, in the field of criticism, the character of regarding this

tradition as the exclusive basis of the Gospels. It is in the main-
tenance of this exclusiveuess that this view also becomes hypothesis,

and betrays its hypotlietical character by running into opposite ex-

tremes. On the one hand arises the view, tliat tradition was gradu-
ally formed into a verbally fixed, oral Gospel, and that it thus

gradually assumed a liturgical character. Here then tradition

appears in its highest form, as a crystallization.^ On the other

hand appears the notion which represents Gospel tradition as the

obscure stream of excited, heathenish popular imagination, which,

carrying along with it a stratum of Gospel facts, or even of primi-

tive fictions, deposited them as half or wholly ' washed-down
legends,' like water-rolled pebbles against the dams of the written

Gospels.-

The latest hypothesis, which regards the Gospels as productions

of the Evangelists, whose minds are said to have expressed in naive

fiction the consciousness of the Church, need only be mentioned for

the sake of completeness.^

It cannot but be an enigma to subsequent ages, that in an age
which prided itself upon highly esteeming what was original in

subjective and individual life, it could ever have come to pass, that

the origin of the Gospels should be regarded as an enigma—an
obscure and difficult enigma. For it is owing to the very circum-

stance that the vital originality of the separate Gospels has been
ignored in the most unworthy manner, that this difficulty has be-

come BO great and unsolvable. The actual factor was misconceived,

through misconception of the peculiarity of the Evangelists ; how,
indeed, could it be possible to comprehend the mutual relation of

the Gospels, when this was not duly estimated ? It is true that

the former doctrine of iuspiiatiou had laid the foundation of this

depreciation of the personal in the Gospels. As the too high de-

mands of a former harmony brought forth the rationalistic tendency,

so did the former degradation of the Evangelists produce the whole
series of views, which regarded them as mere mechanical tran-

scribers. But her own poverty and helplessness carried criticism

1 Compare Gieseler, Historisch-kr'disdi Versiich, &c., p. 53, &c. The notion of a

stereotyped oral tradition was formed especially by Kaiser. Gieseler's view is a more
lively one. [Westcott very ably advocates a ' definite oral Gospel,' which was gradu-

ally formed, not by popular tradition, but by apostolic preaching ; he does not, how-
ever, absolutely exclude the use of written documents, although inclining to do so.

Norton (i. p. 284) maintains that 'the oral narratives of the apostles were the com-
mon archetype ' of the Gospels. Davidson (i. 405 S.) is of the same opinion, and
does not differ from Westcott even in the degree that the latter seems to imagine (p.

189).—Ed.]
- So Strauss. Weisse has appropriated the expression, washed-down legend, although

he shows some repugnance to the washing river, the myth-forming tradition. See his

Evnwjelischc Geschichte, p. 7, &c.
^ See Kritih der evang. Geschichte, by Bruno Bauer.
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even farther than the results of this misconception prescribed.

Even the factors granted were not treated in an historical manner,

when it was supposed that the hypothesis of a written basis to the

Gospels must overthrow the tradition-hypothesis ; and, on the other

liand, that the latter could not exist in the presence of the former.

For want of transposition into the scene, and of submissively accept-

ing the appearance of the gospel-spirit in the Gospels, they have

been alternately regarded as the production of one or other of a

series of pale spectral forms ; and it has been insisted, that they

originated in either literary compilation or a liturgical rhapsodical

hymn, or the plastic formative presentiment, or finally the fixed idea

of a species of poetry, which was said to have no consciousness of its

artistic doings. Gospels formed in such a manner, would indeed

have been far below that glowing, living, solemn remembrance
which animated the apostolic Church and its Evangelists.

Gieseler in his above-named work, p. 35, &c., dismisses the

hypothesis which would make one Gospel the basis of the others in

the following words :
' Besides the absence of all historical grounds,

these hypotheses may also be met in the following manner. (1.)

It is not evident what motive could have induced the later Evan-
gelist, if he were acquainted with the work of an able predecessor,

instead of circulating the same, with the addition of a supplement
if he thought it necessary, to have brought it out under his own
name, after a very unimportant revision, at least with respect to its

contents. (2.) In whatever order the Gospels may be arranged,

there always remains in the earlier, much which the later have
omitted

;
yet they could not have considered this incorrect, and it

would be difficult to prove that just these passages were those that

were unsuitable for all classes of readers. (3.) How contrary is the

work of revision which must be accepted, to the spirit of an age

which produced but few authors ! Here the later Evangelist gives

whole narratives and isolated sentences an entirely different position
;

he must therefore have turned over his predecessor's work, selecting

first from one place, then from another. In one place he begins by
transcribing verbally, and then exchanges words and thoughts ; at

another time he omits thoughts ; and finally changes expressions

for their synonyms without alteration of thoughts. And yet, with

all this aftectation, these writings bear so distinct an impress of un-

assuming simplicity, that even their enemies recognize it. (4.) This

hypothesis is especially refuted by the remark, that, let the order

of the Evangelists be what it will, we are always forced to concede

that, in many cases, the later Evangelist not only exchanges the

clearer statement of his predecessor for a more defective and in-

accurate one, but often apparently, though not actually, contradicts

his authority, and that in a manner which must be intentional,

since inaccuracy is insufficient to explain it.'
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SECTION II.

THE ORIGIN OF THE GOSPELS IN GENERAL.

The Christian originality of the Gospels is the decided factor by
means of which both their unity and diversity, and the wonderful

relation resulting from both, must be explained. But when we
would explain this originality, we find ourselves almost induced,

with respect to the relation of the Gospels to the actual Gospel

history, to attribute to each a peculiar kind of origin. Besides, the

conviction is pressed upon us, that each Evangelist has, in the a])-

propriation of his matter, preserved his personal dignity, and by his

manner of statement, impressed upon it his own peculiarity. Lastly,

we find that each Gospel displays a special arrangement, arising from
a peculiar plan, depending on special motives and considerations.

Thus we obtain a triple impress of originality in the Gospels ; they

are original in source, in composition, and in plan. It is no wonder,

then, that they who have misconceived their peculiarity in all these

respects, should have erred in a threefold manner.

The first factor in the composition of the Gospels, is the pecu-

liarity of the sources whence their material was derived. These, in

their full extent, include the following particulars : first, direct

remembrance ; secondly, tradition ; thirdly, written memorabilia

;

fourthly, already existing Gospels.

It is taking a defective view of the resources of an Evangelist, to

set up the tradition-hypothesis alone, without duly estimating the

great imi)ortance of the direct memory of the apostles. Especially

must it be taken into account, as forming the basis of the first

Gospel, viz., the original Hebrew Gospel, which was the immediate

work of Matthew, and of the Gospel of John. It cannot be wholly,

at least, denied to Luke ; and Mark is as near to it as he was, during

his life, to the Apostle Peter, and to the apostolic church at Jeru-

salem. The ]iowerful effect of the evangelical memory was, how-
ever, in each Evangelist, the very motive that induced the composi-

tion of a Gospel.

Direct remembrance was completed by tradition. The transition

from one to the other is exemplified in those incidents, for the com-

plete knowledge of which tradition was needed even by Matthew and

John, the actual witnesses of the life of Jesus. Much which apper-

tains to His history—the occurrences of His childhood, of His re-

tirement, and of His private life—could only have been known to

His disciples by communication. Not only their former, but even

their present vocation, separated them occasionally from Him, so

that the information of one would often need completion by the in-

formation of another. Thus fragments of memory and tradition

formed various combinations, which gained unity from the fact that

the memory of each individual disciple was continually excited by,

and came in contact with, the general memory of the whole Church.

Tradition then, intimately united indeed with apostolic remembrance,
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appears to have been the actual source of those Evangelists who
had had but little, or even no direct intervention in the facts of the

Gospel history.

The freshness of this source was maintained by means of the con-

tinuous preaching of the Gospel ;
^ its purity and brightness, by the

Spirit of the Gospel. The agency of this Spirit is of the highest

importance in the origin of the Gospels. Without His assistance a

disciple could hardly have written a Gospel. He was the remem-
brancer, not so much with regard to non-essential circumstances, as

to the relative distinctness and significance of the several facts of

the whole Gospel history. It is in the certainty wherewith He both
explains and assumes the perfect actuality of the Gospel history,

that the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of God. They who are unable to

distinguish between the foreboding, myth-forming spirit, and the

Holy Spirit hovering over the completed history, and assuming it

as the scent does the full-blown flower, have not yet learned to dis-

tinguish between the beginning and the climax of the human race
;

the historical development of tens of centuries is to them a blank.

The Evangelists lived and breathed in the element of this reminding
Spirit ;—could He then have left them so soon as they began to write

Gospels ? - Hence it was under the overshadowing of the Holy Ghost
that the Word of God solemnized also His literary incarnation.

The Gospel-forming tendency first manifested itself in the pro-

duction of those lesser evangelical memoirs, which many who had
enjoyed the privilege of intercourse with Jesus felt themselves im-
pelled to write, in order to preserve any circumstance which seemed
either specially remarkable, or which was at least the subject of

direct memory. If it be asked, how such or such an apostle man-
aged to keep this or that difficult discourse in his memory, such a
question strikes at the questioner himself. If it be further asked,

how these Galileans found time and skill to compile the facts of the

Gospel history, the fundamental law is lost sight of, that it is a vital

enei'gy which sets quills in motion, whether in the bird or the man.
Genius gave the pious Hans Sachs and the profound Jacob Bohm

^ [' Out of the countless multitude of Christ's acts, those were gathered, in the
ministry of twenty years, which were seen to have the fullest representative signi-

ficance for the exhibition of His divine life. The oral collection thus formed became
in every sense coincident with the " Gospel ;" and our Gospels are the permanent
compendium of its contents.'—Westcott's Introd. p. 155. There are few more
interesting chapters in the history either of literature or of the Church, than that

which treats of the connection of the Gospels with the apostolic preaching ; and a
more adequate exhibition of it cannot be required than that which has been given by
Davidson (vol. i. p. 405 fif.).—Ed.]

- The older theology, by its doctrine of inspiration, misconceives the fact that the
sacred writers were continually filled with the Spirit, and that their actions, whether
of spiritual life or spiritual productivity, were free. The abstraction which would
separate the insinration of the Spirit from the inspiration of the life, is somewhat
talmudistic. Modern theologians who oppose the doctrine of inspiration, seem to

suppose that God's messengers, to whom they concede the assistance of the Spirit in
the general carrying out of their vocation in life, suddenly descended to the level of

uncalled ordinary authors as soon as they took hold of the pen. According to the
first notion, the Spirit forsook them if they did not write ; according to the second,
if they did.
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no rest; and that was the reason why these worthy shoemakers
became such profuse authors. Undoubtedly, the art of writing

itself orginated in the impulse to preserve what was worthy of record,

and not in accidental scribbling. Nay, man even learned to speak

more by the urgency of the desire and necessity which he felt to

express his thoughts, than by an experimental play upon his organs,

or by the imitation of the lower animals. The remarks which have

been made against the primitive records of the Old and New Testa-

ment revelation, upon the assumption that the art of authorship was
not yet sufficiently understood in the world to account for the pro-

duction of such memoirs, at such times and places, are expressions

of the same lack of spiritual perception which asked concerning

Jesus, How knoweth this man letters, having never learned ? Never
could the necessity of preserving glorious experiences by means of

writing, have been more deeply felt than amidst the circle of Christ's

witnesses. Nay, it may, without exaggeration, be maintained, that

if the art of writing had not as yet existed in the world, it must
liave arisen among them. Those apostolic men were not more the

men of their age, than they were the men, or the children, of the

Spirit of Jesus.

Even the women who accompanied our Lord, may also have
written from their own point of view, that, as priestesses of His
Spirit, they might preserve in written records His precious memory.
The Spirit of Christ poured out upon His disciples at the comple-

tion of His ministry, nay, proceeding from Him at all times, must
indeed have often impelled those who were acquainted with His life,

to commit to writing some of His sayings and deeds. It is not to

be wondered at, that there were many, as St Luke assures us, who
took such works in hand. Could the spring-tide of a new religion,

nay, of a new humanity, the marriage feast of the reconciliation

between heaven and earth, pass by without the guests and witnesses

of this glorious life feeling constrained to preserve its most important

circumstances in writing ? At all events, a multitude of such

memoirs did arise. These many lesser primitive Gospels, then,

naturally formed the firm and fixed centre of evangelical memory
and tradition within the circle of the apostolic Church, It is pro-

bable that a selection of such writings as St Luke had to deal with,

was at the disposal of each of the Evangelists. These Gospel

memoirs form the transition between tradition and those complete

Gospels, into which the written announcement of the Gospel has

settled. These Gospels arose one after another during a short period

of time, and within a circumscribed sphere. Hence it may have

been possible that one Evangelist was acquainted with the work of

another, that the later mightmake use of the labours of the former.

IMark might perhaps have known that of Luke, or at all events the

Hebrew original of Matthew. According to tradition, John was
acquainted with all the synoptical Gospels.

When we take into account the true communion of the Spirit in

the apostolic Church, and the manner in which the life of Christ was
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interwoven into its life, we can easily understand how, from all the

various sources, a living unity of general tradition, a special manner
of viewing and narrating the Gospel history, would be formed, in

which all the apostles and Evangelists would have more or less

resemblance to each other. The spirit of their faith, of their

blessedness, of their worship, who made them all to be of one heart

and of one soul, formed a mutual and most delicate rapport, in

which the very phraseology of the Gospel, the whole manner of

its announcement, received a peculiar and singular stamp. This

unity of view and statement, occasioned as it was by oneness of

spirit, supreme simplicity, memory, mutual co-operation, and com-

mon written authorities, was the cause of that extraordinary unity

which is perceived in the narratives and style of the Gospels, and
especially of the synoptical Gospels.

This phenomenon is therefore caused by the marvellous agency

of the Spirit of sacred Gospel remembrance in the primitive apostolic

Church. Hence, they who look upon the precious fruit, which bears

witness to the fulness of apostolic vitality, as the mere dead production

of the poorest kind of compilation, are soon puzzled by the fact, that

the originality of the several Evangelists everywhere animates this

admirable unity, by touches of the richest variety. The critic would

fain seize and handle this living unity as a mere dead uniformity

;

but when the rich play of Gospel individuality which forms its other

side is perceived, his peace is at an end, and the terrible problem
drives him like a restless spirit though the region of hypotheses.

It is part of the notion of Christianity, that by its sanctifying

operations it should awaken and bring to perfection, on one hand,

the whole unity of individualities ; on the other, their entire variety.

Hence the four Gospels contribute, even in their form, to the glori-

fication of the Christian spirit, by exhibiting in large and plastic

forms that vital congruity by which the Christian spirit is proved to

be such. Hence the sacred originality of the Evangelists may be

designated as the second factor of the Gospels, and of the peculiarity

of their mutual relations. The authenticity of the four Gospels

being assumed, it might fairly be expected that each should exhibit

a definite and significant character. This is involved, first, in the

notion of such evangelists as the Church could appropriate. Evan-
gelists of such a kind could not but be prominent characters, and
must consequently express themselves in a characteristic manner.

But it is also involved in the notion of the mature primitive Chris-

tian, that he should exhil)it his peculiarity in his work ; for the

spirit of Christianity, by means of its horror of annihilation, intro-

duces individuality into a new life, and causes it to appear in the

full glory of its definiteness. But if important characters appear in

their full freedom, they will be distinguished from each other by
strong peculiarity of feature. Thus the Gospels must be looked

upon as the writings of distinct, important, and definite characters.

It is by the exhibition of their originality that they manifest them-
selves to be the effects of such original forces. Hence each must of
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necessity appear in its full peculiarity ; and that criticism which
would pass sentence upon them without a notion of tliis circum-

stance, must, for that very reason, be characterized as incapable or

unchristian. But when it goes so far as to attribute the delicate

manifestations of vital originality found in the Gospels to death, all

that play of feature pertaining to living personality to the convulsive

efforts of paralysed and half-dead individuals, such representations

arise as those which make, e.j/., the ardent expressions of Mark,

choice 'printing'—the deeply significant and lyrically beautiful

impulses of John, tedious prolixities. A true appreciation of the

Gospels must be preceded by an appreciation of their writers. In
this place, however, we can but state this princiijle, and must treat

of the characteristics of the several Evangelists in another part of

this work.

But, finally, when we remember that the great characters who
wrote the Gospels attained their powers of Gospel authorship by
means of definite and special occasions for their exercise in Christian

interaction with various persons and circumstances, we have already

admitted a third factor in the production and form of the Gospels.

The character of the evangelist is neither an egotistical nor a

vanishing one. It is on one side infinitely defined, and therefore,

on the other, infinitely definable. Love makes him so pliable, that

though ever building on the same foundation, he becomes all things

to all men ; that he preaches quite differently at Athens and at

Corinth, for this very reason, that he everywhere preaches the same
truth in its essential spirit, while adapting its form to the varying

circumstances of his audience. If then we take this Christian

principle into account, we cannot but view the peculiar form of

each separate Gospel as resulting from the peculiar spiritual state

of those for whom the Evangelist wrote. If due allowance is made
for this factor, it will be perhaps better understood, e.g., why the

Gospel of John and Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians exhibit so much
relationship. This reference of each Gospel to the circle for whom
it was first destined, will explain the Old Testament references of

Matthew, the sharply-defined pictures of Mark, intended as they

were for the practical mind of the Koraan, the catholic character-

istics of Luke, and the ideal and theologic views of John. The
Pauline Epistles show how variously the various necessities and
receptive powers of the different churches could affect the one forcible

and determined pen of a Paul. And thus must the various constel-

lations in the kingdom of God have still more powerfully influenced

the Evangelists, who, according to the law of liberty, of sjiecial

vocation, and of love, devoted themselves each to special circles of

readers. By the interaction of such situations with the characters of

the several Evangelists, were formed, under the leading of the Divine

Spirit, the plans of the several Gospels, whose immediate and intended

destination was impressed not only on their fundamental characteris-

tics, but also on their separate features ; so that, even in this respect,

each separate Gospel could not but receive a different ])hysiognomy.
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The Evangelist Luke has, in the introduction to his Gospel,

pointed out the various stages of general Grospel tradition. (1.)

Direct tradition, represented by the air ap')(ri^ avToinai koX V7rr,-

perai. (2.) The transition from memory to tradition. The air

ap-yrj^ avToinai are emphatically so called, and form, as it seems, as

eye-witnesses from the beginning of the life of Christ, a contrast to

those who were only avToirrac, &g., during a shorter period, and
who seem denoted by the word rj/xel'i. (3.) Tradition, in a narrower

sense, pointed out by the words : irapeSoaav rj/xlv, (4.) Memoirs

;

TToXXol eTTe^eipi-jaav avard^aaOat S(,i]<y7](TLV, &c. The eire^elprjcrav

seems to designate not so much the boldness of the attempt, or the

insufficiency of the execution, as the first rudiments of Gospel com-
position.^ (5.) The formation of the comprehensive Gospel : eSo^e

/ca/xol, &c.—Tlius the first factor in the formation of a Gospel is

stated in its full extent : the second and third are sufficiently indi-

cated in the third and fourth verses.

SECTION III.

ORIGIN OF THE GOSPELS IN PARTICULAR.

The various factors which operated in the production of the

Gospels, took various forms, exerted various degrees of power, and
consequently produced various kinds of interaction in the life of

each separate Evangelist. Hence the sum of their effects could

not but be different in each particular case. The total sum of

effects is formed by the motive, the plan, of each Gospel, and
by the germ which gives to each its own special form of develop-

ment.

The simplest motive was the cause of the Gospel of Mark. We
here behold an Evangelist who deals rather in vivid and copious

representation than in profound doctrines and views, seizing with

the ardour and animation of youth upon the Gospel tradition, and
depicting in lively traits the ministerial life of Christ. But the

tradition of the Gospel history which guided him, had already

taken, through the statements and views of Peter, a special form

exactly corresponding to his requirements ; for the style of this

versatile Evangelist's narrative is, from the very first, determined by
the lively views of this ardent and congenial, but stronger apostle,

who, equally with himself, displays a preference for the concrete.

Besides, this Evangelist was urged to write his Gospel by Komans,
and indeed by single members of the Roman Church. The Roman
Church, as such, must have expected from him a statement of the

^ [Westcott (p. 173 of his Introd.) acutely remarks, ' He finds no fault with the

basis on which the earlier writers rested. His own determination is placed on an

equal footing with theirs (^So^e Kd/xot).'—Ed.J
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facts of the life of Jesus ; but the wish of individuals, as such,

would impel him more especially to a presentation of his matter iu

pictorial scenes ; and the result would be just such a Gospel as we
have in the second. Mark narrates events in his own manner ; his

ardent and lively imagination is everyv/here manifested in his

Gospel. He derived his information from the apostolic discourses

of Peter, which dispensed with the chronological connection of

events for the sake of blending them with doctrinal announcements.

Hence a strict historical sequence is wanting in this Gospel.^ His
narrative was written for a circle of Koman Christians; hence he con-

fined himself so much to the concrete, and made use of many Latin

words and phrases. From the circumstance that his inducement to

write arose from a private circle, the double conclusion of his

Gospel may be in some measure explained. His communications,

that is to say, were gradually formed : how naturally, then, might
a cessation take place towards the close, and a subsequent comple-
tion be added, after the dissemination of the former communica-
tions ! Criticism, in its oscillations between opposite extremes, has

at one time too highly estimated, at another too much depreciated,

this Evangelist and his Gospel in comparison with the other Gospels.

Even Augustine caused this Gospel to be misconceived, by regard-

ing Mark as ' the follower and abridger ' (pedissequus et breviator)

of Matthew." Euthymius Zigabenus pronounces a similar opinion.^

In modern times Michaelis has remarked, that ' Mark wrote with

Matthew's Gospel in his hand ;' and afterwards, that Luke also made
use of it. Hereupon Griesbach sought to prove ^ that ' the whole

Gospel of Mark, with the exception of a few verses, is derived from

Matthew and Luke.' Saunier, in his work iiber die QudJen des

Evangeliams des Markics, 182.5, Theile zui- Biographie Jesu, p. 34,

Strauss in the Lehe^i Jesu, vol. i. p. 78, and others, have embraced
this opinion. Even Ammon agrees on the whole with this view of

the Gospels.

Erroneous notions of the second Gospel were first attacked in a

doctrinal point of view by Mill and Wolf. When a contradiction

was felt to exist between the doctrine of inspiration and the assump-

tion that Mark was a mere ' follower ' of Matthew, such a persuasion

involved the true notion, that an Evangelist, as such, was too truly

invested with the dignity of a definite, an inspired, and an apostolic

life, too powerfully impelled to work in the strength and blessing of

^ Even Credner, in his Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 123, shares Schleier-

macher's view : that the description given of the presbyter John by Papias, according

to which Mark did not write rd^et, does not suit our Evangelist. He remarks that

this Gospel preserves the same order as Matthew and Luke, and that they therefore

who would nevertheless refer the expression of ' John the presbyter ' to ^Mark, do at

the same time impugn the chronology of Matthew and Luke. At all events, the

chronology of Matthew and Luke is corrected by the Gospel of John.
" I)e consensu evang. i. 2.

3 Comp. Ammon, die Geschichte des Lebe.ns Jesu, p. 69.

* Commentatio qua Marci Evangelium totum e Matthcei ct Lucce commentarils decerp-

tum esse demonstratur {Opusc. acad. vol. ii.)
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his own special spiritual gift, to exhibit the mere lifeless perform-

ance of a compiler or copyist. It was subsequently owned, that the

Gospel of Mark could not be wholly accounted for by that of Mat-
thew, but that it assumed a more comprehensive evangelical tradi-

tion. Koppe especially embraced this view. The recognition of

the peculiarity of this Gospel was gradually prepared for, as may be

remarked in Schott's Isagoge, &c., p. 90. Nay, Mark was indem-

nified for the misconception he had experienced, by this view being

surpassed, and his Gospel made the basis of those of Matthew and
Luke, which has been done in our days by both Wilke ^ and
Weisse,^ after the precedent of Herder and Storr. Finally, credit

for the greatest things has been given to this Evangelist, by attri-

buting to him the Apocalypse also."

That the originality of Mark makes him independent of Matthew
and Luke, may be seen from his omissions, not to mention the

characteristic vividness of delineation pervading his whole work. On
the other hand, however, the originality of the second Gospel can

derogate nothing from that of the first and third, which not only

surpass Mark in extent, i.e., in reporting certain circumstances

which he has omitted, but also in the more significant and profound

sequence and tone of their communications.

Nothing material can be urged against the tradition of the

fathers, according to which Mark composed his Gospel at Kome,
about the time of Peter's martyrdom. The variety of their state-

ments may perhaps be accounted for by the various editions of this

Gospel. According to Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius, Mark
composed his Gospel during the life of Peter ; hence the edition

which Eusebius followed was one wherein the conclusion, chap. xvi.

9-20, was wanting. Irenteus makes the Evangelist write after the

death of Peter ; consequently he used a later edition, which included

the conclusion.

While Mark sketched vivid pictures from the Gospel history from

a Petrine point of view for Eoman Christians, Matthew undertook

the task of composing a Gospel for Hebrew Christians. His dis-

position and official vocation equally impelled him to such a work.

He could not but lead his fellow-believers in the Old and New Tes-

taments to the heights of the theocratic standpoint, and show them
the fulfilment (the 7rA.?^pwo-i9) of the Old Testament in the New.
Hence his Gospel is, as to matter, filled with references to the Old
Testament ; as to form, with Hebraisms. Hence he is constrained

to represent the Messiah in the great acts of His historical mani-

festation, and so to arrange them as to make them act, as far as

possible, in their totality as credentials of His dignity. Hence so

prominent a position is occupied in the beginning of this Gospel by

'^ Der Urevangelist, oder exeg. hrit. Untersuchung iiher das Verioandtschaftsverhdlt-

niss der drci ersten Evangelicn, Dresden und Leipzig, 1838.
- Dk crang. Geschichte, vol. i.

^ Hit/iig, Ucher Johannes MarJcus und seine Schri/ten, oder : welcher Johanneshat die

Ofcnharimg verfasst, Zurich, 1843.
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tlie genealogy, and at its close by the announcement of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. In striking contrast, however, to that genuine
Israelitism, the line of Messianic life ap]:)earing in the ]:>erson and
institution of Christ, must that false tradition of Israelite nature,

viz., Pharisaism, be exhibited. This foundation of the Gospel of

Matthew was from the first so firmly laid, that its Greek compiler
could alter nothing essential, without intentionally destroying the
execution of this significant design.^

The birth-place of this Gospel must at all events have been
Palestine. The date of its origin is probably that when, by reason of

the storm then gathering over Jerusalem, the Christians began, ac-

cording to their Master's injunctions, to leave the Jewish common-
wealth, sunk as it was in delusion, and to emigrate chiefly to Pella.^

Luke w]-ote his Gospel under the influence of his Pauline ten-

dencies. Hence he stood in direct opposition, not only to inimical
Judaism, but also to morbid judaized Christianity. This stand-
point gave him a special sense for all those incidents in the Gospel
history, in which the calling of the whole Gentile world into the
kingdom of God appears. Hence a stronger feature of catholicity

pervades his Gospel. It also satisfactorily proves that the supposed
discoveries, according to which this Gospel contains Ebionite views
needing to be expunged, are entire failures. Luke wrote the history

of the divine Friend, the Shepherd, the Saviour, of the human race.

In carrying out this task, a number of written notices of the life of

Jesus were at his disposal. Some of these pieces he allowed to

produce their full effect, by incorporating them in his work without
materially altering them. But he could not feel himself bound, in

the task of editing such documents as had come to his knowledge,
to follow exactly the succession of events in the Gospel history from
its commencement, as he certainly might have done, partly by the

help of tradition, and partly perhaps by that of his own memory
{irapaKoXouOelv avwOev Trdcnv uKpi/Sm, chap. i. 3).^ His peculiarity

has imparted its tinge to his whole Gospel, though we cannot but
feel how difierently he would have written, if he had not been guided
by the distinct impress of Gospel tradition.* He wrote his Gospel,

first, for Theophilus, a Christian of some consideration, who at the

same time represents, in his view, a class of Christians who, both by
education and the solicitude they evinced on the subject, had a better

right than many others to require such a history of Christ's life as,

being founded upon accurate information, might afford them cer-

tainty (iW iirLjvux; ryv aa(})d\eiav). When, then, Luke promises

Theophilus that he would write the Gospel history in order, ku-

^ Comp. Creclner, Einleitung, pp. 62, 63.

^According to IreuEcus, adv. Hceres. 3, 11, Matthew wrote his Gospel while
Peter and Paul were preaching the Gospel in Rome. This remark points to the
same period.

^Compare Schleiermacher : Ueber die SchriftenLuhas, Berlin,! 181 7. With great
penetration and delicate perception, has Schleiermacher pointed out the primitive

basis of this Gospel, though he certaialy makes the Evangelist play too much the

part of a mere compiler. * Ksee Credner, 132.
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^e|>'}?, we are led to expect that he meant thereby the accurately

ascertained chronological sequence. But when we view the actual

state of the case, and remark that he observes this historical sequence

only in general, and not in his delineation of Christ's ministry

;

that, on the contrary, he brings prominently forward another kind

of order, namely, that of Christ's continual journeyings ; we cannot

but suppose that this was the order which he intended from the first.

Other writers of Gospels had already attempted to set forth in order

{avard^aaOai) the Gospel history, according to certain principles of

arrangement : this, however, was to be his principle, to communicate

to Theophilus the Gospel history, in a previously determined order,

of which the journeys of Christ should form the leading idea.^

The date of this Gospel is probably an early one : perhaps about

that of St Paul's first imprisonment at Kome. At all events, it is

antecedent to that of the Acts of the Apostles. There must, how-

ever, always be a difficulty in supposing that Luke discontinued this

latter book at a place where he might have carried it on much further,

namely, at the time when Paul had lived two years at Kome.
The Evangelist John had, according to a tradition which there is

no reasonable ground for doubting, the synoptical Gospels before

him, when he composed his own. Hence he did not concern him-

self with directly communicating such parts of the Gospel history as

were already known. But the history of the life of Jesus had,

through the operation of the recalling Spirit, become to his pro-

found and delicate mind, more than to any other apostle, the history

of the Incarnate Logos, the centre of the ideal world. That centre

of civilization- in which it was his lot to represent the Church of

Christ, induced him to form his confession of Christ into an ideal

Christology. He was, however, impelled to this full development

of his views by the twofold manner in which the worldly spirit,

which had entered the Church, had deformed Christian doctrine

;

hence its mature form resulted from its contest with the first begin-

^ Compare, on the introduction to Luke's Gospel, Gfrorer, die h. Sage, Pt. i. p. 33.
^ The Church tradition according to which the Apostle John exercised the office of

bishop and ended his life at Ephesus, in Asia Minor, has been opposed, as being with-

out foundation, by Liitzelberger, in his essay Die hirchliche Tradition, &c. This

tradition is, however, independently of its own value, accredited by Irenreus {Contra

HczT. iii. 3), and still unore decidedly by certain ancient writings, in which the Asiatic

churches of the second century, in their contentions with the RomisTi Church con-

cerning Easter, appeal to the authority of the Apostle John. These are, chiefly, the

letter of Polykrates, Bishop of Ephesus, to Victor, Bishop of Rome (Euseb. Hist.

Eccles. V. 24), and ttie letter of Irenseus to Victor, according to which Polycarp also

appeals to the Apostle John, in opposition to the Romish Bishop Anicetus. What
then has Liitzelberger to oppose to this ? Schwegler {Theol. Jahrhilcher ron Zellei;

No. 2, p. 289) points out as his most important arguments : (1.) An explanation of

Gal. ii. 6, according to which, it is said to follow from biro'lol nore Tjaav, that John was
already dead when the Epistle to the Galatians was written. (2.) The hypothesis,

that by the ' disciple whom Jesus loved,' spoken of in the fourth Gospel, we are to

understand, not John, but Andrew. Schwegler speedily and completely confutes

both these assertions. It is being over scrupulous to suppose, that allowing John to

have been Bishop of Ephesus is equivalent to admitting that he failed to execute his

missionary vocation ; for the mission of the apostles was not only to be diffusive over

the earth's surface, but concentrated in its important places.
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nings of Ebionitism and Gnosticism. The Evangelist had conse-

quently the opportunity of forming his Christology with special

reference to the inimical contrasts which it had to encounter in the

world. Hence arose that fundamental idea of his Gospel, which lias

already been stated. If the synoptical Evangelists had spared hini

the task of narrating Gospel facts, they had, on the other hand, pre-

pared another task for him, by their neglect of chronological sequence
in their several delineations of the Gospel history. In this respect,

therefore, John was induced not only to give it decided prominence
in his Gospel, but also to depict more copiously the commencement
of Christ's ministry, which his i)redecessors had but slightly touched
on. It was peculiar to his mind to view the general in the pro-

minence of the particular. Hence the more important incidents of

the Gospel history, in which, on the one hand, the reception which
the light of the world experienced from ' His own,' and, on the other,

the repulse by which ' the darkness ' excluded itself therefrom, -were

most decidedly expressed and carried out, occupied the foreground in

this view. This ideal Christology, the ideal and real life of Christ re-

presented, with reference to both the friendly and inimical treatment
it met with in the world, in an orderly succession of its most striking

incidents, formed the plan of his Gospel. John could not have arrived

in Ephesus before he had reached an advanced age. Here, however,

he found himself within the influence of just such inducements,

whether arising from favourable or opposing circumstances, as were
calculated to mature within his mind the form of his Gospel.

According to the conclusions at which criticism has as yet arrived,

the Evangelists appear before us as figures which, like mysterious

spirits, freely and easily pass through its attacks, because critics are

entangled in endless and often mortal contests with each other.

Thus, at one time, it is said that the author of Matthew's Gospel

not only frequently copied from Mark, and was thus externally

dependent upon him, but also frequently misunderstood him, as

being wholly unacquainted with the Hebrew manner of thought and
expression (comp. Hitzig, Ueher Johannes Marhus, p. 47) ; that

he has irrevocably forfeited the credit of an eye-witness (Strauss,

Leben Jesu, ii. 309) ; nay, that his Gospel, in its present form, is no

apostolical testimony at all (Credner, Einleitung, p. 95).

Then, again, the collection of sayings by the Apostle Matthew,

said to form the basis of the first Gospel, is declared to be, with

respect to the authenticity, trustworthiness, and genuineness of its

communications, in every way equal to the communications of

Mark (Weisse, d. evang. Gesch. vol. ii. p. 1) ; and these sayings are

said to have been copied with almost verbal accuracy {Id. vol. i. p.

109). Again, this Gospel, it is asserted, exhibits very plainly the

characteristics of its Jewish origin (Hase, Lehen Jesu, p. 4). At
one time Matthew is looked upon as the author of the Gospel, but the

Gospel is considered a fiction (see Bauer, Krit. der evang. Gesch.) ;
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at another, the Grospel is credible, and even derived as a translation

from the primitive Aramaean Gospel, but has been ascribed, without

valid historical ground, to Matthew (see Ammon, die Geschichte

des Lebens Jesu, vol. i. p. 61) ; nay, this Gospel, independently of

its pretensions to the authority of an apostle and eye-witness, is

placed before those of Mark and Luke (Theile, zur Biographie

Jesu, p. 35). Now Mark appears as a compiler, making a selection

from Matthew and Luke (Theile, zur Biog. Jesu, p. 34 ; Strauss,

Lehen Jesu, vol. i. p. 78), and only a few verses are allowed to be

original (Griesbachii, Opusc. vol. ii.). Then, again, Mark is the

founder of the whole family of synoptical Gospels (Wilke, Weisse,

&c.) His statements are said to be reproduced, after being levelled

and flattened, in the other Gospels ; his views are independent, his

chronological arrangement his own (Hitzig, as above, p. 46). Not
only are the synoptical Gospels founded upon his, but the Apocalypse

is also his work. With respect to Luke, at one time, there is not

sufficient ground for attributing to him the Gospel bearing his

name. A doubt is even cast upon the testimony that it was the

production of a companion of St Paul. In any case, the companion

of St Paul may have composed his work among accumulations of

tradition, from which no apostolic influence protected him (Strauss,

Leben Jesu, i. 80). Too much honour is done to the author of this

work, when the attempt is made to bring any of his statements into

harmony with chronology {Id. p. 265). In the case of Luke, histo-

rical accuracy is, seriously speaking, entirely out of the question

(Weisse, vol. i. p. 90), At another time this same Evangelist is

represented as a Christian investigator, whose credit is not diminished

but increased by referring his work to the earlier works of original

and gifted eye-witnesses of the events (Schleiermacher, Uehe7' die

Schrtften des Lukas, xvi.) Again, we cannot mistake the more
cultivated Hellenist in him. The tradition, that he committed to

writing the Gospel preached by Paul, is strikingly corroborated by
comparing certain passages in Paul's Epistles with parallel passages

in this Gospel, especially the account of the institution of the Lord's

Supper (Gieseler, Historiscli-hritischer Versuch, p. 124). Finally,

the Apostle John is, by a critical bias, gradually removed from the

list of Evangelists. According to B. Bauer, the unnamed disciple,

who has been supposed to be this apostle, is only a phantom formed

by the fourth Evangelist (Kritik, iii. 340). According to Liitzel-

berger, the Gospel itself is infected with crude dualistic assumptions,

and is therefore of Manichsean tendency {Die kircJd. Trad. p. 286).

According to Gfrorer, on the contrary {Das Heiligthum und die

WaJirheit, p. 346), the work of the fourth Evangelist is not only

genuine, but he has performed his task ' as well as could have been

expected.' According to Credner, only an inhabitant of Palestine,

an immediate eye-witness and an apostle, only the beloved disciple

of the Lord Jesus, only that very John whom Jesus had bound to

Himself by the heavenly charm of His teaching, could have been

the author of such a Gospel {Einleitung, p. 208).



PAET VII.

THE RELATION OF THE FOUR GOSPELS TO THE
GOSPEL HISTORY.

SECTION L

AN ATTEMPT TO EXHIBIT THE GOSPEL HISTORY IN ITS UNITY.

The Gospel history has ever presented itself, in its essential features,

to the eye of Christian faith as a unity. Faith has ever found the

Gospel in the Gospels. It is one of the marks of matured hehevers,

that Christ has been formed in them. They have an enh'ghtened

spiritual perception of His nature and history. Their knowledf^e

must, from its ver}'- nature, be ever increasing in clearness and ful-

ness. But it has not come to perfection until all the essential

contents of the Gospel history, as found in the four Gospels, have

their place in the harmonious image resulting from this one percep-

tion of the life of Christ. And faith is striving after the same end

as theological science, when the latter is seeking to exhibit that

unity from the four Gospels.

But both in the assumption on which this effort is founded, and

in the process whereby it is to be realized, science may depart from

the point of view occupied by faith. At all events, science must
differ from faith at every step of this effort in this respect, that

while faith is rejoicing in the spiritual unity she has found in the

life of Christ, science is endeavouring to exhibit this unity in the

fulness of those historical features displayed in the Gospels. Con-

sequently, while faith has ever rejoiced in the unity of Christ as

experienced at its centre, the high aim of science has ever been,

and still is, to exhibit its whole circumference.

This effort of science cannot but be regarded as the expression of

a noble and essential impulse of the mind. The mind everywhere

seeks unity, whether in history or nature ;. it cannot but seek it,

because its own nature is the free unity of varieties. Variety, in-

deed, cannot oppress it, so long as it can either perceive or anticipate

therein the fulness of unity. "But if variety seems to obstruct unity

by its mysterious nature, or to obliterate it by obvious contradic-

tions, the mind becomes uneasy and excited, and finally seeks it at

any cost. The moral and religious capacity for discovering unity

VOL. I. N
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in variety is indeed very various. The Monotlieist, e.g., finds in the

infinite variety of the world the bright and certain manifestation of

one Spirit ; the Polytheist finds therein the confused separateness

of countless gods. The former finds unity because he goes to the

cause; the latter loses it because he is prejudiced by the outward

effect. So also will a strong, healthy, evangelical mind see the

unity of the Gospel in all the Gospels ; while a mind fixed upon

outward matters of detail and of the letter, fancies it discovers a

complication of contradictions.

Even in their assumption concerning the relation of the four

Gospels to the one Gospel history, the decisions of science and faith

are often widely different. Christian faith cannot but regard it as

an advantage to possess the Gospel in this four-fold form and

development ; science, on the contrary, is almost accustomed to see

in this circumstance a deficiency, an injury. The former would

not part with one of the Gospels, because each serves more clearly

to display the infinite riches of Christ in a special aspect ; science,

on the contrary, seems often inclined to give up all four, for the first

best scientific representation of the life of Christ, or even for a

negative ciiticism of the evangelical narratives.^

This difference is still more strikingly displayed in the respective

methods of procedure of these two mental tendencies. While faith

finds the same Christ and the same presiding Spirit of Christ in

each separate occurrence of the Gospel narratives, and even looks

upon discrepancies in details as corroborations of the truth and

freedom of this spirit, the scientific impulse, which is more or less

alien to faith, desires the perfect external unity, or even uniformity,

of the evangelical narratives. This impulse, in its Christian form,

produces that positive harmony which regards the external accord-

ance of the Gospels as a condition of their internal agreement, or

indeed confounds the two, and makes faith dependent upon the

fact of the Gospels exhibiting the lawyer-like exactnessof a statute-

book. In its non-Christian form, however, this same impulse pro-

duces negative harmony, which finds not only in actual disci-epancies

of detail between the several Gospels, but even in every mere

appearance of discrepancy that can be raked up, signs of their

legendary nature. Both kinds of harmony suffer from the same

lack of feeling for the vividness with which mind is wont to express

itself, and terminate in a complete talmudistic minute criticism

with respect to the externals of the Gospels, corresponding with

their utter misconception of their inner life. These two forms of

harmony stand in the same polar relation to each other as Popery

and Separatism, or as despotism and anarchy. The one annihilates

the peculiarity of the Gospels, to exhibit more forcibly the unifor-

mity of the Gospel ; the other, on the contrary, denies the powerful

unity of spirit manifest in every feature of the separate Gospels,

and sees in them an endless complication of apocryphal mental

1 ['M. Renan a voulu, comme il le dit, nous faire lire un cinquieme evangile,

extrait des quatre autres.'—Pressense, L'£cole Critique et Jijus Christ, p. 14.—Ed.]
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activity, living particles capriciously jumbled together from every

quarter.

It is the problem of faith ever more and more to introduce the

separate features of the Gospel narratives, viewed in their mutual
harmonious relations, into the Church's contemplation of the life of

Jesus, viewed as a whole. It is the problem of theological science,

on the contrary, ever more and more to strive, by successive ap-

proximations, to exhibit from the materials at hand the perfect

unity of the life of Jesus. When the tasks of both are completed,

both must meet at the same place. But, meanwhile, faith cannot

exact of science that she should hurry her task, or even, with lawyer-

like partiality, solve her problem at any cost, as though she were
concerned to save the life of a threatened client. Such an exaction

was indeed long ago made by little faith, till science, which she

had enslaved, breaking through her bonds, thenceforth conducted
the cause of the Gospels in an opposite direction, with the vindictive

spirit of a fugitive slave. AVhen, however, science would, on her

part, enforce upon faith results which assume and involve another

view of the world than the Christian one, she must in this form
appear to faith under the same aspect as Jewish or Mohammedan
arguments would, when dealing in an antichristian manner with

the Gospels. Such science no longer stands in polar relationship

to faith, but has nothing to do with it. Christian science starts

from the assumption of the central unity of the four Gospels.

She seeks to follow this vital unity of spirit into the very veins of

their several details. Having, however, to deal with the analysis of

four great individualities in their respective performances, and in

their relation to the Gospel history, her task seems an endless one.

But it is not only the subject itself which makes this task a difficult

one. In estimating it, we must also take into account the imperfect

state of science, both as being still in process of development, and
limited by human weakness. Hence her several decisions are

arrived at without the confidence of full assurance. Nothing could

more retard her progress than to convert her conclusions or views

into settled maxims. The more cautiously she proceeds, the more
assurance may she express, because she proceeds upon the certainty

of a firm foundation, and has the certainty of a real end in view.

It is in this sense that our attempt to give a single delineation of

the Gospel history is to be made. With regard to the extent of this

representation, it will, for the sake of obtaining a compreliensive

view of the whole subject, go beyond the limits of the four Gospels,

e.g., with regard to a description of the secular circumstances among
which the life of Jesus was passed. With regard to its execution,

however, this representation will consist only of a sketch of the sub-

ject, since the full consideration of the matter will be given in the

development of the four separate Gospels.
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SECTION II.

THE GOSPEL HISTORY, IN THE ORGANIC FOURFOLD DEVELOPMENT
OF ITS FULNESS.

The life of the world arises from a fundamental principle, and
propagates itself in an infinite variety of forces, forms, and aspects,

Pi'oceeding from variety, and seeking this fundamental principle,

man appears in his ideality as the centre of life, the idea of the

world, according to which all other forms are regulated. When
we would contemplate the highest forms of animal life, the last

steps of the pedestal on which that life which forms creation's statue

is exalted, these appear to be the ox, the sacrificial animal, the type

of suffering and bleeding life ; the lion, the type of ruling, royally

free life ; the eagle, the type of sacred, contemplative life, soaring

above the earth. Above these three heights of animal life, man
appears as the image of spiritual life, reproducing all these grades

in a higher unity (Rev. iv, 7). Man is the suffering being, who
goes through all the woe of the world to its very depths, formed for

submission to his fate, the child of sacred sorrow, the ox, the sacri-

ficial animal, yu-ocrp^os-, like the rpdjo<i or scape-goat, which tragedy

symbolically denotes. Man is the royal being, who judicially rules

the world, and perpetrates the slaughter of his victims with fierce

or joyful enthusiasm. Man is finally the eagle of spiritual enlighten-

ment, flying towards the sun, and viewing all things in the light of

the spirit,—the eagle of a contemplation which soars far beyond
empiricism. But when man answers to his destiny,, and is equal to

himself, he is all these at once : he is the tragic sacrificial animal,

the contending and victorious lion, the contemplative eagle, loving

to abide in the light ; he is all in one, and it is in this unity that

he is man.
These typical forms of animal life, together with their spiritual

unity, man, form the deep-meaning theocratic symbol described in

the vision of the prophet Ezekiel (chap, i.), and also in the Apocalypse
(chap, iv.) In the symbol of the cherubim above the ark of the

covenant, the Israelite beheld the glory of God as reflected in the

fulness of the world, the unity of life as it branches out into diversity

of form. All that lives belongs to the spirit, is forfeited and sacri-

ficed thereto : this is denoted by the ox. All that lives, enjoys,

struggles, conquers, because it represents spirit ; this is expressed

by the lion. All that lives, loves to float in visionary intoxication

in the sunlight ; this is the form of life represented by the eagle.

But all that lives, reaches its climax in man ; the spiritual ization of

suffering, of action, of contemplation, form in him a unity ; and
from this unity arises the fourth typicail form of life, humanity.^

^ Compare Biihr, Symbolilc des mosaischen Cultus, vol. i. p. 360. Though the ox
'was to all nations the emblem of procreative aud active power,' yet it might well
have another signification in the theocratic realm. Moreover each animal was here a
moral symbol. [See Fairbairu's Typology, i, 222 (3d ed.), and George Smith's Doctrine

of the C'herubhn.—Ed.]
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"We have seen in the preceding part of this work that Christ is

the perfect, the glorified man, the God-man. As then man in

general spreads ahroad his fulness in the world, so does the God-
man in the Gospel, the instrument of the world's enlightenment.

And as the fulness of man, as man, ramifies in the world, so does

the fulness of Christ ramify itself in the Gospels. Irenasus displayed

a happy fertility of presentiment, when he found in the peculiarity of

the four Gospels, a reference to the four living creatures in Ezekiel.

The assumption that one single man, in one single work, would

have furnished a better delineation of the life of Jesus than four

different chosen Evangelists, who complete each other and form one

united whole, is equivalent to the view that the personality of Christ

might, in its depth antl extent, be repeated in other persons, though

in weaker forms. But how could He then, as the one Head, stand

in true organic unity with His various members ? The unity of life

spreads abroad its infinite fulness in the four typical forms of life.

So is it also with the unity of the life of Christ. It was determined

in the counsel of God, and provided for by the Spirit of God, that

the life of Christ should be viewed by great but different, separate

but concurrent, apostolic characters, and that it should in the same
manner be committed to writing by four Evangelists.^

Hence we cannot scientifically know the life of Jesus in all its

fulness, nor learn the extent of the effect it produced, unless we are

intimately acquainted with it, as represented in the four Evangelists.

But even in this case we shall only seek and find the Gospel in its

fulness, when, on the one hand, we find in the four Gospels the true

unity of the Gospel history, and, on the other, learn to appreciate

and understand each expression of the Gospel, in the series of the

four Evangelists, in its own definite peculiarity.

Each Evangelist had his special province and gift of grace, by

means of which he was to apprehend and represent the Gospel.^

And that each was faithful to his appointed task, is evident from

the accordance between the characters of the Evangelists as we
become acquainted with them from the Gospel history, and the

peculiarities of those Gospels which they severally composed. As,

for instance, St Mark's Gospel is, with respect to its general charac-

ter, rightly called ' The Gospel
;

' so also is it, with respect to its

peculiarity, rightly called ' St Mark's.' This accordance between

the Gospels and the known characters of the Evangelists to whom
they are ascribed, is at the same time a very important testimony

to their autlienticity. We are not, however, now regarding this

accordance with respect to the autlienticity of the Gospels, but as

opening our eyes to the fact, that to each Evangelist was given a

special and peculiar view of the glory of Christ.^

^ Compare Olshausen, Commentary on the Gospels, vol. i. p. 4.

* Compare the work of F. Sander, Stwas ilber den eif/eutliiimUcIien Plan dem die

v!er Evangelisten bel der Abfassane/ Hirer Evanrjelien (jefolyt sind. Essen bei Bddeker,

1827 ; Ebrard, Gospel Histonj, p. 66 ff.

•* Comp. my article on the authenticity of the four Gospels, Thcol. Studien und

Kritiken, 1839, i. 7.
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Matthew, the apostle of Christ, who is several times included in

the apostolic catalogue, and for the last time in Acts i. 13, was

formerly a receiver of customs by the Lake of Gennesareth. Accord-

ing to the united testimony of the synoptical Gospels (Matt. ix. 9,

&c. ; Mark ii. 13, &c. ; Luke v. 27, &c.), he was called by Jesus

from the receipt of custom to the apostolate. Though the disciple

thus called is named Levi by both Mark and Luke, yet there is not

the slightest doubt that they intend the same person whom the first

Gospel designates Matthew. As a receiver of custom, Matthew

must have possessed a certain amount of social education ; especially

it may be presumed, that he had gained a facility in writing, and

was accustomed to the practice of this art. Both the administra-

tion of public business and the financial management of private

business necessitate systematic arrangement. The public official is

obliged to arrange and methodize his business, and consequently to

use titles, rules, and indices. Hence Matthew was accustomed to

systematize.^ And it was consistent with such a habit, that in his

written delineation of events, he should be accurate in his statements

of the essential, and neglect the graphic and the reflective.

As a publican, Matthew was at variance with the pharisaic party,

and the pharisaic disposition among his own people. The dictum

of the orthodox Jew designated him as unclean. He must have'

shared the contempt in which his fellow-publicans were held, and

had undoubtedly often experienced it on special occasions. Such
constant misconception and neglect with regard to religion, could

only be regarded with indifference, through frivolous carelessness>

or a more liberal piety and more vital comprehension of the Old

Testament. It must have been in the latter respect that Matthew
had become free from the power of Pharisaism. Otherwise Jesus,

even though He had stopped him in his wild career, brought him
to salvation, and won him for His kingdom, would hardly have

placed him so early among the Twelve. We conclude then that

he was a pious Israelite, prepared for the acknowledgment of Christ

by an intimate acquaintance with the Old Testament, and that,

being at the same time one of those who were of a freer turn of

mind than their contemporaries, he had a feeling of the difference

between the law of the Lord and the traditions of the fathers. And
if we entertain the reasonable view, that Jesus admitted among the

Twelve only those more important and prominent characters in

whom natural qualifications for a great work already existed, we must
assume, in the case of Matthew also, an important personality.

But the fact of his conversion from a publican into an apostle of

the Lord, in whom he recognized the true eternal King of Israel,

must have been idelibly impressed upon his mind as a miracle of

divine grace. He was despised in the eyes of the false theocrats of

•^ It has been remarked, that it is questionable whether publicans who farmed the
public taxes actually kept accounts, after the practice of modern tax-gatherers. But
this is not the question. The impulse to arrange and classify, arises from the neces-

sity of order, and this arises from any official employment.
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Israel, and the true Theocrat thus highly exalted him. He must
have learned to feel the contrast between the true and the spurious

kingdom of God in all their respective aspects. But even without

taking into account the unreasonable contempt of the Pharisees,

his former doubtful calling, when compared with his present exalted

vocation ; his former associates, who consisted partly of the most
degraded of men, when contrasted with the consecrated circle in

which he now lived ; and finally, his former, when compared with

his present state of mind ; must all have appeared to him in their

darkest colours. He was translated from a condition of the deepest

shame to one of the highest honour—from a most critical to a most
advantageous position. Hence it would accord with such a state

of things, that a strong feeling for contrasts should have been

formed in him.

Thus Matthew comes before us as a pious and unprejudiced, a
resolute and educated, a seriously-minded and im])ortant Israelite.

The true historical connection of Christianity with pure Old Tes-

tament Judaism, as well as the contrast between it and Judaic

Pharisaism, are expressed in the fact that this Israelite publican

was destined to write his Gospel first of all for Jewish Christians.

The peculiarity of this Evangelist is decidedly expressed in his

Gospel. First, with regard to formal peculiarities, it is remarkable

that the first Gospel should be the work of that very apostle who
was practised in the art of writing.! But it is a characteristic of

this Gospel, which is increasingly recognized, that a careful group-

ing of events prevails throughout. The observation of this circum-

stance, namely, that arrangement is so very apparent in the discourses

in chap, v.-vii., chap, x., chap, xiii., chap. xxiv. and xxv., induced,

by an over-hasty process of association, the hypothesis that the

original Gospel of Matthew consisted only of a collection of say-

ings. It may, however, be easily proved, that even those parts of

this Gospel in which facts are narrated, are arranged according to

the motives which evoked them. Thus, e.g., the first manifestation

of the Messianic miraculous power of Christ, is exhibited from the

beginning of the eighth to the end of the ninth chaps. ; and thus

also are those great conflicts between Christ and His age, which
preceded His persecution, depicted in chap, xi. and xii. These

hints may suffice to direct attention to the true architectural fitting

in of parts, exhibited by the whole Gospel ; the carrying out of

this remark must be reserved for our subsequent development of this

Gospel. With the tendency of this Evangelist to group his events,

is closely connected the feeling which led him to exhibit in juxta-

position things which presented sharp contrasts. We have_ already

remarked upon this style in our Evangelist. Thus, e.g., in what
striking antithesis do we find Herod and the new-born King of the

Jews, and the teaching of Christ and the teaching of the Pharisees

^ Thus Mark was predisposed to write a Gospel by his ardent spirit of enterprise
;

Luke, by his education and habits of investigation ; John, by that contemplative

bias/ which in his case far outweighed the external circumstances of life.
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in the Sermon on the Mount ! The whole Grospel, in fact, is full

of contrasts. It is also peculiar to it to exhibit objects only in their

bold outlines and characteristic features. When objects are to be

portrayed in all their sublimity, it would but exert a disturbing

influence to enrich them at the same time with graphic details.

In such a case, the delineation of particulars must necessarily be

kept under. The reason why Matthew did not descend into par-

ticulars, is explained by the fact, that it was the simple grandeur

of the Gospel facts which filled his view.

His peculiarities of form, however, are but the expression of

peculiarity of matter. He exhibits the Gospel in its historical re-

lation, as the completion, the spiritual fruit of the christological

growth in the Old Testament. It was his task to prove to his own
nation that Jesus was tlie Messiah, the Son of David, the Son of

Abraham (chap. i. 1). But just because Christ was, in his eyes, the

true and spiritual King of the Jews, and His kingdom the true

theocratic kingdom of God, did Matthew from the very first give

prominence to the great contrast between the spiritual Israel and the

worldly and hardened Israel, Thence it was, that from the begin-

ning new conflicts were ever arising, thence that Ave continually

meet with fresh sufferings of the holy Heir of the ancient theocracy

till His death upon the cross, new triumphs till the manifestation

of His glory. The series of the Messiah's sufferings runs through

the Avhole of this Gospel as its prevailing thought. Even in that

overture to the whole, the genealogy, we detect the notes of this

tragic theme ; for Mary is represented as misunderstood by her

betrothed, and in danger of being exposed, together with her child,

to civil dishonour ; the child is persecuted by the secular power, and
doomed to death, while the prelude of His death is seen in the

slaughter of the infants of Bethlehem. The preference of this

Evangelist for exhibiting Christ in His theocratic sufferings, is

manifested in several characteristic traits. Nevertheless he also

delights in everywhere displaying His triumphs. How charac-

teristic is it, that it is Matthew who, in the history of Peter's

wounding the high priest's servant, records the words of Jesus

:

' Thinkest thou, that I cannot now pray to My Father, and. He
shall presently give Me more than twelve legions of angels ?

'

Thus it is Matthew who, in recording this incident, is concerned

for the dignity of the King ; it is Mark who is careful for the

character of his friend Peter, and omits the reproof; while Luke,

the physician, is occupied with the case of the wounded man, and
narrates the healing of his ear. It is also in accordance with this

view of Christ, that Matthew, at the close of his Gospel, represents

Him as the glorified Prince of heaven, to whom all power in heaven
and earth is delivered.

It is clear, then, that we possess,in the Gospel of Matthew, a delinea-

tion of the life of Jesus, which presents it in all tlie distinctness and
fulness of a peculiar view. This Evangelist makes our Lord known
to us in all the certainty and depth of His relation to history. We
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here learn to estimate the relations of Christianity to Judaism, and
to general historical traditions in the world. We even become
acquainted with the double nature of these traditions, as they re-

present both the outpouring of the curse, and the outjiouring of

the blessing. Nowhere else is that golden thread which connects

all history, the ever advancing though secret progress of mankind,
so clearly displayed ; and nowhere does the Eternal appear so pure

and bright in history, so free from all contamination of the corrupt

and perishable, nay, in sharpest and sublimost contrast to all the

pretensions of mere dead statutes. Modern philosophy has not

always been able to separate the laws of Jehovah from tlie deci-ecs

of tlie fathers in Israel. At one time, Christ is said to have been
crucified according to the Mosaic law ; at another, not to have felt

bound to observe the Mosaic law in His own conduct. Philoso-

phers might, in this respect at least, learn from Matthew that egg-
shell dance of the thoughts, the distinction between laws and
customs, since Matthew has drawn a portrait, in which the ever

correct and quickest motion of a holy life between the most exact

observance of law and the freest non-observance of customs is

depicted. In this respect Christ is, according to Matthew's deline-

ation, in an ideal sense the historic Christ ; while, according to

John, He is in an historic sense the ideal Christ. From this

Gospel we may learn to estimate parchments according to their

value, the historic veins of the blessing of christological reference,

and especially the indestructible thread running through the depths

of the world's history. Here we become acquainted with the idea

of the sympliony and its accomplishment, with the prophetic rela-

tion between buds and blossoms on the tree of the world's history,

between, preludes and concluding chords in the history of Israel.

But. here also we discern the true freedom and glory of that ideal

and consecrated life, matured on the tree of history, contrasted

with the poor, naked, illegal appearance it presented to those who
were prejudiced by the rusted and decayed traditions of history.

None other displays, in features so speaking and forcible as Mat-
thew, the nothingness of uiigodly temporal or hierarchical power,

in its enmity against a Christ sharing the poor man's lot. The
manner in which he exhibits the suffering Son of David submitting

to the sentence of death, amidst the misconception and delusion of

His own nation, sheds, from that bright centre where the true sin-

offering of the' human race bleeds to death, a light upon all the

tragic events and tragic poems of the world, in their christological

and presentient allusions. He teaches us to receive Christ in the

hungry, the thirsty, the strangers, the sick, the naked, the prisoners.

But above this holy suffering, we here behold in all its glory the

overruling providence of the retributing and assisting pod. The
kingdom of the Father's glory surrounds the scene of the historical

reality ; it beams around, and breaks in at the decisive moment.
The harmony between the tender centre of the world, the holy

child, and the ardent circumference of the world, the all-ruling
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providence of GrocI ; between that freest life, Christianity, and the

eternal appointment, the counsel of God ; between the triumph of

the kingdom of Christ, and the rule of the Almighty Father ; is

here depicted in the clearest characters. Hence, this Gospel may
be defined as that which casts a light upon the suffering Christ,

and in Him on Christian suffering, and all the christological suffer-

ings of the world, especially upon the tragic course of history, by
special views and definite representations.

As Matthew sets forth the Redeemer in His relation to history,

so does Mark exhibit Him in the reality of His power as the Son of

God (chap. i. 1) ; as He, reposing on the fulness of His Godhead
power, manifests His life in an increasingly great, striking, and
fervent agency, and spreads blessings around Him, the Lion of the
tribe of Judah.
The special ray of Christ's glory which John Mark's peculiarity

fitted him to exhibit in vivid touches from the fulness of Gospel
truth, was the manner in which His deeds revealed the greatness of

His person. According to Acts xii. 12, he was the son of a Christian

woman named Mary, in whose house at Jerusalem the believers, or

at least the principal among them, were wont to assemble. When
Luke wrote the Acts of the Apostles, he was already known and
esteemed by the Christian Church, or Luke would not have intro-

duced his mother to notice by naming her son. He was a Christian,

and early devoted himself to the apostolic missionary life ; on which
account Paul and Barnabas took him with them on their return

from Jerusalem to Antioch (Acts xii. 25). Thence he accompanied
them, as their helper and minister, on their joint missionary journey
(Acts xiii. 5). He travelled with them to Seleucia and Cyprus, and
thence to Asia Minor. When they arrived, however, at Perga in

Pamphylia, he parted from them and returned to Jerusalem (Acts
xiii, 13), while they continued their journey to Pisidia. When
they were about to repeat this journey from Antioch, for the purpose
of strengthening the churches they had founded, John Mark was
again there. Barnabas even proposed that he should again accom-
pany them. ' But Paul thought not good to take him with them,
who departed from them from Pamphylia, and went not with them
to the work.' A strife now arose between them, and they separated

from each other. Barnabas, taking Mark with him, sailed to Cyprus
;

and Paul, choosing Silas for his companion, passed through Syria

and Cilicia (Acts xv. 37, &c.) This John Mark is undoubtedly the

same whom we subsequently find again with Paul during the im-
jirisonment of that apostle at Rome ; whence it arises that he is

introduced to us as one well known to the Christian Church of that

time, and as nephew to Barnabas. Paul wrote concerning him, in

his Epistle to the Colossians (chap. iv. 10) :
' Aristarchus, my

fellow-prisoner, saluteth you, and Marcus, sister's son to Barnabas
(touching whom ye received commandments : if he come unto you,
receive him).' In his second Epistle to Timothy, he says (chap,

iv. 11), ' Take Mark and bring him with thee : for he is profitable
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to me for the ministry.' In the Epistle to Philemon, Paul mentions

him among his fellow-workers, and sends greetings from him (ver.

24). And the same Mark, at another time, sends greeting by Peter

to the churches at home, from Babylon. ' The church that is at

Babylon, elected together with you, saluteth you, and so doth

Marcus my son:' 1 Pet. v. 13. The Mark who could be thus so

plainly designated as the friend and acquaintance of the Christians

of Asia Minor or Palestine, and who besitles stoml on so intimate a

footing with Peter, that that apostle could call him his son, could

have been none other than the same frequently-mentioned John
Mark. Sufficient notice of him has thus been handed down to us,

even if we do not introduce the tradition, according to which he

suffered martyrdom as Bishop of Alexandria.

The incident related by Mark himself, in his account of our

Lord's Passion, of a young man who followed Jesus when He was

arrested, and then escaped from the young men who laid hold on

him, has frequently been regarded as a circumstance which the

Evangelist relates concerning himself. It has indeed been said,

that this is a merely groundless supposition. But without taking

into account the fact, that the Apostle John also introduces himself

into his Grospel without name, and in the same manner as Mark
does the young man, we can scarcely fail to recognize in this small

episode of the Passion, the identical John Mark of the Acts and

Epistles. At the entrance of the troop into the city with their

prisoner, when all the disciples had fled, ' there followed him a

certain young man, having a linen cloth cast about his naked body

'

(Mark xiv. 15). This was undoubtedly a young man whom JNIark

had some reason for leaving unnamed ; whom the excitement caused

that night by the announcement that Jesus had been taken prisoner,

had aroused and driven from his couch ; and who already stood in a

friendly relation to Him,—a young man who is soon ready, who
casts a garment about him and hastens out ; who is precipitate in

action. This same youth, however, who is so prompt in exposing

himself to danger, is just as prompt in flying fi'om it, and again

shows himself precipitate and full of anxious hurry :
' And the

young men laid hold on him ; and he left the linen cloth and fled

from them naked.' We have here, as it were, a psychological pre-

lude to the first missionary journey of John Mark. He was ready

to start, prepared for the journey : his ardent desire for missionary

work had early brought him into the society of Paul. All went

on well as long as they were sailing on the blue waters of the Medi-

terranean, as long as they stayed in the safe and polislied land of

Cyprus, and even while they sojourned on the coasts of Asia Minor.

But when at length the mountain land of Asia Minor had to be

traversed, he gave way— certainly for no reason which Paul could

think sufficient—and returned, not to Antioch, but to his home at

Jerusalem. Afterwards, however, he was again at Antioch, his

fervid mind urging him back to the forsaken path. Barnabas was

willing to take him again, and, as Olshausen justly remarks, know-
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ing the good disposition of his beloved kinsman, he espoused his

cause. Paul, however, rejected him, on account of his want of

reflection, and still hesitating and unreliable enthusiasm. And
therefore he again traversed with Barnabas the old and more con-

venient missionary route. But the Spirit of Grod was leading him,
and he progressively and decidedly advanced from the paths of

enthusiasm to those paths of Christian self-denial, upon which he
at last laid down his life in the cause of his beloved Master. It is

a precious testimony to his growth in humility and earnest faith, as

well as to the apostolic benevolence of St Paul, that he was after-

guards so closely connected with that apostle, and stood by him
during his imprisonment in Rome. But though his individuality

was thus progressively purified and sanctified, he could not but con-

tinue like himself in all its essential qualities ; and hence we always

meet with the same old ardour, more wont to kindle into a sudden
bhize, than to burn steadily on. Now he is far westward with Paul
at Rome, then far eastward with Peter in the region of Babylon. If

we add to this the testimony of history, he is finally at Alexandria,

and thus dwelt and did the work of an Evangelist in the great

capitals of the three quarters of the world. We see in him an
apostolic man who maintained a truly earnest faith in an easily

excited mind, who was undoubtedly endowed with a powerful im-
agination and a high degree of enthusiasm ; but whom a certain

want of profundity of mind, and quiet strength of character, dis-

posed to an external display of enthusiasm which perhaps rendered

the strict consistency of Paul too powerful for him, and inclined

him to the more congenial companionship of Peter. At all events,

the above-mentioned features are clearly discernible in his transi-

tions from one to another of the great missionary stations and re-

nowned apostles.

All the characteristic features of this fervid and enthusiastic

Evangelist appear in his work. With respect to the negative side

of his character, we recognize a man who is quick, not too perse-

vering, and indisposed to deep contemplation. His Gospel is short

;

it terminates abruptly ; it exhibits no distinct basis of arrangement
or division ; it communicates but few of Christ's discourses, and
those but briefly, and chiefly such as are of the most fervid kind,

—

disputes, reproofs, and His sayings concerning the last judgment.

It is also elliptical in expression ; e.gr., where the disciples are for-

bidden to put on two coats (chap. vi. 9) ; or where the Roman
centurion concludes, from the cry of Jesus at his death : This was
the Son of God (chap. xv. 39).

The lively vigour of this Evangelist is, however, displayed in a

rich abundance of positive energy, and it is with this tliat we are

now concerned, The constant excitement and enthusiasm of his

view is expressed in the strength of his expressions ; e.g., in the

accumulation of negatives, ovtcen ouSet?, as well as in his choice of

unusual words, modes of expression, and constructions. It appears

also in the rapid succession of his pictures ; the word ' straightway'
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(evOews;) is his watchword. Vigour of this kind generally ramifies

into the gifts of a vigorous and graphic imagination, a strong pre-

dilection for the concrete, and a consequently happy memory for

details, connected with an excitable temperament, with its aftec-

tionate mode of expression. Hence it is JMark, with his graphic

imagination, who tells us that Jesus was ivith the wild beasts in the

wilderness ; that the accursed fig-tree was dried tip from the roots.

Such finishing touches are entirely in keeping with truth ; they are

the fruit of independent and closer observation. This Evangelist

also manifests his sense for objective detail, when he relates how
Jesus, in His passage across the lake, was in the hinder part of the

ship, asleep upon a pillow ; when he remembers that the blind

beggar at Jericho was called Bartimasus, the son of Timteus ; and
relates the beautiful parable (chap. iv. 26, &c.) in so striking a

manner, or recalls the gradual process in the cure of the blind man
(chap. viii. 22). His frequent use of diminutives specially testifies

to his affectionate manner of expression {e.g., dvydrpiuv, v. 23

;

iraihiov, v. 39 ; Kopdatov, v. 41 ; Kvpdpca, vii. 27 ; l')(6vhia, viii. 7).

It is in accordance with this same ardent cordiality, that we find in

this Gospel frequent transitions to foreign expressions, especially a

number of Latin words (Srjvdptov, Kevrvpioov, &c.)i The second

Gospel, then, is that of an enthusiastic view, a portraiture ofthe Son
of God in His glorious fulfilment of His office, in the greatness of

His operations. The history of Christ is made to pass before us in

a rapid succession of great pictures, drawn from the life. He fulfils

His beneficent mission in great working days, with sublime effort,

and amidst great press of work ; a constant storm of forces proceeds

from Him. Hence He is also ever encompassed by crowds, esp-e-

cially of the needy, so that often He has neither room to stand nor.

time to eat ; nay. His laborious love at one time kindles into such

ardent activity, and produces such an excitement among the sur-

rounding multitudes, that His friends wish to withdraw Him from

the crowd, uttering those words of anxiety :
' He is beside Himself

(chap. iii. 21). He makes the deepest impression upon the people
;

they wcmder, they are beyond measure astonished, they are amazed,

when He appears, and manifests His love and power. And His acts

were in accordance v/ith such an influence, 'for He had healed

many ; insomuch that they pressed upon Him for to touch Him, as

many as had plagues.' Wherever His arrival was heard of, they

brought unto Him all that were sick in the neighbourhood, and

exposed them on their litters in the streets, with the request that

they might touch but the hem of His garment ;
' and as many as

touched Him were made whole.' Even the mere appearance of

Christ struck the multitude, so that they trembled with reverence

1 On the peculiarities of Mark, compare Credner, Einleitunrj, 102 ;
Hitzig, Ucher J.

Markus u. s. Schriften, 119 ; Ebrard, Gospel History, 78. [Davidson (i. 152) follows

Credner's arrangement, and exhibits in detail Mark's peculiarities both of diction

and style. Westcott also (p. 344) gives an independent account of the same, though

he has ' derived great help from Credner.'

—

Ed.]
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and joy (cliap. ix. 15). His acts are also a continual victory over

inimical powers. This Gospel is far less pervaded than the first by
anticipations of death. Of the sayings of Jesus on the cross, Mark
has preserved only the exclamation :

' My Grod, My God, why hast

Thou forsaken Me ?
' Just the lion-like cry of sorrow. In the same

manner, he relates the history of the resurrection chiefly in its most
agitating effects.^ The disciples, in their sorrow, will believe no
announcement of His resurrection : neither that of Mary Magdalene,

nor of the two disciples who had seen Him in the way. As soon,

however, as Christ appears among them, and reproves their unbelief,

their disposition is entirely changed : they are now in a condition

to receive the commission to preach the Gospel to every creature.

An influx of Christ's power accompanies His messengers, and con-

firms their words, after His resurrection and ascension. Thus does

Mark conclude his Gospel in complete conformity with his own
view ; for it was in those miraculous healing influences of the power
of the Son of God, which agitate and change the world, that the life

of Christ had been contemplated by him. And in this view he is

unique ; the Gospel which he announces, is the Gospel of those vital

powei's of Christ which pervade the world. He is ever representing

Christ as an ever-active, divine-human energy. The manner in

which He moved the minds of the people to every pitch of emotion,

to horror, fear, trust, hope, delight, rapture, and poured forth His
reproving, healing, and sanctifying power upon these different frames

of mind, must be learnt from Mark. The celerity with which Christ

accomplished a work so infinitely great; the enthusiastically arduous

daily labour by which He filled the world with the power of His
name ; the ardent and persevering courage with which He burst

through the sorrows of the world, and through the grave, and raised

Himself to the throne of His glory ; are portrayed in this specifically

distinct conception of His life as characteristics of the Divine Hero,

carrying out His work of salvation in swift and conquering operations.

This mighty activity is at the same time a symbol, representing all

vigorous, divine works, all the agitating, awakening, animating

ministrations of hearts filled with God, all the victories of christo-

logical deeds, every lion-like effort, every lion-like roar, every lion-

like victory of faith on earth, and in general every ray of victorious

power proceeding from the thi-one of the Son of God.

In the first Gospel we behold the Eedeemer, as the promised Son
of David, entering upon His kingdom by the path of suffering ; in

the second He appears before us, as the infinitely powerful Son of

God, obtaining a victory over the world amid floods and storms of

conquering power, and therefore in the way of divine and rejoicing

activity. But we have yet to know Him as seeing and seeking in the

Israelites the whole human race ; and, though limited as to His
earthly surroundings by the Israelitish nation, as delivering and
blessing the world. The Evangelist Luke was called upon both to

^ Ver. 14 of chap. xvi. so entirely coincides with ver. 8, that the genuineness of the
concluding passage might be inferred therefrom. All is entirely in the spirit of Mark.
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comprehend and exhibit the Gospel history on that side which
reflected the divine Son of man.
The first notice of Luke in the New Testament appears in his

second work, the Acts of the A])ostles, which informs us in the most
imassuming manner, that at Troas he first shared in the Apostle

Paul's missionary journey (Acts xvi. 10 and 11). ' Loosing from
Troas, we came with a straight course to Samothracia/ ^ are the

words in which he communicates the fact of his entrance into the

apostle's company. We then lose him again from the society of

Paul and Silas at Philippi (Acts xvi. 17, &c.), where the two latter

were cast into prison on account of the cure by Paul of a young
woman who was a soothsayer. When they were afterwards liberated,

and departed thence, Luke remained, as it appears, at Philippi.

When Paul returned to Philippi, Luke again joined him, and sailed

with him from Philippi to Ti'oas on their way to Jerusalem (Acts
XX. 6). In Jerusalem also we find them together ; Luke going with
Paul into the assembly of the apostles (Acts xxi. 18). He was,

liowever, once more separated from him by the arrest of Paul,

which was effected by the. Jewish Zealots (Acts xxi. 27). After

Paul had been sent to Ctesarea, and while he was detained there in

milder but tedious imprisonment, Luke seems to have been again
in connection with him. For it is said, that the governor Felix
' commanded a centurion to keep Paul, and to let him have liberty,

and that he should forbid none of his acquaintance to minister of

come unto him' (Acts xxiv. 23). At least the command, in conse-

quence of which Paul travelled to Italy, was also a decision con-

cerning him, and for him. ' It was determined that we should sail

into Ital}^' says he (Acts xxvii. 1). He consequently accompanied
Paul on this voyage, and came with him to Kome (Acts xxviii. 14).

At Eome Luke was, at least for some length of time, the helper of

the apostle. It was hence that Paul w^rote in his second Epistle to

Timothy, ' Only Luke is with me ;' and in his Epistle to Philemon,
and in that to the Colossians, also written from this city, Luke is

included among those who send greetings. It is from the latter

Epistle that we learn that Luke was a physician, and that he was
beloved by the apostle :

' Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas
greet you' (Col. iv. 14) ; and also that he was a Gentile, since, after

it is said (chap. iv. 10 and 11), ' Aristarchus, my fellow-prisoner,

saluteth you, and Marcus, &c., and Jesus which is called Justus,

lolio are of tlie circumcision,' there follow the names of others, who
are therefore not of the circumcision, and it is among the latter that

the name of Luke is found.

If we now turn to the account of Epiphanius, that Luke was one

of the seventy disciples, and to the information of Theophylact, that

he was designated by some as one of the seventy disciples, and, in-

1 That both in this passage and chap, xx. it is not Timothy who is the narrator, as

some have supposed, is evident, as has been rightly remarked, from a comparison

of vers, i, 5, and 6 of chap. xx. Comp. Tholuck, die Glaubwiirdighcit der ev. Gcsck.

p. 136.
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deed as the one who, with Cleopas, met with the risen Saviour,

these traditionary accounts, considered alone, may be purely hypo-

thetical. This is, however, the place to state Avhat may be said in

favour of the hypothesis. And, first, we may remark, that Luke

alone relates the account of the journey to Emmaus, and that in a

very graphic manner ; making the presumption that he was himself

an eye-witness of what he narrates a very probable one. It is

especially striking, that he should leave the name of one of these

disciples unmentioned; and when this practice is compared with

that of John, this cii'cumstance seems to point to the flict, that the

author was speaking of himself If this were the case, we should

then have to conclude that Luke, as a Hellenist, introduced to the

Messiah through those who reverenced him (perhaps one of the

Greeks mentioned, John xii. 20), had come with joyfal hope to keep

the feast at Jerusalem, and had been most deeply agitated by the

unexpected turn which matters had now taken. Such a conclusion

would explain the expressions, ' Art thou the only stranger in Jeru-

salem who hast not known the things which are come to pass there

in these days ?' (chap. xxiv. 18) ; and, ' we trusted that it had been

He which should have redeemed Israel,' ver. 21. Besides, it is only

on this supposition that the expressions Trepl tmv '7T6'7r\T]po(f)opr]fxe-

voiv^ €v rj/jLLV Trpay/xaTcov, and ol air apxV'^ avTOirrai kcxX virripeTai

ryevopievoi tov Xoyov (chap. i. 1, 2), are perfectly clear. Luke there-

by declares that he had not been present at the earlier events of the

Gospel history, though he had at the later—they had taken place

while he already belonged to the sacred circle ('among us'). He
also had then became an eye-witness and minister of the Gospel,

but this did not suffice to make him a narrator of the whole Gospel

;

for such a purpose he must also avail himself of the comnumica-

tions of those who had from the beginning (a7r' apx^]^ emphatic

by position, expressing the contrast) occupied such a position.

Finally, the before-mentioned expression of Papias should be

well considered in connection with these circumstances. He had a

witness who, together with John, the apostolic presbyter, represented

that oral tradition which he places in contradistinction to the writ-

ings of Matthew and Mark. When he reduces his Latin name

Lukanus, Lucilius, or Luke, to its probably earlier form Aristion,

this entirely corresponds with his paleeological feeling, as does also

the circumstance that he calls the apostles, presbyters.^ (Comp.

p. 138 and 148).

Luke was then a Hellenist. The whole history of his life requires

us to attribute to him a certain proportion of the Hellenistic edu-

1 Ou the meaning of the word w\-qpo<pope'Lc6ai, comp. Gfrorer, Die h. Sage, p. 39.

' Where 7r\vpo<t>opdffdai. has the signification of " to be certainly convinced," it is used

medial iter ; the^ subject to which the verb then relates, is always a person, an intelli-

gent being, never a thing. Applied to things, its first meaning is "to complete, to

make whole :" compare the use of the word, 2 Tim. iv. 5.'

^ It may be justly asked, Why Aristion, a man honoured by Papias as a disciple of

the Lord, and named by him in connection with John the presbyter, was not known

and celebrated in the apostolic Church ? This difficulty can only be obviated by the

supposition, that Aristion was known to the Church by the name of Luke.
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cation of his age. He was a physician, living in a seaport town.
In such a position, although the calling and position of physicians
are not to be judged of according to present circumstances, it was
necessary that he should satisfy the requirements of the time with
respect to a higher degree of cultivation, nor could he fail to ex-
perience the intellectual influences and excitements of the age. If,

as Eusebius informs us, he was born at Antioch in Syria, he must
have been influenced, even in his native city, by the secular learning
of his age. In any case, as a Hellenistic Monotheist and proselyte',

he had certainly attained that degree of cultivation in which reflec-

tion on spiritual relations is called into existence. In his medical
career, this reflection would soon develop itself into an investi-
gation of physical, anthropological, and psychological relations. It
niust also be granted that, in the case of Luke, the force of an
important personality was added to these endowments. Even if his
connection with Theophilus, who, as we infer from the preface to
St Luke's Gospel, was a man of some importance, is not taken into
account, yet his constant association with Paul is well calculated to
place his personality in the most favourable light. Perhaps it was
owing to the respectability of his position and appearance that the
politic and interested magistracy of Philippi left him unassailed,
when Paul and Silas were thrown into prison, and that he was also
left at liberty at Jerusalem, when Paul was arrested there. If

Luke had, in these cases, failed in fidelity, that apostle would
scarcely have again accepted him as his companion, nor would he
have been subsequently found among the followers of a man so
constantly threatened. If he were a man who acted rashly and
inconsiderately, how did it happen that he suftered so much less

than the apostle whom he accompanied, that his career is entirely

lost sight of beside the more persecuted one of St Paul ? The Acts
of the Apostles displays his talent for research and delineation.

^

Endowed with these gifts, firm, yet submissive and gentle, culti-

vated and acquainted with the world, he became an assistant of the
apostles. We will not insist that he passed some part of his life in
intercourse with the Lord. At all events, as an inquiring Greek
who, passing through the middle territory of Jewish Monotheism,
was seeking the knowledge of salvation, he attained to faith in the
Gospel in another manner than the j^ious Israelites. It was not so

much the fulfilment of the Old Testament types and prophecies, as

the fulfilment of his own yearnings after the manifestation of the
Godhead in flesh, and especially of his anticipations of the fairest of

the children of men, the actual ideal Man, the true Physician and
Friend of humanity, which made him recognize in Christ the Sa-
viour of the nations. The moral nature of Christianity, its holy
humanity, the fulness and universality of its love for man, must
have made the deepest impression upon a Hellenistic believer like

•* On the learned acquaintance of Luke with the events of his times, comp. Tho-
luck, die Glauhwurdigkeit der evang. Geschichte, pp. 136 ff., and Strauss, Leben Jesu,
p. 254.

VOL. J. O
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Luke. But wben lie subsequently lived in intercourse with Paul,

this recognition of a universalism in Christianity, which looks upon
all men alike, would grow to a recognition of the grace which,

within the sphere of this universalism, turns first of all to those

whom the world contemns, that it may restore the balance of eter-

nal righteousness, which hath ' chosen the foolish things of the

world to confound the wise ; and the weak things of the world to

confonnd the things which are mighty ; and base things of the world,

and things which are despised, yea, and things which are not, to

bring to nought things that are' (1 Cor. 1, 27, 28).

Thus endowed and prepared, Luke was called upon to write the

third Gospel. It is his view of the Grospel history. We find his

whole self in his work. With respect to its form, it is evident,

particularly from its chronological inaccuracies, that he was not

personally present at all the events of Christ's life, especially the

earlier ones. We recognize his habit of research in the manner in

which he supports his statements by a collection of trustworthy me-
moirs, often letting these speak in their own words, as shown by the

.frequent concluding formulas with which his work is interspersed,^

and by the variety of diction employed. Especially does the pure

Greek in which the introduction is written, when contrasted with

the Hebraistic style of the Gospel, together with its research into

Gospel history, testify to the fact that Luke, as an Evangelist,

adopted the very language of the evangelical traditions. Schleier-

macher, in his above-mentioned work, not only designates Luke a

good collector and arranger, but specially praises him for having

•almost exclusively accepted genuine and good passages (p. 302).
' This,' says he, ' is certainly not the work of accident, but the result

of an investigation undertaken for a definite purpose, and of well-

considered choice.' Luke's acute spirit of inquiry did not, however,

merely collect an excellent selection of Gospel incidents peculiar to

himself, but also many most valuable notices, which either complete,

explain, or even correct the narratives of the other Evangelists. It

is he alone who gives the reasons for the birth of Jesus at Jerusa-

lem, the history of John the Baptist, the appearance of Moses and

Elias on the Mount of Transfiguration (chap. ix. 31), the instruc-

tion of the disciples in the Lord's prayer, the circumstance that

Peter was armed with a sword at Gethsemane (chap. xxii. 38), and

many other circumstances and occurrences in the Gospel narrative.

His statements are in many respects more accurate than those of

Matthew and Mark. He clearly distinguishes, for instance, in the

prophecy of Christ concerning the last things, between the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the end of the world. According to him,

the saying of Christ concerning the heavenly signs runs thus: There

^ Such concluding forms are found by Schleiermacher, chap. i. 80, ii. 18, 40, 52,

chap. iv. 15, 44. In some, the assumption, which sees concluding forms in gener-

alities of the kind adduced, may deceive ; they should nevertheless be duly estimated

in the sense in which this critic explains them, as a characteristic trait pervading this

whole Gospel.
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shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars

;

according to Matthew and Mark, The stars will fall from heaven.

It is he who has preserved the fact of the great difference between
the impenitent and the penitent thief, and informed us of the happy
end of the latter ; while Matthew summarily relates the blasphemy
of those who were crucified with Jesus. He says of the disciples,

with a psychological appreciation of their state of mind. They
helieved not for joy (chaj). xxiv. 41) ; while Mark represents them
as upbraided by the Lord for their hardness of heart, which never-

theless is equally correct, since they were not yet fully sanctified

(Mark xvi. 14). The reflections with which the Gospel of Luke
is interspersed, disphiy also the superior education of its composer.

Among these may be reckoned, e.g., tlie remarks on the miraculous

agency of Christ: ' The power of the Lord was present to heal

them ;
'

' there went virtue out of Him, and healed them all' (chap.

V. 17 and vi. 19) ; also the account of the occasion of the trans-

figuration : And as He jwayed, the fashion ofHis countenance ivas

alte7'ed. Many allusions in this Gospel seem, either by their inser-

tion or position, to manifest the inclination of its author to psycho-

logical reflections. Did he perhaps intend to point out, even in the

holy and blessed frame of the mother of Jesus, her fitness for

bringing forth the holy Son of man ? If this question is left

undecided, it is certain that he has inserted in the narrative he
gives concerning Jesus at his twelfth year, a reflection on the

wondrous development of His mind, ' Jesus,' says he, ' increased

in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and man,' It seems

also not the result of accident, that in the passage chap, ix. 54-62,

the religious and moral phenomena presented by four different

temperaments are placed in juxtaposition, while it is shown how
Christ dealt with and healed each ; viz., the angry zeal of the sons

of thunder, the sanguine enthusiasm of a believing scribe, the

melancholy home-sickness of a mourner, and the phlegmatic delay

of a sluggish disciple. This juxtaposition is peculiar to Luke.

The important notice of the disposition of the disciples, after Jesus

had announced to them His approaching sufferings, is given by
Luke alone, and that with such extraordinary emphasis, as must
either be attributed to the most thoughtful reflection, or the most

thoughtless tautology. It is said, viz., chap, xviii. 34c,f They
understood none of these things ; and this saying luas hid from
them, neither knew they the tilings tvhich ivere s^joken' Perhaps

this might be briefly summed up in the words, they woidd^ not

and could not understand ; that is, first, they would not take it to

heart ; therefore, secondly, the whole thing remained an enigma to

them ; and hence, thirdly, what was simple was incomprehensible.

Undoubtedly Luke, accustomed as he was to act on motives, lays

so strong a foundation, because he had afterwards to build upon it

the strange phenomenon, that they did not believe the resurrection

though it had been previously announced to them. In the remark

also made by Luke, after relating how Pilate sent his prisoner to
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Herod for judgment, that the same day Herod and Pilate were

made friends, may be discerned, as it seems to us, a psychological

reflection, and even the refined irony of a Christian acquaintance

with human nature. The preservation, too, of that glorious account

of how tlie Lord turned and looked upon Peter after his third

denial, testifies to the same psychological acuteness for the wonders

of the Light of the World. These various traces of the psycholo-

gist in this Gospel, naturally lead us upon those of the physician.

To discover then the physician in this work, we need by no means

go so far as to seek for technical medical terms. We have already

pointed out some of the most striking marks of this kind. All the

four Evangelists, for instance, relate the rashness with which Peter

cut off the ear of the high priest's servant. Matthew, Mark, andJohn,

however, seem, in the press of this mysterious moment, to forget

this slight inconvenience. Jesus, the Saviour, however, though in so

terrible a situation, could not leave the wound of the sufferer un-

cared for ; and a report of His interposition being extant, Luke, the

physician, could not pass it by, as the others had done. The
physician could not but manifest himself in a characteristic report,

and he does it in the words: 'Jesus touched his ear and healed

him.' It is likewise Luke alone who tells us of the sweat which

fell, ' as it were great drops of blood,' from Jesus in Gethsemane.

When we contemplate the mental peculiarity which meets us in

Luke's Gospel, it is evident that it is its manifestations of divine

pity and mercy which form in his view the key-note of the

Gospel history. Even his sense for Avhat was humane and rational

in argument points to this ; e.g., in chap. xiii. 15, &c. :
' Doth not

each one of you on the Sabbath loose his ox or his ass from the stall,

and lead him away to watering? And ought not this woman,

being a daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound, lo, these

eighteen years, be loosed from this bond on the Sabbath-day?'

Ciirist everywhere appears to this Evangelist in the aspect of the

benevolent Eedeemer, tenderly sympathizing with the sorrows of

men, and consoling them with the gracious words which proceeded

out of His mouth. Very characteristically does he prolong His

genealogy beyond Abraham to Adam ; His descent is from man.

The first of His discourses communicated in this Gospel is that to

His poor countrymen at Nazareth, and is founded on a consolatory

passage in the Old Testament (Luke iv. 17). How tenderly does

He address to the widow of Nain the unspeakably touching words.

Weep not! while He himself weeps over Jerusalem, looks back

with melancholy sympathy upon the daughters of Jerusalem wlio

were following Him on His way to death, and prays for His

enemies while hanging in agony on the cross. This same spirit of

Divine pity is expressed also in the relation of His Gospel to man,

as exhibited in a concentrated form in the view taken oi it by this

Evangelist. The solitary and childless priestly pair are fii-st visited,

and highly favoured, and then, in the highest degree, the poor virgin

of Nazareth. The Holy Child is born into the world ; but poor
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shepliercls are the first to rejoice at this event, which brightens the last

days of the aged Simeon and the solitary Anna. It was through a

miraculous benefit that Simon Peter was astonished and first made
entirely Christ's disciple. We soon after find Jesus in the presence

of the anxious centurion of Capernaum ; even the elders of the Jews

intercede for him. How remarkable is the selection of a resurrec-

tion narrative in Luke : it concerns the only son of a widow ! This

kind of selection goes through the whole Gospel. Even the appear-

ance of holy women among the followers of Jesus, w\as a circum-

stance which would catch the eye of this benevolent Evangelist.

It was quite in Luke's nature to preserve Mary's hymn of praise, in

which the Lord is extolled as ' He who putteth down the mighty

from their seats, and exalteth them of low degree ; who filleth the

hungry with good things, and sendeth the rich empty away.' And
if Luke, in his version of the Sermon on the Mount, pronounces the

blessedness of the poor, the hungry, the mourner, as such, though

with special notice, in the case of the hated, that it is for the Son of

man's sake that they have incurred this hatred (vi. 22), this is so

far from being a mark of that Jewish Ebionitism which declared

the poor Jews to be blessed above the rich Gentiles, that it seems,

on the contrary, impossible to misunderstand here a direct contrast

to that Ebionitism, if there be but capacity to receive the notion

that the Gospel does, in fact, seek out its subjects first of all among
the oppressed and afflicted. This applies also to the parable of the

rich man and Lazarus. But it is no weak and cowardly pity, which

abandons the fallen, that is exhibited in this Gospel, but the divinely

strong pity of eternal mercy. Luke alone relates the pardon of the
' woman which was a sinner,' the conversion of Zaccheus, and the

penitence of the crucified thief; he alone has given us the parables

of the lost sheep and the lost piece of money, and that most glorious

of all parables, the prodigal son. The contrast between the spirit of

Christ and the spirit of Pharisaism, is expressed with the strongest

emphasis by this Evangehst. The history of the ten lepers, among
whom there was but one grateful, and he a Samaritan—the narra-

tive of the good Samaritan—and the parable of the Pharisee and

publican, taken together, express this contrast with most incul-

pating effect. Luke's Gospel is to its very close characteristic, for

the Saviour departs from His disciples while He is blessing them.

The world and the Church needed this chosen instrument to

collect and preserve the brightest, loveliest rays of Christ's glory,

to sound abroad the most peculiar tone of His divinely humane

heart, the tenderest and mightiest notes of His tender mercy. Of
all the cherubic symbols, it is the image of the man which is the

most applicable to Lnke. In his Gospel it is declared that the

grace of God cares for, nay, is poured forth upon the poor, the

lowly, the mean, the overlooked, the despised, the forsaken in the

world. Compassion appears in all its freeness,
_
nay, in all its

loving, jo5^ful pride, in opposition to the prejudices of Pha-

risaism, of fanaticism, of ecclesiasticism stitfened into heart-
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lessness, and of absolute pietism relying on its privileges. This

grace appears also in its more general form, as love; and in its

genial nature as rejoicing, tender loving-kindness, under a thousand

aspects. It is incarnated, however, in the Son of man, as holy,

glorious humanity, of one nature and agency with Him, manifest-

ing itself through Him, His most peculiar honour. Through Him
it is related with all christological life in the world. Whatever of

love and kindness passes from heart to heart, every exhibition of

faithfulness, help, or good-will, offered in the spirit of true bene-

volence or pity, proclaims the breathing of that gentle, divine-

human spirit, whose fulness flows forth from Christ upon the world.

This christological trait is the more precious to the Lord, the more
it is outwardly obscured by hereditary heterodoxy, heathen tradi-

tion, and similar ancient husks of the old offence. The good
Samaritan is one after His own heart, who died on Golgotha under

the ban of excommunication, and upon that terrible scene of shame
and desolation effected the salvation of the world. Thus does the

third Gospel exliibit, together with the abundance and power of

the grace and human love of Christ, a world of kindred emotions

and influences, proceeding from and returning to Him.
If, then, we regard the Gospel history as the climax and centre

of all life, and then remember that all life proceeds from the Spirit,

and is, in its deepest foundations, entirely ideal ; it is at the same
time evident that the relation of the Gospel history to the ideal must
be made clear. Since we find, then, that the three first Gospels,

notwithstanding the richness of their contents, do not in a specific

and definite manner satisfy this necessity, it is evident that we need a
fourth Gospel to complete the announcements of the former, by an
exhibition of the relation between the Gospel history and the idea.

Both in Christ Himself and in His life, this tone of ideality, the

lyric and recognized reference of His life to all that is ideal in the

world, could not but resound in fullest purity. This is involved in

the firmly established notion of His jjersonality ; and isolated ex-

pressions of this reference are found even in the synoptists. But
are we to conclude that Christ could find no instrument capable of

the most definite apprehension of this sacred basis, this deepest and
sublimest side of His whole manifestation ? Are we to suppose

that the most refined, the deepest, the sublimest view of His life,

is the production of some idealistic apocryphal author, not included

within the apostolic circle ? In this case Christ would not have
fully manifested Himself, or rather, he who had thus imperfectly

manifested himself could not be the perfect Christ. No idealist, with
his surplus of philosophical refinement, was needed to supply what
was lacking to Him. And what idealist of the Platonic or Philonic

school could have done this ? ^ The idealistic reasoner of the second

^ In the Gospel of John, and in his First Epistle, the spirituality of all creative life

is expressed in so pregnant a manner, that the opposers of the authenticity of the
Gospel may be coufidentlj^ challenged to point out whence the light of this know-
ledge could have originated, except from the breast of Jesus, by means of a most
germane and elect instrument.
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century is placed too high, when the production of St John's Gospel is

ascribed to him. The ideal Son of man is placed too low, when the

consciousness of His relation to the ideal, and the revelation of this

consciousness by means of an appropriate and elect instrument, is

denied to Him.
It was the Apostle John who was called to the apprehension of

this tranquil ideal depth of the life of Jesus. An inspired enthu-

siastic thirstingafter light seems to have been the chief feature of his

character. He was the son of Zebedee, a Galilean fisherman on
the Lake of Gennesaret, and brother of James the Great. His
father seems to have willingly devoted his worldly superfluity to

higher purposes (Mark xv. 40, 41) ; his mother Salome was a pious,

courageous, aspiring woman (Matt. xx. 20). It was probably from
her that John inherited his noble mental tendencies. We early

find him among the disciples of the Baptist, and he was undoubtedly
one of the first disciples of Jesus (John i. 35 comp. Matt. iv. 21, &c.)

John, together with his brother James, and Peter, were gradually

admitted into a peculiarly intimate relation with the Lord (Matt. xvi.

17). These three disciples were the very elect of the elect.^ We
sometimes see him associated with Peter, especially in the mission

to prepare the Passover (Luke xxii. 8). We subsequently find this

distinguished position of John in connection with Peter, appearing

as permanent in the Acts. In this book he everywhere appears,

with Peter alone, at the head of the apostolic band ; he therefore

and Peter were decidedly acknowledged as the most gifted, most
blessed, and most important pillars of the " Church,—an acknow-
ledgment which the Lord's treatment of them would seem to have

sanctioned. With reference, however, to Peter, Jesus had in some
respects given John the precedence, and in others postponed him to

that apostle. In personal relation to Christ, he was the first, the

friend of Jesus, who lay on His breast, to whom the Lord com-
mitted the care of his mother—whom in this respect He put in His
own position (John xiii. 23 ; xix. 26, 27 ; xxi. 7, 20-25). But in

his vocation to found and guide the Church of Christ, Peter was
preferred to him, as well as to the other apostles (Matt. xvi. 18,

19 ; Luke xxii. 31 ; John xxi. 15). This appointment of Christ

formed no legal privilege ; it only made the actual natural relations

in which the two apostles stood to each other and to Him clear to

the Church, and obtained for them the recognition of the com-

munity. Hence these relations are seen to exist also in the Acts of

the Apostles, Peter everywhere appears in heroic greatness of

deed ; John walks in mysterious silence near the mighty pioneer-

apostle. He must consequently, as far as force of natural character

is concerned, be esteemed as far less important than Peter, if the

perfectly equal respect they received did not lead us to infer the

actual equilibrium of these personalities. We must then seek the

distinctive gifts of John in those less conspicuous qualities of heart

and mind which are far removed from this prominent activity, and

1 [So Clem. Alex. Quis Dives Salv. c, 36 : tuv ckXcktQv ^/cXe/c76re/)oc.—Ed .]
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expect to find him as far superior to Peter in his powers of mental

contemplation, as Peter is to him in powers of energetic action.

This expectation is confirmed, as soon as we compare the first

Epistle of John with the first Epistle of Peter. The first Epistle

of John forms a homogeneous apj^endix to the fourth Gospel/ In

it are displayed that disposition which rises to lyric fervour, that

penetration which descends into the ahysses of speculative contem-

plation, united with that deep strong ardour, bursting forth at

intervals, which is peculiar to such a mind, and which here appears

ennobled by the holy acuteness of a sublime purity. These separate

features, however, when jointly contemplated, bear the impress of

sublime, childlike simplicity, and are encompassed by a halo of

lonely solemnity. The negative side of this said subjective disposi-

tion appears in the circumstance, that here, as everywhere, John
brings forward but few historical references; in his writings the

actual is merged and explained in the contemplative. Its positive

side is" displayed in the powerful apprehension of all worldly rela-

tions ; e.g., in the words, ' Children, it is the last time ;' while the

poetic flights of the fervour which pervades all his expressions, is

often prominent, as perhaps in the passage where he so solemnly

addresses the fathers, the young men, and the children (1 John ii.

13). His enlightened penetration is shown, when he says of God,

He is light, and in Him is no darkness ; of Christ, The Life was
manifested; of Christians, Ye have an anointing, and know all

things ; while the product of the subtlest speculative tendency is

seen when, e.g., he defines sin as the transgression of the law. Yet
he is no pliilosophic or poetic idealist ; his mind has a truly practi-

cal turn. This is seen even in his ardent zeal ; as, e.g., when he

says. He that doeth sin is of the devil. This ardour sometimes

kindles into sublimest purity. When he says. Whosoever hateth his

brother is a murderer, we are reading the very soul of a Christian

man, to whom the world of thought has almost become the world

of reality. But when it is said, Little children, abide in Him, we
recognize the tone of his own noble simplicity ; and in the words,

This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith, is

expressed the silent triumph of the man, who, by his unexcitable,

almost leisurely seeming solemnity, has left the world certainly as

important an apostolic blessing as any of his fellow-apostles have

done in their more stirring performances. In the first Epistle of

Peter, we recognize an apostle of an entirely opposite character from

John, though one with him in Christian spirit. We find here the

asj)iring spirit, contemplating Avith peculiar delight the Christian

hope, the incorruptible inheritance, and rejoicing with joy unspeak-

able, and full of glory, in the assurance of the Lord's return ; the

preaching spirit, encouraging, exhorting, consoling, and even declar-

ing of the Lord Jesus, that He himself preached to the spirits in

prison ; the dauntless helieving spirit, looking upon himself and his

fellow-Christians as a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, to

1 Ebrard's Gospel History, p. 119.
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sliow forth the praises of Christ ; the ordering and arranging spirit,

giving special exhortations, n,ow to Christians in general, now to

servants, to Avomen, to men, to elders, to young Christians ; the

animated spirit, dealing in concrete views, loving to speak in figures,

parables, and examples,

—

e.g., of the gold purified by the fire, of the

sincere milk of the Avord, of the precious corner-stone, of the typical

obedience of Sarah ; the valiant and warlike spirit, looking upon
the adversary the devil as a roaring lion ; finally, the spirit purijied

hy sufering, who would stop the mouth of adversaries not with

evil, but with well-doing ;—in a word, we find everywhere that it is

the converted Peter who is speaking to us.

His second Epistle also testifies to the same relation of the two

apostles to each other, and to the Lord, by still exhibiting the

decided and great contrast of their respective peculiarities. AVhen
these two disciples first heard from the pious women the confused

report of the Lord's resurrection, they both ran to the sepulchre.

John ran the more quickly ; the impulse of his soul was more
fervid, his enthusiasm was more soaring, more angel-like. Arrived

at the grave, however, either reverence, or deep anxiety, or fearful

anticipation suddenly restrained him. The prompt ]-esolution of

Peter, however, here gave him the precedence, and he went first

into the grave. After the resurrection, we find the disciples, during

the long interval of forty days, again on the Sea of Galilee ; and
again they pass the night upon the water, occupied in fishing. In

the twilight of the morning, they see a mysterious personage stand-

ing on the shore. John is the first to recognize Him ; the eagle

glance of his mind seems to extend even to his bodily eye, and ho

says, ' It is the Lord !
' At the word of the discriminative apostle,

the energetic apostle plunges into the water. It is Peter who swims

to meet Jesus. In the high-priest's palace, which he entered toge-

ther with Peter, John maintained his exalted and silent individuality

before the obtrusiveness of rude accusers, while Peter was driven

first to make himself conspicuous, and then to deny his Master.

Hence, also, he passed as it were in heavenly concealment through

the tribulations of the early Church, while the other great apostles

were baptized with a baptism of blood, one after another. Hence,

while the other apostles were agitating the great capitals of the then

known world by the preaching of the Gospel, John died in peace

as Bishop of Ephesus, one of the churches founded by Paul. And
hence, finally, Peter was the rock upon which the Church of Christ

was built at its commencement ; it was his agency which pervaded

the apostolic Church, and gave to it that energetic tendency to go

forth into all the world, in the power of that Spirit from above

which was bestowed upon him, while the contemplative tendency,

the tendency of John, could not but retire into the background.

But when the enlightenment of the Church, its perfection in inner

life and spirituality, was to be promoted ;
when the sign of the Son

of man was to dart forth like lightning, from the rising of the sun

to the going down of the same ; the agency of John might well be
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the most conspicuous, and perhaps it may be reserved to the Spirit

of St John, the sublime son of thunder, the dazzling lightning,

the purifying storm, to be that influence under whose light and

warmth the Church is to be adorned as a bride for the coming

Bridegroom.^

As is the disciple, so is his Gospel. We will not any further

refer to the various judgments that have been pronounced upon this

much prized and much despised composition. They stand in more

glaring contrast to each other tban opinions concerning any of the

other Gospels. It is from the hand of an angel, says one.- A
phantom-like production! says another. On one side, it is said

to be the heart of Christ ; ^ on another, it is called mystically con-

fused and lengthened out Certainly John had to bear the cross in

his own person, and he has ever had to bear it in his Gospel during

its propagation through the world. Yet the unpopular Evangelist

was happy, in the midst of all misconception, in the reality of his

view of the Lord's glory ; and spirits akin to his have ever been so,

in spite of their isolation in the world.*

The fourth Gospel bears the most distinct impress of the above-

named characteristics of John. We find in it a profound insight

which seizes the historical only in its most pregnant incidents, and

contemplates in these, on one side, the whole fulness of the actual,

on the other, the whole depth of the ideal. John the Baptist here

represents the whole series of pre-Christian Old Testament prophets,

through whose instrumentality christological light dawned upon the

world ; while Peter and John represent the continued prevalence of

this light in the world after Christ's return to the Father. In a few

chief incidents, the Evangelist shows us, first, how the light and life,

after its appearance, attracted the receptive ; and then how the unre-

ceptive turned away from it ; then, next, how the contrast between

light and darkness was exhibited in more developed form ; and,

finally, how the signs of the victory which is destined to annihilate the

darkness appeared. Thus the history which the Evangelist relates,

is thoroughly penetrated by the ideality of his view of the world.

The spiritual penetration of his view of Christ appears also in the

freshness of his world of thought. As his facts are thoughts, so are

his thoughts life. According to his mode of expression, the know-
ledge of eternal life and the true historic view of Christ is the

knowledge of the Father. This inwardness often bears in his Gospel

the lovely blossom of a lyric fervour, especially in the farewell dis-

courses, where wave upon wave of inspired, sacred, evangelical

feeling appear in a rich succession, which obtuseness of mind has

more than once most miserably misconceived. The profundity of

the Evangelist has laid down in this Gospel principles of the

deepest and purest speculation, principles whose whole depth, when
contrasted with the efforts hitherto made by philosophy, stand like

^ AYe can here only hint at the fact, that a like spirit is very clearly manifested in

the Apocalypse, or, at the converse, that the Apocalypse points to a similar one.

^ Herder. ^ It is so called by Eruesti, * E.g., Heinrich Suso.
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the Junc^frau peak among the Alps. And what a wonderful polar

relation "to that eagle glance, which loses itself in the sunny heights

of truth, is home hy that swift, lightning-like, blasting holy indig-

nation wherewith the Evangelist sees the condemning light of the

Gospel fall upon the world, or upon ' the Jews,' the worldly spirits

of Israel He even assumes an appearance of contradiction to

designate that desperate hatred of the light in the strongest terms.

' His own received Him not. But as many as received Hira, A:c

' This is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and

men loved darkness rather than light/ ' Ye seek Me, not because

ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the loaves. 'Why

do ye not understand My speech ?—Ye are of your father the clevil.

How forcible is the reproof :
' Because I tell you the truth, ye

believe Me not I ' And in the midst of all this fervid severity, we

still recognize the constant prevalence of that quiet and simple

spirit whose sacred repose and sabbatic peace are forcibly contrasted

with 'the busy restlessness of its opponents, and which is ever a

characteristic of the Evangelists through every line of the Gospels.

How characteristic is the scene at Jacob's well, when Christ, so

opportunely resting at the well, discloses to a Samaritan womaii,

with so much freedom, the marvels of truth 1 The manner, too, in

which Christ says to His disciples, at the close of the fourteenth

chapter, ' Arise, let us go hence,' and then remams with His /iis-

cii)les sunk in the long and continuous reflections which hli three

chapters, without changing the place, is also singularly striking m
this respect. These were the moments iu which, most especially,

the view of the disciple was entirely blended with the deeply

stirred, yet solemn frame of his Master. The whole of the twenty-

first chapter, also, is pervaded by that sabbatic peace which is best

defined as the characteristic peculiarity of St Johns inind. ihe

Evangelist ends his narrative by truly reporting a falsely interpreted

saying of Christ. Its full interpretation is reserved to the coming

of Christ. Thus the end, when Christ the revealed \\ord will

explain and illuminate the destinies of all, is connected with the

beginning, in which the "Word and the destinies of all were stili

resling in the bosom of the Father.
_

The ancient Church made a fitting selection in the symbol it

appropriated to the fourth Evangelist. As the eagle in his lofty

soaring attains, in a few great efforts, those pauses of sti hovering

when he rests upon his outspread pinions, entranced by the glory ot

the sun, and, in transports of delight, bends his course towards it;

so did the Evangelist quickly free himself from Galilee, from Join

the Baptist, from the ideal of his mother Salome, and even from the

expectation of having as much influence in his own way within the

Church as Peter, or breaking up new ground in the world like i aul

and make it both the labom- and rest of his life to contomplate and

to exhibit the spiritual glory, the light of the world, in Cluist and

in His history. He was called, in profound and blessed contempla-

tion, to perceive in the Gospel history, and m simple, yet sublimo
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touches, to exhibit the ideal lights which break through Christ's

words and works—the lyric tone of the peace which pervades His
manner of acting and expressing Himself ; the lightning-like flashes

of the conflict between the Spirit of Christ and the spirit of the

world, accompanied as they were by the rolling thunders
; the life

of Godhead in the sufferings of the Lamb, or the enjoyment of

eternal peace in the depth of atoning woes ; the dawn of the glori-

fication of the Father in the Son, and of the Son in the Church.
Hence his Gospel is the central point of ideal Christology, placing

all those expressions of christological life which relate to it in their

proper light, and teaching us rightly to estimate all the develop-

ments which have resulted from the dispersion of the fruitful seed

of the divine Logos ^ throughout the world. All the guesses of

philosoi^hy that the unity of the Eternal Spirit was the ideal prin-

ciple of the world—all genuine poetic feeling appearing as the

blossom of a momentary union with the Eternal Spirit—all mani-
festations of pure enthusiasm which suffer thought to appear
through the tone of feeling, and exhibit feeling in the light of

thought; but especially all those inward festivals of Christian

peace, in which hearts become so one with the Father in the Son,

through the Holy Ghost, that the troubles and labours which had
perplexed them are terminated—and all the outward festivals of

the Church in which the greatest facts of history glitter with
spiritual glory throughout the world, and ring aloud over the

earth the eternal thoughts of God incorporated in established

customs, so that the dawn of an eternal and untroubled Sabbath
already appears upon the high places of the civilised world ; in a
word, all the incidents of festal spiritual life upon earth, in its

reference to its eternal destination,—are echoes of the prevailing

tone of this Gospel ; and if this apostle is regarded as a prince in

the kingdom of Christ, possessing one of the twelve thrones, it may
be said that he is the prince of that province whose situation is the

highest, and whose beauty is the most tranquil,—that in his realm
the noblest vines flourish on the high and picturesque mountains,

whose very peaks are surrounded by a genial and fragrant atmosphere,

while in the morning sun which illumines the gothic domes of his

domains, and lights the festal processions upon their glittering

paths, hovers the eagle that brought him his pen from the hand of

the Lord.

If, then, the life of Christ is exhibited in the first Gospel with

reference to the historical destiny of the world, and especially its

tragic events ; in the second, to the powers of the world ; in the

third, to the human heart, and especially the heart neglected,

suffering, and feeling its need of consolation ; and in the fourth, to

the eternal ideals, and to lyric and meditative views of them,—it

still appears to us as unalterably one, under each new aspect, in

every essential form of human life. This reference may, however,

^ Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 46 : ol fiera \6yov jSiuxravres Xpicrriavoi eTai, k' Slp S^eot

ifOfiicrOTjcrav, olov ip '"EXXrjffi y.h Sw/c/)dT7?s Kal "S.paK\it.TOS Kal ol 6'/aotot avrois, &C.
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be viewed from four points of view. First, the Gospels teach iis

the difference of the instruments generally employed to communi-
cate the Gospel, and enable us to estimate the value of this differ-

ence. Then, on the other hand, they point out the various forms
and degrees of receptivity, and of felt need of salvation, existing in

the world. If, then, we view the whole dark world in the light

cast upon it by Christ's Gospel, we may say that we possess a Gospel
of all tragic historical occurrences, a Gospel of all forces, a Gospel
of all humanity, a Gospel of all ideality. When, however, we refer

the variety of this negative fulness of the world, which Christ will

fill and illumine, to Him the Head, He appears to us as the purely
historical hero, in whom the suffering of the historical curse became,
through perfected liistorical fidelity, the reconciliation of the world^
the Gospel ; as the Lord of powers, whose harmony He restores,

whose new doctrine it is, that with authority He commandeth even
the unclean spirits, and who bequeaths to His disciples power over
serpents and poisons (Mark xvi. 18) ; as fairest of the children of

men, the friend of the human race, who listens to all the sighs of

humanity, counts all its tears, who meets the funeral procession of

mankind as He did that before the gate of Nain, as a helper and con-
soler ; and, finally, as the Elect, the Only-begotten of the Father, in

whom the Father beholds Himself, in whom the creative thought of
God is one with reality, and whose glorification in the kingdom of

the Spirit results in the recovery of the obscured ideality of the
whole world, who elevates human nature with Himself into the free

and blessed kingdom of the Spirit.

The four Gospels thus form a cycle in which Christ's glory is

exhibited in the fulness of His life, and His nature developed in

the four chief forms of life. Three of these forms stand in evidently

sharp contrast to each other ; they are symbolically designated by
the three forms of animal life. But if the fourth, which is denoted
by the figure of the man, is to represent merely the temperament or

the higher unity of the other tln-ee forms, it would seem, indeed,

that we might expect to find in Luke's Gospel a unity of the other
three. Now it cannot be ignored that such a unity is actually pre-

sented, or, in other words, that the respective views of each separate

Evangelist are re-echoed therein ;—that of Matthew, for instance,

in his communication of a genealogy and the notions connected
therewith ; that of Mark, in the exhibition of the constant miracles

and journeys of Christ ; and lastly, that of John, especially in the

prominence given to the circumstance, that Jesus frequently con-

tinued whole nights in prayer (chap. vi. 1, ix. 29, xi. 1, xxi. 37). It

is, however, equally true, that the peculiarity of Luke is, as we have
already seen, strongly contrasted with the peculiarities of the other

Evangelists. It would also oppose the idea of the organic relation

of Christ to His Church, if His fulness were represented with equal

power and emphasis by one instrument. How then shall we explain

this apparent contradiction, that one Gospel should pre-eminently

represent the divine humanity of Christ, and yet should not appear
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merely as the unity of the three others, which each give special

prominence to one essential christological relation ? We obtain an
explanation of this difficulty by an accurate distinction between the

different stages of human life. Man, as such, appears as the climax
of creation, in whom the above-named general forms of life celebrate

their higher unity.. Paradisaic man, however, existed but for a short

period ; and historic man, as a fallen being, so lost that height and
harmony of life, that he can now, in a humanity subject to weakness
and limitation, appear as a special and separate form of life beside

the three animal forms ; and it is in this limited condition that this

fourth living creature represents the historical state of mankind.
It is through its imperfect coincidence with the idea that history

becomes tragic. It represents a deterioration, in which even that

which is most noble in human nature generally appears only in

fragments. In this dislocation of human powers, actual suffering

faithfulness and pure ideality seemed to be most widely separated.

The one is struggling, suffering, bleeding, in the midst of the reality

of actual national life. The other is soaring far above reality, in

the regions of philosophy and poetry, and is often celebrating her

highest triumphs while reality is at its most pitiable state of depres-

sion. Between these extremes of natural life are seen, on one side,

the ardent zeal of powerful and pious spirits, exercised in manifold

and energetic rebukes ; on the other, that humanity, specially so

called, which no sooner casts a look upon human need and misery,

than, with a compassion which no prejudice can restrain, it makes
it forthwith its life-task to soothe, to help, and to heal. This
deterioration, however, of the christological element is put an end
to in the life of Jesus. In Him, man as such, the ideal man,
becomes historical ; historic man, ideal. His life embraces, in

wondrous union and harmony, and in infinite power, fulness, and
purity, all the vital powers of humanity, all its aspirations after the

heights of absolute perfection.

If, then, we glance once more at the prophetic symbol in which
we have a typical reflection of the spiritual relations of human life, of

Christology, and especially of the characteristic relations existing

between the four Evangelists, the varying hues of signification in

the fourth living creature (the human) may now be pointed out.

This human form first expresses the notion of the union of the

three other living creatures ; it has a reference to the ideal of human
nature in its perfection. But it also represents man in his historical

weakness and limitation, as he appears co-ordinately with the other

forms as a fourth ; not merely, perhaps, because the ox bleeds for

him in symbolical worship, because the lion terrifies him, because

the eagle soars over his head independently of him ; but rather

because his historic destin}'", with its need of sacrifice, the heroic

activity of the zealous messengers of God, and the sublime mysteries

of ideal life generally, confront him as strange and terrible powers,

with whom he is outwardly combined, but not inwardly united.

And when he would, in his highest efforts, unite himself with them,
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this union is ever but a partial one. If he sacrifices himself for the

sake of his country, the lion opposes him as his destroyer, as was
the case with Huss ; if he walks in the ways of the lion, he often

renders himself a grievous scourge to others, as proved by tho

Hussites ; if he soars with the eagle, he generally forgets the wants
of his fellow-men, as many idealists and mystics have done. Hence
he is called upon, in his weakness, to concenti-ate himself, that he
may do what is most human in a human manner, may check human
misery with all the might of such divine strength as still remains

in him, till the grace of God completes its work by guiding the

ardent inward co-operation of those human powers which seem out-

wardly separated and severed, and restores harmony by the sending

of the Son of man.

It is then limited humanity, rather than humanity in general,

which is denoted by the cherubic symbol of the man. The notion

of human unity, which is involved therein, is an indication of real

unity, which was in many ways pointed to by the Holy of Holies of

the Jewish temple as a unity to come, though it was definitely re-

presented by no separate symbol, for the sake of giving the impres-

sion that it had not yet appeared. This unity was exemplified in

an action, at th« moment when the high priest tremblingly entered

the Holy of Holies and sprinkled the mercy-seat. The tables of the

law represented the roaring of the Lion of Judah ; the sacrificial

blood represented the Lamb of God, or sacrifice ; the priest was the

instrument of active compassion ; the whole figure of the cherubim
at such a moment, under the awe of the Lord's presence, spoke
mysteriously of the eternal idea of the spirit of revelation. The
power of this atonement was indeed only symbolic, and soon de-

parted ; it was founded, however, on the continual intervention and
government of the incarnate love of God, in the depths of Israel's

life.

When the God-man appeared in Christ, in whom the union of all

human powers and forms of power was not only realized, but also

confirmed and glorified, the old symbolism of the tabernacle had
answered its purpose, and the actual life appeared in its place.

But the life of Christ, which now entered the world to pervade

it, and to change it into pure light and life, entered it in that four-

fold form of human life, that its whole fulness might be poured

out therein, because it was only by such an entrance that it

could certainly comprehend and win the world in all its forms of

life ; on the one hand, in all its instruments, on the other, in all its

necessities.

There are individuals whose gifts remind us of Matthew, others

who represent Mark, others again in wliom resemblances to Luke or

John appear. These all draw, according to their measure, from the

fulness of Christ. For the reception of these manifold gifts there

exist so many needs, these encounter the fulness of Christ in the

form of utter poverty and nakedness. Wavering communities, ever

ready to be unfaithful to themselves, need the heroes of suffering
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fidelity ; Avea,k multitudes, tormented by demons, cry for instru-

ments of vigorous and delivering power ; the poor and despised of

this world long for the Gospel to heal their wounds through the

angels of Christian philanthropy ; the ever impending torpor of

a dull realism and coarse utilitarianism needs sacred spirits who,

themselves drawing from the source of eternal life, may be able to

extend to the ageing Church the chalice of rejuvenescence.^

The Church of Christ exhibits these fundamental forms whole-

sale. The priestly element in the Church reminds us of the view

and gifts of Matthew ; Mark seems to live again in energetic and

powerful revival preachers ; the founders of Christian institutions

of mercy, the instruments of help to the needy of all kinds, represent

the Lord according to Luke's view ; while theology is radically after

the style of John, and is indeed ever in a state of declension, when
the tone of that apostle seems either strange or offensive to it. In

the life of the Church this tone resounds in sacred songs.

These four forms, in their reference to the unity of the divine-

human life, are reflected also in the Christian State. Justice and

magistracy in the State, for instance, correspond with priestliness in

the Church ; administration and military order have an internal

reference to their counterparts among the powers of the world to

come ; in those humane institutions by which the State cares for

the relief of human need, especially in medical institutions, we find

an echo of Christian pity ; while, lastly, science and art will only

correspond with their ideals, so far as they maintain their natural

reference to the Church and theology, and through these as media,

to Christ.

Since, then, Christ enters by His Spirit, accor^ding to these various

forms, into His elect instruments, by them into His Church, by the

Church into the State, and by the State into the whole world, He
places the rights and value of human peculiarities in the clearest

liwht, nay, protects them even in their form of relative partialities,

whether these partialities are displayed in the prevalance of his-

torical fidelity, theocratic activity, universal humanity, or quiet

and contemplative idealism. Their rights are defended by the fact

that they all exist in perfect harmony in Christ, and that in their

united efforts they represent the fundamental forms of edification

for His Church. It is only when they sever from or misconceive

each other, and withdraw themselves from obedience to the Spirit of

Christ, which would bind them together into a real unity, as they

already, abstractedly considered, form an ideal one, and have the

germ of a real one in Him, that they become blameable
; e.g., a

humanity which seeks to sever itself from Christian firmness and

power, a priestliness apart from the ideality of free judgment, an

ideality removed from common life. In _
such forms they are but

phantoms of the life they should exhibit, and even inimical to, and

inconsistent with, that life. Hence modern preachers of apostolic

succession, and clerical priests, are adversaries to the doctrine of the

1 [Compare Westcott's Introd. p. 204.

—

Ed.]
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true atonement, and modern idealists are opponents of John. They
are, however, but }ihantoms. For the Lord triumphantly continues

His work, the development of His glory, by quickening and purify-

ing faithful men who exhibit such partiaHties. It is from such

partialities, so far as they remain Christian in their proportion and
tendency, so far as they gravitate towards Christ, the centre of

attraction to all life, that, as the result of the continuous jmrifica-

tion which they receive from contact with each other, those pecu-

liarities burst forth which develop in ever-increasing brightness and
beauty, that immortal germ which they bear within them. Ever
more and more is one reflected in another, each in all ; ever more
and more do their contrasts become expressions of the fulness and
power of their unity. It is in such a consecration that we behold

the four Gospels. How manifold are the contrasts they exhibit

!

As the eagle soars high above those living creatures who are chained

by their nature to earth, so does John soar, in his ideality, above the

other three Evangelists ; on which account Clement of Alexandria, a
partial and idealistic theologian, called his Grospel the spiritual, and
dared to designate the others, as contrasted with his, the corporeal

Gospels. On the other hand, Matthew differs from the other three

by making historical truth, as it glorifies the true King of the Jews
in His atoning sufferings, and the illustration furnished by the Old
Testament to the New, the central points of His delineation. Mark
also proportions his efforts to the aim he had in view ; he leaves it

to others to report the discourses of Jesus, and to delineate the

inner workings of His life. His hero is the Lion who even in death

shakes heaven and earth with His cry, and is soon upon the scene

again, conquering and redeeming every creature. The aim of Luke,

compared with that of the others, is displayed in the force of his

universalism : he balances the seventy disciples for the world in

general, against the twelve apostles for Israel. The position of the

Gospels is also characteristic : the Gospel of historical truth and
that of the ideal perfection of Christ are farthest apart ; they form

the advanced and rear guards of the company. Near to the Gospel

of the Lord's powerful agency stands the Gospel of His mild and
compassionate control, the Angel next the Lion. And if the com-
bination of the two first Gospels exhibits the Lord under the con-

trast of victim and sacrificer, the combination of the two latter

expresses the contrast of love ever acting in prayer, and love ever

praying in the midst of action. The unity of all is, however, ex-

pressed in the fact that they all form but one Gospel, that they all

glorify the one Christ.

It will now, therefore, be our task to exhibit first of all that

representation of the life of Jesus which is derived from the four

Gospels in combination, and then to bring prominently forward, by

an examination of each separate Gospel, the specific nature of their

respective views of Christ. These examinations will indeed be but

attempts, but even with all their deficiencies they may direct atten-

tion to the delicate yet decided organic unity of the four Gospel

VOL. L r
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forms of life, and the indissolubility of their organisms ; and if this

be in any measure their result, the nuisance of the now prevailing

atomistic and talmudistic criticism of the Gospels will be stopped in

its career. The greater advantage, however, would be the positive

one of more decidedly exhibiting the fulness of Christ in the

Gospels, their variety being made the clearer by the more developed

delineation of their unity, their unity by a nicer discrimination of

their variety.

1. Of the apostolic labours of Matthew, especially his later ones

beyond the limits of Palestine, and of his end, tradition has much
to tell (comp. Winer, R. W. B. i. 73). Eusebius relates that, after

writing his Gospel, he directed his efforts to other nations (iii, 24).

His new sphere of labour has been variously designated by various

authorities. Macedonia, Upper Syria, Persia, Parthia, and Media,

have each been named, but the tradition which points out Ethiopia

as the scene of his ministry has received most credit. In the times

of Clement of Alexandria" his martyrdom was not known of, but a

severe ascetic course of life was ascribed to him. He was subse-

quently reckoned among the martyrs. A comparison of the passage

in his Gospel (chap. xxiv. 15, &c.) which seems to hint that the time

for the departure of the Christians from Jerusalem was at hand,

with the statement of Eusebius, that the Christians departed to

Pella, a town in the hilly district beyond Jordan, would lead us to

seek for the last traces of Matthew in this direction. Pantfenus

(according to Eusebius) afterwards found his Gospel, in tlie Hebrew

language, in the hands of the Christians of a country called India,

by which we must probably understand Arabia (Neander, Church

Historij, i. 113 [Bohn's Tr.]). In this direction, then, i.e., beyond

Pella and towards Arabia, Matthew seems to have terminated his

career. It is Bartholomew, however, whom Eusebius designates as

properly the apostle of the Arabians.

2. Tradition is very unanimous in its accounts, that Mark left

Eome to preach the Gospel in Egypt, where he founded Christian

churches, and became the first Bishop of Alexandria. According to

Jerome, he died in the eighth year of Nero's reign. According to

the Alexandrian Chronicle, he suffered martyrdom in the reign of

Trajan, being burned by the idolaters.

3. The tradition that Luke was a painter is of very recent origin.

It is found in the Ecclesiastical History of Nicephorus, who wrote

in the fourteenth century. According to Eusebius Luke preached

in Dalmatia, Gaul, Italy, and Macedonia. Nicephorus also makes

his labours lie in the same direction, by reporting that ho suffered

martyrdom in Greece. According to Isidorus Hispalensis and the

Martyrologies, he died in Bithynia.

4. When Paul was at Jerusalem for the last time (Acts xxi. 18),

John seems to have been no longer there. It is probable that the

Virgin was already dead, and that he had departed thence.
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Whither ' Jolin first betook himself after leaving Jerusalem/ says
Credner {Einl. 215), ' is a circumstance veiled in utter obscurity.

It could not have been to Ephesus, as Paul would then have avoided
that place (comp. Eom. xv. 20, 2 Cor. x. 16, Gal. ii. 7, 8), and
would also have spoken in different terms to the Ephesian elders on
his return from his third journey. Neither can we admit the
presence of John at Ephesus at the time when Paul sent the Epistle

to the Ephesians into those districts. But that he was really there

subsequently, is testified by history (Iren. adv. Hcrres. iii. 3. 4).'

According to Clement of Alexandria, he was banished for a time to

the island of Patmos by a tyrant, and came to Ephesus after the
death of his persecutor. Domitian is afterwards named as the tyrant
by whom John was banished. Tertullian relates the tradition, that
John was, before his banishment, thrown into boiling oil at Ptome,
without suffering any harm. According to Irena3us, he lived till

the time of Trajan. Epiphanius says that he attained the age of

ninety-four ; Chrysostom, that he lived to be one hundred and
twenty. On the traditions concerning his advanced years, comp.
Neander, Planting and Training, dc, i. 411 [Bohn's Ed.]

Accordin^^ to Mark iii. 17, John, together with his brother
James, received a surname from the Lord Jesus. They were called

Boanerges. Von Amnion supposes {Gescli. des Lebens Jem, p. 77)
that Mark translated this word incorrectly, sons of thunder, im(\. that
it rather means hot-lieaded ones. Mark, however, is not merely the
reporter of the Hebrew, but also of the Greek expression, and it is

not as a translator but as an Evangelist that he gives the Greek
name. As a Hebrew too, he must well have known that ti^:)") might
be so rendered. This designation of the sons of Zebedee has often

been referred to their expression of indignation, when they desired
to call down fire from heaven upon a Samaritan town, because it

did not receive the Lord Jesus (Luke ix. 51). Concerning this

name, comp. the article of Gurlitt in the Studien und Kritiken,

1829, No. 4 ; and that of the author in the same periodical for the
year 1839, No. 1, TJeher die Autlientie der vier Evang. p. 60. The
Lord would scarcely have bestowed upon His disciples a surname
which would have attached to them a lasting stigma ; nor could He,
with His perfect knowledge of nature, look upon thunder as merely
a ' senseless destructive power,' and employ it as a symbolic name
in this sense

;
the phenomenon of thunder was surely too significant,

beautiful, and holy in His eyes, for such a purpose. Undoubtedly,
thunder was to His mind a sublime phenomenon, testifying to the
Father's glory. In fact, neither moral praise nor moral blame seem
intended in this designation. The word denotes a special tempera-
ment. As Simon was surnamed a rock, on account of his manly,
powerful, and zealous activity, so were James and John surnamed
sons of thunder, on account of their calm and lofty temperament,
which could yet suddenly flash forth into light and })Ower like

lightning. The word was the indorsement of their peculiarity and
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of their process of development ; it included both the reproof of

their sinful effervescence, and the loving acknowledgment ot the

characteristic features of their noble and soaring spirits, [ihe

etymology and significance of this name are_ most fully cO/isulerecl

by Lampe in his Comment, in Joan. Proleg. i. 2.

—

Ed.]



SECOND BOOK.

THE HISTOEICAL DELINEATION OF THE

LIFE OF JESUS.

PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION.

SECTION I.

THE rPJXCIPAL CHRONOLOGICAL PERIODS ASCERTAINED.

IN undertaking a clironologically arranged history of the life of

the Lord Jesus Christ, our first task must necessarily be a com-

parison of the four Gospels, with reference to the order of events

communicated by their respective statements.^ If apparent or actual

discrepancies are discovered by this process, our next effort must be

an attempt to ascertain the true sequence ; and when this has been

discovered, to point out, and if possible to explain, the several de-

partures therefrom, by the peculiar position of the Evangelist with

respect to the objective Gospel history.

That the Evangelists do not all relate events in the same order,

is an acknowledged fact. Of late, indeed, a considerable mass of

seeming discrepancies have been added to these actual discrepancies

;

as, e.g., by the view that John i-elates the call of the first disciples

as taking place at a period difi'ering from that stated by the synop-

tists, reports Christ's agony before His crucifixion, and at another

place, and differs from them also concerning the day of the cruci-

fixion. But though a more thorough comprehension of the Gospel

history scatters such obscurities as these, it yet brings also into

clearer light such discrepancies of chronology as actually exist.

Those arising from a comparison between John and the synoptists

may first be noticed. According to the latter (Matt. iv. 12 ;
Mark

i. 14 ; Luke iv. 14), it might be assumed that Jesus commenced

^ [' Singuli non sufficiunt ad chronologiam historiae de Jesu Cliristo coagmentan-

dam : conjuncti, satisfaciunt, ita inter se congruentes, ut unius operis instar siut eoruni

scripts.' Bengel's Ordo Temporum, p. 267 (ed. 1741).— Ed.]
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His public ministry in Galilee, and that, indeed, after John had been
cast into prison ; while from the statement of John it appears, that

Jesus, after His first public appearance in Jerusalem, laboured for

a period, contemporaneously with the Baptist, in Judea. The dis-

crepancy may, indeed, be reduced to a merely seeming one, arising

from an inaccuracy in the earlier Evangelists, viz., that they all

omit Christ's first official attendance at the Passover, and thus con-

fuse His return from the banks of Jordan after His baptism with

His return from the same place after that festival. The inaccuracy

is certainly sufficiently prominent to assume the appearance of an
actual discrepancy, until it is explained by the origin of the first

three Gospels. But even the synoptists, independently considered,

often differ in details in their respective orders. In the history of

the temptation, for instance, Matthew makes the temptation upon
the pinnacle of the temple precede that upon the high mountain

;

while Luke inverts this order. The latter places the occurrence at

Nazareth, and the inimical disposition of the Nazarenes to the Lord,

before His journeyings (chap. iv. 16) ; while Matthew brings forward

this event after Jesus had already been sojourning some time at

Capernaum (xiii. 54), The different positions occupied by the

Lord's Prayer in these two Gospels may also be mentioned here

(Matt. vi. 9 ; Luke xi, 2) ; while an inspection of a synopsis will

immediately show other details which might be added. Finally,

the Evangelist Luke seems even to confuse his own order, by relat-

ing Christ's entry into Bethany at chap. x. 38, and then saying,

chap. xvii. 11, that He passed through the midst of Samaria and

Galilee ; though this, indeed, may be explained by the remark, that

he gives the occurrences of several journeys consecutively. If, then,

the fact is proved, that the Evangelists thus frequently differ from

each other as to the order of events, the question arises, what is the

rule by which their statements are to be reconciled ?

First, we meet with the arrangement which attributes to each

Evangelist an equal, and even perfect correctness, with respect to

the matter in question. This result of harmony was connected with

the rigidity of ancient, and especially of Lutheran orthodoxy. An-
drew Osiander, in his Harmonia EvangeUoru7n, proceeds upon the

principle, that ' since the Evangelists were inspired, they could not

but write truth, and consequently gave the discourses of Jesus

verhoteiius, and His discourses and acts in strictest consecutive order.

Now as each of the four Evangelists is said to have written in con-

secutive order, while the same events are recorded at an earlier

period by one, and at a later by others, no resource is left us but to

lake evidently parallel and identical occurrences for non-identical,

and to suppose that the same occurrence, accompanied by the same
circumstances, was frequently repeated.'^ A composition would
consequently have to be made, into which all these repetitions

1 See Ebrard, Gospel Eistory, pp. 49 and 58. [The blindness of sensible and learned

men to any other than chronological order is exhibited by Bishop Marsh in the third

volume of his edition of Michaelis, Pt, ii. p. 16.

—

Ed.]
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must be compressed. A want of life was the fundamental fault of

this view, by which a perplexed, confusing multiplicity of Gospel

facts, a multiplicity resting upon a very precarious tenure, was ob-

tained, and the great, clear, and self-certifying unity of the Gospel

history was lost.^ After the view of Osiander was abandoned, it

became necessary to consider the separate Evangelists, with a view

to discover which among them had preserved the groundwork of the

true sequence, according to which the statements of the rest Avere

to be arranged. Chemnitz {Harmonice Evangelicce) decided for

Matthew, yet did not follow him throughout. J. A. Bengel also

{Richtige Harmonie der Evang) considered that Matthew had

observed chronological order, while Mark and Luke had allowed

themselves more freedom than this would give them. The assump-

tion that Matthew at least gives us to understand that he intended to

write with strict regard to chronology, has of late been made use of

in opposing the credibility of his Gospel. On the other hand, how-
ever, the persuasion that Matthew groups events according to their

real connection, and follows this order in his statements, has been

expressed with increasing certainty, especially by Olshausen {Com-
mentary on the Gospels, Introd. p. 18), Hase (Das Leben Jesu, p. 3),

Ebrard {Gospel History, p. ^^.
They who regard the Gospel of Mark as the basis of the two

other synoptical Gospels, cannot but give it the preference with

regard to chronology also ; as, e.g., Weisse {die Evang. Gescli. i. (^Q,

295). As the critical fates would have it, Mark obtained a recog-

nition in this respect even from Schleiermacher, who, wishing to

prove that the testimony of Papias does not apply to our extant

Gospel according to Mark, refers to the declaration of Papias, that

Mark wrote oi) rd^ei, while the present Gospel evidently follows a

chronological order and decided plan. The chronological sequence

of Mark is indeed frequently such, that everything takes place evdiw^,

in rapid succession. His order is, at all events, generally founded

on the true order, as will be subsequently shown. Others again (com-

pare Schott, Isagoge, p. 107; Zahn, Das lieich Gottes aufErden, Pt.

ii. p. 4) give Luke the preference. But the third Gospel, as before

pointed out, exhibits as little as the first and second, a distinctly

arranged order in details. ' In the course of this Gospel, a similar

indistinctness concerning the sequence of events is manifested, as in

the other two ; Luke, for the most part, narrates event after event,

without any notice of time (chap. iv. 16, 31, v. 12, &c.), and some-

times alternately uses the indefinite transitions jMera ravra (v. 27),

ev fita ro)v rjixepojv (v. 17, viii. 22, &c.).' Olshausen, Commentary,

i.
19.'

Our inquiries after the true order have now brought us to the

Gospel of John. And here also that ruling spirit of the Evange-

lists, which found higher and certainly more important principles

to influence their delineations of the life of Christ than those of

chronological sequence, seems to cut off all hope of obtaining abund-

1 See Ebrard.
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ant clironological foundations. The principle of John's view of

the Gospel was a decidedly ideal and christological one ; we are not

therefore surprised to find that the leading incidents of his develop-

ment do not coincide with the leading chronological periods. B.

Jakobi^ I'ightly remarks, ' The definitions of time in this Gospel are

so delivered, that it is seen that the question with John is not to

furnish a chronological, and least of all a complete chronological

sketch of the life of Christ. Notes of time, when they are found,

serve for the most part only to aid our conception of the position of

an event or discourse ; or to explain some circumstance of the nar-

rative ; or they obtrude themselves upon the narrator without design

on his part, as integral parts of the occurrence which he is relating,

by vivid representations of his own past experiences.' In confirma-

tion of this may be cited the circumstance, that John does not more
nearly define the feast of the Jews, chap. v. 1, and thereby intro-

duces an element of. uncertainty into his chronology of the life of

Jesus, which has presented,many difficulties to investigators. Never-
theless Jakobi rightly asserts, that the Gospel of John must always

furnish the foundation, according to which the statements of the

other Evangelists must be arranged, with respect to their historical

sequence ; though he expresses this assertion too strongly in the

remark that this Gospel is the only representation of the life of

Jesus which is authentic, thoroughly credible, and, though very in-

complete, yet perfectly self-consistent and accurate in all its several

details, &c. Ebrard also expresses his conviction, that it was the

intention of John to write consecutively and chronologically (p. 121).

Neander is of the same opinion. He shows' that, from the cir-

cumstance that the paschal festival is only once mentioned by the

synoptists, and that at the close of Christ's earthly course nothing

further could, in the absence of other chronological indications, be
inferred. The mention of the Passover feast might have been
omitted, as well as other notes of time. But since nothing is found
in the first Gospels which opposes the notion that Christ's ministry

extended over more years than one ; since it is improbable in itself,

that it should have lasted but one year ; and since even in Luke a
passing remark occurs which necessarily assumes the intervention

of a Passover during Christ's public ministry (the ad^/Barov Sevre-

poTTpcoTov, Luke vi., in combination with the ripe ears of corn) ; all

this is in favour of John, who mentions the different Passovers.

After further discussing this subject, Neander rightly remarks, * If

then it is to this Gospel alone that we are indebted for a chrono-

logically arranged and practically connected representation of the

public ministry of Jesus, a very favourable light is thus thrown upon
its origin and historical character.' Wieseler completes this estima-

tion of the Gospel of John by the remark, that Luke also ofters

several special and important dates; e.g., chap. ii. 1, 2, iii. 23, iii. 1, 2

;

^ On the data for the chronology of the life of Jesus, in St John's Gospel, by B.
Jacobi, in the Thcol. Studien unci Kritlkcn, 1831, No. 3.

" Life of Jesus Christ, ]y. 163 [Bohn's Ed.]
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Acts i. 1,3: he consequently regards the two last Evangelists ' as

lieculiarly his guides and authorities' in his chronological investiga-

tions {Chr. Syn. p. 25).

The actual disparity between the three first Gospels and the fourth,

must, besides the reasons already offered, be referred especially to

the disparity between the circle of general evangelical tradition and

the circle of John's reminiscences. When Christ attended the first

Passover, He had not yet called the greater number of His apostles
;

and this applies especially to Matthew. His four first disciples,

however, had only entered upon their first close intercourse Avith

Him, and did not become His assistants and companions till after-

wards (comp. Matt. iv. 12, 18). Anything remarkable, therefore,

that might have occurred at the first Passover, could not have been

so vividly impressed upon the minds of those first disciples, as those

subsequent events to which they were called to testify. The deep

doctrinal transaction between Christ and Nicodemus must have

been committed to the remembrance of His most confidential dis-

ciple by the Lord Himself But the public purification of the

temple, a circumstance widely known, and which the disciples

would have heard of, was without difficulty inserted in the tradition

of that Passover around which so many manifestations of Christ

were concentrated ; and the more so, since a similar expression of

Christ's displeasure at this old abuse probably recurred.^ If Jesus,

as w^e must suppose, went up to the second Passover, this visit was,

on account of circumstances, strictly private. At the minor festi-

vals, however, which He frequented, christological discussions, of

which most of the disciples had then no mature appreciation, arose

between Himself and the Jews ; John alone was capable of pre-

serving their profound matter, by the power of his love and antici-

pative penetration. The interval between the first and third

Passover was, on the contrary, chiefly filled up by the popular

ministry of Christ in Galilee ; and hence it was this ministry which

formed the chief material of the reminiscences of most of the dis-

ciples. It is probable that at the commencement of Clirist's last

ministry in Judea and Jerusalem, He was accompanied only by

some and not by all His disciples; while during the subsequent

trying days before the crisis, most of them were so excited and

agitated, that it was only upon so calm and profound a mind as

John's that incidents of such a kind as the high-priestly prayer

would make an accurate impression. And though John lived in

continual intercourse with the other disciples, yet the psychical

preponderance of the majority could not but decidedly influence

the prevailing form of apostolical tradition. If, finally, we accept

the view, that John afterwards found a delineation of this tradition

in existence, it follows that he would feel all the greater impulse

to write that which was peculiarly his own. He was, besides, one

of those disciples of the Pxiptist, whose hearts had kindled towards

the Saviour after His baptism, through the testimony of the Bap-

1 [It will be seen below that the author decidedly favours this latter view.—Ed.]
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tist, and the manifestation of His own gloiy. Of what occurred at

this period, he had the most vivid remembrance (John i. 35, &c.)

He had also special connections in Jerusalem. It is probable that

an attempt was at one time made, on the part of the high priest's

family, to get information from him with respect to his ]\Iaster

;

and that his pure and childlike spirit had withstood the temptation,

without coming to an open rupture. Hence he best understood

the nature of the conflict at Jerusalem. His turn, too, for reli-

gious speculation specially fitted him to preserve and give a form

to the strictly christological discussions between Christ and His

enemies. It was thus that the difference originated between the

sphere of his reminiscences and that of the general evangelical

tradition.

It will result from our statement, that the material of the three

first Evangelists unites harmoniously with the chronological plan

of John's narrative, into one rich whole.

But if the Gospel of John is made the foundation of our delinea-

tion with respect to the ministry of Christ, everything will depend

upon clearing up the one uncertain point in the midst of it, viz.,

as to what feast of the Jews is intended in chap. v. 1.^ Every

possible Jewish festival has been supposed to be intended by these

words. But the question has been more and more reduced to the

alternative, that either the Passover or the feast of Purim must be

the one alluded to.^ For Jesus returned before attending this

festival (most probably at seed-time, according to John iv. 35),

after His first long sojourn in Judea, through Samaria to Gralilee,

perhaps about November or December. At this time both the

feasts of Pentecost and Tabernacles would be already past. The
feast of the Dedication of the Temple {ijKaLvca), however, which

was celebrated in the month of December (from the 25th of the

month Chisleu), was too near to have left sufficient time between

the return to Galilee and this festival for the lengthened ministry

in Galilee, which took place in the interval. Consequently, either

the feast of Purim, or the Passover of the succeeding spring, must
be intended. If, then, this is the alternative to be decided on, the

difference between the readings, rj kopr'i] tmv 'lovSalcov and eopr%

1 For exegetical discussions, comp. Wieseler, Chronol. Synopse, p. 211, and Liicke's

Commentar in loc.

2 The feast of Purim, or the feast of Lots (comp. Esth. ix.), in remembrance of

the great change of lots, one of which, according to Haman's design, was to bring

about the destruction of Israel, the other of which, according to God's counsel,

brought a ruinous retribution upon him and the enemies of Israel in general, was
celebrated on the fourteenth and fifteenth of the month Adar, which immediately-

preceded the paschal mouth, Nisan. [See Hengstenberg's Christology, iii. 241. The
character of the feast of Purim has been urged, and not without reason, against thai

likelihood of Jesus being present at it. ' This much is certain, it hath had the effect^

which mere human institutions in matters of religion very commonly have, to

occasion corruption and licentiousness of manners, rather than to promote piety and
virtue. The Jews . . . make it a sort of rule of their religion to drink till they can

no longer distinguish between the blessing of Mordecai and the cursing of Haman.
Insomuch that Archbishop Usher styles the feast of Purim the Bacchanalia of the

Jews.' Jenning's Jewish Antiquities, p. 544.

—

Ed.]
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&c., without the article, is of the utmost importance. If the reading

with the article is correct, and consequently the feast of the Jews
simply is intended, the preference must he ahsolutely given to the

Passover over the feast of Purim, We should then, indeed, he
forced to interpose between this Passover and that mentioned chap.

vi. 4, a whole year which would be entirely barren of events. But
since the reading with the article is considered ungenuine by the

oldest and most important evidence (comp, Liicke and Wieseler^),

the want of the article alone would incline us to the opposite view.

For if merely a feast is spoken of, we should naturally conclude

that one of the minor ones was intended. And when, finally, in

connection with this notice, the Passover is immediately afterwards

spoken of as nigh, we cannot but infer that the feast which was so

near to the Passover, and preceded it with so little prominence,
could be none other than the feast of Purim. This view is, after

the precedent of Kepler, supported by Petavius, Tholuck, Olshausen,

Neander, Krabbe, Winer, Jakobi, Ebrard, Wieseler, and others.^ It

will be seen hereafter how well it accords with the inward connec-

tion of facts in the Lord's life.

Hence the public ministry of Christ was exercised, almost en-

tirely, during the space of two years ; a period including three

Passovers,—the time of the first preparation for His public ap-

pearance alone, preceding the first Passover. The whole series of

events, however, which this interval embraces, cannot be divided

according to the several Passovers, since these occur partly in the

midst of certain stages of the Gospel history, while the feast of

Purim (John v.), on the contrary, forms a decided turning-point of

relations. For till this feast, the enthusiasm with which the Jewish
people first welcomed Christ still prevailed, and His ministry was,

in spite of sundry gentle warnings, restrictions, and isolated attacks,

an uninterrupted and public one. But at this feast a decided

collision took place between Christ and the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem.

From this time forth 'the Jews' persecuted, and sought to kill

Him (John v. 16, comp. John vii. 13, 19, 21-23, 25). It was only

occasionally, and when protected by the astonished multitude, that

Jesus could henceforth freely appear among the people, being obliged,

for the most part, to withdraw into Galilee, and subsequently into

Perea, while even in these regions He was ever so involved in fresh

conflicts with the excited pharisaic spirit, as to be continually

obliged to change His place of sojourn by flight ; now appearing in

a district, and again as quickly disappearing from it. This period

lasts till the time of His journey to His last Passover, when, with

the knowledge that the crisis is now at hand, He appeared freely in

public, surrendering Himself both to the homage of the people, and
to His own trial. Having made these remarks, we may now pro-

ceed to define the separate periods of Christ's life.

1 [Tischendorf, however, retains the article.

—

Ed.]
2 [For a full etatement of opinions and discussion of the question, see Greswell's

Dissertations, ii., Dis. xxiii. ; or Andrews' Life of our Lord, pp. 155-162.

—

Ed.]
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NOTES.

1. Even the difference which is felt to exist between the teaching
of Jesus in John and the synoptists, may be explained by the
reasons given above for the difference of their selection of facts.

When Jesus delivered those discourses to the multitudes, which the

synoptists so delight to relate, parables and apophthegms were quite

in place. When, on the contrary, He entered into those discussions

with His adversaries, the chief points of which are given by John,
this form of instruction was but partially applicable. A second
explanation lies in the fact, that the three first Evangelists had,

for the most part, anticipated the fourth in delivering this most
comprehensible kind of instruction, namely, the parabolic and sen-

tentious
; and that it also was part of the peculiarity of Jolm, from

the first, to appropriate the symbolic and speculative elements of

Christ's teaching. We may finally remark, that in John, as well

as in the synoptists, the direct didactic form is not wanting in the

parabolic discourses. Comp. Tholuck, die GlaubivilrdigJceit der
evang. Gescliichte, p. 312, &c.

2. It by no means follows from the circumstance, that the several

synoptical Evangelists do not relate the events of the Gospel history

in direct chronological sequence, that they pay no regard to the

great leading chronological features. Nay, even in those very

groupings of the several occurrences which depend upon actual

or traditional motives, they undoubtedly form single groups accord-

ing to chronological sequence. Ebi'ard distinguishes in this respect

p. Q5, &c.) between • chains ' and ' syndesms.' By the former he
understands a series of consecutive, interdependent events ; by the

latter, a definite concatenation of such chains.

3. Weisse expresses {Ev. Gescli. i. 292) the opinion, that we need
for the public teaching of Christ, ' a period of not too small a series

of years.' In this view he opposes the authority of the fourth Evan-
gelist, and appeals to the authority of Irenasus, who, ' makes the

most celebrated events in the life of Jesus take place between His
fortieth and fiftieth j'ears.' IrenjBus, however, specially supported

this statement by the passage, John viii. 57, in which the Jews
remark to Jesus, ' Thou art not yet fifty years old.' According
then to this author, we are to attach more credit to the fourth

Gospel through the intervention of Irena3us, i.e., to an arbitrary

interpretation of it by Irena3us, than to the same fourth Gospel it-

self, in its direct chronological statements. With respect also to

the locality of Christ's ministry, Weisse sets himself in direct oppo-

sition to the fourth Gospel, ' which relates repeated visits to the

festivals at Jerusalem' (p. 293). The custom of journeying to the

feasts is said to have no longer been so genei-al in the days of Christ,

as in the early and simpler times of the Jewish nation (p. 306).
' So slavish a subjection to the ceremonial law as must be assumed
to necessitate these journeys to the feasts,' it is further said, ' is

opposed to all church-doctrinal views of the dignity of the Messiah.'
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Jcsns is therefore said to have ' probably Laboured many years' in

Galilee, without frequenting any feasts, and then perhaps at length

influenced by the perception that His miraculous power was de-

clining (]). 431), to have seized the resolution, and uttered the great

saying, that He must go up to Jerusalem to be delivered uj) to His
'enemies, to be ill-used and put to death by them. This hypothesis

gives a monstrous representation of the personality and agency of

Jesus. Only imagine a prophet of Israel absenting himself for

years from the great feasts of his nation, and yet maintaining his

prophetic credit in the eyes of the people journeying to the feasts
;

a Saviour remaining in isolated Galilee, while the peoj^le were
thronging to Jerusalem ; a reformer of the theocracy entering the

external centre of this theocracy only at the end of his course, and
to die ! Not only would the religious, but even the moral feeling

of the people of Galilee have rejected Him ; for visits to the feasts

w^ere in their eyes not only a religious, but a civil duty, a sacred

national custom.^ According to this hypothesis, Christ's journey to

Jerusalem to die there, was but an act of fanatical caprice. The
assumption that Christ must have considered these visits to the fes-

tivals a slavish subjection to the ceremonial law, deserves no discus-

sion. Besides, the critic is not only in opposition to St John, but
also to the synoptists (comp. Matt, xxiii. 37, xxvii. 58.)'-

4. The Gospel of St John clcai-s up the chronological obscurities

of the three first Gospels. After the miracle which Jesus per-

formed on the Sabbath, according to John v., the Jewish party at

Jerusalem began to persecute Him. The retirement which the

Lord from this time observed, for the sake of obtaining time suffi-

cient for the completion of His ministry, was probably the cause of

His attending the next Passover in private, and unattended by His
disciples (chap. vi. 4), but not of His avoiding it. One consequence

of this was, that this chronological period, as well as the first Pass-

over, escaped most of His disciples, because they were then not yet

among his followers.^

^ Comp. G. Schweitzer, der Christenglauhe an Jesum von Nazareth, p. 319. Accord-
ing to Weisse, p. 296, Mark, in the passage chap. xi. 11, is said to represent Jesus,
' who had just entered Jerusalem, as looking around Him on all things in the temple,
as one would do to whom all was still new and strange.' Just perhaps like some aged
Catholic counti-yman who conies for the first time to Cologne, and, after looking at

the cathedral with astonishment, departs on his business.
^ [A full account of the literature on the duration of our Lord's ministry is given ia

Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. Pt. 2, pp. 56-07.—Ed.]
^ [A list of harmonies is given by Marsh in the above-cited work, but it is both too

full for practical purposes, and also composed mainly of works which are now super-

seded. Upwards of 150 are collected by Hase (Lcbcn Jcsu, p. 21, ed. 1854), though
the works of Stroud, Greswell, and Robinson are all omitted from this list. Selected

lists are given by Tischendorf in his own very valuable and accessible Sijnopsis Evan-
(jelica (Lips. 1854); and by EUicott jn his Historical Lectures, &c., p. 15, note. The
great principles of harmony are laid down by Michaelis (iii. 14), but are expressed iu

a more concise, scientific, and trustworthy manner by Ebiard (p. 57, &c.).— Ed.]
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SECTION II.

THE PERIODS OF CHRIST'S LIFE.

A delineation of tlie facts of Christ's life owes it to that great

and world-famed subject whereof it treats, that it should view it

not only in its internal, but also in its external connection, and

therefore according to the causes and effects by which it is linked

with the world's history, and forms its central point. In the pre-

sent work, indeed, the actual delineation of the life of Jesus forms

only the middle division of a more comprehensive treatment of the

subject, according to the plan of which, the general causes and

effects of Christ's life in the world's history had to be discussed in

the first division. The more immediate relations, however, by

which this life was connected with the history of mankind, must

be brought forward together with the facts of His life. The history

of this life will therefore commence with a description of that period

of universal history during which Christ laboured ; we must see the

scene upon which He lived and worked. At the close of this life,

too, we must obtain a general view of His agency and influence

upon mankind. These two examinations, as prologue and epilogue,

together with our delineation of the life of Jesus, will form a whole,

which would thus cause this Second Book to consist of three parts,

besides the Introduction. The several periods, however, of the life

itself are of such importance, that they must be treated as chief

divisions or ' parts' of the whole book, if its contents are to be de-

veloped in just and regular proportions.

The First Part, then, will present the historical sphere of Christ's

life, and describe the relations of time and place by which He was

surrounded. The several periods of His life will follow : the his-

tory of His childhood ; the preparations for his public appearance

in Israel ; the time of His free agency amidst the enthusiastic wel-

come of His countrymen ; the conflicts between Christ and the

corrupt national spirit of the Jews, causing the Lord to observe a

holy retirement ; the last decided surrender of Christ to the enthu-

siasm of His people ; the treachery of His people, which brought

about His condemnation at the world's bar, and His death upon the

cross ; and finally, the manifestation of His glory in His resurrec-

tion and ascension. Thus the periods of Christ's life form our next

seven parts. The ninth and last will conclude the work with a

retrospect of His life ; depicting, first, His whole manifestation to,

and influence upon mankind ; and finally, the enduring eflect of His

life.i

^ Wieseler comprises the events from the public appearance of John the Baptist till

the feast of Purim, John v., in one section, and His journey to the feast of Taber-

nacles in another section {Synopse, p. 31). His division displays an intimate acquaint-

ance with the subject. Many more recent divisions testify to the despair of their

authors, in their attempt to discover the connection of the Gospel history.



PART I.

THE HISTORICAL SPHERE OF CHRIST'S LIFE.

SECTION L

THE RELATIONS OF TIME AND PLACE AMONG WHICH CHRIST APPEARED.

It was as a prophet of Israel that Christ entered upon His public
ministry ; His abode was in an inconsiderable district of the Jewish
land ; His age was coincident with about the middle of that of tlie

first Roman emperors. With respect to the ordinary view of the
circumstances of the world, He lived, as far as locality is concerned,

in a corner of the world, and, as far as time is concerned, in the
midst of a great period. With respect, however, to the proper and
actual view of the circumstances of the world. His appearance con-
stituted the fulness of time. The pre-christian development of

mankind came to a close with Him ; the seon of the ancient times
was ended. The maturity of the ancient times was manifested by
great points of union in its several tendencies, and altogether be-

came, by the strictest inward relations, one great unity, in which
the significance of the time was concentrated. In the life of Jesus,

all the powers of the world concurred to bring about the catas-

trophe which was at once the world's condemnation and deliverance.

In Christ Himself was perfected the development of the true

lineage of humanity, of the sacred commerce between heaven and
earth, or of the christological life. Heavenly humanity appeared
in the Son of man in its concentration, in its personal unity, filled

with the quickening Spirit, and in this divine fulness, mighty to

save. Thus did Christ ap})ear as the honour and climax of human
nature, its positive unity and holiness.

But the appearance of this positive unity was met by its nega-

tive ; viz., by the fact that humanity, as a whole, had now come to

a state of mature rece])tivity. Humanity had now become a world
(oiKov/jievr]) both needing, and capable of, redemption ; a world
united in government, civilization, and language ; in preparedness

for the manifestation of God in the flesh ; in religious knowledge
and expectation ; by the exigencies of ruin, by despair, by yearning

and desire, had the gates been widened, and the world's door
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thrown open for the King of glor}^ to come in. The earthly glory

of Judaism had decayed, and its best instruments were therefore

capable of understanding and accepting the Messiah of a spiritual

world, the King of the kingdom of truth. The heathen world, on

the contrary, was, through some of its noblest sons, the proselytes

of the gate and of righteousness, everywhere acquainted with the

actual historical Monotheism of the synagogue,^ which must be

well distinguished from heathen abstract Monotheism—a Mono-
theism merely philosophical in its tenets, and cowardly in its

utterances—and had reached just that frame of mind in which

only the highest, the ultimate word of this Monotheism, the Grospel,

was wanting. This unity, which we, according to the analogy of

polar relations, designate negative, corresponded with the positive

unity : the fulness of life, and the life to be filled, the positive and
negative pleroma (John i. 16 ; Eph. i. 23), were mutually present

;

hence the fulness of the time was come, the beginning of the mar-

riage festival, in which the union of the Lord with His Church is

to take place.

The incarnation of the Son of God and the glorification of

humanity did not, however, take place among a sinless generation,

but in a world, fallen and degenerate. Hence this manifestation

could only be effected under the grave form of redemption, the

redemption only under the terrible form of a sentence of death.

The concentration of light w^as encountered by the concentration

of darkness; and as, on the one side, the Holy One of Israel

united with the world's receptivity, so, on the other side, did the

corrupt external pietism of Israel, which ripened into obduracy in

presence of the actual holiness of Christ, unite with the corruption

of the heathen world, which had now attained its climax, in the

resolution to reject Him, and therefore in the guilt by which the

unbeheving world condemned itself. It was not till this sentence

was passed, that Christ could be perfected as the Eedeemer of such

a world (Heb. ii. 10), or the world become capable of receiving

such a Eedeemer (Gal. vi. 14).

The corruption of the spurious, externalized piety among that

chosen nation, whose external aspect had symbolically represented,

and whose inmost nature had actually represented, the positive

pole of the manifestation, appears in the fact, that in the greater

number of its members, the pretension to external holiness was

most decidedly prominent where there was most lack of it internally.

But the spuriousness of this pretension, and the completeness of

the corruption therein manifested, were displayed in the three

forms it assumed, which, as separate parties, were utterly at

variance with each other. The most respected and dominant sect

^ [The leavening of the heathen world by Jewish influences, the condition of the

Jewish people themselves, and the prevalent expectation of a Messiah, are excellently

treated by Ewald {Geschichte Christus imd seiner Zeit, p. 55, &c., 2d ed.). And be-

sides the Church histories, see on these same poiuts Bishop Blomfield's Traditional

Knoidcdije of a Promised Redeemer. Much also may be learnt from Trench's exquisite

Hulscan Lectures on Christ the Desire of all nations.—Ed.]
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Was that of the Pharisees, the casuistic and trifling interpreters of
the law ; their holiness consisted chiefly in that rank over-growth
of precepts and observances with which they stifled and corrupted
revelation. They were strangers to the spiritual character of Old
Testament Christology ; the increase of forius and observances was
to them in the place of the increase of life ; while the reform or

criticism of their traditions was an abomination to them. But
while the Pharisees designated the whole mass of legal tradition

in Israel as sacred, the 8adducees left to the Old Testament de-

velopment of revelation only its first beginnings ; their holiness

consisted in converting the Mosaic law into a final, deistic, moral
law, and boasted of righteousness in an observance of this mutila-
tion of it. Thus they misconceived the development of the theo-
cratic seed exhibited in the prophets, and deadened the germinat-
ing power and vitality of the Mosaic law itself by their view of it;

their standpoint being the miserable one of an abstract negation.

Besides these corruptions, which may be distinguished, the one as

an adding to, the other as a taking from revelation, there was but
a third possible, namely, its alteration. This was represented in

the system of the Essenes, who sought their holiness in separating
the spiritual elements of the theocracy from their true connection,

and exhibiting them mingled with heathen notions, in an unreal,

highly incorporeal, and devoted life. In their abhorrence of the
concrete, they sacrificed all that was corporeal and social in revela-

tion to a spiritualistic separatism, which is always skilful in exhi-

biting isolated breathings and ideas of the divine life in special

dedications and exercises, but can never attain to the dedication of

the whole actual life, because it is its property to contemn the

universality of revelation in the popular Church of God. The first

of these sects ruled, according to their own peculiar notions, over

the superstition of the nation, and its external worship ; the second,

as a cowardly element of scepticism, manifested both in the opinions

and by the reserve of the upper classes, pervaded the theocratic

government with dismal effect ; the third lived in voluntary ex-

communication, which it sought to palliate by a pacifying demean-
our towards the sacred rites of the people. It is quite in accordance

with the character of these sects, that the Pharisees should especially

urge on the crucifixion of Christ, that the Sadducees should seek

to suppress the announcement of His resurrection ; while the

Essenes kept as far aloof from the scene and events of Christ's life

as if they had not existed, on which account they are never met
with as active agents in the Gospel narrative.

The corrupt pietism of Israel was quite prepared, under these

three forms, to misconceive the true glory of Israel, the Messiah,

and either to reject Him or expose Him to the heathen, nay, to

deliver Him up to the jurisdiction of the heathen world.

The maturity of heathen corruption is evidenced by the fact,

that the Ptomish power was capable, at the instance of Jewish
fanaticism, of perpetrating, under the forms of their proud and

VOL. I. Q
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perfected administration of justice, that great 'judicial murder'

against the person of Christ. Pihite, the powerful representative

0? the Koman Emperor and of the civilization of his universal

dominion, suffers himself to bend, to crack, to break, in his three-

fold capacity of ruler, judge, and philosopher, before the storm of

Jewish fanaticism. The power of the Roman eagle becomes sub-

servient to the fury of a conquered and hated people
;
the venerable

and exalted Roman Forum passes sentence of death_ upon acknow-

ledged innocence; the aristocratic and ironical philosopher, who

penetrates the motives of Christ's enemies, and smiles at His doc-

trine as an inoffensive and harmless enthusiasm, lowers himself

through fear of the people into the executioner of fanaticism.

Pilate^ however, does not thus stand before us merely as an in-

dividual, he represents the secular spirit of his times; and his

soldiers, by their active co-operation in the crucifixion, express the

savage temper of those legions which conquered and governed the

world. Thus an alliance of hierarchy, despotism, and revolution,

the latter being represented by the Jewish people, together with an

alliance of superstition and unbelief in the Pharisees and Saddu-

cees, took place at the crucifixion of Christ, in which the union of

the world in its enmity against Christ, was announced in a world-

famed and decisive incident. As however that world of light

which is opposed to this world of darkness, manifests its life in its

contrasted positive and .negative poles, so do we perceive in this

alliance also, the contrast of positive Jewish hatred, and negative

heathen irresolution, through whose union that condemnation of

Christ, which condemned the whole world, took place.

Since, however, in Christ perfect love exists in presence of the

world's 'complete banded hatred, a struggle necessarily ensues, in

which love is outwardly subdued, but inwardly victorious. The

world is condemned while it is saved ; its entire ruin is evidenced

in the fact it accomplishes ; it rejects its own honour, its glory, by

rejecting Christ. Thus it is outdone and convicted by the justice

of God fit loses its right to live and to boast of eternal righteous-

ness, ijut the same world is saved while it is condemned ; this its

extremity of guilt renders its need of salvation complete, and its

salvation is perfected by the victory of love in its innocent faithful

Head and Saviour. The victory of Christ's love over the world's

enmity is the victory of God's grace over the curse.

Thus did Christ enter the midst of the world and of time, and lay

the foundation of a new eeon surpassing the old time, or rather He
founded this new a3on upon the old time. The reception of His Gospel

is the beginning of eternal (eeonian) life, its rejection the beginning of

eternal misery. Hence the forces which concurred in bringing about

the holy catastrophe of the Gospel are continually reappearing in the

great constellations of the world's history ; the same forms, the same

contrasts, in ever-increasing approaches to universality and maturity,

till at length the. perfect universality of the last struggle between

lifdit and darkness, cannot but introduce the end of the world's career.
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NOTES.

1. The Cross of Clirist symbolically denotes the central point of

this world and of time, towards which all the contrasts of the world
converge, to terminate the ancient forms of their agency and to de-

velop themselves again under new ones. The wortd confronts the
one Christ as a concentrated unity ; the Jews and the Romans, the
representatives of all religious and secular culture, all ranks and
conditions, hierarchy, monarchy, democracy, were united in the
coalition which perpetrated the crucifixion, as well as all human
sins, all the bad passions of mankind, and all unclean spirits. This
contrast—Christ in the power of light, the world under the power
of darkness—expresses indeed the mightiest struggle, the most
decided dualism. The true unity, however, which this incident

produced, is that of the providential government of God and the
heart of Christ,—the providential government of God, which, by
the doom of crucifixion, brought to perfection, in the very heat of

the battle, the redeeming work of Christ, and the need of redemp-
tion on the part of man ; the heart of Chi-ist, in which love, as

infinite love to the world, endured with infinite compassion the
worlds condemnation, and as infinite love to the Father, welcomed
and grasped in this sentence both deliverance and reconciliation.

But out of this unity arises a new contrast ; the Crucified One, who
gives Himself to the believing world as its Saviour, is to the un-
believing world a sign of condemnation. In this great event are

seen all the great powers of the world in their most powerful state

of excitement. Israel is divided into the crucifying people, and the

crucified Lord. Israel delivers Christ to the heathen. The whole
world crucifies Him ; hence it appears as a world subdued by
Heathenism. The true Israel, in its concentration and perfection

in Christ alone, opposes it ; for the Jews who crucified Him were
then, in a theocratic sense, heathens and nothing else ; nay, the last

and worst among the heathen, since they had thus cast away their

Israelite glory. The heathen, however, were no longer mere heathen,

after Christ had been delivered up, and had delivered Himself up,

to them by the surrender of love. The receptive among them now
formed a unity together with the receptive of Israel ; nay, it was they

who formed the majority of these receptive ones, and consequently

formed also, by their reception of Christ, the people of His possession.

Thus the parts played by Israel and the Gentiles in the world's his-

tory were changed ; the poles changed places with each otlier under
the influence of the great storm—the first became last. This effect

of the Cross expresses, on one side, the infinitely delicate interwork-

ing of all relations in the history of the world, and between heaven

and earth ; on the other, the infinite intelligence of the overruling

divine mind amidst the interworking of all these relations.

2. It is a defective view of the Jewish sects, to describe the

Pharisees alone as the self-righteous among them, since they rather

did but exhibit one special kind of self-righteousness, viz., the
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casuistic, while the Sadducees were guilty of rationalistic, and the

Essenes of spiritualistic, ascetic self-righteousness. In this respect

the names of the several sects are significant. The name of the

Pharisees, r^^"l3' is derived by Suidas from ^l^ in the sense of to

separate, to distinguish, so that the Pharisees represent those who

were distinguished from the other Jews by their holiness—set apart,

pious ones (see Winer, R. W. B. ii. 290). But the title would,

in this sense, be far more applicable to the Essenes than to the

Pharisees, who lived specially among the people. If, however, we

consider the general meaning of Pharisaism, we find that it exhibits

exactly that bitter separatism in which corrupt Judaism appeared

in the presence of Heathenism, and in its separation therefrom.

Thus the Pharisees were, with respect to the heathen, those com-

plete separatists which the Jews in general are said to have been,

according to the assumption of rationalism, but which, as merely

Israelites, they certainly were not. ' This tendency,' says Winer,
* was probably first impressed upon them after the restoration of the

Jewish commonwealth in Palestine (in the time of Ezra), and is

properly the characteristic of exclusive Judaism, as distinguished

from Hebraism. This disposition very naturally evoked another,

viz., Sadduceeism. But certainly neither formed sects, properly so

called, in an ecclesiastical or political sense, before the period of the

native Jewish princes (the Maccabees). The effect of this pharisaic

effort in presence of the heathen world was manifest, not only in the

behaviour observed toward the heathen themselves, but also toward

those who seemed to be infected by their blood and spirit, toward

Samaritans and publicans. (Comp. Josephus, Antiq. xvii. 2, 4 and

xviii. 1.) It may be questioned whether the word Pharisee may

not be referred to act. Part. ^"1^^^, ^s others have conceived ; the

word ^ri3 meaning actual separation, strict severance, subtle dis-

tinction.
'
This expresses the relation in which the Pharisees stood

to the law : they explained it as discriminating casuists, developing

their precepts and observances from it. In any case, the Pharisees

were self-righteous, or, to define them more clearly, observers of

traditions and rites. The Sadducees also made pretensions to legal

righteousness. Epiphanius {Hares, i. 14) derives their name from

the fact that they thus named themselves from a notion of possess-

ing a righteousness corresponding to their view of the law (the law in

its mutilation). If, however, the word cannot be directly derived from

P"'^^ (righteous), but must first be referred to a nomen pro-prium,

pi"^^'.^ yet the relation between this noun and the adjective P''"7^ is

unmistakeable, and must have been significant to a sect which

boasted of fulfilling a pure and sharply defined law. The Sad-

1 According to the explanation by wliich tlie Eabbis derived the word from Sadoc, a

founder of this sect, who is said to have been a disciple of Antigonus Socho, whose in-

structor, Simeon the Just, lived in the time of Alexander the Great. [Antigonus was

president of the Sanhedrim 300-260 years before Christ, and taught that God was to

be served out of pure love, and not from fear of punishment or hope of reward, from

which doctrine Sadoc concluded that there was no future world of retribution.

—

Ed.]
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ducees, then, were self-righteous in the sense of obedience to a re-
vealed duty—rationalists seeking righteousness in duty. The
-fcissenes, finally, sought to be righteous in the sense of entire sever-
ance froni the common and profane, in virtue of strict devotedness,
renunciation, and religious exercises, nay, even of inward devoted-
ness. This pretension is evidenced in their whole mode of life, and
expressed by their name, which is a mutilation of Q'"fpD (oVtoO, the
pious, the holy, and at all events denotes an internal as' well as an
external piety. Even this common cliaracteristic of pretensions to
holmess, expresses the alienation of these tendencies from Chris-
tianity. With respect to the Old Testament, however, they re-
present three separate kinds of corruption. The principle of out-
ward piety which animates Pharisaism, poisons religion, and forces
it into a wild and rank luxuriance of precepts and observances. The
principle of doubt which governs Sadduceeism, not only cuts off
prophecy, that noble plant of the theocracv, as a weed, but even
kills Its roots. The Thorah is to this school only a literal codes

;

hence it_ denies that the doctrine of the resurrection is contained
therein, just as unspiritual rationalism is unable to discover it in
the entire Old Testament. Thus Sadduceeism properlv represents
a belief in a mutilated revelation ; while Essenism, on the other
hand, represents an actual alteration of revelation. The relations
of rank among its members are opposed to the institution of the
Church of God; the legal celibacy of the majority, to the Old
Testament consecration of marriage ; aversion to anointing with oil,

and avoidance of participation "in the temple sacrifices (comp.
Neander's Life of Jesus Christ, p. 40, note), denote a spiritualism
which had overstepped connection with the theocracy (Joseph. BeJl.
Jud. ii. 8 ; Philo, quod probus liber). When the youthful educa-
tion of Christ was formerly attributed to the Essenes, this was a
proof that the true relation of this sect to the economy of the king-
dom of Gpd was not yet understood. Its morbid spiritualism points
to dualistic assumptions, to heathen Gnostic elements, especially ex-
pressed in its view that the body is the prison of the soul (Joseph.
Bell. Jud. ii. 8, 11). Consequently the relations of this tendency
explain the fact, that it was idealized by Philo. Even the views of
the three parties, respecting the relations between God and man,
were one and all unchristological

; all that happened being attri-

buted by the Essenes to fate, by the Sadducees to human freedom,
by the Pharisees partly to fate, partly to human freedom (Josephus,
Antiq. xiii. 5, 9, and Bell. Jud. ii. 8, 14). That elements existed
in each of these tendencies,—namely, piety in Pharisaism, a struggle
for spiritual fi-eedom in Sadduceeism, and the cultivation of the
inner life in Essenism,—which in noble minds might lead to an
alliance with Christianity, is not denied by what we have advanced.^

1 [According to Neander, the Sadducees were less likely to embrace Christianity
than either of the other sects. For fuller information on the Jewish sects, see

Drusius, de tribus sectis Judaorv.m, which has been incorporated by Triglandius with
other works on kindred subjects, and published in two vols. 4to. Delft, 1703.

—

Ed.]
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3. When Christ was born, Judea, thouo:h dependent upon Eome,
had still a king of its own (Herod). When He was crucified, it

had already been for some time under the government of the Komans,
after the proscription of the ethnarch Archelaus, Pontius Pilate

being the sixth governor who ruled over the country. According to

ancient theocratic privileges, this subjection would have been but a

temporary visitation. The delivering up, however, of Christ to the

Gentiles extinguished the ancient theocratic rights of the nation.

When the return of Israel to the faith, and their national restoration,

are announced in our days, such an event is quite in conformity with

the prophetic promise ; but when the reinstatement of the nation

in its ancient privileges in the kingdom of God is promised, this is

entirely opposed, not only to the priesthood of the universal Church
of Christ over all nations, but also to the fact that the hereditary

theocratic rights of Israel were forfeited by the crucifixion of Christ.

4. On the notion of the ason, compare the work, Unsere Unster-

hlichkeit, unci der Wcg zu derselben, Kempten, Dannheimer 1836,

p. 12. ' tEou or eternity is not that which has no end and no begin-

ning, ^on is nature returning in its vital movement from hidden

beginnings to developments also hidden.'
—

' iEon is the inward

period of development of things, the inward time of things.'

SECTION II.

THE SCENE OF CHRIST'S LIFE, THE PROMISED LAND.

It was not till His crucifixion that Jesus was released from the

obligation by which, as the most loyal Israelite, He felt His personal

ministry confined to His own people (John x. 16, xii. 32 ; Matt. xv.

24), though tliat spiritual fulness and inward freedom with which

He lived within the prescribed limits of Israel, made His life a

ministry supremely adapted to the wants of the whole world (Matt,

xiii. 31 ; John xii. 23, 24). Hence the great, the essential, and
therefore the eternal King of the whole human race, completed His
course and His work within the narrow boundaries of the promised

land, the Israelite Canaan.
As the nation of Israel may, according to the compass of its

powers and deficiencies, its light and dark sides, be regarded as a

concentrated representation of the human race, so may the promised

land be designated a symbolical miniature of the whole earth. It

represents the essential peculiarities of the earth in the smallest

space, and within the smallest frame ; hence it has become the

beloved, the 'precious' land, the land that speaks to man's heart,

the land by which man has learnt to appreciate the beauty of the

whole earth. Hence, also, is it that the Jew, in his exile, finds that

the whole earth is his home ; while, at the same time, he never

feels himself at home anywhere. A grave in the much-longed-for

promised land is the object of his utmost desire.

Canaan unites within itself a rich variety of most significant

contrasts, by the blending of which is formed that unity, the chosen
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land, wliicli was destined to be the place of education for the chosen

people. As little as Israel, with its theocratic and divine blessings,

was destined to isolate itself, with respect to other nations, by a

bitter and pharisaic pietism, so little was Canaan shut up from the

world. It lay midway between the most polished nations of Asia,

Africa, and Europe ; landwards, it was either bounded or traversed

by the most famous caravan roads ; seawards, it was in the neigh-

bourhood of the most frequented sea-passages, and the most noted

navigators. Surrounded by numerous nations, in the neighbour-

hood of the world-blessing Phoenicians, of the world-conquering

Assyrians, and of the world-frequented Egyptians ; exposed to being

involved in all the great catastro})hes of the heathen world ; the

land could not but experience every pulsation of the world's life,

nor could its people fail to retain the feeling of the effort in which
its destination for the world, the consciousness that its theocratic

blessing was destined for the world, was to ripen. Its very position

would continually give Israel occasion to appreciate and maintain

the power of its faith contrasted with the secular power of Babylon

—the light of its Monotheism contrasted with the learning of Egypt
— its quiet, happy, festal life contrasted with the splendour of Phoe-

nicia, nay, its own inward worth, its own reality carried to appear-

ance, contrasted with the plastic ' appearance carried to reality ' of

the Grecian world.^ But as Canaan lay, on the one hand, in the

neighbourhood of all the powers of the world, so was it, on the other

hand, isolated by the peculiarities of its position ; and fulfilled

thereby its destination to become a retreat for Israel's youthful con-

sciousness, which could only attain its maturity of monotheistic

development through the sharp thorns and goads which its attitude

of variance towards other nations produced. That measure of

divinely ordained, temporary, universal pietism, protected by which

Israelilish knowledge of God was to come to maturity, found its

corresponding limit in the geographical enclosure of the land: the

Lebanon, the Syrian wilderness, the desert boundaries towards

Egypt, the neighbourhood of the ever-jealous Philistines,—all these

limits were a help to the weakness of a people ever alternating be-

tween the extremes of a boundless wooing and an equal hatred of

the world, while its duty was both to preserve the noble seed of the

world's true freedom, and to cherish the most ardent love for the

world.- Even the very conformation of the earth on which lay the

sacred localities, seemed to share in the destiny of the country
._

It

was such that the country could everywhere be easily fortified,

1 In the time of Christ this contact of Israel with the heathen was already fixed in

various waj's. The Samaritans were of old a mingled people, infected with heatlien

elements ; Galilee, by its neighbourhood to Gentile nations, its mingling with the

remnants of Gentile tribes, and by its intercourse with the Gentiles who traversed it

upon the great caravan roads, had become ' Galilee of the Gentiles,' according to the

strictly Jewish feeling. Jerusalem itself, as a place of pilgrimage to all Jews and

proselytes, could not but favour the ever increasing numbers of converted heathen.

- Comp. Bram, Bisohrcibung dcs h. Landes, p. 3 ; Gtograpliie dcs Menschcn von Fr.

V. Rougcmont, tr. by Hugendubel, p. 159.
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Jerusalem is almost a natural fortification ; the coast is protected

by noble heights, Gerizim and Tabor seem raised like citadels
;

even in the lesser features and details in the formation of this

glorious land, adaptability to purposes of fortification, and fitness to

become the abode of a sacred spirit of kindliness, is everywhere

manifested.^ From Lebanon downwards towards Egypt the chalk

formation is continued in a series of hills and mountains, which
offer rude clefts and mountain fastnesses for the retreat of an op-

pressed people- (Judg. vi. 2), and especially for persecuted prophets

(1 Kings xviii. 4) and royal fugitives (1 Sam. xxii.), among which
the caves upon Carmel, particularly that attributed to Elijah, as

well as David's cave at AduUam, are specially celebrated. Besides

this series of white rocks, a vein of black basalt runs through the

eastern borders of the country, and indicates the subterranean fire

which formed the region, and probably played its part in the earlier

theocratic and miraculous history of the people.^ From north to

south, and from east to west, the greatest variety is met with in the

conformation of the country. From the tract of coast in the west
we ascend to the hill country, Avith its terrace-like formations,

divided into two parts by the deep valley of the Jordan, the eastern

hills being bounded by the gi-eat desert. From north to south chains

of hills run through the country on either side of the Jordan, as if

they would bury it in more sacred and silent solitude,'^ and crown
the solitary inheritance of ' the silent one ' with heights and peaks,

between whose openings are obtained, in some parts, views of the

sea, but generally of the distant country. How rich is this country

in glorious and charming prospects from hill to hill—southwards
from the hills of Naphtali to the hills of Ephraim, and from these

to the hills of Judah, but especially between the heights of the

eastern and western sides of Jordan ! There are regions which
address the human spirit, so to speak, in the major tone, e.g., exten-

sive plains of mountain scenery. Others speak in a minor key to the

mind. Germany is rich in minor tones. Canaan, however, seems
to have a great variety of transitions from one to the other, and
yet to possess a strongly marked unity of character. In its eastern

highlands it exhibits the Asiatic characteristic of monotonous vast-

ness ; in its western formation of hills and valleys are seen touches

^ Comp. Piieninger's WeinachtsUuthcn for 1838, p. 201.
2 To the present day the mountainous region of Lebanon has been the resort of free

tribes, or of Christian flocks, though they have not been able to deliver themselves
from the Mohammedan power.

* ' The volcanic nature of the basin of this lake (the Sea of Galilee), and of the sur-

rounding region, is not to be mistaken. The hot springs near Tiberias and at Umkeis,
S.E. of the lake, as also the lukewarm springs along its western shore, the frequent
and violent earthquakes, and the black basaltic stones which thicklystrew the ground,
all leave no room for doubt on this point.' Robinson, ii. 41G.* S. Crowe, Geogra-
phisch-kistorische Beschreihunrj cles Landes Paldstina, Ft. i. p. 34.

* ' From our calculations, soon afterwards confirmed by many observers, we unex-
pectedly found that the plain of Jordan is 528 Parisian feet below the level of the
sea.' Schubert's Rtise, iii. 80.

* [.\11 the references in this work to Robinson's Benearches in Palestine are made to the second
edition, London li56, 3 vols.—Ed.]
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of its affinity to Europe ;^ towards the south are reflected E^-ypt

and Africa, in the glaring contrasts it presents of both i)aradisaic

and terrible scenes ; towards the north the mountainous district of

Lebanon forms the boundary of the land. The white peak of Her-

mon, seen far through the country, represents the regions of eternal

winter ; while in the low-lying tracts of the valley of Jordan the

palm, the pride of tropical regions, revels in the hot climate of

Arabia. How extensive is the scale of climatal contrasts in this

land !
- And what a happy medium exists in those warm boundaries

of the temperate zone, in which it is easiest to man to maintain the

due proportion between labour and rest, in which, in the pleasant

contrast of their alternation, both light and darkness could be called

gifts of God, and looked upon as welcome blessings !
'^ With the

pleasant occupations of rural life between seed-time and harvest,

was intermixed the romantic feature of nomade life, and the

anchorite's freedom from care for supplies was experienced within

the sphere of pastoral life; while the domestic comforts of Western
life were here met with, on the very boundaries of the desert, and
of the torrid zone. The Israelite could often pass both night and
day in the open air, but not without experiencing the excitement

which man always feels in the romantic wildernesses of the earth.

He was surrounded by the kindly sights and sounds of nature;"^

but the sublime was everywhere the predominating element. His
country was rich in enjoyments, but exposed to the vicissitudes of

great natural catastrophes. The sharp contrast between oasis and
desert, between the soil of the aromatic and variegated palm, and
the naked, burning, sandy rock of Arabia, is found here ; e.g., in

the contrasts between the frightful rocky wilderness of Quarantania

and the blooming gardens of Jericho,^ and especially between the

fertile borders of the Lake of Galilee and the desert shores of the

Dead Sea.'' These contrasts point to the delicate and spiritual

nature of the country, to its delicate suspension on the line between

the blessing and the curse (Deut. xi. 28). Canaan was from the

first a country infinitely susceptible of changes of condition, like

the peo23le, with which it was to form a sanctuary for God. It

^ Fr. von Rougemont, Gcorjr. cles Menschens, i. 153.
- 'The Arabs say of Lebacon, that winter rests upon its head, spring sports on its

shoulders, autumn lies on its lap, and summer slumbers at its feet.'

—

Bibliscke

Geograplae, Cahv. 1G43 (von Bartli), p. 3. ' In Jericho the wheat harvest was nearly

over by the 14th of May, while here, in Tiberias, it was in about the same state of

advance only on the 19tli of June.'—Robinson, ii. 388.
3 Isa. ix. 2 ; Mai. iv. 2 ; Ps. xvii. 8, xci. 1.

* ' Besides tiie exotics of the warmer East, willows and poplars, as well as the

tamarisk, flourish there ; and among the songs of other minstrels of the wood, whose

tones are strange to the ear, may be heard the familiar lay of the nightingale.'

—

Schubert, Veber die Gerjend von Jericho (vol. iii. 84). 'The western shore of the

northern part of the lake, before and beyond El Medjel (Magdala), is extremely fer-

tile, and covered, down to the water's edge, with corn-fields, interspersed with thickets

and trees. It seems to be a favo\irite haunt of wood-pigeons and turtle-doves : we
saw them by hundreds, and heard their cooings.'

—

Id. p. 250.

^ See Schubert's Reise in das Morgenland, vol. iii. pp. 72-77.
^ We do not here speak of the regions surrounding these two seas. Ancient pre-

judices concerning them have been corrected by modern travellers.
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lies midway between those great natural extremes, in wliicli the

earth seems almost to overpower man, as, e.g., in the heat and
luxuriance of the East Indies, and in the frozen deserts of Green-

land. Kegions of this kind have either a paralyzing or an intoxi-

cating effect upon sinful man, favouring in either case the dreams

of sensual life. Canaan, on the contrary, shares the lot of its

inhabitants, as if it sympathized in it, as the harp does with the

feelings of its player. The reason lies in the changeable and deli-

cate tone of the climate and soil. Both are in the highest degree

influenced by vegetation. Vegetation, however, in Canaan presup-

poses a peaceful, numerous, industrious, and pious people. What is

more or less true of the earth in general, is especially so of Canaan

—that the country deteriorates and improves with the people^

(Isa. xiii. 11, &c., xxiv., xxx. 23, and other passages). •

This country could be changed into a garden, and it was a

garden at its best times. The hills of terrace-like form were often

changed into terraces. On these happy hills the joy of harvest was

ever resounding; on these pastures the shepherd was ever rejoicing.

But when Israel forsook God, tliey became the prey of the nations

whose gods they worshipped. The good land was trodden down, and

became a road for the enemy, disgraced, stripped of its foliage, and

converted into a sun-burnt stony field, neglected, and in its desola-

tion often overgrown with thorns. The varying soil of the human
heart, the bad reception given by many to the seed of the divine

word, was reflected in the desolation of the land (Matt. xiii. 3).

The Old Testament must be read to perceive how easily the

country influenced its people, how well the people understood their

country. This land is related to the highest problems and destinies

of humanity; there is a constant interaction between the coun-

tenance of man and the face of the country. This theocratic and
poetic consecration of the wells and springs, of the caves and hills of

Israel—the gleams of the blessing, the shadows of the curse, which
are interwoven into the whole country, but especially the perpetual

fragrance of that christological consecration which hovers over the.

summits of the hills surrounding the Sea of Galilee, and of the Mount
of Olives,—every part of the Holy Land is an enduring testimony to

the fact, that in Israel human nature was awakened and developed, in

interaction with the promised land, to that state of mind which under-

stands the ideal nature of the earth, its deep harmony with mankind.

Canaan received its highest consecration from the journeyings of

Christ. As the loyal Israelite, dwelling first at Nazareth and then

at Capernaum, Christ had to make the customary journeys to the

sacred feasts at Jerusalem. As their Kabbi, He shared in the

1 A fact utterly ignored by those critics who insist on drawing from the barren

aspect of Canaan an inference against the truth of the Old Testament, in which the

country is everywhere extolled as a land flowing with milk and honey. If, however,

according to the accounts of modern travellei-s, a large laying out of gardens by
Ibrahim Pacha could have an influence on the increase of the rain in the neighbouring

country of Egypt, it maybe supposed to what a degree the similar but certainly more
susceptible climate of Canaan was dependent upon the operations of its inhabitants.
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movements of His disciples ; as His Father's messenger, He followed

the call of need, the track of recipiency, the paths of the poor, the

ways of the sheep that had no shepherd, the movements of inimical

and repelling antipathies and of sympathizing agencies;—alternately

yielding to the want felt hy His exalted.nature for silent communion
with His Father, and to the desire and duty of appearing in the

theocratic centre of His nation. Thus out of the narrowly restricted

path of His Israelitish pilgrimage, was formed the far-reaching,

much-emhracing path of His journeyings. He went ahout doing

good. He transformed the rugged path of constant temple-service

into a happy pilgrimage of free and rejoicing love. His time was

spent hetween worship in the great temple of creation, in which He
was alone with His Father, especially upon the heights on tlie

shores of the Sea of Galilee, and worship in the symholic temple of

His nation. In this journeying life He exhibited the union existing

between an unfettered wandering life, passed amidst the scenes of

nature and the absence of artificial wants, and the restricted life of

that high degree of civilization which floats before the mind oi

Christian man as his exalted destiny. He revealed the rich inherit-

ance of the believ^er who has not where to lay his head, but who,

wdiether on the stormy midnight wave, or the burning noon-day

journey, can with Him, and through Him, rest on the bosom of the

Father, walk in the happy ways of His eternal Spirit, and find His

meat and drink in the fulfilment of His will. By His birth, the

cheerful pasture-fields of Bethlehem became fields of light, ever

basking in the sun of joy. The town of Nazareth is ever the symbol

of those obscure corners of the earth, in which many of the kings

and princes of the spiritual kingdom, destined to prepare the way

of the great Nazarene, have grown up in concealment. The lonely

neighbourhood of Nazareth "has deep and solitary valleys, covered

with the most luxuriant vegetation, and silent retired paths, with

rugged, snow-white, rocky walls; holy places, once troddenby the

Saviour's feet, and consecrated by His prayers.'^ Christ left

Nazareth at the commencement of His public ministry. ' A prophet

hath no honour in his native town.' The flame of the truly divine

life could indeed be extinguished nowhere, but it would not choose

the oppressive atmosphere of antipathy and indifference. Christ

settled at Capernaum. This wealthy city, inhabited by publicans,

soldiers, and travellers, was the most cosmopolitan dwelling _He

could have chosen within the limits of Israel's claims upon Him
;

the centre of that caravan road of Calilee of the Gentiles, through

which flowed the traffic between East and West, between Svria

and Phoenicia. So near did the large-heartedness of that loving

Prince of the whole race lead Him to the door through which He
might alreadv send out His welcome to all the world; while, on the

otl^er hand, He sought and found amidst the population of the Sea

of Galilee, the most genuine Israelites, the most pious and most

liberal among the most unprejudiced. It was at Capernaum and

1 £iM. Gcofjraphk, by Earth, p. 31.
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other places on the Lake of Gennesareth that He specially displayed

His glory ; but they only plunged into deeper darkness, and turned
the blessing into a curse. ^ What celestial brightness attends those

memories of Jesus which hover over the Sea of Galilee ! It was on
these declivities,- as also in the miracle of Cana,^ that those ante-

pasts of the Lord's Supper took place, in the miraculous feedings of

the multitude, in which Christ, for the moment, raised whole multi-

tuetes to a heavenly frame of mind. On the farther side of the lake,

He enlightened the darkness of the country of the Gergesenes by
His presence ; on the nearer, He manifested, by the most touching

miracles of mercy, the advent of the kingdom of God. It was from
one of these mountains that the sermon which represents the way
of salvation as a progressive series of blessings * resounded through-

out the world. Upon a mountain Clirist manifested Himself to His
most confidential disciples, in the brightness of His essential glory.^

It was from silent mountains that He often looked with secret grief,

but also with the saving pity of a divinely ordained Redeemer, upon
deluded Israel, whom He saw as exiled and cast out from their

inheritance, and upon His pleasant land, and His unhappy people.

With what emotion of heart did He sit upon the Mount of Olives,

and behold in spirit the destruction of th« temple and the ruin of

the nation ! He foresaw that His own fate must be met at Jeru-

salem, yet He wept over the city ! He died before her gates, with-

out the camp of the legal Church, outlawed and proscribed, upon
the accursed tree. On the Mount of Olives, near to each other, are

the two places where the Christian consecration of the earth, its

1 Matt. xii. 23. Even the names of Capernaum, Bethsakla, and Chorazin have
perished. Robinson, ii. 405.

" Matt, xiv.-xv. According to the indications given by Mark, the locality of both
the miraculous feedings of the multitude must be sought on the eastern shore of the
Sea of Galilee : Mark vi. and viii.

* John ii. According to Robinson, Cana vi'as not, as is usually supposed, the village

of Kefr Kenua, about a league and a half N.E. of Nazareth, but a town three leagues
distant from Nazareth, in a N.N.E. direction, where a ruin called Kana el Jelil is

still pointed out.
* ' The Kurun Hattin (horns of Hattin), between Mount Tabor and the Sea of

Tiberias, is said by the Latins to have been "the Mount of Beatitudes," the place

where the Redeemer delivered the Sermon on the Mount to the multitude standing
on the adjacent plain. There is nothing in the form or circumstances of the hill

itself to contradict this supposition ; but the sacred writers do not specify any parti-

cular height by name, and there are in the vicinity of the lake perhaps a dozen other
mountains which would answer just as well to the circumstances of the history.'

—

Robinson, ii. 371.
^ ' The context of the narrative seems to imply, as has been shown by Lightfoot

and Reland, that the Mount of Transfiguration is rather to be sought somewhere
around the northern part of the lake, not very far from Cesarea Philippi, where there

are certainly mountains enough. But a circumstance which these writers overlooked,

and which puts Mount Tabor entirely out of the question, is the fact above sub-
stantiated, that long before and after the event of the transfiguration, the summit of

Tabor was occupied by a fortified city.'—Robinson, ii. 359. ' Its wonderfully beauti-

ful and regular form, and isolated position, caused it from very early times to be
regarded by Christian tradition as the Mount of Transfiguration. I cannot, how-
ever, believe it, since the Saviour had withdrawn to Cesarea Philippi, to escape the
researches of His enemies in the region of the sources of the Jordan; a fact which
makes it probable that one of the hills of Harmon may have been the scene of the
tninsfiguration.'—L. Volter in Plieningcr''s WeihnachtsblUthen, p, 190.
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glorification by the deepest woe and the highest ecstasj'', took place
— Gethsemane and the mountain of the Ascension. The breath of

sorrow issuing from Gethsemane hallows the earth as a dark valley

of holy suffering, of the terrors of judgment ; the spirit of peace
and victory issuing from Mount Olivet, makes the whole earth one
bright hill of victory, the victory of Christ reaching to heaven. And
finally, Golgotha, together with the holy sepulchre, represents the
union of these two points, the place of the curse become the place

of honour, the region at once of most terrible defeat and most glorious

victory, the curse converted into a blessing, the old sad earth into a
new and rejoicing world. As we have no certainty of the locality of

Paradise, so neither have we of that of Golgotha ; the mysterious
place has communicated it sacredness to the whole world.

1. The relation between the life of man and the life of nature, is

seldom seen in that purely spiritual light expressed in the sacred

Scriptures. Man is often represented as the product of the region

in which he is found ; the influences which he receives therefrom
being looked upon as his fate. Or nature is made to hold on her
way, independently of the way of error and confusion, or of the

heavenly way of man. Then, for a change, the opposite extreme
is rushed into, and man is made the unconscious creator and con-

scious arranger and former of nature. By the first notion, man is

made the child, by the latter the father, of nature. The distinction

between the Father and the Son is misconceived, when man, who
can only fulfil his destination as an instrument of the Son, is made
a being equal to the Father. The Pantheist makes pretensions to

being the first person in the Godhead. But the relation between
individual man and the Son is also misconceived, when the former

is made the product of his exterior world. Holy Scripture rightly

makes man appear in his union with surrounding nature ; it perceives

in nature the sphere of man, dependent upon his mind and inclina-

tion. The earth stands, falls, and is renewed with man.i

2. Schubert writes of the shores of the Dead Sea (Reise in das
Morgenland, vol. iii. 85) :

' The shores of the sea are rich in beauty
of outline, as sublime as I have anywhere witnessed, and by no
means more desolate than those coast regions of the Pied Sea at

which we touched during our journey; in some districts, especially

on the eastern margin, the vegetation of the ravines reaches to the

water's edge, and forms itself into thickets, even beyond the mouths
of the Jordan.' Of the Sea of Galilee (p. 238) :

' The vegetable

world about Tiberias, though robbed of almost all its former orna-

ments, shows that the borders of this lake, if they were but rightly

made use of, are capable of becoming a natural hothouse, in which
^ [On the reciprocal action of covintries and their inhabitants, see Schlegel's

Philosophy of History, passim ; Humbolilt's Cosmos ; and a very interesting little

volume by William Miller, The Plan of History. On the adaptation of Talestine to

its purpose, see Kurtz On the 0. T. Covenant, vol. i. p. 147, and the works there

cited.

—

Ed.]
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the growths of Egypt, and even of Arabia, wouki flourish. The
date-pahn, though seklom raet with, flourishes with the same luxuri-

ance as about Akaba and Alexandria.' Further on, Schubert calls

the district ' a paradise over whose quiet lake a spirit of heavenly

thoughts and memories seems to hover, while the most lovely and

sublime of natural scenes is reflected in its waters.' In a bay
' where a warm spring falls into the sea,' he found a ' thicket of

flowering oleander,' whose 'rosy glow spread abroad, like a dawn
from the deep, over hills and valleys.' Kobinson (Researches in

Palestine, ii. 380, &c., vol. iii. p. 499, &c.) expresses himself less

favourably of the shores of the Sea of Galilee. ' The lake presents,

indeed, a beautiful sheet of limpid water, in a deep depressed basin
;

from which the shores rise, in general, steeply, and continuously all

around, except where a ravine, or sometimes a deep wady, occasion-

ally interrupts them. The hills are rounded and tame, with little

of the picturesque in their form ; they are decked by no shrubs nor

forests ; and even the verdure of the grass and herbage, which, at

an earlier season of the year, might give them a pleasing aspect, was

already gone ; they were now only naked and dreary. Whoever looks

here for the magnificence of the Swiss lakes, or the softer beauty

of those of England and the United States, will be disappointed.

My expectations had not been of that kind
;
yet from the romantic

character of the scenery around the Dead Sea, and in other parts of

Palestine, I certainly had promised myself something more striking.'

If, then, we imagine these rounded western heights of the sea-shore

in the splendour of their former vegetation, we have the softest and

most powerful of minor keys (compare again Schubert, p. 250;

Eobinson, p. 539). The eastern shore is said to rise to a greater

elevation, though not into steep rocky walls and rugged forms.

' Among the hills of the eastern shore, one is distinguished for its

striking roundness of form ; a plain runs at the foot of this eastern

caldron- shaped hill.'—V. Schubert, p. 253. ' On the southern part

of this lake, and along its whole eastern coast, the mountain wall

may be estimated as elevated 800 or 1000 feet above the water,

steep, but not precipitous.'—Piobinson, ii. 416.^

3. The division of Palestine into Judea, Samaria, Galilee, and

Perea, which became moi-e and more marked after the captivity,

was caused as much by national as by geographical relations. Even

before the captivity, Samaria presented a strong contrast to Judea,

which was subsequently increased by the fact that the Samaritans

represented a people composed of Jews and heathens, with modified

religious tendencies, whose temple-service on Mount Gerizim was

opposed to the temple-service on Moriah. Galilee also formed a

contrast to Judea before the captivity (Isa. viii. 23) ; for here dwelt

heathens scattered among Israelites, and no purely Israelitish blood

was to be found.

1 [Those who wish to study the geography of Palestine will find a complete list

(' fuller, at the time of its preparation, tljan any other extant ') of works on the sub-

ject in llobinson's Researches, ii. pp. 533-555.—Ed.J
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Besides, the popular mind of the Galileans was more related to
the popular mind of the heathens who bordered on, or travelled
thron<^h it, than was that of the Jews. Finally, Judea enjoyed the
double advantage of exhibiting the sjohere of the temple, i)roperly
so called, and the sphere of education. In both these respects it

eclipsed Galilee. To this was afterwards added the fresh dis-

advantage, that it was geographically separated from Judea by the
situation of Samaria. Perea, the region east of Jordan, was sepa-
rated by that river from these three provinces. This district was
bounded on the north and east by Batanea, Trachonitis, Auranitis,
and Gaulonitis. All these districts were included by the Eomans
under the name of Syria. The Eoman general Pompey attained
possession of the country by the conquest of Jerusalem, 63 B.C.

The fraternal war of the Maccabean princes, Hyrcanus and Aris-
tobulus, in which the deep schism between Pharisees and Sadducees
bore bloody fruit, had brought him into the country. He made it

dependent upon Piome, and united it with Syria ; it retained, how-
ever, a remnant of independence, in being governed by a prince of

its own, the ethnarch Hyrcanus. His favourite, Antipater, however,
became, by his own subtilty and the favour of Ca3sar, procurator of

the country, and left to Hyrcanus the mere shadow of autliority.

Herod, the son of Antipater, who was at first procurator of Galilee,

by the favour of Anthony and Octavius, became, on the flight of

Antigonus the Maccabee to Eome, king of Judea, B.C. 37. He
governed Judea at the time of Christ's birth with a despotism which
went on increasing till the close of his life. Augustus divided his
dominions among his sons : Archelaus became ethnarch of Judea,
Samaria, and Idumea ; Herod Antipas became tetrarch of Galilee
and Perea ; Piiilip obtained possession of the northern part of the
district east of Jordan, Batanea, Trachonitis, Gaulonitis, and Panias.
The district of the ten cities, or Decapolis, consisted of separate
townships, under the immediate supremacy of the Eomans, scattered

throughout the land, and inhabited by Greeks and Syrians. All
the above-named small Jewish principalities fell one after another
entirely under Eoman power. This was first the case with Judea
and Samaria, after the deposition of Archelaus on account of his

tyranny (b.c. 6). The country was then placed under the proconsul
of Syria, and governed by procurators. Once more, however, it was
for a short time raised to the rank of a kingdom, under the rule of

Herod Agrippa. At the commencement of Christ's public ministry,

the region east of Jordan was governed by Philip, after v/hose death

(a.d. 35) it was united to the Eoman province of Syria. At this

time Herod Antipas, the weak, yet cruel despot, who caused the

death of John the Baptist, was still ruling over Galilee and Perea.

He was banished in the year 3'J to Lyons in Gaul. Herod Agrippa,

however, the grandson of Herod, who was living in private life at

Eome, had already obtained, through the favour of the Emperor
Caligula, the former tetrarchy of Philip, and now Galilee and Perea
were also bestowed upon him. To these the Emperor Claudius
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added also Judea and Samaria ; so that the whole Jewish country

once more formed a single Jewish kingdom. He died of a disease,

with which he was visited at the moment of his greatest self-exaltation

(a.d. 44). Palestine Avas now again united to the Sj'rian procon-

sulate ; and from this time the country advanced, under the threefold

scourge of tyrannical Eoman procurators, devastating highway rob-

bers, and fanatic factions, towards its final catastrophe in the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem (a.d. 70). The region east of Jordan received

(a.d. 53) once more an Idumean prince, Herod Agrippa II., who had,

at the same time, oversiglit of the priesthood in Judea. He possessed,

besides the tetrarchy of Philip, that of Lysanias also, and bore the

title of king. In the Jewish war he united himself to the Romans.
4. The Jews had not suffered the Samaritans to take part in

building their second temple (Ezra iv. 1). They had consequently

set up their own worship on Mount Gerizim, and a mutual and ever

increasing animosity had continually separated them from the Jews.

Their religious development, from this time forth, could not but
greatly differ in form from that of the Jews ; they had nevertheless

so maintained that essence of the J-ewish faith, the expectation of

the Messiah, that, in the time of Christ, it was current even among
the most ignorant of the people (John iv.) The supposition that

they were of purely heathen descent (see Hengstenberg, Beitrdge

zur Einleitung ins A. T. vol. ii. p. 3, &c.) is certainly opposed by
Christ's conduct towards them (John iv. compared with Matt. xv.

24). The reason adduced, viz., that the heathen colonists say (Ezra
iv. 2) to the Jews, Let us build with you, for we seek your God, as

ye do, does not prove that there were no Israelite elements among
them ; it is quite natural that the prevailing and domineering
heathen element should speak from its own consciousness. The fact

that the people, in cases when the Jews were successful, appealed to

their'Jewish origin, and, when circumstances were altered, affirmed

their Gentile descent, speaks more for their being, indeed, a mingled
people than the contrary. That no Israelitish priests were found (2
Kings xvii. 26) among the remnant of Israelites, who gradually

came forth from their concealment, and mingled with the colonists,

and that the Jews at Jerusalem would not receive the Samaritans
into their theocratic national union, for the sake of such a remnant,
is but natural. Even in the saying, Matt. x. 5, 6, the^Samaritans are

not comprised among the Gentiles, but placed midway between Israel

and the Gentiles. The disciples, indeed, were to confine their mission

to those who had the first title to it, viz., genuine Israelites.

5. In Palestine was found every possible section of Judaism.
Next to the Gentiles, living in contact with Jews in the ten cities,

were the Samaritans ;
heathens, who were both by birth and opinion

judaized. Next to these were the Galilean Jews, who were more
or less tinged with Heathenism. Then the obscure Jews of Perea

;

and lastly, the genuine Judean Jews, who dispersed themselves from
Judea throughout the whole world, and who culminated in the

super-Judaism of the Pharisees and the two other sects.



PART II.

THE HISTORY OF THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF
THE LORD JESUS.

SECTION L

PRELIMINAEY REMARKS.

The remembrance which the Church has preserved, and the testi-

mony she has given to the childhood of the Lord Jesus, form a
series of incidents, together displaying, in artless, poetical, and
sacred delineation, on one side, the full reality and historic nature

;

on the other, the perfect ideality, of the individual life of Jesus in
its beginnings and earliest events. They form a cycle : they mani-
fest themselves, by the most speaking facts, to belong to the Chris-
tology of the childhood of Jesus. This cycle is naturally a circle

of most mysterious and tender images, exhibiting the beauties and
graces, as well as the terrors of poetry, in the most absolute reality.

These images only differ from many of the productions of actual
poetry, by surpassing, in their strict conformity to the due propor-
tions of ideal perfection, all that is glaring and enthusiastic in more
ordinary poetry, and, at the same time, all the images of the fancy.

Their reality has always had the effect of banishing from the centre
of Christian doctrine, the mutilated forms of Ebionitism, which
cannot believe in the full spiritual glorification of corporeity.

In our days, indeed, the history ,of Christ's childhood seems to

have been almost abandoned to Ebionitism. The practice of re-

moving the ideality of Christ's life to greater and still greater
distances from its commencement, has been constantly persevered
in. At first, in accordance with the views of the ancient Ebionites
and Socinians, it was not till His baptism that He was allowed to

become the Son of God. Then, not till long after His baptism, and
after having, as was supposed, first passed through the school of

John the Baptist. Again another advance was made, and it was
said that it was not till after His death that the image of Christ
was produced, as an embellished remembrance of the actual Christ.

And, further still, Paul is said to have been the inventor of ma-
ture, universal Christianity. A new station is next formed, by the
opinion that the perfectly ideal, or, as it is rather thought, idealistic,

view of the life of Jesus, given in the pseudo-Gospel of John, did
VOL. I. R
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not arise till about tlie end of the second century. At last, even the

present times are passed by, and Christianity is first to become a

truth in the times of the coming Spirit. These spouting prophets

of a spirit, who is not to kindle but to extinguish the light of the

Gospel history, take one step further, and expect, with the Jews,

the advent of the Messiah in a new religion. There is now but

another advance, the abolition of all religion. Such is the historical

progress of Ebionitism.

It is part of the notion of Christianity, that, as the incarnate Word,
it should be perfect from its very origin. Christianity is dis-

tinctly a new principle, the principle of all improvement, and can-

not itself meanwhile need improvement. It is the principle of the

identity of the eternal Word and human corporeity, of real and

ideal life ; therefore it rejects every attempt to introduce into its

origin, that incongruence between 'the ideal and life' which

oppresses the ancient aeon. It comes forth from the heart of God,

as a new and miraculous life : hence a halo of miracles is formed

around this central miracle ; the rays of the rising sun.

To whom are we indebted for the history of Christ's childhood ?

It is almost unnatural to let this question take the form of a laboured

investigation. Mothers are the narrators of the histories of children.

It was undoubtedly Mary who was the evangelist of the youthful

history of Jesus, and it is not obscurely that she is pointed out as

his authority by Luke (chap. ii. 19). It Avould be but natural that

she should have preserved a written remembrance of what occurred

in the house of Zachariah. The colouring, too, of a woman's

memory and a woman's view is unmistakeable in the separate feat-

ures of this history. When it is once ascribed to a female narrator,

we feel that the fact, that ' wise men from the East' are introduced

without further preface, that the taxing of Herod is designated the

taxing of Cfesar Augustus, who was really at the bottom of it, and
many other difficulties, are at once explained. Then also we compre-

hend the indescribable grace, the quiet loveliness, and sacredness, of

. this narrative. That Mary, who at all events survived the pente-

costal effusion of the Spirit on the Church of Christ, should have

related to that Church the most important incidents of the child-

hood of Jesus, and that these communications should have been

preserved as holy relics, is so simple and natural a supposition, that

it would be superfluous to discuss it further.

NOTE.

The chief considerations which have been advanced against the

history of Christ's childhood, proceed from the above-mentioned

Ebionite view of the life of Jesus. Having, however, already refuted

this view, we shall not have occasion to enter any further into an ex-

planation of the circumstance, that these communications have been

so generally disregarded, in comparison with other portions of the

sacred narrative ; separate and special difficulties will, however, be

treated of in their proper places.
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SECTION II.

THE ANGEL GABRIEL.

(Luke i.)

That theocratic energy M'hich was the soul of Israel's development,

that silent process by which God was becoming man, and man be-

coming the son of God, seemed in the days of Herod tlie Great, if

viewed according to general appearances, to have become almost

extinct. But these appearances must have been deceptive. Never
was a great and holy energy stunted to death in the midst of its

development ; and least of all could this most deeply human, this

divine-human impulse, which was the energizing principle of the

world's history, which had begun in such reality, evaporate at last

into mere ideals and pictures of life. But it was in entire confor-

mity with the nature of this its sublimest development, that the

noble energy should concentrate itself in the secret recesses of the

most profound and elect minds of Israel ; that it should ripen in

such minds into the form of an infinite mourning after God, au
unspeakable anticipation and longing ; and thus, constituting a

state of perfect recipiency, should be waiting in silent expectation

for a corresponding divine operation, a new revelation. While the

nation in general seemed dying away like the body of an aged man,
its glowing life had concentrated itself in the vital recesses of this

body, and was there awaiting the hour of its second birth. So
great an expectation—an expectation which God Himself had been
bringing to maturity, by means of the works He had wrought
during so many centuries of the world's history—could not fail of

its accomplishment, that positive communication of life which it

needed, and of whose advent it was itself a prophecy.

This expectation, though silent and secret, was strained to the

very uttermost ; hence its fulfilment could not but ensue in such

sudden and great manifestations of the power of God, as might be
compared to violent storms. It is after a long and anxious pause,

on a sultry and stormy day, that the lightning generally appears.

At last it darts suddenly forth, its wondrous flames unite heaven

and earth, the thunder rolls, and now stroke upon stroke of thunder

and lightning follow Avitli no ambiguous purpose—for a new tone is

to be given to the atmosphere to refresh the earth.

It was so with that objective divine operation which Zacharias

and Mary experienced, when the birth of the forerunner was an-

nounced and promised to the former, and of the Lord to the latter.

This great and wonderful operation of God presup]-)Osed a ma-
tured recipiency in the deepest and noblest minds in Israel. It is

in such a state of recipiency that we meet with the venerable priest

Zacharias and his wife Elisabeth: they were pious and righteous

in tlie true Israelite sense. Mary appears on the scene as the hand-

maid of the Lord, the theocratic heroine, ready to surrender lier

whole life to God, and acquainted; as well as her priestly relatives.
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with the spiritual nature of Messiah's dignity and kingdom. A
similar state of perfect recipiency, in which the blossom of Israelite

desire opened its petals to the sunshine of the new revelation, pre-

vailed among the elect of those days, in general : Simeon and Anna
are the representatives of this recipiency.

Such hearts, however, as were to be capable of welcoming and
receiving the highest revelation of grace in its bodily manifestation,

had to be prepared not merely by the bestowal of noble dispositions,

but by their development—not merely in the school of Israelite

doctrine, but of Israelite experience. They had to be thoroughly
unhappy in the truest sense, to be brought to despair of the goodness
of the old exterior world, and to experience, in the annihilation of

their former ideals, the judgment of God upon its sinfulness, in

which they also saw its misery and sadness. Thus alone could they

have given up those false notions of a Messiah which were the

ruin of their nation ; thus alone liave known the happiness of receiv-

ing, with a poverty of spirit deep as their knowledge of the world,

the Prince of the heavenly kingdom, who was to changejudgment into

salvation, and to build uj) a new world upon the ruins of the old.

The great sorrow of Zacharias and Elisabeth is known. They
had no son. A threefold deprivation, since, under the Old Testa-

ment, piety had the promise of an earthly blessing, since the

solitariness of their life in the hill country would make the time
of advanced age the more gloomy, and since they would not behold
the delight, the glory of Israel, which in their longing liearts would
be naturally blended with the form of the child wlmh was denied

to them. The sorrow of Anna is equally manifest. It was as'a widow
that she took up her abode in the temple, after the death of her
husband. The happiness of her life seems to have been buried with
him. The aged Simeon was a theocratic Jeremiah, whom his

sorrow for Israel, his ardent longing for the Messiah, had made a
wandering Jew in a nobler sense. He was not to die till he had
seen the Messiah. He must have breathed forth a long last sigh

when he uttered the words, ' This child is set for the fall of many
in Israel' He had penetrated the hypocritical nature of most of

the fathers and leaders of the nation ; but he was also acquainted
with the ardent desires of those who were quiet in the land, who
were to rise again through the Messiah. The sword had entered

into his own soul, or he would not have been able to announce a
similar lot to Mary. But what was the school of misfortune IMary
could have passed through before she received the annunciation ?

Certainly, mere talents, noble qualities of mind, a childhood filled

with pious anticipations, heartfelt maidenly participation in Israel's

prayer for the advent of Messiah, enhanced by the proud yet sad
consciousness of a descent from David concealed from the world, do
not suffice to ex})lain the secret of Mary's preparedness to receive

the wonderful communication of the New Testament life, in the
strength and fulness of its incarnation. As a Jewess, she must
have given up the old Israelite world, must have been brought to

bury her old ideals by some judgment of the Lord. At all events,
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this complete renunciation of the workl must liave been developed

during- the progress of some great visitation which she had expe-

rienced. But in wliat did her sorrow consist ? Had she not home
it with lioly womanHness, and concealed it under an ' anointed

face' ? She seems to have been early betrothed to Joseph, accord-

ing to Israelite law and custom. Perhaps she had been entrusted,

as an orphan, to the protecting care of her older relation. But
when the rich qualities of her glorious mind had attained to the

maturity of maidenhood ; when her freer and greater spirit, which
Avas all unconsciously approaching to the New Testament standard,

awoke within her, with all its wants ; she then became conscious of

the grave nature of this tie. Joseph did not understand her, in her

deepest experiences. She was increasingly feeling the sad condition

of the house of David and of Israel, Avhich was so secretly forming

into a judgment upon the inner life of her solitary heart. Bat, like

a true daughter of Israel, she anointed her face ; from the burnt

sacrifice in which she offered up her first dreams of life and of the

world to the great Israelite duty of legal obedience, she came forth

as the virgin, in whom the new world was to have its beginning,

the promise of the Redeemer to work with divine creative power, in

whose womb the Gospel could assume flesh and blood.

Zacharias and ]\lary may be regarded as pre-eminently the mature

fruits of the tree of Old Testament discipline and education. Divine

illumination and divine chastisement had sanctified them, and led

them to the very entrance of that Holy of Holies, where they might
receive the announcement of the New Testament revelation of God,

The theocratic operation which, according to God's righteous

arrangement, such a disposition as theirs could not fail to experi-

ence, was naturally the last and highest manifestation of the Old

Testament agency of God ; of the power of God energizing towards

its redeeming incarnation.

When, under the Old Covenant, God revealed Himself to the elect

of Israel, these revelations were ever made with reference to His last

and highest revelation, His manifestation in the God-man, They
were the beginnings of His incarnation. Hence these divine opera-

tions always took a human form, in the prophetic ecstasy of those

hearts that were visited, in the plastic power of their intuition, and

especially when their vision attained the highest degree of intensity.

The Son of man who was ever in the bosom of the Father as the

coming One, or the Son of God who was ever in the heart of man
as the desired One, appeared as present to the spiritually illumined,^

inwardly perceptive vision of the holy seers. This was the angel of

God's presence ; the eternal Man in the self-contemplation of God,

the God-man about to become such in the ardent desires of Israel's

life, the non-temporal Christ ever present by the Spirit to the minds

of the prophets. Hence He is identified with Jehovah, as well as

distinguished from Him.^

1 This augel was Jebovali Himself, so far as he was His manifestation, so far as he

was the plastic image of His coming ; but he was the angel of the Lord, so far as
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The high communication in which God finally stilled the univer-

sal struggle between His super-mundane concealment, and matured

human desire for Him, resulted in two great manifestations of His

miraculous agency, an agency at once theocratic and gracious. The
first preliminary communication was made to Zacharias. It was a

creative agency, which in its revivifying action prepared the life of

John the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ. The second and more

glorious communication was made to Mary. It deposited in her soul,

in the soul of her organism, the germ of the incarnation of Christ.

*
, Id. Both these elect vessels received this communication in anjacstasy^

*•-
^ in which the creative power of God, as a gracious power, manifested

***;'
itself to them under the form of an angel, and in which the inter-

^J4^^ action which took place between their minds, and the divine power

which came upon them, caused them distinctly to recognize in this

divine power the word of revelation, and formed itself into a dialogue

with the angel. They trembled before the power of this manifesta-

tion, in which the word of God flowed into their souls as a creative

power. They called the angel who brought them the word which

laid in them the foundation of a new aeon, according to the power

of his word, Gabriel, the man of God, the hero of God.

This angel of the presence, whom many in Israel had seen under

various circumstances, was called Eaphael in the sphere of popular

life, when bringing deliverance or assistance to the necessities of

the individual. But when to the view of the inspired he presented

himself personally as the creative announcer of the kingdom of

heaven, of the new ason of the world, he was called Gabriel. When,
finally, he appeared before them as the victor over the old a3on,. as

the destroyer of the kingdom of the old serpent, he was called

Michael. It is always the same christological operation, the one

image of Christ ; but this one image in ever varying relations
';_
the

angel of the presence developing his different modes of operation.^

subjective contemplation clothed him with symbolical elements. He was more than

any other actual angel, because he was Christ. He was not, however, the already

incarnate Christ, but Christ on the road to His incarnation, as He preliminarily assumed

flesh and blood in the plastic contemplations of the prophets. Comp. Gen. xviii.,

and xxxii. 24 ; Exod. sxiii. 20, 21, and xxxiii. 14 ; Mai. iii. 1. In the latter passage,

this angel appeara as the Angel of the Covenant, that is, of the interaction between

Jehovah and Israel. [According to Hengstenberg {Christology, iv. 306, &c.), there are

four opinions regarding this angel : 1. that he is a created angel employed to act in

the name of God ; 2. that he is a natural phenomenon or visible sign, by which

Jehovah made His presence known; 3. that he is not a person distinct from Jehovah,

but only a form of His manifestation ; and 4. (whicli is maintained by the great

majority of trustworthy theologians) that he is the Logos of John.

—

Ed.]
^ The identity of the angel Gabriel with the angel of the presence appears from a

comparison of the following passages. According to Dan. vii. 13, Daniel had a

vision, evidently a vision of the Messiah (comp. Havernick's Commentar, p. 243)

;

he was like a son of man. According to chap. viii. 15, a vision stands before him

like a man i~^r^^ '^^I'^r^) ' t^'i^ vision is afterwards, ver. 16, called Gabriel

( /i^^")J13 the man of God, the hero of God). While this angel is talking with him,

the prophet falls fainting to the earth. But the angel touches him, and lifts him up

again. The appearance of Christ in His glory has exactly the same eiTect upon the

Apostle John, according to Rev. i. 17. As long as Christ only appears to sinful man,

His appearance as the concrete judgment of God strikes him to the earth ; but as
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After what lias already been said, it might seem to some super-

fluous to notice in this place the general objections made to the

biblical doctrine of angels. Our view, however, of the angel Gabriel

would be very erroneously judged, if regarded as antagonistic to the

objectivity of the angelic world. Hence it will be necessarj'', for its

further confirmation, that it should be stated in connection with the

general doctrine of angels.

The doctrine of angels is derived first from the testimony of theo-

cratic spirits, of elect individuals. They saw visions ; and inquiry

must first concern itself with their testimony. When the narratives

of such visions are declared to be myths because they relate this

miraculous occurrence, a vision, criticism is entirely overthrown. In
the zeal of negation, it is overlooked that it is only the vision of the

narrator which has first to be dealt with. Now, mythology has
neither the modesty nor refinement to speak of visions in which the

inhabitants of the heavenly world appear. In her world, the vision

and the sensuous perception are one and the same ; the unearthly
beings go about freely, and are seen with earthly eyes, for their

world itself is a mythological vision. It is quite otherwise with
the appearances of angels in the lives of the saints, though the

traditions of some of these narratives in the Old Testament show a

tinge ofjthe mythological in their setting.^ According to the testi-

soon as He touches him, that communication of life takes place, which lifts the con-

demned sinner up again. In chap. ix. 21, he who appears is called the man Gabriel

{the man as more definitely the man of God). The mysterious man, chap. x. 5

^
inN II/ is

J ^ appears alone, and in priestly glory, being represented in the same
maimer as the Messiah is by John, in the Apocalypse, chap. i. 13. To reassure the

terror-stricken prophet, he takes the ordinary form of a son of Adam (^^\^ r .

. . )• He distinguishes the archangel Michael (vers. 13 and 24) from himself.

For as the theocratic judgments were to further the theocratic revelations, Michael

was to come to the assistance of Gabriel. The archangel Michael (''^7 'p '^^'^^ ^^

like God ?) executes the judgments of God (comp. Dan. xii. 1 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; Jude
ver. 9 ; Rev. xii. 7, 8). But as the angel of the presence is not quite identical with
Christ as He appeared, but rather with Christ as about to appear, so also is it espe-

cially with the two forms into which the angel of the covenant branches off, Gabriel

and Michael ; the former is the world's redeemer becoming suck, the latter the world's

judge becoming such, christological presentiments and the approach of divine judg-

ment, giving to the good the preponderance over the evil. When, in the developments
of Jewish Kabbinism the unity of the angel of the covenant was lost in various

ramifications (Gabriel, Raphael, Michael, Uriel, and others), the misconception

of the coming Messiah was already announced
;
pure Israelite feeling, however,

always recognized the identity of these angelic forms with the angel of the covenant.

If the Rationalist will insist upon designating angelic apparitions as illusions, they

must then be thus more strictly defined ; they are the illusions of the very elect

among mankind, and of their most exalted frames ; they are twin-children with those

hoUest convictions, which founded the new and Christian world upon those very frames

which these illusions gave birth to. They would be illusions of a peculiar kind indeed

.

^ [This expression must be interpreted by the statements of the author in sec. 5,

on the ideality of the Gospel History. In that section he uses the term ' mythological

'

of whatever glorifies the actual in the ideal, and speaks of a true mythology which
saw the coming Redeemer in human persons or in ordinary events. If by mythologicalh

in the present passage he means, as it must be owned he seems to mean, something/

less christological and inspired, something merely human and erroneous, then he not!

only sadly mistakes the difference between Hebrew and heathen mythology, but gives!

up the very position he himself occupied in the above-mentioned section.

—

Ed.] I
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mony of the theocratic Church, the saints saw visions. These assur-

ances rest upon the same foundation of veracity upon which their

inspired testimony to the principles of the heavenly life, which they

planted in the earth, depends. The critic has first duly to esti-

mate the difference between the subjective vision and its objective

matter, unless he would rashly and hastily cut the Gordian knot
with his sword. He must not proceed strictly to test the objectivity

of the vision till he has first treated its subjective dignity with

reverence.

This remark, that angelic appearances are chiefly found in the

form of visions, has not, however, to be set before the critic alone,

but also before the orthodox. Never has an angel been seen in the

usual direction of the eyes towards the surface of the earth, when
the eyes have been in their ordinary sensuous condition. Such a
sight seems rather to have depended upon some peculiarity of mind,
some special frame, at some great crisis of the world's history, which
may be regarded as predisposing to an extraordinary revelation.^

As the eye that beholds the sun must be endowed with the sun-

gazing capacity, so must there be a spiritual disposition in those

who behold spirits, an angelic one in those to whom angels appear.

This explains the reason, perhaps, why one of the women who
visited the tomb saw two angels, when the other perceived but one

;

why the apostles so suddenly saw angels standing beside them on
the Mount of Olives, and other similar circumstances. The capa-

city for such sight would be different in different men, and in the

same man at different moments. It depends upon a frame of mind
in which the eye of the body does not stand in its usual opposition

to the inner eye, the sight of the heart ; in which the polar opposi-

tion between the two is annulled in the unity which is the founda-
tion of both. The eye of the body is, so to speak, plunged into the
depths of the heart ; the inmost heart has entered into the bodily

eye ; and thus the visionary and ecstatic man has a glimpse of a
world in which the contrast between the internal and external dis-

appears, in which the struggle between heaven and earth is extinct.

Such seeing, therefore, is no common perception, but a vision. It

is certain that the Bible sometimes speaks of angels with dogmatic
certainty {e.g., Heb. ii. 2), and sometimes in a symbolical manner.
We must consequently distinguish between symbolical visions of

angels, and such statements as agree with the notion of an objective

angelic world.

Even symbolical visions of angels are more or less objective,

inasmuch as the ecstasy must always be the result of an influence

which must be looked upon as a divine operation.

Most numerous are those subjective and symbolical representa-

tions of angels, which are found in the history of all times and

^ [' It is in accordance with tlie analogy of history that great manifestations and
epochs, designed to satisfy the spiritual wants of ages, should be anticipated by the
prophetic yearnings of pure and susceptible hearts, inspired by a secret divine con-
sciousness.' Neander, Life of Christ, p. 23.

—

Ed.]
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places. Wlien man receives with delight some great assistance

from on high, an angel is present to his mind by means of that

plastic power which intuitively thus regards the circumstance.

This form is actual in his mind. It is, as formerly remarked, his

' second sight ' of Christ. Such angelic appearances must occur

under the most varied forms. Indeed, education, and even variety

of mental perception, will exert theii- influence on the forms of these

representations of angels, though they are not mere subjective

fictions, but the results of a divine influence upon the mind. Of a

more important character are those great angelic forms who pass

through the world, as spirits of vengeance, of pestilence, of death,

or similar divine messengers, in conjunction with the powers of the

elements. They represent the extraordinary visitations of God,

exhibiting them in their true character, as mysterious powers pro-

ceeding, immediately from God, and in their highest purpose, as

sent with reference to the glory of Christ. Thus coming from
God, and thus referring to Christ, even the darkest visitation be-

comes an angel of light, and solemnizes its symbolic incarnation.^

But the most exalted operations of God are those in which the

communication of His very life are concerned, in which the whole

incarnation of Christ is expressed. These appear to the spectator,

as has been pointed out above, as the angel of the divine presence.

Hence out of one image are developed various images of the arch-

angel. The archangel surpasses the ordinary angelic world as an

image and operation of Christ : Christ stands above the angels.

But as operations may become angels in the horizon of the

spectators, so also may angels manifest themselves in operations.

That Holy. .Scripture does announce the appearance of actual

angels, cannot be denied, nor has anything as yet been advanced

antaaMiiisiic to this announcement.

"^"^^omL- iivL'k t(3 avoid this question by the remark, that the doctrine

of angels belongs neither to the dogmatic nor religious matter of

Scripture.- Did then the Scriptures concern themselves to give

us information about the physiology of angels ? In the end, how-

ever, even such a view would not deliver us from this difficult

question. Our religious view of life must embrace the whole

world ; and whether the doctrine of angels is in the Bible or not,

w,e must try to come to a decision about it,-^ A multitude of ob-

^ He maketh the winds His messengers, the flames of fire His ministers (Ps. civ. 4,

German vers.) In His kingdom wind and fire are not abstract phenomena, as they

are to the profane observer. The wind is here a body, having a soul, a thonglit of

God, which urges it to fulfil God's purposes ; it is this that makes it an angel. The
flames of fire are animated, as it were, by the Lord's commission, which they have to

fulfil ; it is this that makes them the ministers of His majesty,

f
^ Schleiermacher, der chrhtlichc Glaube, vol. i. p. 204.
3 [Xot, however, forgetting the words of Calvin, 'in tota religionis doctrina, tenen-

dam esse unam modestirc et sobrietatis regulam, ne de rebus obscuris aliudvel lo-

quamur, vel sentiamns, vel scire etiam appetamus quam quod Dei verbo fuerit nobis

traditum. . . . Theologo non garriendo aures oblectare, sed vera, certa, utilia docen-

do, conscientias confirmare propositum est.' And see what he says about the man
who speaks as if he had dropped from heaven, and were telling us what he had seeu

with his eyes. Instit. I. xiv. 4.

—

Ed.]
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jections to the doctrine of angels lias been advanced. We will

take these objections in pairs, that is to say, we will arrange them
in opposing pairs, as casting light upon or abolishing each other.

At one time, it is said that Grod has no local palace in heaven, and
keeps no such heavenly court, after the fashion of Oriental princes,

as the idea of angels supposes.^ Then, again, angels are repre-

sented as beings existing between two worlds, who, as such, must
be lost in tlie regions of empty space.^ The one representation is

evidently antagonistic to the other, and they might therefore be left

to annihilate each other. We will, however, consider them sepa-

rately. If the doctrine of Jehovah's heavenly palace were really

found in its literal sense in the Old Testament, Judaism would be
a kind of Heathenism ; and the doctrine of God's omnipresence
could not be so decidedly expressed in its view of the world, as e.g.

in Ps. cxxxix. Every unprejudiced mind must easily perceive that

in the light of this doctrine, as well as in the whole teaching of

Hebrew Monotheism, such words as relate to the special dwelling-
place of God in heaven, must have a symbolical meaning. Let us
now consider the angels of the highest heaven, or of the citadel of

the universe, as beings existing between the worlds. This view of

their peculiarity may perhaps be found in Jean Paul, but not in

John or Paul. Holy Scripture knows nothing of this abstract

inter-mundanism (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 40, Matt, xxih SO). Hence,
neither the heathen court of angels, nor these modern ethereal

angels, are scriptural. The next pair of objections appears in the
following form.^ First, it is said angels are incorporeal beings

;

and an incorporeal being cannot appear. Then it is remarked,
that it would be contrary to divine providence, if there were such
beings and appearances, since their agency would deprive men of

their independence. Therefore an angel is an incorporeal being,

and yet again so substantial a one, that he attacks human inde-

pendence. When, however, the notion of incorporeal individuals

is considered by itself, it is evident that a phantom is but produced
for the sake of obtruding it upon the Bible. For in the Bible all

beings have their proper bodies, conformably to their spheres (1
Cor. XV. 38). This notion, however, could hardly maintain itself

in presence of the test furnished by a sound view of the world.

For the form of individual personality must be everywhere recog-

nized in creation, as a power which as a speaking monad must, by
its very existence, assimilate corporeal matter. But it is said that

the existence of angels disturbs human spontaneity. Somewhat in

the same manner, perhaps, that moonlight interferes with the re-

gulations for the lighting of the streets. Demoniacal human spirits

seem most fearfully to interfere with the independence of thou-

^ Strauss, Lcben Jesu, 4tli edit. vol. i. 114.
^ Schleiermacher, der christl. Glauhe, Pt. i. 204.
^ Comp. Strauss, Leben Jesu, vol. i. p. 117. Comp. with respect to the second objec-

tion, the work of W. Hoffmann against Strauss, entitled : das Leben Jesu, die, (/epriift

fiir Theologen und Nichttheologen, p. 123.
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sands
;

yet they actually exist. Angels, on the contrary, only

manifest themselves with extreme rarity to the inner man of the

receptive spirit, and not without being more or less bidden by his

frame of mind. As the muses visit the poet alone, so do the angels

visit only the religious and elect. Again, it is at one time said that

the Jews brought back a more particular, definite doctrine of

angels from the Babylonian captivity, and that tlie names given to

the angels were the result of the influence of the Zend religion.^

Then it is found strange that the angels, and especially Gabriel,

should bear Hebrew names.- It may be conceded that the Jews,

under the influence of the Persian doctrine of Amshaspands, did

further develop their doctrine of angels. But from the circum-

stance that these more developed forms of angels bear Hebrew
names, and are represented as speaking the Hebrew tongue, it

must be allowed that the development in general, is one quite in

conformity with Israelite Monotheism. The faet, however, of a

fresh development within the theocratic soil being promoted by a

heathen influence, is not equivalent to the implantation of a heathen

notion, as the critic supposes when he says, ' Were these notions

false as long as they Avere confined to strangers, and not true until

they were transferred to the Jews ? ' The Jews always had their

own doctrine of angels (comp. Gen. xix.) If this doctrine was de-

veloped under foreign influences, this development nevertheless

was organically conformable to the organism of Monotheism.-^ Its

angels could as little be -transformed into Amshaspands, genii, or

inferior gods, as the fallen spirit, Satan, could be transformed into

Ahrimanes, the evil god. The germ, however, from Avhich they

developed their high-enthroned spirits was, as we have seen, the

angel of the divine presence. This development may even be re-

garded as a development of Old Testament Chiistology, inasmuch
as the separate forms of the life of the coming Messiah were there-

in explained (comp. Isa. xi. 2, Apoc. i. 4). The Israelite had no

need to introduce the number seven from the Amshaspands into

this development ; for he was already accustomed to discover the

fulness of life in the same holy number : to meet with this number
elsewhere, could at most incite him thus to represent the forms of

the angel of the covenant. The obscuration of Christology first

began with the decay of the conviction that visions of the becoming

God-man were dogmatically fixed in these angel forms. It was,

therefore, not only allowable, but a proceeding which reformed old

errors, when the true theocrats of Israel called the glorious mani-

festation of the becoming Messiah by the name of Gabriel. The
theocratic seer thereby testified at once to his sense for the ideal

and for history. His sense for the ideal, in giving the angel a

^ Strauss, Leben Jesu, vol. i. p. 113. - Id. p. 114.

2 [See Hengstenberg's Dissert, on the Gemdneness of Daniel, pp. 127-140 (Clark's

Tr.) ; Fairbairn's Hermeneutical Manual, p. 203, &c. ; and the very able refutation

of the rationalist arguments on this point by Mill, Mythical Interpretation of the

Gospels, pp. 123-135.—Ed.]
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name which designated him as an operation. He called the crea-
tive operation of grace, in its divine power, the hero of God, because
it appeared to him in the divine-human form. His sense for history, .

because this divine operation was continually reappearing in Israel; it

had its rhythm, it repeated and enhanced its manifestations. There-
fore the seer who had seen it, fixed it and named it according to his

own experience. This name then became a sign to any other who
might or wlio was to experience it. He might be convinced of com-
munion with his fellow-believers even in this experience and recog-
nition. A theocratic Church could not but designate its heavenly
experiences, because it experienced the definite progress of God's
redeeming purpose in a succession of events, and not a nameless
alternation of divine things in physical perpetuity.

, _
The arguments just cited against the doctrine of angels, as little

(disturb our faith in these heavenly beings, as the prowling of young
bears over a sunny meadow would disturb the light fluttering of

butterflies over its variegated flowers.^

Of more importance is the remark, that appearances of angels
jhave become things unheard of in modern times, and thus seem,

I

like ordinary spiritual apparitions, to have vanished before the day-

^ slight. It must not, however, be overlooked, that the angels of the

\^ ; old theocracy were only present at special periods, and when new
-

I

foundations of revelation were to be laid. The modern world is

indeed a deeper, broader, and more powerful stream, yet but a stream
pursuing its appointed and regular course, an effluence only from
the miraculous age of Christ's appearing. The angels who appeared
at His grave, opened at once that grave and our feon. This aaon is

to last till the end of the world. Then shall the angels again
appear within the region of humanity (Matt. xiii. 39). But the

l^eculiarity of this Christian a3on must also be taken into account.

Christ appeared, and believing Christendom attained, by His Spirit,

to the perception of His glory. There is now a satisfaction for the

christological aspirations of man ; the capacity for receiving angelic

visions is absorbed in Christian knowledge. In this respect the angels
may be compared to the stars of heaven, which disappear before the
risingsun, while at noondayeven thefall moon seems but awhitecloud.

The possibility of the existence of such beings as the angels of

Holy Scripture is more and more corroborated by the discoveries of

modern science. We see stars of all colours, and of every variety

of material condition, traversing infinite space, many of a lightness

as ethereal as golden dreams or spectral spheres. The spirits that

inhabit them must correspond, in the rapidity and freedom of their

powers of motion, to the elf-like nature of their abodes. To those

philosophers, indeed, who see in all the starry canopy only ' rocks of

^ [For satisfactory answers to'the objection that God is immanent in the world,

and therefore needs no angels— ' a sensitive concern for the honour of the Supreme,'
which Mill thinks is 'somewhat misplaced and superfluous'—see Calvin's Instit. I.

xiv. 11 ; Sibbes' Works, vi. 320 (Nichol's Ed.
)

; Mill's Mythical Interpretation, p. 85

;

and Ebrard's Gospel History, p. 165.

—

Ed,]

t^
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light,' uninhabited wastes, the whole world of space is but an Aln-i-

man, a dark world from which spirit is excluded. But if heaven is

really inhabited, as we may expect according to the analogy of the
earth, it cannot but be regarded as a vast realm of spirits. In this

vast realm are found those ministering spirits whose objective exist-

ence is certainly assumed when they are spoken of in the Epistle to

the Hebrews. But we must delay considering the various kinds of

angelic beings till we have first considered the frames of mind which
can apprehend them. In the stillness of night we may hear the

rushing of the distant stream, which we could not perceive amidst
the noises of day ; and the light in a distant cottage window is

seen to cast its gleam through the whole neighbourhood, while the

burning of the whole cottage would scarcely have been noticed by
daylight. The roar of Niagara is said to be much better heard at

a certain distance than in its immediate vicinity. The same dis-

tinctions prevail within the sphere of the inner life. Most minds
are incessantly and wholly tilled, nay, tied and bound, with the

bustle of external events. Their eyes can scarcely fix upon anything

merely great or beautiful, which passes them bodily, because they

seek the one thing needful in too many things, they suffer from the

quest after everything. When, however, this quest after every kind

of thing becomes the possessing demon of an age, or even its very

worship, we cannot be surprised if that deeply contemplative mootl,

whicli believes in the passage of spirits from star to star, from heaven

to earth, should disappear. When any one has once taken his posi-

tion in the mill of world-craving selfishness, and has set all its

wheels in motion, he could not hear the fall of Niagara, even if it

w^re close at hand.

But there are souls that have a higher feeling for infinity, because

they have the courage to let go those things among the many which
are not in conformity with their disposition. They can even, under
certain circumstances, welcome the ruin, the end of this world. It

is, however, natural that one in whose eyes the world, Avith its

fashions, passes away, should obtain an organ, or rather that the

organ should be developed within him, by means of which he looks

into the very heavens, and experiences heavenly influences. When
the old world perishes, and a new one is expected from heaven, the

noblest hearts are, so to speak, vacant, or rather open, for heaven
;

no longer filled by the old world, which, with its fashions and bustle,

is dead to them. In such a condition, they are capable of hearing

the voices of spirits, and of beholding the angels of God. It was in

such a frame of mind that the women visited the tomb of Jesus ; to

them all the glory of the world was buried in that grave. Therefore

they had an open eye for the messengers of heaven. Thus also was

it that the eyes of the disci[)les were opened on Olivet, when Jesus

ascended to heaven. Earth melted into nothingness when they saw

the Lord depart from them ; now, therefore, they were able to per-

ceive the messengers from heaven, and to receive their message.

The beholders of angels become in their ecstasy, as it were, released
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from the common interests of earth, temporarily ' absent from the

body ; ' and therefore spiritually disposed beings having intercom-

munion with a higher sphere of life, and that a sphere which bends

down towards theirs, as they in spirit rise towards it.^ But when
the spirits of different spheres of life have a common interest, which

equally embraces both, they actually meet together in one sphere
;

they now operate upon each other, and, when their influences are-

mutually felt, they are even capable of being personally visible to

each other. When the aspiratioiis of Greece invisibly concurred

with the missionary impulses of Paul on the sea-coast of Troas, like

two approaching flames, then Paul saw in a vision a man of Mace-
donia standing before him (Acts xvi. 9).^ The spirits of Peter and
Cornelius so strongly influenced each other, when Peter at Joppa
had approached the town of Cesarea, that each was in a vision

directed to the other (Acts x.) If these two cases do not exactly

express the relation between the spirits of earth and those of a

higher world (though in the case of Peter there is at the same time

a communication between Christ and himself, and in the case of

Cornelius, the communication between him and the objective angel-

world cannot be denied),^ yet they are, on the other hand, specially

adapted, as examples easily cemprehensible, to exemplify the law

of visions which we have laid down. The history of the transfigu-

ration, however, presents us with a more difficult and more eminent

example. The relative intercourse between the spirits of Moses
and Elias, and Christ, draws them into the Lord's sphere of life,

when He was about to inaugurate his last journey to His death by
His transfiguration ; and by the powerful raip-port between Jesus

and His disciples, they also were partakers of this vision. A con-

trast to this attraction which takes place between God's heroes

from sphere to sphere, causing them spiritually to blend in one

sphere, is found in the general rapport between angels and children.

The peculiar affinity between the moon and the sea is well known
;

we understand that a somnambulist may be, as it were, possessed

by the influence of light of the new moon ; it is known that

sainfoin celebrates the influence of the sun by a gentle trembling

like a passing spirit ; we are acquainted with the infinitely far-

reaching influences of light, and are inclined, in all these respects,

to believe in the most spirit-like influences, even in matter. But
when the immeasurably distant influence of spirits upon spirits—it

might almost be said, of the most delicate of lights upon the most

delicate lights—is spoken of, then common sense stumps in its

clumsiest wooden shoes into the midst of the discussion, and dis-

M Pet.i. 12.

2 Formerly they brought the beautiful woman from Troy. Beauty had uot satisfied

them. Now the Crucified One was to be brought to them from Troas, for their sal-

. vation through His word. •

3 Mary Magdalene, as released from earth, had an open sense for angels at the

grave of Jesus ; but anxiety concerning the body of Jesus, as well as the attraction

which the risen Saviour exercised over her mind, resulted in her rising rapidly and
wondrously above the angelic appearance.
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misses the matter with the cheap remark: Imagination, enthusiastic

illusions, or legends. When the full import of the sympathies, of

which a feint notion is expressed when the tendencies of this age are

allowed to speak out, is scientifically recognized, we shall be forced

to acknowledge that the influences of spirits between star and star

must be far more powerful than that of starry light, or of any other

attracting or repelling forces.

"We conclude, then, that when spirits dwelling in different spheres

are brought to identity of disposition, when one thought vibrates in

them, one interest animates them, they will exert an influence upon
each other, and may be sent to one another.^

But every influence of this kind may become plastic in the mind
of the ecstatic. As in photography - a means has been found of

fixing and rendering visible the images reflected upon a surface, by
objects placed opposite to it ; so is an ecstasy a similar means of

detaining certain spiritual influences, and translating them accord-

ing to their actual import in sight and speech, which in truth they

already are, though in a latent manner. Objects are always reflect-

ing their images upon opposite surfaces ; but photography alone

makes them visible and preserves them. So also are spirits ever

influencing spirits, though at great distances ; but it is only in the

ecstatic state that these influences obtain an actual plastic form.

From what has been advanced, then, it follows that appearances

of spirits from other worlds are, under the given conditions, imagin-

able, when the visionary mind, freed from its own world, receives

from the spirit most kindred to itself in another world, an influence

which its own plastic agency translates into form, words, and per-

haps also into a name
;
just as the light reflected from one countenance

to another is re-formed into a countenance in the eye of the latter.

Since, however, souls are active in their operations, these in-

fluences between distances may be regarded as approaches.

The spirits, however, of the subtler regions of the universe, whose
corporeity must be almost identical with their operations, as far as

their delicacy is concerned, must be able in this organization to

hover through the world with a freedom which can scarcely be re-

presented by the most refined of earthly comparisons. The king-

dom of God embraces in its development various spheres ; as the

history of civilizntion does various countries. The spirits of edu-

cation who promote civilization upon earth are not restrained by the

boundaries of nations, they overleap mountains and provinces. It is

even so with the spirits of the theocracy ; they overpass the barriers

of the earthly senses, the limitations of earth. Bnt when the inter-

^ [It is quite possible that there exist many spiritual sympathies and relations with

which we are yet unacquainted, butthese are surely too uncertain to sustain the fore-

g(jing argument. And it is perhaps not very wise of us to invite an adversary into a

region which he may term pseudo-scientific, and which may provoke him to taunt ns

with being driven from the region of ascertained and universally admitted facts.

—

Ed.]
2 Mirrors, in general, perform the same office in rendering our thoughts percep-

tible ; but the mirror does not detain the image, while photography renders it per-

manent. The former more resemble a dream, or passive mental clairvoyance, while

photography is like the morally free state of ecstasy.
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course between them is to become a special influence of heaven upon
earth, this ever takes place at a most critical and decisive period, pre-

ordained by God. It is then that the Lord sends His holy angels.

Holy Scripture speaks of the appearing of angels in the most
literal sense. We do not reckon the angel Gabriel among them,

not because he is beneath this category, but far above it, as the

angel of the divine presence, acting in creative power in the last

moments prior to his incarnation,^

note.

Even the most objective angelic apparition is symbolic, inasmuch
as the nearest approach of a spirit ever requires the plastic co-

operation of the mind of the spectator. The element of the symbolic
enters even into love, as existing between man and man. The be-

loved object is a vision. On the other hand, even the most subjec-

tive vision of angels is not purely subjective ; it is an objective

divine operation coming in the light and power of a christological

image from God to man. [Such an objectiveness as this, however,

by no means comes up to that which is implied in Scripture ; and it

is to be regretted that the author has not more distinctly brought
out the difference between the objective appearance of the angels

themselves, and the objective operation by which the minds of men
were prepared for their visits. For while the minds of those to

whom they were sent were no doubt most frequently in a state of

preparedness, that state of mind was so far from being the cause,

that it was not invariably even a requisite condition of the appear-
ance. See, e.g., the case of Sodom. Moreover, if angels appeared
in bodies which could partake of earthly nourishment (as they some-

i times did), are we not justified in concluding that these bodies were
' visible to the merely bodily eye ? They were not, of course, sent at

random, not sent as idlers to hover before those to whom they had
no message ; but those fit persons to whom they were sent saw them

\ with the bodily organ of vision ; and to prove that these persons
Were generally in an exalted frame of mind, is to prove nothiag
jwhatever regarding the objective appearance of what they then saw.

^he case of Samuel mistaking the voice of the Lord for the voice of

jEli is instructive, in showing us the purely objective nature of such

i
phenomena.

—

Ed.]

SECTION III.

ZACHARIAS.

(Luke i.)

It is a mark of the refined consistency of the theocratic spirit,

that the visibly impending event of the incarnation of God should

first have been announced within the sanctuary of the Jewish temple;

1 "When the older theologians designated the angel of the covenant the uncreated
Angel, they thereby declared that he was not an angel in the narrower sense, but
more than one ; even Christ, appearing as an angel, prior to His incarnation.
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that the Jewish priesthood, in the person of one of its holiest mem-
bers, and dnring- the performance of one of its sacred fnnctions,

shonkl first have been admitted to the knowledge of this great and
germinating mystery. After the long silence of the prophetic Spirit,

an aged jiricst was destined to be the first who was again to proclaim

the ])i'ophetic Gospel of the coming Messiah, and a priest's son was
appointed to close the long series of Messianic prophets, as the imme-
diate forerunner of Christ. The temple seems, indeed, at this time to

have been almost entirely occupied by a dead and hypocritical

priesthood ; but the Spirit of revelation knew how to find the

healthy member of the diseased body. The divine communication
which Zacharias received in the temple was indeed like a whisper
from the pure Spirit of revelation, shunning the false audience of a
priesthood plunged in a debased fanaticism. He Avas, moreover,

obliged to carry it in silence, like a secret treasure, to the solitude

of his home, to secure it from the profanation of the other priests

of his order. The theocracy could not but honour the temple, the

hour of prayer, and the true priest, now that it was about to form
the eternal and true sanctuary in presence of the symbolical One.
Even the angel of the divine presence went thither and showed
Himself to the priest, when He was about to put on human nature.

We have already spoken of the state of mind which made Zacha-
rias susceptible of the divine revelation. In the melancholy resig-

nation of painfully-felt childlessness, he had left his home,^ with his

fellow-priests of the course of Abia, to perform the services of the

temple during his week of office." By the casting of the lot, the

office of burning incense fell to him. It would be impossible for

Zacharias to offer this great sign of the united prayer of Israel,

without bringing before the Lord the concerns of His people. Hence
his soul had undoubtedly attained to a fervency of theocratic prayer

for Israel at the conclusion of this symbolical act, and he was about
to leave the temple, when the wondrous power of Jehovah's covenant-

grace was manifested to him in the appearance of the angel Gabriel.'^

Undoubtedly the ideal Zion and his domestic ideal had been a

^ In Lnke i. 39 this is called a town of Judah. According to the opinion of many,
the town of Jutta, mentioned Josh. xv. 55 and xxi. 16, according to others, Hebron is

intended. Nothing can be said with certainty in favour of its being Hebron. If the
capital of Judea were thus designated (in wliich case, however, the article would be
wanted), Bethlehem might even then compete with Hebron. Since, however, the
designation, ' a town of Judah,' would be equally striking if applied to so large a
town, the conjecture which many have expressed, that the Evangelist thus modified
the original expression, to the town of Jutta,' bficaiise.he_jwas probably unacquainted
with the town. seems allowable. Jutta is in the hill country'soiitli'of Hebron. [He-
bron has^beerfadopted by many on account of its being one of the most notable of the
cities of the priests. The claims of Ain Karim are advanced by Thomson [Land and
Boole, p. 664, ed. 1863), but on no other ground than tradition and a general agree-
ment with the requirements of the narrative.

—

Ed.]
- The four and twenty classes of priests performed the service of the temple each

for a week, according to an appointed succession. The several functions were appor-
tioned by lot.

^ V/heu De Wette remarks (Erkldr. des LuL, &c., p. 10), that the angel did not
appear to Zacharias 'in an ecstasy,' we must jecall what has already been said about
visions of angels.

' "

'^'volTT s
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thousand times already blended in liis contemplations. Hence the

promise that it should be fulfilled was now blended with the pro-

mise of a son in the message of the angel.

The angel stood at the right hand of the altar of incense, a good
omen for Zacharias. But he was terrified ; the revelation found

corners as yet unenlightened, and remains of unmelted obstinacy

and unextinguished bitterness in his soul, although in the depths of

his heart there was a living agreement therewith, his life was radi-

cally conformed to it. Hence his individuality stands out. His
wife Elisabeth was to bear him a son. He was to be called John,

the gracious gift of God ;
^ he was to be "a messenger of God's

favour to his father, and a cause of joy to many. His life was
to be great ; and he was to be sanctified from his mother's womb
through the holy dispositions of his parents, sanctified by the Holy
Ghost. Hence his development would proceed without great devi-

ations in the direct line of the unfolding of the divine light in his

life. It was, however, to be protected by the ordinance of the

Nazarite ;
^ he was to pass his life in the abstinence of one vowed to

God. This promised one was to turn many of the children of Israel

to the Lord their God. He was to go before the face of the Lord,

according to the promise of Malachi (iii. 1), in the spirit and power
of Elias, to make ready a prepared people. But in what manner ?

By turning, on one hand, the hearts of the fathers (of the better

Pharisees perhaps) to the children, thus making a way for the divine

stranger by opposing the traditions of the fathers ; on tlie other

hand, by turning the unbelieving (the better among the Sadducees)

to the true wisdom of the just.

But how could Zacharias mistrust and contradict the word of the

angel, whose message thus met his heart's deepest aspirations ? At
such moments, when the bestowal of a long-wished-for blessing,

whose want he thought he had long ago got over, is announced to

one who is resigned to God's dealings, and is declared to be now
nigh at hand, all the sensibility of his soul is expressed in a sudden
reaction. The peace of resignation has become so dear to him. He
has felt himself so secure, so free, and proud in that deprivation

which he has accepted from the hatid of God as his lot in life, and
he is unwilling to be thrown back into his former conflicts. Hence
it generally happens that there is a remnant of bitter reminiscence

still unexterminated in the depths of the heart. He had once felt

^ John, Jehochanan, pnin\ from nin"'j ^^^^ ]jn to be favourable to auy one, to

have mercy upon him, to present him with a gift.

- The Nazarite is properly the priestly prophet, one who represents his non-legal,

free, sacred disposition or vocation to a certain priestliness by self-denial. As symbo-
lical holiness in general was negatively a severance from the community, positively a
consecration to Jehovah, so especially was that of the Nazarite. There were both
male and female Nazarites. They abstained from wine, and all that came from the
vine, and allowed xhe hair of their heads to grow. As the priest appears as a conse-

crated man at the summit of social life, so does the Nazarite appear as a consecrated
one in a return to the heights of primitive life, or in the original vigour of natural
life, which is a special means of nearness to God, for one who has a message from God
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himself injured by Providence, but he was constrained by his sub-

mission to God to oppose, to condemn, to deaden sucli a feeling.

But now, amidst the surprising announcement, the smothered flame

of his displeasure bursts forth once more. His various emotions

produce a strong passion, a convulsive effort of mind, which seems to

repel the promise. Thus did Abraham make objections, when Isaac

was promised him ; and Moses seemed no longer gladly willing, when
he was at length commissioned to realize his youth's highest ideal,

and to redeem Israel. Zacharias too manifests a similar emotion.

He had indeed reason to ask, How shall this be ? for ' I am an
old man, and my wife well stricken in years.'

But instead of an explanation, he requests a fresh sign. ' Whereby
shall T know this ?

'—the vision seeming to him an insufficient sign.^

The same divine operation now makes a second and more power-

ful impression upon him.

His doubts are overpowered by the majesty of the divine vision,

W'hich appeared to him in a still clearer light. He now recognizes

in this appearance the angel Gabriel, who stands before God (there
-

foreJih.£.angel of the divine presence) ; and the reproof which thrills

through his soul, for his mistrust of such a revelation, affects his

whole being.

But it is asked, how could the angel inflict upon him the afflic-

tion of dumbness as a punishment to his unbelief ? Was not this

such a manifestation of passion, it is asked, as should not be sup-

posed to exist in an angelic breast ? And was not such treatment

unjust, when compared with that which Mary and which Abraham
experienced on similar occasions ?

"

.We must first remember that here, as everywhere in the province

of revelation, we have to do with facts, whose intention and exact

significance is to be known by their results. In the present case,

the fact was as follows : Zacharias became dumb a£this_j:££ult„Qliha

shock which the vision })r(xluced in his mind, and did not regain his

speechTdl Jolmliad been born and received his name. He himself

recognized in this fact the punishment of his sin ; since, without \

the co-operation of his conscience, he would not have understood

the word of the angel, which auYiounced this chastisement.

There was also a difference between the expressions of Mary and
Abraham and those of Zacharias. He found the sign, which was

to be to him the pledge that the wondrous promise would be ful-

filled, too small. But even if he had expressed himself exactly as

Abraham did, the assertion of critics, that he ought then to experi-

ence treatment in no wise differing from that which Abraham
experienced, must be attributed to an external and most formal

casuistry. It is an old rule, that two persons may perform externally

the same action, without that action having precisely the same moral
import.^ Can the critic prove that the moral value of the question

^ [Riggenbach {Vorlesuvgen, p. 164) says, ' Like the fleshly Jews he seeks a sign

—

and a sign is given him.'

—

Ed.] '^ See Strauss, Leben Jesu, 4th edit. p. 115.
^ Duo cum faciunt idem, nou est idem.
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of Zacliarias cannot possibly be different from that of Abraham ?

Might not one and the same question be, in the mouth of Abraham,
an expression of most profound submission ; in that of Mary, of

purest maidenly solicitude ; and in that of Zacharias, a question

not free from the reviving elements of unbelief? We cannot help

it if the casuist is insensible to the importance of the actual state

of the inner life in producing this variety, but we need not long

occupy ourselves with his ' difficulty/^

It can prove nothing against the historic reality of the late birth

here announced, that similar late births were matters of promise in

the Old Testament, as those of Isaac and Samuel.- Tliis circum-

stance, on the contrary, points to a peculiarity in the divine govern-

ment which is wont to call not merely the late-born, but frequently

also the lost, the exposed, the greatly endangered, or the overlooked

among children, and to form them into the chosen vessels of His

providence. These form an extensive category, in which may be

reckoned, according to legendary history, Romulus and Eemus

;

according to the Old Testament, Isaac, Joseph, and Moses ; and
according to the New, John the Baptist and Christ.

Dumb, and speaking by signs, solemnized, yet filled with sacred

joy, Zacharias came forth from the temple to bless the waiting

people ; dumb, but happy in the certainty of the promised blessing,

he returned, after having fulfilled his ministry, to his home. His

wife Elisabeth conceived. She lived for five months in strict retire-

ment, a hermitess, already entering into the destination of her son

by her own conduct ; her soul reposing in the joyful feeling that the

Lord had looked upon her, and taken away her reproach among
women. It was amidst the noblest of Israelite aspirations that

John was conceived, and that the day of his birth approached.

SECTION IV.

THE VIRGIN MARY.

(Luke i. ; Matt, i.)

It was six months after Elisabeth, the mother of the promised

forerunner of Messiah, had conceived, that the second and greater

^ It is moreover mere assumption, that Sarah's state of mind (Gen. xviii. 12)

remained unpunished, when censure is elsewhere called punishment. The measure

in which punishment was meted out to her, would perhaps have been more explicitly-

stated if she had been the principal character. It is only the caricature of an ultra-

superfine mind to say that Abraham, according to Gen. xvii. 17, 'found the divine

' i/ </« promise laughably incredible.' That, moreover, a distinction between the guilt of
** T such sinful thoughtraro['ie''b'r are suppressed in the heart, and such as are expressed

in words, is not blasphemj', as Bruno Bauer supposes (Kritik, vol. i. p. 33), need not

be first explained. If any one represses a smile which may arise in his mind at the

mysteries of revelation, and does not suffer it to appear, he has spared himself the

greater offence. It is moreover false to say that Mary, according to Luke i. 34, asked

exactly the same question as Zacharias. Mary inquired after the manner, Zacharias

jljreciuired a sign of thejactj a sign beyond th^appEfarmg otihe angel.

/' ^ See Strauss, Zeim/csM, vol. i. p. 132.
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manifestation of the theocratic Spirit of Grod took place. Mary, the

Israelite maiden of Nazareth, the betrothed of Joseph, received the

heavenly message. The angel Gabriel appeared to her, and brought

her the message that she was to be the mother of the Messiah.

This wonderful event is a rhythm of the mutual action which

took place between the highest and most glorious influences of the

theocratic Spirit of God, and the most elevated and holiest frame of

that elect soul, who was to be the starting-point of a new and higher

creation. The majesty of that power of God which was bringing

grace, and founding the kingdom of salvation, suddenly appears

before her mind in a holy hour of prayer as a bright vision. She

experiences the first effect of this manifestation ; the word of God,

from the mouth of the angel, that she is highly favoured of God, the

elect among all women, resounds through her soul. Hence, the first

word of the message is a greeting from God, in which her reconcilia-

tion, her peace with God, and her high vocation are assured to her.

The blessed and glad surprise of the assurance of her eternal election

penetrates her whole being.

But scarcely was this experience vouchsafed unto her, than her

soul was troubled to its depths. In the surprise of humility, she

was unable to understand the meaning of the salutation: she cast

in her mind what manner of salutation this should be. She thus

confirmed its effect, and made way for the second part of this mes-

sage. Another and still brighter effulgence of the revealing power

of God follows upon this humble fear. It is answered, and assured

to her, that the highest blessing, in Israel is destined to her, that

she is to bring forth the Messiah. The angel already calls Him,
and her rejoicing heart also calls Him, Jesus, the help of God, the

salvation of God. He stands before her soul in His glory, the Son

of the Most High. His form is justly Israelite: He appears as

the royal son of David, who is to possess the throne of His father.

But His nature is Christdike: His kingdom is eternal ; a kingdom
which will develop itself in the infinity of the Divine Spirit is pro-

mised Him.^ Lost in the heartfelt aspirations of pure love, she

contemplates Him whom she is to bring forth. All the longings

of Israel, nay, of humanity, for the divine-human Lord and Saviour,

for Him who was to be the honour of the human race, kindle within

her heart, and her whole soul is dissolved in desires after Hirn,

1 It is hardly necessary to enter into the general assumption of criticism, that a

promise or description of Messiah is circumscribed by Jewish narrowness because it

appears in the costume and colouring of Israelite Messianism. For this assumption

everywhere proceeds from the view that these descriptions can be only understood

in a carnal and pharisaically narrow sense, while in fact they were understood by all

the genuine children of the Israelite spirit in their symbolical, or rather their ideal-

real signification, in which also it was that they were uttered by the prophets. These

critical notions presuppose that Christ could not be the Saviour of the world, in the

conviction of the faithful Israelite. The measure in which the expressions of Old

Testament Christology were understood and applied in a New Testament meaning,

entirely depended on the individual degree of enlightenment of those who made use

of these expressions. The Messianic idea of Mary must be regarded as essentially

identical with the life of Christ Himself, since it became in her bosom the birth o£

Christ.
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under the influence of the divine announcement sent to her from
heaven.

But she feels that this Being, as the highest thought of God,
His express image, His most glorious communication and gift, soars

high above her. How can she become the mother of the Messiah

—

she the virgin ? Not desponding doubt, but the enlightened

inquiry of a clear understanding, expresses its helplessness in

presence of the Eternal by this : How ? Mary inquires, with a

greatness and purity in which all maidenly bashfulness is absorbed,

in which true maidenliness expresses itself in perfect liberty of

mind: 'How shall this be, seeing I know not a man?'^ Then
follows the third and most exalted operation of the divine mani-
festation's The Holy Spirit bears her spirit beyond the limits of

the old a3on. She is baptized, in full inspiration, into the death of

surrender to the dealings of God. Her development has now
attained the climax of the earlier humanity. Painters rightly re-

present Gabriel as presenting to Mary the branch of lilies. The
lily branch denotes her own life, in this perfect, inspired frame.
' The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the

Highest shall overshadow thee : therefore also that holy thing which
shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God I ' Thus that

divine operation which she experiences sounds like a saying which
enlightens her whole being. The Holy Ghost perfects her frame of

mind, and the power of God completes, while this frame continues,

that creative work whose result was the germination and produc-

tion of the flower of the human race from her life, the lily flower

from the lily branch. The Word becomes flesh.

Mary abides in the glory of God's wonder-working power. She
feels certain that Omnipotence is at hand, when Divine Grace and
Truth make a promise. Assurance enters her soul as a distinct

word of God : with God nothing shall be impossible.

Thus her glance is enlightened to penetrate the sphere of God's
wonder-working power. In this clear vision of the realm of the

new revelation, her soul perceives her friend Elisabeth ; it is an-

nounced to her that the childless and barren one has conceived.

Thus had the operation of God appointed and depicted her lot.

She must have felt what was before her, while treading this path
of miracle: how she might become an enigma to her betrothed

husband ; lose her honour in the eyes of the world, and be led into

the very darkest path—a path of death to a Jewish virgin. But it

was the Lord wlio had called her, and He could testify for her.

She said, ' Behold the handmaid of the Lord ; be it unto me accord-

ing to Thy word.' In God's strength she quickly decided, ready

even to enter upon the darkness of shame, though more painful to

a maiden heart than death itself. And thus was she truly the

mother of Jesus, of the hero of God, who endured the cross, despising

1 [Ellicott (Hist. Led. p. 49) calls this the question 'of a childlike innocence that

sought to realize to itself, in the very face of seeming impossibilities, the full as-

surance of its own blessedness.'

—

Ed.]
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the shame, and saved the world by His death upon the cross.

Henceforth God is to be her fame. But the abrupt manner in

\vhicli her words break oif, her deep silence, is very sisjnificant.

She was absorbed in the contempUition not only of the glory, but

of the deathlike sternness of her destiny.

Human nature had in its religious development, in its pressure to-

wards the light, under the leading of the Spirit of God, now attained

that wondrous height, which formed the centre of its historical, the

end of its natural, the beginning of its spiritual course. As its

first nson, the reon of natural life, liad begun with a miracle, so

its second or spiritual a3on could not but proceed from a miracle.

In other words, it must proceed from a truly new principle, a prin-

ciple breaking through the old ason, with the superior force of a higher

The Gospel announcement of the miraculous descent of Christ

from the Virgin was opposed by all contemporaries whose theories

of inspiration were infected by an Ebionite mutilation, and some-
times passed over, or but slightly touched upon, even by more
orthodox theologians. There is, however, no reason for thus treat-

ing this doctrine, though fear of the profanation which this holy

mystery so soon incurs from common minds might induce us rather

to defend it than to bring it prominently forward. They who do
not hold it in its connection with all the essential doctrines of

Christianity, and a thoroughly christological view of life and of the

world, and they who do not cherish it, in the simplicity of childlike

faith, as the most glorious, the central miracle of the world's history,

cannot profit by it. But it is one thing not to bring this dogma
prominently forward, and quite another to doubt or reject it. Its

positive denial robs every other doctrine of Christianity of its full

value. Neither the death of Christ nor His resurrection can be

known in their whole significance, if His birth is positively miscon-

ceived. In this case, there is a crack in the bell, and its pure, full,

penetrating sound is gone.

The discovery was thought to have been made, that this doctrine

was non-essential, as being insufficient for its purpose. This arose,

liowever, from the assumption, that it was set up by the Christian

Church, for the purpose of re]iresenting the life of Christ as free

from original sin, by reason of His miraculous birth. The sagacious

remark was consequently made, that the removal of male instru-

mentality in the origin of a human being did not suffice to prevent

his hereditary sinfulness, since there was still the instrumentality

of the sinful mother, and the influence of her sinfulness upon the

life of her child.^ This line of argument might indeed be of im-

1 See Strauss, Lelen Jcsu, vol. \. p. 183 ;
Scbleiermaclier, der chridl. Glauhe, vol. ii.

p. 67. Although Schleierrnachor pronounces the view, that male instrumentality-

was set aside in the generation of the Redeemer, insufficient for its intended purpose,

and therefore superfluous, yet he seeks to maintain a higher operation, ' which as a

divine and creative agency was able, even if the generation were a perfectly natural one,

so to change both the paternal and maternal influence that no sinfuhvss should be in-

herited.' [On the question whether nativity from a virgin does of itself secure freedom
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portance, if the assumption were a correct one. But the question

is not, what is the result of a dogma ? but, what are we taught

concerning one of the great original facts of Christianity ? and this

sagacious argument looks, by the side of this teaching, something

like a child by the side of a man whose knee he barely reaches.

This doctrine has been attacked by the remark, that the earlier

expressions of the Evangelists concerning it are not borne out by the

Gospels, in which, on the contrary, Jesus is often designated the son

of Joseph! (^L^^te ii. 41, 48, iv. 22 ; Matt. xiii. 55 ; John vi. 42).

It seems, then, to be required that, in Christ's life, those duties

which sons and step-sons owe to their parents, as such, should be

omitted. It would certainly be acting in a strictly dogmatical

manner thus, in compliance with the requisition of critics, to sacri-

fice the due expression of filial respect to a doctrinal form.

Nay, it has been required that Jesus should have appealed to His

miraculous origin, when the Jews spoke of His lowly condition.

This requisition, however, need only be mentioned ; its true value

cannot be unappreciated by any candid mind."^

But when it is asserted that this doctrine is found in none of the

writings of the apostles, except in the Gospel tradition of the child-

hood of Jesus, such an assertion can only be explained upon the

supposition of a most imperfect acquaintance with the signification

of those genuine christological definitions Avhich so frequently recur

in the New Testament.^ John clearly enough defines the miracu-

lous origin of Christ, when he says, chap. i. 14 :
' The Word was

made flesh.' On the assumption of the natural descent of Jesus

from Joseph and Mary, he could at most have said, The Word came
in the flesh ; but that the Word Himself should have become flesh,

denotes a creative incident ; the miraculous entrance of the all-

embracing idea, in the concrete manifestation, the complete identity

of the Eternal Word and human flesh, in the element of a new life.

from sin, Witsius {De (Econ. Fed. IT. iv. 11) contents himself with quoting two diverse

opinions. Mastricht says, it behoved the second Adam to be in the first Adam natur-

aliter sed non foedercditer, that is, to belong to our race, and yet to be free in His own
person from the consequences of the fall ; and this he thinks was accomplished by
His birth from the Virgin. It seems obvious from Scripture that His extraordinary

generation conferred on Him at once all that is conferred on others by regeneration.

He was not born of the will of man, but of the will of God, and was therefore wholly

pure from sin. It is difficult to see how this could othervvise have been effected.

Young (Christ of History, 264) says:— 'It would have been incongruous, even

offensive, had He not been thus physically separated from all of human kind.' An
interesting chapter on this subject occurs in Anselm's Cur Deus Homo (ii. 8), in

which he takes occasion to state that there are four modes in which God can make
man,— 'aut de viro et de femina, sicut assiduus usus monstrat ; aut nee de viro nee

de femina, sicut creavit Adam ; aut de viro sine femina, sicut fecit Evam ; aut de
femina sine viro.'

—

Ed.]
^ The assertion, found also in Schleiermacher, that even the genealogies oppose the

earlier accounts of the Evangelists, ' by simply and inartificially referring to Joseph,

without any respect to these statements,' must be designated a false one, with respect

to Matt. i. 16 and Luke iii. 23. In the former, the ever-recurring ' begat' [eyivvyjcre)

is not repeated in the case of Joseph ; in the latter, ' being the son of Joseph ' is

qualified by the words, ' as was supposed ' (ws evo/iij'ero).

^ Strauss, Lelen Jesu, i. 185.
^ Schleiermacher, der christliche Glauhe, ii. 25 ; Strauss, Lelen Jesu, i. 185.
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No doubt can exist of the import of this deeply significant saying,

when we hear Jesus (chap. iii. G) lay down the rule : That which is

born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit

;

and make (ver. 3) the being born again of the Spirit the condition of

entrance into the kingdom of heaven to all men who, as flesh, are

born of the flesh. ^ The son of Joseph could only have become a

])rophet of God by being born again, and could not have been the

Redeemer born in the flesh ; nor could it have been said of Him
(ver. 30), He that cometh from above, is above all. The Apostle

Paul, too, undoubtedly refers to the same fact, when he represents

Christ (1 Cor. xv. 47) as the man from heaven.^ He agrees with

John in proclaiming the miraculous origin of Christ. The Chris-

tology of both is clear and decided, and raised, even in its first in-

cident, above every Ebionite misconception. Paul represents this

man, who is the Lord from heaven, as the second man, in decided

contrast to the first man, who is of the earth, earthy. He is the

heavenly counterpart to the earthly man, the second Adam ; He
was consequently made a quickening spirit, as Adam was a living

soul (ver. 45). Thus even in His origin He was the second man,

as Adam was the first. Had He become man in the usual course

of the Adamic generations. He must have been attributed, collec-

tively with the whole race, to the first man, to Adam. But it was

that which was new, which was miraculous in His origin, it was

His actual origination from the life of the Spirit, which made Him
the second man. The statement of the apostle is, under this aspect,

not merely an announcement, it is also a proof of the jiiystery-in

question. The review of Cerinthus, that it is an impossibility, has

of late been repeated with approbation.^ It is said that such a

generation would be the most striking departure from every law of

nature/ and again that we must not indeed, even in a Christian

point of view, confound the notion of a wonder with that of a

miracle. A wonder is the effect of a new principle of life at its

first appearance in a pre-existing and subordinate sphere of life, an

effect produced by some sort of means. A miracle, on the contrary,

is doubly contrary to nature, monstrous, and therefore only a fic-

titious wonder. On one side, it is deficient in means or historical

proof ; on the other, in dynamic foundation or ideal proof. It must,

therefore, certainly be considered a miracle, that a human being

should, in the midst of the Adamic generations, be born without

paternal generation ; and in opposition to such a fiction, it might

always be remarked, that God never works superfluous wonders. It

must, indeed, be granted that the first human beings originated

without natural generation, but that, when once the way of genera-

tion had been ordained of God, the coming of a human being was

^ Compare Neander, Life of Christ, p. 17.
2 OiJrw Kal yiypaTTTai, ''Fiyevero 6 irpuTOS dvOpuwos 'ASa/J. eh \pvx¥ ^i^a-av ' 6 icrxj--

Tos 'AdafJ, eh irvevixa. '^(jooiroiovv. 'AXX' ov irpGiTov t6 Trvev/xariKov, dXXd t6 if/yxiKoV

iireiTO. t6 irvevfiaTLKov. '0 vpuiTOS dvdpooiros eK yrjs xo'«<^s* Sei^rf/jos dudpuvos 6 Kvpios

i^ ovpavod. Vers. 45-47.
3 atruuss, Lehcn Jcsii, vol. i. p. 182, * Id. p. ISl.
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not to be expected in any other manner. Tlie plant, e.g., begins, so

to speak, with a wonder in its origin, in the seed, or in the root

;

but when its development has once begun, the stock continues ad-

vancing in regular progression according to law, till it reaches its

destined height. Then, however, something new appears, viz., the

blossom, the wonder of the summit, corresponding to the wonder in

the ground. The blossom is not to be compared to a miracle, but to

a wonder. There is an adequate cause for it, but, at the same time,

plant-life appears therein as a new, and often an ennobled and
elevated principle. It is not enough to say of this wonder, it might
happen, for it is in the very nature of the plant that it must happen.
It was thus also that the tree of human nature, according to the

profound hint of the Apostle Paul, shot upwards from the dark earth

toward heaven,—the wonder in the ground, the root of the race,

Adam, corresponding to the wonder of the summit, of the develop-

ment of the race, entering into a spiritual and heavenly life, the

flower of the human race, even Christ.

When we consider that the second man appeared during the

later stage of human life as the climax of the whole organism, as

the counterpart to the first man who was its foundation, we obtain

a harmonious and exclusive view, plainly bearing within itself a
character of internal necessity. It may be indeed inconvenient to

gaze upwards to this exalted height of humanity ; uncomfortable to

acknowledge that the second man, the principle of the world's end,

has already appeared in our midst ; difficult to suppose that huma-
nity has already reached the highest point of its religious develop-

ment, while its branches still spread abroad in such rank luxuriance

;

but it is really far more difficult to expose our view of the future lot of

the human race to the supposition of an ' evil' endlessness, to ignore

the unity of the race in its development, and to reject the announce-
ment of the close of this development in its consummation, in the

one individuality which presents the phenomenon of the divine life

in the human. The flower of humanity has unfolded itself in the

climate of God's presence;^ it has received the fulness of His life,

and now pours forth the same for ever, in order to consecrate by its

blessing the wild plant, and to ennoble it for life in heaven. As the

first man originated, without father and without mother, from that

creative agency of God which spiritualized the dust of the earth, so

did the second man originate without father, by that effectual power
of the Most High which spiritualized humanity.'-^

1 1 Cor. sv. 47; John i. 18, iii. 13.
" The passage, Gal. iv. 4, in which Christ is represented as made of a woman, is

said to contribute nothing to the doctrine of His miraculous descent. Certainly the
being ' made of a woman ' may express merely the humanity, and even the weakness
of man, as, e.g., Job siv. 1. But the definition here obtains a meaning: of its own,
from its connection with the words : when the fulness of the time was come (ro

trXripufxa tov xp^vov), God sent forth His Son. For when the apostle further desig-

nates Him who was sent, as yeuofievos iK yvpaiKSs, this is certainly an expression for
that culminating point, which was to appear in the fulness of the time, as the con-
clusion of the old seon. To say that the fulness of the time had arrived, was to say
that a new vital principle had appeared. The actual instrument of its introduction
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Generation is certainly an honourable and noble form of linman
origin ; nevertheless, being in itself only a function of natural life,

its result can be only a natural one, i.e., an unspiritualized, undeified

huraa'n life.^ It is capable of sinking below the level of innocence,

and in its rudeness and wildness might lay the foundation of a ruder

and more savage form of human life. It does not, however, exclude

the influences of the Spirit, and can even, under its consecrations,

receive continually increasing light.^ The Franciscans have repre-

sented the consecration of origin amidst which Mary entered the

world, in the doctrine of the immaculate conception of the Virgin

—

a dogma which is the true type of a medic^val myth.

Mary issued from the theocratic race, which was consecrated by
the Spirit, at the time when it had attained its highest develop-

ment. In her person, the mutual penetration of flesh and spirit,

the consecration of matter, had attained its highest power ; and it

was under such conditions that the birth of ' that holy thing,' in

which the Word was to become flesh, took place. But the form of

generation, even at the climax of its consecration, is not to be placed

on a level with the formation of a human being taking place in the

pure element of human inspiration, under the agency of the divine

power. That inspiration of Mary, under which Christ was con-

ceived and born, is represented as a permanent elevation of mind
;

hence her song of praise is not introduced, like that of Zacharias,

with the words : She was filled with the Holy Grhost. She Avas

continually filled with the Holy Ghost in these glorious days of her

into tlie world was the conseci-ated woman ; in His itleal descent, He is the Son of

God. But this new man subjected Himself to the law of the old human nature, in

order to elevate it to His own Souship. So far does the expression yevo/xevov virb

vofxov (made under the law) forma contrast to yevofxevov ek 7waiK6s(made of a woman).
1 As then we have opposed that which seems to us the supernatural in the person

of the Redeemer, so also natural generation, as being an act of the procreative power of

human nature, through the joint instrumentality of the sexes, has been declared in-

sufficient to account for His origin.' Schleiermacher, cler christl. Glauhc, vol. ii. p. 66.

^ The doctrine, that human nature is consecrated by the influence of the Spirit—
that a still more mighty hereditary blessing was opposed to the hereditary curse, is

evident even in the promise of the woman's seed (Gen. iii. 15), and in the blessing of

Noah (Gen. ix. 26, 27), but especially in the grant which Abraham received, that

iu his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed (Gen. xxii. 14). This fre-

quently recurs both in the Old and New Testaments ; e.g., Isa. Ixv. 20, 23 ; 1

Cor. vii. 14. The most heterogeneous minds, Talmudists and modern poets, concur

in the assertion of this truth. The Rabbis taught (comjo. Zelpke, die Jugenchjc-

schichte des Ilcrrn, p. 47 :
' Omnes illi qui sciunt se sanctificare, ut par est (ubi gene-

rant) atti-ahunt super id spiritum sanotitatis et exeuntes ab eo illi vocantur filii Jehovge.

Ea hora, qua filius hominis se sanctificat ad copulandum se cum conjuge confilio

Baucto, datur super eum spiritus alius, plene sanctus.' And Gcithe uttered the signifi-

cant lines :

—

Man konnte erzogene kinder gebiiren

Wenn die Aeltern selber erzogen wiiren.

Had the modern Church as diligently cherished the doctrine of the inherited blessing,

as it has that of the inherited curse, it might have far more successfully encountered

many attacks, especially the dogma of Auabaptism. For the great prejudice of this

sect consists in its denial of the Lord's work in the very depths of humau nature,

His blessing in the line of Christian generation, by a rude and abstract application of

the doctrine of hereditary sin.
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visitation. Our due estimation of the uniqueness of Christ's origin

depends on our appreciation of the contrast which such a state of

inspiration presents to what is obscure, enslaved, and often selfish in

ordinary generation.^ Natural generation not only always entails an
incongruence between flesh and spirit, such as must be shown to be

annulled in the principle of Christianity, but must result in a par-

ticularity in the being begotten, such as must not appear in the

new spiritual head of mankind. Not to mention the contamination

of disease derived from their natural life, the curse of an evil dis-

position in their blood inherited in his blood, each descendant

receives from his father and mother, through the reception into his

own life of a proportion of the several partialnesses of theirs, a

character which is both limited and infected with peculiarities

;

hence he can be but a single member in the organism of humanity,

nay, he must be such ; and it is with reference to this his destina-

tion that his peculiar gift, his province, his virtue exists. But for

this very reason, no mere son of Joseph could, as the head of man-
kind, include the whole race. None but the Son of Mary, conceived

by the divine operation, could, as the Son of man, become the

spiritual head of humanity.-

With the birth of tliis second man, the first teon of the human
race, that of natural human life, terminated, and its second eeon,

that of spiritual human life, began. The opponents of the doctrine

of the miraculous birth of Christ cannot comprehend this idea, be-

cause they do not comprehend the general sublimity of reality, the

ascending series of reality, the succession of geons which are ever

exhibiting increasingly glorious spheres of life and manifestations of

God's power. According to their view, we are now in the midst of

that course of unalterable conformity to law, on the part of nature

and of life, which is utterly unsusceptible of modification. The
progress of natural laws is like an immeasurable railroad, without

beginning or end. We ourselves are in the train, without re-

membrance of the beginning or hope of the end, and they who
should alight would be crushed by the inexorable wheels. Such
monotony and necessity is, however, no faithful type of the world
of the Christian, nay, not even of the world of the geologist, who
has a faint glimmer of the ason, in the relation of the present world

to that insular primitive world in which gigantic amphibii, perhaps

the ancient dragons and griffins, grotesquely sported among the

marshy primitive islands. A second and higher form of life then

appeared in place of the first, and geologists allow us a better pro-

spect of a third than many theologians. It is upon tlie massive and
firm basis of a succession of aeons that the New Testament de-

velops its plan of the world. This is entirely Eeonic in its nature.

^ Comp. Nitzsch, System of Christian Doctrine, p. 330 (Clark's Tr.)
" This truth flashed upon Bruno Bauer, in a passage of his early review of Strauss's

Lehen Jem, in the Berl. Jahrhuch, cited by Krabbe in his lectures on the Leben Jesu,

p. 71 ; and even though his announcement of it is defective in scholastic formulae,

yet this exposition cannot be called, as Krabbe inaists, philosophical nonsense. Comp.
Hanne, Rationalismus und spek, Theol,, p. 96.
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It soars on eagles' wing-s towards heaven, and does not travel by tlie

railroad of a mechanical philosophy along an interminable plain.

The feon is a period of creation produced by and developing a new
principle which forms its rhythm ; it is the inner clock, the spring
which is in all that is developed in vital progression. This period

is at the same time an eternity, a special manifestation of the
eternal. Tlie a;on begins with a principle which in a miraculous
manner breaks through, seizes, and elevates into its own higher life,

the former reonically developed s})here of life. Thus Adam was the
principle of the first a3on of mankind ; thus Christ was that of tlie

second. To him, therefore, who can rise to the a3on doctrine of the
New Testament, the reason of Christ's miraculous birth will be
manifest.

Even the heathen had some notions of this miracle, because they
had an obscure perception of hereditary curse and inherited bless-

ing, of desecrating or consecrating generation. They dreamed in

significant myths of the Son of the Virgin ; Hercules and Romulus,
Pythagoras and Plato, as well as many others, were esteemed sous of

gods. These dreams were types of the Coming One.^ When Isaiah

spoke of the Virgin's Son, whom he represented as a sign from God
to his unbelieving sovereign (Isa. vii. 14), he expressed in his pro-

phetic saying concerning the virginity of the mother and the con-
secration of her Son, who was to be called Immanuel, the mystery
of that spiritual consecration of births, whose perfected fruit was to

appear in the birth of Jesus. Many relatively virgin, that is, theo-

cratically consecrated births, were to form the ascending series by
which the miraculous birth of Christ was brought about. More and
more virgin-like were the dispositions in which the noblest daughters
of the theocracy became mothers ; more and more divinely conse-

crated were the sons, who might be considered the produce of the
most elevated theocratic dispositions ; and ever more and more
were these, the noblest children of Israel, conceived and born
amidst the aspirations and hopes of their mothers to bring forth

the Messiah, or at least a preliminary Messiah, a hero of God
anointed with the Spirit. This was the consecration to whose work-
ing in Israel Isaiah referred, when lie made the virgin-mother a
sign of deliverance, and fore-appointed for her new-born son the

name of Immanuel. At the termination of this continual consecra-

tion which took place along the line of Israel, the Virgin and her

Son were to appear.

NOTES.

1. To avoid a partial view of the origin of sjiiritual, vital pheno-

mena, it is needful always to distinguish between their historical

^ Compare Neander, Life of Christ, 18. Remarks opposed to this view, as, e.g.,

those of iStrauss, Leben Jesu, vol. i. p. 203, are noticed in the First Book of this work,
under the title. Ideality of the Gospel History. [See also on the virgin-born Budh,
and other virgin-births of the East, in Kitto's Bible Illustr., Life of our Lord, pp.
80-94.—Ed.]
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and ideal origin. Every individual has his historic origin in his

genealogy (Traducianism) ; his ideal origin in the direct realization

of the divine idea of his life (Creatianism).^ According to the

former, an individual is a result of an infinite series of causes

;

according to the latter, a new and isolated being, a new divine

thought, a singularity, destined, as an individual, to become, as a

person, a celebrity. It is the historic origin of Christ with which
we have hitherto been occupied. His antecedents begin in paradise.

Christ is the seed of the woman, the express image of God, the de-

velopment of that which had been defined as the image of Grod in

the disposition of the first man. Eeligion is the first and most
general form of the coming of Christ ; God manifests Himself in

man, man lays hold on God. But this piety on the part of man
was at first uncaused, and consequently uncertain. Eeligion was
shaken, obscured, and rendered for the most part passive, by the

fall. It retained, however, a fundamental feature of activity. This

became dead in Abraham. Man again laid hold on God in His
word; God again called man by his faith. This was the second

form of the coming of Christ, or the first stage of Christology in

fallen humanity, the era of the promise. Then followed the era of

the law. In the law, the mediator-prophet traced for the covenant

people the first lineaments of Christ's life ;—in the moral law, the

lineaments of His deeds ; in the ceremonial, the lineaments of His
sufferings. The law pronounced a curse upon the transgressor, and
thereby prophesied a blessing in the Coming One, who would per-

fectly conform to it. It was placed over the people, but its essence

lay in the life of the people. Nor did this essence consist alone in

the prophet who was the mediator of the covenant, but also in the

covenant feeling of the people, and the covenant dealings of God
with them. Thus was the era of the prophets introduced. This
was the era of the commencement of the real incarnation of God in

His people. The covenant people shone with the brightness of the

increase {Werden) of Christ among them, that is, in the inspired

frames and announcements of their prophets. The flower had fully

expanded, but now the blossom vanished, and the silent period of

the formation of fruit followed. The theocratic life began, as an
inner life, to seize upon and penetrate the people to its very core,

and the period of popular christological life, especially under the

Maccabees, appeared. Finally, the last stage of historic instru-

mentality occurred, the stage of the concentration of the christo-

logical formation in the life of Mary.

Without an appreciation of this historic instrumentality, we cannot

attain to a clear recognition of the conformity to law manifested in

the miraculous element of the life of Christ. We should, however,

be entangled in misunderstandings of equal importance, by losing

^ [Traducianism is the doctrine (maintained by Tertullian as being favourable to

the doctrine of original sin) that the soul is propagated per traducem, just as the
body is. Creatianism, on the contrary, maintains that every human soul is created
as such, and united with the body in the womb.

—

Ed.]
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sight of the ideal in the historic origin of Christ. According to His
ideal origin, He is not the Son of David, but the Son of God. lu
Him, the express image of God, the fulness of His being is mani-
fested. The Son of God is, with reference to the Father, the

expression, the character (Heb. i. 3) of His being ; with reference

to the world, the motive for which it was produced (Col. i. 15, IG),

according to the ideal significance of its nature ; with reference to the

relation between God and the world, the Logos, the Word in which
the revelation of God and the spiritual enliglitenment of the workl
is clearly expressed. Christian dogmatism has sought clearly to

express the ideality of Christ's origin, by decidedly holding that the

divine Word did not take the person, but the nature of man. See
Hase, Lehrhuch der evamj. Dogmaiik, p. 272. The decisions arrived

at are in accordance with Scripture, in so far as they are calculated

to exclude human limitation, speciality, and partialness from the
individuahty of Christ

_;
but inasmuch as they trench too much upon

His human individuality, they are akin to Monopliysitism.

2. The Evangelist Matthew (chap. i. 22) refers the passage Isa.

vii. 14, concerning the Virgin and her Son Immanuel,^to the birth

of Christ, with the words :
' All this was done, that it might be

fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying,

Behold, a virgin shall be Avitli child, and shall bring forth a son,

and they shall call his name Emmanuel ; which, being interpreted,

is God with us.' For discussions on this passage, see Strauss, Leben
Jesu, vol. i. p. 174. For its right imderstanding, it is necessary

first to obtain a due estimate of the historical import and occasion

of these words. Isaiah is giving a sign that the Lord will deliver

the land from the attacks of the kings of Israel and Syria. He gives

the sign to the house of David, after it had been hypocritically

deprecated by king Ahaz, that the ' virgin shall conceive and bear
a son, and shall call his name God with us ;' and adds, that ' before

the child shall know to refuse the evil and choose the good, the laud
that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings.' It cannot
be misunderstood that Isaiah is here speaking of a child who was to

be born in the immediate future. The rejoicing of the land in this

future is denoted by two incidents. First, the virgin, as soon as her
child is born, shall express the disposition of the best in the land by
the name she will give to her son : God with us f And then, when the

child begins to awaken to moral consciousness, all danger will have
disappeared. The rationalistic critic, however, insists upon making
this immediate reference the exclusive one ; and he thus exphiins

the sign :
' Prosaically expressed, before nine months have elapsed,

the condition of the land shall be more hopeful, and within about
thi-ee years the danger will have disappeared.' The reference to'

Jesus, it is subsequently said, is pressed upon the prophet by the

Evangelist (Strauss, Lehe7i Jesu, vol. i. p. 180). The ' prosaic

'

explainer should not have foi'gotten that history is quite peculiar in

Israel. First, it is wortliy of remark, that the prophet turns from
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the sign is at all events strangely chosen. The young woman
(nOp^j in question is still a virgin, or at any rate has not yet

conceived. Now it is fore-announced, (1) that she shall conceive,

(2) that she shall bear a son, and (3) that she shall have the theo-

cratic courage to call his name Immanuel. The choice of such a

sign must certainly be regarded as Messianic, by those who clearly

perceive the difference between Messianic types and pro])hecies.

The theocrat, filled as his mind is with anticipations, unconsciously

forms prophetic types ; for it certainly accords with the progress of

that life which was perfected in Christ, that the sprouting leaf

should unconsciously prophesy of the coming flower. The highest

kind of types are those typical frames of mind found in the Messianic

psalms, and to this class the present passage undoubtedly belongs.

Prophecies, strictly so called, are conscious predictions ; the more
general kind are unconscious, yet nevertheless prophecies in types.

First of all, the Alma, the Israelite virgin, who by her theocratic

consecration carries virginity into marriage, is significant. This

incident is that which is properly typical, the very nerve of the

passage; it is ethic virginity, which in its progress brings to

maturity the salvation of Israel. The next is a prediction: she

shall bear a son. The third belongs to prophecy strictly so called :

she shall call him, God with us. The courage of that period shall

be manifested by her disposition. Rightly did Matthew perceive

the fulfilment of this prophetic and presentient expression, when
the Virgin Mary brought forth the Son that had been promised her

in a stable, amidst the machinations of Herod, and had the courage,

in spite of the circumstances under which he was born, to call His

name Jesus: the help of God, the salvation of God. (Com p. my work

Ueher den geschichtlichen Gharakter der kanon. Evangelien, p. 62.)

3. With respect to the psychology of the matter in question,

theology is as little bound to explain the origin of Christ in the

spiritualization of His mother, as the origin of Adam in the

spiritualization of the earth. The striking natural analogies which

occur in the usual course of nature are of a morbid kind. Physi-

cians have spoken of a ' foetus formation, or growth of a human
embryo, in a male or immature female body.' See Hamburger,

Entwurf eines naturl. Systems der Medizin, p. 368. ' The suffi-

ciency of a single individual for procreation is a law with the lower

animals, and cannot therefore be directly denied to the higher.

Hence such sufficiency must certainly be an internal property with

them :

' p. 369.

SECTION V.

MARY AND ELISABETH.

(Matt, i. ; Luke i.)

Astrologers, in their superstitious enthusiasm for remote and

subtle influences in nature, were wont to say much of the influence
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of the stars upon the births and fates of men. There are, however,

stars which have the greatest influence upon the lives of those who
are about to see the light of day, namely, the dispositions of their

mothers. In this respect, we are justified in asserting that Jesus

was born under the happiest star. Mary's frame of mind seems to

have been a wonderfully elevated one, a continuous inspiration.

This inspiration, however, was, in conformity with its circumstances,

of the profoundest kind. The saintly pallor of priestly melancholy,

and the joyful glow of royal victory, successively lit up her sacred

countenance. The experiences of the mother under whose heart

the Lord lay were so peculiar, and called forth such states of mind,

that the holy vibration of her soul between deepest sorrow and sub-

limest joy, could not but communicate to His temperament the

purest seriousness and the profoundest happiness, blended in the

wondrous harmony of a most sacred disposition.

Mar}^ had surrendered and entrusted herself to the care of God
in the great hour of her visitation. She was afterwards assured in

spirit that she was a mother. It was impossible, however, for her

to conceal her experience from her betrothed, the carpenter Joseph.

At all events, she could not leave Nazareth for months without dis-

covering her condition to him. She might thereby have led him to

misinterpret the reason of her journey, and have deceived him. In
her peculiar situation, it seemed, moreover, a simple moral duty to

initiate him into the mystery ; nay, to give him up, in case he could

not share her faith. The communication would naturally be a test

at a critical moment, a test of his faith.

Joseph refused to believe her. He encountered the modest, but

unshakeably firm virgin with decided doubt ; the first Ebionite.

He was, however, far more excusable than his successors, who reject

all the testimony of God to the glory of Christ's origin. If he were

to stand by Mary, he must be able to answer for her ; for this,

however, he needed direct testimony from God. At all events, he

would not receive her without such authentication. The only thing

he conceded, was an alleviation of the form of separation. Accord-

ing to Israelite law, a betrothed man was obliged to honour his

betrothed as a wife, if he desired to separate from her. He might
not put her away without giving her a writing of divorcement. In

giving this writing of divorcement, he had, however, the choice

between two forms. He might therein state the reasons for which

he put away his wife, might state her guilt, and thereby expose her

to public shame ; or he might keep his reasons to himself, and thus

put her away witliout reproach. Joseph was a just man, and decided

upon the latter form of putting ]\Iary away. The words, he was a
just man, are usually taken to mean, Jie icas a kind one. But this

is unconsciously to assume that, in every case, extreme harshness is

extreme justice; a false assumption. If Joseph would have put

IMary away without reproach because he was just, we learn from
this circumstance that he had a tender conscience, and could not

dare publicly to accuse Mary as guilty. In the inmost depths

VOL. I. T
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of his heart her image found an advocate ; it had acquired

a veneration which now raised a doubt against his suspicions.

Hence he could only say that he would have nothing to do with

her ; but his feeling of justice prevented him from accusing her.

The gloss which would here give to the word just the sense of

hind, destroys the whole point of the narrative. The Virgin did

not need to entreat from Joseph's compassion that he should put

her away without reproach, she could expect it from his justice

;

and it was precisely his delicate perception of what was just in this

case, which made his justice so honourable.^

Mary then stood alone. Mistaken and rejected by her betrothed,

she had the prospect of bringing up her child amidst the scorn of

the Nazarenes, which would, in her position, be abundantly bestowed

upon her, even if Joseph dismissed her without reproach. The
most tender maidenly feeling that ever blushed upon a human
countenance, was threatened with unlimited misconception and
disgrace. But her heart was firm ; she had offered up her life to

God ; she was sure of His guidance and assistance. Under her

circumstances, however, she could not continue in Nazareth. It

was the effect of the promise which was gladdening her soul, that

turned her desires towards the hill country of Judah. Upon its

heights a light was shining for her : her kinswoman Elisabeth,

with whose wonderful condition she was acquainted. If there were

yet one being on earth who would not misconceive and reject her,

it must be Elisabeth, who had been called by the Lord as well as

herself. Following, therefore, the impulse of her heart, Mary set

out for the hills of Judah. They who have felt the rapid transition

from unspeakable sorrow to peace, in a soul which must bring

before God, and merge in God's appointment, its whole world, its

very life ; they who have, in some decisive moment of their life, felt

that nameless and blessed melancholy or godly sorrow, whose em-
blem is the white- rose,—can form some idea of the disposition in

which the lonely and rejected Mary, so poor, and yet so rich in the

happy secret of her heart, took her journey of about four days

towards her longed-for destination. This journey was not perhaps

entirely in accordance with the forms of Old Testament decorum
;

but the reality of the cross she bore, bestowed upon her a New

^ [It ought here to be observed, that the order of events here proposed by the author

has been approved by few, if any, but Riggenbach (p. 169). It is scouted with his

usual vehemence by Tischendorf, who says (Syn. Evan, prjef. xxi. ) :
' Falsissimam esse

Langii interpretationem verboram. Matt. i. 18, unde ipsam Mariam Josepho rem com-
municasse concludit, jam recte docuit Ebrardus.' But Ebrard himself seems to be

as far wrong as Lange, for, founding on the traditional law that virgins were never

allowed to travel, he supposes that her journey to the hill country did not take place

till after her marriage. Lichtenstein (Lebensgeschichte J. C. p. 77) questions whether

this law applied to virgins betrothed, and very justly appeals to Luke i. 56 in

proof that on her return it was still her own and not Joseph's house she went to.

Every unprejudiced reader would infer from Luke i. 39 that Mary's visit to Elisabeth

immediately followed the annunciation, no event of importance intervening (certainly

not such things as Ebrard supposes). She went ' in haste ' to her natural adviser,

her female relative. See the sensible and delicate remarks of Ellicott {Hist. Lee. 51).

-Ed.]
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Testament liberty. Nothing can make a man bear more prondly
and tirmly the world's misjudgment, than the conscionsness of that

highest honour, the bearing of reproach for God's sake. It was
under great and heavy anxiety of mind that ]\Iary hastened towards
her destination, like a ship, threatened with tempest, setting full

sail for the harbour. Upon tliis journey she woukl pass the hill of

Golgotha. The nearer she drew to the dwelling of the aged ]n-iest,

the more must the question have arisen in her heart : Will thy

innocence and thy faith here find an asylum ; wilt thou here find a

heart that understands thy vocation and thy way ?

We are not surprised that her salutation should burst from her
overburdened heart at her very entry, and seek out her friend in

her house. It was the cry of need, or rather the painful exclama-
tion of excited confidence yearning for love, with which the misun-
derstood Virgin sought for a welcome from her friend, the urgent
demand of the highly exalted suppliant for the sympathy of a con-
secrated and initiated heart, a heart which could believe the miracle.

Certainly a special electric force of sorrow and of faith lay in this

exclamation. Elisabeth knew the voice before she saw Mary ; she
felt the shock of its tones, her child leaped beneath her leaping

heart, she understood her friend's frame of mind, and felt what kind
of welcome she stood in need of.

The outpouring of the Spirit, in which Mary was living, came
upon her soul, and she exclaimed with a loud voice :

' Blessed art

thou among women ! and blessed is the fruit of thy womb ! And
whence is this to me, that the mother of my Lord should come to

me ? For, lo, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in my
ears, the babe leaped in my womb for joy. And blessed is she that

believed : for there shall be a performance of those things which were
told her from the Lord.'

To every messenger of God, who has at any time some great

message, some instruction, or announcement from God to bring, the

misconception which he has generally to endure at first is a heavy
trial. It is difficult to maintain the heart's assurance of a revela-

tion, which has as yet obtained no citizenship in the world, against the

antipathy of the world and the reproach of fanaticism. Hence the

first echo of recognition, of acknowledgment, which the misunder-

stood prophet finds in the world, is to his heart like a greeting from
heaven, a seal of his assurance, a sacrament. Thus was Mary now
raised, as it Avere, by the greeting of her friend, from the depths of

the grave to heaven. The joy of faith, so long repressed by sadness

and sore anxiety, burst forth, and she rejoiced aloud in a glad song

of praise.i ' My soul doth uiagnify the Lord, and my spirit hath
rejoiced in God my Saviour. For He hath regarded the lowliness

of His handmaiden.' Thus does she begin, and then her song of

1 If the Evangelist here makes no remark upon Mary's state of mind, as lie did
upon that of Elisabeth, this testifies to his sense for the delicate distinctions involved

in the actual event. For Clary's state of mind, from the period of the couce^^tion,

Avas a constant dwelling in the fulness of the Holy Spirit.
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praise streams forth in announcements wliich may be regarded as

expressive of the form which the Gospel had attained in her heart.

All men receive one and the same Gospel. And yet the Gospel

is different to each, and takes a special form from the disposition and
circumstances of each individual. When the atonement is viewed

and represented only in its generality, without taking into account

its reference to the actual state of the individual man, i.e., to the

manner in which it annuls the special curse of his life, the Gospel

is made an abstraction, and is not viewed in the fulness of its results.

It is highly instructive and elevating to see how the Gospel, at the

very beginning of the New Testament, assumes in each redeemed

soul the aspect of a special glory. To Simeon, the atonement be-

comes the assurance of a happy departure ; while the aged Anna
forsakes her solitude, and goes about as an evangelist among the

pious in Jerusalem. It is with true womanly feeling that Mary
says :

' All generations shall call me blessed.' But this is not

because of what she is, but because of the great things the Lord,

whose name is holy, has done for her. She next proclaims the

great laws of His kingdom. He scatters the proud. He puts down
the mighty from their seats, He exalts them of low degree. He
fills the hungry with good things. He sends the rich empty away.

He has now heli-)ed His servant Israel, remembering His everlasting

covenant with Abraham and his seed.

As a lowly daughter of the house of David, Mary had often, and
more than ever during her journey from Nazareth to the town of

Zacharias, experienced the lot of the poor, the despised, the

oppressed, and especially of those rejected ones who bear in their

hearts the nobility of a higher vocation, of deeper reflection, and
greater devotedness of life. She must, during this journey, have

looked upon herself as a princess of such rejected ones. But now,

through the greeting of her friend, she attained a higher assurance,

that the grace of God had very highly exalted and would glorify her.

She now saw the whole world glitter in the sunshine of that grace

which raises the rejected ; that realm of glory to which God elevates

the humble and lowly was now displayed before her eyes. She had

a presentiment of the Good Friday and Easter Day of her Son.

Some have insisted that Mary's song of praise is derived from

that of Hannah (1 Sam. i.) But the two songs only need to be

compared to arrive at the conviction that Mary's is thoroughly

original ; although it shows, by certain free reminiscences, that, as

a pious Israelite woman, she was acquainted with the song of

Hannah, who had been in a condition somewhat similar. It has

further been asserted that songs of ]:)raise, such as these, are not

directly produced among the events of actual life, but are only the

artistic reproduction of that life. But here it may be asked, how
much poetic power may be attributed to human life ? For Christo-

l(\gists who recognize the ideal height of humanity in the history of

Jesus, it is certain that the poetry with which human life is every-

where else penetrated, as the ore is by the precious metal, could not
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but appear here in its purest state. There are countries where the
vine grows wild, countries where roses are indigenous, countries

where song is the natural expression of joyful emotion; and here

we have found that elevated region, where tlie hymn comes forth in

its perfect form, in the midst of actual life.^

Mary remained three months with her friend. That she should

have stayed so long, and yet have left without waiting till Elisabeth's

delivery, points to a change in her relations with Joseph. As the

absent always become more dear, and the dead perfect, so did the

image of Mary grow fairer in his mind after her departure. The
impression which she had made upon him was one so pure and holy,

that the Spirit of God would increasingly justify it to his mind. He
must now have considered himself blameable, nay, harsh, and a
conflict must have arisen within him. fSuch a state of mind was
the immediate cause of the revelation now vouchsafed unto him.
Even a dream may become the instrument of a divine communi-

cation. In circumstances when the daily life of pious men is devoted
more to the concerns of the world, the susceptibility of their minds
for divine things would be more easily concentrated during the

season of night, as the night violet emits its fragrance during the

darkness. In this case, dreams become, in critical circumstances, a
mirror for the reflection of divine visions. It was also natural that

Joseph, the worthy artizan, should receive his revelations in dreams.
The directions he received so agitated him, that he awoke, and
communicated to him such assurance, such an impulse to set his

misconceived bride at rest, that rising from sleep, he immediately
sought her out. This seems clearly enough to point to a journey.

He arose early in the morning, brought her home ' to her house

'

(Luke i. 56), and treated her till her delivery with reverential

tenderness, as one dedicated to a more exalted destiu}'. Thus did

the Lord, in due time, reward the confidence of Mary, and preserve

her honour. This fact was, at the same time, a great victory won
by the Gospel over ancient precept in the heart of the carpenter.

The miracles of the New Testament times penetrated his lower life,

and elevated him to true Israelite feeling. In intercourse with
Mary, he also found his blessing, his gospel. The childhood of the

great Prince of man and the Kedeemer of the world was to be

passed under the care and protection of an honest artizan. Thus
was mere worth ennobled, and the dignity of handicraft honoured

^ They who have witnessed the exaltation of great characters in important circum-
stances, will comprehend this incident iu its essential features. In this passage

'

Christianity and poetry change places before those critics who deny the historical

reality of the poetry for the sake of opposing the historical reality of primitive

Christianity. Even poetry must reject such critics and their dicta, as proceeding
from a region where the beautiful is not true, and the true not beautiful. [' The
critics seem to miscalculate, even on psychological principles, the effect on them of

events like these, which assured them that the long-sought salvation of God was now
about to appear, and that its pledges were already before their eyes.'—Mill, Mythical.

Interp., p. 116. All that this forcible and learned writer says upon the subject-matter
of these hymns, as well as his whole refutation of the objections to these early
chapters of the Gospels, will abundantly repay perusal.

—

Ed,]
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in its inner relation to the true purposes of the kingdom of God.

The priest brought up the King's herald, but the artizan protected

with his honest hand the great King Himself during the tender

years of childhood.

It was at about this time that Elisabeth brought forth her

promised son. The wonderful nature of this event, her happiness,

which proclaimed the mercy of God, spread great joy among her

kinsfolk and neighbours. "When the child was eight days old, the

festival of his circumcision was kept. The guests were anxious to

give him the name of Zacharias ; but his mother Elisabeth earnestly

opposed it. Zacharias was appealed to for decision ; by signs he asked

for a writing-table, and then wrote the name of John! the favour of

God, the ijledge of God's favour. With this announcement his soul

was freed from the reproach which had oppressed it, his tongue from

the mysterious ethic tie or ban by which it had been enchained.

The song of praise which Zacharias now uttered had been so

gradually and certainly matured in his soul, that, like Mary, he

could not forget it again. His song pointed out the form of his

faith ; it was the expression of the Gospel as it resounded within his

own heart. It was a truly priestly view that Zacharias took of the

reconciliation and glorification of the world in the advent of Messiah.

The coming Christ appeared to him as the true altar of safety, the

refuge of His people. In future, the people of God, delivered from

their enemies, would be ever at liberty to perform the true, real

service of God, the worship which would glorify Him. This was

the delight of his priestly heart. But it was the delight of his

paternal heart that his child should be the herald of the Lord, in

whom grace was to appear even to those who sat in darkness and

the shadow of death. Such is the matter of his song of praise.

And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit. The youthful

Nazarite grew up to his calling in the lonely hill country. The
time was soon to come when he would be shown to and produce a

vast effect upon the whole nation of Israel.

NOTES.

1. When critics insist (comp. Strauss, Lehen Jem, i. 16.5) that

the angel must have brought to Joseph in a dream a revelation

connected with that formerly communicated to Mary, must have

reproached Joseph with his unbelief, and have thought it superfluous

to tell him the name of the child, having already done so to Mary,

they speak unintentionally for the reality of the said communica-

tions. For it is not in the nature of a dream to maintain a practical

appearance. If, then, a revelation should take the form of a dream,

it must renounce the condition of practicality. It must also

renounce conformity to the law of economy, and to that prudence

of critics which would rather blend several dream-visions in one

{Id. p. 261). Criticism would rather have depicted practical dreams.

But in so doing it would have destroyed the nature of the dream.

Macbeth ' slays holy sleep ;' criticism, the holy dream.
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2. Strauss makes an inaccurate quotation when he says, ' It is

quite clear that evpWr) ev yaarpl exovaa (Matt. i. 18) points to a

discovery without Mary's acquiescence.' The passage runs, evpedrj

€v yacrrpl exovaa e/c 7rv6Vfj,aTo<; uytov,—she was found with chikl of

the Holy Ghost, Was this found without Mary's acquiescence?

What justified the author in omitting the closer definition of the

sentence ?

3. Strauss and Bruno Bauer insist upon pressing upon Luke i.

the view, tliat the leaping of the babe in her womb first revealed to

Elisabeth that Mary was selected to be the mother of the Messiah.

On the other hand, they combat the notion that the emotion of the

mother would, by the effect it produced upon her organism, occasion

the leaping of the child. According to this assumption, the text

would have run : As soon as the unborn child heard the salutation,

it leaped. Elisabeth hears the salutation—Mary's salutation : can

any one deny her emotion ? The child leaps : can any one deny
the connection of its leaping with its mother's emotion ? Elisabeth

views this leaping in the poetic element of her own frame of mind,

and this sublime, transparent, healthy poetry is transformed into a

supernaturalistic formula, according to which the movement of the

unborn child is said to- reveal to its mother the dignity of Mary.
Tills text is thus made to say, that the mother understood nothing

of the spirit of the salutation ; that the fruit of her body understood

it immediately ; and then that the leaping of this fruit of the same
mother who found nothing in the salutation of her friend, was a

plain revelation to her that this friend should bring forth the Messiah.

SECTION VI.

THE BIRTH OF JESUS AT BETHLEHEM.

(Luke ii.)

When Mary already saw the time of her approaching delivery at

hand, she had occasion to travel to Bethlehem with her husband.

The occasion was a civil duty. According to the command of the

government, which had ordained a taxation of the inhabitants of

I'alestine, Joseph was obliged to betake himself to Bethlehem, the

town of his family, to be there registered according to his name and

property. Mary was also subject to this registration.-^ According

to the Gospel (vers. 1 and 2), this taxing was decreed by the Em-
peror Augustus ; it was the first which had taken place in Judea,

and happened when Cyrenius was governor in Syria.

1 That the words ivith Mary, &c., Luke ii. 5, relate much more naturally to the

immediately preceding words, to he taxed, than to the preceding expression he went

up, is evident even from the construction of the sentence. But when the parenthesis

is made, and 5td to elvai avrhv referred to Joseph alone, this is easily explained. It

needed not to be remarked of Mary that she was descended from David, this being

patent to Christian consciousness j while it was necessary to notice the fact that Joseph
was so descended.
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We here encounter a great and much canvassed difficulty.^ How,
it is first asked, could Augustus decree this taxing in Palestine,

when king Herod, though dependent upon Rome, still governed the

country ? And how comes Cyrenius to be mentioned, who, accord-

ing to Josephus, did not come to Palestine till about ten years later,

and that in order to complete the taxing ? It is further asked,

Why were Mary and Joseph obliged to travel to Bethlehem, when
a Eoman enrolment required no such change of locality ? And
finally, Why was Mary obliged to accompany her husband on this

journey ?

_
We must first repeat, that we consider Mary the authority for the

history of Jesus' childhood. It is probable that Luke had a nar-

rative by her of the journey to Bethlehem, which he introduced
into his own work. In this narrative Mary would express herself

according to the political views of an elevated female mind, over-

looking the immediate authors of a public measure, and referring it

to that supreme power which, though it kept in the background,
was actually its author. Herod, the dependent prince, disappeared
from the view of the narrator, who, from the point of view afforded

by mental observation of the state of the world, was contemplating
the source of the great political measures taking place in Palestine.

Hence, in grand and womanly style, she named the Emperor Au-
gustus as the originator of the decree of Herod, that a census should
take place in Palestine.-

Luke, the compiler of the narrative, would not, in his earnest

truthfulness, alter this account. He knew, however, that this tax-

ing formed part of a general undertaking, first completed by Cyre-
nius some years afterwards. He therefore inserts, by way of

correction, the words : The taxing itself took place when Cyrenius
was governor of Syria.^ Subsequently the word avrr)^ whose signi-

fication Avas no longer understood, was read avrr], i.e., instead of : the

1 On the whole question of the census, compare the excellent remarks of Ebrard,
Gospel History, 136. [Or the very useful work of Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp.
65-74 (Lond. 1863) ; or Fairbairn's Hermeneutical Manual, p. 461 : or Davidson's
hitroductiov

,
jDp. 206-214.— Ed.]

^ If, for instance, a Westphalian woman were to speak of a levy of troops in her
country in the year 1810, she would very probably say, 'The Emperor Napoleon
commanded it,' although, from politic views, it had issued immediately from the de-
pendent king Jerome. Mary likewise comprised the single taxing which Herod
decreed with the general kind of taxing which proceeded from the government of

Augustus. The expression, all the world, waffa rj oiKovpievT], can never be limited to

Palestine alone, not to mention the fact that a decree of the Emperor Augustus is

here spoken of (comp. Strauss, Leben Jesu, p. 228). Hebrew national feeling very
clearly expresses the contrast between the Holy Land and the whole earth : an oIkov-

fievT) referring merely to Palestine, cannot then be imagined from this point of view.
^ [Even though this exj^lanation were necessary, the words of Luke do not admit

of it ; because he gives us to understand that whatever the airoypacpi} was,—whether
a taxation, or an enrolment preparatory to taxation,—it was efiected at the
time of this journey of Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem. They went up, diroypd-

4>e<T0ai (ii. 3-6), not to accomplish something which might be separated ten years

from the diroypacpr], but for itself; and it was this, this aTroypafpr) accomplished
by their visit to Bethlehem, which was at the same time accomplished under
Cyrenius. So that whether we read avTT] or aurij, we cannot interpose a number of

years between ver. 3, when all went to be taxed, and ver. 2, when the taxing was
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taxing itself—this taxing.^ That king Herod could not but allow

the organic movements which took place in the Romish state ^ to

prevail in his realm, was but natural.^ It was quite in accordance

with the character of the times that a registration should take

place. But when a king instituted such a taxing, the Jewish

national feeling would oblige him to carry it out according to

Hebrew genealogical orders Is it still asked, Why Mary accompa-

nied Jose[)li ? We do not know for certain whether she was obliged

to be personally present at the enrolment ; it is probable that, as a

virgin, she desired to represent the house of her father.^ At all

made. But, as is now very well known, there is no necessity for interposing any
interval between the decree and its fulfilment, between the birth of Jesus and the

government of Cyrenius. The investigations of Zumpt have made it appear almost

certain that Cyrenius was twice governor of Syria, viz., from 750-753, as well as

from 760-765. This is exhibited in his Essay De Syria Romanorum 'provincia, in

vol. ii. of his Comment. Epifjraph. ad Antiq. Rom. pertinent., Berlin, 1854. A sum-
mary of his results may be seen in Alford, Lichtenstein, or Andrews.

—

Ed.]
1 We believe that the above statement corroborates the hypothesis of Paulus,

which has hitherto merely stood upon its own merits, even without giving the origin

of the change of avrr) into avrr}. The view that the second verse is a gloss, is a

gratuitous assertion, and one which is so much the worse, as not answering its pur-

pose, since the decree of Cajsar Augustus still remains in the first verse. This applies

also to the assertion that TrpwTT? stands for Trporipa (see Tholuck, Die Glauhwiuxligkeit,

&.C., p. 182). At all events, it does not explain the first verse at all, and the second

ouly in a very forced manner. The hypothesis that Cyrenius came once into Pales-

tine ten years before he was governor of Syria, endowed with extraordinary powers
for the execution of this taxing, and that rjyefj.ovevovTos refers to these extraordinary

powers, and not to his government of the province, is the most improbable of all.

For the word must, at all events, relate to Syria, and may consequently designate

only the Prceses Sijrice (see Strauss, i. 233). In any case, an exegete should decide

whether he will make decided use of any one expedient ; and to connect different

expedients through an apologetic economy, is certainly not allowable.
" According to Suetonius and Dio Cass., Augustus carried on registration during

his whole life (comp. Kiegler, das Leben Jesu, 313) ; and according to Tacitus {Anal.

i. 11), left behind him the result of these labours in a state paper. Compare what
Tholuck adduces in Die Glaubivurdigkeit, &c., from Savigny on the general census

in the time of Augustus, and Neander's quotation from Cassiodorus, p. 22.

^ The taxing of Cyrenius {a.woypa(p7)) of which Josephus speaks, Antiq. 18, 1, is

more accurately defined as an dTroTi'^rjo-is, and may consequently assume that foun-

dation of every taxation, the registration of names. Aurr; also seems to point to this

contrast. According to Tacitus, Annal. i. ii., Augustus had procured registers of the

forces of kings in alliance with Rome. This is a striking proof that he was the

originator of the registrations taken by the allied kings, and consequently by Herod,

though they might not be carried on according to Koman forms. The census of

Cyrenius does not accord with the description of such registrations. Hence the

remark of Strauss (p. 230) against the signification of the passage adduced from

Tacitus is of no force.
* Comp. Joseph. Antiq. 18, 1 ; Acts v. 37. On the Jewish form of enrolment,

comp. Ebrard, p. 137, where he cursorily mentions the contradiction into which

Strauss has here betrayed himself.
5 It has been supposed (Olshausen, Commentary, i. 119) that Mary, as an heiress of

property in Bethlehem, was obliged to undertake this journey. If she were an

heiress, she would have been obliged, according to Num. xxxvi., to marry into her own
family. But it does not follow that her husband (comp. Nehem. vii. 63) must have

been received into her family, and have taken her name, and still less that the wife

must necessarily be enrolled. In the consideration of this passage, it has been over-

looked that, as yet, Mary was only betrothed, and consequently personally repre-

sented her own line, perhaps that "of Hell, especially if she were an orphan. Thus

the daughters of Zelophehad had, undoubtedly, represented their father at the

numbering of the people (Num. xxxvi. 2). In this case, Mary would certainly be

entered as a virgin daughter of her house.
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events, the expression of the Evangelist seems to point out that she

was subjected to the same ceremony as her husband. Thus much,
however, is quite certain, that there was no law which obliged her

to remain at home. She was now more than ever in need of the

care of Joseph. But not this circumstance alone would impel her

to decide on accompanying him. Her heart yearned towards Beth-
lehem. This town had of late become the object of her earthly

desires. We cannot be surprised if the theocratic life in her bosom
should have made the beloved city of her fathers the object of sacred

desire to her maternal feelings. A wish henceforth to dwell there

might already have been matured in her mind, since, after her return

from Egypt she and Joseph were at first resolved upon so doing.

The poetic glory of the city of David could have beamed more
brightly in no Jewish heart than in hers, especially at this time,

when the hope of David's house was reflected in the happy anticipa-

tions and yearning of her mind. If the life of the child were
reflected in the life of the mother, wondrous poetic, child-like, and
elevated desires would arise within her. Bethlehem was Mary's
desire.^ The travellers had not been long in Bethlehem when the

hour of Mary's delivery arrived, and she brought forth her frsf-born

son.^ According to an ancient tradition, reported by Justin Martyr,

the place of the nativity was a Cave, still shown in the neighbour-

hood of Bethlehem.3 It is very possible that this building leant

against the side of a hill. Others suppose that it was in the manger
of the caravanserai of Bethlehem that the child was born.^ A
caravanserai, however, would be a place entirely inappropriate for

such an event as a birth. The usual representations would have us

seek the new-born Saviour in a stable. The Evangelist distin-

guishes the manger (or the stall, (pdrvT]) as a separate place from
the inn {Karakvixa). In Palestine, as in all patriarchal districts,

there are huts in which the boundaries between the stable and the

room, the dwelling of man and the dwelling of the cattle, are not

very clearly defined. In such a hut this noble pair seem to have
found a shelter.

The contrast between the eternal majesty and lowly appearance

of Christ has ever struck mankind, edified Christendom, and exer-

cised a sanctifying influence upon the world. The Prince of

^ The .assumption that a pregnant woman would not travel with her husband to a

distant place, unless she also had been summoned, and that her journey is uncertain in

the same degree as the summons is uncertain, is too naive to need discussion. If the
critics who attack this text could by any means prove that a woman was forbidden to

xmdertake such a journey, they might argue against the internal truth of the narra-

tive with better success.

2 Luke ii. 7.

^ [Justin's words are :
' Since Joseph had not where to lodge in that town, he rested

in a certain cave {(XTnfKalu) tivI) close by it. And so it was,' &c. IMaundrell com-
plains {Early Travels, p. 478) that almost everything of interest is, in the Holy Land,
represented as having been done in grottoes, even where the circumstances of the
action require places of another nature. Matt. ii. 11 is not decisive on the point,

because by that time room may have been found in the house, or because the house
may have included a cavern behind, as described by Thomson [Land and Book, 645).—Ed.] * Comp, Ammon, Lebcn Jem, p. 202, and others.
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lieajen, though rich, became poor, to make our poor world rich.

"That the Son of Grod shoidd have appeared hi suLcli. poverty, glori-

fies, on one hand, His divinity, on the other, human poverty. Divine

love appears in its most surprising aspect in this suhmission to

humanity. Humanity, even in a state of poverty, thus becomes

sacred. The child in the manger is not exposed to poverty of

mind because he is so poor in outward circumstances. His mothert

calls his name Jesus, God's salvation for the luorld. This glorifica-

tion of poverty is at the same time a glorification of human nature

itself. How far has the modern view of the world sunk in the

tendency of many minds below this Christian view of life ! When
poverty is cursed, the honour of free human personality is uncon-

sciously cursed. Christ is a child of the poor traveller, born upon a

journey, and, according to common ideas, in extreme want. He
was first cradled in a manger. Yet Christ saved and infinitely

enriched the world.

But it is not only the contrast of the ideal elevation of Christ

with the lowliness of this scene of His birth which is thus striking,

but also the relations in which the historical elevation of the holy

family stands to its first entrance into the history of the world.

The carpenter Joseph, under whose care and civil fatherhood

Jesus was placed, according to the counsel of God, was descended

from the house of David. The Evangelist Matthew has given us

his genealogy in a solemn and significant compilation, in a symme-
trical arrangement of circumstances, significantly expressing the

tragic course of David's line. After the first fourteen generations,

the line attains to kingly dignity. In the next fourteen, it fills the

high position of the royal house. In the last fourteen, we see its

fall from secular royal dignity ; and Mary's husband, the carpenter,

as foster-father of the poor yet royal child, stands at the close of

this series.^

Mary also was of the tribe of Judah. Many have indeed believed

^ The first series numbers fourteen members, including David ; the second fourteen,

including Jeconias ; the third only thirteen, including Christ. It is impossible to

suppose an error of computation in so definite a calculation. If, then, one is really

found, it must be considered as intentional, and as pointing to some omitted member.
Some have sought to render it complete by assuming that the Jeconias before the

captivity was replaced by another Jeconias from among his V^rethren,

—

i.e., a relation

who, according to the Levirate law of marriage, raised up seed to his brother after

the captivity. (Compare Riegler, Lchen JesuChristi, p. 444.) But it would be con-

trary to the law of Jjevirate in such cases to count the same name twice. Even
Riegler does not resort to this expedient, but supposes the omission of one member.

Since Mary is in this genealogy mentioned after Joseph as the mother of Jesus, it is

probable that its compiler, by his evident omission of the fourteenth member, was

desirous of leading to a view of the unique significance of Mary in this genealogy.

Compare my essay Uchcr den geichichtllchen Ckarakter, &c., p. 54: Ebrard, p. 151.

Strauss's remark, that if Mary is counted, Thamar must be counted also, and Joseph

left out, ignores the fact that Thamar's place is supplied by her husband, and that

Joseph forming an independent member in his genealogy cannot be omitted. But
neither can the calculation proceed immediately from him to Christ, unless an error

is to be established. On the omission of single generations, comp. Ebrard, p. 152.

It cannot be thought surprising if, in a genealogy founded on symmetrical principles,

single generations are passed over.
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her to have been of the tribe of Levi, because she is described

(Luke i. 36) as a relation of Elisabeth, who was of the race of

Aaron. Israelites were, however, allowed to marry into other than

their paternal tribes (Num. xxxvi. 2). The mother, therefore, of

Elisabeth might have descended from the family of Mary,^ or the

relationship might have existed in some other manner. The Apostle

Paul decidedly says of Christ, that He was of the house of David
(Rom. i. 3). In the angelic annunciation, it is said of Christ, The
Lord God shall give unto Him tlie throne of His father David
(Luke i. 32)—a promise which, being addressed to Mary, by whom
He was to be brought forth, must here be understood in a genea-

logical sense. And her union with Joseph is in accordance with

this. Joseph was of the race of David ; a circumstance leading to

the conclusion that Mary was also descended from that king. For
the marriage between Joseph and Mary exhibits very plainly the

patriarchal characteristic of being caused by family relations. It

would be far more difiicult to comprehend, if regarded as a purely

ideal and free one between children of different tribes. Hence it has

from the very first been natural, to regard the genealogy given by
Luke as that of Mary.

The sole difficulty presented by this view, is the fact that the

names of Zerubbabel and Salathiel appear in both lines. This may,
however, be explained by a temporary coincidence ofthe two genea-

logies, resulting from the ordinance of the Levirate law of marriage.-

On the other hand, this view is peculiarly adapted to remove many
more important difficulties. It offers the most simple explanation

of the differences between the two genealogical tables, the turn of

expression by which Luke designates Joseph as the merely osten-

sible father of Christ, and the carrying, back of the line of Jesus to

Adam. Luke, according to the character of his Gospel, was desirous

of giving the genealogy of the Son of man. We cannot then but

suppose that he obtained the genealogy of the mother of Jesus.

He so far sacrifices to custom as to mention Joseph ; but the very

manner in which this is done, points out his true relation to Jesus

and Heli, the living means of connection between these latter being

Mary.
If Luke were, in his characteristic vein, announcing the nobility

of mankind, when deriving the descent of Jesus from Adam, and
the divinity of the origin of mankind, by referring the life of Adam
to God, everything would, in such a genealogy, depend upon the

reality of the natural succession. Only the historical descent of

the mother of Jesus could be of any importance in such a view of

the genealogy of Jesus. In accordance with this supposition, even

Jewish tradition has designated Heli as the father of Mary.^

It was a sad and tragic circumstance, that the daughter of David,

^ Neancler thinks (Lchen Jesu Christl, p. 20, note) that EUsabeth may well have
sprung from the tribe of Judah. The passage Luke i. 5, however, speaks too decidedly

to the couti-ary. ^ Comp. Kiegler, i. 444 ; Ebrard, p. 159.
^ Coinp. W. Hoffmann, das Lthen Jesu, Sec, p. 165.
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the mother of the Kins: in whom that gTeat promise concerning;

Bethlehem was to be fnllilled, ' Whose goings forth have been from
of ohl, from everlasting,' should return in so poor and unknown a
condition to the cradle of her race. The country was already
dependent upon the world-wide power of Eome ; the will of its

emperor obliged this royal Jewish family to travel under the most
trying circumstances, and brought them to the poor inn of Beth-
lehem, which suffered them to appear in a mendicant-like condition.

The child whom Jewish anticipation had adorned with all the
splendour of supreme worldly power was born in a stable-like hut,

and cradled in a manger, while the despotic Edomite sat upon the
throne of His fathers, and governed Israel.

But the new-born babe was no pretender ; the old world was not
His inheritance, but a new and lovelier world, which He brought
Avith Him, in His heart. The tragic shadows falling in a worldly
point of view upon the holy flimily, do but give greater brilliancy

to that divine relationship and spiritual glory in which it announced
and brought in a new future raised above the curse. The begin-
nings of this new world play, like celestial lights, with marvellous
splendour around the hard cradle of the Holy Child, and glorify His
appearing.

NOTE,

As far as the relation of the genealogies in Matthew and Luke
to the doctrine of Christ's descent from David is concerned, it must
first be firmly laid down, that this doctrine is entirely independent
of their construction. In a genuine and powerful family tradition,

the tradition is not supported by the genealogy, but the genealogy
by the tradition. Such genealogies may, under special juridical

occurrences, become decisive documents, but the tradition satisfies

the unprejudiced disposition of the world. If the family of Mary
had made legitimist pretensions to the crumbling throne of Herod,
our 'criticism' would perhaps be justified in taking upon itself the
task of a herald's college and testing the genealogies, and on the

discovery of traces of a suspicious kind, in pronouncing them invalid

or doubtful. But it must then have a thorough knowledge of the

science of heraldry, and a feeling for those embellislnnents and
methods of treatment by which genealogical trees are often some-
what interrupted in their natural growth. Matthew seems to have
been such a genealogist, in the highest historical style. The shadow
of the curse and the light of the blessing play upon the whole of his

genealogy. Luke, on the contrary, is a genealogist of the ideal style.

With holy feeling does his genealogy trace the descent of Christ

past David and Abraham to Adam. That Christ is the Son of

man, the Son of God, and the Son of David, is the fundamental
principle upon which both genealogies were written.

That it is absurd to admit the idea of mythic genealogies in a
Jewish family, is evident from an estimation of tiie fundamental

relations of Israel. The difference between the genealogies in ques-
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tion, has indeed been explained in another manner than by the fact

that Luke communicates Mary's, and Matthew, Joseph's descent.

The hypothesis of Julius Africanus, according to which, both exhibit

the descent of Joseph, which receives its twofold character through

the parallel descent of two lines, in two Levirate marriages, has

obtained much credit.^ Apart, however, from the other difficulties

which this view presents, it may be remarked, that it would mili-

tate against the great precision always observed by the Jews in their

treatment of genealogical relations, to suffer an illegitimate descent

to figure in the presence of the legitimate one.

On the composition and mutual relation of the genealogical tables,

compare in W. Hoffman's das Lehe^i Jesu, &c., the instructive

section, the Genealogy of Jesus, p. 148, which gives an ingenious

explanation of the circumstance that duplicate names appear in

Luke's genealogy, a phenomenon which Bruno Bauer has attempted to

represent as bearing the impress of non-authenticity. The author

ascribes Luke's genealogy to Mary. ' A genealogy of Joseph, ad-

duced as a proof of the true human personality of Jesus, with the

remark that he was not the true father of Jesus, arid after the nar-

rative of the supernatural conception, would have been utterly

purposeless both to Jews and Gentiles ; and either an extremely

perplexing or an insincere act would be ascribed to the author by

insisting that among the Jews it was only customary to give the

genealogy of the husband. It was not that this was customary, but

it was so, when giving that of the woman, to insert in her place in

the table the name of her husband, whether he were the actual

father of her son or not.'

SECTION VIL

THE FIRST HO]VLi.GE, OR THE SHEPHERDS AND THE WISE MEN.

When the first man entered the world. Nature surrounded his

childhood in all the glory and bloom of her paradisaic constitution.

The appearance of the natural man was solemnized in a natural

paradise.- The spiritual man was also surrounded by a paradise

when He entered the world—by a paradise homogeneous to His

nature, a paradise of New Testament dispositions. Of these dis-

positions He was Himself the principle. As the flower must be

surrounded by its garland of leaves, and Adam by his paradise, so

1 [Besides being adopted by Winer and Meyer, tbe view that both

long to Joseph is held by most English scholars ; e.ff., by Alford, Ellicott, Westcott,

Fairbairn, and Mill. The ancient opinions are given by Fairbairn (Herm. Man.

p. 181), and perhaps the ablest discussion of the whole matter is that of Mill (Myth.

Interp. p. 147, &c.)'' Lord Arthur Hervey holds the same opinion, and has repro-

duced his work on the genealogies (Camb. 1853) in Smith's Bible Dictionary. The
opposite opinion is, however, maintained not only by the author, but by Wieseler,

Riggenbach, Gresweli, Ebrard, and others.

—

Ed.]

2 That we herewith deny the rude constructions of the origin of the first man which

have arisen within the sphere of natural philosophy, and that, even in the philo-

sophical interest of natural freedom, needs only a passing remark.
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was the birth of Christ, the bodily manifestation of the Gospel, sur-

rounded by a circle of inspired dispositions and revelations, of re-

flexes of the Gospel. The centre in which tiie union of divinity

with humanity took place, spread around it a great vibration

throughout the mental world ; the birth of the Messiah was that

heavenly note which called forth wondrous responsive echoes from
every Messianically disposed heart. The Child in the_ manger was
therefore glorified by a circle of Messianic revelations.^

Even on the holy night of Christ's birth, the shepherds of Beth-
lehem appeared in the abode of the holy family. They greeted the

Holy Child, and then related the marvellous occurrence by which
His importance had been made known to them. As they were
keeping watch by night over their flocks in the fields, the angel of

the Lord had appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord had
shone round about them. The words point to a vision of the angel

of the covenant ; the incarnation of God had itself shed its light

upon their souls. Tlie Gospel which the angel of the Lord pro-

claimed to them, was just the Gospel for these shepherds. He
announced to them great joy to all nations : Christ born in Beth-

lehem ; their shepherd-town honoured as the city of David ; the

Saviour in the manger. Thereupon they heard the praises of the

heavenly host. Their hearts were so exalted, their state of mind
so raised above the world, that they were capable of hearing the

hymns of heaven at the birth of Christ. This one occurrence, how-
ever, involves a threefold effect : glory to God is manifested in the

highest ; earth obtains the peace of heaven ; among men the good-
will in which God receives and blesses mankind, has personally

appeared.-

It may be said that the ancient festal song of the Christian Church
Allein Goit in der Hoh sei Elir, was derived from this revelation

from heaven. As truly, too, may it be affirmed that it originated

in the night-watches of the poor shepherds ; it is the shepherd-lay

of the Christian world.

Mary kept all these things in her deep, faithful heart, and pon-

dered on them in holy meditation.

After this strange homage, however, one still more striking was
offered to the new-born child, by the appearance of the Magi from
the East. They probably arrived shortly after Christ's birth, during

one of the following nights. This may be inferred from the cir-

cumstance, that they entered, as the Evangelist at least seems to

say, during the night-season, when the stars were visible in the

heavens. Such an arrival at so unwonted an hour, points to a house-

hold whose usual domestic arrangements are still suspended by the

novelty of a birth. The whole context, too,' of the history leads to

^ It may here be, once for all, remarked that our view is, that in the realm of .

primitive Christianity there is for every christological human disjiositiou a predis-

posing revelation, for every revelation a correspondivig human disposition. The God-
man could not but be surrounded by a periphery of the God-manlike.

- We leave to exegesis the discussion of the vai-ious views on this subject. Our in-

terpi'etatiou is founded on Eph. i. 5, 6, and other passages.
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this conclusion. With their appearance is connected the flight of

Mary and Joseph into Egypt. But this cannot well be misplaced

after the presentation of Jesus in the temple, if we consider the

remark of the Evangelist (Luke ii. 39), that the parents of Jesus

returned to Nazareth after this presentation, as a genuine one.^ They

fell down before the Child, who was the object of their unexampled

and peculiar veneration, and offered Him gifts emblematic of their

homage, gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

The guidance wliich led the Magi to the birthplace of Christ,

was a miracle of divine providence. It shows how that love of truth

by wliich noble and candid minds are impelled, contributes, under

God's providence, to lead them with happy certainty to the true aim

of their life, even if error should accidentally intermingle uncertain

or even false assumptions ; nay, how the preponderance of the spirit

of truth converts even error into a means of promoting their progress

towards the goal of knowledge.

The Magi, according to the original meaning of the word, were

either Median, or especially Persian scholars. In those times, the

Persian view of the world had spread abroad through Syria and

Arabia, and ' Magi was the general name given to travelling astro-

logers, conjurers, and soothsayers.'" Wise men of those days were

sometimes accustomed to make long journeys to seek the treasures

of wisdom in distant lands. Hence it would not be surprising if

these Magi came from the most remote parts. They may, however,

probably have dwelt not very far from Palestine, especially if they

came directly eastward from Arabia to Bethlehem.^

But how came these heathen philosophers to expect the Messiah ?

In answering this question, too much reliance has been placed upon

an uncertain historical notice, while a great, certain, actual relation

has been ignored, Suetonius, in his Life of Vesjjcisian (c. iv.),

relates that an ancient and definite expectation had spread through-

out the East, that a ruler of the world would, at about that time,

arise in Judea. Tacitus also similarly expresses himself {Hist, v,

13). It is, however, probable"^ that both derived this notion from

a passage in Josephus {De Bello Jud. vi. 5, 4). Josephus relates of

the Jews besieged in Jerusalem, that what most induced them to

rebel, was an ambiguous oracle in their sacred writings, declaring

that at that time one going forth from their country would govern

the world, Tliis, says Josephus, they referred to a native, though

it manifestly points to Vespasian, who was summoned from Judea

to become emperor. Thus Josephus had merely the Messianic

hopes of the besieged Jews in view, though it was not without

1 Even clironology leads to tliis view. Comp. AVieseler, Chronol. Synopsc, p. 49 fF.,

especially p. 65.
^ So Winer on this article in bis R.W.B.
2 [On the various traditions regarding the wise men of the East, see Kitto, Life of

our Lord, p. 113, &c. On the astrology of the Magi, see Mill, Myth. Interp., p. 299,

&c.—Ed.]
* Comp. Gieseler's Kirchengesch., vol. i. p. 47 ;

[and Ellicott's note on this point

{Hist. Lect. 44), who thinks the imitation is not clearly made out.

—

Ed.]
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perfidy that be referred the Old Testament foundation of this hope
to Vespasian.

It is, however, a world-wide fact, that the fame of the temple had
spread through all the East ;i that the Jews, at the time of Christ,

had already spread throughout the world ;" and that their religion

had gained proselytes among the noblest and most susceptible spirits

of the day. Nothing is more easy to account for, than that there

should be noble-minded inquirers in Arabia, Syria, or Persia, in

whom a receptive disposition had been kindled by the Messianic

hopes of Israel, as by a spark from God, and had awakened great,

though dim hopes and desires. To such a class of minds belonged
also those Greeks who, according to John's Gospel (xii. 20), desired

to become acquainted with the Messiah.

The Magi believed that they had received, in their native land,

a sign that the King of the Jews, who had obtained in their view a
religious significance, was born. They had seen His star. If w^e

suppose that they looked upon a star as the sign of the Messiah in

an astrological sense, we must think of a constellation as directing

them. The astrologer, as such, deals with a constellation, while in

a constellation the chief matter is the relation in which one star

stands to the others.-^ If this fundamental principle of astrology

had not been lost sight of, such various notions would not have been
entertained concerning the phenomenon of the Magi ; nor could it

have been considered at one time a meteor, at another a comet, at

another the exclusive appearance of a new star.^ Nor could it have

been remarked that if a constellation of stars were here meant, a
star could not have been spoken of. The astrologer has to do with

a star which belongs to his hero ; the meaning, however, of this

star is made known to him by the position it occupies in the con-

stellation.

Tlie renowned astronomer Kepler lias shown,'' that in the year

747 after the building of Kome, a very remarkable triple conjunc-

tion of Jupiter and Saturn took place ; that in the spring of the

following year, the planet Mars also was added to them ; and has

declared it very probable, that an extraordinary star may have been

added to these three superior planets, as happened in the year 1603.

Kepler considers this remarkable conjunction to have been the star

1 [Tacitus say.s, in describing Jerusalem {Hist. v. 8), 'Illic immensEe opulentise

templum,' &c. ; also in c. 5 he endeavours to account for what he speaks of as a well-

known fact
—

' auctse JudaBorum res.'

—

Ed.]
- [Schlegel mentions, in his Philosophy of History, that the Buddhiab mi&donaries

travelling to China, met Chinese sages going to seek the Messiah about the year 33

A.D.

—

Ed.]
2 Hence perhaps the expression, ev rfj dvaToXfj, Matt. ii. 2, is to be understood of

the astrological definition of the star's rising. [Alford's reasons for rendering these

words ' in the east,' are perhaps scarcely sufficient, though the reasons on the other

.cide are possibly no more decisive. Neither do Lichtenstein's references (p. 91) to

Kev. vii. 2, xvi. 12, disprove the author's rendering, for in both those passages the

defining i^Xlov is added. The note of Alford may, however, here^ be referred to as an

admirable summary of what is to be held regarding this star.

—

Ed.]
* As, e.g., the author in his work, Ueber die geschichtliche Charakter der canon.

Evanyelien. ® Comp. Wieseler as above.

VOL. I. U
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of the wise men. Ideler the chronologist further improved upon
his view. Wieseler refers to it with the remark, that, according to

a notice of Miinter, it is reported in the Chinese astronomical tables,

that a new star appeared at a time corresponding with the fourth

year before the birth of Christ.

All chronological notices referring to the birth of Christ lead,

according to Wieseler's calculations, to the conclusion that Jesus

was born in the year 750 after the building of Rome (four years

before the birth of Christ according to the ordinary computation),

and most probably in the month of February. This conjunction,

however, took place in the year 747 and 748, and therefore two
years earlier.

Hence the Magi undoubtedly looked upon one star of this con-

junction as the star of the Messiah, If they consequently judged

as astrologers, it does not follow that the result could not have

corresponded with their view. It would be a terrible tenet con-

cerning divine providence, to assert that it could not suffer a sincere

love of truth to gain its end, if it should accidentally proceed on

false or uncertain premisses. Astronomy, e.g., certainly arose from

astrology, chemistry from alchemy ; and the Son of man Himself

came after the flesh, of the race of Adam. This star then actually

became, by God's appointment, the star of the Messiah to the Magi,

though the birth of the Messiah did not exactly coincide with this

conjunction, and thus proved itself to be raised above tliis constella-

tion. It was to the Magi a sign ;^ to the Church of Christ, how-

ever, it is a symbol that all true astronomy, all sincere inquiry, all

the efforts of an earnest love of truth, conduce, under the guidance

of God, to the highest knowledge, the knowledge of God in Christ.^

The Magi, indeed, as pilgrims seeking the new-born Messiah,

fell immediately into a false supposition. They sought Him in

Jerusalem, probably at the court of Herod himself Their inquiries

electrified the Idumean, and his excitement soon spread through

the veins of all the royal dependants in the capital.

The tyrant quickly recovered himself, and formed 'his diabolical

plan. He first assembled an ecclesiastical council,^ and put to them
the question where Clnist should be born. They referred him to

the prophecy of Micah (v. 2),* and named Bethlehem. He then

1 [Augustiu calls it the ' magnifica lingua ccelL'

—

Ed.]
" A modern astrologer would perhaps proceed on the assumption that Jupiter

might be designated the star of the eternal God, Jehovah, inasmuch as Zeus might

be regarded as the Grecian mutilation of the Jewish knowledge of Jehovah ; a triple

conjunction, therefore, of Jupiter, with the addition of Mars, would denote a three-

fold victory of the eternal God over the time or process God, and that in the sign of

the fish, i.e., of the Church.
"^ Among the chief priests of this council were included those who presided over

the several orders of priests.

* The expression concerning the eternal ' goings forth ' of the Bethlehemltish ruler,

is one of the most profound christological sayings of the Old Testament. The contrast

lies in the facts, that the Ruler of Israel proceeds, ou the one hand, from the extremely

unimportant town of Bethlehem, on the other, from eternity. The Evangelist, in his

vivid conception of the sense, has freely rendered the words, ' though thou be little,'

by ' thou art not the least.'
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privately called for the Magi. He told them the birthplace of Christ,

and requested them to inform him of the discovery of the Holy
Child. With crafty prudence, however, he at the same time obtained

accurate information concerning the time of the first appearance of

the star.^ He perhaps anticipated that he could not make sure of

these pious philosophers, who must have appeared to him either as

rebuking spirits or as suspicious enthusiasts. The pilgrims went
their way. But the circumstance that they suffered themselves to

be sent forth from Jerusalem towards Bethlehem, testified to the

supernatural assurance with which they had undertaken this journey.

Their audience with the king seems to have deprived them of the

greater part of the day. His manner and his directions very pro-

bably discouraged them. How should they find the King of the

Jews in this small shepherd-town ? Night closed in upon their

wanderings in a strange land ; but it brought them consolation, for

the star was again seen in the heights of heaven.

If it seemed to them as though the star had travelled with them
until it reached Christ's birthplace with them, and that it rested

there, this ]i[nables us to understand the power and certainty of this

conviction.

'

The critic, however, steps forward, and assures us that the stars

pursue their own appointed courses. He gives us, by the way, a

piece of astronomical information, which might make the high and
mysterious understanding between the eyes of the stars and the stars

of the eyes somewhat doubtful. But poets, and wise men of the

East, and Christians often wander with the stars, and the stars with

them. Must such happy beings be forbidden to speak in the lan-

guage of the happy, that is, poetically ? When they saw the star,

they rejoiced with exceeding great joy. But how did they so quickly

find the abode of the child ? asks the critic. Nay, but was not their

condition peculiar ? How does the magnetic needle find the pole ?

The magnetic needle is not made of wood.

Probably the repulsive impression which must have been made
by the gloomy Herod upon chosen souls like these, still continued to

affect them, and became the more vivid the more it was contrasted

with the bright image produced in their minds by the mother of

Jesus. The remembrance of Herod's expressions, his injunction that

they should bring him word where the young Chikl was, might
awaken and increase within them a feeling of deep mistrust against

him. Was it likely that they would conceal from Joseph the soli-

citude they felt ?

Thus their own frame of mind predisposed them to receive a

divine revelation in a dream. A vision of the night gave them the

direction they needed, and they returned to their homes by another

route than Jerusalem.

1 The critic has no notion of this craftiness, when he supposes that this notice

betrays the fact that the Evangelist invented this circumstance with reference to the
subsequent slaughter of the children of Bethlehem. Still less does he perceive, that

it would be a moral absurdity for so subtle a craftiness to make its next appearance
in the aimless slaughter of the children.
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Joseph saw the deep seriousness with wliicli they departed in an
opposite direction. The excitement of his mind ])ecame the element

in which the spark of divine revelation was kindled. The command
of God was armounced to him, that he must save the life of the

miraculous Child committed to his keeping, by a flight into Egypt.

It is only a proof of the extraordinary confusion with which the

myth-hypothesis has snatched at similarities in the Old Testament

to inciclents in the New, that the star of the Magi has been con-

nected with the star of Balaam (Num. xxiv. 17), and even derived

therefrom. That star figuratively denotes the great King who should

come forth from Israel, this is the heavenly sign of His birth. Critics

are thus obliged to pass over the great difference between a meta-

pViorical and a literal meaning, to catch at an appearance of the

mythic. Comp. Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfilllung, Pt. 2, p.

57. Though later Jews cherished the expectation that the Messiah

would be announced by a star, it does not follow that this was in-

duced (as Strauss supposes, i. 272) by the prophecy of Balaam. The
critic in question, however, makes tliis assumption, because he must
otherwise have maintained that the supposed myth had been merely

formed to favour rabbinical and po2)ular Jewish expectations. These

expectations nnist therefore be cormected with the star of Balaam,

wJdch however has, even ivith liahhis, another meaning, so that two
appearances co-operating may form one greater appearance, from

which the mythic appearance aimed at might be deduced. Instead

of that constellation of stars which the Magi looked for, criticism is

on the look-out for a constellation of appearances, for the purpose of

gaining its end.^

SECTION VIII.

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT.

(Matt, ii.)

During those critical moments in which the life of the world's

new-born Kedeemer was endangered, the providence of God, in the

' [For an account of the use which has been made of this star as a datum for ascer-

taining the time of our Lord's birth, the reader must be referred to the very interest-

ing discussions of the leading chronologi^ts. Those who hold that it was merely a

meteoric appearance, and subject to none of the ordinary laws of heavenly bodies

(' not to astronomical but to sjiecial laws,' Ellicott), can of course make no use of it

as a chronological datum. But very many of the ablest investigators (Ideler, Patritius,

Ebrard, Alford) consider the 'star' to have been the conjunction of planets (Saturn

and Jupiter) which occurred, according to Kepler and Ideler, three times in the year

747 ; and they have on this account been induced to place the birth of our Lord in

the same year. Others, of equal name, are inclined to give gi-eater weight to the

other data—the government of Cyrenius and the time of our Lord's baptism (which

dates are independently ascertained), and to fix tlie year of the birth as 750 or 749.

As Herod died about the Lst of April 750, the birth of Jesus cannot be placed later

than this, or indeed later than February of the same year. This is the month chosen

by Wieseler, and adopted by the author. Lichteusteiu and others prefer the middle

or end of 749.— Ed.]
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centre of operations, co-operated by extraordinary dealings witli

the bigldy wrought emotions ot" the faithful human hearts who sur-

rounded tlie Holy Chihl with their reverence and care.

The art of the calculating despot had been defeated by the subtlety

of presentiment with which God had enlightened noble minds.^ Tho
mind of Joseph was meditating on the impressions of the day during

the silence of the night. The angel of the Lord alarmed hini by an

anxious dream. He showed him the danger impending over tho

child, and commanded him to flee with Him and His mother to

Egypt. At the birth of Jesus, the shepherds v.-ei'e ah-eady in tho

fields with their flocks, Hojocfi-^spriug must Imvc l)egun. At all

events, the rainy season of November and Ducemher, and the

winterly January, must have been over." Since, however, the

death of Herod probably took place in the early part of April, in

the year 750 a.u.c, and the slaughter of the innocents preceded his

death, the presentation of Jesus in the temple could scarcely have

happened before the flight into Egypt.'^ Unless we make the period

^ ' That such an arrangement of matters (i.e., as Matthew relates) would with diffi-

culty be comprehended by the crafty Herod, has long ago been remarked,' &c.—
Strauss, i. 254. It has also been long ago remarked, that the Gospel history cannot

be held responsible for the folly with which craft is usually conquered in its anti-

christian attacks. Moreover, Herod would have been in the highest degree incon-

sistent with his known character, if he had detained the Magi at Jerusalem, and had

meanwhile sought out and pvit the child to death, or had taken such other means of

getting rid of Him as the critic considers advisable. He who had in every possible

manner flattered the religious feelings of the nation, would thus have let his hatred

to the Messiah be rumoured in Judea. The history knows his character better than

such criticism does. His chief concern was to conceal his enmity against the realiza-

tion of the Messianic hopes of the Jews, and it was this motive which guided his

actions.
^ Compare Wieseler, p^48. [This, however, seems to be considered by travellers

in Palestine to be an uncertain ground for supposing that the birth of our Lord did

not happen in December. They tell us that during December ' the earth is fully

clothed with verdure.' And even though it be not customary for flocks to be in the

fields at night during that month, tlie unusual concourse of strangers at this time in

Bethlehem might induce the shepherds to betake themselves to the fields and make
room in the town.

—

Ed.]
•* Wieseler, p. 155, supposes that the appointment, that a woman should remain at

home forty days after her delivery, opposes the view that the ceremony of Mary's

purification did not take place till the return from Egy[t. This appointment, how-

ever, could scarcely forbid or hinder a flight from mortal peril. The same remark

applies to the duty of a Jewish female, to make herself ceremonially clean by present-

ing a thank-oS'ering in the appointed manner, after the accomplishment of her purifi-

cation, or after forty days. This appointment could naturally only forbid the puii-

fication taking place before the forty days were accomplished, and it is in this sense

that Luke ii. 21 is to be understood. In how many cases might a woman be pre-

vented from observing the day when her purification was accomplished ! Nor did

the idea of the law of purification involve the necessity of considering a delay beyond

the appointed time an illegality. Wieseler himself i-emarks of the flight into Egypt

(p. 157) :
' From Bethlehem, which was situate in the south of Palestine, the Egyptian

border at Rhinokolura might easily be reached in three or four days, and the parents

of Jesus would, in their flight, have travelled as speedily as ^wssible.'
_

Since, then,

Joseph, in returning from Egypt, must have made a very long circuit if he had not

travelled through Judea, the realm of Archelaus, we cannot but suppose that he was

already in this region when he heard of Arclielaus, and feared to go tliither, I can-

not, however, understand, a.s Hug does, the striking words, ((po^rfir] (KiZ awe'Xdeli', to

mean, he went thither with a fearful heart, but, he feaied to betake himself thither, or

to settle there. The expression dvex<-^p'n<^^''> &c., alao accords with this, after the
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of at least forty daj^s, which must have intervened between the birth

of Jesus and His presentation in the temple, extend so far over the

March of that year as to reach April, and occupy a part of February,
so that the shepherds were sent into the fields directly after the

wintry season, we must suppose that the presentation took place

after the return of the holy family from Egypt. We should, at all

events, need a longer interval than forty days, if we transpose the

presentation in the temple, the return to Bethlehem, the heavenly

warning, which did not take place till then, and the subsequent
slaughter of the children of Bethlehem, to a time prior to the

beginning of April. All the statements of the Evangelists are most
easily connected by the view, that the flight into Egypt took place

soon, perhaps witliin a few weeks, after the birth of Jesus.'^

Herod had by this time become certain that the Magi would not

return to him. This must have much exasperated a man of his

disposition, and have driven him to extremities in his fear of the

Messianic Child. He probably, however, formed his designs in

secret, as it was in secret also that he had dealt with the Magi.

He was too politic a man openly to express his criminal hatred of

the promised Son of David.

Terrible things then took place in Bethlehem and its neighbour-

hood. Our notions of the occurrence take the following form. It

was spring, and the parents were, for the most part, occupied in the

fields. Soon, however, first one, then another, missed one of their

children. One disappeared ; another was found suffocated, poisoned,

or stabbed, and bathed in its blood. In these mysterious and dreadful

events, however, one strange feature of resemblance uniformly- pre-

vailed ; viz., that only boys were slain; and, moreover, only boys
of the tenderest age, none over two years old. The number of these

unfortunates could not be great ; but the suffering and fear were ter-

ribly increased by the mystery and inevitable nature of the danger.

Whence these terrible assassinations arose, no political writer,

and no Jew except the hired murderers, could know. But Chris-

tian feeling, which had been warned against the attempts of the

tyrant, and knew the meaning of the circumstance, that the slain

children were two years old and under, could say with certainty

:

Herod is the originator of this deed. As Peter by the spirit of

jirophecy announced the secret of Ananias, so jirobably did Mary
that of Herod, from which this slaughter proceeded.- Then arose

analogy of Matt. iv. 12, xii. 15, siv. 13. It denotes a fugitive, timid, or hasty de-

parture of the subject from the place in which he then finds liimself. The Evangelist

could not have used the word in this sense, however, unless he were impressed with
the notion tliat Joseph was already in Judea.

^ [The order of events followed by the best recent authorities is, that the presenta-
tion took place on the fortieth day ; that a very few days after this, the visit of the
Magi occurred ; and immediately succeeding that, the flight into Egypt.

—

Ed.] .

- Our view fully explains why Josephus could not know that this event was a
measure of Herod's. He must have been a Christian, and initiated into the mysteries
of the history of Christ's childhood, for the slaughter of the children of Bethlehem
to have any political or historical significance in his eyes. It needs no explanation,
that Herod, the murderer of his wife Mariamne, and of seyeral of his sons (Alexander,
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a Litter lamentation upon the heights of Bethlehem. It was as though
Eachel, the ancestress of Israel, who was buried at Rama, not far from
BethlehemJiad risen from her grave to bewail the woes of her children.

As soon as Herod was dead, and therefore not long after the

flight into Egypt, Joseph was warned in a dream to return home
again. The mental life of this remarkable man had been progres-

sively perfecting in a peculiar manner, since he had come into the

singular relation in which he stood to the most important facts and
most glorious persons of the world's history. The noblest reverence

for Mary, that ministering to her to which the providence of God
had called him, anxious solicitude for tlie Holy Child entrusted to

his protection, filled his heart with a tender awe when he was rest-

ing from the toils of the day during the hours of darkness, and made
the night-side of his mental life a camera obscura for those divine

directions which protected the life of the Holy Child. Through
his fidelity to his trust, his character rose to the height of true

Christian geniality, he became the night-watcher before the tent of

the new-born Prince of mankind. Tliat the angel of the Lord
spoke to him only in dreams, is characteristic. But that these

dreams were multiplied makes his character not improbable, but re-

markable. And why should not even Joseph appear as a remark-

able man in such a circle, under the impulse of such events ? Even
if not naturally such, he could not but become one. And when
once he had entered upon such a course, how likely it was that

many of the turning-points of his life should be reflected on and de-

cided during the night-season ! The Holy Child was the light of

his midnights. But why, asks criticism, did not the angel of the

Lord, at least, blend the two last prophetic dreams into one ?

Psychologists, however, assert that prophetic dreams are never

dialectic, but often rhythmical.

Scarcely, then, had the fugitives arrived in Egypt, than the

danger was over, and the call to them to return went forth. They
accordingly came again into the land of Israel.

Aristobulus, and Antipater), a despot, who, when his death drew near, caused the

chief men of his kingdom to be imprisoned in the circus at Jericho, with the purpose
of killing them at his death, that there might be a great mourning throughout the

land, and concerning whom Augustus declared, that he would rather be the swine of

Herod than his son—that so cruel a man should have been capable of the deed men-
tioned by the Evangelist. The passage in the heathen author Macrobius, confusing the

history of the slaughter of the children of Bethlehem— which this author, who wrote

at the end of the fourth century, might well have derived from Christian tradition—

with the well-known political occurrence of the execution of Antipater, Herod's son,

is, partly on account of this confusion, partly on account of the late date of the narra-

tive, not calculated to be regarded as a testimony to this event. [On the silence of

Josephus regarding the events of the Gospel narratives, see the judicious remarks of

Ev,-a.\d{Christus, 119, &c.), and the entirely satisfactory account of Mill [Mijlk. Inter.

289, &c.) The same author's criticism of the passage of Macrobius must be regarded

as establishing, that the bon mot of Augustus is genuine, was uttered on the occasion

of the massacre of Bethlehem, did not confound that massacre with the death of

Antipater, which was ratified by the Emperor himself, and thus attests by indepen-

dent heathen tradition the truth of the Gospel history. And even though Macrobius

obtained his idea of the occasion and purport of the Emperor's jest from Christian

tradition (which is most improbable), yet even thus it would be manifest that the

massacre was accepted as historic fact.

—

Ed.]
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1. The passages, Matt. i. 22, ii. 5, 16, 18, 23, in whicli Matthew
speaks of strange fulfilments of Old Testament sayings, will be

spoken of in their proper connection. But the remark already

made by others, that the facts of the Gospel history are entirely

independent of the exegesis of the Evangelist, must be made here.

Or does criticism really assume that the Evangelist could not but

!be an infallible exeget ? It is only when criticism makes such an

assumption sincerely, and at the same time considers her own
exegesis infallible in the points in which it differs from that of the

Evangelist, that she can find that exegetical difficulties in such

passages can cast a doubt upon historical facts. [The exegesis of

Matthew is very thoroughly justified by Mill, p. 317, &c.—Ed.]

2. Tradition has fixed the sojourn of the parents of Jesus in

Egypt as near to Israel as possible. The Israelite temple of Onias

was at Leontopolis, and the fugitives are said to have dAvelt at

Matara in its neighbourhood. The statement of the actual history

is not affected by this tradition ; it is rather the political extent

of Egypt towards Palestine at the time of Christ, which should be

considered in reviewins; this event.

SECTION IX.

THE PRESENTATION OF JESUS IN THE TEMPLE,

(Luke ii.)

In His relation to the essential appointments of the Old Testa-

ment law, Jesus was an Israelite who exhibited a life passed in

conformity to the law, under the impulses of liberty. It was not

till death that He was released from Israelite responsibilities.

Through the law. He died to the law, as Paul and His people

generally did, in fellowship with Him. Till His death upon the

cross, however, by which His nation thrust Him out into the world,

He exhibited His divine liberty under the condition of Israelite

religious national duty.

Thus also did Mary act with the Holy Child. It never struck

her to claim exemption for her child from Jewish duties. She
understood too well the signification of the manifestation of the

Son of God in the flesh. From her stand-point, however, she

could not take a part in the ty})ical customs which tlie birth of the

child required, with slavish devotion and admiration.

The circumcision of the child was simply i)erformed eight days

after His birth, the time appointed by the law. Tlie sign of theo-

cratic civilization ^ had no other import for the sacred body, with-

out spot or blemish, than that it thus became free from blame in

^ Comp. Winer's Ii. W. B., Art. BeschneiduDg.
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the eyes of the Jewish Chnrch.^ There was nothing to cnnohle in

Ilim ; the an,i;el had named Him Jesus before He was conceived in

tlie womb. Thus He brought the nobiUty of the true circumcision

or civilization of nature into the world with Him. Hence it was

the most essential part of the ceremony that this name, Jes^is,

should now be given to Him. As the ceremony could only bear

testimony to His native nobility, His name bore testimony to His

true destiny.

It has been justly remarked, that the simple celebration of the

circumcision of Jesus stands in remarkable contrast to the great

festivities with which the circumcision of John w^as solemnized.

John concluded the Old Covenant. In him the rite of circumcision

solemnized its last glory. Jesus commenced the New Covenant.

In His life the rite was only the performance of a national duty.

During the flight into Egypt, the time which must intervene

between a birth and the rite of purification had elapsed. Hence,

when the holy family returned home, their first business was to

present the Child in the temple.

There were in this case two religious duties to fulfil. The greater

of these was, that the Child, as a first-born son, must be offered to

the Lord (Exod. xiii. 2 ; Num. xviii. 15, 16). As a first-born, He
was regarded as a sacrifice, whose life belonged to the Lord, and

must therefore be redeemed by a sacrifice. God had once inflicted

death upon the first-born of Egypt and spared the first-born of

Israel ; hence they were, in a special sense, dedicated to Him
(Exod. xiii. 2). Therewith also was connected the notion, that the

priesthood of the family was the duty of the first-born. Since,

however, according to the theocratic appointment, the tribe of Levi

represented the first-born of the nation in this duty, the redemption

took place with reference to this obligation also (Num. xviii.) Jn
the latter respect, the sacrifice seems to have been appointed to be

rendered in money, viz., five shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary.

It was thus that Jesus was now redeemed from the service of the

temple, while His mother at the same time celebrated the rite of

her purification. If the woman had borne a son, she was to offer a ^
lamb forty days after, or, if she were poor, a pair of turtle-doves or ^
yourig pigeons (Lev. xii. 8). According to the statement of the

Evangelist, Mary brought the offering of the poor.

While the parents were offering their sacrifice in the temple, the

aged Simeon'-^ accosted and greeted them as though he had long

known and waited for them. He took the child in his arms and

praised God.
His prayer was indeed a swan's song :

' Lord, now lettest Thou

1 [The imputation of our sin to Christ began at the moment 'He took onr nature

upon Him ; and being, as Mediator, subject to the law both in its requirements and
penalty, His circumcision had a meaning in the eye of God as well as in the eye of

the Church. It was the sign of subjection to the whole law in all its aspects.—Ed.]
" He has been supposed, though without foundation, to have been Rabbi Simeon,

the son of Hillel, and father of Gamaliel, who filled the office of president of the

Sanhedrim after Hillel.
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Thy servant depart in peace, according to Thy word ; for mine eyes

have seen Thy salvation.' He rejoiced that he could now die

happily. He is the noblest type of the Jewish, and especially of

the prophetic mind. With deep sorrow does he seem to have
lamented the fall of his nation ; a sorrow so deep, so tragically

painful, that he could not die till his eyes had beheld the Messiah.

God had, by the Spirit, given him a pledge that he should not die

till he had seen the Christ. It was his joy, but also his sorrow.

Hence is he, in the noblest sense, the wandering Jew of the Old
Covenant, or rather its wandering Christologist. Now he is released

from this fate. He has seen the Messiah ; he can now die. His
song of praise in the temple has not a Jewish sound. He praises

the Saviour, first, as the salvation prepared before the face of all

nations, as a light to lighten the Gentiles ; he then calls Him the

glory of His people Israel. Such words, especially in the mouth of

an aged Jew, and spoken in the temple, testify to the most glorious

presentiment of Gospel liberty. This is the form the Gospel takes

with him. It is great, free, and world-embracing. But it is also

very sad. Simeon blesses the parents of Jesus, and announces to

Mary the sore conflict of the future. ' This child is set for the fall

and rising again of many in Israel, and for a sign that shall be

spoken against.' ' A sword shall pierce thine own soul also,' said

he to Mary ; adding, with deep sorrow, the words, ' The thoughts

of many hearts shall be revealed,' as though his eye penetrated the

deep corruption of the Jewish hierarchy.

It was his gospel that he could fall asleep in the peace of his

Lord before Good Friday came. What a character

!

But how did he find the holy family ? A mysterious but power-

ful impulse of the Spirit had led him to the temple. And how
could he distinguish the Holy Child from an ordinary child? asks

the critic. But who would judge of the prophetic glance of an
aged man such as he was by his own feeble powers of discrimina-

tion? Besides, Simeon saw the child with His mother. And
thousands in the middle ages learned to know the glory of the child,

through the noble form of the mother.^

But why were the parents astonished at the words of Simeon
concerning the child ? asks the critic again. Truly they already

knew all ; they knew that the child was the Son of God. If never-

theless they were astonished, it was not because they heard perhaps

an orthodox formula, but in free and heartfelt delight especially

that God should have revealed this holy secret to Simeon. How
often is it considered perfectly becoming to be astonished at the

higher mysteries of this world? The prophetess Anna now joins

the group. She was an aged widow, the daughter of one Phanuel,

of the tribe of Aser. She forms a striking contrast to the aged

^ [This explanation rather mare than assists that just given. The statement of

Luke (ii. 27), that Simeon came ' by the Spirit ' into the temple, is of itself sufficient

explanation of his recognition of the Messiah. Comp, the apocryphal account quoted
by Ellicott, p. 07.—Ed.]
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Simeon. He was led by the Spirit to the temple. With her it

was an old custom to continue in the temple, with prayer and fast-

ing. He solemnly chanted forth his dying lay at tlie sight of Christ

;

she gained fresh life and courage from the same sight, and began to

publish the glad tidings to them that looked for redemption in

Jerusalem. So different were these characters, and their believing

reception of the Gospel, and yet they exhibited a unity, in which the

true Messianic life of Israel greeted the Redeemer in the temple.

They who make teleology a reproach to us, and insist that when
a butterfly, a hurricane, or even an historical event is in question,

Ave must not inquire concerning its purpose, meet us here with the

inquiry, what purpose could there be in bestowing so great a revela-

tion upon these aged people ?^ They ask us, for what purpose does
this old man, in his second childhood, thus dress himself in festal

grave-clothes to chant his swan-like lay, and the aged Anna hasten
again, like a bride, throuo^h the streets of Jerusalem ?

It is worthy of note, that even Neander {Life of Christ, p. 25)
feels bound to defend the presentation in the temple. ' Both (namely,

the offering of the redemption-money for Jesus, and the sacrifice

of purification for Mary) are striking when compared with the

circumstances which preceded the birth of this child,' <fec. The/
Apostle Paul has entirely done away with anything that might be
striking by that beautiful saying, ' He thought it not robbery to be I

equal with God." If it should be felt a difficulty that Christ dis- '

played His divine life amidst the restrictions of Judaism^ it must
seem quite as striking that He should display it amidst the restric-

tions of humanity. The glorification, however, of limitation wa.s

part of- the purpose of His mission. While supranaturalistic pre-

judice is ever involuntarily criticising the full and sufficient form of

Christ's incarnation, and hence finding in such features of con-

formity to the law as occur in His life a kind of voluntary com-
plaisance ; rationalistic critics would, on the contrary, often make
Him display an antinomian spirit, nay, a spirit of opposition to

Jewish ecclesiasticism. This arises from a want of appreciation

for the distinction between the essential law and the scrupulous

observance in Israel. Upon this distinction depends that glorious

alternation between conformity to law, and liberty displayed in the

life of Jesus, that infinite dexterity with which His pure walk was
ever able to steer between the observance of law and the non-

observance of scrupulous additions ;—to dance among eggs without

breaking them, would but poorly express the difficulty of suck a
course.

1 Strauss, i. 290. Comp. Ebrard, 175.
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SECTION X.

THE SETTLEMENT IN NAZARETH.

(Luke ii. ; Matt, ii.)

The pious evangelist, Anna, may perliaps have spoken almost too

much of the wondrous Child in Jerusalem. Archelaus was just the

man to renew the attacks of his father upon the life of the Messiah.

Augustus had not made him king, but only ethnarch of Judea.

Though already warned, however, by an appeal of the people

against his succession, he treated both Jews and Samaritans with

cruel harshness. The danger to the holy family could not have

been so great as to make it unsafe for them to enter Jerusalem

;

for Herod had not publicly persecuted the Messiah, and still less

was this child of a poor mother publicly known as the Messiah.

Nevertheless the holy family might have incurred danger by a con-

tinued sojourn under the sceptre of this despot. The grave expres-

sions of Simeon concerning the sorrows in store for Mary, might

have contributed to the anxieties of the parents of Jesus, Finally,

a divine warning again vouchsafed to Joseph in a dream decided

them on not remaining in Judea, and Mary was obliged to sacrifice

her day-dream of bringing up her child for His high vocation in

the city of David, to the divine guidance.

Joseph arose and turned aside into the parts of Galilee (ii. 22).

They returned into Galilee, to their own city Nazareth (Luke ii.

39).

Matthew found it difficult for his Jewish heart to reconcile itself

to the fact that Jesus grew up in Nazareth. Hence he sought,

above all things, to point out the harmony of this strange phe-

nomenon with the Old Testament. It was with this motive that he

wrote the significant sentence : He came and dwelt in a city called

Nazareth ; that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the

prophets, He shall be called a Nazarene. Matthew speaks, as it

seems, from the point of view of a Galilean, who was abiding on

the shores of the lake of Gennesareth, when the parents of Jesus

again settled in Nazareth. It was then that the Messiah came

into his neighbourhood, then first that He became a dweller

in Nazareth. It is the main point with him that the Messiah,

who had not yet dwelt in Nazareth, became by this settlement

a Nazarene. In his purpose of bringing forth this fact, it is a

matter of indifference to liim that the parents of Jesus liad also

formerly dwelt there. But that Jesus should become a Nazarene,

"seems to him such a difficulty, that he cites the prophets collectively

as witnesses to the flict that this was involved in the destiny of the

Messiah.

They said, He shall be called a Nazarene. Neither an extinct

saying of some prophet, nor any single prophetic utterance in

general, can be here alluded to, and still less the similarity in
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sound of the word Xezer ("liiJ Isa. xi. 1), the branch.^ Nothing hut
a desperate desire to find an explanation at an}^ cost could lay hold
on the word Nazarite. It was only at a period when the word
Nazarcrie was ap[>licd as a term of ix-proat'li to ( 'in-isliaiis, lliat the
Evaiigi'Iist, in a free and vivid interprt'taiioii of the Old Testament,
could say, Avhen contemplating; the many passa^jes in which the
contem[)t the Messiah should be held in was declared, that Christ
Irad hecn designated by the prophets as a Nazarene,^ The full

boTdness and mgenurty"of this declaration will be understood, when
we consider that he wrote it for Jewisli Christians, who were called
Nazarenes, and perhaps also for Jews, who, in their prejudice, applied
this name to Christians. He gave even Jews credit for not fasten-

ing upon such a sentence, in which all the prophets are said to
concur, as a literal quotation from the prophetic writings.-^

Though Jewish prejudice against Jesus Avas subsequently often
fostered by the circumstance that He came from Nazareth," it was
yet a master-stroke of divine wisdom that He should have grown up
in that town. The retirement which concealed Him while He
dwelt in one of the least noted districts, and among the least

esteemed of the people, ensured the uninterrupted and original

development of His unique life. It was as a miracle from heaven
that this life was first to be displayed in the midst, and upon the
high places, of Jewish popular life.

The often recurring assertion of modern criticism, that Matthew
assumes that the parents of Jesus always lived in Bethlehem, before

their settlement in Nazareth here mentioned, is supported, first, by
the fact (chap. ii. 1), that the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem is spoken
of without any previous mention of the journey of the parents. But
since he had already spoken of Mary and Joseph in the first chap-
ter, it might have been expected that the supposed assumption,
with respect to their dwelling, would have come to light there, if it

had really existed ; while the fact of his not mentioning Bethlehem
till he relates the birth of Jesus, seems rather to testify that he had

^ This passage, taken in conjunction with Isa. liii. 2, might indeed occasion the
Evangelist to find a specLiI relation between the words Nezer and Nazareth. In both
instances, the fresh life springing in silence, in one from the dry ground, in the other
from contempt, form their single joint signification.

" E.g., Ps. cxviii. 22 ; Zech. xi. 13.

* [Alford leaves this 'an unsolved difficulty.' The very erudite discussion of ]\Iill/

(pp. 334-342) seems, however, to shed all requisite light upon it. He advocates the
view, that this title referred to His being a branch of the root of David, but that
this required Him to grow up slowly and unseen as a tender plant ; therefore He was
brought up in Nazareth. ' A town of which this was to be the fate, and which,
purely in consequence of Christ's early residence there, should furnish first to Him
and then to His foUowei-s one of their most familiar titles,—a title first bestowed
contemptuously, yet accepted and recognized afterwards with very different feelings,
•—niay well be conceived an object of the divine predestination and care from the first.

Fitly, and providentially, therefore, was it so named, that when both our Lord and
His followers were called Nazarenes, a title applied by the prophets to both waa thus
unconsciously conferred.'

—

Ed.]
'
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in view another place than the ordinary abode of the parents. His
reason for not naming the hitter may be exphi,ined by the intention

of his Gospel. He would not unnecessarily state anything which
might add to the difficulties of Jewish Christians. Hence he does

not name Nazareth till the passage in which he is obliged to do so,

and where he can appeal to a decided motive, and a divine direction.

That Mary and Joseph had formerly dwelt at Nazareth, is, in this

passage (chap. ii. 23), a merely accessory circumstance. It is

worthy of observation, that the words. He shall he called a Nazarene,

must be referred to Joseph, if the passage is interpreted in a

strictly literal manner. But since all are agreed that the sentence

refers to Jesus, it may be asked whether the change of subject takes

place with the quotation, or before. At all events, it is in accord-

ance with the whole passage to believe that the Evangelist had the

Messiah in view in the words koX eXOcou KaTWKTjae^ even though he

does not formally say so.

SECTION XL
THE FULFILMENTS.

(Matt. i. and ii.)

That the whole christological development of the ancient aeon was
fulfilled in Christ as the Prince of the new seon, that He was Himself
the actual fulfilment of every exalted aspiration and efibrt that had
preceded Him, is a doctrine announced by each and all of the

apostles and Evangelists.

But a most intimate relation must prevail between the first

beginnings and the perfection of the development of any definite

life ; it is but natural that the blossom and consummation of such
development should be announced by frequent and most striking

preludes. All the significant beginnings in the history of any cele-

brated life, will recur with increased force and ideality during the

course of its development, and at length they will celebrate their

fulfilment in the perfection of the maturity of this definite organic

life.

When Christian Eome, in the days of its purely patriarchal rule

in the West, poured forth the dawn of Christian civilization over the

mass of nations enveloped in the night of heathen darkness, then
were fulfilled the great things anticipatively sung by the poets of

the Eternal City.

When Luther affixed his theses to the castle church of Witten-
berg, then was fulfilled, preliminarily at least, the inspired call with
which Arminius had invoked the heroes of Germany against the

world-wide supremacy of Rome.
But the relation and similarity between beginning, middle, and

end, are not only displayed in broad, general features, but often

far more wonderfully in separate, nay, in very special particulars.
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Katnral philosophers have long known this great law of life ; it is

beginning to dawn upon historians ; even theologians will have to

acquaint themselves with it. When this is the case, many of the

unfortunate critical remarks on significant references between the

Old and New Testaments, will, at all events, come to nothing.

When the Evangelist Matthew Avas led, both by his own turn of

mind and his vocation, to contemplate and exhibit, with the great-

est distinctness, the fulfilment of the christological beginnings of the

Old Testament in the life of Jesus, it could not escape his pene-

trating glance, that the general fulfilment of the divine-human life

in Christ was surrounded by many particular fulfilments, that the

corolla was adorned with a rich wreath of flower-leaves. This was
not merely his peculiar way of viewing it, still less a weakness of

rabbinical exegesis. Even John was acquainted, with this vital law,

that the prelude reappears in the completion. He saw, e.g., the

speaking circumstance, that not a bone of the crucified Saviour, the

antitype of the pascal lamb, was broken, .In both cases, too, this

happened from the same reason : it was during the world's midnight
hour, and under violent excitement of mind, that the sacrifice took

place ; it was no time for the performance of customary ceremonies

or usages. Matthew then found tlie history of Christ's infancy rich in

such prophetic features. In the birth of the Kedeemer, the true Im-
manuel, of the Virgin, he rightly saw (Matt. i. 22, 23) the fulfilment

of that prophetic scene in Isaiah (Isa. vii. 14) in which the birth of

the son of a virgin-mother, and the circumstance that she should call

his name Immanuel, was, as we have already seen,_ held forth to

king Ahaz as a sign of deliverance. The birth of Christ was the

fulfilment of this scene in a threefold respect : the virginity of the

mother, the heroic courage and redeeming love, and the consecration

of the new-born child to be a sign and assurance of deliverance, but
also, especially, the entire uniqueness of these three typical incidents

were in this case perfect. With a free view of its meaning does the

Evangelist quote also the passage in which Micah (v. 1) had an-

nounced the theocratic glory of Bethlehem. He, as well as the

Jewish scribes, rightly applies it to the birth of Christ at Bethlehem.

These words pointed out, not merely as a typical, but as a conscious

prophecy, that the Messiah would be born at Bethlehem. Nay,
this passage is a key to other passages whose reference is more
obscure. The Grovernor of Israel is here designated as Him luhose

goings fortil oi' hegmnings^ have been from of old, and from ever-

lasting ; therefore, as t]ie essential fulfilment. When Matthew was
contemplating the flight of the parents of Jesus to Egypt, for the

preservation of the Holy Child, and their return thence (chap. ii. 15),

not only did the saying of Hosea (Hos. xi. 1)—Out of I^gypt have I

called My Son—wherein God is stating His relation to the infancy

of the people of Israel—appear to him highly significant ; but also

the actual similarity, tliat the typical son, the nation, in which the
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true Son was enclosed as the essence of its being, was called out of
Egypt, and that now the true Son of God, with whom even the de-
liverance of the typical one recurred, should be called out of the
same country.

_
He even saw the recurrence and awful fulfilment of

what was terrible in the history of Israel, when the prince who sat
on David's throne slew the children of Bethlehem in order to destroy
that great Son of David, who, according to promise, was to be
Israel's Saviour and Deliverer. This occurrence recalled to his
mind the terrible ruin of. his nation, and the sad delusion of the
reigning house. It had once, indeed, seemed to the prophet Jere-
miah, when he saw in the Spirit the children of Israel led captive to
Babylon, as though Each el, their ancestress, were rising from her
tomb in Eama to bewail her unhappy children, as though the
lamentation of a spirit were resounding in heart-breaking tones
upon the tops of the mountains ; but Matthew felt that this incident,
the slaughter of the children, was sadder than even that, that the
troubles of his nation bad now reached their climax, and that its

faithful ancestress had now more reason than ever to be disturbed in
her grave, and to lift up her voice in lamentation for her children.
Such, however, is the Evangelist's spiritual liberty in his view of
the relations between the Old and New Testaments, that he forms
expressions according to actual circumstances, and reads sayino-s in
the prophets which no literalist, but only a discerning child of the
theocratic spirit, could read in them. Jesus grows up in Nazareth—the Messiah, the heir of all the promises, in that despised corner
of Galilee—wliat a heavy cross to Jewish pride! Well, thinks
Matthew, I find this despised origin, which obscures the Messiah to
the carnal eye, pointed out in the prophets, in the rod that is to
spring from the roots of Jesse, and elsewhere, so clearly that I am
certain the prophets have, in the spirit of the words, declared that
he shall be called a Nazarene. In a word, he meets the Nazarene
everywhere in the writings of the prophets. So practical an eye,

looking upon the life of Jesus, could not but behold it richly adorned
with fulfilments of Old Testament christological notions of every
kind.

Having pointed out the general notion of these prophecies, it

would be needless to dwell further on that exegetical treatment of

the passages in question, which depends upon a misconception of the
organic nature of prophecy.

SECTION XII.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF JESUS,

(Luke ii.)

Jesus was, and remained, a Nazarene, till He was over thirty

years of age. Hence He passed the greater part of His glorious life
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in retirement. It is a testimony to the infinite delicacy and secrecy
of His divine greatness, to that revealing concealment of true majesty,
which can escape the vulgar eye in broad daylight, that no Naza-
rene was so struck by His appearance as to become the Evangelist of
His youth

; but it is, at the same time, also a testimony to the dull
state of popular life in Nazareth. The only trustworthy information
we possess concerning Christ's development, is probably derived from
the reminiscences of Mary. Thus the whole of our Lord's useful
life is covered by a general obscurity ; while the one history which
Luke has preserved in the narrative of the occurrence of His twelfth
year, sheds the only ray which penetrates this darkness, a ray shin-
ing, on the one side, as far as the birth of Jesus, and on the other,
as His baptism in Jordan.

Situate betv^een the heights of the miraculous birth of Christ, and
the solemnization of the perfection of His Messianic consciousness
by the testimony of God and the recognition of John the Baptist,
only such an incident as that communicated could be in keeping ; a
sun-enlightened peak, corresponding in its brightness and sublimity
with those heights, and displaying by its features and style that it

belongs to the same mountain chain.

The Evangelist Luke first gives us a general sketch of the develop-
ment of Jesus :

' The child grew and waxed strong in spirit, filled

with wisdom
; and the grace of God was upon Him.' He then ex-

hibits this development of Jesus in a most speaking fact.

The history of Jesus at twelve years of age represents His whole
development. It is the characteristic act of His boyhood, the reve-
lation of His youthful life,—a reflection of the glory of His birth, a
token of His "future heroic course. It exhibits the childhood of His
ideality, and therefore the ideality of childhood in general.

When Jewish boys were twelve years old, they accompanied their
kinsfolk to the great festivals at Jerusalem, and were called by a
great name : Children of the Thorah, of the Law. Hence the
parents of Jesus took Him with them as soon as He had reached
this stage of life. When the festival was over, they returned among
the Galilean company to Nazareth. But the child remained behind
in Jerusalem. The parents first missed their Son when they took
up their quarters for the night, after the first day's journey, and
found Him again, after three days' anxious search, in the temple.
But how was it possible for them, and especially for Mary, to have

been thus separated for three days from the child ? A single mo-
ment would be sufficient for such a contingency—a moment in
which the young eagle unconsciously lost sight of His mother;
while she, the dependent wife, who was with Joseph and his rela-

tions, followed in the beaten track, and under the supposition that
her child would also remain in the company of the Galilean travel-

lers, suffered Him to disappear from her immediate circle.

Mary has been reproached with this incident. But this has
resulted from want of appreciating its serious, nay, sad, significance

Mary was placed under domestic and family ties which exercised a
VOL. I. X
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power over her. The bloom of her inner life was of a New Testa-

ment character ; while, as a Jewess, she was rooted, by both duty

and custom, in the Old Testament.

Thus was Mary, who once more in after days betrayed, in pre-

sence of her holy Son, traces of womanly weakness, and dependence

on Joseph's family (Mark iii. 31), carried forward by the rules of

the Nazarene travellers ; while the child—He knew not how—fell

out of the train of boys, and went on, led by the Spirit, meditating,

longing, attracted, and carried along by His own infinite thoughts,

until He stood in the temple, in the midst of the Eabbis.

The separation of the mother and child did not therefore require

much time. The pilgrims marched in companies or parties, which
were again divided into separate bands. The parents of Jesus had
seen the band of boys formecl, and supposed that their Son had set

off with it,' awordingTo "custom. This mistake of a moment was
sufficient to separate them from Him for three days. It was not

till the end of the first day's journey that they could miss Him, when
seeking Him at the common resting-place among His companions.

The second day wasoccupied in returning. On the third they found

Him in the temple.

They were, however, in the highest degree surprised, nay, amazed,

to find the child in such a situation. He was sitting in the midst

of a circle of Eabbis, listening to their instructions, and questioning

them. A circle of wondering listeners surrounded Him ; they were

astonished at His understanding and answers.

But how could Jesus come into this connection with the Eabbis ?

We are informed that the pupils of the Eabbis were not suffered to

sit in the presence of their teachers till a period subsequent to this.^

This information is, however, regarded as doubtful. They suffered

this unknown boy to sit in their midst. He was even permitted to

question them, and thus to use an agency which might easily be con-

verted into teaching, and which on this occasion probably became a

difficult test to the Eabbis. The Eabbis of our days would not perhaps

have suffered this ; but the Eabbis of those days had not yet lost

all feeling for the prophetic spirit, though they were fast stiffening

into the death of formalism. They might well remember the boys

Joseph, Samuel, and David, when they met with an unusually gifted

boy. Besides, they might have been very glad to obtain distin-

guished pupils. At all events, these Eabbis suffered themselves to

be for the moment carried away by the glorious and marvellous boy.

The genius of the new human race overcame these heroes of ancient

etiquette. Their better Israelite and human feelings made them

^ Comp. Tholuck, die Glaulwurdigheit der evang. Geschkhte, p. 217. Even if this

information should be regarded as correct, it would cast no difficulty upon the pas-

sage. It would rather prove that etiquette, with i-espect to scholastic deportment in

the schools of the Rabbis, was, in the days of Jesus, in a state of transition. If it

subsequently became a rule that scholars should sit, why should it not now have taken

place exceptionally, in the case of a very promising boy who was not yet a scholar,

and whom perhaps the Rabbis might hope to obtain, to make Him an honour to

Phariseeism ?
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for the moment delighted with the intelh'gent and inquiring boy,

and they made Him sit in their midst.^ He listened to and ques-

tioned them, giving- a wholesome agitation to their scholastically

formed and settled opinions by the expression of His vigorous and
childlike thoughts.^

It was thus that His parents found Him. Joseph was truly con-

cerned for the Holy Child who had been entrusted to him ; but one

can easily understand that he would feel, in a still greater degree, a

great and decided reverence for the Eabbis in the temple at Jeru-

salem. How many a time may he not, more or less, have lost sight

of the future divine hero in the poor and often silent boy ? And
now he finds Him in the midst of the doctors of Jerusalem, per-

haps UDfionsciously pressing upon them both strongly and sharply

the great questions of the inner life of religion. He was amazed at

tEe sight, as was Mary also. It is quite consistent with the actual

relations between Christ and His parents, that they should not have
been able to keep pace with Him in spiritual matters. Yet every

incident in wdiich they saw Him on the steep path of life suddenly

looking down upon them from a dizzy overhanging height, must
have the more struck and surprised them, inasmuch as He was so

thoroughly humble and submissive, so silent concerning the wonders
of His inner life in His intercourse with them. If we cannot but
find in the disposition of Joseph a secret complaisance in the boy's

elevation, we may still more imagine what a terror of joy took posses-

sion of Mary. But how did she penetrate beyond the court of the

women ? and how came it that she anticipated her husband, and
was the first to speak in presence of the Eabbis ? Fortunately

these difficulties have, as yet, escaped our critics. How vivid are

these touches ! The anxious mother is the first to press forward.

Joseph, however, has not yet grown to the comprehension of this

scene ; he maintains a reverential silence. Mary asks the boy

:

' Son, why hast Thou thus dealt with us ? behold, Thy father and I

have sought Thee, sorrowing.' And He replies, ' How is it that ye

sought Me.^ wist ye not that I must be about My Father's business?'

And they understood not the saying which He spake unto them.

The boy asked, with most genuine naivete, ' Could youthen seek Me?
Did you not know that I am at home here ?

'
^ The temple on Moriah

is to Him still identical with His Father's house, the interpretation of

^ Strauss, vol. i. 310, expresses the view, that the sitting on the ground, which
Paul designates (Acts xxii. 3) as the respect of a pupil to a teacher, forms a contra-

diction to this sitting of Jesus in the midst of the doctors. Why should it be fm-

possible to sit on the ground in the midst of a circle of seats ? Moreover, we may
probably grant to these Rabbis sufficient homage for the genius of the boy to induce

them to offer Him a seat. Schottgen seats Him on a little throne ; it is questionable

whether he does not give the Rabbis credit for too much. Others will not suffer

Him to sit quietly on the floor, but disturb Him for the sake of rabbinical etiquette.

We may at least claim for Him a little stool.
- Jewish Rabbis could perhaps most easily answer the inquiry, whether the

questioning of the boy implies teaching, properly so called, and whether a mass of

difficulties against the historical statement do not arise, from a rabbinical point of

view.
3 Compare Stier's Words of the LordJtsus, i. 21 (Clark's Tr.)
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the Old Testament witli His Father's word, and intercourse with
the Eahbis with His Father's presence. This place still exercises

upon His relio-ious feeling the full power of a heavenly home ; and
He. cannot understand that His parents should have set off, and then,

when they missed Him, not immediately have sought Him here. At
all events, He expresses the whole theology of His own nature, yet

not in the form of matured consciousness, but in the truest type of

the dawning notions of genuine childhood. Time had escaped Him
in the happy hours He had spent there ; but He now listens and
questions from the stand-point of His parents. He does not desire

to excuse Himself for having forgotten the whole world in His
Father's house

; but He allows Himself to be informed of the anxiety

they had suffered, because they did not know of His doings in the

temple. Mary speaks of His father Joseph, but He speaks of the

irresistible drawing of His Father in heaven. It is the dawning
feeling of that sonship which was His alone—a feeling still enveloped,

however, in the bud of childlikeness, which expresses, without in-

tending it, the great contrast between the earthly and the heavenly
father. The consciousness of His heavenly Father's omnipresence
is still enveloped in the bud of childlike devotion, which seeks the

Father in His temple ; and His gradual self-reflection upon the

depths of the divine life within Him is still veiled under the child-

like simplicity with which, impelled by sincere confidence and thirst

after knowledge, He proposes His questions to the fathers of Jewish
theology.

But the test of a childlike purity corresponding with the presenti-

ment of His great destiny, lies in the fact that He should, when
bidden by His parents to depart for Nazareth, so immediately leave

the place where He had plunged so deeply into the nature of His
Father, and had, in this experience, comprehended His own ; the
place of which He had but just said : It is here that 1 am at home.
He entered into their ways of life, and freely followed their guid-
ance. Certainly the saying, He was subject to them, means fully as

much as this ; and how happy must He be esteemed in His humble
obedience ! Under the shadow of the temple of Jerusalem, He
must either have become a disciple of the Pharisees, or rather, since

this was an impossibility. He would have reached His goal too early

by opposing the pharisaic spirit. In Nazareth, on the contrary,

another of His Father's houses—the greatness, the sacredness of

nature—was opened to Him, for the development of His conscious-

ness. Here He could search the Scriptures without the obscuring
glosses of the Rabbis ; instead of intercourse with spiritually dead
scribes, could commune with the ever-living spirits of the prophets

;

while Mary His mother, the chosen one, wlio pondered in her heart

all that befell Him, was more to Him than all the priests of the

temple. She beheld with maternal delight how He grew in wisdom
and stature, and in favour both with God and man. Though she

often sank below that high and perfect state of inspiration in which
she had brought forth her holy Son, yet, according to the prevailing
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feature of her life, she must have risen towards Him, when He went
down to Nazareth with her.

If the child had not expressed His ideal of continually dwelling

in the temple, He would have been enslaved by the force of Old
Testament customs. If, on the contrary, He had insisted on main-
taining this ideal, in opposition to the higher ideality of following

the divine will, in the performance of domestic duty, He would
have trodden the path of self-will. Both were impossible. His
free submission is a prelude to the great prayer in Gethsemane.

Jesus there, according to the true meaning of the prayer, once more
asks of His Father, whether the ideal of a Messiah free from suffering,

and dwelling upon Zion, were a possibility ; but He finds the answer
in the depths of His own breast, and becomes again, with perfect and
free submission, the Nazarene, even to death upon the cross.

We have pointed out, in what has been already advanced, the

education under which the development of Jesus took place. The
notions, that Jesus perhaps picked up somewhat of the far-famed

wisdom of Egypt, during His flight thither, while still a sportive

child—that He was secretly a disciple of the Essenes,—as well as

other similar conjectures, have their foundation in the general

tendency of 'Philisterism,' to explain the very highest kind of life

by mere scholastic reasoning, to attribute the greatest human origi-

nality to a compound of the effects of lesser minds. It has been
already shown, that the Essenes were anything but genuine Israel-

ites. The Messiah might appear, be crucified, and die in the midst of

His people, without their appreciating or observing Him from their

schismatic corner. i

If education is looked upon as an influence upon the life of the I

scholar, by which his character receives many elements from the
|

circle of ideas and the reflections of his teacher, and by which his I

views are variously modified, we may unhesitatingly declare of

Jesus, that His healthy nature totally withstood all education of

this kind. Himself so powerfully and purely original. He was
incapable of taking into His nature false or obscure impressions

even of theology and history. It was only the objective and the

actual which could find an entrance into His mind : what was false

rebounded from the elasticity of His heavenly-minded moral nature,

and then appeared before Him objectively, as one of the world's

delusions, as a medium for perfecting His knowledge of the world.

But if we view education as a means of unfolding the inner nature

of the scholar by appi-opriate influences and communications, as the

organic excitement of his development, and as feeding his inner life

with such a measure of the facts of the outer world as the exigencies

of a healthy vital process of assimilation require, no one enjoyed a

richer education and cultivation than Jesus.

As Luther once bestowed upon a bird the title of Doctor, because

it had taught him confidence, so far rather did Jesus receive from i

the fowls of heaven and the lilies of the field the most instructive;!

and most cheering of Heaven's teachings. All nature became to

'
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;

Him a transparent symbol of eternal truth, the developed counter-

;
part, the mirror of that divine fulness which was discovering itself

i within Him ; and He found on the hills of Galilee a glorious sanc-

j tuary, which compensated Him for the courts of the temple.
Even everyday life was a school of instruction to Him. The price

of a sparrow in the market was connected in His mind with the
highest interests of the human soul. He beheld all things in their

twofokl relations; that is, according to their import in the world,
and their import in the government and mind of God.

In the stupidity of the people, in all the misunderstandings and
misinterpretations, which the manifestation of His purity could not
fail to elicit, the dark side of the world, the deep corruption of the
human race, was early made manifest to Him. Very early must
He, after a glance at Israel and the world, have turned with a sigh
to His Father in the sense of those words of gloomy foreboding : a
dark spirit rims through this hoiise.

I The Old Testament offered Him the same solution which He
I

found in His own mind. ' The Scriptures testify of Me,' said He.
He found their utterances identical with His own consciousness,

naVj^eyen parallel with its development. Their christological de-
velopment reached its climax in His own life : He was Himself their

last word, their key. The progress of His development was a progress
through the stages of their life ; hence He penetrated their deepest
meaning, as proved, e.g., by His explanation of the brazen serpent, of

the announcement of God as the God of Abraham, and His masterly
quotation of many Old Testament passages against the Pharisees.

The Old Testament was to Him the fullest prophecy of His own life.

Undoubtedly the journeys which Christ annually made to Jeru-
salem after His twelfth 3Tar, had great influence in the development
of His consciousness. The acquaintance of the boy with the doctors

seems not to have increased from j^ear to year. His first visit to

Jerusalem was sufficient to enable Him to penetrate the whole
corruption of the existing temple- system.
The life of His mother Mary, however, only needed to be under-

stood as His mind could understand it, to appear as a bright picture

of a happy life in God. His intercourse with her was the most
refined and noblest means of promoting His development. Her
humility, love, and faith appeared before Him in a mature, though
not a perfect aspect, and therefore could not but exert a powerful
influence upon His soul. She was to Him also in a special sense a
type of the elect, of that higher and nobler humanity which the
Father had given to Him ; hence a type of His Church. Certainly
the kindly intercourse between Christ and His mother Marj^ was
the noblest element of His human education and development.
Who can portray the great and deep joy of this connection, the
words of mutual help and encouragement which could not but be
uttered in the intercourse of these hearts, or the unspeakably acute
sorrow which must have burned like fire at a white heat in both,

when Maiy, in weaker moments, could not understand the faith of
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her Son, when the Jewess opposed the Christian in her breast ? In
decisive moments, Christ placed her in a hii^h position. Under the

rnle of His Spirit, she was hehl sacred in the yonthfnl days of the

Gospel, in the youthful days of the Church. But He could not

have given a more touching or lovelier testimony to the character of

her mind, than He uttered from the cross in His legacy of love, a love

infinitely abundant even in the agonies of death—the legacy by which
He made John her son, and her his mother. But though Mary might
lead the Lord to the entrance of the Holy of Holies, no intercourse

could be so promotive of His inner life as intercourse Avith His Father.

The perfection of His intercourse with the Father, whether dis-

played in the entire unreserve of face-to-face dialogue, or in those

monologues in which His very soul was poured forth, this vitality

of prayer casts a bright ray upon the holy night of His childhood,

making it clear to us, that in proportion to His development, He
could not but be found in His Father's house. His Father's bosom,
in His love and presence, nay, could not but find His Father in His
whole being. His whole life was developed in God—as one prayer

of infinite depth—one deep sigh for the world's salvation—one loud

hallelujah for the saving love manifesting itself in Him—one con-

tinuous amen of obedience, and surrender to the guidance of His
Father. Thus was His development in the life of prayer perfected.

It might then well seem, to modest minds, an infinitely difficult

task to define exactly the degree of development which such a mind
might attain at the age of twelve. The observations of those who
have found the boy placed at too great an elevation, have been met
by examples of precociously great minds ; the remark has also been
made, that an Oriental child of twelve would equal a Western one

of fifteen in degree of development ; but the opponents of the his-

toric Gospel have not given up their objections.^ Though they can
hardly recognize a developed Church Christology in the sayings, of

Christ during the ministrations of His manhood, they find it, strange

to say, in the expression : I must be in what is My Father's. Tiiey

think that a child of twelve could not have spoken so theologically.^

An unprejudiced consideration, however, of tlie whole expression,

shows that the morning dew o_f £hiIdh.QQd still lies upon every word;

such complete naivete, that a sophist could subsequently adchice it

^ Compare my essay Ueber den geschicldlichen Charalcter dcr kanonischen Evangdicn,

pp. 120 ff.—Tholuck, die Glauhvurdigkeit, p. 221.
^ Strauss, Leien Jesu, vol. i. p. 313. ' We might take this designation of God as toO

irarpds indefinitely, as showing that He would represent God as the Father of all

men, and only in this sense as His also.'—This is said to be the description of a

religious feeling.
—

' But not only are we forbidden so to understand it by the

appended fiov, which in this sense would have been (as in JIatt. vi. 9) vfj-uiv, but
chiefly by the fact, that the parents of Jesus did not understand this saying, &c.

But that a consciousness of His Messiahship should have been manifested in Jesus at

twelve years of age,' &c. The writer seems to have no notion that there is a form of

the inner life called anticipation, a mid-region between unconsciousnes.s and mani-
fested consciousness; that this form of life is peculiar to mature childhood, and
shows itself in gifted children in significant expressions, containing more than the

speakers know with certainty.
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in support of the opinion, that this boy spoke in too childish a
manner to represent the Prince of mankind at the age of twelve.

How indefinitely obscure is the saying : I must be in those (things,

places, or affairs) that are my Father's (eV rot? tov irarpo'i fiov) !

How childlike is the assumption, that this being in the Father's

sphere was identical with a sojourn in the temple ! And how
sudden is the transition from the genuine Zionite ideal to unlimited

obedience ! In such alternations of frame, we recognize a genuine

childlike nature, though certainly a nature coming up to the standard

of ideal childhood, and representing, in its bounding freedom, the

young lion ; in its swift obedience, the tender lamb.

1. From the present history, we learn that the parents of Jesus

generally went together to the Passover at Jerusalem. This cer-

tainty is derived from the words : His parents. But it does not

follow that Joseph might not have frequented the other great

annual festivals. It is probable that Jesus had frequently gone
up to the feasts at Jerusalem before His public appearance, and
that the intercourse with pilgrims, priests, and scribes, which such

journeys involved, was undoubtedly one great element of His
development, and of preparation for His ministry.

2. And when He was twelve years old {ore ijevero iroiv ScoSeKo),

says the Evangelist. Strauss here alternately uses the expressions :

in His twelfth year, and Jesus was twelve years old. Neander
says he had entered His twelfth year. This inaccuracy must be
avoided. If Jesus were born in the early months of the year, He
had probably entered His thirteenth year.

/ 3. The text gives us occasion to imagine a distinct grouping of

the pilgrim caravans, and indeed such a one as enforced the separa-

tion of a boy from his parents on the return journey. This leads
' to the view of a separate company of boys.

4. Strauss makes the following objection to the early develop-

ment of Jesus related in the present narrative (vol. i. 313) :
' For,

though the consciousness of a more subjective vocation, as of poet,

artist, &c., in which all depends upon the individual being gifted

Avith early susceptibility, might possibly very soon manifest itself

;

yet an objective vocation, in which actual occurrences form a chief

factor, such as the vocation of statesman, general, reformer of reli-

gion, could hardly become so clear, even in the most gifted indivi-

dual ; because such a knowledge of given circumstances is needed
for it, as longer -observation and more matured experience alone

could afford. But it is to the latter kind that a vocation to be the

Messiah belongs,' &c. The same writer also says, in his article,

Vergdngliclies und Bleihe.ndes in Christentliuin, p. 109 ff., A late

penetrating observer rightly finds a main difference between human
natures and endowments, in the circumstance that some feel an
impulse and vocation to go out of themselves, and objectively to

exhibit that which lives within them in works of art or science, in

deeds of war or peace ; while others, shut up in themselves, strive
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to make their inner nature unanimous witli itself, to exercise, to

cultivate its various powers, and thus to form their own life to a
rich harmonious work of art. Now Christ belonged in the fullest

and highest sense to this (latter) class of natures. Accustomed as

we are to be astonished at the rapid turns of ' criticism,' we can but
be astonished once more. So then, in the former, as well as in

the latter work, the author gives the same classification of the

great minds of the world's history. But in the one, he places

Christ in the class of those who have an objective, and in the

other, of those who have a more subjective vocation. By this

flagrant contradiction he gains a double advantage. He can first

(presumptively at least) apply the theory of the objective vocation

of Christy as an argument against the development of Jesus at

twelve years of age. But then he can afterwards, by connecting
Him with the geniuses of the world, bring the Christ of more sub-
jective gifts into a class which, in some measure, secures Him from
being mixed up with the often impure ' heroes of war and politics/

and thus weaken the reproofs he might have expected.

Bruno Bauer, speaking against the early development of Jesus,

says, vol. i. p. 65, 'A twelve-years- old boy is a twelve-years-old

boy in every region under heaven.'^

SECTION XIII.

THE FAMILY RELATIONS OF JESUS.

Joseph, the foster-father of Jesus, must undoubtedly have died

between the first journey of Jesus to Jerusalem and His first

entrance upon His public ministry,—that is, between his twelfth

and thirtieth years. For on that journey he was still accompany-
ing Mary ; while in the history of Christ's public life he is nowhere

1 [In some recent ' Lives of Jesus,' notice has been taken of His bodily appearance.
This has from the first been matter of dispute ; some of the fathers maintaining,
that if the proj^hecy of Isaiah (chap, liii.) was fulfilled in Him, His appearance must
have been far from beautiful or attractive. Others denied that any such inference

was necessary. The various opinions have been collected and conveniently arranged

by Le Nourry in his Dissertationes in Clem. Alex. (Dis. i. iv. art. 4). The traditions

of suj^ernaturally originated pictures are some centuries too late to claim considera-

tion. The interesting fragment, however, preserved from very ancient times, and
claiming to be the description of a contemporary (the proconsul Lentulus), embodies
the leading features of that idea of our Lord's appearance which the greatest painters

have adopted or conceived. ' There appeared in these our days a man of great virtue

named Jesus Christ, who is yet living amongst us, and of the Gentiles is accepted for

a prophet of truth, but his own disciples call him the Son of God. He raiseth the

dead, and cureth all manner of diseases. A man of stature somewhat tall and comely,

with a very reverend countenance, such as beholders may both love and fear; his

hair the colour of a filbert full ripe, somewhat curling or waving about his shoulders
;

his forehead plain and delicate ; liis face without spot or wrinkle ;
his beard thick and

short; his eyes gray, clear, and quick ; in reproving awful, in admonishing courteous,

in speaking very modest and wise. None have ever seen him laugh, but many have

seen him weep—a man for his beauty surpassing the children of men.' This extract

will be found in Clark's Travels, vol. iv. 177 ; or Lord Lindsay's Christian Art, vol.

i. p. 77. In connection with this, should be read the wise counsel of Augustine

regarding the use to be made of ideas of our Lord's personal appearance {De Trini-

tate, viii. 3-8).—Ed.]
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met with, not even at the marriage of Cana. More definite infor-

mation concerning the time of his departure is hardly to be obtained.

No artizan ever peformed so great things as he. He is the prince

of craftsmen ; unless, indeed, Christ, of whom tradition says that

He worked in wood, and whom even the Nazarenes called (accord-

ing to Mark vi. 3) the carpenter, were so Himself. But Ave shall

return to this question.

After Joseph's death, Mary was not left alone with Jesus. His
brethren are often spoken of in the Grospels,^ and in a connection

which plainly shows that they formed one family with Mary and
Joseph. According to John ii. 12, His brethren accompanied Him,
together with Mary and His disciples, from Nazareth to Capernaum.
They are placed before His disciples, for Jesus had not as yet

assumed any public character. Mary and His brethren seem to

have accompanied Him in the character of His domestic circle.

Still greater prominence is given to this circle in the scene (Mark
iii. 20), where He is occupied with the multitudes in the full acti-

vity of His ministry, and His adversaries are already opposing Him
with undisguised malice. His friends, or His family {ol Trap avrov),

it is said, went out to lay hold on Him, for they said, He is beside

Himself. Undoubtedly, these persons were the same of whom it is

said, ver. 32, Thy mother and Thy brethren without seek for Thee.
In what relation, then, did Jesus stand to these brethren ?

To answer this question is a perplexing task ; since the hints

which must decide it are but scantily given in the New Testament.
The matter, too, which is difficult enough in itself, has been still

further perplexed by various and opposing dogmatic prepossessions.

From the midst of this confusion, liowevei', four chief hypotheses

appear.

The first explanation of the circumstance, supposes that these

brethren of Jesus were His own brothers on the mother's side ; sons

of the marriage of Joseph and Mary, born after Jesus. The expres-

sion, brethren (aSeXc^ot), whose constant use in pointing out family

connections, at all ev^ents, suffers lis to infer brotherly relationship

in a narrower sense, favours this view.- Besides, it is said (Matt.

i. 25) of IMary, Joseph knew her not till she had brought forth her

first-born son ; and (Luke ii. 7) she brought forth her first-born

son. The remark on the connection between Joseph and Mary,
seems to point to subsequent marital association; the appellation,

her first-born son, seems to relate to brothers born subsequently.

This view is especially favoured by Protestants, in opposition to the

Eomish veneration of Mary, and declaration of her perpetual virginity.

The ojiposite view understands by the brethren of Jesus His
cousins. It arises from the general assumption, that the word
hrother was often used by the Hebrews in a wider sense, and con-

1 Matt. xii. 46, xiii. 55 ; Mark iii. 31, vi. 3 ; John ii. 12, vii. 3, 5 ; Luke viii. 19 ;

Acts i. 14 ; 1 Cor. is. 5 ; Gal. i. 19.
' Tliis view has lately been defended with much skill and diligence by Ph. Schaf,

in his essay, das Vcrhdltniss des Jalcobus, Brudcrs des Herrn zu JaTcobus Alphde,

Berlin, 1843.
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seqiTGntly included the dveylrio^, the cousin or relation. It finds,

however, a safer starting-point in the passage, John xix. 25. Here,

according to the prevailing view of the passage, Mary the wife of

Cleophas, is represented as sister of Mary the mother of Jesus.

We cannot, however, avoid considering the names Cleophas and

Alpheus identical, when so pressing an occasion for doing so as this

occurs.^ For the same Mary is, in Matt, xxvii. 56, spoken of as

the mother of James and Joses. Now, there was among the dis-

ciples one hearing the name of James the son of Alpheus, James the

son of this Mary. But if Joses were his brother, as appears also from

]\Iark XV. 40, we have already two of the names appearing in the

list of Jesus' brethren. We have next to consider the circumstance,

that the author of the Epistle of Jude calls himself the servant of

Jesus Christ, the brother of James. He is undoubtedly the same

who is mentioned by Luke in the apostolic catalogue as Jude the

brother of James. This James, however, cannot be James the

Great, since he is always connected with his brother John. But if

he were James the Less, Jude, as well as James and Joses, is also

a son of Alpheus. Now the brethren of Jesus are called James,

Joses," Juda, and Simon (Mark vi. 3). If, then, we here introduce

the information of Eusebius and Hegesippus, that Simeon, Bishop

of Jerusalem, who suffered martyrdom under Trajan, was a son of

Cleophas, we have four sons of Cleophas who bear the same names as

the brethren of Jesus. Thus the brethren of Jesus were His cousins.

The third view is, that Joseph had been married before his

espousal to Mary, and that it is the children of this marriage whom
Matthew and IMark call the brethren of Jesus. This view is founded

upon apocryphal legends. According to some of these legends, =^

Joseph is said to have had a wife named Esha ; according to others,

Salome ; and to have had by her four sons, James, Joses, Simon, and

Juda, and two daughters, Esther and Thamar ; according to others,

Mary and Salome, the mother of Zebedee's children. This opinion

was defended by many fathers and theologians, especially by Origen

and Grotius. It has been remarked against it, that it seems to have

arisen from merely doctrinal prejudices, viz., for the sake of harmo-

nizing the scriptural account of the brothers and sisters of Jesus

with notions of the immaculate purity of Mary. But, at any rate,

it explains, in a simple manner, on one hand, the family relationship

of tliese four brethren to Jesus, and, on the other, the circumstance

that they nowhere appear in the Gospel in the intimate relation of

own brethren to Him, and especially that the names of liis sisters

are not once mentioned.

Finally, the references in the Gospels, of James the Less to his

father Alpheus, of Mary the wdfe of Cleophas to her sons James and

i Alphffiiis ... a Joanne KXwttSs appellatur. Hebraicum "5" a Matth. et

Marco abjecta aspiratione, 'AX^iaroy efferebatur, ut Hagg. i. 1, ^L} a LXX. 'A7atoy^

a Joanne vero KXwTras, pI mutata in A', &c., redditur.—So Bretscliueider's Lexicou.

2 According to Lachmann's reading, Matt. xiii. 55, 'Iw<n^(p,

' Comp. Schaf, daa Vcrhiiltniss, &c,, p. 35.
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J OSes, of the Jude who wrote the Epistle bearing his name to James,
have caused others to regard the four brethren of Jesus and their

sisters as chiklren of Mary the wife of Cleophas and of Joseph,

through a Levirate marriage, for the purpose of raising up seed; to

the chiklless Cleophas, the brother of Joseph. Theophylact, among
others, supported this view. This would very well explain why only

James should ])e decidedly mentioned as the son of Alpheus, while

the rest of the brethren and sisters of Jesus are not so described.

But as Schaf rightly remarks, the absurdity and unfitness of a
double marriage on Joseph's part, speaks against this view. In this

case, Joseph would have been husband at the same time to the

widow of his brother and to the mother of Jesus, for there seems no
reason to suppose that he had separated from the latter.

Not wishing to bestow too large a space upon this question, we
but briefly communicate the result of our view of the family rela-

tions of Jesus, accoraj3anied by a statement of the reasons which
have determined it.

That Mary lived after the birth of Jesus in marital intercourse

with Joseph, in the stricter sense, seems to result from the passage

cited. It cannot, however, be certainly concluded from it, since it

only directly denies the kict of such intercourse having taken place

before the birth of Christ.^ The designation of her son as the first-

born, seems to be an emphatic expression, by no means intended to

point out that she afterwards had other sons. The Evangelist could

not here have been thinking of these sons, if she had had them.
The uniqueness of this chilcl wholly filled his mind. Christ is the

first-born of the new human race, or rather the prince-born of man-
kind, and of the world. Paul calls Him so (Col. i. 15), and why
should not the Evangelist also thus name Him in a New Testament
sense ? The evangelical expression concerning the birth of Christ

runs thus in Luke :
^ ere/ce rov vlov avTi)'^ rov irpcoroTOKov. With

Vater we read avrT]-?, and translate, she brought forth her son, who
was her own, the first-begotten.

The Eoniish Church denies the sexual intercourse of the holy
couple, in order to preach the perpetual virginity of Mary. Even
Joseph is raised to the condition of perpetual virginity.^ We do
not entertain those doctrinal prejudices which require such a view

;

and for this reason, that the ethic notion of virginity stands higher
with us than the physical. The view of virginity which cannot rise

above the physical notion, has led to many coarse discussions and
definitions. But though in this inquiry we may insist on laying

special weight upon Mary's frame of mind, though we conceive that

her state of heavenly inspiration raised her far above the region of

matrimonial relations, yet we must not forget that Mary was the

wife of Joseph. She was, according to a ratified engagement, depen-
dent upon her husband's will.

1 [As Calvin says {in loc), ' Vocatur primogenitus ; sed non alia ratione nisi ut
sciamus, ex virgiiie esse natum.'

—

Ed.]
- Lacbmann has in Matt, the reading ^jiKv vibv. s See Schaf, p. 88.
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But it would be only upon the strongest testimony that we could
admit that Mary became the mother of other children after the
birth of Christ. No doctrinal grounds, in a narrower sense, pre-

possess us against this admission, but religio-philosophical and
jihysical considerations, which indeed indirectly form themselves into

doctrinal ones, inasmuch as all views must terminate in one christo-

logical view. As a wife, Mary was subject to ^vifely_obli^atio_ns;

bill. ;is ;i uiotlier, she had fulfilled her destiny with the birth
'qj

Clin'M. The saered organism of tlils Wdinan, which had once con-
tained the germ of the new humanity, whicli creative omnipotence
had, by a stroke of heavenly influence, made to bring forth the
manifestation of eternal life, was independent of the will of man and
his fluctuations. And even for the very sake of nature's refinement,

we cannot but imagine that this organism, which had borne the
Prince of the new seon, would be too proudly or too sacredly
disposed, to lend itself, after bringing forth the life of Christ, to the
production of more common births for the sphere of the old c^on.

'

A glance, too, into the Gospel history, will convince us that it is

very improbable that Jesus had younger brothers and sisters. It is

usual for a spirit like His to carry along with it the younger mem-
bers of a family. From their first breath, they are under the
influence of his superior force of character. If, then, Jesus had had
brethren younger than Himself, we might expect that they would
have surrendered themselves to Him with enthusiasm, and not
have given Him anxiety as dissentients. We find, however, exactly

the reverse. The brethren of Jesus seem, with relation to Him, to

have early taken up the position of decided Jews. Their unbelief,

mentioned by John (chap. vii. 3, 6), has indeed been too much
smoothed over. That they intended to deride Him, is indeed
not to be imagined. They were probably unbelieving in a similar

sense to those Jews who wanted to make Him a king (John vi.

15), i.e., without submission to His self-determination, without
obedience. They could not reconcile themselves to his rule of life,

but wanted Him to realize their Messianic notions. Nor would
younger own brothers of Jesus, and children of Mary, have brought
Mary herself into a dissentient position, and have ventured to g-ive

themselves the appearance of acting in concert with His mother, in

their desire to restrain Him in His activity. But if we acce])t the

view that these brethren were, some of them at least, older than Jesus,

we cannot fail to remember that journey from the Passover in which
His parents missed the child Jesus. For they lost Him through their

assumption that He was among his kinsfolk and acquaintances (iu

ToU o-vyyevidL koX ev Tol<i <yv(oaTol<;, Luke ii. 44). Hei'C relations

are certainly spoken of as distinct from friends and acquaintances,

and indeed from boy-relatives ; since^ gs.Jias been shown, we must
suppose a separate train of boys. These boys must have been older

than twelve, since those who were younger were left at home.
Since, then, we certainly know of the existence of brethren of

Jesus, and have found occasion to suppose that some of them were
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older than He, we are obliged to conclude tliat they were either His

half-brothers or cousins, for Mary had, in any case, no elder sons.

We now turn to the passage John xix. 25, to obtain information

concerning the sister of Christ's mother. It is here said : There

stood by the cross of Jesus, His mother, and His mother's sister,

Mary the wife of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene. According to the

usual interpretation, three women are here named, while the sister

of Jesus' mother is further designated the wife of Cleophas. On the

other hand, however, Wieseler offers another interpretation.^ He
points out, first, that the sentence may easily be so construed as to

speak of four women: Marythe mother of Jesus, her sister, whose name

is not stated, Mary the wife of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene. He
then supposes this unnamed sister to have been Salome, the mother of

Zebedee's children. The arguments which he adduces in favour of

this view, seem to us decisive. First, it is improbable that two

sisters should both bear the name of Mary. Secondly, the state-

ments of the two first Evangelists both lead to this view (Matt.

xxvii. 56, comp. Mark xv. 40) ; Matthew saying that the mother of

Zebedee's sons, and Mark that Salome was present at the cruci-

fixion. John must at all events have been acquainted with this

circumstance ; and who could suppose that he would, in this pas-

sao^e, pass over his mother ? But if he certainly has mentioned her,

we can understand that he should maintain that same reserve of

style with which he mentioned himself as the disciple whom Jesus

loved. Thus also he designates his mother only in a periphrasis,

by which he avoids pointing out his relation to her and mentioning

her name. It is to this circumstance that we owe the information

that Salome was a sister of Mary, and that consequently James and

John, the sons of Zebedee, must be considered the cousins of Jesus.

From this relationship Wieseler explains the circumstance, that these

two brethren should unite with their mother in asking for the first

places in the kingdom of Christ (Matt. xx. 20-28
; Mark x. 35-45).

Even Christ's legacy on the cross, by which he delivered the care of

Mary to John, becomes, according to Wieseler's remark, still more
comprehensible, when the relationship here pointed out is assumed.-

But perhaps it is of more importance, that this relationsliip con-

firms also the relationship of the family of Jesus to that of John the

Baptist. It is among the Baptist's disciples that we first meet with

the Apostle John. It is he who has preserved to us the most signi-

ficant utterances of the Baptist concerning Jesus. As an intimate

of John, he was present at his answer to the deputation sent to him
from Jerusalem, and this circumstance might have been the means
of his becoming acquainted with the family of the high priest. All

1 Compare Wieseler's article, Die Sohne Zebcddi, Vettern des Herrn, in Ullmann
and Umlireit's Studkn undKritiTcen for 1840, No. 3, p. 648.

2 Finally, the author adduces, in favour of bis hypothesis, the view of the Syrian

Church. Hegesippus also, the oldest Church historian, who calls Cleophas a brother

of Joseph, kuew of the sisterly relationship between the wife of Cleophas and the

mother of Jesus. For further proofs from apocryphal literature, see the above-

named article, p. 681.
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this does not necessarily lead to the condusion that the theologic

and chri.stologic John must have been related to the Baptist ; but
when we learn elsewhere that Salome was a sister of Mary, and Mary
a relation of Elisabeth, we obtain a view of a connection between
these three families which may explain much.
We can then no longer esteem the sons of Alpheus as cousins of

Jesus, on the supposition that the wife 'of Cleophas was a sister of

Mary. Thus much, however, may be with certainty affirmed fi-om

a consideration of the group of women at the foot of the cross, that

Mary the wife of Cleophas was very nearly related to the Lord and
to His mother. But Hegesippus informs us, after Eusebius {Hist.

Ecd. iii. 11), that Cleophas was a brother of Joseph. We have no
positive reasons for rejecting this ancient historical testimony. AVe
have already seen that many theologians have founded upon this

information the hypothesis that Joseph was own father to the children

of this ]\Iary the wife of Cleophas, by having occupied the place of his

deceased brother. The objection to this view has already been stated.

We may then preliminarily consider these enigmatical brethren "^

of Jesus as sons of Cleophas. They were merely His cousins

(dve-\jnoi), and not His brothers. Nay, they were no blood-relations

at all, but cousins-in-law. How, then, did they come under the

designation of brethren ? In the simplest manner possible. Cleophas
probably died while his children were still young. And this would
cause Joseph, who was, we are informed, a just Israelite, to take in

the widow and her children, and to adopt the latter. Since, how-
ever, Joseph died while Jesus was yet young, as many of these

adopted brothers of Jesus, who might rightly be named His brethren,

as were older than He, would properly become the heads of this

Nazarene household. These young Jews might long maintain their

own will against the younger brother, with whom they were only

legally connected. As elder members of JSis family, they might
even desire to have Him under their direction, though their Jewish
pride might already have rejoiced in His fame. Finally, such a

Jewish family spirit might have prevailed among them, that even
Mary, a dependent woman, might have been so far led away, as, on
one occasion, to join with them in desiring to arrest her Son's

course. This took place during the second year of Christ's ministry.

Jesus was already obliged to send His disciples to Jerusalem alone,

having first defiuitely chosen and set apart twelve. He already

numbered two of His brethren among them, though the circum-

stance that they are mentioned last in every catalogue of the apostles,

shows that they were, at any rate, 'among the last who entered the

company.^ They might nevertheless have attempted to check His
course, as Peter subsequently did, when Jesus was about to enter

ui)on His sufferings. Christ's reproof of the untimely interference

of His family by the words, ' Behold My mother and My brethren,'

&c. (Mark iii. 34), must be compared with the saying with which

^ James the Less seems to hare received this surname, with reference to the

earlier entrance of the other James among the hand of disciples.
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He rebuked Peter, ' Get thee behind Me, Satan
'_
(Matt. xvi. 23), if

we would recognize the identity of the two positions, and, at the

same time, comprehend that the brethren of Jesus, though still,

when viewed in the light of the subsequent pentecostal season,

unbelieving, i.e., self-willed and gloomy, could nevertheless be

apostles. They were probably, in part at least, men of strong, firm

natures.^ Judas seems, in his unbending firmness, to have been

the leading spirit of this Nazarene fiimily, on which account,

perhaps, the surname Lebbeus or Thaddeus, the courageous, the

free-hearted, seems to have been given him.- The Epistle of Jude

needs only to be read, to recognize such a character in every line. In

the school of Jesus, respect was had to the real nobility of peculiar

gifts, even though they often manifested themselves in peculiar errors
;

hence the sons of Zebedee were named the sons of thunder, Simon

called Peter, while Jude received the characteristic name of Lebbeus

or Thaddeus. It is therefore now clear to us, that the remark con-

cerning the unbelief of the brethren of Jesus is not opposed to the

fact of their being included among the apostles, as related by the

Evangelist, es])ecially when we reflect that this family spirit of oppo-

sition to the Messianic progress of Christ might have reached its

climax in the persons of Joses and Simon. But before regarding

our conclusions as established, we must glance at those passages in

the apostolic epistles which have been thought opposed to them.

It seems from the Epistle to the Galatians (chap. i. 19, ii. 9 and

12), that a James was, together with Peter and John, held in the very

highest esteem by the Church at Jerusalem, nay, that he represented,

in a peculiar sense, the Jewish-Christian party. Now it has been

supposed, that we may infer from the passages in question, that this

James, as a brother of the Lord, is distinguished from the apostles.

In conformity with this notion, some translate Gal. i. 19, 'I saw no

other apostle than Peter, but yet I saw James.' This is, however,

at all events, a forced view ; a simpler one leads to the translation,

' other apostles saw I none, save James the Lord's brother.' ^ And
the Epistle to the Galatians in general, when more strictly con-

^ Comp. Winer's H. W. B., Art. Judas LebbseufS.
" The expression, John vii. 4, is quite calculated to exhibit a character still biassed

by carnal courage, and inclined to see timidity in Christ's prudence. The same kind

of expression, though ennobled, recurs John siv. 21, here the decided utterance of

this Judas.

I
^ [It has very commonly and carelessly been stated, that in the New Testament,

I el fxy) uniformly preserves its exceptive use ; and even with so accurate a grammarian

I
as EUicott, we find these words {Hist. Led. p. 98, note) :

' That Gal. i. 19 cannot be

I
strained to mean, " I saw none of the apostles, hut I saw the Lord's brother," seems

{ almost certain from the regularly exceptive use which et fj.^ appears always to preserve
' in the New Testament.' But that el /xr] does not always preserve its exceptive use,

but is commonly used as an adversative, must appear unquestionable to any one who
looks at Matt. xxiv. 36, Luke iv. 26 and 27, and Matt.' v. 13

;
passages where the

exceptive use of the expression is .simply impossible. If an instance in classical

Greek be desired, such will be found in Aristoph. Eq. 184. Mitchell, in his edition

of that play (iii loc), remarks, ' In many cases, the French expression au contraire

Beems better to express its sense.' His further conjectures regarding the use of this

formula are well worth considering. So far, then, as the uso of et fiTj goes the con-

troverted passage is susceptible of either rendering.

—

Ed.]
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siclered, offers evidence that this James could be no other than the
Apostle James, the son of Alpheus. In its second cliapter, the
Apostle Paul designates him as one of the three apostolic men who
were regarded as pillars of the Church. He appears to have been
that apostolic individual upon whom the opponents of St Paul most
relied. These opponents denied the apostolical authority of St Paul.
They reproached him with having no liistoi'ical mission (Gal. i. 1),
with not being appointed by Christ Himself, as the other apostles

had been. They thus opposed his ecclesiastical legitimacy. Now
it is in the highest degree improbable, that these early zealots for

the succession theory should have opposed to St Paul the name of

one who, in the sense in which they rejected Paul, was himself no
legitimate apostle.^ The spirit of the Church at Jerusalem had not
indeed become so carnal as to number one who Avas not an apostle

among the apostles, merely on account of his brotherhood with
Christ. In this case, Joses would also have been an apostle. But
if James were an apostle, besides being a brother of the Lord, this

latter fact would much enhance his credit, and the Jewish party
might lay an emphasis on this appellation with a view of depressing
the credit of Paul.

On careful consideration, then, of the inner meaning of this con-
trast, we cannot but esteem the James of the Jewish party to have
been the Apostle James. The book of the Acts, too, leads to the
same conclusion. In the list of the apostles, Acts i. 13, we find the
two well-known apostles of this name. The twelfth chapter relates

the martyrdom of James the Great. Subsequently we find but one
James spoken of (chap. xii. 17, xv. 13, xxi. 18). Now it is quite

natural, that after one James had been removed from the scene, the

designation, the son of Alpheus, should be omitted after the name of

the other. Bat if a brother of the Lord had gradually attained

great consideration, it is in the highest degree improbable that he
should have meanwhile become an apostle, and still more so, that as

an apostle he should have eclipsed this James, the son of Alpheus
(whom we besides already know as the Lord's brother). But it

would be utterly impossible that his name should forthwith have
become so exclusively renowned, that it should have no longer been
found necessary to distinguish him from James the son of Alpheus,
if the latter were distinct from him.

When, finally, we consider the two epistles which have been
attributed to the brethren of the Lord, we find no fresh grounds
for the view which distinguishes these relatives of Jesus from the

apostles. It has been remarked, that James, in his ei)istle, does

not call himself an apostle, but a servant of God and of Jesus

Christ. In answer to this, it is replied, that St John also does not

call himself an apostle in his epistle. Probably the choice of the

1 Compare Wieseler on the brethren of the Lord in Ullmann and Umbreit'3
Studien unci Kritikcn, 1842, No. i. p. 84. ' The same Jewish Christians who denied the
apostolic dignity of Paul, on account of his supposed deficiency in this respect when
compared with the other apostles, although it was recognized by the latter, would then
have placed James above the other apostles, in spite of the very same deficiency.'

VOL. L T
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words, a servant of Jesus Christ, may have been caused, in the

cases of both James and Jude, by a feeling of humility, which im-

pelled them thus strongly to express their spiritual dependence

upon Christ, in contrast with that honourable title which they bore

in the Church. The author of the Epistle of Jude ingeniously

styles himself the servant of Jesus Christ, and brother of James.

He seems to desire indirectly to designate himself as the brother of

Jesus, though bis heart impels him first to announce his dependence

upon Him. The expression ' of the holy apostles,' ver. 17, cannot

possibly be looked upon as excluding him from the apostles ; for

he is speaking of the apostles only in a very limited manner, viz.,

so far as they had beforehand announced to the^Church that in the

last days there should be dangerous mockers. All the apostles, as

such, can hardly be spoken of here ; and least of all can they be

mentioned in contrast to Jude. That the whole epistle entirely

corresponds with the character of Lebbeus or Thaddeus, has already

been mentioned.^ Jesus, then, grew up in a remarkable household,

which had been fashioned by the storms of life, by want, and by love.

Two sisters-in-law of similar names were the matrons of the circle.

The children of Cleophas, with whom Jesus lived as brothers and
sistei's, seem to have manifested the same upright, sensible, and
decided kind of character which distinguished Joseph, but to have

had but little mental riches or profundity. They were no blood-

relations of Jesus. Without imputing direct blame to these rela-

tives, or in any way impugning their sincerity and worth, we may
say that the sorrows which the mother of Jesus and her Son may
have experienced in such a circle, are written in their secret his-

tory. This connection was a sad, yet blessed necessity. Jesus,

however, in His dying Jiour, felt it most suited to his mother's

feelings to give her John for a son. Paul was on the most friendly

terms with the Lord's brother, though his disposition formed the

greatest contrast to his ''own.^ It was the advice of this James
which brought about the catastrophe of his life. It was not with-

out deliberation that the early Church received into the canon the

epistles of the Lord's brethren ; and even Luther ventured upon a

severe condemnation of the Epistle of James. It was certainly

^ The passage 1 Cor. ix. 5, only strengthens our view. ^Yhen it is said, Have we
not power to take with us a sister, as a wife, as the other apostles, and as the brethren
of the Lord, and Cephas ?—the brethren of the Lord evidently mark the first, and
Cephas the second, degrees of an ascending series. But the brethren of the Lord
could only form a gradation if they were also apostles. Peter, again, forms a grada-

tion above them, as being both an apostle and the founder of the first church. If,

then, the brethren of the Lord appear here as apostles, placed between Peter and the

other apostles, it is evident that more than one are spoken of, as uniting these two
qualifications ; and therefore not only James, but also Jude. "We should then here

be obliged to place not merely James, but also Jude, as brethren of the Lord who were
not apostles, above the apostles, unless we take the j^assage in its plain and simple
sense. In the passage 1 Cor. xv. 5-7, the sentences : Christ appeared to Cephas

—

eTra rois dtlioeKa : to James

—

eTra roh (XTrocrroXots, are entirely parallel. If in the
latter case James is to be distinguished from the apostles, Cephas must equally be
distinguished from the Twelve.

* Comp. the concluding words of the above-named work of Schaf, pp. 90 ff.
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from no family partiality that Jesus made these temperate but
sincere characters, James and Jude, pillars of His Church. He
used them as instruments of spreading His Grospel. for those who
were zealous for the law, not only in Israel, but in all the world ; well
knowing, that there were numbers who could only be reached by such
instrumentality. But their special vocation was to watch against all

dissoluteness and antinomianism
; and these errors they opposed like

heroes, Jude attacking the former, and James the latter.

According to Mark vi. 3,^ the Nazarenes called Jesus Himself
' the carpenter.' In Matthew the term is exchanged for ' the car-

penter's son' (xiii. 53). The tradition of the early Church, how-
ever, agrees with Mark in the belief that Jesus, in His youth,
practised the trade of His father. Apocryphal writings describe
Him as fashioning all kinds of wooden vessels." Justin Martyr
relates, that Jesus made ploughs and yokes, thereby exhibiting
symbols of righteousness, and inculcating an active life.^ This
tradition, however, cannot be [regarded as an historical certainty.

But neither, on the other hand, can we raise any objection to the
view, that Jesus should have laboured as an artizan. It has been
remarked, that.among the Jews no idea of degradation was attached
to handicraft ; even Paul practised a trade. Such an observation
may facilitate our conception of the youthful activity of Jesus.

But it must not be forgotten, that even a mind like that of Jacob
Bohm the cobbler could, though in an aristocratic age, number
noblemen among his pupils. JiJJhrist reanyiworked_as..ajQiecliimic,

He ennobled labour ; that He who ennobled even the death of the
innocent upon the accursed tree should be degraded by such a
circumstance, can be a cause of anxiety only to the weakest minds.
AVe may indeed suppose that it was in an ideal state of mind that

He fashioned His vessels of wood, and that yokes and ploughs
would become symbols in His hands. The sons of Alpheus, how-
ever, who with Jewish pride saw in Him the glory of Israel, who
was to be manifested to the world (John vii. 4, xiv. 22), would
hardly. have suffered Him to work much. It may also have fre-

quently occurred, that during His journeys to the festivals He passed
some time in a circle of chosen ones, or that days and nights spent
upon the mountain solitudes of Galilee in profound contemplation
and fervent prayer, flew by as but an instant, in communion with
God, to whom a thousand years are as one day. The forty

days' sojourn in the wilderness, which represents one single medi-
tation or act of devotion, leads to the conclusion that He had before

been frequently in a similar state of unconsciousness of the lapse

of time.^ Thus, even in His youth, He was accustomed to the

^ Origen, in opposing Celsus, states that in the Gospels which were spread in the I C'ti ^/f^
Church, Jesus was Himself called jiKTwv. See Lachmann, Nov. Test., Mark vi. 3. ' 37 ; ^

^ Comp. Strauss, Lehen Jesu, vol. i. p. 322.
2 Dialog, c. Tryph. 88. Neander and others seem to find three kinds of vessels

mentioned in the passage in question—ploughs, yokes, and scales.
* In the life of Socrates we meet with an instance of this intensity of contemplation.

He stands for a surprisingly long time on one spot, lost in reflection upon a problem.

//

//
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solemn loneliness of night, to the solitary ways of the Spirit amid
desert solitudes, in which the heart is so susceptible of the secret

influences of the all-present and living Grod. In the freedom of

this course of life, which we claim for the Lord's youthful years,

and which Mary and her foster-family would themselves un-
doubtedly claim for Him, His bodily activity could not have been
very great. His self-consciousness was strong enough to let Him
allow Himself to be cared for in temporal things, by those who
became through Him acquainted with a blessedness of which, but
for Him, they could have formed no conception.

If we now finally inquire into the extent of Christ's worldly

means, and consider Him, at one time, as quite poor, because His
parents brought the offering of the poor in the temple, or because

He had not where to lay His head ; at another, as in prosperity,

perhaps because He wore a seamless coat, or for similar reasons
.;

we should, above all things, well consider that the glaring differ-

ence between poor and rich which prevailed in the old feon had no
signification for Him. He knew neither the cares nor the desires

which make the poor wretched ; in communion with Grod, and in

the abundance of His love, He was the richest of kings. And
though He had possessed the richest of inheritances, He would still

have been among the poorest, since He could have kept nothing for

Himself. In communion with His Father, and His spiritual family

whom He met with everywhere. He never felt want. But the

riches in presence of which all want disappears, are a mysterious

possession, a Messianic treasury, not to be estimated according to

rates of worldly property.

NOTES.

1. Our view of the family of Jesus is as follows :

—

(1.) Cleophas was (according to Hegesippus) the brother of

Joseph.

(2.) Mary was his wife, and therefore sister-in-law to the mother
of Jesus (John xix. 25).

_
(3.) This Mary was (according to Mark xv. 40 ; comp. John

xix. 2,5) the mother of James the Less, and of Joses.

(4.) This James, called the Less to distinguish him from James
the Great in the apostolic catalogue, must therefore be identical

with James the son of Alpheus.

(5.) James the Less survived his parents as an apostle. When
the Epistle of Jude was written, the other James was already dead.

The author of the Epistle of Jude calls himself the brother of

James. This designation makes it probable that lie was the same
Jude whom Luke calls, in the apostolic catalogue (vi. 16), Jude
of James.

Thus these apostolic men, James, Joses, and Jude, appear to

have been brothers, sons of Alpheus, and in a civil sense, cousins of

our Lord.

(6.) According to Matthew xiii. 55, the brothers of Jesus are
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called James, Joses, Simon, and Judas. His sisters are only men-
tioned, and not named. In Mark vi. 3, the order is James, Joses,

Judas, and Simon ; the first three names coincidinf^ with those of

the three sons of Alpheus.

(7.) According to Hegesippns and Eusebius, Simeon, a son of

Cleophas, suffered martyrdom under Trajan, as Bishop of Jerusalem.

Consequently, the fourth among the brethren of Jesus is also found

among the sons of Alpheus, and there can be no doubt that the

sons of Alpheus were the brethren of Jesus.

(8.) They were, in a legal sense, not raei'ely cousins, but brothers,

if Joseph had adopted them as the orphan-children of his deceased

brother. That such adoptions were not uncommon, is proved by
the circumstance that Christ enjoined one even on the cross.

2. By the brethren of Jesus, mentioned Acts i. 14, as distinct

from the apostles, may be understood Joses and Simon.

3. The assumption that the names of Alpheus and Cleophas are

identical, is claimed by Schaf in the corrections at the conclusion of

the above-named brochure. He remarks first, tliat it is striking that

it should be John (xix. 25) who uses the Arameean, and Matthew and
Mark (Matt. x. 3 ; Mark iii. 18) the Greek form. This difference

may be easily explained. The expression, Mary of Cleophas, be-

longed to the Hebrew family tradition of the apostles ; they seldom

used it, and had no need to give it a Grreek form. It was other-

wise with the expression, James of Alpheus. The name James was

one which the apostles were everywhere repeating within the sphere

of the Church, and which they could not therefore but translate

into its general language. The same circumstance explains the

author's second scruple, that Luke has both forms ; for,^ on one

occasion, he gives the name according to the form in which it would

naturally appear in the greecized apostolic catalogue (vi. 15), on

the other, he is relating an occurrence, to whose vivid representa-

tion it was more appropriate that the name of Cleophas, who is

introduced as a speaker, should not be exchanged for Alpheus.^

1 [Both here and in Germany opinion is still very much divided regarding the

brethren of our Lord. Equally competent investigators have ranged themselves on

opposite sides, and men who elsewhere agree, here differ. Besides the Bible Dic-

tionaries, we may refer to Greswell's Dissertations on the Harmony (Diss, xvii.) for a

defence of the opinion that our Lord's brethren were the children of Joseph and

Mary ; and for a very full and able advocacy of the other opinion, to Mill's Myth.

Interpretation, pp. 219-274. A very impartial statement of the question is given by

Riggenbach
(
Vorlesunr/en uher das Leben Jesu, p. 286, &c.) The following words of

Andrews (life of our' Lord, p. 107) deserve to be quoted :
' It is evident from this

brief survey of the chief opinions respecting the Lord's brethren and their relations

to Jesus, that the data for a very positive judgment are wanting. There can be no

doubt that the very general, although not universal, opinion in the Church, has

been in favour of the perpetual virginity of JIary. In regard to the Lord's brethren,

there were some in very early times who thought them the children of Joseph ana

Marv, but most thought them to be either his cousins, or the children of Joseph

It is" difficult to tell which of the latter two opinions is the elder, or best supported

by tradition. The words of Calvin on Matt. i. 25 deserve to be kept in mind_:

Certe nemo unquam hac de re qusestionem movebit nisi curiosus ;
nemo vero perti-

uaciter insistet nisi contentiosus rixator. '

—

Ed, ]



PAET III.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT AND CHARACTER OF

CHRIST'S PUBLIC MINISTRY.

SECTION I.

DETERMINATION OF THE DATES.

According to the statements of the Evangelist Luke, which appear

to us well accredited, John was about half a year older than Jesus,

To this difference in their ages, the difference in the time of their

first public appearance most exactly corresponds. John had only

for a short period entered on the exercise of his vocation, when
Jesus arrived at the Jordan to prepare Himself by baptism for

assuming His official functions.

It was not to be expected that these two champions of Heaven
(Gotieshelden) would begin their ministry before the completion of

their thirtieth year. Reverence for their national institutions would
deter them from committing such a violation of law and custom,

which required that mature age for entering on any public office.^

But as little could it be supposed that they would delay beyond
this highest point of their manly development, past the limits

assigned by the law, to enter upon their divine mission. As, on
the one hand, they were kept back by the law up to a certain age,

and on the other, impelled by the power of the Spirit to lose no
time when they had reached that limit, we may believe that they

would carefully observe the exact time of entering on their office

;

just as the racer starts for the goal at the given signal, or a volley

^ See Num. iv. 3, 37, viii. 24 ; 1 Chron. xxiii. 24 ; 2 Chron. xxxi. 17. In these

passages a scale is noticeable from 20 years old to 25, and again to 30. It has been
questioned, whether from the legal standard fixed for the Levites in reference to the

commencement and term of their service, any conclusion can be drawn relative to

the more irregular ministry of the projihets. Here a distinction must be made be-

tween prophetical acts and prophetical authority. Prophetical declarations could

emanate in Israel from any individual, even from children and women; but pro-

phetical authority would hardly be granted to one who was levitically a minor,

especially if he was commissioned to rebuke the priests. Besides, John the Baptist

was in tliis respect, as a Levite, subject to the Levitical arrangements. But Christ

was not only the supreme Prophet, but also the real High Priest, and would avoid

most scrupulously every ground of offence which would make His office of ques-

tionable validity to the Israelites. But this legal point was in His case connected

with the inner motive, namely, to await the completion of His consciousness.
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is fired at the exact moment. John mig-ht perhaps, durhig the

winter season, delay the administration of baptism, but not the

commencement of his ministry.-^

Matthew does not state the exact time of John's first pubhc
appearance. ' In those days,' he says, ' came John the Baptist,

preaching in tlie wilderness of Judea' (iii. 1). He does not mean
those days in which Jesus first took up His abode at Nazareth, but

that later period in which, by having resided there. He was regarded

as belonging to that city (ii. 23). Thus much we gather from this

statement, that when the Baptist made his first appearance, Jesus

was still residing at Nazareth. Luke informs us still more precisely

that ' in the fifteenth year of Tiberius CfBsar, Pontius Pilate being

governor of Judea, and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, and his

brother Philip tetrarch of Iturfea and. of the region of Trachonitis,

and Lysanias the tetrarch of Abilene, Annas and Caiaphas being

the high priests, the Avord of God came unto John, the son of

Zacharias, in the wilderness ; and he came into all the country

round about Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentance for the

remission of sins' (iii. 1-3).

Luke seems to distinguish the early prophetic ministry of John

in the wilderness, from his coming forward at the Jordan as the

Baptist,^ Even Matthew has in his eye a period of certain days,

during which the preaching of John served as a preparation for the

rite of baptism which he afterwards performed at the Jordan.^ Mark
joins the two points of time in one ; for the preaching of John
was from the first an announcement that the people were to submit

to a baptism of repentance ; and John, as to his manner of life and

position, was always in the wilderness ; the region he occupied as

the sphere of the preacher in the wilderness, formed a decided con-

trast to the region of the temple. Moreover, the wilderness of Judea,

which lies between Kedron and the Dead Sea, and in which John
first appeared as a preacher of repentance, is in the direction of the

wilderness near Jericho, through which the Israelites travelled from

Jerusalem to the Jordan, and not far from it.^ To the inhabitants

of Jerusalem the two wildernesses might more easily seem to run

into one another, because John i)robably had his proper residence

still in the wilderness, even when he administered baptism. At all

events, the greater number of the persons he baptized had to go

through the wilderness in order to reach him. But a large district

is always distinguished by its predominant character, and especially

by the strong impression it makes by means of some one striking

^ Though we might give the Theocrat credit that for himself he would not hesitate

to bathe in the Jordan when swelled by the wintry snow-watejcjjf Heiuiou, since as
,^w,—,

a Nazarite he had grown up in the desert in the full heroic energy of a life of nature, '^jJ^VT^
yet the multitude would hardly be induced to submit to baptism at that time of the (i^^M^ r

year, the rainy season. See Wieseler, Chronol. Si/nopa., p. 148.
- See Neander, Life of Jesus Christ (Bohu's Tr.), p. 50.

^ See chap. iii. 1-5.
* [A description of the scene of John's baptism is given in Stanley's Scnai and

Palestine, p. 310.—Ed.]

.<^'-
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figure. And thus John was everywhere the Baptist in the wilder-

ness, both in a symbolical and a literal sense.^

Now if John, as we must suppose from comparing his age with
that of Jesus, was thirty years old in the autumn of the year 779,
he probably began to preach about that time. Meanwhile the

winter set in, and he could not enter on the administration of

baptism before the mild spring-weather of 780 ; by that time a

movement had commenced among the people, and the season suit-

able for their great lustration had arrived. Jesus also, having about
this time completed His thirtieth year, presented Himself for baptism.

After His baptism He passed forty days in the wilderness ; subse-

quently, He spent short portions of time at Cana, Nazareth, and
Capernaum, probably occupied in the first quiet beginnings of His
ministry. Then came the spring of the year 781 ; and now He
went up to the Passover at Jerusalem for the first time in the

capacity of a prophet, discharged His office in the midst of the

people, and effected the purification of the temple.

Two years before the death of Augustus, about the year 765,
Tiberius was raised to share the imperial throne;" but in the year

767 Augustus died. As John probably appeared as the Baptist at

the Jordan in the summer of 780, after introducing the rite in the

autumn and winter of 779, we must suppose that Luke has in-

cluded in his reckoning the previous regency of Tiberius. On this

supposition, the year 779 would be the fifteenth year of Tiberius.^

As great numbers had been baptized before Christ presented

Himself at the Jordan, we may presume that He was not baptized

till late in the summer of 780. But when He purified the temple
at the Passover, in 781, the Jews asked Him by what sign He
could accredit that act. On His answering, ' Destroy this temple,

and in three days I will raise it up,' they rejoined, ' Forty-six years

^ But bow, the critic asks, can it be said that Jesus went from tbe wilderness
(where John was), into the wilderness (where He Himself was tempted) ? This sup-
posed contradiction is nothing but an illusion to which inaccurate persons are liable

from the very accuracy of the designations in the Gospel. He who resides only a

few hours' distance from the Rhine says, I am going to the Rhine, though he settles

only in a place in the vicinity of the Rhine. From that position, he then goes, when
he will, still again to the Rhine. So that one may go from the wilderness into the
wilderness,—a marvellous thing, unless the critic has some skill in perspective.

2 See Wieseler, Chronol. Synopse, p. 172; Tacit. Annul, i. 3 ; Sueton. Tibcr.20, 21.

—Kuiuoel, Commentar. in Ev. Luc. edit. ii. p. 343. Lucas ad designandum Tiberii

l^rincipatum non adhibuit vocabulum fiovapxia. aut jSactXeta sed nomen ijyepi.oi'ia, quod
de quovis imperio, de quavis diguitate ac potestate usurpari solet, &c. iSIulla idonea
proferri potest ratio, cur non licuerit Luc£e initium priucipatus imperii ab eo tempore
derivare, quo factus esset August! collega, quum impriihis in proviuciis, qualis Judgea
fuit, pari dignitate haberetur, atque Augustus. Non improbabile est, Lucam secutum
esse morem Scripturse. In historia enim regum et in Jeremia anni Nabuchodonosoris
reges Babylonise ab eo tempore numerantur, quo pater filium in societatem imperii
recepit.

2 Wieseler advocates the view, that Luke (iii. 1) speaks not of John's first appear-

ance, but of a second stage of it, involving a course of action which led to his im-
prisonment. The mention of the fact, that Herod had ' shut up John in prison '

(ver. 20), is in favour of it. But, on the other hand, in the same connection the

appearance of Christ is represented as future (ver. 15), which it could only have been
previous to Christ's public ministry. That Luke should incidentally mention, by
anticipation, John's imprisonment, occasions no difficulty.
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was this temple in building, and wilt Thou rear it up in three days ?'

The building of Herod's temple was still in progress, though it was
begun before the Passover of 735, and as 46 years had passed since

that time, the conversation of Christ with the Jews occurred in the

year 781.i

The ministry of John, who probably changed his first station on
the banks of the Jordan for one higher up, lasted most likely to the

winter of the year 781. While he was baptizing in Galilee, Christ

was occupied in Judea. At the time of John's imprisonment in

Galilee, the supreme council at Jerusalem began to watch the rising

reputation of Jesus with an unfriendly eye, in consequence of which
He left Judea and retired into Galilee.-

In the spring of the next yeai-, 782, John was still in prison, and
it was then he sent the well-known deputation to Christ, which,

according to Matt. xi. 1, 2, appears to have been at the close of the

first journeying of Christ through Galilee, and therefore before His
visit to the feast of Purim, narrated by the Evangelist John. The
beheading of John took place not long after, probably between the

feast of Purim and the Passover of 782.^ Christ did not publicly

attend the Passover of this year, but the following one, in 783. The
first feast-day of this year, which began with eating the Passover

the preceding night, was a Friday.*

In addition to the chronological datum by which Luke fixes the

time of John's ministry, he has given other historical indications,^

^ See Wieseler, p. 166. [Lichtenstein, however, who is a worthy rival of Wieseler
in chronological investigations, shows (p. 75, Lebeusgeschichte des Herrn Jesu Christi

in chronologischer Uebersicht, Erlangen, 1856) that the 46th year is 780 ; and (p. 153)
makes it appear probable that Jesus was baptized towards the end of December 779
or beginning of January 780. So also Andrews, Life of our Lord upon the Earth in

its Chronol. Relations, Lond. 186-3. Tischeudorf (Synops. Evang. xix.) prefers the

close of 780.—Ed.]
^ According to John iv. 1, Jesus probably returned to Galilee towards the end of

autumn in 781, because the Pharisees had heard that Jesus made and baptized more
disciples than John, and because an extraordinary excitement of popular feeling on
His behalf in Judea had begun to make Him an object of hostile observation to the

Pharisees. We must consider this return of Jesus to Galilee as identical with that

mentioned in the synoptic Gospels (Matt. iv. 12; Mark i. 14 ; Luke iv. 14). When
the synoptic Gospels allege as a motive for His return, that Jesus had heard of John's

imprisonment, this motive is not sufficient by itself to explain His conduct, since it

was by the tetrarch of Galilee that John had been put in confinement. But that

event reacted on the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem. The Pharisees might be stirred up to

apprehend the second prophet, since Herod had apprehended the first, and since

John, whom with his voice of thunder they feared more than Jesus, could no longer

protect the latter by his high repute. The reference of the passage in Luke iv. 43, 44,

to one and the same event, is also in favour of this opinion. The passage in John
iv. 1 does not imply, as W^ieseler thinks, that the Baptist was at that time still exer-

cising his ministry. The comparison of the ministry of Jesus with that of John does

not involve that they were contemporaneous.
3 Compare Matt. xiv. 10, 20 with John vi. 1-14. On the locality from which

Herod Antipas issued his orders for the execution of the prisoner in the castle of

I\Iachserus, see Wieseler, p. 250 : it was Julias or Livias, in that region of Persca,

situated not far from Machserus.
* See Wieseler, p. 176.
5 [On the significance of these as indications of the political condition of the Jews,

see some acute remarks by Lichtenstein, Lebensr/eschichte, &c. Anm. 11 and 12.

—

Ed.]
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which are contained in the passage quoted above. Of these the

first is, that Pontius Pilate was then governor of Judea : he filled

that office ten years,—namely, from the end of 778 or the beginning

of 779 to the year 789.

In Luke's description, Herod appears as tetrarch of Galilee. This

was the Herod Antipas who beheaded John the Baptist. He held

this dignity from the death of his father, Herod the Grreat, till some
years after the death of Christ, but lost it in the year 792. In the

third place, Philip is named as being then tetrarch of Itursea and
Trachonitis. He reigned from the death of Herod, at the time of

the return of the Holy Family from Egypt, to the year 786.

Though all these specifications agree with the history of the times

as gathered from other sources, yet some critics believe they have

detected a great error in the account of the fourth of the Syrian

princes, namely, that Lysanias was tetrarch of Abilene. From
Josephus {Antiq. xv. 4, § 1) and Dio Cassius (xlix. 32) we learn

that, sixty years before the time in which the Lysanias of Luke
/ .^ ^- must have lived, a Lysanias of Abilene was assassinated, and that

•'*'''' Cleopatra obtained a part of his dominions; while Josephus says

, iT 1. - nothing of a Lysanias who reigned about the time of Christ. In this

^ i>./r. case, according to the demands of a noted critic, the silence of the

j\*' Jewish historian is to be held decisive against the testimony of the
^**'*^

Christian ; the inference follows directly, that the latter made an
'^ » error of sixty years in his account, or held the current designation

^,it^ . of that province as the Abilene of Lysanias to be a sufficient ground

for assuming that Abilene was then governed by a Lysanias.^

Those who regard the statement, as it stands, as incorrect, and yet

think they can escape the consequence that Luke was mistaken,

effect their object by reading the passage modified in one way or

another. Dr Paulus thinks that tlie passage is to be read in connec-

tion with the preceding clause, thus :
' At that time Philip was

tetrarch over Itur^ea and Trachonitis, and over the Abilene of the

tetrarch Lysanias.' This translation is obtained either by omitting

rerpap-^ovvTo^ after x\bilene (with Codex L.) ; or by reading koX

xf;? Avaavtov 'Af3tX7]vP]<i TeTpap-)(ovvTo<i, and construing reTpap-)(j-

ovvTO'i with ^Lki'mrov ; or, lastly, by a forced interpretation trans-

lating the text as it stands, in the manner specified. But not only

the arbitrary liberty taken with the text and its obvious meaning
tells against such an expedient, but likewise the circumstance that

it is not only destitute of proof, but is in the highest degree im-

probable, that Phili]i, besides his own territory, should have obtained

Abilene from the Koman power.- It is therefore much simpler to

leave the district of Abilene to Lysanias, though we know nothing

further about him, than to make it over to Philip, to whom the

history does not assign it—indeed, from whose tetrarchy it plainly

distinguishes that of Lysanias.^ Moreover, positive considerations

^ Strauss, Lehen Jesu, p. 343.
- Josephus, Antiq. xvii. 11, § 4 ; Z)e BeJlo Jud. ii. 6, § 3. Compare Wieseler, Chron.

Si/nops. p. 177. ^ See the passage from Josephus in Wieseler, p. 177.
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present themselves, as Wieseler in his often quoted work has shown,

^

which justify Lulce's statement." First of all, it is worthy of notice

that, according to Josephus {Antiq. xv. 6, § 4), Cleopatra obtained

only a part of the possessions of Lysanias. Wieseler infers, that

most probably the remainder was left to the heirs of Lysanias, from,

the circumstance that at a later period one Zenodorus appears as

farming the inheritance of Lysanias {Antiq. xv. 10, § 1). Wieseler

concludes that he probably entered into this engagement because

the heirs of Lysanias, being minors, were under guardianship. Then,

lastly, the territory of Lysanias is mentioned by Josephus as a
tetrarchy, which in the year 790 was given with the tetrarchy of

Philip, by the Emperor Caius Caligula, to Agrippa. From these

several indications the critic just named concludes, that between

the years 734-790 there must have been a younger Lysanias who
governed Abilene as a tetrarch.^ As the earlier Lysanias is not

designated a tetrarch, the fact is of importance, that Pococke de-

scribes a coin which names on its superscription a tetrarch Lysanias

;

and the same traveller discovered an inscription in a temple on the

summit of the ancient Abila, 15 English miles from Damascus,
which also speaks of the tetrarch Lysanias of Abilene. But the

notices in Josephus already mentioned are quite sufficient to intro-

duce the historic testimony of Luke.

To the preceding chronological data Luke adds the striking state-

ment, that ' Annas was high priest, and Caiaphas.' It has been

supposed that Annas is placed first because he was the Nasi or pre-

sident of the Sanhedrim, while Caiaj^has was the officiating high

priest in the matter of sacrifices.^ But Caiaphas (according to

John xviii.) evidently appears as the proper judge of Jesus; but he

was His judge, not as high priest, but as president of the Sanhe-

drim.^ Moreover, the Romans, who had less to do with the sacri-

ficing priest than with the presidency of the Sanhedrim, would have

thought it of no consequence to remove Annas from the high-

priesthood, if that measure had not, in fact, mainly dealt with the

presidency of the supreme civil tribunal. Luke seems to mark that

degradation of the high-priesthood ironicall}^ when he speaks of a

high priest (ap-)(^tepe(o^) Annas, and Caiaphas ; the one, that is to

say, had the influence, the other the office. In like manner Annas
appears in John (xviii. 4) : not as president of the council, but as

father-in-law of Caiaphas, he had the honour of having Jesus first

sent to him. Caiaphas is the high priest ' that same year.' At a

period when the office of high priest changed hands so often, he

figured as the high priest of the year ; but in the national feeling

the real, permanent high priest was Annas. It was Caiaphas who

^ With a reference to the treatise by Hug, Gutachten iiber das Leben Jesu, critically

examined hy Dr David Strauss. Freiburger ZeitschriftfUr Theolorjie, Bd. i. Heft 2.

- Chronol. Sijnops. 179.
2 [Robinson comes to the same conclusion on similar grounds—Biblical Researches

in Palestine, iii. 4S2-4 ; and compare Ebrard's Gospel History (Clark, 1863), p. 143.

^Ed.] * See Wieseler, Chronol. Synops. p. 183.

5 [Lichtensteiu supposes he may have been vice-president.

—

Ed.]
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uttered the official adage, that ' it was expedient one man should

die for the people '—an inconsiderate expression, which evinced

neither great political wisdom nor a noble disposition, but which
in a higher sense might be regarded as an unconscious prophecy of

the atonement.^

According to the before-named chronological limits of the ministry

of John the Baptist, he was probably engaged in it for half a year

before he had fully aroused the people and called them to baptism.

After that, he was about a year and a half occupied in baptizing them.

Finally, his imprisonment appears to have lasted about half a year.

A doubt has been expressed, whether it was possible for John, in

the short space of time allowed him by the Evangelists, to make so

great an impression on his nation. But if we bear in mind that

the infinitely superior ministry of Christ was comprised in the space

of two years and a half, we sliall find it very conceivable that two
years sufficed John for his vocation. Indeed, John must already

in the first half-year have agitated his nation, in order to appear as

the Baptist. But would it require more than half a year to set

Israel in motion when the message resounded, ' The kingdom of

the Messiah is at hand ! Come, purify yourselves, in order to enter

it !
' The history of the false messiahs shows that the people were

easily set in motion by an announcement of the Messiah's advent.

But, apart from the wonderful effect of this message on the theo-

cratic nation, we need only look back on the middle ages, or

into the hi.story of Methodism, to be convinced how speedily a

great preacher of repentance, simply as such, can agitate the

popular mind. We may here be reminded how the theses of Luther

spread like wildfire.

En peu dlieure, Dieu laheure, is a French proverb expressive of

the agency of God generally. But this will apply with peculiar

force to the agency of God in critical periods of the world's history.^

We must regard those minds as ill endowed who have no perception

that God in His kingdom often works by voices, thunder, and light-

nings (Eev. viii. 5). Bat in reference to John, we might wonder
that the widely extended ministry of such a man left behind so

slight an effect, if we did not also recollect that the splendour of his

career was lost in that of Jesus, as the morning star before the sun

;

while in the school of ' John's disciples' only the long shadow of

1 It appears from John xviii. 24, that there was no change of place, no sending

from palace to palace. The temple guards follow the Jewish national instinct : they

lead Jesus first before him who was reallj'- the high priest in the opinion of the Jews.

He submits Jesus to a preliminary examination, and then sends Him bound to be dis-

posed of by Caiaphas, who was the officiating, titular high priest—the official high

priest in the opinion of the Romans, who by their arbitrary dppointmeuts converted

the high-priesthood into an annual office. The direcTTeiXev avrbv deSefj.evov (ver. 24)

may be explained according to the analogy of the passage Luke iv. 19, awo(XTe1\ai ev

d(j)^(Tei. Annas, as the proper deciding hierarch, sent the Lord bound to Caiaphas

;

by that His fate was already decided.

"[' Usefulness and power are not measured by length of life. . . . Youth has

orifjlnated all the great movements of the world,'— Yoirng's Christ of History, p, 31.

— Ed.]
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the expiring remains of its Jewish restricteduess has been thrown
across the world's history.

John described himself as ' the voice of one crying in the wilder-

ness, Make straight the way of the Lord.' He exerted an influence

suited to his gifts and destiny, which were intended to arouse and
prepare, not to fulfil and satisfy. ' He was a burning and a shining

light,' according to the words of Christ. Does such a fiery signal at

the outset of a great history require much time ? Certainly much
time, says the critic.^ Does the sharp note of an overture, where-
with one stroke announces the character of the piece and prepares

the audience for it, require much time ? Surely, thinks the ques-

tioner, the instruments take a long time before they are in perfect

tune. The world's history pronounces otherwise, and herein agrees

with art. It is the office of a historical period to tune the instru-
\

ments for a new epoch ; but when this opens, new operations sue-
\

ceed, stroke upon stroke, like lightning and thunder. Clement of

Alexandria calls the Baptist the voice or sound of the Logos. This
expression is ingenious ; though we must remark that the Logos has

His own peculiar sound, and John his own special mode of thought
{sein eigentlmmlich Logisches) proceeding from the life of the Logos.

If we adhere to Clement's figurative language, we may say that

John is to be regarded as a clear trumpet-tone in which the Israel-

itish feeling for the Messiah expressed itself, and His forthcoming

manifestation was announced ; or as the clear response which the

sound of the incarnate Eternal Word, in His New Testament fulness,

called forth in the last and noblest prophet of the Old Testament
dispensation.

NOTES.

1. Abilene, the territory belonging to the towji of Abila, w^as a

district of Anti-Lebanon towards the east of Hermon ; it sloped from
Anti-Lebanon towards the plain of Damascus.

2. It is as little possible to learn the special tendency of the Bap-
tist from the tendency of the later sect called ' John's Disciples,' as

to form a judgment of a believer who is awakened to a new life

from the Avorkings of his old sinful nature in his subsequent history.

The so-called John's disciples, who formed themselves into a sect

hostile to Christianity, represent John's old Adam ; they form the

great historical shadow of the great Prophet—the cast-off slough

of a religious genius, thrown off" when he put on Christ, and whose
violent death in Galilee prefigured the violent death of Christ in i

Jerusalem.

SECTION II.

JOHN THE BAPTIST.

John the Baptist, in his manifestation and agency, was like a
burning torch ; his public life was quite an earthquake—the whole

' See Weisse, die cvang. Geschickk, i. 253.
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man was a sermon ; he might well call himself a voice
—

' the voice

of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord'

(John i. 23).

But if we attempt to seize the characteristic features of this great

phenomenon, we shall be able plainly to distinguish the Nazarite,

the prophet, and the religious reformer in a more confined sense,

although these characteristics are combined in him in a most living

expressive unity.

He ' grew and waxed strong' in the virgin solitudes of nature

(Luke i. 80). In his excursions from the hill-country of Judea, he
had become acquainted with the sacred loneliness of the adjacent

desert region,^ and here the Spirit of the Lord had S|X)ken to his

spirit.2 In chosen privation as a free son of the wilderness, he had
accustomed himself to the simplest diet ; locusts and wild honey
sufficed him. He clothed himself in raiment of camel's hair, with

a leathern girdle about his loins.^ Thus the Nazarite assumed the

form of the preacher of repentance. But he also knew the signifi-

cance of his Nazarite vow ; he knew that he had to lead back Israel

from the illusions of their formalized temple-worship into the wil-

derness, from which they had at first emerged as the people of the

law, that they might purify themselves in the wilderness for the new
economy of the kingdom of God. The Nazarite is a preacher of

repentance in the deeply earnest tone of his soul, and therefore in

the pensive seriousness of his appearance.

It does not, however, in the least follow from this devoted man's

mode of life that he wished to convert others into ascetics like him-
self* He was perfectly aware of the singularity of his position,

and knew how, with noble freedom, to appreciate other modes of

life, and especially higher spiritual stages. But that the persons

who became his disciples must have accommodated themselves to

his peculiar habits, lies in the very nature of such a connection.

They were his assistants in administering baptism, and must there-

fore have complied with the pre-requisites of this employment—of

this symbolic preaching of repentance.®

But the divine commission which constituted him a prophet was
the revelation that the kingdom of God was at hand for His people

;

that therefore the Messiah, as the founder of this kingdom, was
forthcoming, and that he was destined to prepare the way for Him.
The Spirit of God had also assured him, that by a divine sign the

individual would be manifested to him whom he would have to

point out as the Lord and Founder of this kingdom. He had be-

come familiar with the idea and presentiment of this destination

^ See Robinson's Researches [and Andrews, p. 12S].

^ We are here reminded of Fox, the founder of the sect of the Quakers, and of other

distinguished characters of world-wide reputation.

^ See Von Animon, die Geschichte des Lebens Jcsii, i. 251. [Kitto, Daily Bible Illust.,

32d Week, 3d Day.]
* When Strau,s.s imagines that John, as ' the gloomy, threatening preacher of re-

pentance,' would have found it difficult to be on terras of friendship with Jesus, he
substitutes for the historical image of John in the Gospels one very different from that

which really belongs to him. ^ Exod. xix. 10, 15.
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while under his parents' roof ; but the alisohite conviction which
made him a prophet was imparted by the Spirit of the Lord, at the

close of his youthful preparation, in the wilderness. First of all, he
had the certainty that the Messiah was already living, though un-

known, among the people ; then at the decisive moment, on the

banks of the Jordan, he received a divine disclosure respecting His
person. Such, therefore, was the presentiment, the inspiration, the

function and divine mission of his life—to announce the advent of

the Messiah, and to make a path for Him in the souls of the people.

He was, so to speak, the individualized and final prophetic pre-

sentiment of the Messiah among His own people. And only thus,

as the herald of Christ, is he an organically necessai-y and histori-

cally conceivable phenomenon.^ But the prophet, from his wide,

clear survey of the pilgrimages to Jerusalem, had from early life

been cognizant of the moral and religious decay evinced in the

temple-righteousness of his people. He saw through the corruption

of the Pharisees and scribes with all the indignation of a genuine

Israelite. The holy zeal of all the prophets was concentrated in the

lofty repugnance of his powerful soul, and made him in a more re-

stricted sense one of those men of zeal who appeared in Israel in

critical moments, as restorers of the damaged Theocracy : such were

Phinehas (Num. xxv. 7) and Elijah ; and such was Jesus Himself
on the occasions when He purified the temple. In this zeal John
became an administrator of baptism, or the Baptist. The whole

nation appeared to him, as they really were, unworthy and incap-

able of entering the holy kingdom of the New Covenant, but most
of all their leaders and representatives. It was to him a certain

fact, that a great general declension had taken place from the spirit

of true Judaism, and that even the better sort needed first to un-

dergo a great purification to enable them to receive the King of

Israel ; and that, after all, the winnowing fan of this King would
be needed to separate the chaff from the wheat. The leaders of

the people appeared to him mostly as serpents and vipers, in their

thoroughly hypocritical natures, and the people in general polluted

by the unclean beasts of their evil passions ; and thus, according to

the law, a great universal purification was required.^ The theo-

cratic zealot, therefore, preached the baptism of repentance for the

reception of the coming One. With unparalleled boldness he met the

Israelitish community with the solemn declaration, that the whole

camp was unclean, and that they must first undergo a holy ablution

before they could enter into the new community. Thus he, in fact,

excommunicated the whole nation, and prescribed for it a symboli-

cal repentance, as a preparation for entering the social communion

of the Messiah. The application which John, in his theocratic zeal,

1 That John, on the contrary, the fabrication of antagonistic criticism, the gloomy

monk who in his poor enthusiasm would fain be and ought to be a prophet, and yet is

so little of a prophet that he has no presentiment of the Messiah when He comes into

his immediate vicinity, and much too late arrives in prison at the conjecture that

Jesus may be the Messiah—is a historical monster and a caricature of the biblical

Baptist, which we may dispose of in a note, in passing. - Lev. xiv. xv.
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made of the rite of holy ablution to his polluted nation, accounts for

the institution of his baptism. It was among the requirements of

the law, that the Jewish proselytes were to undergo this washing
when they passed over from the camp of the unclean, the heathen, to

the camp of the clean, the Israelites. But John needed not this induce-

ment to practise baptism. As restorer of the Theocracy, he recognized

its necessity as soon as to his inspired theocratic wrath the convic-

tion was established, that Israel had become a camp of the unclean.

On the other hand, he too well understood the difference between

symbolical and real acts, to confound with his own baptism the

sprinkling with clean w^ater which the prophets (Ezek. xxxvi. 25
;

Zech. xiii. 1) had foretold, and which in a figurative manner de-

noted the Spirit-baptism of Christ itself.^ But still less could he
fail to distinguish that symbolical act of which he was the adminis-

trator, from that anointing with oil which in the Old Testament
represented the positive bestowment of the Messianic gifts of the

Spirit, in distinction from the washing, which was the sign of nega-

tive consecration.^ John was perfectly aware that the true essential

Baptizer was to come, who would first baptize with the oil of life,

with the Holy Ghost, and with fire. It was his own "mission to

restore the community as members of the old economy, in order to

present them pure and set apart for the transition into the kingdom
of heaven. What he required of the people was in perfect accord-

ance with this mission. Each individual was to purify himself -as

an Israelite, to change his mind in earnest repentance, and in con-

sequence to put away the evil of his life, and to practise the virtues

belonging to his natioual calling. Thus would he be fitted for

receiving the higher baptism, that of Christ, the real participation

of His new, heavenly life.

The prophetic feeling of the Baptist did not deceive him. By
those warnings with which, like a second Elijah, he stood forth in

the wilderness of Judea, he succeeded in arousing and agitating the

nation. The verdict of his zealous spirit, in which he described the

theocratic commonwealth as polluted, and announced a baptism of

purification, was acquiesced in by the people. They resorted to him
at the Jordan in crowds. He received them with solemn repri-

mands, and exhorted them to conversion, and the practice of the

neglected duties of mercy, brotherly love, honesty, and righteousness

(Luke iii. 11-14). But as for those who were borne along with the

tide of the excited multitudes, and only came to submit to the

symbolic rite as a new instrument of ceremonial righteousness, he

calls them ' a generation of vipers ' (Luke iii. 7). They were in-

duced to flee from the wrath to come, not by the Spirit of the Lord,

but compelled by a regard to theocratic forms. Their fleeing was

^ As for example, Strauss, Lcbcn Jem, i. 351 ; also Neauder, Life of Jesus Christ,

" The same holds good of Christians of the apostolic age. How strictly the Essenes
distinguished the washing from the anointing is acknowledged. Only within the pale

of modern criticism can the Old Testament washing be confounded with the Old Testa-

ment anointing.
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therefore pretended. They believed themselves, after all, to be safe

from the coming wrath as children of Abraham. Therefore the
prophet exclaimed, ' Depend not on your descent ; from these stones

God can raise up children to Abraham.' A spirit who could so

mortify the Israelitish pride, who expressed in such strong terms
the possibility of the call of the Gentiles into the kingdom of heaven,
was no gloomy ascetic, no man of mere statutes. His words of

rebuke were pointed quite si)ecially at the Pharisees and Sadducees
(Matt. iii. 7). Whether they travelled in one caravan to the Jordan
is not known ; nor does it follow in the least from the language of the
Evangelist. But at all events, to John's spiritual vision they
formed, according to their inner motives, a closely connected band,
one caravan of hypocritical penitents. These Pharisees, indeed, fol-

lowed the track of the people in their acknowledgment of John.
The first powerful action of the prophet forced them to accommodate
themselves to the popular feeling. They were also moved more or

less by enthusiastic hopes of the advent of a Messiah according
to their own mind. But as soon as the Pharisees stirred in this

direction, the Sadducees were obliged to follow in their footsteps,

according to their wont, in order to maintain before the people the
appearance of orthodoxy.^ But John understood their real char-
acter ; and yet he could not refuse to baptize them, since he had to

treat them according to their profession, not according to the
thoughts of their heart. It was this contrariety which kindled his

wrath into a glowing flame, and led him^ to employ the strongest

terms of censure.^ He could not deny them the possibility of recon-
ciliation, but still felt himself compelled to announce thejudgments
which the Messiah would inflict on the wicked. In threatening
accents he declared that the axe was laid at the root of the trees.

With sadness he felt and confessed that he could baptize only with
water the people as they stood before him, a mingled throng of

persons eager for salvation,, and of hypocritical pretenders. But it

gave him consolation that he could announce a mightier One, before

whose noble, kingly image his soul was humbled in the dust, with
whom he dared not to associate himself, as being no better than a
menial or a slave, since he had the feeling that he was not worthy
of direct communion with Him.^ ' I baptize you with water,' he
said, ' but there cometh One after me who shall baptize you with the

Holy Ghost and with fire.' Such was the Messiah in his sight

;

and thus was He to sanctify the people that they might become the

people of the New Covenant. The baptism of fire must certainly

be distinguished in this place from the baptism of the Spirit.'* This
follows plainly from the image, according to which Christ purifies

the grain of His threshing-floor with the winnowing fan, and then

^ Josephus, Antiq. xviii. 2.

2 We may pass by the decision of Bruno Bauer on these threatening addresses of

the Baptist.
"* Compare Matt. iii. 11 and the parallel passages. In these words we may find

an answer to the question, Why the Bapti.'it had not personally attached himself to
the Lord ? * Neander, Life of Jesus Chnst, p. 55 [Bohn].

VOL. I. Z
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burns the chaff. But the Messiah, in fact, administers this twofold

baptism in His whole career throughout the world's history. The
saving effects of his administration through time will be supple-

mented by the judgments which result from the rejection of His
salvation. This law strikingly shows in the destruction of Jeru-

salem, as well as in many other fire-baptisms of historic notoriety,

how judgment impends over those circles in which the baptism of

the Spirit is despised ; and so it will continue to the end of the

world. It also holds good in the inner and outer life of the indi-

vidual as he comes into contact with Christ—one of the two bap-

tisms will be infallibly his portion. A man, in meeting with the

Spirit of Christ, is either inflamed by the gentle glow of this Spirit,

which arouses and purifies, renovates and transforms his life in all

its depths ; or he begins to burn with a lurid flame of antichristian

rancour in destructive enmity against the kingdom and word of Christ.

But in the more general contemplation, the fire-baptism may without

hesitation be identified with the Spirit-baptism of Christ ; and so

much the more, because no one receives the salvation of the Christian

spiritual life without passing through the fire of Christ's judgment.
That John formed a correct estimate of the supporters of the

Jewish hierarchy, is proved by the attitude which they afterwards

assumed against him. But equally was his confidence justified, that

the Messiah was already living among the people. While many Pha-
risees had submitted to his baptism for the sake of appearance, Christ

submitted in true obedience to this divine ordinance, because He
thoroughly understood its significance for the people and for Him-
self.

NOTE.

John's manner of life was not a completely isolated phenomenon.
It occurred more frequently as a link between the order of the

Nazarites and that of the prophets or the rabbinical vocation, and
exhibited what was true in Essenism, namely, an abstemious hermit-

life, which in its strictness, as contrasted with the general mode of

living, was dedicated only to the people's good. Such a recluse was
Banus, the teacher of Josephus ; his manner of life resembled that

of John. See Vita Joseplii, § 2 ; Neander's Life of Christ, § 34.

Josephus mentions John the Baptist incidentally, Antiq. xviii. 5,

§ 2 : his account of John's baptism is not at variance with that of the

Evangelists. He represents John as requiring the people, in order

to gain the divine favour, not merely to put away from them
this or that particular sin, but to purify their souls by righteous-

ness, and to join with that the consecration of the body by baptism.

The special gist of John's baptism, its relation to the kingdom of

the Messiah, Josephus from his stand-point could not understand.^

1 [The chapter on John in Ewald's Gcschichte Christus' (pp. 146-160) is, as might
be expected, one of the most suggestive in the book. The whole position of John is

sketched by the hand of a master. His priestly birth and upbringing, his discovery
of the urgent need of deliverance for Israel, his praying in the desert for the coming
of the Messiah, his apparent resemblance to but real difference from Essenes and
Pharisees, all are depicted in the most striking and instructive manner.

—

Ed.]
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SECTION III.

THE PARTICIPATION OF JESUS IN THE BAPTISM OF JOHN.

The significance of John's baptism, as exphiined in the preceding

section, furnishes the simplest solution of the problem in modern
theology, why Jesus submitted to that rite in order to fulfil all

righteousness. Antagonistic critics have violently assailed the Apo-
logetics of the Church with the question, How could Christ submit

Himself to this baptism of repentance ? At length they have dis-

tinctly proclaimed the consequence, that Christ, in submitting to

John's baptism, presented a confession of His own sinfulness.^ The
explanations of the Church could not be satisfactory as long as the

idea of the sacred ablutions of the Old Testament was not clearly

understood.

According to the Mosaic law, not only the corporeally unclean ia

Israel, as for example lepers, but also those who had touched un-

clean animals, or in a similar way had, according to the Levitical

typology, defiled themselves, were excommunicated from the camp
of the typically pure congregation.^ Eeadmission into the congre-

gation could take place only after a given period, as was fitting for

a case of uncleanness. But every Israelite whose object it was to

recover the communion he had lost, was obliged to undergo the

appointed religious ablution.

And not only those who were unclean in their own life, or had

directly defiled themselves, but those who came in contact with them,

were involved in that exclusion, and a similar ablution preceded

their readmission into the congregation.^

According to this enactment of the law, Christ also was obliged

to submit to John's baptism, as soon as He recognized it to be a

purification of the people which John administered as a true pro-

phet by an intimation of the Spirit of God. For He stood in the

closest contact wath the people who were regarded by the prophet as

excommunicated. In God's sight He was pure ; but according to

the Levitical law, as restored by the theocratic authority of the Bap-

tist, and made by him into a sermon of repentance, He was unclean

through His connection with an unclean people. On the principles

of the Old Testament righteousness, therefore, His baptism was

required.

But the essential significance of the baptism of Jesus was the

symbol of an actual relation. By baptism, Jesus was pointed out

as the sacrificial Lamb of the world, laden with no other burden

than His historical life-communion with the world. Considered

in Himself alone. He might have had joy; but His connection

with sin-laden humanity was the great reproach of His life,

which led to His death. Thus His death became the real comple-

tion of the Israelitish baptism, and the foundation of baptism in its

^ Strauss, Lehen Jesu, i. 403. Compare Bruno Bauer, Kritik., i. 207.
=* Lev. xi. xiv. 3 Lev. xv. 5, 10, 11, 19, &c.
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New Testament form and significance. John's baptism in its highest

point was a typical prophecy of the death of Jesus ; Christian bap-

tism, on the other hand, is a sacramental representation of the same
event.^

But wlien Jesus came to be baptized, John the theocratic cham-
pion lost his lofty bearing. He who had reprimanded the members
of the Sanhedrim as ' a generation of vipers,' exclaimed in tones of

alarm to the consecrated Nazarene, ' I have need to be baptized of

Thee, and comest Thou to me ?
' Thus the splendour of the New

Testament broke forth from the verge of the Old.'^ But the stern-

ness of the Okl Testament flashed across the dawn of the New when
Christ said, ' Suffer it to be so now ; for thus it becometh us to fulfil

all righteousness.' Here the staves of the Old and New Testament
righteousness form a cross. John represents the New Testament

in the presence of Jesus ; Jesus represents the Old Testament in

the presence of John. The two economies manifest their relation-

ship and unity by this junction of their contiguous links. We
might say that the two covenants salute and bless one another in

this holy rivalry ; the one glorifies itself in the other, and from the

glory of the first emerges the greater glory of the second.

Bat the determination of Jesus prevailed, for He came not to dis-

solve the law, but to fulfil it ; and He well knew that this baptism

expressed that consecration of death for His people which was

spread over His life. But by this wonderful humility of Jesus, John
was prepared to receive the positive revelation, that this was the Lamb
of God which taketh away the sins of the world. At that very-

instant the feeling must have agitated .him, that Jesus was neces-

sitated only by communion with His people to submit to the humi-
liating ordinance of baptism—that He bore the sins of His people.

1. Strauss remarks, that according to Matt. iii. 6, John appears

to have required a confession of sins before baptism. Hence it

would follow, that Jesus by submitting to baptism favoured the sup-

position that He was a sinner. The whole difficulty is obviated by
the representation given above of the import of the baptism of

Jesus. But, in addition, it is well to observe, that according to the

words of Matthew, baptism and the confession of sins were identi-

cal. But the moment of immersion was naturally not suited to

allow the persons immersed to utter a verbal confession of sins. If,

^ When Ebrard (Goapel History, 194) denies the relation of baptism to the Jewish

ablutions, tliis view of the subject is not confirmed. On the other hand, his remark,

which regards baptism as a rite going beyond simple ablution, as far as it involves an

immersion of the body, altogether confirms it, if only it is borne in mind that this

modification must be considered as a prophetic elevation of the legal form of sacred

ablution. According to Ebrard, the baptism of John presents a sign ' that man alto-

gether deserves death.' Yet we cannot admit that John baptized with this conscious-

ness, without maintaining that there was in his baptism an anticipation of the

Christian. But his baptism was certainly a typical sign of the death of Jesus, and
consequently also of mankind's desert of death.

^ [Ewald calls this ' the birth-hour of Christianity.'

—

Ed.]
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therefore, the persons baptized were (i^o/uLoXoyov/uievot) confessing at

this moment, they were so in the act. But this confession of sins

was, as we have seen, according to its nature a social and solidaric

{soUdarisches) act by which the measure of the guilt or innocence

of individuals was not determined. In the infinite reciprocal action

of social defilement in which individuals in Israel stood before the

law, a separation of the individual from the whole body was im-

practicable. So, then, every one confessed in his own manner,
individualizing and modifying ' his confession more or less—the

collective guilt of Israel. Hardly .would so many Pharisees have

consented to an individual confession before John. But Christ's

confession was this :
' So it becomes us to fulfil all righteousness.'

Social righteousness drew Him down into the stream.

2. The ideas fjueravola (repentance), acpeac? afxapricov (remission

of sins), and rj /SaatXeia twv ovpav<hv (the kingdom of heaven),

stand in reciprocal action to one another. The one is as deep

as the other, and each has always a significance differently de-

termined on the legal, the pharisaical, the prophetic, and the

Christian stand-point. The purely legal stand-point is that of the

typical rendering of satisfaction and of social atonement, in con-

nection with an unlimited apprehension of the relations of Being
corresponding to this symbolism. The phaiisaic stand-point accom-
plishes the social satisfaction and atonement with a more decided

dependence on outward works, without the perception of a higher

righteousness. The prophetic stand-point deduces from the social

satisfaction and atonement the full feeling of the defect of realizing

this symbolism in spirit, and of hope in the Messiah. John pro-

nounces the whole Old Testament righteousness to be water-baptism.

The Christian stand-point exhibits, in all the points indicated, the

fulfilling of the symbol in full spiritual reality.

SECTION IV.

THE MANIFESTATION OF THE MESSIAH TO THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL.

(Matt. iv. ; Mark i.; Luke iii. ; John i.)

Jesus complied with the call of the law when He repaired to the

Jordan to be baptized by John.^ But in the consciousness of His

own purity and divine dignity, He must have deeply felt that on

this occasion He only bore the burden of His people. An appoint-

ment of righteousness like this, which made Him the associate of

the self-accusers and penitents who presented themselves before the

Baptist, must have appeared to Him very ominous of the grave

character of His future career. But His heart was already accus-

tomed to sympathize with the sufferings of humanity. Even at an

earlier period the fact must have become clear to Him, that all the

^ [Tradition gives us the 6th January as the day of the baptism ; and for a descrlii-

tion of the place by Arculf, see Bohn's Early Travels in Palestine, p. 8.

—

Ed.]
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burden of earth fell precisely on His heart, since His heart exhibited

the centre and the depths of humanity. But He also had already

learnt to know the exaltation which always follows the sufferings

inflicted on a child of God. Hence He must have come to His
baptism with great expectations, with the hope of a wonderful de-

claration by His Father, while He clearly perceived what was
humiliating in His baptism, the suffering for His people which it

implied. As at a later period He met death with the confident ex-

pectation of His resurrection and exaltation to glory with the Father,

so also He came to His baptism, which was a prefigurement of His
death, with the certain expectation that the Father would testify to

His honour in the hour of His ignominy.

That Jesus was certain of the divine mission of John, is shown
by the decisiveness with which He offered Himself for baj)tism at

his hands. Lately some have wished to make out that He was a
disciple of John.-^ So He was, for a single moment, when He
allowed John to immerse Him in the stream, and thus recognized

John's theocratic commission.

But John did not at once fully apprehend the significance of

Christ's person. This is easily explained. He had to testify of one

greater than himself with prophetic certainty. Such a task is in

itself infinitely difficult, and indeed, without the guidance of God's
Spirit, impossible.

That John and Jesus were acquainted in their youth, may be
inferred with great probability from the relation in which their

families stood to each other. How many times they might see one
another at the feasts in Jerusalem, perhaps look on one another

with thoughtful interest ! On those occasions John might be much
assisted by the utterances of Jesus in understanding the nature of

the Theocracy, and in estimating the spirit of the existing hierarchy

and their method of guiding the religion of the people. But by such
intercourse the consciousness must early have been unfolded in both,

that though their lives and spheres of action were to be closely

linked, j^et they were not destined to coincide. Every superior

individuality has a strong feeling of an especial sphere of life, by
which its outward relation and conduct towards other individuals

is determined ; and the purer it is, so much the more decidedly does

it follow this consciousness in reference to the historic boundaries

and position of its life. There is also in the spiritual world a repul-

sive force as unerring, and even more so than the centrifugal force

of the heavenly bodies, which, in connection with the force of

attraction, establishes the organism of the universe. It is too agree-

able a view, taken from an infei-ior sphere of life, to imagine that

the great champions of God, John and Jesus, had their paths in life

ordained by God to be contiguous, and that these, as their strong

^ [So Renan, Vie de Jesus, p. 107 :
' Loin que le Baptiste ait abdiqu^ devant J^sus,

Jdsus pendant tout le temps qu'il passa pies de lui, le reconiuit pour superieur et ne
ddveloppa son propre gdnie que timidement. II sembla en eSet que, malgie sa pro-
fonde originality, Jdsus, durant quelques semaines au moins, fut I'imitateur de Jean.'—Ed.]
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natures unfolded, so coincided, that they raaintained a close private

intercourse, or were associated in outward co-operation. Inward
fellowship in the kingdom of God does not as a matter of course

lead to an outward companionship. Ot John we are informed that

he was ' in the wilderness ' (Luke iii. 2). He was of a profoundly

earnest, hermit-like, pensively pious character, the last and worthy
representative of the Old Testament. The whole bent of his mind
attracted him into the wilderness. The Old Testament economy
had its birth-place in the wilderness, and thither with John it

returned to die. Probably a modest reverence, as a rule, kept him
at a distance from Jesus ; and among other things, he might feel a

sad and sombre estrangement from the cheerful gracefulness with

which Jesus entered on His great conflict with the world—an
inability to value at once the power of His refined agency, and
fully to enter into His New Testament spirit.

But the reverence he felt for Jesus, the youthful anticipation that

in Him bloomed the hope of Israel, and even the blissful presenti-

ment that Jesus was the Messiah, could not, after all, qualify him
to be a public witness for Him. As the prophet of the Messiah he
knew nothing officially of Jesus ; he knew Him not, so long as he
was not assured by God. No female influence could ever induce

him to be precipitate in this matter, and do violence to his calling

;

not even the judgment of those eminent women, Elisabeth^,and
Mary. Whoever comprehends the significance of a prophetic,

divine certainty, would not desire that John should deliver the

reminiscences of his youth to the people in the name of Jehovah,
and hastily alarm the land and the people with monstrous hy})otheses.

When Jesus came to him, he miglit indicate to Him at once his own
expectations. The impression which this exalted friend made upon
him had perhaps often overpowered him ; at all events, it did so

now. His own official dignity fell from him at the feet of Jesus

;

he started difficulties as to baptizing Him. Still he had not yet

that final, objective divine certainty respecting the Messianic dignity

of Jesus which he required, in order to bear open testimony to Him
;

and for this reason, because he had received the assurance that God
would accredit the Messiah to him by an infallible sign. This sign

was granted him when Jesus came up from His baptism.^

It must here particularly be borne in mind, that the reporter

respecting this wonderful transaction, namely, John, did not stand

on the height of a decidedly New Testament view. The miracle

^ [The apparent inconsistency between Matt. iii. 14 and John i. 3-3 has tested the

sagacity of interpreters. Alford is of opinion that already John regarded Jesus as

the Messiah, and could not but do so from the nature of tlieir relatioushii:), but that

he still required the sign from God which would justify him in announcing Him to

Israel. Ellicott, in a characteristically cautious note {Hist. Led. p. 107), seems to

ascribe too little to John's former acquaintance with, or at least knowledge of our
Lord; and Ewald certainly does so (Geschichte Christus , p. 163, cf. 185) when he sup-

po.^es that John's shrinking was due to what he learnt of Jesus when He came to his

baptism, by conversing with Him as he conversed with all who presented themselves

for baptism. Riggenbach {Vorksungen iiber das Leben des Ilerrn Jesu, Basle, 185S,

p. 240) here, as frequently elsewhere, follows Lange.

—

Ed.]
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must have assumed for him an appearance which was conformable
to his power of contemplation. Therefore the miracle at the baptism
of Jesus is narrated according to John's phenomenolog-y, and not
according to the christological phenomenology. And owing to this,

it has been possible for the ancient and modern Ebionites, Socinians,

and other advocates of a mutilated Christology, to support their

views by the letter of this narrative, and to regard the anointing of
Christ with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven as contradictory

to the doctrine of the eternal divinity of Christ, and of His miraculous
conception by the Holy Spirit.^

As Christologists, we must assert the fundamental position, that

,

I

I there can be no holier place in the universe than the heai;t of Jesus.^

Tor wlfen in'oiir inner contemplation \^^""cohtrast the Father with
the Son, the Father is without time and place, comprehending and
filling all things. Hence it belongs to the phenomenology of the
Baptist when the representation presuj^poses a place in heaven over
the heart of Christ, whence the Holy Spirit descends upon Him,

Jesus had immersed Himself by the prayer of the heart in the
abyss of Deity, even while He was being immersed in the stream.

Baptism was His solemn consecration to God and to death. By
this great public surrender to the Father, His consciousness as the

• Messiah was completed, His calling decided. He was infinitely

moved by the fulness of the divine Spirit, and in the illnraination

of this Spirit the certainty of His eternal unity in God, His Sonship,
and the evidence of His calling and course of life, were completely
disclosed to Him. The rose at last requires only a single sunheam
to complete its unfolding. The unfolding of the Messianic con-
sciousness of Jesus was completed at His baptism ; but equally so

the public certainty of His Messiahship ; for this the Baptist "had

to advocate before all the people.

As Jesus rose out of the water praying, the divine greeting from
the Father, ' Thou art My beloved Son, with whom I am well

pleased,' went through His soul with infinite power, fervency, and
splendour. This inner voice was the central point of the miracle.

But it penetiated the Lord not merely in a spii'itual manner, but
resounded audibly through His frame : it so filled Him that all the
chords of His life, even those of hearing, sounded simultaneously.

According to the law of sympathy, this voice must have echoed
in the related but weaker person of John with thrilling power,
' This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.' He also

heard the call, because the voice of God causecl his whole life to

vibrate. Suddenly he beheld a visible sign. He saw the heavens
open, and the Spirit descending in an outward visible form (acofiariKS)

e'.'Set), like a dove, upon Jesus, and abiding upon Him.
But we must distinguish, as we have already intimated, the

1 [The Gnostics believed that Jesus was one person, Christ another ; and that these
were united for a time at His baptism, but again separated before His crucifixion.
Full information on this point is given in the very learned and careful work of Burton,
An Inquiry into the Heresies of the Apostohc Age (Oxford, 1829), pp. 186 and 469.—Ed.]
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essential component parts of this phenomenon from the form which

it obtained in John's contemplation ©f it. Three particular si,2^ns

compose the one great sign whereby Jesus was pointed out to him
by God as the Messiah, The first is the open heaven ; the second,

the visible appearance over the head of Jesus ; the third is the

voice. We believe that from the christological stand-point the

order must be reversed. The voice was the greeting, and responsive

greeting of eternal love in the heart of Christ resounding in the

spirit-world,—the celebration of the perfected revelation of the

Father in the Son, of the divine feeling of Christ in His unity with

the Father. Now did He begin as a Hving fountain of the Spirit

of God to spread abroad the breath and life of this Spirit ; the Spirit

emanated Irom Him as the scent is shed forth from the full-blown

rose. But this first great life-stream of the Spirit in Him began in

a solemn inspiration which flashed and lightened through His whole

frame. At this moment the first rays of Christ's glorification broke

forth. A mysterious splendour, probably a white mild lustre like

the flutter of a white dove on the wing in the sunbeams, hovered

above His head. John on his stand-point beheld it gliding down-

wards. But probably an upward and downward movement of this

mild lustre took place ; namely, a balancing or adjustment of the

life of Christ entering into the phenomenon, with that world of light

which lies at the basis of the whole phenomenal woild, and as a

locality forms the first inheritance of His glory. We understand

this balancing or adjustment thus—Christ is the spiritual life-

principle of the world, and therefore specially the principle of the

renovation of the world of men, and of their s})here the habitable

globe. At this moment His human consciousness of God was com-

pleted. His inner light-nature broke forth in the feeling of triumph

which pervaded Him at this instant. It was the foretokening of

His transfiguration on the Mount and at the Ascension, and conse-

quently of the transfiguration of humanity in the new world by His

glorification, as well as the transfiguration of the earthly sphere, as

that must supervene with the gloiy of Christian humanity. But

when this ray of the world's transfiguration breaks forth from the

life of Christ, the discord ceases which existed between this earthly

sphere and the heavenly light-s])here, which as an ideal region forms

its opposite in the universe, making up its life. Christ Himself in

His corporeal nature had a shai-e in this discord, since this nature,

although pure and complete as an organ and image of the divine

Spirit, yet was incorporated with actual humanity, and by His whole

life-communion with it shared in the darkness and heaviness of its

corporeity. As therefore the life-fulness of the Spirit streamed

forth from the consciousness of Christ, the transforming power of

this life broke through the earthly obscuration of His organisni, and

by this sacred emanation of His ethereal life-power, the relation to

that region of light was called forth. A downward streaming of its

light met the upward shining of the light-life of Christ. But after

the first festive meeting of these lights, the relation was continued
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in a more quiet form. The assimilation efFectedj of the nature of

Christ with the region of His glor}^ allowed the reciprocal acting to

retire again into the invisible, till a new enhancement of the same
relation caused it to come forth at a later period still more pgwer-
fully. This adjustment between heaven and Christ may also be
simply regarded as an adjustment between heaven and earth, since

Christ is the principle of the earth's glorification. And whoever is

inclined to the Christian expectation, that the earth must one day
be changed into a heavenly world of light by the energy of Christ,

that a transformation of it into the imperishable is approaching
through the palingenesia which the S{)irit of Christ effects—let him
so conceive it, that in that moment in which the heart of Christ

enjoyed the full unfolding of His heavenly consciousness in con-

formity to the intimate connection of the spiritual and corporeal,

the bloom of this world's glorification glistened on His head. But
in the glorification of the world the alternation of day and night will

hereafter vanish ; the earth will be seen as a star encircled by the

great family of stars. In their new light-life the sun will no more
quench the radiance of the surrounding stars, while the earth will

be free, as a co-enlightening star, from the sun's overpowering light.^

And therein will also one day appear the signs of the Son of man in

heaven (Matt. xxiv. 30) ; so that, by means of the great transforma-

tion of the earth, the stars will begin to be constantly visible to the

earth as clearly as sometimes on the high mountain tops the stars

blaze like torches on the dark blue expanse of heaven. But it is

well known that even now there are moments in the day-time when
single stars are visible. Such a moment probably was that, when
Jesus and John from their stand-point beheld the great adjustment
between heaven and earth. In the undulation of the light-world

between the head of Christ and heaven, the depth of heaven was
opened. They probably, therefore, saw the stars come forth in the

dark blue, and as it were joyously enwreathe the earth, which now,

as thus encircled, seemed the holiest spot in the universe. So in

this world-historical single moment, that transformation of the

world which it establishes and brings about as a principle, was
exhibited in a passing but grand foretokening to the actor and the

witness of the moment.
We have already noticed on what account John necessarily saw

this transaction through an Old Testament medium. But it attests

the vivid anticipation of the New Testament life in the soul of this

great man, that he compared the Holy Spirit to the image of a

gentle dove^ gliding down from heaven, as he designated the Son

^ Eev. xxi. 23. See Goschel, Unterhaltungcn zur SchiJderung Gothescher Dicht- und
Denkweise, iii. 191.

^ That we are not to think of an actual dove gliding down on the head of Christ,

the thedlogian ought to know from the fact that the Israelites were forbidden to

regard the cry of birds as an omen (Lev. xix. 26). ['The form was real' (Ellicott)
;

it was not only the manner of descent, but the descending bodily form which was
like that of a dove. It was not a dove which had been before this time living some-
where on earth (Paulus thinks it was a dove accidentally passing by), any more thau
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of God by the title of the Lamb. This heavenly power of Christ's

infinitely gentle Spirit-life, Avhich John most wanted in his own
life, so full of passionate zeal, but yet in the spirit of InimiHty knew
how to value in another. It was exactly those features of Christ's

life in which he was most decidedly surpassed that filled his soul

with the profoundest reverence; he therefore designated Christ ' the

Lamb,'^ and the spirit of His life a ' dove.'

John was now most certainly convinced of the Messiahship of

Christ by the testimony of God, and in the blessedness of this new
great certainty he could deliberately say, in reference to his former

way and manner of contem])lating Him, ' I knew Him not.' It

was now that he first knew Him as a ])rophet, so that he could with

confidence testify of Him in Israel. But this was decisive in a man
whose private life was so perfectly identified with his public calling,

and who wished to be only ' a voice' to proclaim the coming Messiah.

Filled with astonishment at the glory of this revelation which had
been imparted to him, and at the glory of the personage in whom
he now realized the hope of his life, he could say with the deepest

emphasis, ' I knew Him not.' The conscientiousness and critical

judgment of the man were great, like himself,—the last of the old

prophets, who spoke not of their own will or opinion, but as they

were moved and actuated by the Holy Ghost.

Thus was Jesus now made manifest to the people of Israel as the

Son of God and the Messiah, For John represented the theocratic

majesty of Israel, the true host of the people. But whether on this

occasion the two men of God were surrounded by many witnesses

or few, was in this case of no special importance. At all events,

the bystanders could only share in their experience in proportion as

they were qualified by the sympathy of a life and disposition in

harmony with John and Christ.

NOTES.

1. The objective truth of the testimony which the Baptist has

left behind of the mysterious transaction at the baptism of Jesus,

may be inferred from the Old Testament colouring which it must
have gained in his contemplation of it, the effect of which has led

into error minds that were deficient in New Testament depth or

ripeness.

2. The efi'ulgence {Verlddnrng) will come under consideration in

the sequel. As to the adjustment (AusgleicJmng) between the

earthly nature of Christ and His light-world (Lichtiueli) , the idea

of such adjustment or equalization already exists in natural philo-

sophy, though it is applied with uncertainty to the mystei-ious

phenomena of nature-life. Thus, for instance, Faraday conjectures

the human forms of the angels appearing to Abraham were real men, though they

exercised the functions of substantial bodies. It was a real appearance assumed
(how we know not) for the time being, like the tongues of fire afterwards chosen to

Bjmbolize a special gift of the Holy Ghost.

—

Ed.]
^ [This, of course, does not exclude the sacrificial significance of the name, as

brought out in the preceding section.—En.]
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that the electrical equilibrium of the earth is restored by the aurora
borealis, by its carrying the electricity from the poles to the equator.
According to others,. the aurora borealis is a streaming of light
from the earth to the sun, while the zodiacal light is an opposite
current which connects the sun with the earth.

3. On tlie significance of the dove in the Hebrew symbolic, see
Strauss, Leben Jesu, i. 416. Von Ammon, i. 276 :

' The dove was
universally considered by Jews and heatliens to be an emblem of
purity and chastity.' Yet John needed not to take the symbol from
tradition ; he was great enough to form on his own authority a
symbol of this kind, especially in allusion to Solomon's Song, ii. 14.

_
4. The voice of Grod_cannot proceed from any particular. placCj^^

since God is omnipresent. It is a living and definite expression of
"'

God ; a special word of God, which creates its own voice in the
sphere wherein it sounds, as the general word of God has created
its sound and echo in the universe. But this voice has a full reality,

since it is an expression and operation of God. It is consistent
with this immediateness of the divine voice, that God speaks in the
language of the persons to whom His word is addressed. Every
one who can conceive the difference between Judaism and Heathen-
ism ought to know that the Hebrews never imagined the divine
essence to be confined in a dwelling-place above the firm vault of

heaven. So also the way and manner in wliich the speech of God
is articulated, and becomes the language of a particular country,
must be plain to every one who is not disposed to regard the mani-
festation of God in the flesh as ' monstrous.'

5. The question, whether the manifestation was designed for

Jesus, or only for John (see Neander, Life of Jesus Christ, p. 70
[Bohn]), loses sight too much of the peculiar life of this singular
moment, in which one of the two prophets could receive no revela-

tion without its also being imparted to the other. Jesus was the
centre of the miraculous transaction ; but John stood most of all in
need of this manifestation in order to fulfil his calling.

6. The message which the Baptist sent from his prison to Jesus
must, according to Strauss, imply a contradiction to the confidence
of the Baptist, as here described in reference to the person of Jesus.

In the sequel we shall consider the question, whether the human
weakness in the life of the prophet can be taken as evidence against

his utterance in the elevated hours of his divine assurance.

SECTION" V.

THE GOD-MAN.l

Christ, from the beginning of His life in His human nature, was
one with God, and indeed in the oneness \Einzigheit\ of the Son.

^ [For an estimate of the author's Christology, reference must be made to the last

volume of Dorner on the Person of Christ. And see also his own vindication of him-
self from the charges of Krummacher, in the Note appended to sec. ix.— Ed.]
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His oneness in God consisted in this—that His life formed the
pure realized centre of all God's counsels, the innermost secret of
all His thoughts and ways in the world's histoiy, and that it

possessed the infinitely pure and rich nobleness which naturally

belonged to the heart of the world. The holy child was the bud in

which the world was to open into a divine flower—into a heaven
of pure ideal relations which embraced the infinite contents of life

in the oneness of an absolutely new foi-m, in the delicacy of a per-

fected harmony or bloom of all life. But the oneness of the Son of

God was in Him the movement, of an infinitely pure and delicate

impulse of development, in which His nature from the first pre-

served its identity with the Spirit of God,—the perfect harmony in

the reciprocal action between His corporeal and spiritual nature,

and between His soul and the world. His life's impulse was the
impulse of eternal love breaking forth from its develoj)ment.
' God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself,' 2 Cor. v.

19. The eternal self-conscioasness of God came forth in the devel-

opment of the consciousness of Christ into the midst of the world,

and in this manner became a manifestation of His being.

This manifestation needed first of all to be completed in the

human consciousness of Jesus ; bat its completion coincided with
the complete development of His inner life. The starting-point of

this unfolding was the refined living joy of a perfectly conseci-ated,

well-organized nature, kept down by the adverse impression of a
darkened, deeply disordered world of sinners, opposing the glory of
such a life. Its progress from the indistinct feeling of pure life to

the highest living certainty was a wonderful presage ; it was the
beautiful dawn of the new world, the life-poetry of an unfolding
consciousness, which in its all-comprehensive, quiet life passed
through all the sights and feelings of the longing, imaginative
youth of the world. We have been made acquainted with one
aspect of this beautiful dawn in the history of Jesus when twelve

years old. • Through this blessed longing the terrors of the kingdom
of darkness must have been acting their part in strange nocturnal

sights and shades of horror—such presentiments as Abraham, the

father of the faithful, had in glancing at the future of his people

and spiritual descendants (Gen, xv. 12). But the objective world
of God presented itself to this longing as a pure, divine administra-

tion, which increased in. lustre from the darkest night {Aethernacht)

to the clearest noon-day.

As long as this richest individual development was burdened
with any of the uncertainty which attaches to a period of growth,

Christ could not come forth and manifest Himself to the people of

Israel as the Messiah. Nor could this development be completed
by one-sided human evidence, but only by a wonderful transaction

in which the testimony of the Father in the voice which blessed

Him coincided with the testimony of His inner life, and the

testimony of the ancient Theoci-acy, which was represented by
the Baptist, with the voice of His heart, and finally the testi-
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mony of heaven and earth with that of His previous history. This

singular harmony of His religious, theocratic, and physical spheres

with the expression of His inner life was the most special signi-

ficance of the miracle at His baptism. He was now made mani-

fest in the world as the God-man from whom it had to expect its

salvation.

His own word unveils to us the form of the inner life of Jesus.

He walked in the presence of God, and bore within Himself the

fulness of the Godhead. The pure reality of the world identified

Him with the divine administration ; He knew Himself to be sur-

rounded, conditioned, penetrated, and determined by God's Spirit.

He was therefore in heaven (John iii. 13), in the bosom of the

Father (John i. 18), and simply conditioned by the will of the

Father (John v. 30). In the looks with which the Father beheld

Him—in the design with which He upheld Him—in the fatherly

love which begat, saluted, and sent Him, He felt His own oneness,

His eternity and divinity. In this consciousness He regarded His

own life as a pure manifestation of the Father (John xiv. 9, 10),

as a glorification of His being (John xvii. 4). It was His life-con-

viction that the very Being of God was manifested through Him
in the midst of the world. He thus expressed His divine con-

sciousness—He came from the Father, and He went to the Father.

His going to the Father was an eternal act of His consciousness.

He was perfectly conscious of the infinitely delicate distinctness of

His life, His unique individuality. He felt the singularity of His

life which placed Him in the presence of God's love, as the pure

image of the Father. He exhibited the determination of God
which lay in His divine consciousness, in perfect, free self-deter-

mination. His will might appear as distinct from the will of

God, but only in order to be merged in it with freedom. In His

feelings, He could feel Himself forsaken by God in His objective

administration, but only in order to surrender and sacrifice Him-
self to Him. In His acting. He could feel Himself excited by

the immeasurable activity of the Father throughout the universe

to work Himself, but only to work the works of the Father in

and with Him (John v. 17). It was therefore His human conscious-

ness, that He was ever going again to the Father as the pure, per-

fected Man.
In this relation the divine consciousness in Christ stands to His

human consciousness. The two forms of this consciousness, there-

fore, in accordance with their nature, make up one living unity.

Whoever has not found God, has not found Himself ; and whoever

has not come to Himself, has not come to God. God becomes one

with man, and man with God, in the life of the Spirit. Where
spirit appears, there freedom appears. Spiritual personality re-

cognizes its destiny, which is from God, and determines itself in

the most living free experience and firm hold of this destiny.

Those who fancy that with the beginning of the spiritual life, God
vanishes in the power of their self-consciousness, are ignorant of
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spirit, and not less so are those who wish to see their life vanish in

God. The Spirit c^lorifies man in God, and God in man. But
Christ had the Spirit in its infinite fulness ; and for that reason
God was the eternally glorious object of contemplation to His inner

life, and he was conscious of the eternal peerlessness and singleness

of His life in God. Thus His divine consciousness was one with
His individual consciousness, and in this living unity the one is

precisely distinguished from the other by the Spirit. He lived in

an eternal, infinitely intimate, reciprocal action with the Father.
This reciprocal action was a perfect, ever pure, and beautiful

rhythm. In this rhythm of His life, as it is sustained by His
unique nature and destiny. He appears as the God-man.
The blessedness and power of this life never allowed the Lord

to ^withdraw from the consciousness of eternity. Sin from the
first must have been detestable as gloom to His brightness,—as
nihility to His power of being,—as the dissonant and deformed to

the harmony of His life,—as estrangement from God to His fulness

of God. The God-man, according to the power of His freedom,
could not consent to sin.

And yet it lay in the nature of His being, that He must be
more tempted by sin than any other man. Sin as sin was repelled

by the divine power of His self-determination ; while sin as the old
human life continually troubled and agitated, yea, tortured to death,

the human delicacy of His nature. Who could be so sensitive as

He to the temptations which lay in the sympathy and antipathy of

a whole disordered world, whose head and heart He was destined

to be ? Who could be more susceptible in his individual feelings

than He to the attraction of the sympathy of the world, which,
with an unceasing syren-song, wished to draw Him down into the
depths of its old life ? Who could experience as He did the re-

pulsion of the world's antipathy to the transition from the kingdom
of the darkened life of nature to the blessed kingdom of the Spirit ?

In Him there was the most delicate sense of honour—the concen-
trated noble-mindedness of all humanity, infinitely sensitive, con-
fronting all the shocks of Avorldly contumely—the most excitable

and tender life-feeling confronting all the sharp pangs of death

—

the highest capability of suffering belonging to the strongest, and
therefore most thoughtful love, confronting the] thousandfold forms
of human hatred. In one word, we may say that Christ alone

could and must feel the entire temptation of the world ; and He
alone, who perfectly understood and experienced it in the full clear-

ness of His pure feeling and spirit, could completely overcome it.

Those that think man becomes acquainted with temptation only

in proportion as he is defiled by it, lay down a canon by which
man throughout eternity would have, like another Sisyphus, to roll

the load of sinfulness in liis vain struggles after righteousness.

Their moral world is from the first only a modest hell for those

who are silently condemned. But every victory of an honest con-
science over temptation refutes their system. Christ has converted
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into historical truth the possibility of the sinless development of

humanity, which in Adam, as ideal, formed the paradise of

humanity, and thus has founded the new heavens of the world's

reconciliation.

The power of Christ's life to resist temptation lay in His ideal

nature. But by His historical nature, by His connection with

humanity, He was necessitated to encounter all the temptations of

humanity ; and His victory over temptation was effected by realiz-

ing His ideal life in His historical life. The victory lay simply in

this realization. For when He, the Chief of Humanity, came
armed on the field of conflict, in order to rescue it from the cor-

ruption into which it had fallen, then the whole depth of this cor-

ruption must unfold itself and confront Him. The demoniac back-

groimd which supported this world of confusion was forced to

disclose itself simultaneously when the heavenly basis of the ideal

human world was laid in the incarnation of God. This was a con-

sequence of the antagonistic historical reciprocal action between the

kingdom of light and the kingdom of darkness. In opposition to

the God-man, when, as Redeemer of the world. He was manifested

by His baptism in the Jordan, the Demon-enemy of man, the

Tempter, now made his appearance.

NOTE.

The correct view of the relation between the divine and human
natures of Christ is still obscured by various false assumptions.

The first of these is the notion that the divine life was limited by
the human, and in consequence could only partially (which as

divine is in that case not at all) enter into human life. On the

contrary, it has been pointed out in the first part of our work, that

the essence of human individuality is to be looked for not m_its

Jiniteness, but in its definiteness. But this definiteness can be no

^hdrance to God in His manifestation, since it is a result of His
determination. With this_false assumption another is connected,

that the incarnation of the Son of God is considered in itself a

humiliation of His being, while His humiliation^nly appears in

His entering into a life-communion with histOTical humanity.

The /Jt-opipr] 060V which is attributed to Christ in Philip, ii. 6, is to be

regarded probably as the definiteness of the divine nature, in which

Christ has the eternal ideality of His being.^ To this essential

' form of God' attributed to Christ, the ' being equal with God,' to

elvai laa OeS), corresponds. We can take this plural laa as alto-

gether definite, and then it will mark the various forms through

which the Logos passed before He became man ; since first of all

He was the principle of the creation of the world, then the prin-

ciple of humanity, and next of the Theocracy, till last of all He
became the life-principle of Jesus. The expression, ' He thought

it not robbery to be equal with God' {ovx apirayixov rj^rjcraTo),

1 [' The Godhead itself, so far as it is exhibited in the brightest manifestations of

the grace and majesty of God.' Witsius, De Oralione, cap. i.

—

Ed.]
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does not mean He did not eagerly retain this equality with God,
|

but divested Himself of it ; rather, the laa elvat ©eS) remained]

His, even when He became man. But His divine consciousness'

was not the consciousness of a possession unlawfully gained by.

force ; or, more exactly, it was no act of outrage, as when a robber

or a warrior violently seizes his booty. The feeling of His divine

dignity was no ecstasy. It was perfectly matured human life ; and

so also divine in tranquillity, love, and condescension. His divine

life-feeling was the ripest, most tranquil enjoyment of His inner

being, no spirit-robbery. So little was He disposed to attain His

glory by robbery, that He rather robbed Himself when He assumed

the form of a servant, and was made like the sinful race of men,

even to the death of the cross. This self-robbery can only relate

to the manifestation of life. He robbed Himself when He con-

cealed the divine glory of His consciousness in the sinner's garb of

man, in the servant's garb of the Jews, in the criminal's garb of

the crucified, and therefore with infinite humility in a threefold

dress of the deepest humiliation.^

Another false assumption confounds the identity which is pre-

sented in the spirit-life with the monotony of a physical unity, and
consequently allows man to vanish into God, or God into man. In

both cases spirit is naturalized, that is, denied.

As a third assumption, we may specify the hypothesis of the

latest moral philosophy, which makes Evil a necessary point of

transition in the moral development of the spirit. Perhaps this

assumption is taken from the use of cow-pox, which is destined to

put a stop to the ravages of small-pox, and has been transplanted

into the doctrine of spiritual freedom. At all events, it is only at

home in the physical department of life.

SECTION VI,

THE TEMPTER,

No reciprocal action is more delicate, mysterious, and important

than that of spiritual forces in the ethical department of life. As
long as this reciprocal action is overlooked—as long, therefore, as

the doctrine of sympathies and antipathies is not more developed

than it has hitherto been, there can be no satisfactory development

of the doctrine of good and evil in the world. Every spiritual indi-

vidual must be regarded as a spiritual power, operating not only by

^ [This interpretation does not, seem to bring out the opposition expres^sed by
dXXci with as much distinctness as the ordinary view, which refers tJ.op<pri Qeou to the

pre-incarnate, and fiopcpri SovXov to the incarnate state of Christ. Besides the com-

mentaries, some useful hints on this important passage will be found in Pearson On
the Creed, p. 179 (ed. 1835), and Moses Stuart's Letters to Rev. W. E. Channing,

p. 81 (ed. 1829). The doctrinal significance of the Kepcoais is fully treated in Dorner,

II. iii. 250-259 ; and its discussion is further pursued by Liebner, in the Jahrb. fur
D. Thcol. 1858, p. 349. Dorner and Hasse have also papers on the subject in the

same year.

—

Ed.]
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speaking and acting, but by his very existence, presence, and dis-

position, and especially by his will, and thus influencing other indi-

viduals in the elements of social life. But the greater the power of

the individual, so much more important will be his agency.

In the human world these silent forces of individual power and

disposition are at work incessantly in every direction. Powerful

effects proceed from powerful characters, and form greater or

smaller nets in which a multitude of weaker characters are caught.

There are spirits that rule in the air (Eph. v. 12).

The history of battles will teach us the mighty power of sym-

pathetic relations. The panic wliich causes the loss of a battle,

is entirely a sympathetic fright. When a little group of gallant

hearts, who form the flower of a regiment, flinch and give way, the

whole regiment may be lost, and with that the whole army. And
so, on the other hand, the heroic self-sacrifice of a single man may
rally a whole wavering host, and even, flashing like lightning

through centuries, may rekindle in a nation the flame of a holy

enthusiasm. The pillars of fire of genuine human heroism are the

noble lights of history, which make us feel at ease even while so-

journing among spectres, and horrors, and graves.

But antipathy is not less powerful than sympathy, and, taken

together, they contribute one phenomenon, which may be designated

psychical life-communion. Of this phenomenon, sympathy forms

the positive and antipathy the negative pole ; and the latter con-

sequently is, in its kind, as powerful as the former. It is easier to

sail against the wind than to withstand or break through strong

antipathies. We call, and there is no echo. ' My word,' said the

Saviour, 'hath no place in you,' John viii. 37. We address our-

selves to human hearts, and it is like running against heaps of

stones. It is a hard matter to be cheerful, and keep up one's

spirits, when soul does not answer soul. Christ withstood the

antipathy of the whole world. This conflict especially was His

chief labour in Gethsemane and on Golgotha. He trod the wine-

press alone. And since His victory, the preponderance of His

strong heart goes in triumph through the world, and, amidst fear-

ful reactions of the antipathy of the old world-nature, it causes, by

the thunders and lightnings of sympathetic action, all things to bow
which are in heaven, and on earth, and under the earth.

It lies in the nature of this relation, that evil as well as good can

enter into the moving power of sympathy, and as the checking

power of an antipathy. Those who have been overcome by the

power of evil, strengthen its operation by the attraction of sympathy
;

but it confronts the good as a magically obstructive and repressive

antipathy. Who has not experienced the depressing influence of

evil in its silent and most secret operations ? In Gothe's Faust,

Margaret makes the discovery that she cannot pray in the presence

of Mephistopheles. Every material spark, however small, has its

effect : it glows, it gleams, it. threatens to kindle a fire. But far

more powerful is the operation of a spark of evil. Evil in the heart
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of our neighbour speaks to us through the mere power of its exist-

ence : if he does not express it in words, it is impressed upon us in

some most occult way, and can make a kmguage for itself, intel-

ligible to our hearts and imaginations.

But there are some minds so very obtuse, that they are not

sensible of evil unless it comes before them palpably in words and
deeds absolutely immoral. They know no alarm at the demon-like
power of evil. Such persons are in truth very poor demonologists.

Many others see the boundaries of evil where crime, and vice, or

gross immorality cease in their immediate circle ; but they have no
feeling of the power of evil lying at a greater depth, w^orking in

concealment, or acting at a distance. These likewise are weak
demonologists.

But there are also other spirits, purer, deeper, and of greater moral
sensibility,—souls liker Cassandra, who feel the action of the curse

breaking forth in the misdeeds of domestic life ; or like Thecla, who
experience an internal horror when a dark spirit goes through their

house. These souls are the true moral philosophers, while technical

moral philosophy is sometimes in the hands of ethically callous spirits.

Lastly, there are heroes of world-wide reputation with moral
feelings of the highest order; souls that can perceive an ethical

agency of prodigious power where an ordinary man would scarcely

notice anything ; souls that would see a conflagration where the

latter would hardly detect the smell of fire. Such a distinguished

example of moral perception Christ proved Himself to be, when
Peter so urgently dissuaded Him from the dangerous journey to

Jerusalem (Matt. xvi. 22). But these heroes, as prophets of the

ethical depths of the world, have, with their feeling and penetra-

tion, discovered that moral corruption has penetrated tlirough the

blood and marrow of humanity from generation to generation. In
this fearful discovery Moses and Sophocles meet one another. But a
thousand little moralists smile over this theory of the curse, and find,

forsooth, that such a doctrine is against morality, though founded
on a thousand agonies and griefs of profound and faithful souls.

But this pretended morality does not trouble the moral chiefs ot

the world. In the depths of their ethical life-spirit they listen to

the slightest footsteps of seduction in the house of Adam, in human-
ity. They gauge the power of the ethical antipathies which counter-

act their prayers, and vows, and godly deeds. But in this survey

they arrive at the disclosure of a vast relation, since the spirit of

divine revelation co-operates with their own foreboding. They
announce the fact, that evil in the human world has not merely

sprung up in human hearts ; there are other stranger, stronger

agencies of evil in this region of the universe ; there is a devil.

^

^ Schleiermacher, in his Glaubenslehre, i. 219, believes that the doctrine of the

agency of the devil may be deduced from a defective knowledge of sin, in contradic-

tion of the opinion that it owes its origin to the profoundest knowledge of evil. But
he has seldom reasoned more weakly than when he begins to argue against thia

doctrine (p. 209). The sophistry and worthlessness of most of his arguments directly

appear when we put them to the proof and apply them to the moral relations of men.
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The doctrine of the devil proceeds, therefore, from a prophetic and
profound ethical knowledge of the world. It might be said that

the doctrine of evil demons unfolds itself from the demoniacal
depths of ethical foreboding. But it is unfolded with the develop-

ment of the manifestation of ethical life in humanity ; and those

points which may be regarded as articulations in the development
of this doctrine coincide with critical moments in the history of the

human race. But those who look upon this doctrine as a represent-

ation derived from Parsism, and engrafted on the Hebrew faith,

have not discerned the difference, wide asunder as the poles, be-

tween the idea of an evil God and of a fallen created spirit. The
evil God is lord over the substance of half the world—indeed, the

proper materiality of the whole world belongs to him, and the good
God is scarcely able to overpower him. The fallen evil spirit, on
the contrary, as he makes his appearance in the book of Job, is a
poor Satan, who cannot call an atom of the material world his own

;

who everywhere can only do just so much as power is granted him
for by God, whose supremacy controls him, and who turns all his

projects to everlasting confusion. How can any one confound the

idea of Ahriman with that of Satan—the idea of the wicked one, in

whom evil is one with sin—with that idea in which evil is the

punishment of sin, its annihilation through substantial life ?

Attempts, indeed, have been made to prove that the idea of Satan
involves contradictions ; but the observations in support of this view
have been very wide of the mark—they apply to the conception of

Ahriman, not to that of Satan. It is certainly inadmissible that

evil can be absolutely identical with a substantial Being, that such
an one can become Evil personified, or that ' persevering wickedness
should be able to exist with the most distinguished insight.' But
whence has the theologian learnt that ' the most distinguished

insight' is attributed to the devil in the Bible? Does not true

insight presuppose a harmony with the moral order of the world ?

Thus insight makes its appearance in the Bible. The theologian is

unfortunate in his appeal to it ; for all insight is denied to the devil

by the Bible. He comes forward, indeed, as a great genius, equipped

For example, the first argument asserts that only such motives can be given for the
fall of good angels as perhajis pride and envy, which presuppose such a fall. This
amounts to saying that the fall of a pure spiritual being is altogether inconceivable.
His second argument caricatures the biblical doctrine of the devil : we shall return
to this in the sequel. Further, human evil must be identical with possession

;

besides, the doctrine of Satan must declare that he lost his understanding by the
perversion of his will. And ' how is it to be conceived that some angels have
sinned and others have not ?

' If we apply this argument to human relations, we
shall find that it equally amounts to nothing. Is it necessary to enter on the proof
of this ? The exegesis of biblical passages which relate to the doctrine of the devil

is not much better, in the aforesaid demonstration, than the [ihilosophical discussion
of the question. Besides, the leading assumption is false, that Christ and His apostles

only made use of this representation because it was in vogue among the people. How
could the popular representation necessitate our Lord to mark such a great mysteri-
ous experience of His life as that given in the history of the temptation, as a tempt-
ation of Satan? [Renan [Vie de Jesus, p. 41) adduces it as an instance in which
JesuB was not more enlightened than His countrymen, that ' il croyait au diable, qu'il

envifiageait comme une sorte de gdnie du mal.'

—

Ed.]
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with a power of understanding refined to superlative craftiness ; but
his demoniacal cunning appears as moral stupidity, and on all

points in which he mauceuvred against humanity he is decidedly

foiled by the action of the divine insight, especially in the history of

the fall, in the trial of Job, and in the history of Jesus, As soon as

the theologian has freed himself from confounding Parsism with the.

pure biblical theology, he will find that no conception is more
firmly established than that of the devil. We proceed from this

point, tliat, even before the fall of man, a fall had taken place in a

spiritual sphere of the world. A host of spirits, belonging to the

train and retinue of a powerful spirit of their own kind, fell with

him into sin, and apostatized from God. There is nothing contra-

dictory in this fact. The fall of men proves the possibility of the

fall of other spirits. But the manner in which great and highly

gifted men have fallen most deeply, and even within the life of

humanity have been able to exhibit the demoniacal in evil, throws

light on the supposition, that in that pre-human disorder in the

spirit-world the greatness in the fall of their chief bore some pro-

portion to the original greatness of his nature. But though the

notion of such a region of pre-human fallen spirits cannot be
impugned, yet it may seem difficult, not to say monstrous, to admit
an agency of these spirits on the human world. The representation,

that in ancient times a familiar colloquial intercourse existed be-

tween men and devils, has always given offence. How should

Satan as such be able to come near men ? Here is the proper place

for pointing out the significance of the doctrine of the great life-

operations in the world, which appear in the antagonism of sympa-
thies and antipathies. Just as the cosmical lights from star to star

operate through the wide creation, so, but to a greater degree, do the

psychical moods of spirits both good and bad. Thus humanity in

its primal innocence had to encounter the action of a fallen spirit-

sphere, which depressed the inspiration of its undeveloped ethical

life-feeling. The moment of its first trial happened at the moment
of such a psychical depressing influence of Satan, Thus the trial

became a temptation ; and in the elements of this temptation the

natural allurements which in every trial operated on man, became a

colloquial address of the spirit of temptation. We saw above how
the influences of pure spirits can become jDlastic in the human soul

—how they create in its inward tuition an appearance, a language,

a conversation. The same holds good of the powerful operations of

Satan. The more sensitive, tender, and vigorous a man feels, so

much the more every evil influence gains over him, as soon as he

wavers in his moral standing, a plastic distinctness which it had
from the first in its inner nature, and becomes an appearance, or a

discourse, or, in fact, a speaking appearance.

The action of the fallen spirit-world on the first human world

may be easily explained, even though it be considered as the action

of an extra-mundane sphere. But if it be supposed that in Satan's

kingdom spiritual traces appear of a shattered earthly spirit-king-
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dom anterior to man, this hypothesis gains important confirmation

from analogous traditions of a physical kind, which send us back to

such a shattered pre-human primitive world. We are led by these

ruins, in their relation to the doctrine of Satan, to the supposition

that that sphere of colossal serpents, lizards, and other monstrous

amphibia had been formed round the centre of an ethically free

giant-spirit and his associates, and that this spirit constituted the

spiritually conscious centre of his insular world, in the same sense

as man, in the present organic form of the earth, exists as the life-

principle comprehending and glorifying all organisms in conscious

spirit-life. According to this construction of that giant-world in

which the amphibious type predominated, we understand why the

spiritual chief of that sphere after his fall is designated as the

Dragon.
According to this, in demonology the complement of the physical

ruins would appear, quite naturally, in a parallel of ethical ruins.

In this connection Satan may be contemplated as the ethical giant-

fossil from the age of the pre-human earth-formation. The crea-

tion of the human earth unfolded itself out of the judgment that

preceded on the demon-earth. But though that demon-earth has

been judged and set aside by the formation of the human earth, yet

as smothered Chaos it has in various ways an influence on the tone

of the present world's history. From time to time the tones of that

insular antiquity break forth. The billows again roar, and mingle
sea and land, and miasmata are exhaled from the swamps. In
particular juices of nature the traces appear of the potencies of that

far-gone age—poisons, which are, so to speak, the spirit-sounds of

that buried nature, which reverberate in the present.-^ The amphibia
exhibit the animal type which was predominant in the kingdom of

that fallen spirit-chief ; and the serpent, in the forms under which
it has come forth in the new earth-sphere, has become the symbol of

his nature and agency. It could formerly pass through the air in

various shapes, winged as a dragon ; but under the present economy
it is sentenced to crawl on its belly, and to eat the dust. Its exist-

ence, which was prominent in the former economy, and stood ne^-

the demon-chief of the globe, is now degraded to the lowest dust

compared with that of the higher animals ; and the regions in which
the spirits of that condemned original population of the earth have

taken their residence, are the wastes, the deserts, and stormy winds,

by which the effects of their former power are symbolized. But these

fallen spirits themselves have, by their sympathetic influence on young
humanity, converted the trial which it had to stand, into a danger-

ous temptation which it has not withstood. Since that time, the

continued action and movement of their tones in the earthly world

form the special centre of gravity and demoniacal depth of all evil

1 See K. Snell, Philosopliische Betrachtun[/cn der Natur, the Essay on the occurrence

and significance of poisons in nature, p. 23, especially pp. 36-48. ' Prussic acid

gives us a representation of a state of matter which we must call living death, and of

which, without it, we could form no conception. This state was certainly at one time
general and predominant in nature.'
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on the eartli. On this account, according to the view of all Grod's

moral heroes in holy writ, the whole kingdom of sin appears as a

kingdom of Satan.

We must not overlook the fact, that the actual effects which pro-

ceed from the region of these demons are symbolically conceived and

represented in a twofold way. First of all, they are made use of

with poetic liveliness to describe all evil. On the one hand, evil is

called simply devilish, because human evil has been called forth

by devilish evil, though evil is as human as it is devilish, and

throughout creaturely, in the definite mood of a fallen creature, or

rather the positively worthless and pernicious which makes man a

sinner, and the demon a devil. It is also called ' devilish,' as being

the most concrete and powerful expression to designate evil. On
the other hand, the devilish is called evil, as if Satan were the ideal

chief of evil, identical with evil, although he is only in a historical

sense the first, most powerful chief of evil. But Satan is designated

simply as the evil one, because the religious feeling takes cog-

nizance only of the destructive ethical side of his life, and stands

in no immediate relation to his nature-side. This symbolic in its

application to the"doctrine of Satan should be thoroughly understood,

lest, without intending it, we should make an Ahriman of Satan.

The kingdom of Satan naturally stands in constant antagonism

to the kingdom of God. It is developed till the completion of its

judgment, confronting the kingdom of light. The manifestations

of salvation and of the divine life on earth are encountered by the

outbreaks and disclosures of the powers of darkness. They come
forward in manifold masks, adapted to the circumstances of the

times. But the ethical spirit of humanity ever casts a penetrating

glance through all disguises, and detects and rejects the old enemy
who is a murderer from the beginning. The first man learnt, not

in his sin, but in his repentance, that a crafty demoniacal power had
ruined him by its temptation. In the last times of the present

course of the world, the true Church, in conflict with ' the beast out of

the sea,' and with ' the beast out of the earth ' which * had two horns

liT^e a lamb,' will discern that it is the dragon who speaks through

all the beasts (Rev. xiii.) Christ in the wilderness, after His bap-

tism, had to encounter a great critical temptation; He discerned

the tempter behind the temptation.

NOTE.

It must here be stated in most explicit terms, that we carefully

distinguish between the doctrine of the devil in itself and the view

just given, according to which the fall of the devil is regarded

as the fall of the moral central being of the pre-Adamite earth.

We are dfesirous not to make this doctrine dependent, in its general

form, in the slightest degree on our hypothesis. But it will not

escape the unprejudiced reader how very much this hypothesis is

fitted to bring about a harmonious religious view of earthly-cosmical

relations. Jacob Bcihm, in his visionary speculation, seems to have
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gained an image of this view, but his image was necessarily obscured

and distorted by the influence of his gnostic principles. Thus much
he saw, that in the present form of the world, a conflict of two
forms of the world appeared, and that particularly ' Man is and
signifies that other host which God created instead of Lucifer's

host expelled from Lucifer's place.' ^ But in this Adam three prin-

ciples were from the first active— ' the kingdom of hell, the kingdom
of this world, and the kingdom of paradise/ although originally his

life commenced in the paradisaical principle. The passage, Gen.

i. 2, is explained by the adherents of Bohm's system in the same
way, since it is regarded as a description of the ruined world of

Lucifer. But that desolation and void may be regarded as the

-consecrated fermentation of the world in process of formation, over

the dark depths of which the Spirit of God moved with creative

energy. If we wished to find the contrast between the purely

demoniacal and the Adamic earth in the contrast of the insular

and continental type, that pre-Adamite world-history, with its Ml
of the spirits, would come in between the second and third day's

work of creation, Gen. i. 8, 9.

SECTION VII.

THE SPIRITUAL REST AND SPIRITUAL LABOUR OF CHRIST IN THE
WILDERNESS—THE TEMPTATION.

(Matt. iv. ; Mark i. ; Luke iv.)

The words of the Evangelist (Matt. iv. 1), ' Then was Jesus led

up of the Spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted of the devil/

have been looked upon by modern criticism as a dark hieroglyphic.

But they are explained by the simple law, that every ethical nature,

according to the measure of its power and the destiny operating in

this power, must maintain on earth the conflict with the powers of

darkness, in order to gain influence for humanity, and to become a

decided reality. The facts of experience correspond to this law,

that to every first inspiration of such a power the tempter unawares
stands opposite, as if one power had called forth the other from the

darkness of the world to the battle-field. In this manner the

divine government of the world fulfils its work. By the uncover-

ing of evil in the course of events, over against the manifestations

of good, judgment is executed on the absolute nothingness and base-

ness of evil. Thus there was a world-historical, and indeed a divine

reason, why Christ should be led by the Spirit into the wilderness

to be tempted by the devil. His spiritual rest was exchanged for a

great and severe spiritual task in the wilderness : it had for its

sequel a temptation which was consummated in a mysterious his-

torical act. But after the victory over the temptation, the spiritual

festivity reappeared with fresh and steady splendour.

In the Jordan the bright side of sinful humanity had blessed the

^ Bauer, die christUche Gnosis, p. 691.
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Lord ; in tlie wilderness He was obliged to endure the action of its

dark side,— the tempting operation of its curse.

If we are informed that the Spirit led the Lord into the wilder-

ness after His God-man consciousness had been festively filled with

that divine joy of His inner life, yet we at the same time receive

the intimation that the Lord could not immediately enter with

these riches of His heart into the congregation of His people, who
formed the contrast to the wilderness.

We might indeed look on the forty days which Jesus spent in

the wilderness, first of all, as the celebration of the disclosed fulness

of His inner glory. He needed to be a long time alone with God,
in order to spread before Him the great revelation which had now
been completed, to meditate upon it with Him, and to seal it in the

quiet consecration of His life.

This celebration was at all events the beginning, the key-note,

and aim of His sojourn in solitude. It was the holy mysterious

poetry of the completed unfolding of all Heaven's fulness in the

heart of humanity, the beautiful blooming time of roses in the soul

of the God-man, the still hour of the holy spring night of the New
Covenant on which the nightingale of the world sang its first song

to its God. But why call this glorious celebration in solitude, so

significantly, the temptation in the wilderness ?

Christ, in the celebration of his Spirit-life, could not turn away
from humanity. He could not retain this fulness of life as booty

for Himself. It belonged to the nature of this inner glory that He
regarded it as God's mission to the world—as Heaven's great bene-

diction—as the salvation of the world. The infinite divine joy with

which His heart now throbbed, was at the same time imbounded
love of man ; and thus it became an indescribably strong impulse

to communicate Himself to the world, and especially to the people

of Israel. The impulse of His life was to enter without delay into

the midst of the congregation of Israel. And the people called

Him. They called Him by all the yearnings of their expectations,

by all the thoughts and images of their ideal of the Messiah. The
world with all its ideals called Him. But the ideals that called

Him were poisoned by the revelry and intoxication of humanity.

The Messianic image of a sinful world—a clever, but in all points

distorted caricature—as the confused, dim, mocking image of a

chaotically agitated and serpent-like wily prince of this world—con-

tradicted the pure image of God in the Messianic consciousness of

Christ. Therefore, no sooner had He after His baptism turned

Himself in Spirit to the world, with the greeting of His love, than

He received a counter-greeting in a loud siren-song of all the distorted

intoxicated world-ideals. He could not advance a step among His
people without meeting the caricatured image of the chief of men

;

without coming upon false assumptions, false words, interi)retations

and fictions of a false chiliasm perverting the history of the world in a
thousand forms, and of a fanatical and carnal idealistic world-vertigo.

The contrariety of Christ's Messianic kingdom to the Messianic
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ideal of tlie Jews has often been so explained as if Christ wished to

establish a merely spiritual kingdom of heaven—as if He had not

inserted in His work the tendency to plant the ideal life, and to

advance it to its completion in the actual appearance, and by His

redemption really to transform the world. But this ' anti-judaical'

spiritualism falls itself into the most palpable error, even while

intending to correct the error of the Jews. It contradicts the

Messianic image of the prophets, who, agreeably to the nature of

the case, combine in one view the' inner and outer kingdom of

heaven ; it equally contradicts the Christian doctrine of that trans-

formation of the world which is to be completed at the resurrection
;

and lastly, it contradicts the most explicit declarations and promises

of Christ Himself, who points to His second advent as the trans-

formation of the world. This view also contradicts every well-

grounded theory of the world. It belongs to the dualism which
splits the world into two halves—so that ideas must form spectres

without corporeity, and matters of fact mere animal phenomena
without spiritual life. In truth, this spiritualism generally falls

back into that chiliasm which it professes to shun. For it must
always grant or desire some kind of transformation of the world,

and for that purpose it requires both principles and organs. But as

it has rejected that transformation by the Spirit and life of Christ,

it forms "for itself other principles unchristian and antichristian, which

are to make up for or to supplement Christian ones, and must seek

in false messiahs for the organs of the world's transformation. But
for this dualism Christ has given no warrant whatever by His de-

claration, ' My kingdom is not of this world.' These words rather

express the fact, that with the appearance of His kingdom, this

world vanishes, and the future becomes manifest. The very fact

that He speaks of His kingdom shows that He has founded not

merely a school, or a congregation, or a church, but a morally

organized community, completing itself in ideal universality. The
kingdom is His kingdom. But He will surrender it into the hands

of the Father ; therefore Christ has never given up the expectation

that His Messianic kingdom will be a kingdom of outward visibility.

As the festival of Easter arises out of Grood Friday, so His new
world arises from the depths of world-renunciation—His kingdom
of glory from His kingdom of the cross. But the expectation that

it must begin as an outward kingdom, and therefore outward in its

constitution, without being founded in God and in the life of the

Spirit,—as a secular kingdom brought into existence by means of

craft and force, and so an anticipatory counterfeit of the true king-

dom, in which every appearance must proceed from the fulness of

the Spirit,—this expectation Christ could never have cherished ; for

it was the very temptation He combated in the wilderness, and truly

a temptation of Satan.

The kingdom of darkness can never realize on earth its chaotic

tendencies in their naked, wild form. The destruction of human
life, to a large world-historical extent, can be effected only when the
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spirit of the etliical chaos succeeds in wearing the mask of a trans-

formed cosmos. Only in dehisive social forms, political and hierar-

chical, but especially Messianic and chiliastic, can the ' nameless
beast ' win for itself, and maintain for a while, a great appearance.

The history of evil on the earth proves this. It often appears

in chiliastic, often in hierarchical forms ; but in the one case the

chiliasm is headed by a hierarchical power, in the other case the

hierarchy is animated by the intoxication of chiliasm. The hier-

archy that crucified Christ was in reality Jewish chiliasm through-
out. In His time it was concentrated in the falsified ideal of the

Messiah. Its special sympathetic power was its connection with all

carnal, extravagant ideahzing {Idealisterei)—with all the fantastic,

wild fanaticisms in the world. But its deepest principle was the

chief of the demoniacal chaos, who readily disguised himself as an
angel of light. When the spirit of a people is hostilely excited in

an antichristian tendency against the spirit of Christ and the spirit

of the true transformation of the world, in this excitement it neces-

sarily forms a sympathetic union with the spirit of the world in its

ungodly tendency. In this sympathy its own tendency coincides

with all the tendencies of satanic power ; and as this is the mightiest

power of the whole community, so it becomes its animating prin-

ciple. In truth, demoniacal evil can realize its ideal only in forms
of light which allow the inward mockery to be seen through them

;

—only in forms of the Holy through which may be seen the sneer

of the internal contradiction ;—only in a false scenery of the trans-

formed world, through wliich the lightnings of the ancient chaos flash

in all directions. The Jewish expectation of the Messiah had its

ideal realized in the horrible scenes of the Jewish war.

This expectation met the Lord in His way, as soon as he wished
to turn to the people. It was the assumption that He must found
His kingdom on an ungodly carnal mind, on unspirituality and in-

ternal corruption, on craft and force, wliich always accompany
fanatical idealism among mankind. In His pure sympathy for

humanity, He felt the drawing of this intense perverted longing in

the world. But no sooner did He feel this influence than it excited

a powerful repulsion in the Holy Spirit with which He was filled.

This repulsion drove Him into the wilderness. That sympathetic

influence opposed Him like a wall. The spirit of temptation en-

countered Him all the way between Jordan and Jerusalem. Christ,

with His Messianic consciousness, sought a sure entrance among His
people, and seemed to find none. How could He escape being griev-

ously misunderstood by the world, when He appeared in it as the

Messiah, the Son of God ? The more He was impelled by the love

of mankind to hold intercourse with His people, .so much the more
a holy shyness towards men drove Him into the wilderness. He
could not directly manifest to men the Sun of God's fulness which
glowed in His heart, without dazzling their weak eyes. An imme-
diate animated disclosure of His inmost soul would have been for

them the final judgment. And how could He expose the glorious
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mystery of His soul to the unutterable profanation which must en-

sue, if He was willing to disclose His consciousness directly to the

people and trust Himself to the world ? It was the curse of the

world, that the splendour of His inmost soul, unless it were veiled,

must destroy the world. He was obliged to secure His sanctuary in

the wilderness from the profanation of the temple-goers, His kingly

dignity from the insults of the rulers, His Messiahship from the pre-

valent Messianic delusions, and His love of men from men. Amidst
these embarrassments, He concealed Himself in the depths of the

desert. He lived among the wild beasts. They alarmed not the

Prince of men, and were less dangerous to Him than men. He
wandered about, and could not leave the wilderness, because the

Spirit always drove Him back into solitude as often as His heart

turned towards men ; and then temptation again assailed Him with
the aHuring sympathy of the world. Thus He was withdrawn from
the world for forty days. He had taken refuge in concealment, as if in

death, from the siren's song of the world's ideal. He tasted no food

during this period of intense mental conflict. His sojourn in the

wilderness forms an appalling spectacle,—the spectacle of a man pro-

strated in the deepest sorrow, and harassed with the severest conflict.

And yet, as we have already intimated, it was not exclusively this

mental conflict, involving the interests of humanity, which detained

Him in the wilderness. Strongly as the love of man, on the one
hand, attracted Him, not less strongly, on the other hand, was He
attracted by the love of God, The attraction of the one prepared

for Him unspeakable sorrow, that of the latter inexpressible joy.

There is a blessedness which is plunged in sadness—a delicate,

trembling joy, a solemn festival of the soul in which all the joys of

heaven meet and salute all the sufferings of humanity. In this state

of feeling we find our Lord. He turned Himself to the Father. In
the Father's bosom He concealed His kingly sense of God—His
holy horror at the drunken idealizing of the world. If His sorrow

caused Him to fast, still more was this effect produced by the peace

of this super-mundane retirement, in which He could spend forty

days as one holy festival in the presence of His Father. This pre-

ponderance of the rest of God over human labour in His spirit

—

this glorification of His sorrow in His blessedness, of His love of

men in His love of God, was just the preponderance of His freedom
over the sympathies of His life, which resulted in His victory. Tliis

peculiar state of mind serves to explain the long fasting of Christ.

Even in the first days of His fasting, criticism begins to be vora-

cious while it accompanies Him with its meagre reflections. Its

doubts cannot disturb us. Christ's fasting was not legal, nor a
result of enactment. He might have lived, like John, on locusts

and wild honey without essentially breaking His fast.^ But we can

^ Of John the Baptist Christ says (Matt. xi. 18) he came neither eating nor drink-
ing, although he lived on locusts and wild honey, the bread of the wilderness. [Meyer,
in his thorough, unilinching way, says the fasting here ' is to be understood ahsohddy'
and refers to the convincing passages, Exod. xxxiv. 28, and 1 Kings xix. 8.

—

Ed.]
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find no difficulty if we take the fastin^j^ of Christ in the strictest

sense. Often deep thinkers/ contemplative devotees,- sorrowing
penitents,^ ecstatic enthusiasts, or persons under morbid excitement^
have fasted for an extraordinary length of time. But Christ is also

in this respect the Prince of men, who in the highest heroic measure
comprehends the particular possibilities of this class. In Him the
power of the deepest contemplation co-operated with the power of

the deepest sorrow, and these M-itli the highest inspiration, in order

to sustain a disposition so free froui wants and so super-mundane,
and which was perfected by means of the highest sympathy which
His soul now felt for the entire morbid state of His generation. In
truth. His fasting, according to its deepest significance, was the

specific, redeeming counteraction against the malady of the world,

as far as it consisted in a mad, false idealizing. To that insane
chiliastic idolizing of the world which would fain have deluded and
fettered Him, He opposed the counterpoise of His perfected sober-

mindedness, of which the outward form appeared in His fasting. It

should never be forgotten that Christianity was born into the world
with a plenitude of the Spirit, which showed the freest exaltation

above nature in the fasting of Christ. And this characteristic it

retains through all time. In this heroic sobriety of soul it overcame
and rescued the Eoman-Grecian world in that wild debauchery
which would have been its ruin. And thus, hereafter, the Church
by the power of a spirit-like sobriety will overcome the jovial

banqueting of those who wull be eating, and drinking, and amusing
themselves at the end of the world (Matt. xxiv. 38, 39). But what
specially^supported our Lord during those days in the energy of His
life, was the creative vital power which gave Him copious supplies

of nourishment and vigour, and refreshed His inmost soul. He
lived by depending on the mouth of God, while He retired with
ecstasy into His innermost principle of life.^

In the great movements of His exalted consciousness, the forty

days might pass away as a single day, or an hour. It has been
observed,*^ that in the lives of Moses'' and Elijah,^ periods of forty

days occur as fast-times in critical junctures ; and the narrative of

the sojourn of Jesus in the wilderness has brought to mind the

forty years' wandering of Israel in the wilderness. Some have
made this remark in order to find out traces of fiction in the his-

tory ; others, in order to comfort themselves with the thought that

the number of forty days is not to be taken too rigidly.'-* But this

rhythmical recurrence of forty days in similar junctures of the Theo-
cracy rather points to a more general mysterious law of life. The
forty days' fasting of Moses also forms a contrast to the preceding

rebellion of the people, who ' ate, and drank, and rose up to play,'

^ Spinoza supported himself for several days on four sous.

2 Niklaus von der Fliie. ^ Saul, Acts ix. 9.

* See W. Hoffman, das Leben Jesu, p. 315. Many examples of tliis sort liave occurred
in modern times. ^ Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus, i. 37 (Clark's Tr.)

5 Strauss, Ltben Jesu, i. 450. '' Exod. xxxiv. 28.

8 1 Kings xix. 8. ^ Neander, Life of Jesus Christ, p. 73 (Bohn).
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and showed their preference for a false religion. Elijah in like

manner presented a spiritual antagonism to the hankering of his

people after the fantastic pleasure of the worship of Baal. The
common labour of man is comprised in the cycle of a week, and his

spiritual labour in the cycle of a week multiplied into itself, in

a period of about seven weeks of labour. The spiritual labour by
which Israel, as a people, were obliged to purify themselves for the

temperate enjoyment of the glories of Canaan, required forty years.

But why should not the theocratic history, the innermost essence of

which is poetry, be carried on, like poetry, in rhythmical relations ?

In Christ's life also, this law of life must be fulfilled, according

to which the psychical relations stand in living affinity to the

earthly relations of time.

But when the forty days were fulfilled, then he hungered. He
became vividly conscious of His destitution. He hungered not only

after bread, but also after man, and after living intercourse with

the world. This was the moment in which all the tempting He had
withstood was concentrated, and at the same time unfolded, in most
distinct single temptations ; the moment in which the tempter,

whose spiritual influence He had up to that time experienced, came
before Him in a more defined form. We are able to distinguish

exactly these two stadia of the temptation : the secret whispers of

the tempting spirit during the forty days, and its final concen-

tration in the three assaults at the close. Matthew has condensed

the whole temptation of Christ into those final assaults. Mark has

simply noticed the temptation in its duration of forty days. Luke
has specified the two constituent parts of the temptation. As soon

as we have ascertained the significance of the whole transaction, no
real contradictions can be imagined. But we must now endeavour

to set in a clear light the distinction between the two forms of the

temptation.

During the forty days Christ was tempted in this way, that He
was met by the Messianic ideal of Israel in its corrupted chiliastic

form, sustained by all the morbid fanatical excitement then existing

in the world, and by the powers of darkness. But this temptation

was probably not an internal process, as it is often represented in

order to explain the history of the temptation.^ Christ could not in

an idle manner brood over the possibilities of sin, or imagine them
in darkness by spreading out the allurements of the false ideal of the

world before His own spirit. On this supposition, one part of His
consciousness would have been the tempter, and the other the con-

queror." Such a self-tempting of the consciousness can hardly be

imagined without involving siu.^ The totality of the soul's life will

^ ' Transient illusions ' (Fluclitisre Yorspiegdungcn) the temj^tations of Jesus, accord-

ing to this view, are called by Fleck [die Vertheidigung des Christenthums, p. 225).
- Particularly according to the representation of this transaction by Weisse [die

evangelische Gcschichte, ii. 21).

^ [' I could as soon accept the worst statements of the most degraded form of Arian
creed, as believe that this temptation arose from any iuternal strugglings or solici-

tations,— I could as soon admit the most repulsive tenet of a dreary yociuiauism, as
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not allow us to separate the voluntary imagination of the tempting
evil from an accompanying movement of evil desire. And apart
from this psychological law, another law of life forbids our regarding
the temptation of Christ as a fact of His consciousness isolated from
His people's life. It belongs to the order and soundness of the
inner life to indulge in no idle brooding anticipations of the future.

The soul can and should anticipate the outward experience, but
only in proportion as it comes in contact with the spiritual prog-
nostics of the experience, as the collision with experience begins to

fall upon its ear ; as therefore it is congruous with a human life

which must be always prepared and led througli the inward to the
outward, and with its essential superiority to time. But if beyond
this necessity it indulges in arbitrary anticipations, it gets out of its

historical rhytlim. This arbitrary exercise of the imagination would
be in itself sinful, even should there be nothing sinful in the nature
of its imaginings. But Christ could not disturb the order of His
life in a morbid manner. His battle with the evil one was, there-

fore, not the result of a fiction. It was a genuine historical collision

with him, though a spiritual one. The whole soul of Christ stood

firm in the absolute rejection of the temptation, which was not in

the least degree the offspring of His own fancy. But not the less

was His soul moved and agitated by temptation, in consequence of
the sympathy which bound Him closely to His own people and to

mankind. In the element of this sympathy He beheld all the images
of temptation standing clearly before Him—He heard all the tones

of its allurements. Christ's living impulse to manifest Himself to

His people placed Him incessantly opposite to temptation, which
was continually meeting Him in new forms. The repulsion with
which He continually put it away from Him was His victory.

In consequence of this repulsion, Christ must always have re-

mained in the wilderness, unless in some particular moments of His
conflict the possibility had not been developed and displayed to Him
of entering among the people, and thus fulfilling the mission of His
life. The struggle of Christ with temptation was at the same time
to secure and determine the complete carrying out of His calling in

all its distinguishing traits. And since, on the one hand, in the life

of His free love the necessity of manifesting Himself to the })eople

moved Him, and, on the other hand. He felt the necessity of con-

cealing and withdrawing Himself from the people, the plan of His
Messianic ministry required to be clearly and distinctly unfolded

under the painful reciprocal action of this apparent contradiction.

At the end of His conflict He had a fully developed solution of the

difficult problem, how He could surrender Himself as the true Mes-
siah to the people, who were carried away by a false Messianic image.

deem that it was enhanced by any self-engendered enticements, or hold that it was
aught else than the assault of a desperate and demoniacal malice from witlumt, that
recognized in the nature of man a possibility of falling, and that thus far consiet-

eutly, though impiously, dared even in the person of the Son of man to make proof
of its hitherto resistless energies.'—Ellicott's UUt. Ltd., p. 111.

—

Ed.]
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The completion of this determination of His calhno; coincided with

the completion of His victory over temptation, and therefore with

the completion of the festal repose of His Spirit.

Bnt it would be contrary to all general and individual experience

if we were disposed to admit that the temptation of Christ was
ended and completed in a merely spiritual and ideal form. Actual

fact shows us that the moral conflicts of man cannot possibly re-

main spiritualist combats. The tempting opportunity always

meets the susceptible disposition, and converts the ideal conflict

into a historical one.^ The solemnity of the divine superintendence

demands it, and the thoughtfulness of life and the truth of victory.

How many a flaming inspiration of idealist valour has become to

'rude reality a prey!' The victory of Christ over the tempter

would not have been perfectly certain if the latter had not appeared

to Him in historic reality.

But how did he appear to Christ?" We need not explain at

length that Satan could not become a man, and assume flesh and
blood, like the Son of God. Such a supposition would expose any

one to the charge of Manicheism ; it would be condemned for its

dualism. But if it were imagined that Satan showed himself to

the Lord in a spectral appearance, it can hardly be granted that

Christ would let Himself be disposed of by such a spectre of hell on

the soil of this earth's reality, and be led through the world in all

directions.^ Nothing is gained, if it is attempted to render the

supposition easier, by supposing that Satan transformed himself

into an angel of light ; for never could he appear more detestable

and repulsive in Christ's eyes than under this mask. It is perfectly

unchristological to regard these temptations as a series of juggling

tricks by the arch- sorcerer, since it supposes that he transported the

Lord from one scene of temptation to another.'^ Even the pious

popular feeling in the legends, which represent the tricks of jugglers

as failing in the eyes of innocent children and virtuous maidens,

goes beyond this mode of viewing things, which makes the eye of

Christ dependent on the illusions of the Prince of Lies. Indeed, if we
wished to deal seriously with this supposed illusion, it might be difii-

cult to distinguish it from the beginning of an internal infatuation.

The tempter did not approach the Lord with juggling tricks, but

in the dangerous power of historical circumstances. The kingdom

of Satan was represented by the false tendency of the kingdom of

this world, and this lastly by the perverted tendency of the Jewish

hierarchy. But that the Jewish hierarchy about this time were in

quest of a Messiali according to tlieir ideal, may easily be proved.

1 [This view seems to receive confirmation especially from our Lord's own experi-

ence in His last trial, when He had fiist to endure the ideal and spiritual conflict alone

in the garden, and then the actual historical sufferings and death.

—

Ed.]
" Ebrard, in his Gospel History, admits a visible appearance of Satan, without any-

further explanation.
^ See Ulhnann, The Sinlessness of Jesus, p. 160 (Clark's Tr., 2nd ed.)

* Olshausen, Commentary on the New Testament, i. 167 (Clark's Tr.) Krabbe,

Yorlesunrjen uber das Lcbcn Jesu, p. 172.
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That deputation which the hierarchy sent from Jerusalem to

Jordan, for the purpose of obtaining from the Baptist an explana-
tion respecting his own character, must have returned to Jerusalem,
according to the dates furnished by the Evangelists, about the

time when Christ's forty days' sojourn had really expired. From
the account of the Evangelist John (i. 28, 29), it is quite evident

that Jesus came back from the solitude of the wilderness just one
day after the return of this deputation from Jordan. Now, the
Baptist had declared to them in the most explicit terms tliat he
himself was not the Messiah, but at the same time most distinctly

announced that the Messiah was come among them without their

knowing Him. From a sense of his theocratic duty, he could not
content himself on such a subject with simple intimations. If he
pointed out the Messiah to his disciples, much more would he mark
Him out to the rulers of His people, whatever might be the conse-

quences. If, then, the deputation came to him precisely at the time
in which he had recognized the person of the Messiah, he would re-

gard it as an intimation from the Lord to direct the attention of the

deputation away from himself to the acknowledged Messiah. If he
could not direct them to His place of sojourn in the desert, yet he
could so exactly describe His personal appearance, that it would be
easy for the deputation to find Him on their way home. But, at all

events, it would be a very false conception of this politically excited

hierarchy, to suppose that they would take home so quietly the
announcement from the lips of the Baptist, that the Messiah was
in their midst, without making any further inquiries on the matter
of fact. The Jewish hierarchy, filled with deep rancour against the

Eomans, longed for a political Messiah. As to the existence of this

longing, we must not be misled by the hypocrisy with which they
delivered up the true Messiah to the Eomans, professing the highest

devotedness to the Emperor ; it is suuficiently confirmed by the

later Jewish history. These men therefore left the Baptist under
the excitement of this longing, and pursued the traces of the

]\Iessiali ; and all the more readily they would pass near His retreat

on their way home, if, according to traditional accounts, He was
sojourning in the wilderness near Jericho. It might not be diffi-

cult for them to find out the Man they were so anxious to see, since

His inner conflicts were now ended, and His course of life or entrance

into the world was now clearly marked out ; He was therefore on
the point of leaving the wilderness on His return to the Baptist.

But if they found Him, they would accost Him with all the parade

and impatience of their Messianic expectations. They would pre-

sent Him with a Messianic programme diametrically opposite in all

essential points to that which had been formed in His own mind.i

^ That the view of the history of the temptation as a historical fact in a narrower
sense has already existed in Rationalist forms (see Strauss, Leben Jcsu, p. 442), and
that it is marked as antiqviated in its uumotived outward form, cannot prevent ua
from presenting it in a new form and on a fresh foundation. We have in this view not
the least interest to settle the demonology, but we shall necessarily be led to it by the

VOL. I, 2 B
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The same pure divine Prince of spirits who treated Peter as a

Satan when he wanted to dissuade from the path that led to the

cross, as ordained by His Father—Avho regarded the ripened

thoughts of treachery in Judas as an inspiration of Satan (John
xiv. 30)—and, lastly, who beheld in His own death on the cross a

judgment on the prince of this world—must have regarded this

historical temptation on the part of the Sanhedrim as the culmi-

nation and historic completion of that sympathetic temptation of

Satan with which He had wrestled in the wilderness.

The hierarchs, accustomed to a life of luxury, must have been
astonished beyond measure, when they discovered the supposed
instrument of their designs, the great Prince of the world, in the

form of a fasting, hungry hermit. The oriental pomp, we might
say, the poetry of courtiers, may be detected in the words, ' If Thou
be the Son of God, command that these stones be made bread,' As
little as John the Baptist could have thought of a literal transfor-

mation of stones when he said, ' God is able of these stones to raise

up children to Abraham ,' so little could the voice of temptation have
required here, in a literal sense, that the Lord should change stones

into bread. Such a requirement could have been no temptation for

Him. In the soul of Christ least of all could the thought arise, of

using His miraculous power in so fantastic a manner. Indeed we can

hardly impute such an expectation even to the Jewish hierarchs.

It is true, they expected a Messiah whose rule should quickly change

the desert into a blooming champaign ;
^ but in what manner, was

a matter of indifference to them. If He had exhibited Himself
decidedly in their sense as the Son of God, the wilderness would
very soon, by His magical power over spirits, have become an
Israelitish camp-scene, in which would have flowed a superabund-
ance of all earthly enjoyments. But still more directly must He
have been able, in their opinion, to change the wilderness into a
region of delight by the magic art of a world-transforming culture.

This, indeed, was the chief element of the temptation, that He should

at once begin the desired transformation of the world for appeasing

His own hunger, and for the celebration of the commencing worldly

pleasure with the transformation of the wilderness in which they

and He were then standing.'^ But this proposal was a real tempta-

tion for Him, since the actual transformation of the world lay within

the scope of His ministry, and since the infinite patience of His
spirit was required to wait for that manifestation of the glorious

fulness of life which always floated before Him as the slow, late

bloom and fruit of all the activity of His spirit. Thousands suffer

themselves to be misled by this first speech of the tempter to a

deceptive false glorification of the world, colouring and covering tha

motives assigned. Those tempting hierarclis form only the historic heads of the

whole transaction, and the organs of a temptation which in its deepest ground and
connection we regard as altogether satanic.

^ Compare Isa. xxxv. 1.

" The fantastic images of abundance in which Jewish tradition depicts the trans-

formation of the world at its close are well known.
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curse of the wilderness. Thus ofttimes, by popular delusion, by
robbery, by the subversion of social order, by enormous loans and
deceptions of all kinds, the deserts are made glad, and the stones

are turned into bread. We detect traces of this sorcery in the

chiliastic Zion of the Munster Anabaptists, in Wallenstein's camp,
as well as in many other historical caricatures of the world's trans-

formation. Still the tempter sings this old song,^ and his magic
tones are just now sounding again through the world with a mar-
vellous power of delusion. Christ, therefore, in virtue of that great

sympathy with which He, as Prince of men, felt the pulse of

humanity, heard in the address of the tempter the call of all carnal

idealizing of hunger, want, and destitution in the world, the lamen-
tation of all false mendicity, the fawning petitions of all chiliast

worldlings, the extravagant requirements of all hypocritical and
superficial philanthropists :

' command that these stones be made
bread !

' The sympathetic rush of all morbid human longings after

the enchanted land of an unjust and measureless abundance, and a
glory of the flesh overpowering the spirit, broke out in this tempta-
tion against His heart, and made Him shudder, since he felt most
deeply all the misery of the world— all the glow of its hope, and
all the glory of its prospects. Thus He was tempted to create an
abundance with the powers of His divine-human life, in contra-

vention of the divine order, and in a self-willed magical manner.
But before this delirious excitement He veiled His unique divine-

human consciousness. He answered it with a divine word, which
had formerly supported the confidence of pious human hearts during
their sufferings in the wilderness :

' Man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.'-

In the name of humanity itself, of necessitous man, He rejected the

assumption that man cannot realize the ideal of his spirit unless he
is living in the splendour of outward abundance. He asserted to

the tempter, the dignity of the personality by which man is elevated

above the requirement of mere animal existence. Man lives not by
bread alone ; but the breath of life from the mouth of God gives

him his life in the most special sense.

By His victory over the first temptation Christ laid the founda-

tion for the genuine transformation of the world, and for the estab-

lishment of a real abundance upon earth in the blessing of His
Spirit. The two miraculous feedings of the people in the wilder-

ness, which He performed at a later period, would represent, as by
a wonderful prelude, this transformation of the earth into the super-

abundance of heaven.

Now began the second temptation. Satan led the Lord to Jeru-

salem, placed Him on a pinnacle, and said to Him, ' If Thou be

' Gothe has in a masterly manner represented this temptation of Mephistopheles
in his Faust, Second Part.

- The expression, i-n-l iravrl prifiari, is, according to the words in Deut. viii. 3, ' every-

thing that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord,' referable to every creative word
from the mouth of God—every vital operation.
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tlie Son of God, cast Thyself down ; for it is written, He shall o^ive

His angels charge concerning thee, and in their hands they shall

bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone.'

^

If Christ had really in an outward sense stood on a pinnacle of the

temple,- Satan would hardly have made the proposal to throw Him-
self down literally. At least this suggestion would not have been

to Him a temptation—a psychical shock. But the actual tempta-

tion must have really agitated Him. Probably He was transported

in a figurative sense to the summit of the temple-pinnacle by the

ostentatious offers of the deputies of the Sanhedrim. No doubt the

most flattering prospects awaited His recognition by the Sanhedrim.
The most solemn assurances were given. As the prophetic and
priestly King, He saw Himself already placed on the summit of the

temple. Thence He was to make His entry into Jerusalem with

the recognition of the priests. But tliis mode of manifestation to

Israel appeared to Him as a fatal death-leap. It is true the plea

was urged, that, according to the word of God, there could be no
danger for the Lord's Anointed ; He would be borne by angels, and
glide over all obstructions. But Christ foiled the tempter with the

words, ' Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.'^ Thus He
opposed a definite word of Scripture, in its true scope, to the false

exposition of an indefinite and obscure one. Thou shalt not attempt

to draw God into the way of thy self-will, thy pride, or thy en-

thusiasm. He will not allow Himself to be drawn by thee into a

sinful interest ; much rather would He let thee fall and drop. If

thou wilt tempt Him, the attempt will become a dangerous tempta-

tion for thyself. This is the meaning of the command which the

Lord held as a shield before His breast, in order to intercept the

second dart of the tempter. He rendered*the Old Testament precept

more pointed, without altering the meaning, by substituting the

singular tliou for the plural ye. He thus at the same time brought

it home to the tempter, that he tempted God when he tempted

Christ. It appeared, therefore, to the Lord a monstrous, fatal

venture to trust Himself to the deputies of the Sanhedrim, and to

-give Himself up to the priesthood of His people. Had this been

possible, only the corpse of the true Messiah would have fallen from

the pinnacle of the temple among the people ; the hierarchy would

have made of Him a different character altogether from what He
was. Let us imagine ourselves present at the moment when Christ

saw the inclination of the fathers of His nation to receive Him accord-

ing to their notions of the Messiah, with all the allurements of the

historical and Israelitish good-will which such an offer must contain,

—let us recollect that all the sympathies which tradition, patriotism,

1 Ps. xci. 11.

* It was no impossibility to stand on the pinnacle of Solomon's porch, and perhaps

on other parts of the temple. See De Wette's Erklarung des Evangelium Matt. p.

40. [Meyer, in a valuable note on this expression, inclines to the opinion that it

points to tlie ridge of the (rrod ^aaiKiKr], on the south side of the temple. For the

giddy height of this altitude, see Josephus, Antiq. xv. 11, 5.

—

Ed.]
3 Deut. vi. 16.
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and piety form in the world's history must be involved in His tempt-
ation to surrender the sanctuary of His inner life to an infatuated

foreign power,— and we shall perceive that His heart must have
been agitated to its inmost depths when the storm of such influences

broke upon Him. How many noble spirits inflamed by patriotic or

religious enthusiasm have fallen before tlie tempter, because they

and their vocation have been held in thraldom by criminal, false,

historical tendencies, traditions, and authorities ! Jesus withstood

the temptation in the power of His sober-mindedness, and of that

pure fidelity with which He adhered to His Father's ways. His
victory laid the foundation for enabling the kingly and priestly

people of believers to make Him known as the Messiah to the nation

of Israel, and to all the world. In His triumphal entrance into Jeru-

salem at the last Passover, He allowed the first bloom of that homage
to break forth which hereafter is to be rendered by the whole world.

The deputies from Jerusalem, who, probably in the manner we
have pointed out, had placed the Lord by their theocratic phrases V
on a pinnacle of the temple, could easily stand by Him on a
mountain height in the wilderness as they made their last attempt
to persuade Him.^ But the mountain on which they placed Him
was a mountain from which they could show Him all the kingdoms
of the world, and their glory ; therefore a ' mountain higher than
all other mountains' (Isa. ii. 2)—Mount Zion, according to its

spiritual significance, in the last age of the world. The tempter

displayed to Him the prospect of the theocratic government of the

world. Probably into this disclosure, plots against the Romans
were introduced,—at all events unspiritual, ungodly plots, by which
their object was to be attained. And Christ was urged to approve
of their hierarchical plan for the conquest of the world. But to

Him this demand appeared as a temptation to fall down before

Satan and worship Him. And so it was in fact. If the hierarchical

or political conqueror of the world avails himself of evil means for

his supposed good ends, he acts in reality as a vassal of the prince

of darkness, and has bowed the knee to him. The demand for an
outward bowing of the knee the crafty enemy would not indeed, in

the presence of the Lord, have been very ready to make. But the

prospect he opened had an infinite power of sympathetic influence

on the heart of Jesus. He cast a glance in spirit over his inherit-

ance—the world. Countless hearts were bleeding, the noblest

spirits were waiting for Him, the promise of the Father guaranteed

Him this inheritance. All the motives of compassion, love, and
holy zeal seemed to oblige Him to hasten to leave no means untried,

but at any cost to makeHimself forthwith Master of the world. At

^ Tradition has pointed out the mountain Quarantania, situated in the wilderness,

near Jericho, as the mountain of the temptaticm. ' In one of its many ravines Jesus
must have kept His fast of forty days.' Winer, R. W. B. ii. 810. [' This tradition,

as well as the name Quarantania, appear not to be older than the age of the Crusades.'

Robinson, i. 56S. See, however, Ellicott (Hist. Lect. p. 109), who conjectures 'the
lonely and unexplored chain of desert mountains, of which Nebo has been thought to

form a part.' This was formerly suggested by Michaelis.

—

Ed.]
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siicli a prospect all His feelings for the world must have been aroused

and inflamed. But the maxims on which He was to proceed in im-

mediately beginning the conquest of the world, were such as He was

obliged to reject. The splendour of the end could in no wise excuse

to Him the detestable means of falsehood and unrighteousness. He
could not wish to have the beautiful world at the price of homage to

Satan. Every representation of the kingdom of God in the world

founded on untruthfulness, false appearances, hypocrisy, and force,

appeared to Him fraught with most horrible ruin to the world, a

most destructive procedure. His wrath against the tempter now-

flamed high ; and with the words, ' Get thee hence, Satan, for it is

written, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God, and Him only

shalt thou serve,' ^ He drove him from His presence.

By this victory, in which Christ renounced all pretensions to the

immediate conquest of the world, He has gained the world in God's

sight, and in the depths of His spirit and of His fidelity to God has

already beguu to take possession of His kingdom. Since He has not

sought the government of the world by base expedients. He has been

invested with it by the Father. Luke observes, ' that the devil de-

parted from Him for a season.' Though Jesus all through His life

was tempted in a general manner, yet He had two great master-

temptations to withstand ; first, the temptation of all the demon-
inspired pleasure and fanaticism in the world, the temptation to self-

delusion in egoistic morbid enthusiasm and in intoxicated arrogance

;

and next, the temptation of all the demoniac dislike and dread in the

world, a temptation to faint-heartedness and despair. The second

did not immediately make its appearance when the first was over.

But after a certain breathing-time, Christ had to fight with Satan's

temptations to despair. The instruments of this second temptation

were men—the representatives of the Jewish world of spirit, and this

circumstance refiects light on the instruments of the first temptation.

The attitude assumed by the hierarchy against Jesus as soon as

He appeared, was so hostile, that we can scarcely attribute it solely

to His rejection of the rabbinical rules about the Sabbath. It leads

us to conjecture, that the determiued conflict between the spirit of

Christ and the spirit of this hierarchy had already begun in secret

when Christ publicly appeared.

If Christ narrated to His disciples the history of His temptation

at the beginning of His intercourse with them, we may easily con-

ceive that, in consideration of their weakness, He would avoid placing

the heads of the nation as the instruments of Satan in the foreground

of His description. Besides, these personages were properly the

mere conveyers of a temptation which in its general form He had
encountered before their appearance, and which seemed to Him,
moreover, in its historical fulfilment, as an act of the element of

ungodliness in the world generally, and in hell itself. Hence the

symbolic form of the narrative may be explained.

When Jesus had gained His great victory, ' angels came and
1 Deut. vi. 13.
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ministered to Him/ These words express primarily a spiritual and
abidinf^ fact. By this victory over the kingdom of darkness, Jesus

was authenticated as the Prince of humanity, and humanity, which
in Him had now withstood the severest temptations, appeared in

fresh splendour. As a consequence of His moral elevation and the

authentication He had received, Jesus was now the Prince of pure

spirits, and in Him humanity was represented as a kingdom of

spirits exalted over the world of angels. This, Jesus experienced

in His own mind : heavenly sounds of congratulation greeted Him
after the severe conflict. He received impressions from the world

of spirits, and the homage of angels, when, by His victory over all

sympathy with evil desires in the world. He had restored the full

reciprocation with the joy of the pure spirit-world. And especially

in this hour of joyous victory was He able to come into the most
intimate spiritual intercourse with angels. But His victory over

spirits became historically manifest by the entrance into His service

of John and Peter, the noblest angels of the New Testament age.

1. The various explanations of the history of the temptation are

of very different values. They prove the difficulty of the subject by
their manifold contrariety ; but most of them contain some elements

of truth, which in a living historic view of the transaction appear

combined in a higher unity. The temptation especially appears in

the grandest manner as an operation of Satan, provided Satan does

not appear bodily according to the popular representations, but his

operation is conceived as the result of the sympathetic co-operation

of the designs of the ungodly spirit of the world with the designs of

the kingdom of darkness. We cannot admit that Satan could have

captivated the eye of Jesus by the immediate influence of delusive

appearances. Meanwhile we must not fail to observe, that the great

idealist illusions of the spirit of the world may be considered as

juggleries of darkness, the power of which Christ must have Ex-

perienced mediately, since they have mingled with the noblest

aspirations and forebodings of mankind. Hitherto, when the tempt-

ation has been explained as an internal occurrence, the objection

has arisen, that the essence of the temptation was thus treated as

consisting in a free exercise of the imagination of Christ on the

possibilities of sin. But this objection is disposed of, when the in-

ternal temptation is recognized as an attack of the sympathetic

action of tlie spirit of His nation and of the world on His soul, to

which it was necessary for Him to give a decisive repulse. The
hypothesis that Christ was tempted by a single deputy of the San-

hedrim, a Pharisee, has been in later times most generally rejected

;

it had been brought into discredit owing to its rationalistic origin,

and the uninteresting manner in which it was propounded and
advocated. This does not prevent us from accepting what is true

in it, for explaining the history of the temptation. That Christ

could regard men as satanic tempters has been shown. The prin-
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cipal thing here (besides the ethical postulate, that every victory

over temptation is complete only when it becomes a historical fact)

is the chronological hint, that the return of the deputation to the

Baptist from the Jordan to Jerusalem must have coincided with the

return of Christ from the wilderness to the Jordan ; further, the

theocratic requirement that John owed to all his hearers, and must

have given them, the clearest information respecting the Messiah
;

lastly, the historical circumstance, that the conflict between Christ

and the hierarchy at Jerusalem came on so early in such a decisive

manner. That exposition which would treat the narrative as a

parable ^ has been disposed of by the remark, that in the construc-

tion of a parable historical persons are not made use of, and least of

all does the maker of the parable introduce himself in the parable.

Now we have seen, that the temptation, with all its simply defined

historical precision, has an universal world-historical significance,

and hence it is easily explained how it necessarily assumed in the

representation a parabolic hue, as soon as the Lord, for good reasons,

caused the historical elements of the temptation to retire behind the

symbolic features which expressed their general meaning. (On this

symbolism, see Hase, Lehen Jesu, pp. 102, 103.) That explanation

which would turn the whole transaction into a cU-eam (Meyer, Stud,

iind Krit. 1831, Part 2), or into a vision (Paulus, das Lehen Jesu,

i. 142), we must regard as peculiarly unfortunate. A dream is not

within the province of moral responsibility ; and world-historical

battles and spiritual conflicts are not fought out in the placid repose

of a dream (see Ullmann). The state of ecstasy, too, must be re-

garded as the opposite pole to the state of moral wrestling in God's

champions, though it comes under the same category of true spiritual

life. But in the life of Christ the idea of ecstasy is altogether ex-

cluded, since in Him the great antagonism between the inmost life

in the spirit and common existence which rendered possible the

ecstasy of the prophets, is lost in the harmony of perfected life.

The most meagre view of all is indisputably that which regards the

transaction as made up from a number of Old Testament frag-

ments, as, for example, Elijah's forty days' fast, &c. (Strauss, Lehen
Jesu, p. 446). At all events, we do too much honour to such an
exposition, which treats New Testament facts as a piece of mosaic

made up of fragments from the Old Testament, as a composition of

the merest outward similarities, to which also Jewish tradition must
contribute, if we designate it a mythical exposition. Mythical ex-

position must throughout first point to the Christian idea—and
then show that from an aversion to the incarnation and to fact, this

idea has turned into the bypath of its spiritualistic embodiment in

the myth. These collectanea of Old Testament analogies to New
Testament facts have, however, served to draw attention to the

rhythmical relations in the theocratic history.-

^ Scbleiermacher on Luke, p. 54, &c.
- [A valuable criticism of the various theories of the temptation will be found in

Meyer in loc; by whom and by EUicott (p. 110) the literature of the subject is given.
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2. When the first temptation is designated a temptation to ' the

sin of Genius/ to convert the objects of sense into nourishment for

the spirit (Weisse, Die evangel. Geschichte, ii. 22), we may notice

the change in the modern spirit of the age, which for some time
was for regarding all the pleasures of sense with fanatical untruth-

fulness as nourishment for the spirit, devotion and worship, but
which now has passed into a decided dualism, which goes to the

length of regarding as sin the ennobling of the pleasures of sense

into nourishment for the spirit.

3. The chronological difficulties which would make the liistory

of the temptation uncertain, can be regarded only as assumed, if it

is observed how plainly John the Baptist (according to John i. 28,

29), at the time when the deputation from Jerusalem left him, re-

presents the divine attestation to Jesus at His baptism as a fact

that had previously transpired. The day after the departure of the

deputation, Jesus comes to him, and John exclaims :
' Behold the

Lamb of Grod,' &c. This exclamation is a proof that Jesus had
been pointed out as the Messiah by that extraordinary event. But
even when the deputation came to John, the manifestation of Christ

must have taken place ; otherwise he could not have said of the

Messiah that ' He stood among them,' an expression which presup-

poses the manifestation of the Messiah for Israel. Now, since the

forty days' sojourn of Jesus in the wilderness followed His baptism,

and this sojourn was closed just after the return of the deputa-

tion, the baptism must have taken place about forty days before

their arrival at the Jordan. Negative criticism, in dealing with
this chronological difficulty, is just like a man's standing close

under a bridge, and complaining that he finds no passage over, all

the while running down the river, and never thinking of turning
upwards. ' The Evangelist does not make the Baptist speak as

if six weeks had intervened between the baptism of Jesus and
the narrative he now gives.' Thus Strauss, Leben Jesu, i. 428.

This perfectly arbitrary assertion has, not without reason, met with
ironical treatment from Ebrard.

SECTION VIII.

THE PLAN OF JESUS.

It was the blessed result of the temptation which Jesus passed

through in the wilderness, that the whole course, as it was to be

The condemnations in the latter are too indiscriminate. Did he forget that what he
calls ' the monstrous opinion that the temjiter was human ' was adopted by Bengel ?

(' Videtur tentator sub schemate scribee apparuisse.') However, it is to be borne iu

mind, that in the other instances where Satan used human agency we are made dis-

tinctly aware of this by the narrative, whereas in the case before us no such intima-
tion is given, and certainly a different impression conveyed. It is therefore mere
hypothesis that Satan here acted through hierarchical or other human persons ; and
some may be disposed to reject the hypothesis on the score of its needlessness. Besides
that the supposition of intervening persons must be suspected of proceeding from and
tending towards a disbelief of the power of Satan to act on the soul of man immediately,
as spirit on sx^iiit. From this suspicion the author clears himself above.— Ed.]
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developed in perfect fidelity to God, was shaped clearly before His
eyes, and settled in the choice of His heart. When He wrestled

with the tempter, who wished to take from Him the attested evi-

dence of His divine mission, the whole evidence unrolled itself, and
He grasped it as a clear plan of His career. The first man passed

beyond his former condition of life by transgression ; the second by
the preservation of His righteousness. When He rejected the

Satanic plan in all its parts. He gained the most definite and per-

spicuous counterpart of it, the plan of His future, of His earthly

sojourn.

May we be allowed to describe this ideal conception of His
career, which Christ gained by the temptation, as His own plan?
The term is at all events easily misunderstood, and at the best is

feeble in relation to the great thought which in this case it must
bear; and yet it is not easy to find a substitute for it. Christ

gained in the wilderness a distinct survey of His real course through
life. But the most powerful, freest self-determination was con-

nected with this survey, which might, therefore, be regarded as

His choice. He had chosen His life's course when He returned

from the wilderness. But this choice was not merely dynamic, but

a deliberate arrangement of various parts—an internal programme
—the ideal delineation of His pilgrimage. If we seek for the most
suitable word to designate this ideal draught of the career of Jesus,

we shall be led back to the word Plan.^
Not only does reflection form plans, but enthusiasm. Plan,

indeed, often stands in contrast to the simple, noble frankness of

disposition'as a product of calculating design. But the discipline

of the Spirit which refines the enthusiasm that pours itself forth

irregularly, and which leads to clearness of perception respecting

its functions, also compels to the formation of a plan. Not only

civil concerns, diplomatic negotiations, and political intrigues rest

upon definite plans, but still more the glorious works of art. A
perfect work of art is, in its essential characteristics, prepared before

its actual execution. Now it would be decidedly at variance with

Christ's life, if we were to admit that He had not reached this ideal

formation of His life in His inner man, but proceeded to His work
with a blind enthusiasm. The New Testament age begins from
the first in a decided consciousness, which is in unison with the

highest rapture of inspiration. This is the specific nature of Chris-

tianity, that, on the one hand, its enthusiasm is not pathological or

pythical, and that, on the other, its clearness of spirit and conscious-

ness is not reflection or enlightening of the finite by the finite.

^ Two of the most distinguished theologians of our time hold opposite opinions in

reference to the use of this word in the representation of the life of Jesus. UUmann
expresses himself against the word [On the Sinlessness of Jesus, p. 92). Neander is

in favour of it (Life of Jesus Christ, t^. 80 [Bohn's ed.]). But Neander does not

dispute Ullmann's view as to its meaning. He only claims for the word 'plan a

higher sense in this connection. [' The " plan " of our Saviour's ministry is a topic

which most of the modern lives of our Lord discuss with a very unbecoming free-

dom.'—Ellicott, p. 99.—Ed.]
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Therefore provision was made that Christ might enter on His

career with perfected conscionsness and developed distinctness.

We have ah-eady seen that Christ's pLan conld not bo that of a

political Messiah. Christ wonld have contradicted His own nature

and calling, if He had wished to erect the political transformation

of the world on the rotten basis of the corruption, religious and

moral, of the ancient world. Even John the Baptist was far above

such modern, demagogical ideas, to say nothing of Christ. But if

Christ had first of all proceeded in such a false direction, and had

been punished in it by failure, and thus thrown into the purely

si)iritual direction, after such a check He could not possibly have

accomplished the pure ideal work of the world's redemption. AVe

may without any hesitation affirm that this would have been a fatal

blow to the doctrine, precluding, that is, its application to moral

relations. For a false swing of the pendulum, when it is over, is

always followed by a counter vibration which is sure to produce a

one-sidedness, even if it does not rebound again into the false. But
a one-sidedness, such as might prove an ornament to the life of an

Augustin, would form a remediless defect in the life of Jesus. ^

And such a one-sidedness there would have been, if Christ had

wished to confine His mission and agency for all ages to the

spiritual. The institution of the holy sacrament clearly proves

that Christ intended to take possession of the whole phenomenal

world. The sacraments represent this taking possession in sym-

bolically significant beginnings. They form the germ of the

world's transformation ; and since they constitute what belongs to

the essence of the Church, we may regard the Church as the seed-

corn of Christ's commonwealth.
It Avas therefore Christ's leading thought in the predetermina-

tion of His career, that He wished to lay the foundation of a

new world deep in the spiritual life of humanity, by spiritual

operations. Since He had descended into the depths of the world's

corruption which confronted Him in the temptation, even to_ the

point where He could seize and destroy it in its foundations,

He saw clearly that in all-subduing love, in the firmest con-

fidence, in perfect humility, and with the greatest boldness of

spirit, He must go down even to hell ; that He could find the

world's deliverance only in the most awful world's judgment,

and even in the deepest death of His own life. Thus was^ He
obliged to lay the foundation of His work deep in the foundations,

or rather in the abysses, of the spiritual world. The more He thus

measured the spiritual depths of His work, the fainter must have

been the prospect of bringing it into manifestation in the days of

His earthly pilgrimage ; but the more clearly must He have seen

before Him the whole world-historical descent into hell, which He,

and with Him the Church, had to experience in the world, and the

more must the future unfolding of His economy in the world have

> See Ullmann On the Sinlessness of Jesus. This theologian has successfully com-

bated the view mentioned above.
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appeared as the bright image of an unchangeable glory, as an
infinitely splendid ascension to heaven. But especially it appeared

to the Lord absolutely necessary to veil the consciousness of His
divine dignity and Messiahship as a great mystery from the profane

mind of His nation. The Jews could not hear of the Messiah

without being intoxicated with political fanaticism on His account,

or with hierarchical fanaticism, incurring guilt towards Him even

to death. And yet it was absolutely needful that men should learn

to know Him as the Messiah in order to find salvation in Him.
Hence it was Christ's first business to veil or unveil the mystery of

His inner life with the clearest foresight of redeeming love, accord-

ing to the measure of the spiritual necessities of the world. Thus
in the wilderness He carefully veiled Himself before the tempter,

in the garb of a plain man, a pious Jew. He expressed the glory

of His inner life in Scripture passages, in, if we may so say, cate-

chetical words. And when the Jews wished to make Him a king,

when the demon of political enthusiasm began to work. He with-

drew from the excited multitude and retired apart to pray. When
the demoniacs proclaimed the fact of His Messiahship, which they

had perhaps become cognizant of by a morbid relation of the soul

to His consciousness. He rebuked them. He trusted Himself to

no one, for He well knew what was in man (John ii. 24). It is an
evidence of the heavenly fervour which His heart maintained under

all tliis caution, that He at once made known His dignity to the

Samaritan woman ; that almost immediately He told this poor sin-

laden female that He was the Messiah (John iv. 26). To her He
ventured to reveal His Messianic dignity, for in Samaria there was

not the danger connected with this revelation which in Judea made
such a revelation impossible. And herein the power of His self-

determination is manifest, which enabled Him to control the ardour

of His soul, that He guarded His inner man with so perfect a

mastery in humility from the profanation of the Jews. How long

did Christ wait before He raised the conviction of the disciples

themselves to full certainty that He was the Messiah ! But it is a

fact of appalling solemnity, that He did not impart the secret of

His Messianic glory to the head of the nation, the high priest, till

it had been demanded of him as a judicial confession, and the non-

recognition of His real dignity had so far prevailed, that this con-

fession was the occasion of His death (Matt. xxvi. 64). Not till

then was His secret fully secured from the boundless chiliastic

worldliness which confronted Him, wlien He divulged it in the

most solemn manner before the Sanhedrim of His nation, and not

till then was completed the veiling of Christ's life from all the pro-

fane spirits and thoughts in the world. With the crown of thorns

and the reed sceptre, He came into the midst of the world's history

in a form in which He could be manifest only by His spirit to the

best, the elect of men. And still the cloud of Christ's world-

historical ignominy ever veils the holy of holies of His nature from

the eyes of those who would turn spiritual glory into carnal. But
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tliough Clirist, at the beginninp^ of His public life, was firml}^ re-

solved to use the name of Messiah only with the greatest caution,

since the Jews would have cherished a radically false notion of

Him, as soon as they received Him under this name
;
yet, in His

divine truthfulness, He could not help designating His unique

nature by a corresponding expression. For this purpose He found

the phrase the Son of Man, which is employed in the prophecies

of Daniel (vii. 13). Jewish expectation had not laid hold of this

expression, as of the other Old Testament designations of the

Messiah,^ and yet it was as characteristic as any other. It gave

prominence to exactly that side in the nature of Christ which was

to form the special redeen;ing counterpoise to the illusions of tlie

Jews and of the world. The Jews expected in their Messiah the

Son of God. This Son of God was, indeed, to be also a man, but

not in the free universality of the human, but in the sense of phari-

saic Judaism, and in the sense of a superhuman royal dignity—

a

demon-like Jew of extraordinary power. To this morbid expecta-

tion, Christ opposed His humanity and humaneness when He called

Himself the Son of man. He wished above all things to be known
as a true man—as a poor pilgrim (Matt. viii. 20)—as a man of

the meanest appearance, who might easily be misjudged (Matt. xii.

32)—as a child of man who, like every other, was subject to the

eternal decrees of God (Matt, xxvi, 24) ;
yea, as one who was

looked down upon contemptuously by mankind, despised. and re-

jected ; who was to be the most mai-ked man on the scale of human
misery (Mark viii. 31). Already as such a human being, belong-

ing to the human race, in the reality of His life and sufferings the

Lord contradicted the fantastic, orientally exaggerated image of a

king, by which the Jew celebrated his Messiah as superhumanly

prosperous. But also in the sense of humaneness, of free philan-

thropy, Christ wished to represent mankind. In the forbearance

with which He treated His infatuated adversaries (Luke ix. 56)

;

in the universality with which He devoted His saving love to all

the lost (Luke xix. 10) ; in the power, lastly, with which He exer-

cised His humaneness in the heroic service of philanthropy in His

redeeming death (Matt. xx. 28),—He presented the bright image

of divine humanity as the soul of the life, in opposition to the

Jewish pride of ancestry which would have subjected the human
race to Judaism, divesting it as far as might be of its proper

humanity. But this expressive demonstration of His being man
leads to the conviction, that Jesus in a peculiar sense felt as man.

He was not a singular particular man, but the Man simply as the

Prince of men. But He was not only the Man simjjly, but the

Son of man, since He was descended from humanity through the

Virgin. Humanity had been pregnant with Him in its wrestling

after the righteousness of God, in its aspirations it had brought

1 Neander rigbtly directs attention to the fact, that this want of familiarity with

the meaning of the name 'the Sou of man,' among the Jews, may be inferred from

John xii. 34.
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Him forth under the operation of the Spirit. In the power of this

descent He represented the second, higher generation of humanity
;

He is the second man, the man of the Spirit who is from heaven

—

the wondrous flower which appears as a bright flame of heaven on

the top of the old, dark, decaying genealogical tree of earthly

humanity (John iii. 13).^ Christ therefore expressed the perfected

spirituality of His natural human life when He came forward with

this name. With this He demands of the hierarchy in Israel, of

His own nation, and of the whole world, perfect regeneration by

His Spirit (John iii. 3). But although Christ adopted the title,

So7i of man, in order to express and carry out the contrariety be-

tween His life and the Messianic expectation of the Jews, and all

the chiliastic worship in the world of noble birth and genius, yet

He did not thereby wish to contradict in the least the true, pro-

phetic Messianic expectation in Israel. He was perfectly aware

that He was announced as the Son of man by the prophets, and

also that this name denoted the Messiah. The words He uttered

in the Sanhedrim— ' Hereafter ye shall see the Son of man sitting

on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven

'

(Matt. xxvi. 64)—very distinctly allude to the designation of the

Messiah in the prophecies of Daniel. Jesus had therefore con-

sciously selected from among the titles of the Messiah, exactly that

which marked Him as the future Judge of the world. But He
chose it on this account, because, among the various designations of

the theocratic Prince, it was the title that seemed suited to preserve

or divulge His incognito among His nation, in proportion as it

might be needful. But at that juncture, when the hierarchy were

on the point of condemning the Messiah, He found it necessary to

bring forward very distinctly the Old Testament use of this name
in reference to the Messiah, and by which He was accustomed to

appear in their midst, in order that they might not be able to

accuse Him of having led them into a mistake respecting His

nature by using a non-theocratic name. He did this in a declara-

tion respecting the Son of man, which made it clear that He was

the same wonderful Son of man of whom Daniel had prophesied.

In the same degree, therefore, as this name served for the conceal-

ment of His nature, it also served for unveiling it to all susceptible

spirits. It has, in the course of the w^orld's history, taken under its

protection the doctrine of the incarnation of God against all idealist

or gnostic attempts to explain away the personality of Christ ;

—

the doctrine of the divine destiny of humanity, against all monkish

or materiulistic contempt of human life ;~and lastly, the doctrine

of the universal call of humanity to salvation, against the perversions

of the doctrine of election ;—with strong and powerful efficiency.

1 See my work, Ueher den geschichtlichen Charakter, &c., p. 68. Weisse, die evang.

Geschichte. "Weisse is mistaken in regarding the view here given as a novel explana-

tion, as any one may be convinced by the preceding quotation. The author of the

first' work had already obtained this view from another. Weisse's assertion, that this

name is placed in the Gospel history in opposition as good as expressed, to the name

of the Messiah, is certainly novel.
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In truth, this title of Christ encloses a richness of meaning whicli

is continually unfolding itself with increasing glory, and can fully

manifest its hidden splendour only when the Son of man shall sum-
mon the world before Him in His judicial glory.^ (John v. 27

;

Matt. XXV. 31.)

When therefore the Lord was certain that He must veil the con-

sciousness of His Messianic glory before the world, and could only

unfold it with the greatest caution,—that the gradual disclosure of

this dignity is the judgment of the world, and that its completed

revelation will coincide with the final judgment, it was at the same
time decided in His soul that He must abide under the law in

Israel until the time of His personal glorification. He was, there-

fore, consciously 'made under the law' (Gal. iv. 4), He was
obedient to human ordinances, as ordinances of God, even unto

death, the death of the cross (Phil. ii. 8), in order to communicate
His divine-human hfe to the life of the world, to implant it in the

world. In the apostle's words just quoted the progressive stages of

this obedience to the lowest depths are indicated. In the human
jurisdiction to which the Lord was subjected, there appears a

definite succession of stages in the historic exhibition of eternal

ideal right in which He moved, as a peculiar life-element, one with

His own life. The first form of historic right appears in the mono-
theistic original laws of the patriarchs (John vii. 22). To these

laws He was already bound by circumcision. Its second form

appears in the theocratic national law of Israel given by Moses.

This law also He acknowledged in His life and conduct (John vii.

23), and intimated to the Jews that He was placed under it (Mark
X. 19). Further, the historic right took a third form in the teach-

ings of the prophets. These also were held sacred by the Lord, as

He plainly showed by submitting to John's baptism, which He did

in order to fulfil all righteousness. These three historical forms of

eternal right appeared to Him as the pure lineaments of ideal life

—

as the several outlines of revelation, which in His life attained their

living realization ; and so far He distinguishes them, taken together

as holy writ, or as the law and the prophets, very distinctly from
the later historical stage of order and right,—that is, from the

maxims of the scribes, the decisions of the hierarchical government,

and the administration of political power. The three former stages

of right embrace the theocratical forms of historical right; the

three latter, its hierarchical and political forms. But although in

these latter forms of right He perceived great and serious misrepre-

sentations of eternal right, and even flagrant contradictions, yet He
valued them as regulations of life, to which He at all times rendered

obedience in their limited sphere. We can therefore regard tliese

forms as the second half of the stages of historical right. The
ordinances of the elders form, then, the fourth historical unfolding

1 [For the title itself as found in Daniel, see Hengstenberg's Christology, iii. 83

(Clark's Tr.
) ; and for the reasons of our Lord's adoption of it, see Doruer ou the

Person of Christ, i. 54 (Tr.)

—

Ed.]
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of right : He also declares their national authority in express terms
(Matt, xxiii. 2, 3, 23). The ecclesiastical government in Israel

forms the fifth region of liistorical valid right. To this jurisdiction

also He submitted with free recognition as an Israelite (Matt, v.
22),i even to death (Matt. xxvi. 64). Lastly, the sixth form of

historical right is seen in the political authorities that confronted
the Lord as an abstract, purely civil power. This power also He
acknowledged in its sphere, as a power ordained by God (Matt. xxii.

21) over the property and lives of those under it. He became obed-
ient to this political right, even to the death of the cross, on the
accursed tree which the Romans had planted in the land. Thus,
from the stage of ideal right, which He specified as ' from the

beginning' (Matt. xix. 8), from the first stage of which the right

proceeds through all the stages, and which forms with them a cycle

of seven stages of right, He descended to the lowest stage, and
endured the extremest or most horrible destiny of the lowest stage

—the cross, with entire resignation to the will of the Father. This
obedience exhibits the historical consummation of the Incarnation,

we might say, the historically satisfied consummation. But such an
obedience Christ could not have rendered, if it had not been from
the first His decided resolution. But the sharpness and decisiveness

of His historical fidelity appear in all these spheres of right in the

most luminous indications. He withdrew Himself from the people

who would have made Him a king ; for He felt Himself to be a
subject—His kingdom was not of this world : this was His political

obedience. On the demand of the Sanhedrim, He made the de-

claration on oath that He was the Messiah : thus He acted as a

member of the Jewish commonwealth. He gave a reply to the

scribes by answering them out of the Old Testament, and allowed

their gnat-straining to pass as long as it did not contradict higher

laws. He held the prophetic right sacred, with a strictness which,

as we have seen, went beyond that of the Baptist. But he adhered

to the Mosaic right with a decisiveness which even curbed the fii-st

enthusiastic liberalism of the disciples. He clearly saw that He
must confine Himself and His ministry, during His earthly pil-

grimage, to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Matt. xv. 24) ;

and it is a very significant fact, that He granted aid to the Canaan-
itish woman only on the urgent intercession of His disciples. He
could not begin His work among the heathen at the risk of destroy-

ing His work in Israel—that is, first of all, among His own disciples,

—and therefore He let their intercession precede His aid. Just

looking at this completeness of the national fidelity, we might assert

that He was the most punctilious Jew, the King of the Jews. But
He was so, because He was the Christ. His perfected love entered

into all the conditions of its revelation and victory, in the whole

^ The words ' Whosoever shall say to his hrother, Jiaca, shall be in danger of the

council,' are probably not merely figurative. They rather express the sharpest historical

right. Whosoever marks his brother as a heretic, encroaches on the province of the

Sanhedrim, who have to decide legally on points of doctrine ; he must therefore sub-

mit himself, with his brother, to the Sanhedrim.
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historic form of a servant, in which alone it could complete its work
with heavenly freedom. The Lord in His ministry paid particular

attention to the patriarchal right ; in His plan for the extension of

His kingdom He placed the Samaritans as theocratic Monotheists
before the Gentiles (Acts i. 8), and He gave as a reason for visiting

Zaccheus the publican, that he also was a son of Abraham (Luke
xix. 9). Abstract cosmopolites and legal theorists have no notion
of free love in this scrupulous attention to the conditions of historical

fidelity.

But this attention to conditions in the life of Christ because it

was a perfectly conscious act of pure love, and because it was in

unison with His life, could appear only as a result of the purest self-

limitation and of the freedom of His Spirit. He never could render
historic obedience, so as to place Himself in contradiction to eternal

right, to the divine righteousness which was His very life. Rather
could He only so exhibit His fulfilling ofthe law, that, by virtue of the
ideal feeling of right, He corresponded to the ideal life-}wint in the
historic right itself, to the will of God in Him ; and therefore He
decidedly rejected every claim in which the historic right contra-

dicted the ideal, or, which is the same thing, in which the lower
right contradicted the higher. Wherefore from the first He could
not allow the semblance to arise, of being in His inner man an un-
willing servant of the existing public constitution. He wished His
own historical obedience to be regarded as an act of freedom. Thus
He preserved divine freedom even in submission to Pilate (John
xviii. 36), and equally before the disciples (Matt. xxvi. 53) and
before the armed band (ver. 55), and especially by His dignified

silence before the Sanhedrim. With such an express preservation

of His Messianic dignity He observed the Sabbath (Matt. xii. 8) ;

He paid the temple-tax (Matt. xvii. 27) ; and appealed to the testi-

mony of John the Baptist (John v. 33, 34), to the writings of Moses
(John V. 46), and lastly, to His correspondence with the spiritual

vision of Abraham (John viii. 56, 58). If especially we estimate,

according to their full meaning, the words Avhicli He spoke before

the Sanhedrim respecting His judicial glory, they will strike us as

an appeal from their judgment to the tribunal of God, and as a
summons to appear before His own tribunal at His second coming
to judge the world.

These protestations of Jesus ought to secure the world from the

false notion that He was fettered by its ordinances according to its

own want of freedom. But His own life was ensured by the cir-

cumstance that He recognized, in the discharge of His historical

obedience, the comi)letion of His destiny and the fulfilment of

Scripture (Matt. xxvi. 54). It was clear to Him that only in this

way of self-renunciation could He attain to the most complete

manifestation of Himself as bringing salvation to the world. The
entire imfolding of the fidelity of His heart, of the holiness of His
spirit, was possible only by means of this most complete obscura-

tion of His glory. But in this sense He also fulfilled the law and
VOL. I. 2 c
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His own destiny. His life gave a new shape and meaning to ail

the forms into which its contents were pom-ed. By His political

obedience He shed a lustre on the sphere of civil order, as a sphere

of the all-powerful governing righteousness of God ; He thereby

made the civil obedience even of the oppressed free. He caused

the suffering of the oppressed to appear as a suffering of national

retribution (John xix. 11), and the suffering of the innocent as a

seed-time of blessing and honour. In the sphere of political rela-

tions. He always kept the domain of God separate from that of

Csesar ; and since by this means he set the spirit and conscience at

liberty. He sowed likewise the seeds of civil freedom. But His
ecclesiastical obedience to the Sanhedrim must have put the final

seal to His Messianic manifestation. The Sanhedrim rendered His

cause this service, that it made Him attest His Messiahship on oath

before the highest ecclesiastical judicature in the world, and it was
chiefly owing to their opposition that the whole riches of His life

were unfolded. The disputations of Jesus with the scribes laid the

foundation for unveiling the New Testament in the Old, and for

distinguishing the New Testament form of revelation from that of

the Old. His faithful adherence to the prophets contributed to

bring forward several features and stages of His life in all their

spiritual depth and world-historical importance. Then, lastly, as to

His relation to the law, He could not fail to perceive that the pure

theocratic lineaments of the law were the outline of a life infinitely

rich, namely, of His own, and that for that reason they must neces-

sarily be transferred into the lines of eternal beauty, of the divine-

Kuman life, as soon as He filled them up with the contents of His
own life. Under His breath all the buds on the thorn-bush of the

Old Testament law must unfold, and the roses of the New Covenant

expand in profusion. The law pronounces a curse on the trans-

gressor, at the same time it announces a blessing, the blessedness

of the righteous. In its negations it describes all the forms of the

sinner ; but in its positivity and unity it is the sketch of the holy

life of the God-man. But in this deep reference to Christ, the so-

called moral law—the civil social law of Moses—did not stand

alone; the ceremonial, or ecclesiastical social law, was also included.

It was a shadowy representation of the life and sufferings of Christ,

so that every form of it acquired in the conduct of Christ a New
Testament significance. The pilgrimages of Christ to attend the

feasts of the law became the journeyings of free, beneficent love;

and from the feast of the Passover bloomed forth the Holy Sup])er.

But the types of this law were sufficient of themselves to reveal to

the Lord the grievous termination of His life. If He had not been

familiarized with the dark side of His future by the serious portents

of His sacrificial death in the history of His childhood, by so many
a bitter experience of His youth, and by the predictions of the

prophets, yet the fearful symbolic language of the sacrificial system

Avould have led to the same result. For He, in whose spirit the

Theocracy was consummated, must certainly have known how to
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interpret tlie spirit of its signs. The same holds good of the theo-

cratic dignities which were comprehended in the name of the

Messiah. He would not have understood the official title of His
own being, had He not been conscious that in the actual anointing

of His spirit's fulness all the theocratic offices and dignities were
united according to their deepest meaning in His personality, and
were to be realized in His vocation. He must have been perfectly

aware that His being, as the complete revelation of the Father, was
itself prophecy completed ; that in His pure self-surrender to the

Father, the full meaning of the sacerdotal office appeared, and it be-

came His calling to give Himself for the life of the world ; that, finally.

His Spirit was the true, eternal King of humanity, and therefore

by His Spirit He was to establish His kingdom in the world. Thus,
in the consciousness of His Messianic dignity the chief outlines of

His ministry were given. But these outlines came out more dis-

tinctly to His view by means of the lineaments of the law and the

intimations of the prophets.

It was therefore evident to the Lord at the commencement of

His public life, that he came to fulfil the law and the prophets
;

that is, to unfold by His life no less than by His teaching the

whole ideal contents of those lineaments of the law and intimations

of the prophets, according to the spirit from which they emanated.

But it belonged to this fulfilment that He interpreted the three

theocratic forms of the historic right by the ideal law, and that by
the same law He adjusted the three hierarchico-political forms of

the historic right—that, generally. He corrected the lower laws by
the higher, and thus restored the true ideal order of ordinances in

the exhibition of the supremacy and subordination of the various

rights. The development of historic right, as it is conducted by the

hierarchy or by political rulers (the civil power), appears oftentimes

as a tedious gradual inversion of the eternal ordinances of right by
which the undermost becomes changed to the uppermost. The
rights of Ceesar often supplant the rights of God by being made
rights of conscience ; ecclesiastical regulations often paralyze the

exposition of Scripture by quenching the Spirit ; the expositor often

obscures the prophets and law of God by false glosses. In this

manner a slow and secret revolution is going on in a thousand

ways under the surface of the most quiet historic conformity to the

law, and an unbounded desolation is effected in the domain of the

spiritual life. These insidious revolutions in the history of the

world are sure to be done away with by reforming spirits. Thus
Christ as a reformer confronted the revolutionary desolation which
the hierarchy of His nation especially had caused. Generally, He
vindicated in the widest extent the ideal order of the historical

relations of right. He held the power of the magistrate sacred as

ordained by God, and w^as subject to it in its sphere ; but he would
not be fettered by it in the sphere of His prophetic calling. When
Herod, His prince, wished to scare Him away by artifice from
the scene of His ministry in Galilee, He answered his messengers,
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' Go ye and tell that fox, Behold, I cast out devils, and do cures

to-day and to-morrow, and the third day I shall be perfected'

(Luke xiii. 32). And when the same prince ' hoped to have seen

some miracle from Him, and questioned Him in many words, He
answered him nothing' (Luke xxiii. 8, 9). To Pilate He spoke of

his sin, and stood in his presence as the King in the kingdom of

truth. However, He appears to have acknowledged his judicial

right, chiefly because He had been delivered to him by the Sanhe-

drim (John xviii. 34, xix. 11). For, in matters of Jewish ecclesias-

tical law, He regarded the Sanhedrim as the supreme court. But
when the Sanhedrim or Pharisaism wished to obstruct Him in His
higher dignity, in His prophetic calling. He gave way not a single

step. Collisions on this ground He never shunned in the least

:

this is shown by the frequent cures He performed on the Sabbath.

He pronounced a woe on the scribes and Pharisees because they

broke the law of the Sabbath by their traditions (Matt, xxiii.

;

Mark vii. 13). But He also showed how the law of Moses was
subordinate to the fundamental monotheistic law of the patriarchs

;

and, lastly, how it was subordinate to the ideal original law of

humanity (Matt. xii. 8 ; Mark ii. 27, iii. 4), and how even the

patriarchal regulations—for instance, the custom of divorce sanc-

tioned by Moses—ought to be determined according to this primeval

law, which was at one with the moral nature of man and the

immediate expression of the divine will (Matt. xix. 9). Indeed,

there can be no real contradiction between the theocratic rights as

they proceed from the patriarchs, from Moses and the prophets,

and the eternal primeval laws, but the former are to be explained

by the latter. But Christ could not possibly have restored the ideal

order of right with such exact and discriminating certainty, had
He not been animated by the spirit of the law. In this spirit He
could unfold, arrange, and fill up the law, and therefore change it

into spirit and life. The entire ideal contents of all divine and
human rights were taken up into His very life. Therefore not a

tittle of tiie law perished ; every single declaration of it was found

again in His life, in the form of the Spirit.

It was evident to our Lord at the commencement of His ministry,

that in this manner He must come forward as a reformer of the

historical relations of right in His age. The restoration of the

ideal stages of right was therefore an essential element of His plan.

But this consciousness must necessarily have produced in Him the

anticipation of His sufi'erings, and indeed of His civil doom. Had
He not been conversant with the predictions of the prophets con-

cerning the sufferings of the Messiah, and had He come in no other

way to this anticipation, yet He would liave reached it with perfect

certainty from the conflict between the divinely firm decisiveness

of His heavenly ideality or holiness, and the petrified rigidity of the

hierarchical statutes and social corruptions. In the necessary con-

sequence of the system which stood opposed to Him, the entire

depth of suffering which awaited Him might be unfolded to His
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view. No sooner was His rejection on the part of the hierarchy

certain, than the certainty must also have been present to His soul,

that they would deliver Him up to the Gentiles. This delivering

up, of which He had already found an announcement in the pro-

phets (Matt. xxi. 42), was the central point of His anticipations,

and a chief ingredient in the grief which always pressed heavy on

His soul. But then the result of this act of the hierarchy could

not be concealed from the spirit of Christ. He foresaw that the

Gentiles would reject Him as well as the Jews ;
and as He was

aware that the severest punishment of the Komans, the strongest

expression of the world's curse, consisted in crucifixion, His spirit

would always descry as the last object in the path of His sufferings,

the death of the cross. As often as in spirit He looked down the

precipice of the rejection which awaited Him, His eye found no

resting-place short of the abyss of misery and shame on the cross.

In such an anticipation, the particular features of His suffering

would more easily present themselves the more closely they were

connected with the nature of this suffering ; as, for example, the

spitting with excommunication, the scourging with the crucifixion.

But it was simply impossible that Christ could look down into the

whole abyss of His sufferings and crucifixion, without perceiving

with equal clearness the opposite heights of His glorification. This

glorification was assured to Him by faith in the Father, in His

righteousness and faithfulness, and by the voice of the prophets as

well as by the consciousness of being without a parallel, and by the

inner power of life and victory which marked His personal being.

But as His death was unparalleled, so likewise must His life appear

to Him : deep as was the descent, so high would be the ascent ; steep

as was the precipice of descent, so would the exaltation be sudden

and lofty ; appalling to an unheard-of degree as was His judgment,

so would His vindication be wonderful and glorious. Thus the

mystery of His resurrection would be disclosed to the Lord by this

distinct foresight of His humiliation. Lastly, in order to mark His

foresight most exactly as christological, we must observe that in His

death He must have seen the centre and beginning of the final judg-

ment of the world, and therefore in His victory have looked for the

principle, the real beginning of the future resurrection, and, of

course, the resurrection of individuals.

But not only was His personal glorification present to His soul,

but also its world-historical unfolding in the glorification of the

Church. His Church must suffer with Him and be glorified with

Him. And as it was impossible to separate His own destiny from

that of His Church, it was equally impossible to disjoin the efficacy

of His death from the efficacy of His resurrection. Hence His

death appeared to Him as the beginning of the glorification of His

name and of His work in the world (John iii. 14, xii. 23). With
His death the entire ancient period of the world was brought to its

completion, especially its law and its prophecy. He became free

from the law on the cross, since a distorted representation of the
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law crucified Him. Henceforth the entire essence of the law was
preserved and enshrined in the life of His spirit ; but its whole form,

as to its religious importance, was exploded and dissipated. His
death, therefore, was purely identical with the abolition of the

rights of the Jewish hierarchy, as well as with the annihilation of

the ancient value of the temple (John ii, 19). His spirit was now
released from all Jewish legal restraints ; His new life belonged to

Him alone in His free glory, but in His love it belonged to man-
kind. His Church also was called to enter by His death into this

communion of His freedom. As Christ's Church, it is essentially

free in Him ; and when it submits to legal restraints, it does this in

the spirit of freedom, in the unfolding of its life for the world, and
in its ardent desire to imbue the life of the world with its own life.

As a royal and priestly Church, as the bride equal in dignity of

birth to Himself (Matt. xxii. 2), the Church, which was to be the

reward of His sufferings, stood before His soul.

Christ's foresight could not indeed take the shape of reflection or

laborious deduction. But still the threads of the essential relations

between the events of His future were the already marked track

which must have been lighted up before His eye, when the prophetic

spirit in Him, as by flashes of lightning, threw one great illumina-

tion after another over the field of His future. And it is necessary

that we should most clearly perceive these essential relations, if we
would properly estimate the full distinctness, the bold relief, of so

many separate features in the future as foreseen by Christ. If, for

example, we have recognized the cross as the lowest depth in the

region of the ancient curse of the world, we conceive that the Lord
with His deepest humiliation was already assured of His death on
the cross. But His foresight was matched by His resolution to

persist firmly and intrepidly in the path of His Father's guidance

—to reject all the enticements to bypaths as satanic voices—in all

the sufterings which He was destined to meet on this path, to look

only to the Father's regulative will, and in the judgment which this

will ordained for the guilt of the world, to welcome the atonement,

and with perfect acquiescence in this judgment, to complete the

atonement for the world.

But if Christ was so familiar in His spirit with the fearful path
of death on which He was to accomplish His work,—and with the

glory which awaited Him on that path,—the question arises, How,
with a clear foresight of the future, could He lead a genuine human
life devoted to the present ? In our times there has been a dispo-

sition to find manifold contradictions between the separate elements

of such a foresight, and opposite moods or states of feeling in the

life of Jesus. It has been asked, for instance, if Jesus was certain

of His glorification, how could He be so deeply agonized in Geth-
semane ? or, if this suffering of death still stood before Him, how
could He triumph beforehand in His high-priestly prayer ? How
could He weep at the grave of Lazarus, when He was on the point

of raising Him from the dead ? All these questions seem to pro-
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ceed from a mode of viewing things, which is more conversant with
the nature of petrifactions than with the nature of the human soul.

The liuman heart, placed between the infinite and the finite, and
forming the centre of these two departments of lite, has a wonderful

facility in evil as well as in good of varying its moods in quick suc-

cession—now in ' heavenly ecstasy,' and anon ' exceeding sorrowful

unto death ; ' and more or less to lose sight of the greatest good
fortune near at hand in the misfortune of the present moment, or of

the heaviest impending calamity in the enjoyment of the passing

hour. Is not all the cheerfulness of human life confronted by the

certainty of death ? Do not all the tears of the pious flow under
the anticipation that a harvest of joy is awaiting them. In relation

to this subject, modern criticism has framed a category of impossi-

bilities, which we must regard as a perpetual petrifying of the

human heart, begun under the operation of a philosophic abstrac-

tion which looks with contempt on concrete life. But the more
competent we are to estimate the giant-harp of human emotion and
the quick alternation of its tones, the more able shall we be to under-

stand that region in which the human soul appears in heroic

proportions, and where the fiercest battle of life is fought out in the-

most varied situations, under the liveliest play of the strongest

emotions. In this freshness and power of human nature, Jesus

was also the Prince of His race. It belonged to the healthy state of

His human life, that with a genuine human bearing and disposition

He could reveal heaven, and conquer hell, and experience in His
own mental moods the whole contrast of descent to hell and ascen-

sion to heaven. This healthy state of His life may be compared to

a finished musical performance. The life of Jesus is, first of all, to

be regarded in its rhythm as a complete life. He moves in the

measure of the most correct succession of His internal states of

feeling ; He does not with His states of feeling lag behind the time

or measure of reality, and as little does He impatiently hasten

before it. Hence His future lies before Him in correct perspective.

He cannot possibly derange the order of His life's course. He could

not, on the one hand, as a dreamer in a literal sense, anticipate the

particular circumstances of His future experience ; nor, on the other

hand, could He ever live a day without observing the strict relation

of every step to His final aim. From this fundamental law of His

life's course resulted the rhythmical, that is, measured recurrence in

the presentiment of His death as well as in the presentiment of His

glory. This rhythm of His life was connected with its dynamic

perfection. Christ spent every instant as a moment of eternity.

He gave to every experience its correct intonation. He often

allowed extraordinary phenomena, such as the storm on the lake, to

pass over His soul like mere shadows, while an incident apparently

insignificant, such as that of the Greeks wishing to see Him (John

xii. 20), agitated Him violently. But He so correctly estimated

impressions, that His counteraction of them was perfectly propor-

tional. This delicately adjusted dynamic gives His life the expres-
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siveness of a vitality and power combining heavenly tenderness and
strength : the gentlest tones, the slightest breathings, alternate with
such as are the sharpest, strongest, and most startling. Hence
Christ estimated every event according to its just importance : the

signs of His future must have met Him in all His experiences with

constantly increasing distinctness ; for every single moment has the

significance of a symbol for all the moments with which it forms a
whole. Thus to Christ's eye the dark night of His betrayal began
to cast its shadows from the first embezzlement which Judas com-
mitted on the common stock. When Peter protested against His
crucifixion, He probably saw at that hour a clear prognostic that

this disciple would afterwards deny Him. And since every impor-
tant fact had in the spiritual hearing of Christ the tone of its precise

significance, so the hosannahs of the feast of palms could as little

efface from His expectations the approaching crucifixion, as the cry,

' Crucify Him !
' could efface the resurrection. If it be asked. How

was it possible for the life of Jesus to represent itself in these

refined, ideal, dynamic relations, we must seek the solution in its

melodious beauty. The life of our Lord had in all its parts a com-
plete lyric elevation and musical euphony, since He apprehended
every fact of experience in Cod, and set forth every fact of activity

with divine freedom. His consciousness stript from every experi-

ence the fact of evil, as that which was opposed to God and must
come to nought, and sent it back to hell, in order to receive the fact

itself as a consecrated ordinance from the hand of God. Even His
last agony and judgment appeared to Him as a cup in the Father's

hand, as a holy cup of the purest gold, which, in spite of the intense

bitterness of its contents. He was ready to empty for the health of

the world. His life, therefore, was sustained in all its utterances by
the beautiful euphony of a bass, in which the pure human heart

constantly rested in God's fulness ; and the eternal glory of God
revealed itself in the sensibility and distinctness of man perfected

in beauty. This melody of the life of Jesus allowed no disturbance

to spring up in His inner man respecting His future ; but, in con-

sequence of the opulence of His soul's life, it must needs unfold itself

in the most exquisite harmony. It was in the nature of the case,

that the soul of Christ could not be governed or wholly filled by
any natural mood {Nakirstimmung) of human life or by any single

exclusive affection. With one pure feeling which moved Him,
every other was in unison, as is conformable to life in the Spirit.

And when one feeling expressed itself as the predominant tone

in the highest degree, the other opposite one ' came forth in the

purest harmonic relation. The two deepest feelings of His soul,

relative to His future, were the presentiment of His condemnation
and the presentiment of His glory. These two secrets, the one most
mournful, the other most blessed, were moving jointly and inces-

santly in His heart. In the captivating form of a blessed sadness, or

of a veiled heavenly cheerfulness, which we may regard as the usual

mental frame of Jesus, we see the gently moving counterpoise of
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those fundamental feelings. The weights often oscillated according

to the impressions which Christ received ; sometimes one scale sank,

sometimes the other. But never did the one feeling completely

vanish before the other. In Gethsemane Christ appears dissolved

in anguish and sorrow, especially in shuddering horror at the

wickedness of the world ; and with what touching pathos He here

craves for human sympathy ! and with what sublimity He raises

Himself np ! The praj'er of His deepest agony on the cross, in

which He divulges the crushing sense of being forsaken by God, is

at the same time the expression of tlie highest confidence. And as

in this manner the related tones of opposite moods are ever sound-

ing together, we understand how it was that ofttimes the occasions

of the Lord's greatest joy Avere exchanged at once for the deepest

sadness, as, for example, the jubilation on His entrance into Jeru-

salem ; while inversely His bitterest experiences could indirectly

call forth the most glorious outbursts of joy, as was shown in tlie

wonderful elevation of His soul after the traitor had left the com-

pany of the disciples. Thus Jesus overcame what was dangerous

in every single affection by the free, harmonious, collective feeling

of His life. But the perfection of this harmony was shown by His

walking in the Spirit, and therefore the riches of His life always

harmonized as a united whole in His spiritual life. By this power

of His inner life, He resolved His prospects into His presentiments,

His presentiments into His fundamental dispositions, and these

again into the spirit of His life. The same may also be affirmed of

His plan. Notwithstanding the clearness of its leading outlines,

and the continual unfolding of its several portions, this plan still

necessarily maintained the free, flexible form of the spiritual life in

which Christ Himself moved. The words of Christ distinctly indi-

cate that its separate lines always met in the primary thought, that

He was going to the Father. From this primary thought tlie sepa-

rate parts of His plan would always "enter into new combinations,

just according to the train of circumstances through which Christ

passed. What He saw the Father -do, that He also did. He there-

fore always met the objective universe, in which He beheld the

Fatlier's work, with a self-determination in which His own work

combined with that of the Father in an act which should issue in

the transformation of the world.

Thus, then, the life-plan of Jesus, as it was completed during the

temptation in the wilderness, consisted in a self-determination, de-

veloped according to its fundamental principles, always unfolding

according to its individual traits, and renewing itself in the Spirit,—

a self-determination according to which He wished to combine His

Messianic life with the life of'the world. But as He combined His

whole being and its world-historical name in general with the world

by a definite unfolding of His life, so this especially holds good of

the separate blessings of His life. He combined, that is to say, the

power of His life, salvation, with the faith of the world in the form

of His miracles. But the light of His life—the truth—He pre-
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Rented to the world under the guise of parables. Lastly, He made
the blessedness of His life become the inheritance of the world by
founding the kingdom of God. These fundamental forms of the

revelation of His life we have now to contemplate.

NOTES.

1. On the unveiling of the Old Testament economy as accom-
plished by Christ, see Harnack, Jesus der Christ, p. 5. ' We must
conceive of this " old to be fulfilled," to which Clirist refers, as an
undivided whole, since He damaged it in no portion, He neither

took away nor weakened any essential part. Hence an unprejudiced

exegetical survey sees no reason for dividing the ideas of o v6fMu<; and
ol 7rpo(lit]Tac in a connection where their fulfilment is spoken of, but
applies it to their full contents. Nor can we understand by what
right each single chief division is to be taken for anything else than

the whole law, and for the whole prophetic agency, wlien that de-

signation (as is almost universally allowed) embraces the entire

Old Testament, according to the constant phraseology of the New
Testament.'—P. 11.

2, In the teaching of Christ a doctrine of right (a law) is con-

tained, which comprises much sharper and more developed distinc-

tions than is commonly admitted. The sphere that rules all positive

spheres of right is that of ideal right, which is similar to the eternal

in man, or to the essence of the Son of man. This right has been
transplanted into the world in the form of the Gospel. The three

spheres in which positive right has its sources, or in which ideal

right becomes positive, are the circles of the Patriarchal, the Mosaic
and the Prophetic Eight. The patriarchal right has become fixed

by tradition under the form of the Noachic ordinances, to which some
other pi-ecepts belong. It is the right which forms the world-

historical basis of monotheistic culture. Circumcision is the symbol
of this sphere ; it marks the religious civilization of the individual.

The essential in which the symbol is fulfilled is regeneration, espe-

cially the general culture. This stage of right is perpetuated in the

general morality of the cultivated world. The Mosaic right is the

basis of monotheistic educated society, of which the characteristic

is, that every individual is estimated as a person. So especially is

the Sabbath made for man—for his personality. In particular, it

protects dependent persons in their eternal rights. The essential of

the Mosaic right reappears in Christian state-life. Lastly, pro-

phetic right is the development of positive right according to its

spiritual nature, in its spiritual infinity ; the unfolding of the ideal

law in the positive. This sphere has to exhibit the law in life. It

is full of blessing and danger. The false prophet must be distin-

guished from the true. But he is judged according to his relation

to the essential principles of the theocratic society, according to

the positive divine law. This province of right is perpetuated in

the free Church, and in science, art, and literature generally. The
three following circles of right, which are exhibited in the maxims
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of the scribes, in the Sanhedrim, and in political power, are the

circles of the interpretation, the appHcation, and the administration

of right. The concrete, Cliristianly grounded, and educated state

embraces these circles, as well as the theocratic, in living unity.

They appear singly in the region of the Academic Faculties, which
express themselves by systems and opinions ; in the region of Juris-

prudence, according to right as it has been laid down ; and in tlie

region of Government, which carries into effect what has been de-

termined by law. The theocratic idea of the state has its highest

point in the right of the sovereign to show mercy ; on the other

hand, its lowest point is seen in the police : this restores the theo-

cratic power in reference to the abandoned class.

3. The difficulties which Strauss has mustered against the idea

of the Messianic plan {Lehen Jesu, § 65-69) are summarily disposed

of by the representation before us of the plan of Jesus. Thus, for

example, the passage in Matt. xix. 28 is said to prove that Jesus

designedly nourished expectations of a worldly Messiah in His dis-

ciples, because the promise, that in the Palingenesia they should be
judges of the twelve tribes of Israel, could not merely denote in a
figurative sense their participation of glory in that state. If the

author, by the christological idea of the transformation of the world,

had got beyond the dualism between the abstract present and tlie

abstract future world, he would likewise have got beyond this diffi-

culty. But this idea appears to him, in its concrete fulness, only

as a ' monstrous representation,' p. 521. When it is further said

(p. 529), that the views of Jesus respecting ' the abrogation of the

Mosaic law' are ' so different from those of Paul, that what the for-

mer regarded as not ceasing till His glorious advent or second coming
to renew the earth, the latter believed he might abrogate in conse-

quence of the first advent of the Messiah on the old earth,' we must
here especially distinguish between abrogating or taking away
(Abschaffung) and raising—a lifting to a higher position {Aufhe-
himg) ; secondly, between a religious and a national raising {Aufhe-
hung) ; thirdly, between the centre and the periphery of the coming
feon {alwv fieWodv), if we are to take a correct view of the subject.

Christ Himself resolved to know nothing of an abrogation {Ab-

schaffung), but only of a raising or elevation {Aufhebimg) of it—

a

realization of the typical law in the life of the Spirit. Paul also, in

this sense, found the Old Testament again in the New, and he, as

little as Christ, abrogated the outward law, whose religious validity

he impugned, in its national perpetuity. Lastly, as regards the new
ieon, Christ represented Himself as its principle and centre, and
could not therefore attribute a religious validity to the law within

the New Testament circle of His agency, that is, for the unfolding

of this peon. The complete raising {Aufhebung) of the ancient legal

conditions cannot take place till the future a3on has gained its full

periphery, which will be at the second coming of Christ. Conse-

quently the passage in Matt. v. 18 may decidedly be understood to

mean that the law would continue to exist in all its types, even to
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an iota (though in many modifications of form), till it shguld attain

in the new world a complete living reality ; or the law would
eternally remain, and indeed, as far as it has not yet become life,

will it remain as law, so that it cannot vanish entirely in the legal

form till the perfecting of the life. It is clear, therefore, that no
religious validity of the law before the second advent of Christ, and
no special abrogation of it after that event, was appointed. Rather
must every 'jot and tittle' of the law be eternally realized, accord-
ing to its original ideality. The relation of Jesus to the heathen
must be explained by distinguishing between the economy of His
earthly ministry and the economy of His Spirit. The difference in

His treatment of the Gentile centurion (Matt. viii. 5) and of the

Canaanitish woman (Matt. xv. 24) is sufficiently established. That
centurion was (according to Luke vii. 3) a friend of the synagogue,
and probably a proselyte of the gate. In his case, therefore, the
spiritual conditions were present for the communication of miracu-
lous aid. But in the Canaanitish woman these conditions were very

questionable. At all events, it was requisite that the organ of theo-

cratic faith should be fully unfolded in her, before Christ vouch-
safed her a miraculous word. Besides, we must not overlook that

intercession was made by the Jews when they saw the economical
reluctance of Jesus. The history of the ministry of Jesus in Samaria
will come later under consideration.

4. Strauss cites (vol. ii. p. 291) the well-known passages in which
prophecies of the sufferings of the Messiah are found, and then goes
on to affirm, that in these passages nothing whatever is said of

Christ's sufferings, and closes with the assertion, ' If Jesus in a
supernatural manner, by virtue of His higher nature, had found in

these passages a pre-intimation of particular traits of His sufferings,

— since such a reference is not the true sense of those passages,

—

the spirit in Jesus would not have been the spirit of truth, but a
lying spirit.' Exactly in the same way he deals with the predictions

of the resurrection, and in p. 323 repeats his unfortunate assertion,
' If a supernatural principle in Jesus, a proi)hetic spirit, had caused
Him to find in these passages a pre-intimation of His resurrection,

—since in none of them could such a reference really exist,—the

spirit in Him could not be the spirit of truth, but must have been
a lying spirit.' These assertions need no refutation ; we only adduce
them as historical notices. Just so the tendency of the critic to

decide the question according to the popular representations which
existed probably in the time of Christ, in reference to the sufferings

of the Messiah, whether the Messiah announced His own death
beforehand or not. ' If in the lifetime of Jesus it was a Jewish
representation that the Messiah must die a violent death, there is

every probability that Jesus would receive this representation into

His own convictions, and communicate it to His disciples, &c. ; on
the other hand, if that representation had not been current among
His countrymen before His death, it would still be possible,' &c.

Lastly, we here class the question, Whence did Jesus, if He foresaw
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His own death, know for certain whether Herod woukl not antici-

pate the priests' party, or wlio coukl assure Him that the hierarchy

woukl not succeed in one of their tumultuary attempts at murder,
and that, without being dehvered to the Romans, He woukl lose His
life in some other way than by the Eoman punishment of cruci-

fixion ? We need not rise to the height on which Jesus stands in

order to learn how to estimate the true nature of such questions.

Who, for example, gave Napoleon the assurance that he would not

die of the plague, when he went to Egypt with a presentiment of his

future greatness ? What assurance had Julius Cfesar in the storm
at sea, that he could utter such bold words of confidence, that he
would not perish in the waves ? There were at that time no means
of ensuring against the murderous disposition of a Herod -and the

stoning by Jewish fanatics ; and thus it always remains a mystery
in what way great men have been assured.

5. As to the question on the relation between the obscurer pre-

dictions of the death of Jesus in John and the more explicit ones

in the synoptic Gospels, as Hasert has treated it in his work, Ueher
der Vorhersagungen Jesu von seinem Tode und seiner Auferstehung
{On the Predictions hy Jesus of His Death and Eesurrection), the

previous question is of importance, to what times those single pre-

dictions belong. As these chronological data must first be distinctly

explained in the sequel, we must return to this question respecting

the said predictions. The gradual development of the foreseeing

as well as of the predicting is indicated by the relation between
Mark viii. 31 and x. 33, 34, or Luke ix. 22 and xviii. 32.i

SECTION IX.

THE MIRACLES OF JESUS.

We have seen that Christ had decided on a mission in the world
which was designed to form a great means of communication (Fer-

mittelung) between the mystery of His glorious spiritual life, and
the darkened, sickly, disharmonized world, which was not in a state

to bear an unconditional unfolding of His glory. As one special

form of this intervention for the purpose of incorporating the power
of Christ with the world, we have, last of all, pointed out Miracles.

By this reference of miracle to the means of communication, so as

to place it under the same point of view as the evangelical parables

and the founding of the New Testament kingdom of God, it is

distinctly indicated that we apprehend miracles, first of all, on a

^ [The literature of this, as indeed of all the topics connected with the life of

Christ, is given by Hase in his Lthen Jesu. Renan throughout represents Jesus as

rather passively moulded by His age than determining His own character and life
;

and regarding His idea of His work, he says, p. 121 :
' Beaucoup de vague restait sans

doute dans sa pensee, et un noble sentiment, bien plus qn'un dessein arroto, le poussait

a Tceuvre sublime qui s'est realisee par lui, bien que d'uue manicre fort difTorente

de celle qu'il imaginait.' Some valuable remarks on the apologetic signiBcance of

the plan of Jesus are made by Young in The Christ of History, pp. 44 fil, and by
Bushnell, Nature and the Sujicrnatural, p. 207.

—

Ed]
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side whicli forms a decided opposite to that in which it gives so

much trouble to the critics who represent ' the culture of our age.'

The miracles of Jesus appear, indeed, as very great events, extraor-

dinary, unheard-of, and almost incredible, if we compare them with
the course of the old dispensation of the world {alien Weltdon);
and this is the common view. But if we measure them according

to their number, appearance, and importance, by the infinite fulness

of the power of Christ's life, a saving power which restores the

whole sinful world even to the resurrection, we must regard them
as indeed small beginnings of the revelation of this living power, in

whicli it comes forth as secretly, modestly, and noiselessly as His
doctrine in His parables ; and we learn the meaning of Christ's

saying, by which he led His disciples to estimate this misunderstood
phase of His miracles, ' Ye shall do greater works than these' (John
xiv. 12). But Christ's miracles served in manifold ways to reveal

His life-power to the world in subdued forms of operation. When
Christ in these separate acts displays His agency. He lets Himself
down to the sensuous level of the world, which only by these examples
of His deepest universal agency can gain a perception of that agency
itself. He places Himself first of all on a line with the wonder-
workers, the exorcists of His time, while He has begun the great

work of saving the world, and of expelling the evil spirits from the

whole world. By healing the feet of a paralytic. He had to prove

that He had previously healed his heart by the forgiveness of his

sins. By His wonderful single operations, which powerfully affected

the souls of men. He gradually aroused the perception of the sus-

ceptible for contemplating the great, eternal miracle which appeared
in His own life. But for profane minds the Saviour of the world

retired behind the wonder-worker. Often has it been attempted to

find in the miracles of Jesus an ostentatious display of Christianity.

But a time must come when men will learn to regard them as

acts of the humility of Christ. Still, much of the wonderful that is

from beneath must be set aside, before the wonderful from above is

entirely acknowledged as the first interposition of Christ's eternal

life-power for the world. For this power is holy even as the spiritual

light of Christ, as His title of Messiah, and as His blessedness in the

vision of Grod ; therefore, it veils itself to the captious, while it un-
veils itself to the susceptible, and even that measure of it which has

become manifest in miracle, appears to them as too much. But we
must not misapprehend either the one side or the other of the miracles

in which this power finds its medium of communication to men.
We might speak of these extraordinary operations of Christ's life

without employing the word miracle to designate them, and in doing

so, clear the way to some extent for those who always imagine that

the facts of the kingdom of God are dependent on the designations

affixed to them, or on the later definitions of these designations.

If, for example, we should call them, in accordance with the

phraseology of the Gospels, spiritual primordial powers (Sum/xet?)

or religious primordial phenomena {repara or arj/xela), we should
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liave the advantnp^e of representing them with these names in their

relation to their living origin, the originator of the new dispensation
{JEon), and so have designated them as the natural, necessary, and
perfectly rational expressions of a new power. But these facts are
still, as to their specific nature, rightly designated by the word
miracle {Wunder); namely, when the miracle is regarded as a per-

fectly novel appearance, which as such calls forth a perfectly novel

intuition and state of feeling in the beholders—the highest astonish-

ment and wonder. Now if we have to seek for a developed idea of
miracle, it must be almost superfluous to remark, that the Pro-
testant scientific contemplation of the extraordinary facts in the

Gospel history, to which the term miracle is applied, cannot be
restricted to the definitions of the Church dogmatics. It is con-
fessed that in the course of time these definitions have become more
and more unwieldy. But while the free examination must be con-
ducted independently of the maxims of dogmatic science, it must
equally be set free from the authority of narrow, worn-out assump-
tions of natural science, as they have been commonly employed by
'critical' theologians against miracles. It is false when dogmatic
theology speaks of an absolute removal of the laws of nature, of a
sheer suspension of them by miracle ;

^ but is equally false when the
philosophic culture of the age pretends to a knowledge of absolute

laws, which must make a miracle simply impossible.^ Such laws
of nature are to be called physical gods, or rather divinities ; they
are perfect contradictions throughout. A law is from the first

conditioned by the sphere in which it operates. Now, since nature
is an infinitely delicate complex of the most different spheres, it is

exceedingly difficult to recognize and correctly define a law of nature
as conditioned by its sphere. How different, for instance, the law
of nature relative to propagation in the class of mammals and in

that of reptiles ! How very differently does the law of gravitation

act in the region of the double stars and in the region of the earth

!

But as the law is conditioned in its outward appearance by its sphere,

by its relation to space, so also it is conditioned by the course of

time to which it belongs by its aeon. Therefore, in reality, it is

always conditioned by the spirit and mind of the Lawgiver. Conse-
quently we cannot fail to perceive that the laws of nature are con-

ditioned by the omnipotent Spirit of the Creator. The Creator is

the Interpreter of the law of nature. But surely it cannot be denied

that the Creator has spoken by the laws of nature, and He cannot
contradict Himself. With this remark, the opponents of miracle

^ Buddeus terms miracles ' operationes, quibus naturae leges, ad ordinem et con-
servationem totius liujus universi spectantes, re vera suspenduntur.' See Hahn,
Lehrh. d. chr. GL, p. 24.

- ' According to Spinoza, God and nature are not two but one; the laws of the
latter are the will of the former in its constant realization. Therefore, could any-
thing happen in nature which contradicted its universal laws (as staying the course
of the sun, walking on the sea, &c.), this would contradict the nature of God Himself

;

and to maintain that God does anything against the laws of nature, is the same as
maintaining that God acts contrary to His own nature.'—Strauss, die Christl. Glau-
lenslehre, i. 229.
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tliiDk they have said something that should settle the question.'

Certainly there can be nothing more conformable to law than

the course of nature, since the eternal clearness and consistency of

the divine will are expressed in it, since it is an expression of the

Spirit, and not the Spirit itself. The life of nature is in fact its

conformity to law. If it were not conformable to law, not faithful

to its regulations, not inexorably decided in its course, it could not

continue in existence, it could not present the sublime counterpart

of the Spirit. Its conformity to law is the mirror of the divine

freedom. But the Spirit of Grod would have for ever bound Him-
self, and been excluded from His own creation, if He had not from

the first conditioned its conformity to law with infinite nicety. He
Himself would not be Grod if nature were absolute in its laws—if

it were God. Nature too would be shifted from her own proper

ground if that great miracle, the act of creation, which bears her

phenomena so conformable to law, could not break forth in her

midst, and manifest the peculiar nature of her being in a miracu-

lous efHorescence.

Nature may be contemplated in a twofold sequence : its pheno-

mena may be traced from above downwards, or from below upwards.

If we take the first path, we shall continually advance from the

regions of more indefinite laws, of fluctuating freedom-like life,

into the regions of rigid conformity to law, since we shall be

penetrating further into the region of the primal and most general

features of nature. The migrating bird may be on some occasions

deceived by its instinct; but the lightning is thoroughly certain

of its path, and belongs proportionably to a much Jower region

of life. But the further we advance into these low tracts of the

most rigid conformity to law, the wider also do the circles of law

extend, or so much the more do they bind themselves to fixed con-

ditions, or conceal themselves in the delicate exuberance of variable

life. Fire, for instance, is inexorable in its conformity to law ; for

that reason it generally lies imprisoned in steel and stone. But no

sooner do we follow the proper tendency of life in nature, and turn

to it from below upwards, than it assumes a quite different form.

It appears to us indeed as one of its fundamental laws, that in all

its conformity to law it still continues to be nature (Natura), that

it is always bringing forth, raisin<^, and potentiating itself ;i and

thus from stage to stage it elevates its own laws, forms, and pheno-

mena, and converts them into new ones, and struggles towards

{T-lorification in the spirit. It is therefore clear that nature in this

direction has throughout a supernatural tendency. She meets on

her proud way, as a wonder-worker striving upwards, the wonder-

struck theologian, who is as far from free as herself, and performs

a miracle entirely the reverse ; for he sets aside the laws of the

spiritual sphere to seal up the laws of nature by his own gross

assumption, since he would make nature the consecrated vehicle of

the spirit naturalistic. But nature is also conformable to law, and

^ [See a passage in Coleridge's Aids to Reflection, p. 199, 7tli ed.

—

Tk.]
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incessant in the boldness with which he hastens towards the free

spirit ; she persists in her wonder-working direction. This rests on
the simple law, that every power according to its kind can work
itself out in nature

;
,that therefore a higher power can break

through the sphere of a lower power, set aside its laws, consume its

material, and transform life in it. Thus, for example, the lion

rushes as a supernatural principle on the gazelle. It appears, may-
hap, an event contrary to nature that so delicate a form of nature

should be destroyed and annihilated in its noble conformity to law,

whenever the right of this higher power, the lion, is lost sight of.

The lion devours the gazelle, but in his deed, in his blood and
life, the unnatural act becomes a new nature.

Had the believers in miracles not allowed themselves to be so

prejudiced against nature by the appeal made against them to the

laws of nature, they must have found the idea of miracle and its

future as plainly indicated in nature as the idea and future of man.
A grain of corn contains a visible and distinct likeness of a miracle.

The grain of corn, in its innermost being, in its germinant power,

is a principle of life. This principle of life is brought into opera-

tion through nature. But no sooner does it begin to germinate,

than it operates as a supernatural power in relation to the substance

of the grain of corn. This its supernatural property begins gradu-
ally to operate against nature; it destroys and consumes the natural

material which surrounds it, but it removes this old nature-life in

order to exhibit it made young again in a new life. Here all the

elements of the idea of miracle are present in a symbolic form.

Miracle is indeed the well adjusted irruption of a spiritual life-

principle into a subordinate life-sphere, an irruption which in its

issuing forth as a principle appears supernatural, in its decidedness

of action is antinatural, and in its final issue completes itself in

natural development.

The image of miracle borrowed from the grain of corn is in one

respect imperfect : the seed moves in the circle of a sphere which
always remains the same, though at the same time gently rising,

while the idea of miracles can be made quite clear only by a succes-

sion of life-spheres. We must have heard the spiritual music of

the life-spheres, if we would speak of the idea of law, of freedom,

and of miracle ; for all these ideas are referable to spherical rela-

tions. But as in the religious department, it is said of the righteous

man that for him there is no law ; so in the general department of

life, the same may be said of the higher life-principles in relation to

the lower life-spheres. So the first crystallization is a miracle, since

it very decidedly conditions, or in a conditional manner dispenses

with, the law of gravitation, which in a lower element-sphere, that

of water, prevails unconditioned. The form or law of unconditioned

gravity is the globular ; but crystallization makes sport of this first

iron rule of gravitation in a thousand ways, when it forms its deli-

cately constructed mathematical figures. The first plant was a

miracle which decidedly changed the world in which it grew. And
VOL. I. 2d
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SO it has been correctly said of the animal, that it is a miracle for

the vegetable world. Lastly, in Man the whole of subordinate
nature is raised and changed into a specifically higher life-form. He
himself, therefore, in this relation to the nature that is subordinate
to him, is an eternally speaking image of miracle. In him nature
has attained her final aim ; she has come in contact with spirit, and
in her movements is elevated, consumed, and transformed by his

free moral life in conformity with her original destiny.

But now the question arises, whether we have reached the top of

the scale of life, when we have reached man simply, man who is of

the earth. If there is within humanity only one life-sphere, only
one elaboration of one life-principle, there may indeed be always
phenomena resembling the miraculous which depend on the differ-

ence of powers
;
but this does not establish the existence of such a

region of miracles as the Theocracy and especially Christianity

delineates, since the deciding new jninciple is wanting which must
form and support it. But if there is really a succession of stages
within humanity—if here again a sphere of specifically higher
human life towers above the lower sphere, we must here also expect
what meets our eye on all the other stages of life, namely, that
the new superior principle breaks through the old sphere with
wonderful effect, in order to draw it up into its higher life.

But Christianity announces this new higher life-stage not only as

doctrine, but as fact, and in the idea it finds the completest
confirmation of its own. The special characteristic of the first

human life in its historical appearance, as it was modified by the
fall, was the Adamic discord between the spirit and the flesh, and
the predominance of the latter over the former. The special char-
acteristic of the second human life in its historical power, that is,

in Christ, is the identity of the spirit and the flesh, and the glorifi-

cation of the flesh under the supremacy of the spirit. The human
spirit itself requires this manifestation of the ideal human life in a
distinct and decided principle {Princip.) But it also requires the
actings of this principle—its breaking through the sphere of the
first human life, therefore its miracles. In these facts must the new
life-principle verify itself as the creative organizing power of a new
higher world.

When persons are accustomed to regard nature as only one
sphere, and to allow the world of men to coincide with this one
circle of nature, it excites the conception of a boundless Mongolian
steppe, in which nothing more extraordinary can occur than the
ever appearing and ever vanishing of the same sights and the same
faces. But the more familiar we become with the succession of

spheres in nature, and with the heavenly ladder of the eeons in the
history of the world, the more we shall find in the great central

miracle—the life of Christ—the necessity established of the several

miracles which form its historical peri})hery. And the more we
can estimate the contrast between the heavenly spiritual glory .of

the life of Christ, and the shattered, old human world, in all its

magnitude, the more we shall expect these miracles of Christ to
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stand forth in bold relief. Thus, then, the doctrine of the miracles
of Clirist is most intimately connected with the doctrine of His
Person} Where the former appears mutilated, we may justly

infer a mutilation of the latter, and the reverse. The truth of this

assertion may be proved from the fact, that the various discrepan-

cies in the doctrine of miracles can very easily be traced back to

corresponding discrepancies in the doctrine of the person of

Christ. Whoever decidedly rejects the uniqueness of the per--

son of Christ, will not be able to recognize the uniqueness
of His works. The difficulty which ' modern culture ' has with
the miracles of Jesus, is connected with a decline in the know-
ledge of the Son of the Virgin. When the root of the life of

Christ is no longer estimated in its wonderful singularity, how can
the golden fruit of miracles be sought for on the top of the tree ?

In fact every one-sidedness in Christology is reflected by a one-

sidedness in the theory of miracles. The older orthodox doctrine

of Christ did not at all times estimate the full value of His
humanity. It often represented His becoming a man as a humili-

ation, and at the same time lost sight of the individuality of His
being. Christ's humanity often appeared as an organic form, or

the more concrete human approach to His divinity. One conse-

quence of this view was, that the miracles were regarded simply
as works of divine Omnipotence. On this supposition faith in

miracles was, in appearance, infinitely easy. The explanation was
always at hand—Christ can do all things because He is God. But
not to say that with this view the presence of God in nature was
regarded as the sway of an absolute will within the circle of the

most exact conformity to law, it was at the same time forgotten

that Christ as the Son was aware that His own agency was through-

out conditioned by that of the Father (John v. 19) ; moreover, that

He communicated to His own disciples the power of working
miracles. According to this view, Christ was not perfectly incor-

porated with humanity ; and the same might be affirmed of His
miracles, which would thus form only a conservatory of the choicest

plants, transplanted from heaven, and delighting us as images of

heaven, but never naturalized on earth. They would only attest

the one thought that God is omnipotent, and willing to aid us with

His omnipotence.

While a one-sided supranaturalism, therefore, makes an exotic

conservatory of the miracles of Jesus, the rationalist doctrine of

Christ metamorphoses them into a bramble-bush. When Jesus is

regarded simply as the son of Joseph, who, at the most, manifested

tlie power of God in a peculiar manner, and fulfilled a mission from
God, such a personality is not strong enough to concentrate the

miracles of the Gospel history into an overpowering unity, and to

make them proceed from Himself as the natural manifestations of

the power of His wonderful life. But there they stand ; and they

must spring forth from the soil of the Gospel history as best they

can : from the extraordinary power of Christ ; from the ordination

1 [See Note 8.]
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of Providence ; or even from the favour of chance, from the elements

of medical science, from magnetism, from popular credulity, from
the embellishments of fiction, and lastly, even from the inaccuracies

of the New Testament language. It is natural that such a wonder-

ful soil should bear a thicket of miracles into which the rationalist

shepherd is unwilling to lead his flock, since he is afraid they should

lose their w^ool in the bushes, and which therefore he passes by him-

self as best he can. The spiritualist, alarmed and troubled at the

sight of this thicket, warns us, with the looks of honest Eckhart, not

to lose our way in the dangerous wood, but rather to adopt a logic

which sets the outward and the inward, the letter and the spirit, in

eternal contrariety.

But if there is a distinct recognition of the great miracle, namely,

the uniqueness of the life of Christ, His separate miracles assume
altogether a different aspect. They then form so many branches of

a lofty, vigorous tree, and appear quite simply as manifestations of

His nature, as His works. When we look at the height of the tree,

and keep in our eye the strength of its trunk, its branches appear

to us, not as the ponderous crown of an oak, but rather as the

cheerful, graceful summit of a palm-tree ; they seem to us as tower-

ing, slender, waving branches sporting in the wind. Should not

the tree of life of the new fBon be able to bear this crown without

breaking down, and put forth the flowers which adorn it from its

own internal vital power ? Let it not be forgotten how high the

tree rises towards heaven, how deep and wide its roots spread

through the life of all humanity ! When a young alpine stream,

under the impulse of its great destiny, hastens down into the wide

world, it shows signs of the region of its origin ; waterfalls and
passages forced through rocks testify of the original freshness of its

power. But when Christianity rushes down from the heavenly

heights of the God-man into the low-lying tracts of a human world,

nature-enthralled and sunk in misery, and in its first irruption

carries away with it the great stone of the sepulchre, here, as in the

alpine scenery, the second miracle is not greater than the first

;

rather is it purely natural in relation to the first. If the under-

standing is here disposed to take offence, the question must be

asked, whether it regards the separate miracles as too little or too

great in relation to the central miracle ? Many persons who have

seen the falls of the Rhine have said that they found them small in

relation to their previous conception. These persons, at all events,

ascribe something, though erroneously, to the reality ; while there

are others who cannot imagine the half, at all events the full reality.

Everything here depends on the estimate formed of the power which

calls a phenomenon into life. The greater the power is thought to

be, the easier is the conception of the appearance found to be ; but

the more highly the appearance is estimated, the less adequate is the

power. We have turned in our contemplation to the power. In the

centre of the world's history, the principle of principles, the light of

lights, the life of the living, and therefore also the power of powers,
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has appeared to us ; the one miracle, which causes many miracles to

appear as the natural utterances of a new and higher life-power.^

The miracle of the life of Jesus is one with the miracle of the

actual vision (Selhstanschauimg) of God. Whoever would explain

this miracle to us, must be able to give us the assurance that he is

of a pure heart, or that he sees God, or that he surveys the whole
world in all its manifoldness as an ideal unity. The saint who
beholds God, sees, in the very act of beholding, the nature of His
essence ; to him the opposition of nature and miracle has become
clear in their perfected harmony in God Himself. But whoever has
not attained to this elevation, must necessarily regard the nature of

God predominantly as a miracle, and accordingly must recognize its

miraculous operations as the natural expressions of its essence.

The same holds good of the works of Christ, in whom the self-

revelation of God has appeared to us. Christ is the miraculous
in the centre of nature : out of its relation to Him, even nature is

miraculous; but in relation to Him, even miracle is natural. The
Christian Gospel miracle must always find its ' natural' explana-

tion in the miracle of the life of Christ. Christ Himself exhibits the

completed mediation between the unconditioned omnipotence of God
and finite conditioned nature—therefore the mediation of miracles.

The possibility of miracles is correctly proved in a twofold way :

either by an appeal to the divine omnipotence, or to the idea of an
accelerated natural process. On the one hand, it is argued, With
God nothing is impossible ; on the other, God changes every year

water into wine, only by a slower process than at Cana. When,
therefore, miracle is described as an act of God's omnipotence, we
have named its deepest ground, its possibility; but its actual occur-

rence is not thereby explained. It is not even explained by repre-

senting that the will of the performer of the miracle has become
one with the will of God. For our will may become one with the

will of God even in the most profound resignation. But in the

performance of a miracle, not only does man become one with God
in the depths of the divine will in general, but God also becomes
one with man in the special act in which man performs the miracu-

lous with supernatural power derived from God. When, therefore,

we are confronted by Omnipotence, by the will of the Almighty,
and consequently are deeply moved by the infinite great probability

of the miracle, the question still returns. Will God perform a

miracle which positively encroaches on miraculous nature? On
the other hand, a miracle can as little be regarded as a mere extra-

ordinary operation of the performer upon nature, when we speak of

an acceleration of nature. There can be no question, indeed, that

as, on the one hand, a miracle is rooted in the omnipotence of God,

^ Neander, p. 138. [' Since Jesus was verily an incarnation of the Godhead,
miraculous works in His life were only becoming and natural.'— Young's Christ of
Jlistori), p. 267. Similarly, and quite logically, almost all modern defenders of the

miracles. This argument is but the more accurate statement and amplification of one

of Augustine's suggestive utterances :
' Mirum nonesse debet a Deo factum miraculum

;

.... magis gaudere quam mirari debemur.'—lu /oa?i. Tract, ivii. 1.—Ed.]
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SO, on the other hand, it celebrates its appearance in the accelerated

process of nature. If therefore we turn to this conception of the ac-

celerated process of nature, we certainly find that nature in its pro-

cesses performs pure miracles— that it changes water into wine, wine

into blood, blood into milk ; and this fact shows us how plainly the

miracles of the kingdom of God are reflected in similar national

phenomena. These thousandfold similarities give us, therefoi-e,

again a lively impression of the near possibility of miracles. We
think that such a process of nature needs only to be in some degree

accelerated, and a miracle will be the result.^ But if it should come
to this phenomenon of an accelerated process of nature, we must
have at any rate the principle of the process, its germ. All pro-

cesses of nature arise from principles, which in their ultimate

grounds must be regarded as the thoughts and operations of God.
If now every common process of nature presupposes a principle,

much more must such a one exist for an accelerated process : for

a miracle of healing, a decisive healing power ; for the change of

water into wine, the factor of the formation of wine, ' the vine with

its branches.' - Accordingly the idea of an accelerated process of

nature, strictly considered, exhibits only the course of a miracle

when it is already decided in principle, just as the appeal to the

omnipotence of God exhibits only the genei'al power of the miracle,

without deciding that the miracle shall actually take place.

We are now, therefore, placed between two possibilities of miracle,

and yet not justified in exhibiting these combined as giving us the

actual occurrence of the miracle. Between these possibilities, rather,

the question still arises respecting the living centre which exhibits

the miraculous power of God in the actual miraculous fact, so that

it can pass imperceptibly into the accelerated processes of nature.

This centre we found in the life of Jesus. The miraculous

reality of His life must, in accordance with its nature, express itself

in miraculous operations. In Him the mediation between God and
nature has appeared complete and effulgent ; therefore He exhibits

omnipotence operating in the midst of natiu'e without violating

nature in its essence, and exhibits what is conformable to nature in

the divine life, without obscuring the divine freedom.^

^ See Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 109 ; Olshansen, Commentary on the Gospels, iii. 363.

The latter appeals to the expression of Augustine—Ipse fecit vinum in nuptiis, qui

omni anno hoc facit in vitibus. Illud autem non miraniur, quia omni anno fit ;

assiduitate amisit admirationem.
^ Strauss has justly required for the change of the water into wine at Cana, the

factor of the vine ; but when he supposes that this vine must be a vegetable one, his

thoughts wander among the vineyards of the nature-ffion, while here we have to con-

sider the action of the vine in the spirit-aeon.

^ J. Miiller, in his programme De miraculorum, Jesu Christi naturd et necessitate, p. 8,

&c., impugns the views of the older theologians of the Evangelical Church, accord-

ing to which the miracles of Christ were deduced from His divine nature. He justly

draws attention to the passages in which our Lord appeals to the Father in His per-

formance of miracles in order to impugn the explanation of miracles from a one-

sided activity of the omnipotence of God in Christ. But when he remarks, ' neque
ad rem quidquam interest horum scriptorum nonnullos humanse proxime Christi

naturae miracula assignare
;
per communicationem idiomatum enim hujus divinae

virtutis participem factam illam esse volunt
;

' and further, ' quod autem miracula
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This indissoluble union between the miraculous One and His
miracles must be verified in a twofold way : first, because we see in

Christ, as well as in His wonder-working, all the elements that make
up the conception of a miracle realized in the most powerful form

;

and also, because in all His miraculous works we plainly find again
the christological characteristic, their relation to the life of Christ.

Miracle has above appeared to us as the decided irruption of a
mediated (vermittelten) principle of a higher life-sphere into the

old form of a lower one, with the tendency to take up this lower

sphere into the higher. Now, if we fix our eye on Christ as a
principle, He appears to us in this relation as the kingly principle

of all universal principles. Every subordinate principle is, no doubt,

an original power, a product of God's creative operation, a marvel-
lous witness of God's nearness ; but Christ as a principle is one with
God's manifestation in the world, with His highest operation, the
principle of the creation of a new world. But this principle is in the

highest degree conformable to nature, for it is mediated with infinite

abundance. Every lesser principle is mediated by some correspond-

ing course of nature ; but the life of Christ is mediated by the whole
antecedent course of the world. This mediated method of Christ is

His nature. Therefore, since the nature of Christ was more medi-
ated or prepared for than any other being, we can discover in His
life the genuine stamp of all naturalness, the highest fulfilling of all

nature-life. But by nature, according to its power and destiny, is

simply the glory or the power of the divine Spirit over all nature-

life. His life is therefore so far supernatural in its essence and its

operations. It is essentially His destiny to operate supernaturally

or metaphysically, to free the creature from vanity, to transform its

life of bondage by the life of tlie Spirit. For this reason, in that

antinaturalness by which the higher nature takes up the lower

nature, He breaks through the limits of the old course of nature

and the world, first of all with the miracle of His peculiar birth,

and afterwards by the copious operations of His redeeming power.

His life puts to death the life or the nature of the old Adam
throughout the world, and especially in this sense are His opera-

factitavit, id ei certo tempore concessum est singulari dei dono, quo ad provinciam
Messianam admiuistraudam instructus est,'—-he strikes into another direction which
has been successfully pursued by Nitzsch, Tvvesten, Neander, Ullmanu, and others,

for the solution of the problem of miracles. See Nitzsch, System of Christian Doctrine,

p. 83 (Clark) ; Tvvesten, Dogmatik, vol. i. p. 380 ; Neander and Ullmaun, in the pas-

sages quoted above. Also, might there not be a propriety in receiving with Christ a
singulars Dei donum ? When the author further shows that God stands in presence

of nature in absolute majesty and freedom, he has admirably described the principle

of miracles
; and it requires only to give prominence to the incarnation of this God,

in order to give to the principle described its concrete form. [Scripture gives us to

understand that the Spirit is the agent of all divine operations. When, therefore, it

is pressed, as in the present day it is too frequently and exclusively pressed, that the
miracles were wrought by the Spirit, it should be kept distinctly in view that this

Spirit is the Spirit of Christ Himself, the Spirit proceeding from the Father and from
the Son. Correct views of the immediate power by which the miracles of Christ

were wrought, introduce into the apologetic argument from miracles a modification

which will be felt by any one who undertakes the argument. Very instructive on
this point is Owen, On the Spirit, ii. 3, 4.

—

Ed.]
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tions antinatiiral. These operations have seized human and earthly-

life in its depths, and in these depths are working out a great re-

generation, which is to break forth resplendent from the ashes of

the old world. It was in the nature of the case for these operations

to disclose themselves in direct, immediate forms ; in signs sym-
bolical of Christ's general agency ; in miracles which appeared anti-

natural to men, in proportion as the old form of the world was held

to be the only normal one, and of eternal validity. But as the life

of Christ, notwithstanding its spirituality, or rather in this very

spirituality, appears as a perfected, beautiful new nature, so it is

also with His miraculous operations. They all issue and complete
themselves in quick natural processes, the results of which appear
in new, delightful forms of life. Thus His breaking through the

old world, by which He advances to the last judgment and the end
of the world, will have for its consequences a new world.

All these constituents of the conception of miracle must be more
or less prominent in the single miraculous works of Christ. First

of all, the constituent of mediatmi. The need of a miracle is a

constituent corresponding to the principle for performing miracles,

and is the occasion when Christ receives an intimation from the

Father to work in unity with Him creatively, that is, to perform a
miracle. Indeed, the constituent for effecting the great saving

miracle of the world's salvation is ever present to the Lord. But
the occasions for allowing the fruits of this redemption to make
their appearance in special operations, and for the signs of the
transforming power of this redemption, the omens of the future

glorification of the world, to shine forth, are more rare (Luke iv.

25-27
; John xi. 4). There are single moments in which a definite

form of the world's misery and the world's Eedeemer in His historical

pilgrimage meet, we might say, one another on so narrow a bridge,

and so exactly face to face, that they must fight with one another,

or rather the misery must collapse and vanish before the Eedeemer.
These constituent elements are therefore mediated equally with

the life itself The most general mediating is the faith of those

who need relief. This faith is the peculiar organ of susceptibility

for the miraculous power of Christ—the divine token, in fact, by
which the occasion of working a miracle is indicated to Him. But
if any one is disposed to make this susceptibility the special factor

of the relief granted, and thus to account for the miracle by the

faith of miracles, in such a case he would ascribe to the sufferer a
greater faith and a greater power than to Christ Himself But
faith as such is generally no more than a susceptibility, which is

distinguished from fanaticism by its knowing with certainty that it

is met by a positive operation of God. If, therefore, it is altogether

erroneous to make faith in its isolated position a worker of miracles

without the co-operating power of God, it is also perfectly monstrous
to pretend that there are believers who beget this miraculous help
out of themselves, when they stand supplicating before the Lord,
when He answers their confidence, and receives thanks for the help
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given. Even Christ Himself worked not in an isolated position,

though He had within Himself a positive miraculous power, but in

conjunction with the Father (John x. 41) directing a look of con-

fidence towards Him. But this mediating of miracles appears to

us to vanish when we look at the miracles of Christ performed at a

distance ; likewise in His healing of demoniacs ; but, lastly and

chiefly, in His miraculous operations on nature. But even here we
see traces of mediation gradually emerging from the darkness, as we
direct our eye to the inner relations of the world, and estimate them
higher than is commonly done in relation to the outward phenomena.

When Christ healed the possessed child of the Canaanitish woman,
the channel through which the operation reached the child is plainly

traceable : it was one of the disposition, sunk deep in the heart of

the supplicating mother. Her agitated soul with one hand laid

hold of the Lord, and with the other of her child, and thus formed

a living affinity—an electrical conductor by which the lightning of

healing flashed from the heart of Christ into the heart of her child.

In the world of clairvoyance delicate streams of fire and tracks of

light have been seen, which were formed between separated human
souls, so that they thought of one another vividly, and have been

occupied with one another : these are spiritual bridges which love,

anxiety, remembrance, and especially intercessory prayer, have

thrown across spaces of outward separation, and traverse. These

communications correspond entirely with a delicate estimate of the

dynamical relations of the world.

But not to insist on these, we cannot, at all events, doubt of the

living movement of the mightiest powers between hearts which

stand in the most intimate and vital relation to one another. But
this movement suffices us as a spiritual pathway for the healing

powers of the Lord when they have to act at a distance. Thus the

nobleman at Capernaum became a conductor of Christ's healing

power for his son ; and the Gentile centurion, with his strong faith,

was a mediating organ for his servant. But when our Lord had

to deal with demoniacs, this mediation lay in a power which, in

diseased persons of this class, is generally active with a morbid

development, and a more intense energy—a power of psychical fore-

boding. Of the .nature of demoniacal suffering we do not here

speak. But it is a fact which occurs among the nervous and insane

of our own time, as well as in the case of the demoniacs in the

Gospel history, that in their intensified power of foreboding, they

are capable of divining the dispositions and intentions which the

persons immediately about them entertain. They are in a morbid

state of psychical agitation, and in a closer aflinity than healthy

persons to the psychical movements of the bystanders. Especially

have they an extraordinary sensitiveness for states of riiind which

are in contrast to their own. As clairvoyantes can be disturbed by

the nearness of impure characters, so demoniacs and insane persons

often become excited by the approach of saintly characters. They

feel the operation of a power which even at a distance comes into
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collision with tlieir state, and presses punitively on the secret con-
sciousness of the psychical terror with^ which commonly their state

of mental bondage is connected. Thus the demoniac whom Jesus
met with in the synagogue at Capernaum could not endure His
presence (Mark i. 23), but cried out against Him. That the de-
moniacs were the first who proclaimed Him as the Messiah, may
be accounted for from the activity and perceptive vigour of their

intensified power of foreboding ; not simply because this power of

foreboding brought them into a peculiar relation with the con-
sciousness of Christ, but because it also formed the same relation

between them and the secret thoughts of their times. That Jesus
was^ the Messiah, was the public secret of His time, from the
beginning of His ministry. John's annunciation of Him had
already taken place ; His disciples indulged distinct hopes of the
manifestation of His Messianic glory, and the people were agitated
by the fluctuations of foreboding that He was the proiuisecl One.
But the dark antipathy of the hierarchy hung like a threatening
thunder-cloud over against this dawn in men's minds. No one
ventured to commit himself by the public and decided recognition
of Christ. The insane naturally took the lead ; they proclaimed
aloud the obscure mystery which they found in the breasts of their

contemporaries. Fools and children speak the truth ; so here the
acclamations of the children soon followed the cries of the demoniacs.
In addition to them, Christ was proclaimed by poor mendicants,
who had nothing to lose; and by the people in a mass, who in

masses always feel strongly. When, therefore, the demoniacs had
an excited feeling and foreboding of the dignity of Christ,—when
by their recklessness they anticipated the people in the publication
of His name, a mediation was thus formed for the miraculous aid
of Christ. As borderers on the kingdom of spirits they were raised

above the ban of the Sanhedrim by the peculiar sacredness of their

calamitous state ; and as confessors of Jesus, they were peculiarly

the objects of His compassion.

^
But no such mediation of the miracles of Christ appears at first

sight to be given in the case of the dead whom He restored to life
;

yet, on carefully considering the circumstances, we sliall find that
there is a mediation, or rather a double one. The three dead
persons whom Christ restored, even when dead were held by strong
bonds in the vicinity of life ;—the daughter of Jairus, by the loud
mourning of. the parental house; the young man at Nain, by the

inconsolable grief of his mother; and lastly, Lazarus, not merely by
the ceaseless yearning with which his sisters waited for the Lord,
but also by the unsatisfied expectation with which he himself had
sunk into the grave. Even though dead, therefore, these three still

experienced the strong attraction towards life on this side the grave.

But as spirits, they understood the voice of the Prince of spirits.

The modes of mediating the miracles of Christ in His operations

on external nature are hardest to discover. Here also the connect-

ing links have been lost for the most part, because sufficient
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account has not been taken of the co-operation of hearts. This

applies especially to the miracles of food and drink which Jesus

wrought. How very much has it been the pr^ictice to pass over, in

these miracles, the mental states of the persons for whom they were

wrought ! In many a dissertation on the miracle at Cana, the ex-

clamation, ' They have no wine ! no wine !
' meets us at every turn;

and some theological treatises upon it handle the whole question

after so grossly material a fashion, so utterly without a surmise of

the significance of the spiritual transaction in this history, that one

w^ould think they were composed in a tavern, or meant to lay the

scene of the narrative in a public-house ! But how could these

miracles have a New Testament power and significance, if they

were not performed in the element of emotional life {Gemuthslehen)

and of the sphere of faith ? We do not intend to enlarge on this

remark here, but reserve the development for the sequel. In the

stilling of the storm on the lake of Gennesaret, the mediating con-

sisted in this, that first of all the hearts of the disciples, as the

firstlings of the new humanity, were laid at rest before the winds

and waves were stilled. The cursing of the fig-tree was mediated

by that presentiment of the judgment awaiting Jerusalem and the

end of the world, which so deeply moved Christ in His last days.

It will be understood that the supernatural, which is operative

in all Christ's miracles, must be always and immediately looked for

in His divine life-power. This life-power, in the case where Christ

performed a miracle, is identical with the omnipotence of God ; for

He performed such an act only according to the will of the Father,

and in unity with Him. It was the overpowering agency of the

sovereign principle which was placed in the centre of the world,

in order to destroy its ^corruption and effect its glorification. But
the expressions of the power of Christ, as they differ in different

miracles, so also the forms they assume are different. To the

leprous Christ presented Himself as positive purity, the absolute

power of all purification; to the deaf as the ear-forming word; and,

to the dead, as the positive life-giving life. And as Christ in such

agency becomes one with the Father, so is the disposition in which

He accomplishes His miracle one with Him. His word is the

fructifying principle with which the receptive faith takes in the

victorious life-power which is destined to effect the miracle in its

own life-circle. The believers in miraculous power therefore re-

ceived, in the moment of the performance of the miracle, by a

sympathetic elevation of their disposition, a share in the noble-

mindedness of Christ, and in this moment of their highest nearness

to heaven the miracle became incorporated with their life.

But in all cases an old naturalness, either a dark form or a fetter-

ing limitation, or an evil ofthe old world which has become nature,^

is broken through and taken away by the miraculous agency of

Christ. At one time, it is the roaring storm ; at another time, it

is water in the colourless form which it takes as a defect in contrast

with the wme; and at a third time, it is the grave. This character

of destruction is most prominent in the cursing of the fig-tree.
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But, lastly, we also see that all the miracles of Jesus bear the
impress of true miracle, because they enter nature with creative,

liberating, formative power, and complete themselves as natural

processes. The men whom Christ heals or restores to life come
forward again, as forms restored to this world, in all their native

freshness. To the daughter of Jairus food is given to eat (Mark v.

43) . Lazarus soon after his resurrection is found among the guests

at a feast. Our Lord causes this subsidence of miracle into natural

life to appear even in effecting His own miracles. The blind man
whom Christ cured at Bethsaida (Mark viii. 22), after Christ's first

operation, exclaimed, ' I see men as trees walking !
' Visible objects

still appear before his eyes in indistinct outline, nor did he perfectly

recover his sight till Christ had touched his eyes a second time.

The Lord seems carefully to have given prominence to this natural

side of the cures He effected, and to have drawn, so to speak, a veil

round the strictly miraculous operation by availing Himself more
or less of natural operations. Even the word by which He usually

effected His work, is not in itself alone to be regarded as a mere
imsensuous expression of the spirit. As in its meaning it is a divine

thought, so outwardly it is a thunderbolt of the soul's life—

a

powerful psychical act, inflaming the hearts and agitating the

organs of the susceptible. Such a word of Christ is, in miniature,

an image of the creative universal agency of God by which He
cretited the world—tliat infinite exi)ression of God, which inwardly

was altogether His sun-bright thought and will, and outwardly a

mysterious, darkly brooding, immeasurably rich fulness of life—
that creative basis of the world which now appeared in Him in

individual personality. But the nature-side of His miraculous

agency was more striking when He touched the sufferers or laid

hold of them by the hand. Such contact must have been, in the

case of the leprous especially, a revolting operation (Matt. viii. 3).

With such an one Christ placed Himself in the relation of defile-

ment. He exposed Himself thereby to the danger, according to

the Levitical law, of being excluded from the congregation as an
unclean person ; He even hazarded His life for the sake of curing

the leprous when He touched them. This moral operation itself,

in its living power to touch the soul, was for the diseased like a
flash of lightning from heaven. But it is remarkable, that Jesus
never went beyond touching. Though, according to the account in

Mark's Gospel (vi. 13), the disciples of Jesus often anointed the

sick with oil, and thus restored them to health, yet we are not
warranted by this circumstance to conclude that Jesus Himself
used such means. The disciples, with their weaker miraculous
power, appear to have depended on a more natural act of healing

;

as, according to the direction of James, the elders of the Church
were obliged to do at a later period. In fact, besides touching,

imposition of the hands, or laying hold of the hand of the diseased,

in which the complete miraculous power of His holy hand was
manifested, Christ only employed one physical means repeatedly,
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one distinctly individual, a natural bodily means—His spittle. The
ancients attribute to the saliva a sure healing power, especially for

many disorders of the eyes ; an opinion which is still held in our
own times. 1 But Christ appears to make this means the vehicle of

a higher power. If the personality of Christ is regarded according

to its peculiar significance as the life-giving life, as positive healtli-

fulness, we may venture to expect that every bodily substance or

quality which has proved itself elsewhere in any degree curative,

will be found again in His life in the highest potency, and, as an
expression of that life, will exhibit the highest healing efficiency.

But Jesus applied the same means in different ways. He healed

(according to Mark vii. 33) a deaf and dumb man by putting His
fingers in his ears, and then, after spitting on His finger, touching

his tongue.- In the case of the blind man at Bethsaida, the spittle

seems to have been directly applied to the eyes of the blind, and
followed by the imposition of hands (viii. 22). When He cured
the man born blind at Jerusalem (John ix.). He spat on the ground
and made a paste, with which He anointed the eyes of the blind, and
ordered him to go and wash in the pool of Siloam. We have here

again an advanced application of the spittle : the paste which He
spread on the eyes of the blind, as something more than a momentary
application, and the time spent in going to the pool at Siloam, during

which it remained, constituted this advanced use of it. The wash-
ing in the pool of Siloam, which the afflicted man had to perform,

seems to have been only a symbolical act in which, with his faith,

his cure was to be completed. At all events, it was otherwise with

the spittle. The repetition of its application plainly shows that it

was used as a means ; and although its application does not do
away with the miraculous character of the cures in which Jesus

made use of it, yet it shows how He was inclined to conceal, in a

degree, His miraculous acts,—to soften the sublime abruptness of

their direct operation by a connection with some form, more or less

known, of the extraordinary art of healing.'^ It was a little thing,

an act of condescension, for Him to perform these single miracles
;

while the people were astonished at them as the highest expressions

of His life. This induced Him to make His healing operations

approach a natural form, and to clothe them in poor, flat, and

strange forms, in order to bring the exalted power that revealed

itself in Him into communication with the life of the world. Yet
He could not have given His miracles this form, if He had found

in it no healing power whatever. For this very reason, this form

of Christ's miraculous cures, the application of His spittle, was

1 See Fleck, die Vertheldlgung des Christenthums, p. 150 ; Tacitus, Ifist. iv. 81 ;

Suetonius, Vesp. vii.

- The ears appear to have been touched with one liand and the tongue with the

other simultaneously ; and this operation seems to mark a peculiar influence.

^ [Ewald (Christus, p. 224, 4th ed.) notices in this connection how our Lord some-

times inquired into the symptoms of the bodily disease. All these forms of ' media-

tion ' prove to his mind ' that His human acting was bound to the universal laws of

the divine order, and that this He would in no wise arrogantly violate.'— Ed.]
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peculiarly suited to make what was miraculous in His opperations

appear as natural, and what was natural in His life appear as

miraculous.^ This nature-side of His miraculous power meets

us most strikingly in the history of the woman suffering from the

issue of blood, who was healed by the believing touch of His

garment. The Lord had not conversed with her; yet He was

aware that He had been touched, and that by this contact a

cure had been effected, for He declared that ' virtue had gone

out' of Him (Luke viii. 46). Does not the healing power of

Christ here appear almost in a pathological form as a suffering ?

Offence has been taken at this narrative. And yet it only mani-

fests the most delicate feeling for life in a personality most rich in

life. The same Master of psychical life, who had a perfectly de-

veloped sense for every sympathy and antipathy that approached

Him, could not help perceiving the agitation or hurried respiration

of a sufferer who touched Him under the highest excitement of pain,

and at the same time of confidence, as one needing aid ; and when
He blessed in His Spirit the sufferer without knowing her as an
individual, the contact and the miraculous aid perfectly coincided.

It is not said that He did not freely part with this healing power,

that He had been robbed of it ; for as soon as the Lord felt Himself

touched by a suffering, He freely entered into it with His sympathy.^

But when He wished to cause the woman who had been cured to

come forward openly on her own account. He rightly declared that

virtue had gone out of Him. It was needful to make the matter

public : hitherto the cure had been as it were a stolen one, and the

woman remained at least suffering from false shame. At all events,

Christ's language informs us that the virtue which proceeded from

Him, was to be regarded as a virtue connected with the nature of

His life. Hence by this passage we are led to consider a question

which in modern times has been often agitated, namely. How far

the miraculous cures performed by Christ are akin to the cures

effected by animal magnetism. Some have attached great import-

ance to tliis affinity; others have been apprehensive
^;
lest by this

similarity the agency of Jesus should be brought too near the pro-

fane ; others, again, have admitted a greater or less analogy between

the two methods of healing. Thus much is certain : if in general

the power of magnetism belongs to the flesh and blood of human
nature, then Christ also has appropriated this power. But if, on

^ Considering the means of cure objectively, we must at all events distinguish

between the animal healing power residing in the saliva and the psychical healing

power communicated through the intention of the worker of the miracle, perhaps

through His breath. If the ancients, embracing both these elements in their con-

crete unity, contemplated the miraculous element as the decisive one, it does not

follow that they denied the natural one.

- This narrative gives no support to the supposition of ' involuntary healings.' The.
passages which Strauss has adduced (Matt. xiv. 36 ; Markiii. 10, vi. 56 ; Luke vi. 19),

with the remark that Jesus in these instances did not expend self-active powers, but
must have involuntarily allowed them to have been carried off, expressly assert the

contrary. ' They besought Him that they might touch if it were but the border of

His garment ; and as many as touched Him were made whole ' (Mark vi. 56).
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the other hand, all flesh and blood has attained in Christ's person

its complete spiritualization, this also is true especially of magnetism,
and of the application of its power. If we have first learned to

estimate the ascending lines of powers (over against the descending

line of ideas) in the world, and found that these same powers re-

appear in all the stages of life, but in ever new transformations

and higher potencies, then also the relation of Christ's healing power
to magnetism must gradually be made clear. The very term Animal
Magnetism expresses that gradation ; it marks especially the power
of the magnet, as it re-appears in a more elevated form in the animal

kingdom. If we follow the hint which lies in these terms, we shall

be led to the contemplation of a scale of magnetic power, of which
the lowest degree lies deep in the elements, and the highest must be
revealed in the power of Christ's nature. The light of the atmos-
phere seems to reappear in the earthly elements as electricity.

Electricity is no doubt an elevated power in the magnet. Then
magnetism comes forward in the animal sphere as a power working
soul-like, of which the operations border on magic. Now, when this

power appears elevated again in the human region as a peculiar

talent in the life of certain individuals, this is no longer mere
animal magnetism, but is exalted into the human. But this power
experiences a new consecration in the free spiritual activity of a
devout worker of miracles, or of a prophet who acts under a sense

of the eternal. Lastly, if it comes again to view in Christ, it must
appear in His life according to its nature, not only with the greatest

fulness, but in perfect unity with the operations of the Divine

Spirit. It also appears here altogether as nature, but as com-
pletely ideal, as a pure agency, as a perfect vehicle of the Spirit.

Thus, then, in Christ the powers of all the stages of nature are

elevated and glorified. He is not only in a metaphorical, but also in

a dynamic sense, the light of the world ; the lightning which here-

after at His appearing will shine from the east even to the west

;

the unity of those four divergent forms of life or animal images

which symbolically represent the great model-forms of life ; the

Man in whom humanity is concentrated, and therefore in whom
every human endowment appears in its fairest bloom ; the prophet

who stands and acts in the fulness of the powers of God ; finally,

He Himself, the God-man, who performs a miracle as little as any

other man when God has not indicated it, but also then with the

complete certainty with which God Himself works it. Thus, then,

the healing power with which Christ accomplishes His work is

a power related to, and brought into combination with, the inner-

most life of nature in all its stages, and therefore verities itself in

its operations as the healing power of the diseased human world

;

and its product is a new nature.

Thus, as on the one hand the genuine miracle is to be recog-

nized in all the works of Christ as well as in His life, so on

the other hand the christological stamp is found in all His mira-

cles, and again especially in the miraculous momenta of His life

itself.
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The miraculous momenta in the life of Jesus present themselves

as a pure linked succession of stages in the unfolding of His chris-

tological glory. In His wonderful birth of the Virgin, first of all,

life existed as a positive life-power, as pure power ; that is to say,

an individuality which in its flesh and blood exhibits the completed

harmony with the universe, which is born of the Spirit and is one

with the Spirit, and, as the power of the Spirit, has power over life.

His self-comprehension in human development begins this life of

power, and reaches at length the climax of perfect spirit-conscious-

ness with the baptism in the Jordan. Here His individual unfolding

in spirit was completed. But, after that, the capability of this life

unfolds itself in the soul-life of Christ, and the bloom of this fes-

tivity of the soul bursts forth at the transfiguration. Lastly, by the

fact of the resurrection the corporeity of Christ was borne aloft

out of the region of the old nature and the realm of death into the

imperishable ; the body was borne aloft in the power of the Spirit,

and made thoroughly spiritual and spirit-like, while its life-power

and vitality is not only maintained, but perfected in its spiritual-

ization. The ascension is, in the first place, not so much a new
miracle as the full verification of the miracle of the resurrection,

the highest evidence of glorification or of completed spiritualization

to which the life of Christ has been elevated. It becomes a new
miracle as it introduces and represents the session of Christ at

the right hand of God. But this again manifests itself in three

momenta, which run parallel with the momenta of the individual

glorification of Christ while they exhibit His universal glory. With
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, Christ gains a universal con-

sciousness in His Church. This universal power of the Spirit over

the earth will one day bring its constantly regenerating operation

in the souls of men into festive manifestation, when the Church of

Christ attains to the full spiritual beauty of His kingdom. After

that. His individual resurrection will unfold itself finally in the

glorification of the world which ensues on the world's judgment at

the general resurrection. The first moment {moment) of this uni-

versal unfolding of the glory of Christ, consists, therefore, in the

revelation of His dominion over the spiritual life of humanity ; in

the second appears His dominion over the souls of men, the com-
pletion of the victory of Christ's sympathy over the sympathy of

evil, which is evinced in a great Christian inspiration of humanity

;

the third moment reveals His power over all flesh.

It is undeniable that all the momenta of miracles in which the

life of Christ is unfolded are throughout christological ; that is,

they perfectly correspond to the conception of the life of Christ and
its significance for the world.^ When, therefore, we have repre-

1 [This is the idea of Westcott's suggestive little book, Characteristics of the Gospel

Miracles. ' The miracles of the Gospol are not isolated facts ; they are not vain repe-

titions. In meaning, as well as in time, they lie between the incarnation and the

ascension, . . . Each (kind of miracle) is needful for the complete representation of

the life of Christ,' &c., pp. 6-9. The book is full of most valuable aids towards
grasping the miracles as a whole, and is pervaded by the sober and reverent spirit

which characterizes all the productions of this useful writer..— Ed.]
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Rented the miraculous cacts of Christ as the natural emanations of

His miraculous nature, it is evident tliat they must disclose the

same christological nature. And so we find it. In fact, they gene-

rally present the most distinct correspondences to the separate chris-

tological stages in the development of Christ's life. It is our

business to point out these correspondences, and to render as con-

spicuous as ]iossible the general ideas which lie at the basis of the

miracles of Jesus.

If now, with this view, we refer the different kinds of Christ's

miracles to the different stages of His life's development, it cannot

be supposed that Christ performed a peculiar class of miracles only

in a particular form of the development of His power ; rather it is

implied that in every miracle the whole life of Christ was active

when we designate them all generally as christological. But the

matter in question here is, that we contemplate the general chris-

tological nature of the miracles of Jesus in the sharp distinctness

of their type, and that we therefore contemplate them as pheno-

mena belonging to the progressive development of His life and
work.

It is a radical evil of the old seen, that nature has circumvented

the spirit of man through his guilt, has gained the upper hand, and
stands over him like a menacing giant. According to the ideal re-

lations of the world, it ought to be otherwise. In a life of inno-

cence, the spirit would prove its harmony with nature and its power
over it. Instinct, like a prophet, announces this mastery of the

spirit over nature, as it appears with a beautiful living constancy

in animal life. But for a long time fallen man appears to give the

lie to these prophecies. The dog falls into the water and swims
;

but a man falls in and is drowned. But he is drowned, not by his

bodily weight, not by the natural relation of his body to the water,

but by the consternation which misleads him to sink into destruc-

tion by a morbid excitement, instead of balancing himself on the

waves in victorious self-possession.

When, therefore, Christ walks on the stormy sea, the quint-

essence of the miracle consists in the perfect divine equanimity of

His spirit. He is, first of all, quite free from that corrupt act of

swimming practised by the natural man. But His pure vital

courage in the water is connected with the vital feeling of His

organism, which is the crown of all human organisms. The rela-

tion of bodies to the water is infinitely various. There are some
swimmers that sink deep, and others that hold themselves high.

The Prince by birth of land and sea walks through the waves

with His whole figure erect above them. But when man once

comes into harmonious reciprocal action with an excited element,

his movement in it becomes rhythmical. And so a jubilant feeling

must have unfolded itself in Christ's heart on the exulting waters

;

and with this feeling those hidden powers of life must have been
disengaged and become active, which also are said to appear in the

life of the magnetically excited, so that such persons cannot sink in

VOL. I. 2 E
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water, but are borne up by it.^ But Christ's walking on the water,

in the co-working of this perfect consciousness of God and His

imperturbable repose—of this elevation of soul in the feeling of

harmony with the agitated element—and of this rhythmically

borne and noblest corporeity,—exhibits the unity of the new human
life in the spirit as it attains dominion over nature. In this miracle

the Man of the spirit, in His world-historical importance, is borne

out of the water of nature-life. It is a symbolical fact which has

gained a natural position in an extraordinary rich history of New
Testament operations. The more man regains the full conscious-

ness of the sovereignty of his spirit over nature, the more he regains

power over the natural feelings of his life,—the more does the dread

of nature vanish from his path, and he resumes the full dominion

over its forces.

But tliis discrepancy with nature into which man has fallen by
his guilt is further manifest in distinct evils with which man is

afflicted, particularly in his infirmities and sicknesses. These evils

are characteristic marks of the deep corruption of the old aeon;

they are united most intimately with sin. It would indeed be hyper-

Jewish if we were disposed to lay as a burden on the individual,

his peculiar infirmity as his desert. Such a view can be regarded

only as a popular superstition. It is an insult to the spirit of the

Hebrew religion to charge it with maintaining it. And if any one

would ascribe it to Christ, it would be in opposition to His most

explicit declarations.^ Yet, on the other hand, we must also mark
it as hyper-heathenish, if the general connection of all sin with all

evil, and the general appointment of all evils to be the punishment

of all sins, and if, lastly, the spectacle that a thousand times indi-

viduals pay for their individual transgressions, should be denied.

Only materialism in morals can wish to dissever the bond of con-

nection between sin and punitive evil. Now, among the people of

^ ' As often as they wished to bring her (the seeress of Prevorst) in magnetic cir-

cumstances to a bath, a most wonderful phenomenon appeared,—all her limbs, with

her chest and abdomen, were seized with a peculiar jerking motion, with perfect

elasticity, which always raised her out of the water.'—Extract from the ^ Scherin

von Prevorst.' See Tholuclc's Glauhwiirdigheit der evany. Geschichte, p. 100.
^ Strauss (ii. 75) finds, first of all, in the expressions of Jesus (Matt. ix. 1) a re-

ference to the ' Jewish ' view, that evil, and especially the sickness of the individual,

is the punishment of his sin. His subsequent remark is at variance with this, that

Jesus expressly declared of the case proposed to Him (John ix. 1, &c.), that ' this

special evil was not owing to the criminality of the individual, but was founded on

higher divine signs.' Thus the ' higher educated ' author of the fourth Gospel seems

to have allowed Jesus to reject the former view
;
yet, on the other hand, according

to John V. 14, ' infirmity as a punishment of sin ' is announced to the man cured at

the pool of Bethesda. But this must relate to ' sinning generally,' so that the mean-

ing of Jesus was, that if that man only sinned again generally, he would again be

afflicted with disease. The passage in Luke xiii. 1 ought to coufinn the view of the

connection between sin and misfortune in every individual (whence it would follow,

that the eighteen men on whom the tower of Siloam fell, according to the Lord's

views, were all equally guiltj'). Along with this ' vulgar Hebrew ' view of sickness

and evil, Jesus must have been burdened with the opposite Essene-ebionitish ' view,'

according to which the righteous in this ason are the suS'ering, the poor, and the

sick. Such are the contradictions which are here cast as reflections ou the clear

mirror of the ethical consciousness of Jesus.
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Israel the feelinf:^ of this connection was developed in a very high
degree, and partially to a morbid excess. They had experienced

God's chastisements under the discipline of the law, and often had
bowed under His strokes with slavish dread. The miserable mental

state of the unfortunate was aggravated by the harshness with which
they were condemned by their more fortunate pharisaically-minded

brethren. And at the time of Christ's advent almost all the fruits

on tlie tree of human misery in Israel appeared to be ripened. The
chronic diseases which are indigenous in Palestine, and countries of

a similar climate, such as blindness, leprosy, paralysis, and nervous

disorders, were very widely spread. Christ found Himself in the

fulness of the Spirit placed in the presence of this misery. He met
with many sufferers, who were at once in need of salvation and of

bodily healing. By means of the latter, the sense of the former

was ripened ; and, in their desire for salvation, the state of mind
was produced which fitted them for receiving bodily relief, that is,

faith in the possibility of miraculous aid. In the fulness of the

Spirit and of the peace of God lay the power of Christ to forgive

the sins of those who felt their need of salvation, and, by the as-

surance of the grace of God, to animate their hearts with the glow

of a new life. With an impulse of that positive confidence in God
which He possessed. He could transport, by His consolations, to a

heaven of divine joy those souls that felt themselves cast down to

the gates of hell. How could Christ have cherished in His spirit

this power to forgive sins in an abstract form ; that is, only a power
over the spirits of men, and not at the same time a power over their

souls and bodily organisms ? It was in accordance with His con-

crete victorious power over evil, that when it met Him in individual

cases. He steadily regarded it from the root to the summit. But
so also would the diseased, who, under Israelitish discipline, were

trained to exercise faith in His aid, expect from Him, according to

their entire view of the world, concrete aid, both spiritual and
bodily.^ According to the prophetic promises, the Israelite ex-

pected in his Messiah a Saviour who would work miracles ; thei'e-

fore the Jew who was anxious for salvation could not have received

and retained so firmly the consolation of the forgiveness of sins

from the lips of Jesus, if it had not been confirmed to him by bodily

aid. It is difficult for the penitent sinner to retain absolution in

pure spirituality. The Christian finds the seal of his reconciliation

in the renewed peace of his society (Sozietdt), especially in the

sacrament, by which he becomes one with the Church and with

the Lord of the Church. The temporary sacrament with which the

contrite Israelite received his absolution from the lips of Jesus, was

the mu-acle. Although this connection between the outward and

1 [So Ewald, while he maintains that Jesus satisfied all the deepest, godliest

longing in Israel, says (p. 219 of his Geschickte Chrhtus), 'The kingdom of the

perfect, true religion must break the power and the destructive consequences of sin
;

but all human ills are so connected with sin, that even those -which are bodily only

through it become thoroughly dangerous and radically obstinate, and therefore eveu

those are the proper objects of the deeds of might of the genuine King.'

—

Ed.]
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inward healing was not in all cases equally apparent and marked,

yet even in those wherein it was faintest it existed in some measure,

so that those who needed bodily aid did homage to the Lord as the

Messiah ; and Weisse has justly remarked, that faith in the forgive-

ness of sins, and the effect of it, is to be regarded as a prominent

feature of the cures performed by Christ.

The case of the paralytic at Capernaum (Matt. ix. 1) appears to

us the most striking example of this agency of Christ. First of all,

he received from Christ the assurance of the forgiveness of his sins.

But the Pharisaical spirits wished to despoil him of this inestimable

gift by pronouncing the absolution to be blasphemy ; upon which
our Lord ratified it with a heavenly sacrament which they could not

gainsay, by saying to the sick man, ' Arise, take up thy bed, and go
unto thine house !

'

The words of Jesus, therefore, penetrated as a ray of vital power
the hearts of those who believed in His miracles, operating with

creative energy, and imparting a healthy vitality to every part of the

frame. There is a class of diseases which may be regarded as an
exhaustion of the fulness and freshness of the organism, namely,

hereditary bodily infirmities. Now it lies in the nature of the case,

that such infirmities must soonest give way to Christ's vital ray

which penetrates the life-root of the infirm through their organism.

The cure of a man born blind may appear more difficult within the

range of common experience than the cure of one who has become
blind, but in relation to the conception of miracle it may be con-

sidered as the easier. The sun with its fresh rays can most easily

stimulate the stunted growth of a plant. The solar ray, which
somehow was wanting to the bodily stunted in the very beginnings

of their life, now darts suddenly into the root of their life, and com-
pletes their first birth with the beginning of the second. Also the

lame and deformed appear to stand in a nearer relation to the

psychico-electrical powerful agency, to the lightning flash of the

miraculous word of Jesus.^

Fevers form another kind of suffering.- Their cure shows how
positive repose and heavenly tranquillity can be communicated with

healing power to the sick ; or how the fiery conflict of fever against

evil can be instantaneously rendered victorious by the warm stream

of life which proceeds from Christ.

The healing of lepers belongs to the most important^ cures

effected by Jesus. Tlie leprosy seemed to seize inexorably on the

whole living substance of the sufferer, and to have doomed him to

death. But this fearful disease, wliich in general was so fatal, was
sometimes capricious. It would strike out on the surface of the

^ Cures of the blind are mentioned or uai-rated in Matt. ix. 27, xii. 22, xv. 30, xx.

30, xxi. 14 ;^of the paralytic, to whom as a particular class the lame and the maimed
belong. Matt. iv. 24, viii. 6, ix. 2, xi. 5, xii. 16, xv. 30 ; Luke vi. 6, xiii. 11 ; John v.

1;—the healing of the woman with the issue of blood, Matt. ix. 20 ;— the cure of a

man with the dropsy is narrated Luke xiv. 2. Many cures are repeated in the parallel

passages.
2 See Matt. viii. 14 : John iv. 52. ^ ^att. viii. 2 ; Luke xvii. 12.
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body, and pass off in a white eruption on the skin. This natural

process of cure corresponded entirely to Christ's method of cure

;

His healing operations proceeded from within outwards.

The demoniacs of the New Testament history are, on the one
hand, chxssed by tlie Evangelists with the other sick ; but on the

other hand, they are distinguished as a peculiar class from the com-
mon sick. That first of all they were considered and treated as,sick

persons, is evident. They appear as such, according to the symp-
toms of their malady as nervous, epileptic, insane, raving, and the

like. Matthew speaks of the sick who were affected with various

distempers and plagues, and then divides these into three classes

:

' those possessed with devils, and those which were lunatic, and
those that had the palsy' (Matt, iv. 24). But they are distinguished

again from the common sick. Mark says, ' Jesus healed many that

were sick of divers diseases, and cast out many devils' (i. 34). By
these distinctions with which, on the one hand, the Evangelists

represent the demoniacs as sick, but on the other, as afflicted by a

demon, their conception of the mysterious phenomenon goes beyond

the opposition between the supernaturalist and the rationalist views.

According to the first, it is asserted, these sufferers were possessed

by demons, therefore they were not naturally sick. Then on the

other side it is said, they were naturally sick, therefore not possessed

by demons. Tlie arguing on both sides may be thus re})resented

:

One party maintains, the wind blows into the chamber, there-

fore the window is not open ; the other asserts, on the contrary,

the window stands open, therefore the wind does not blow into

the chamber.
Here we must revert to the doctrine we have stated above, of the

infinitely delicate operation of ethical powers. As it is applicable

to the cloctrine of angels and of devils, so also to that of demons.

The popular view of the material, plastic lodgment of one demon
or more in the body of a possessed person is sensuously coarse

;_
but

hardly so much so as the opposite supposition, that a man is afflicted

with a natural nervous disorder, and on that account does not lie

under demoniacal influences. There are hereditary nervous dis-

orders, mysterious obstructions of the psychical life ;
strange dis-

sonances and disturbances enter into the course of life which have

this common quality, that they more or less affect the freedom of

man's ethical life. If he could be healthy in this want of freedom,

he would go back to the pure instinct of animal life. But such a

normal human-animal life would be, in its very naturalness, a fright-

ful monstrosity. Sure enough, man without freedom must become

in his untuned, irritable nerve-life, more or less a football of ethical

influences, as necessarily as an ^olian harp placed in a current of

air must receive and return every wandering gust of wind. But

the irritability of such a morbid nerve-life, according to the nature

of this life, must be simply boundless. Fortunately, under the

category of those who were afflicted with divers diseases, the lunatics^

are found between the possessed and the paralytic. The nature of
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this complaint may give us the key for the solution of the whole
problem respecting the demoniacs. The lunatic is so excitable in

his nerve-life, that even the influence of the returning moon irritates

him and aggravates his malady. He is, in short, possessed by the

moon, inasmuch as he is possessed by its influence. We will not

here inquire what power the spirit of the earth {Erdgeist) exerts

over the healthy man in his sleep, but so much is a fact of very

ancient experience, that the moon exerts an irritating influence on
a certain class of nervous sufferers. With this remark the whole
question is in fact already decided. If the moon can exert so strong

an influence on these morbidly excitable chords, which in the normal
man are designed to return the pure impression of all heaven, we
must much more expect that they will be exposed to the strongest

influences and invasions of psychical moods, powers, and intentions.

The sick youth whom the Lord cured at the foot of the Mount of

Transfiguration was at once epileptic, demoniac, and lunatic ; there-

fore, a person disordered in his nerves, disturbed by the influence of

the moon as well as by that of demons.

Yet it is a consideration of great weight, that the excitability of

these nervous patients was a consequence of a deeply seated discord-

ance, and therefore was a morbid, gloomy excitability. Hence an
elective affinity was formed between this susceptibility and the im-
pure influences of impure spirits. The prophets, as the elect of

God, were in the highest degree susceptible for the revelations of

the world of light ; the demoniacs, on the other hand, presented an
inverted prophetic order, which attained its disastrous maturity in

the days of the deepest degeneracy of the Jewish nation, when
their psychical susceptibility for evil influences was complete. And,
accordingly, they were pervaded and domineered over by unclean

spirits, by the psychically powerful influences of an evil nature—by
demons ; but, according to their declaration and the popular notion,

they were possessed by them. This condition, therefore, has three

factors, which must be estimated conjointly : first of all, the natural

substratum of possession, the morbid state of the nerves ; then the

aggregate power of the influences to which the patient is subjected
;

lastly, and thirdly, his notion of his own sufferings, which was
closely connected with the general popular notion of such sufferings.

That natural foundation of possession, the morbid state of the nerves

in demoniacs, has many forms and stages. We find, for example,

one demoniac like a seer proclaiming the Messiah, while another is

unable to utter a word. Sometimes this disorder appears as a
stupid frenzy, impelling to self-destruction ; the demoniac throws

himself now into the fire, now into the water : at another time it is a

spectral illusion ; the demoniac is so excited that he believes himself

identified with a legion of evil spirits. But as the irritability was
constituted, the influences corresponded to it. The Gadarene
might, therefore, be really forced in his irritability to exhibit a
thousandfold different operations of evil. These influences, accord-

ing to their nature, might proceed from spirits of all kinds, as far
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as they could exercise an overwhelming influence on his psychical

life by a powerful psychical influence, by violent approximation, by
vigorous attack, by a peculiar aflinity between their power and the

susceptibility of the sufferer. The demoniac influences might there-

fore proceed from devilish spirits, from deceased men, or even from
living, powerful, and sinister characters ; for in this case everything

depends on the power and nature of the influences. Further, they

might differ in their degree : disturbances, superficial, transitory

and constant, weak and strong, distant and near, or in absolute con-

tact. If there are fallen devilish spirits, as we have found to be
natural, we are led to expect that the lower class among them busy
themselves in producing disturbed phenomena in the region of

human misery. If, moreover, earthly and worldly-minded deceased

persons strive to return to a life on earth, it is by no means incon-

ceivable that they should seek to put themselves again in connection

with the world they have lost through the organisms of those who
are not free. The Jews generally recoiled with horror from Sheol.

This aversion to the kingdom of the dead was especially rife in the

time of Christ, when the chiliast extravagance was at its height.

The degeneracy of the times might show itself also in this particu-

larly, that the boundary line between this side the grave and the

other had vanished in a most fearful manner, since the living were
in part fallen to the kingdom of the shades, while the demons
swarmed in unsatisfied craving for life about the hearths of the

living, so that a kind of marsh-land was formed between this world

and the next, in which the deformed of both regions mingled
together. The demons, indeed, in their influence on the sufferers,

could traverse from the most remote distance to the closest prox-

imity. But it is difficult to determine to what degree the oppression

of the sufferers by the demons might rise. Yet we cannot get rid

of all spirits from the other world, without losing the notion of pos-

session. And characters of an evil tendency belonging to this world

might operate injuriously on the life of men psychically diseased.

But these evils were carried to their height by the popular super-

stition. The doctrine of possession was completed in the popular

dread. The consequence was, that those who personally experienced

demoniacal influences soon surrendered themselves with dismay to

their power, and then exhibited it plastically with all the energy of

a spectre-haunted soul. If insanity is contemplated in its simplest

form, it shows here the characteristic that the insane person makes
his fixed idea the demon of his consciousness, and speaks out, not

from his rational consciousness, but from this demoniacal one.

There is no difficulty, therefore, in conceiving that demoniacs in

general speak from the consciousness of the spirits that torment

them. But from such a phenomenon, it by no means follows that

the foreign spirit in them has lodged itself between their own con-

sciousness and their body, and thus as a stranger speaks out of a

strange house. Eather, we only see that the demoniac has slavishly

surrendered himself to the influence that torments him. As the
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prophet, in the most elevated, luminous, and free ecstasy, announces
the word of the Lord, without distinj^uishing it from his own—prob-
ably not because his own consciousness has vanished, but because
it is identical with the Spirit of the Lord, and acts in subserviency
to it— so also is it Avith the demoniac, in his enslaved and gloomy
ecstasy. He himself speaks, though he has made over his Ego and
his consciousness to the spirits who rule him. His consciousness
has identified itself with the demoniacal influence which he has
imbibed from them, and exhibits it plastically and imitatively in a
constrained visionary mood. Only from this state of things can the
dark but powerful feeling of deranged life be explained, as is shown
by the violent excitement of the demoniacs in the presence of Christ.

If the consciousness of a demon itself had been fully active in the
organism of the demoniac of which it had taken possession, such
symptoms could not have been exhibited ; and as little could they
have been shown if the patient had not really had the feeling, as if

a strange spirit stood before the Lord.

It is very evident from the nature of this condition, that it must
be distinguished altogether from those cases in which a man gives

himself up to evil in conscious and specific acts of his own inner life.

The Gospel history marks the distinction in the most decisive

manner, since, as we have seen, it treats the demoniacs as sick

persons, and even as irresponsible, which is plainly shown, among
many other things, by the representation of their irregularities as acts

which the demons performed with them. The early Church also

made a marked distinction between reckless sinners and possessed
persons : the former they excommunicated, for the latter they
employed exorcisms. The mingling of these ethical characters, as
it appears in the most offensive excess, when exorcism was con-
nected with baptism, and as it still often occurs in theological

treatises on the condition of demoniacs, serves most decidedly to

obscure our discernment of the ethical deterioration of man into the
devilii^h as well as of demoniacal possession. Olshausen has felt

the existence of the distinction, but has not clearly carried it out
{Comment, i. 269, ed. Clark). ' The condition of demoniacs must
always presuppose a certain degree of moral culpability

;
yet so that

the sin committed by them does not take the form of absolute

wickedness (that is, a voluntary consent to the infused evil thoughts),

but appears more as predominant sensuality (especially unchastity),

which was always indulged with a resistance of the better self.'

Nothing can be made of these distinctions. Of the practical offences

of the demoniacs we know nothing, and are not in the least justified

in charging, for example, the daughter of the Canaanitish woman
with sins of that class. Although it cannot be denied that the

condition of demoniacs might originate in individuals from personal

offences, from irregularities which opened the door for the demon
into the psychical life

;
yet these sick persons, taken at an average,

form a poor little group, which in part even from childhood found
themselves under a psychical ban. And so it was with the demons
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by whom tliey were tormented. They were regarded by the Jews
as inferior devils, or impnre spirits that had been forfeited to Beel-

zebub, since they cherished the notion that they might be expelled

by the help of Beelzebub. The most different states and characters

are also confounded, Avhen the spheres of demoniacal suffering and
of demoniacal acting are not kept distinct. But in order to hold

fast this distinction, we must take care to observe that many sym-
bolical expressions are found in the Gospel history, which are

borrowed from the sphere of demoniacal suffering, to designate

purely ethical relations. To this class apparently belongs the

language which John uses of Judas, alter he had received the sop

from Jesus at the Passover, that ' Satan entered into Mm ' (John

xiii. 27). We might also be disposed to adduce here the account

given of Mary Magdalene, that the Lord cast seven devils out of

her (Mark xvi. 9), since it is not probable that we are to reckon

literally seven distinct demoniacal possessions or psychical enthral-

ments, and from such a reckoning draw a precise and definite

conclusion. Add to this, the number seven denotes in a significant

manner, not only the extreme generally, but also the extreme of

self-activity.^ The seven unclean spirits remind us, by contrast, of

the seven spirits of God. And as these spirits denote the one Holy
Spirit in His fulness and agency, so the seven devils may denote the

impure spirit of the world in its collective power and activity. And
as Christ, by having the consecration of the seven spirits, is distin-

guished as moving freely in the life of the Holy Spirit, so the

possession of seven demons might distinguish the ethically culpable,

and therefore metaphorical, possession of an erring soul that was

completely under the power of the spirit of the world. According to

the Evangelist Luke (viii. 2), the Lord was accompanied in His

journeys by ' certain women, which had been healed of evil spirits and

infirmities, Mary Magdalene, out of whom went seven devils (Sai/^ovia

e-ma), and Joanna the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward, and Susanna,

and many others, which ministered to Him of their substance.' If

into such a group of females, containing one, or several, whom
Jesus had freed from demoniacal suffering, a convert entered whom
Jesus had rescued from the heavy curse of sin, it is very probable

that, in accordance with the prevalent Jewish notions, she would

express her gratitude by saying that He had cast seven devils out of

her.^ This explanation is confirmed by Christ's parabolic discourse,

in which He represents to the Jews the condition in which they

were as most perilous, by the phenomena of demoniacal suffering

(Matt. xii. 43, compared with Luke xi. 24). ' When the unclean

spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking

rest and finding none. Then he saith, I will return into my house

1 Compare Matt, xviii. 21.
2 Hence tradition has more weighty reason for regarding this Mary as the great

sinner (Luke vii. 36-50), than the circumstance that the woman wlio anointed the

Lord at Bethany is also called Mary. According to Winer, the designation of ' the

woman who was a sinner ' as Mary Magdalene arose from confounding the history iu

Luke vii. 36 with John xii. 1.
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from whence I came out ; and when he is come, he findeth it empty,
swept, and garnished. Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven
other spirits more wicked than himself, and they enter in and dwell
there

; and the last state of that man is worse than the first. Even
so shall it be also unto this wicked generation.'

This discourse, if we look at the connection, seems to be neither

wholly figurative, nor wholly literal. Jesus had just before cast out
a demon from a sick man (Matt. xii. 22). But when the Pharisees
reproached Him as casting out devils by Beelzebub, that demon
seemed to come back with seven others and insolently to confront
Him, as if in mockery of His former victory. Jesus found in this

an image of His whole ministry in Israel. Everywhere He expelled
the single demon of psychical suffering from among the people ; but
everywhere it returned again with the seven demons of blaspheming
unbelief.^ The demon appears hei-e with the number seven, and
therefore as the demon of free conscious culpability, of the vilest

depravity. It is highly significant, and quite in accordance with
the Gospel history, to represent those direful demoniacal sufferings

as sevenfold less than the wretchedness of demoniacal criminality.

From this metaphorical mode of speaking, with which Christ

treated of demoniacal relations, it does not follow that He adopted
by way of accommodation the general opinions of His time respect-

ing the true demoniacal nature of the sufferings of the possessed.

That He shared in these opinions. His whole treatment and estimate

of these phenomena testifies, which always remained the same in

the private conversations He held with His disciples respecting

them (Matt. xvii. 21). Strauss therefore is quite justified in

ascribing these opinions to the Lord (ii. 7). But from this we are

not justified in affirming, that Jesus shared in the sensuous repre-

sentations of the people respecting the corporeal nature of these

demoniacal possessions, as the same writer also maintains. The
very connection of the phenomena of demoniac suffering with those

of demoniac action, as the Lord understood it, proves that in the

possessions He had recognized the psychical element, the relation

between suffering and ethical self-activity. We may draw, however,
the same conclusion in a special manner from His mode of healing.

As far as we can trace and judge of the moral state in the obscure

circumstances of the possessed, the chief feature that strikes us is

the moral despondency, the abject flinching and trembling before

the assailing hostile power, whether this arose from the demoniac
fixed ideas of the sufferers, or from individual demoniacal influences.

1 That the Lord, by the words (Luke xi. 23), ' He that is not with Me is against

Me,' &c., designed to point out the cures of the common Jewish exorcists as merely-

apparent, which rather injured than promoted the kingdom of God, as Neander
thinks, is not supported by the connection. For Christ had no conflict with the

exorcists, but with the blasphemers who stood before Him. These came against

Him as His enemies, as sevenfold possessed, who wished to annihilate His work. The
Lord also could not well dispute the genuineness of the cures performed by the Jewish
exorcists, as far as they were viewed in their psychical limitation, at the very instant,

when He appealed to them.
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This al)ject bearing cannot avoid showing itself in some way or other,

so as to afford a glimpse of the moral state of the soul, even in cases

where the demoniac is born in the soul-slavery of a disordered state

of the nerves. At all events, it appears as the first step in healing

the demoniacs, that Jesus crushed at a blow tliis despondency of the

demonized consciousness. He crushed it, namely, by the manner
in which He addressed the demon. He set spiritual power against

s})iritual power, the stronger against the weaker. With a lion's

spring He made Himself master of His prey. With one divine,

determined wrench, He released the captive soul from its thrall.

But this, according to the nature of the case, could only take place

by the impartation of His own power to it. His power was shed

upon the sufferers when He threatened the demons by His crushing

rebuke. The style in which Christ addressed men had always a

tone of kingly decision ; it was the expression of heavenly power
and certainty. By the forcible impression which these brief winged
words of command uttered by the Lord made on the souls of men,
they have fixed themselves in the Gospel tradition with unchange-

able freshness. But it is obvious that Christ, in this method of

throwing fire with His words into the soul, made a specific differ-

ence between the sorrowful and the despairing. The sorrowful He
consoled with all the miraculous tone of a heavenly sympathy : the

burdened sinner, for example, He consoled with the words, ' My
son ! thy sins are forgiven thee !

' the woman suffering from the

issue of blood with, 'Be of good cheer, My daughter!' Mary
Magdalene with the exclamation, ' Mary !

' and others in different

ways. And here it must be remarked, that the modern philanthropic

but enervated treatment of souls has made a great mistake, in

placing the despairing in the same category with the sorrowful, and
attempting to revive them by consolations. They require a very

different treatment : they must be roused to regain their self-pos-

session by words of severity ; they need the influences and quicken-

ing utterances of glowing, impassioned power. The thunder and

lightning of a saintly soul, which can rebuke them as with the

flames of divine wrath, restores to them that power which feebler

addresses could never give. Indeed, only the pure spirit of Christ

can properly discharge this office of rebuke.^ Christ was the ]\Iaster

also in this art of curing souls. Not only did He in this manner

restore demoniacs, but all who either temporarily or constantly were

unmanned by dejection. Thus He rebukes the disciples when they

lost their self-command in the storm ; He rebuked the fever of

Peter's wife's mother (Luke iv. 39) ; and exclaimed in the synagogue

to the woman bowed down by a spirit of infirmity, ' Woman ! thou

art loosed from thine infirmity' (Luke xiii. 12),—He dispersed

immediately her despondency, the spirit of her weakness, by His

word, and then, by laying His hands on her, healed her bodily

infirmity. This last example leads us to consider the manner in

which Jesus especially treated demoniacs. How glorious the royal

1 [See Isaac Taylor's Saturday Eveninrj, Essay xv., The Power ofliebuke.—Tr.]
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Prince of spirits appears amonc^ them with these master-words of
rebuking love !

' He cast out the spirits with a word,' says Matthew
(viii. 16). ' He straitly charged them/ says Mark, ' that they should
not make Him known' (iii. 12). To the possessed in the synagogue
at Capernaum He cried out, ' Hold thy peace and come out of'him/
Probably the command, ' Come out

!

' was re-echoed in the soul,
as the Lord in such cases injected it as a divine power into the
consciousness of the sick man, and the first act of his reawakened
freedom consisted precisely in this, that he repeated the word in his
own soul, ' Come out

!

' In this state of captivity the possessed was
one with the demon, and spoke out of the consciousness of the
demon

; therefore the Lord also addressed the demon that was in
him. But in the moment of his release he became one with the
Lord, and the word which the Lord thundered against the demon
he himself addressed to him. If we rely on the exactness of the
order of the particulars in the account of" Mark (v. 7) and of Luke
(viii. 29), the memorable case here occurred, that the demoniac Avas
was not at once healed after the Lord had spoken the decisive word.
Christ had said to him, ' Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit

!

'

The demoniac consciousness in this man was now indeed shaken to
its foundations

; but as he felt himself possessed by a legion of evil
spirits, the demoniacal within him was not quite reached by the
address in the singular. Christ saw at once how the cure was to
be completed. He asked him for his name. 'What is thy name ?'

He answered, ' My name is Legion, for we are many.' Bat from
this insolent raving of his demoniac consciousness the contradiction
already glanced forth : the prostration of spirit which had shown
itself in the very circumstance of his running to meet the Lord.
The demons now asked permission to go into a herd of swine, of
Avhich we shall speak hereafter. Matthew's word, ' Go !' seems to
have been here the authentic and decisive word of the Lord, which
echoed in the soul of the possessed, ' Go !

' The rebuke with which
Christ met the crowd, who were waiting for Him at the foot of the
Mount of Transfiguration, is very characteristic. Here was a spiritual
battle to be won again, which His disciples had lost from a want of
a more rigorous self-discipline in prayer and fasting. The spirit

of despondency which had mastered the whole circle by the un-
expected failure, was to be expelled. The Lord was sensible of this
psychical obstruction, and removed it by a powerful rebuke. He
then made a path for the communication of His miraculous power
by strengthening the heart of the father of the unfortunate youth.
Then followed the healing word of power. In the crisis of such a
cure, the most violent change came over the sufterer in an instant.

His consciousness sprang up, so to speak, from the abyss to the
heights of heaven. It was natural for the cure to end in a final

dreadful paroxysm. The sick man at Capernaum cried out aloud
when the divine voice of deliverance pealed like thunder through
his soul. In the instance before us, the sufferer became fearfully
agitated and fell to the earth as dead ; a second miracle was needed,
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wliicli Christ performed when He took him by the hand and lifted

him up.

It is scarcely necessary to call attention to the fact, that all these

narratives of miraculous cures bear a decided impress of individuality

and the noblest stamp of internal truth.

But in what degree these cures were complete, we see from the

language of the restored Gadarene. When his countrymen desired

Jesus to depart out of their coasts, he requested that he might be

allowed to accompany Him. Though a legion of evil spirits had

before haunted him, his consciousness was now firmly fixed in free

devoted surrender to the one Spirit of light, wdiose power had

rescued him and become master of his soul.

The whole category of the Lord's miraculous cures serves to

exhibit the dominion of His Spirit over the flesh, since their effect

was to re-establish the dominion of the human spirit over morbid

corporeity, and its victory over the influences of the powers of evil.

The liberation of human spirits, and their restoration to health by the

blessing of the Spirit, as it goes on to the end of the world, and has

its basis in the power of Christ's Spirit and in His victory, exhibited

its first blossoms in the miraculous cures. But we now enter on a

new circle of miracles. We see the first signs of the spiritual glory

of Christ, which is to transform the earthly sphere of this lower

world. To this class belong, as the clearest and most distinct signs,

the great miracles which Christ performed on the mental states of

men. As such, we consider most decidedly the miracle at Cana

and those of feeding the multitudes. The key to these truly heavenly

facts is wanting when the mental state of the guests of Jesus is left

unnoticed, and as much attention is lavished on the elements as if

we had merely to do with bread-baskets and wine-jars. When
Jesus made provision for a circle of friends, or for thousands of His

adherents, the question is of the highest importance. What influence

He exerted on their souls ? Now we know He was never disposed

to gain adherents by violent or over-persuasive urgency. The Son

makes those free whom His Spirit takes captive. He could only

by slow degrees establish the heavenly kingdom of Christian dis-

positions, because He mingled His life with the life of the world

through the medium of the holiest tenderness, or through the ten-

derest holiness. But a heavenly kingdom of states of feeling He
could at once call forth, by virtue of that captivating spiritual

power with which His personality operated on susceptible souls.

Such souls, by the power of His divine Spirit which inspired them,

and by the glow of sympathy which ravished them when once

touched. He could raise for some moments to heaven, and trans-

port into a common frame of divine joy, peace, and love, in which

life appeared as new, and the world as transformed. Such fore-

tastes of heaven make their appearance throughout the whole

Gospel history. But the difference must be lost sight of between

transient moods and permanent dispositions, between occasional

flights of excited feeling and the constant soaring of the Spirit,
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when it is thought strange that many of those whom Christ had
borne upwards in a favourable hour should relapse into common or

even evil tendencies,—that the majority, or even all, at times should

fall away. And it would argue ignorance of the spirit of Christ, if

we were to expect that He would not venture so boldly to call forth

the flowers of the new life, because He knew that these flowers

would for a long while have no fruits. But we find sufficient in-

dications of the miraculous elevation of men's souls in events of this

kind, and of the connection of these miraculous transactions with

these miraculous states of mind. On the occasion of the marriage

at Cana, for the first time in the history of the world a Christian

assemblage for festive purpose took place in the presence of Christ.

The mother of Jesus is full of great and anxious, and yet joyful

forebodings ; she communicates her state of mind to the servants of

the family, who are imbued with the greatest confidence in the

words of Jesus. They fill the water-pots—they bring the beverage

at His bidding with perfect readiness. Meanwhile the company
are so occupied with their conviviality, that they know not what has

transpired outside. But the wine they are now drinking at the

height of the feast is pronounced, even by the governor of the feast,

to be as good as, or better than, what had been drunk before. In

the element of a singular state of mind, in which the wedding guests

had become one as branches with the true vine, with Christ as the

principle of the world's transformation, the water becomes changed

for them into wine. We have here to do with the operations of a

higher ethical ecstasy—with the operations of a very beautiful but

extraordinary state of mind, in which the festive Jews find them-
selves transported, by the power of Christ's Spirit, from the begin-

nings of the world to the heights of the transformed world. The
drink which they quaff in this state of mind, being blessed to them
by the presence of Christ, is to their taste the choicest wine. Thus
they enjoy it not in mere spiritualistic fancy, but with the most real

gust.^ But how it was with the supply of wine outside of the highly

1 We can represent to ourselves Christ's agency which changed water into wine

in successive stages. From the history of Somnambulism, it is known that in the high

degrees of the magnetic rapport, all the sensations and tastes of the magnetizer are

repeated in the person who is psychically affected by him. Now at Cana there was no

circle of magnetized persons assembled round the Lord, but a circle of souls whom
His presence had raised to ecstasy in their festivity. What therefore in the depart-

ment of magnetism may appear as a fact, might here recur with intensified power, and

in a more vitalized form (as, for example, the constrained morbid clairvoyance of the

somnambulist in the free healthy clairvoyance of the prophet). When therefore

Christ calls forth in Himself the intuition (Ansckauung) of wine with fresh creative

power, when Christ drinks good wine, the others drink it also by means of the psy-

chical connection. But the company that surrounds the Lord is not a mere circle of

passive, receptive beings. His companions are by faith brought into active harmony
with Him. As the branches do not merely receive the sap which the vine conveys

to them, but form the wine out of it and with it, so these festive guests, at the mo-
ment of their union with the Lord, infused all their plastic life-j)ower in order to

complete the change. This is the first stage of the immediate operation of Christ. But
the second goes into the elements of the beverage which they enjoy. And here we
would call to mind the taste of magnetized water, only to indicate again how, in a

higher life-circle, the same phenomenon may be repeated in a higher key. ' The
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vitalized sphere of the feast, would be a question of the same kind
as what transformation ( Verlddrung) remained in the consecrated

bread outside the holy sphere of the actual celebration of the Supper.

Also the miracle of feeding a mullitude, which, without prejudging,

we here consider as having occurred twice, was evidently efiected

by a state of mind allied to His own in the guests of Jesus. The
confidence with which He announced that He was about to feed

the thousands, and even the thought of this feeding, was so new a

revelation of the kingdom of love and confidence, that the souls of

those who had once followed Him as His adherents into the wilder-

ness, were elevated by this event far above their ordinary state of

feeling. They sat down at His word, and their doing so indicated

an exceedingly high and powerful elevation of their feelings. But it

is an acknowledged fact, that impassioned expectation and joy can
be propagated electrically and with augmented force among thou-

sands. After the first miracle of feeding, those who had partaken

of the food wished to make the Lord king,—a proof that they had
celebrated a feast in the highest pitch of theocratic enthusiasm.

In those moments the heavenly power of Christ could feed its

thousands miraculously. His word alone had already strengthened

them afresh, to say nothing of the word in connection with the

natural means. Thus the feeding so as to satisfy them is ex-

plained,—but not the overplus, the baskets-full of fragments.

On this point it makes a great difference, whether we are in-

clined to see an Old Testament feast of loving omnipotence, or

a New Testament one of omnipotent love. This remark requires

further explanation. That among the guests of Jesus many were

destitute of food, is certain, and the whole multitude were in

danger of suffering the pains of hunger. But it appears in-

credible, if we take into account the Jewish method of travelling

and making pilgrimages, that many of these pilgrims should not

have carried with them a supply of provisions, greater or less.

On these supplies, indeed, the Lord would not wish first of all

to reckon. The miracle of feeding and of satisfying which He
undertook, was quite independent of such supplies. But it could

as little on that account be His concern to fill a multitude of baskets

with fragments, over and above what was eaten. Now if such pro-

visions are presupposed, we may be inclined to take the following

view of the transaction. Christ feeds the thousands exclusively with

the substance of His own bread. But those among these thousands

who really had provisions, would hold them absolutely in reserve

for themselves. Their hearts therefore remained closed, their private

property remained like a fixture by their side ; while Christ gives

up everything, and the poor among them take their share of the

distributed bread. Even in collecting the fragments, their gifts in

taste of magnetized water,' says Fr. Fischer {Der SonamhuUsmus, p. 235), 'is said to be

exceedingly -various ; sometimes bitter, sometimes sweetish, sometime sourish like

Seltzer water, sometimes strong and vinous, sometimes burning, sometimes tart like

suphur and ink, sometimes saltish. But it shows a certain constancy in one and

the same magnetizer.'
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bread do not add to the amount. Evidently, on such a supposition,

the power of Christ is glorified at the cost of the operation of His
love ; and the dark miracle of the unheard-of, selfish reserve of the

multitude hanging on the lips of Jesus, confronts the direct, exalted

miracle of benevolent omnipotence. But if we are desirous of com-
memorating the founding of a New Testament feast, a heavenly-

bloom of social life, in the miraculous feeding, we must above all

things feel how the hearts of the guests of Jesus thawed under His
festive invitation and thanksgiving—how they were rendered great,

warm, free, and brotherl}'-, so that no one would keep his bread for

himself, while he enjoyed likewise that of his brother. Thus we
gain two splendid miracles of omnipotent love, which in the warmth
of the moment form one—Christ feeds thousands with His little

stock by an operation of heavenly power.^ But this feeding, as an
operation of love, opens their hearts, and forms a pre-celebration of

the final transformation of the world in the blessedness of Christian

brotherly love—a pre-celebration of the Christian voluntary com-
munity of goods ; and thus the second miracle takes place, the

miracle of superabundance among the thousands of the poor people

in the wilderness.

It has been justly observed, that in these miracles we may descry

a foreshadowing of the Holy Supper. Certainly the guests of

Jesus were communicants as to the state of their feelings, though
not in developed and ripened Christian insight. In the communion,
wine is always poured out for those who partake of it, which has the

power and significance of His blood, and bread is broken, which is

received and experienced as the life and action of His body. But
in the consecrated circle of the communion a thousand mysterious

experiences occur, experiences of strengthening and refreshment,

and even of exaltation to heaven, which are intimately allied to

those miracles of the Lord which affected men's states of mind, and
allied not merely in reference to their special origin, the living power
of Christ's heart, but also in reference to their final aim, the trans-

formation of the world. Those miracles, as well as the permanent
blessings of Christ in the Holy Supper, may be regarded as fore-

shadowings of the coming transformation of the world.

Attempts have been made to throw suspicions on the miracle at

Cana by designating it ' a miracle of luxury.' Criticism resolves to

do anytliing for the sake of gaining its object, even to put on pietist

airs. But the spirit of Christ is perfectly self-consistent when it

treats the higher modes of want—as, for example, the worrying per-

^ It will be evident that the explanation of the miracle here given, refers to the
natural explanation which Dr Paulushas given {Leben Jem, ii. 162). But those who
rightly apprehend our explanation, cannot fail to perceive the diflerence between it

and the natural explanation. We regard the miracle of feeding and satisfying in its

whole integrity as an operation of the power of Christ, which converts the existing

means of feeding into the medium of a divine living power. In that case, the
secondary miracle of the overplus is kept in view, and explained as above. We shall

notice in the sequel the expressions in the Gospels which, according to Strauss
(Lcben Jesu, ii. 197), militate against this view.
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plexity of a new-married couple, whose weddinf^ is likely to end
in ridicule and vexation for lack of wine—witli the same sympathy
as the lower modes. The anointing which Mary performed at

Bethany in honour of the Lord, of whose departure she had a presen-

timent, also appeared a work of luxury ; but the Lord protected His
female disciple against the attacks of those disciples who thought
that the cost of the ointment should rather be given to the poor.

Christianity will never allow itself to be changed into a mere
hospital or alms-house, but in its spirit and aim always tends to

the pure luxury of freeing and transforming the life, apart from
the beautiful festive ideal manifestation of the spirit. A sickly

spiritualism can accommodate itself only to the coarse natural con-

stitution of the present phenomenal world ; the entire new world, on
the other hand, which is to bloom forth from the living power of

Christianity, and more especially the resurrection of the dead, ap-

pears to it as an extravagant luxury of Christian hope. But the

Christian spirit cannot despair of the eternal unity between the

idea and the life, and therefore expects that all Christian principles

will one day celebrate their appearance in the reality, in the full

splendour of the idea ; and it descries the foreshadowings of this

future transformation in the ' miracles of luxury,' as they meet it, not

merely in the marriage feast at Cana, or in the miraculous feeding of

the multitude, but also in that quelling of the storm which Jesus

effected, and in the miraculous draught of fishes which He caused.

In the history of the kingdom of God there is one class of miracles

wliich may be called miracles of theocratic parallelism,—those,

namely, in which the inner relation between the life of the earth and
the 1 ife of humanity is exhibited in the most striking manner. Those
persons who have not perceived, or who deny, this parallelism in

the development of the corporeal and spiritual side of the current

jeon, and the coincidence of the great phases of development both

inward and outward, should not venture to say anything about the

supremacy of the idea, and about the ideality of the world. The
Theocracy corrects their dualism. The majority of the miracles in

the Old Testament history belong to this class of parallel miracles.

A great phase in the history of the earth or the universe coincides

with a great phase in the history of the kingdom of God ; and
indeed the former is subservient to the latter, just as reasonably as

the earth is subservient to man, or as the history of the universe is

subservient to the history of spiritual life. Thus, for example, the

plagues of Egypt coincide with the event of the redemption of Israel

from Egyptian bondage ; and the moment in which Israel, pursued

by Pharaoh, reached the shores of the Red Sea, was the same in

which a singular natural phenomenon dried the bed of the sea. The
theocratic spirit justly explains the coincidence of these events as

proceeding from God's ordination ; it marks it in true dignity of

spirit as an operation, a fruit and consequence of its faith. But like

the prophetic spirit, before the moment of the miracle arrived in

which ' the stars in their courses fought' for Israel, it had an inspired

VOL. I. 2 F
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2:)resentiment of it, and therefore announced it beforehand. It need

not in the least perplex us when those miracles of parallelism come
forward in giant forms. Nature alwaj's confronts man as a giant

power, and j'et bends before his spirit and becomes subservient to

him with all her powers. It is a tacit, eternal miracle, that man,
this naked, defenceless creature, bound to the earth, shivering in the

blast, trembling in the water, dissolving in the heat, standing

defenceless amidst a thousand armed warlike hosts of the brute

creation,—this child that ' plays on the hole of the asp, and puts his

hand on the cockatrice's den' (Isa. xi. 8),—this Daniel in the lions'

den,—that he in the power of the spirit gains even a more decided

ascendancy over nature, even releases it from its own captivity, since

he brings its essence to light, and compels its action into the service

of the spirit. Tliis silent miracle has its great festive hours

—

world-historical Sundays—on which the giant spirit of Nature comes
in a critical moment to the aid of the embarrassed divine man as an
elephant to its master's child,—when the course of Nature unfolds

the consecrated, holy tendency of its movements, its silent concur-

rence with the course of the kingdom of God, in clear, grand signs.

It is the triumph of Kevelation that it has explained tliese signs,

and with their explanation has declared the unity of the course of

the world in its successive aeons in the life of Nature and of man.
These parallel miracles also reappear more strikingly in the history

of the apostles ; the young Church needed the service of the giantess,

Nature, who recognized in the former the beginning and pledge of

her own glorification. In the history of the life of Jesus the parallel

miracles are less conspicuous, because in Him perfected life was mani-
fested, and therefore the glorification of Nature by the Spirit ; the

elevation of the parallelism between the life of Nature and the life of

the Spirit into a living unity. Besides the wonderful events at the

death and resurrection of Jesus, which we shall notice in the sequel,

we may regard the stilling of the storm on the Sea of Galilee as a

miracle in which that parallelism appears and finds its solution. We
cannot estimate too highly the world-historical importance. of that

hour, when the whole New Testament Church in its embryo life, the

entire living power and spiritual quintessence of the Old Testament
theocracy, after being rescued from a thousand perils by great

miracles— in which therefore the hopes of humanity were enclosed in

a paltry fishing-boat on the Galilean sea—were in the greatest danger
of being swallowed up by tlie waves. Here also nature seems to

have presented her dark side—she seemed to rave like a demon
savage, and to aim at swallowing up the noblest life—life absolute.

But Christ did not take the storm on this side : the awful agitation

alarmed Him not ; it rocked Him to sleep. And when the alarm
awoke Him, He found it necessary, first of all, to rebuke the storm
in the hearts of His disciples.^ Storm against storm : He rebuked

^ The Evangelist Matthew seems to us to have reported the event in the correct

succession of its several parts, since he places the rebuking of the disciples before the
stilling of the storm. Mark and Luke adopt the reverse order.
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them till they were ashamed ; deeply calmed in spirit, they looked
on the storm with new eyes. With this alteration in the state of
their minds, the storm must at once have seemed to them greatly to
abate its fury. Then lie rebuked the wind and the sea. But the
wind and the waves are not hostile spiritual powers in His presence

;

so that what He uttered was not so much an address as a prophetic
annunciation, and a mysterious symbolic act. The proximate
cause of the stilling of the wind and waves lay in the atmosphere

;

and so far was the miracle a parallel one, and the rebuking word
of Jesus prophetic. But the ultimate cause of the extraordinary
hushing of tlie elements lay in the life and feelings of the God-man.
To Him it was certain that the apparently mons'trous independence
thus confronting the human spirit exhibited only an apparent out-
break, in which the actual outbreak of man was reflected and
punished; that therefore this independence of Nature must be
abolished in His spirit-life, and must be abolished for the
world. This abolition He carried into effect by a symbolical
act, the essence of which is a mystery of His deepest life.

From the depths of His divine consciousness, of His eternity,

He caused the fact to come forth in a miracle, that the spirit

of solemn repose in His life put an end to the morbid agitations of

Nature. He represented in a symbolical act this quiet operation
of the Christian life of humanity, the ripe product of which is

to be unfolded in the sabbatical peace of the new world.^ The
miraculous draughts of fish which the disciples made twice by the
direction of the Lord (Luke v. 11 and John xxi. 1-11), pre-suppose
in them neither an omniscience on the part of Christ, nor a universal
sciolism (alhuisserei) disturbing the divine unity of His life. The
means of putting into exercise the extraordinary knowledge which
He displayed on these occasions, lay in the hearts of the men who
were attached to Him. Would He not notice from a distance the
deep, bitter dejection which darkened their souls on account of the
total failure of their night's toil ? Nothing in the world could more
deeply interest Him than the state of those souls in which He was
desirous of implanting His own heavenly life. But when, full of

symjiathy, He saw (as it were) through their eyes, and sought after

the fish, he was certainly a sagacious fisherman who could detect

the traces of the fishes in the play of shadows on the watery mirror,

or by similar signs, if we are not disposed to admit that He became
aware of their existence by the electrical action of an immense living

shoal crowded together. A modern poet expresses the thouglit, that

if man ever corresponded to his idea, the birds of heaven would fly

1 Strauss finds in tlie scene of Jesus sleeping in the storm so remarkable a picture,

that he thinks, ' If it be so, that what in one instance perhaps really happened, in nine
instances must be formed from legends, we must be prepared more rationally for the
possibility, that we have here one of these nine instead of that one instance.' We
should not venture nine to one in order to gain a mere ' possibility ' of wiiniing. And
yet the game is a scanty one ; the evangelical view can be played without impru-
dence ; a thousand to one may be hazarded for the conviction that here that which
is full of meaning {das Sinntolh) is not legendary but reality; for Christ is unique
among millions.
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to bim in flocks. Did the poet fetch this thought from the Grospels,

and only believe that be must change the fishes to birds ? That

fishes are less intelligent than birds, does not incapacitate them for

experiencing influences which are beyond our calculation ; rather,

indeed, for "that very reason they are taken more readily by the

slightest impression, especially as their life has less of individuahty.

So there are, for example, kinds which are enticed and taken at

night by the shining of a light. The myth of the effect of the harp

of Arion on the dolphin points, at all events, to some actual fact,—
to an extraordinary movement of fish which was occasioned by the

magic of human influence. Yet we are not going to start the ques-

tion, whether perhaps, in both the instances to which we refer, the

fish had made an irregular movement towards the shore on which

Christ was standing. At all events, the Lord was certain of His

word when He staked His whole authority with these men on the

one draught which they were to make ; and the less clearly we can

understand whence He obtained this certainty, the more sublime do

the life-depths appear of the man, as He must be, the God-man,
' under whose feet (according to Ps. viii.) were placed the fishes of

the sea.'

Among the facts recorded in the Gospels which especially har-

monize with the transformation of the world by Christ, must be

reckoned the capture of the fish which Peter had to make in order

to satisfy the persons who demanded the temple-tax of Jesus and

himself.^ The account of this miracle has been considered the most

perplexing in the whole Gospel history. Some have imagined that

they have detected the narrator in a palpable contradiction, when
they have asked how the fish could bite the hook with a stater in its

mouth. Criticism, in raptures at this discovery, has bitten more

daringly than usual the hook of this narrative ; no temple-tax in its

mouth has made it too difficult. Though, according to the structure

of a fish's mouth, the difficulty in question is not so very great, yet

it is not said that Peter would find the stater exactly between the

teeth in the mouth of the fish. The opening of the mouth may here

be supposed to signify the means of getting down to the lower part

of the throat. For a fish to have a piece of money in its mouth is

by no means wonderful ; for ' there are accounts elsewhere of find-

ing fishes that had coins and other valuables in their body.' ^ Nor
would it be wonderful if Peter had accidentally taken such a fish

with a stater in its body. The wonder (or miracle) lies in this, that

Jesus distinctly assured Peter beforehand of such a fortunate capture.

"We need not call to mind the powerful action of metals as experienced

1 According to Exod. xxx. 13, every Israelite was to give a half-shekel for the sup-

port of the tabernacle. According to Winer, this half-shekel originally (according to

the standard of the sanctuary) was not quite four groschen. Josephus in his tinae

valued the whole shekel at four drachms (above 21 groschen). The half-shekel is

demanded in the Gospel as a double drachm ; and two persons would therefore have

to pay four drachms or one stater. [About three shillings and threepence of English

money, according to Smith's Diet. ofAntiq^.; but, according to Jahn, two shillings and

Bevenpence.] ^ Strauss, Lcben Jcsu, ii. 182.
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by clairvoyants, in order to render this miracle in some measure con-

ceivable with all its obscurity ; and in order to conjecture how Jesus

knew this epicure of a fish that gulped down gold, and was so ready

to take the bait. When Jesus found Himself reduced to tlie sheerest

necessity, and when a stater was needed to fulfil an obligation, He
learned in the mirror of God's Spirit where it was to be found. He
needed only to feel in the depths of the sea in order to obtain the

requisite piece of money. But here also too much attention has

been paid to the outside of the miracle, and so an obscurity has been

cast on the motive. The Lord was reminded by the officers of the

temple, through Peter, of the temple-tax. This demand seemed
likely to produce a collision, as we may infer from the conversation

of Jesus wath Peter. According to His essential relation to the

temple, He was identical with the spiritual meaning of it ; the

temple was only a faint outline of that habitation of God which His
life exhibited. Or, according to the Israelitish law, the temple w^as

God's fortress, the palace of His Father, and He was the child of

the palace. But as His father's child, He was, of course, free from
the tribute which the liege-subjects had to pay to His residence.

If, then, Christ paid the temple-tax, He would not only deny the

consciousness of His right relation to the temple, but He might con-

firm these Israelites in the false assumption that He owed tribute to

the temple like a Jew who needed the Levitical sacrifice and atone-

ment. Yet, if He did not pay the tribute. He might seem to the

officers as if He slighted the law ; thus they might either be set

against Him or against the law, to their own injury. Therefore

they would be offended not only by the non-payment of the tax, but

even if Jesus had paid it without hesitation. Neither on this

occasion was a loan or a borrowing of friends to be thought of,^ It

is said, ' Lest we should offend them, go thou to the sea,' and then

further directions are given ; as if it had been said, Let us adopt

this expedient. Now the stater, in a literal sense, was neither more

nor less than a stater though found in the jaws of a fish. The moral

effect of the payment would be just the same. But even this Jesus

seemed desirous of avoiding. This inner motive of the history is as

it were its soul, and must determine its interpretation. Jesus

wished, then, to discharge the temple-tax in a shape which allowed

its payment to appear as a purely voluntary act. This he attained

by presenting a natural object to the tax-gatherers, which with

wonderful certainty He had caused to be taken fresh from the sea.

1 It can hardly be imagined that in the whole circle of the friends of Jesus at

Capernaum so small a sum could be wanting ; and if it were there, it would no doubt

be at His service without the necessity of borrowing. It is below thedignity of New
Testament life when one expositor protests that it would be unbecoming our Lord to

borrow the amount from His friends, and when another thinks that there is no diffi-

culty in admitting such a thing. It is the same poverty-struck region which a third

has before his eyes, who supposes that Christ took possession of the twelve baskets

of fragments as His own private property. AVhat a picture ! On the one side, the

disciples go off with twelve full bread-baskets, and the Master 'at their head; and, on

the other side, the satisfied people depart without carrying away a fragment of the

miraculous meal.
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According to this view, the expression, ' As soon as thou openest
the mouth of the fish, thou shalt find a stater,' may be poetical, and
mean, ' As soon as thou hast tal^en the fish off the 'hook, thou shalt

obtain for it the amount which they expect for Me and thee/ This
interpretation would be quite impossible if it were said, ' Thou shalt

find a stater in its mouth.' These, however, are not the Avords.

But though this interpretation is possible, it is very forced, since the
expression of opening the fish's mouth is a singular one, if it only
means taking it off the hook. Moreover, it is said, ' When thou
hast opened its mouth, thou shaltfnd a stater.' At all events, thus
nuich is clear, that Jesus could not have intended that Peter was to

catch as many fish as would fetch a stater in the market, and then
give the amount to the tax-gatherers.^ The disciple, with the first

fish he caught, was to have the value of a stater ; it might consist

in catching a very large fish, or a rare and valuable one, or, lastly,

one with a coin in its mouth. Ln either case the miracle remains
the same. It was precisely the design of Jesus to exhibit His free

power by the miraculous form of the deed. It was needful, there-

fore, for this form to appear to the tax-gatherers as a miracle, which
it would if Peter informed them in what extraordinary manner he
obtained the stater. But the transaction would be more striking

and free if he gave them a fish that was worth a stater, and in-

formed them that he had drawn it out of the sea for them at the
Lord's command. The serene energy and the miraculous insight

with which Jesus instantly unravelled a complication of legal and
moral difficulties—the majesty with which He laid His hand on the
great treasury of Nature, that in voluntary love He might pay a
tax—make this ' fabulous specimen of stories about the sea ' appear
as the brightest, most delightful gleam of a world of love, of the

most peaceful and calm adjustments, and of the richest blessings,—
of a world such as Christ found by His Spirit, and as it is destined

to appear in the transformation of the earth.

But as the first glorification of Christ was connected with the
prospect of His crucifixion, so the first glorification of the earth

nmst precede the judgment of the world. We therefore now in-

quire after that miraculous sign by which the judicial power of

Christ's Spirit was directly made known. But though for all the

other constituents of His universal agency we find a multitude of

signs, yet for this great and awful constituent only one is given

—

fhe cursing of the fig-tree. We need not say a word to show that

it could never enter the Lord's thoughts to punish a fig-tree, or to

vent His displeasure upon it. The Evangelists, also, were so far

from entertaining such a thought, that it could as little occur to

them to guard their account against the misrepresentations of a
criticism which would rather find here the anger of an undisci-

plined child than the symbolical significant act of the Saviour of the

1 As Dr Paulus explains the passage {Leben Jesii, I. ii. 17), the exposition of the
words, ' As soon as thou openest the mouth of the fish, thou shalt find a stater, ' as he
has given it, might be accepted without denying the miracle.
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world. That the act must have had a symbolical meaning, cannot
fail to strike ns. W. Hoffman justly remarks, ' Let us read in

Matthew and Mark what subject chiefly occupied Jesus at that

time—what He said in the tem})le on the veiy day of the miracle :

it was an announcement of the final destruction of the Jews, who
had remained an unfruitful tree. Whether or not Jesus had
already spoken of it on the way, the cursing in any case remains a

symbolic act. It signified that, as certainly as the green leafy tree

withered at the word of the Lord, so certainly would all the divine

threatenings against Israel be fulfilled, though it appeared at that

time to stand in such luxuriant growth.'^ In those days Jesus

foretold unheard-of judgments—how they would come on Jeru-

salem, on the laud of Judea, and indeed on the whole earth—how
they would come in His name, in retribution of their wanton rejec-

tion of Him, but also as a necessary purification of the world before

the event of the resurrection. As the Prophet of judgment, He
walked with profound, sorrow among His disciples, filled with the

thoughts of the coming judgments, while they could not give up
the expectation of a transformation of the world without the pre-

liminary terrors and sentences of judgment. They needed, there-

fore, a sign. Elijah might have devoted for the purpose part of the

city of Jerusalem; Christ selected a tree. Criticism in vain assumes
here the air of a forester or a gardener, and declaims about the

injury done to the tree. With equal right the Lord might be

made accountable for the destruction of Jerusalem. No curse is

fulfilled without the co-operation of the sovereign God with the

foretelling prophet. The Lord was hungry, and the tree seemed
to invite Him by its abundant foliage. He went up to it, if per-

chance He might find some fruit, if only a single fig, upon it ; but

in vain : there was nothing but leaves. For it was not a good year

for figs.- Then Jesus uttered the words, ' Let no fruit grow on

thee henceforth for ever." The next day the tree was found withered.

This miracle was a prognostic of that melancholy drought through

the land which began some ten years after, during which the palm-

trees disappeared, the fig-trees withered, and the s]">rings were dried

up. But how did Christ effect this miracle ? When, at a later

period, Peter's rebuke fell on Ananias like a flash of lightning, the

^ [' Not in the display of arbitrary power, for He had silenced the solicitations of

the tempter ; not in the pressure of personal need, for this was forgotten at the well-

side of Samaria ; but in terrible justice He spoke the words of condemnation. As
He entered into Jerusalem, parable and miracle were combined in one work of judg-

ment.' Westcott, Miracles, p. 24.

—

Ed.]
'^ ' Of figs, which were an important article of food, three kinds were known in the

East : (i.) the early fig, which was ripe at the end of June (perhaps still earlier about

Jerusalem)
;

(ii.) the summer-fig (Kermoos), which ripens in August
;

(iii.) the winter-

fig, a late Kermoos which ripens after the tree has shed its leaves, and in mild

weather hangs till the spring.'—Winer, R. W. B. Mark's expression, oO yap ijf Katpd^

ffVKLcv, may mean either it was not the time of the year for figs, or it was not a

favourable year for figs. Taken in the former sense, it perhaps intimated not

there was no reason to expect figs on the tree, but it was hardly to be expected. At
all events, the second construction gives a better sense. Symbolically, all bad trees

were punished in this one bad tree, and even the bad season.
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explanation is obvious— that it struck the conscience of Ananias
with deadly energy. But by what medium could this word of Christ

pass through the tree and blast it in all its parts ? In order to form
a correct view on this point, we must bring before our minds the

general judgment in all its significance. In the general judgment
the asonian administration of the Father coincides with the result

of the teonian agency of the Son ; in other words, the ripeness of

the present world for judgment, the ripeness of the earth for the

harvest, coincides with the ripeness of the Church. For this reason

the Father retains in His own power the time and hour of the end of

world ; and as He is now controlling the cosmical side of the end
of the world as He judged Judea, especially in its relation to the

history of the world, so here also He brought to view the first

phenomenon of the incipient withering of the glory of Judea. God
Himself, therefore, caused the tree to wither; but this was done
with a reference to the judgment of Christ, His life and His
language. The Father and the Son, therefore, performed this

symbolical act in the most living unity. The word of Christ killed

the tree, since, having been uttered by the operation of God, it

appealed to God's operation, and accordingly with that penetrated

destructively through the nature-sphere of the tree. It was a word
from the eternal depths of Christ's life, in which the Son felt Him-
self altogether one with the Father. That lightning which will

one day blaze from the east to the west, and set on fire all the old

world, here blasted a perversely pretentious barren tree, and in its

withering formed a prognostic of the final judgment. But to the

disciples—who in the future could meet with no greater destruction

than the outward, secularized Mount Zion, the barren pretentious

Judaism—it gave the promise, that at their word of faith ' this

mountain' (at all events, a mountain to which He pointed) 'should

be removed, and cast into the sea.' The Lord, by a symbolical

prognostic on a small scale, brought before their eyes that great

judgment which was impending over Israel, when its national glory

would be broken up and scattered among the nations (like the

mountain cast into the sea). The disciples were thus taught that

God met their faith in His judicial glory, and by His wonderful
judgments would prepare the way for them as His own people to

the glory that would be completed at the resurrection. Besides

this miracle of the fig-tree, the darkening of the sun at the cruci-

fixion, and the earthquake at the death of Christ, served to reveal

the nature-side of the future judgment in awful omens. It was
perfectly in keeping with the relation of Christ to the sphere of

nature in the old world, that this sphere should be convulsed and
darkened by the first presentiment of its future transformation at

the hour when He sank in death. As all the operations of Christ

first appeared in distinct single miracles, and then expanded their

life in great and deep mediations, and finally were consummated
in world-historical miracles, so was it with these miraculous signs

which announced the last judgment. Their mediation lies in an
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operation of the Spirit of Kighteousness upon the earth, during
wliich more critical phenomena of tlie last world's curse are con-
tinually appearing ; we might say, during which the combustible-
ness of the earth, and the fermentation in the depths of its life, are

evermore unfolding their adaptation for a metamorphosis.

But here we are contemplating the judgment of the world only
as an introduction to the resurrection, with which it is closely con-

nected, just as the individual resurrection of Christ was introduced
by His death, in which He had experienced the judgment of the

Avorld in Himself The final aim of Christ's work is the resurrec-

tion—the introduction of the whole Church of God into an incor-

ruptible and manifested life, penetrated from eternity by the Spirit

(1 Cor. XV.) That resurrection finds its deepest ground, the principle

which makes it an organic certainty, in the individual resurrection

of Christ. This resurrection of the Lord is unceasingly perpetuated
in the Church as a living energy. The life of Christ operates accord-
ing to its nature in the world, awakening, invigorating, healing, and
restoring, since it is essentially eternal life, or positive vivifying life.

It is therefore not to be thought something merely figurative, and
to refer simply to spiritual awakenings, when the resurrection of

Christ is regarded as an awakening of humanity victoriously con-

tinued and pervading the history of the world. In the same real

comprehensive manner in which He combats sin. He combats
death ; and with the same superiority which He displays in con-

quering sin. He completes His victory over death. He vivifies life,

since He restores to it its intensive value ; He conserves life, since

He weakens the powers of death ; He lengthens life, since He draws
it always nearer the tree of life—nearer to a state conformable to

the Spirit and to nature ; He renews life, since He imparts to the

inner man the power of the resurrection. Now, where do we find

the first blossoms of this immeasurable agency of Christ? We
find them in the three miracles which He performed, of restoring

the dead to life.

The restoring of the dead to life is in itself so difficult a miracle

that we cannot receive the instances of it unhesitatingly unless we
are previously satisfied about the resurrection of Christ. If we are

certain of Christ's resurrection, we have gained the superior prin-

ciple, of which these miracles are to be regarded as easy develop-

ments.

In the miracle of restoring the dead to life we must hold fast an

the principal point, that Christ, as the Prince of life, rules dynariiic-

ally over the kingdom of the dead—that His voice can reach and

penetrate the departing spirit in the slumber of its transition to

another world, in the obscure depth of life through which it falls

into the bosom of God. We experience every day the enigma, the

apparent contradiction, that a person asleep, and so far not a hearer,

can hear a jserson calling, and we know that he hears quickest when
his own name is called. Sharper voices and sounds of alarm can

even exert an awakening power on those who are soundly asleep or
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quite stupified. But no human lamentation awakens the dead.
But how intensely powerful, how deeply penetrating and all-pervad-

ing, Christ's awakening voice must be, measured by the uniqueness
of His person, by the decidedness of His will, by the certainty of

His trust in God, and by the relationship of His life to the inner-

most life of the deceased ! But where do we find the organic
medium through which Christ's voice reaches the spirit of the

dead ? Thus much is clear, that the body of the deceased in its

first state is very different from a mummy or mouldering corpse.

Tliere is, so to speak, a fresh-paved way "between the corpse and
the spirit that has forsaken it. Science also has already arrived at

the conjecture, that the last tones of life in the corpse die away
much more slowly than has been commonly represented. The
corpse is still full of the remembrance of life ; hence also, in general,

the features of the deceased reappear in plastic beauty, the reflection,

so to speak, of that healthfulness which strove against the crisis of
disease, and gained the victory at the cost of sacrificing the life, a
prognostic of the future life. But when so obscure a track seems
to show itself on which Christ reaches the dead with His voice,

the question arises, How can the departed return into the dead
organism ? But the power with which the spirit returns, with
which it flies back into the organism in its unity with the power of

Christ's word that called it, is to be regarded as the ray of life

which again restores the organism. We must also here recollect

that Christ did not resuscitate many dead persons without distinc-

tion ia this miraculous manner, but only the individuals whose
resuscitation was indicated to Him by the Father. Those who
have supposed that Christ could not resuscitate the dead without
regarding them as means for other objects, and encroaching on
their already decided destiny, seem to have proceeded on the

assumption that He performed His miracles without reference to

the will of His Father. In this case the same remark might be
made respecting His miraculous cures of the sick. But it was
included in the destiny of the -sick, that they were to be cured by
Him (John ix. 3) ; so also it belonged to the destiny of the dead,

that He was to resuscitate them (John xi. 4). In the successive

steps by which these resuscitations of the dead follow one another,

the power of Christ appears progressively more exalted.^ First of

all, He restores the maiden on her death-bed ; then the young man
on the bier ; and lastly, Lazarus in the sepulchre.

But we see how in all these cases the Lord first of all combats
the lamentations for the dead made by those who were around
them,—how He quells the psychical desponding mood which sur-

rounded the dead as if to ward off the approach of life, and then
makes His way clear to the spirit of the deceased. ' Fear not

!

only believe !

' He says to Jairus, the ruler of the synagogue. Then
He makes a selection of those persons- who were to be present at

1 [Ewald sees something of the same progress in all Christ's works.

—

Christus,
22G.—Ed.]
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the resuscitation, namely, the disciples Peter, James, and John, and
the parents of the child. Then He enters the house of mourniiii^,

and says to the people who were lamentinc^ the dead, ' Why make
ye this ado, and weep? the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth (Mark
V. 39). And they laughed Him to scorn.' But He put them all

out ; and thus by alarming the living, made the field free from the

alarm of death. The call, 'Damsel, arise!' impressed itself so

suddenly in its original form, TaXcda kov/xl, on the disciples, that

Mark, who had a keen sense of the exciting, could not help inserting

it in his Gospel. At the resuscitation of the young man at Nain,

this preliminary combat of the life-restorer was shown by two signs
' Weep not

!

' He said to the mourning mother, and thus not merely

consoled, but raised her into the bright circle of His own state of

mind. Then He came nearer and laid hold of the bier,^ and the

bearers stood still (Luke vii. 14). This demonstration, of which
the energy is reflected in the narrative, stopped the advancing pro-

cession of the mourners ; and then followed the joyful resuscitation.

At the resurrection of Lazarus, Jesus sought first of all to raise the

dejected heart of Martha. But when Mary and the Jews (the

friends of the family) met Him weeping, ' He groaned in spirit,

and was troubled.'^ With mighty indignation He set Hiuiself

against the waves of despondency which beat upon her breast ; and
without delay betook Himself to the grave. Once more there was
a strong internal movement of His soul to repel a fresh attack of

despondency. All the words which He uttered afterwards had the

same design, to prostrate death first in the hearts of the bystanders.

This striving serves to explain the form of the prayer which Jesus

offered at the grave, and which some have thought strange and
repulsive, because they have not taken notice of the internal conflict

which of necessity preceded the act of resuscitation, and occasioned

the Lord's uttering aloud His address to the Father. The moment
is difficult, serious, and decisive. Jesus cries with a loud voice,

' Lazarus, come forth
!

' The Evangelist, with the most vivid

remembrance of the scene, selects the strongest terms, in order to

exhibit the striking effect of that awakening call of Christ.

Although the Lord recalled the dead whom He resuscitated to

the present life without transporting them to an imperishable life,

yet these restorations constitute the miracles by which He most

decidedly displayed His majesty. In significance they are of the

same order as His own resurrection, and with the future resurrec-

tion of the dead. They reveal the power of the Prince of life to

abolish death, that is, to bear aloft all individual life according to

its innermost nature and destiny from the depths of nature-life into

His own ideality, and to exhibit it in that. For as far as the tide

of death breaks over individuality with the appearance of destruc-

^ "H\paTo rfjs aopov : He seized, took possession of the bier.

- From the close connection in which Christ's state of mind appeared to be with
that of the mourners, the meaning of these words (John xi. 33) can be more precisely

explained, than would be possible without a reference to this connection.
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tion, death seems to pollute man in his sacred individuality.

Wherefore it is said, ' Thou wilt not suffer Thy Holy One to see

corruption,' and the resurrection of Christians is one with His own
glorification. In the miracles of raising the dead, Christ unfolds
the boundlessness of His might over individuals, and of individuals
over the change to dust ; they are the crown of His miracles.

Besides the miraculous acts of Jesus reported by the Evangelists,

He appears generally,^ and especially at Capernaum,- to have per-
formed many other wonderful works. But yet He was very far from
allowing His miracles to appear with the profusion of everyday events.
He decidedly set Himself against the craving for miracles. The
opinion so commonly entertained, about the fondness of that age for

miracles, has little to support it. Had it been prevalent in Israel,

the people would hardly have reverenced as a great prophet,^ a man
without the gift of miracles, John the Baptist. But as to their

conduct towards Jesus, the case was different. As soon as the Jews
believed that they had discovered in Him Messianic features, as

soon as He gave any sign whatever, the craving for miracles which
had faintly glimmered in their breasts burst forth into a flame, and
they were ever longing for new and greater signs. The modern
shyness for miracles has sought with great eagerness after those

expressions of Jesus in which He checked the craving for miracles,

in order to prove from them that He wrought no miracles, or at

least that He regarded them as of little importance. But such a forced

interpretation of the words of Jesus may be safely left to the impres-
sion it gives of its utter worthlessness. It is very clear from the
Gospel history, that the Lord shaped His conduct in the spirit with
a constant reference to the belief in miracles prevailing in His time,

that is. He treated every particular case according to its peculiar

character. But in this unrestricted diversity of treatment, three

methods are distinctly prominent in His conduct. In those cases

in which He could reckon on unlimited confidence in the persons
who needed His help. He rendered aid without any hesitation

;

indeed, He often brought them aid quite unexpectedly. But when
He found that they were in danger of apprehending the miracle

superstitiously, of losing sight of His own personality in the astonish-

ment excited by the fact, or of seeking the miracle only as a common
outward help, then He kept Himself aloof, and blamed them. ' Ex-
cept ye see signs and wonders, ye will not believe' (John iv. 48).

But if this tendency to bring His miracles into the service of sel-

fishness was decidedly apparent, He entirely refused to gratify such
expectations. He would not allow Himself to be taken for a bread-

king (John vi. 26), nor a court performer of miracles (Luke xxiii. 8)

;

and as little would He satisfy the chiliastic Pharisees when they

demanded of Him a miraculous sign in accordance with their views

of the world. It was in the spirit of diametric opposition between

His christological world and theirs, when to meet their desire that

^ John xxi. 25. - Luke iv. 23.
3 Neauder, Life of Christ, p. 140 [Bohu].
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He would accredit His mission by a chiliastic sign of the Messiah
suited to their notions, He made a reference to the sign of His
death (John ii. 18, 19). The sign with which His Messianic king-

dom was to come into the world was His cross ; while they were
under the delusion that the Messiah must immediately hegin His
universal sovereignty under a cosmical sign.^ He always pointed to

this sign of His death whenever they demanded from Him the cos-

mical sign of the new a3on." He declared that only one sign should

be given them, the sign of the prophet Jonah. From this declara-

tion it cannot follow in the least, that He had done no miracle, or

that His adversaries had never been present at such an act ; for the

question about which He was treating was the sign which, according

to the Jewish chiliastic preconceptions, must at once satisfy the

nation that the Messiah was come. The Evangelist Mark explains

this declaration of Christ as equivalent to there shall no sign at all

be given them. On'the other hand, in Luke, Jonah himself, with
his preaching, is regarded as the true sign for the Ninevites. But
Matthew gives the thought in full. ' For as Jonah was three days
and three nights in the whale's belly, so shall the Son of man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth ' (Matt. xii. 40).

The three Evangelists have preserved the different sides of the in-

terpretation of a mysterious saying. Mark gives prominence to the

negative in the language of Jesus : He would grant no sign to His
adversaries in the sense they attached to it. Luke specifies the

reason : they ignored the great sign from heaven that was con-

tinually exhibited before their eyes in His life ; although the heathen
Ninevites were awakened to repentance by Jonah, a poor foreigner

;

and although an Arabian queen was attracted from a distance to

Jerusalem by the wisdom of Solomon, But Matthew has preserved

the words which occasioned our Lord to speak precisely of the sign

of Jonah. Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of

the fish, apparently beyond recall, and lost to Nineveh and the

world : so also shall it be with the Son of man. The Jews required

a sign from heaven, but a sign from quite an opposite quarter was
to be given them : one rising from the depths of the earth, from
suffering and death, from reproach and neglect ; first of all in the

history of Jesus Himself, then in the world-historical course of His
Church. This is the sign of the Christian seon, the crucifixion of

Christ, as through the resurrection it has been proclaimed to the

world. But this sign is to be a critical one for the world—to many,
a sign of death, and to many, a sign of life and redemption. The
crucifixion of Christ in connection with His resurrection has become
the great sign of the new Christian 03on ; a sign before which all

single miracles appear inconsiderable, like the liillocks at the foot of

a lot'ty mountain. As soon as we are certain of the fact of Christ's

resurrection, we find in all miracles only a gentle prelude to this

^ The greatness and importance of this contrast leads to the correct interpretatiou

of .lohn ii. 18, 19, that is, it confirms John's exposition.

^ Compare Matt. xii. 38-42 ; Lulie xi. 29-31 ; Mutt. xvi. 1-4 ; Mark viii. 12.
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great hymn of ideal reality. Hence it is evident that we who find

ourselves under the living operation of the resurrection, in the midst

of the life-stream proceeding from it, in the natural unfolding and
expansion of the greatest of all miracles, cannot possihly expect to

witness such miracles in detail as Christ performed before His resur-

rection. Since the Spirit of Christ is in the most vigorous action,

making all the blind to see, and removing bodily blindness in its

root, He can no longer expend His power in performing a few single

miracles of this kind. And so it is with the other miracles of

Christ. In the miracle of the reconciliation of the world, which He
accomplishes. He lays the foundation for its resurrection. From
what has been said, it is also evident that everywhere on the border

territory where Christianity comes into sharp conflict with the

pre-Christian earthly life, events resembling miracles, or actually

miraculous, may make their appearance. Thus the disciples received

from the Lord the gift of performing miracles ; this gift consisted

in a preponderance of the Christian spirit, especially of the con-

fidence of faith, which raised them above the despondency and
bondage to nature belonging to their times. By His blessing their

faith. He placed them in such a relation to His own miraculous

power, that they could cast out demons in His name (Matt. x. 1

;

Luke X. 17). By their miraculous deeds, they extended the circle

of the first direct operation of Christ upon the world. Also, in the

vast extension of Christianity in the middle ages, not merely extra-

ordinary, but even miraculous operations of Christian.power, made
their appearance, though not invested with the glory of the original

Christian spiritual life. And so also the miracles of Christ must
return, when the passage of the new Christian a3on through the old

is completed with the final outburst of the spirit at the end of the

days. Then too Christ will give His adversaries the Messianic sign

from heaven which they formerly demanded ; but at the sight of it,

all the tribes of the earth shall mourn. But in proportion as the

great miracle of the new world unfolds itself as the effect of Christ's

life, it must become manifest, that His single miracles, not only

as immediate evangelical facts, but as the subjects pi evangelical

announcement, were only single, gentle modes of bringing His

divine power into communication with the life of the world.

NOTES.

1. A distinct progression in the dogmatic development of the con-

ception of miracle may be observed, which appears accompanied by

an increasing obscuration of it. The biblical designations, a-rjixela,

Swafxea, repara, and epya, jointly rest on the most living, most

immediate contemplation, and the most correct estimate of the facts.

Miracles as arjimeLa point to the one fundamental power of the prin-

ciple from which they proceed, and they are referable to it, because

they are mediated by a higher nature—a higher spirit-life—a divine

revelation of which they testify. But since they extend themselves

as Sumyu,ei9, as so many rays of the original hvvafiL<i from which they
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are produced, tliey appear as overpowering]^, siiperuatural principles,

which, in contbruuty to their power, disphiy themselves in their
irruption through a lower sphere of nature. But this irruption is

effected by breaking through the wonted limits, circles, and pre-
suppositions of the old nature-life as repara, as agitating, unheard-of
events. But by their course, their operation and results, they prove
themselves to be the noblest works of the Spirit, or of pure love.

Every miracle has all these sides and designations
; but, according

to the varieties of susceptibility, some persons see more of one side,

and some of another. The heathenish superstitious mind stops
short at the repa? ; the strangeness of the miracle frightens him,
and when he begins to doubt, the relative anti-naturalism irritates

him. The believing Israelitish mind sees in a miracle the ar^fxelov,

the mediated sign of the forthcoming kingdom of God. The firmly
established Christian mind beholds in these miracles the powers
that unfold themselves from the divine power of Christ, BuvafMsa,
as they begin overpoweringly in their first vigorous operations to
form a new world in the old ; the perfected Christian mind (like

John) sees in them simply the works of Christ, the epya, as they
a])pear to him perfectly natural, and the life-manifestations of

Clirist's glory, transforming nature. In Augustin's times, the
opinion that miracles were contrary to nature already existed, but
was impugned by Augustin. To him all things were a miracle as
far as they proceeded from God's omnipotence, and all things were
nature as far as they were constituted by the will of God, who
created nature. But he distinguishes in life itself between miracle
and nature, since he contrasts the extraordinary with ordinary
nature. ' Omnia portenta contra naturam dicimus esse, sed non
sunt. Quomodo est enim contra naturam quod Dei fit voluntate,

quum voluntas tanti utique conditoris conditas rei cuj usque natura
sit. Portentum ergo fit non contra naturam, sed contra quam est

nota natura—quamvis et ipsa qu£e in rerum natura omnibus nota
sunt, non minus mira sint essentque stupenda considerantibus

cunctis, si solerent homines mirari nisi rara.'

—

Be Oivit. Dei, xxi.

8. Augustin has at the same time a distinct feeling of the media-
tion by which miracle is effected, namely, the resurrection and
ascension of Christ. ' Legebantur enim prteconia prsecedentia pro-

phetarum, concurrebant ostenta virtutum, et persuadebatur Veritas

nova consuetudini, non contraria rationi, donee orbis terree, qui
persequebatur furore, sequeretur fide.'

—

De Civit. Dei, xxii. 7. The
schoolmen elevated the conception of miracle, since they distinguish

l)etween mirabilia and miracula. By a miracle, properly so called,

Thomas Aquinas understood . what goes beyond the order of all

created nature, in which sense God alone performs a miracle. In
this definition the supernatural in miracle is brought to its strongest

expression, but yet the conception is not overstrained ; it only wants
the satisfying mediation. Aquinas gives, indeed, a kind of media-
tion, by connecting the contemplation of mirabilia with the defini-

tion of miracula. ' Non sufficit ad rationem miraculi. si aliquid fiat
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pi'feter ordinem alicujus naturae particularis, sic enim aliquis mira-
culimi faceret lapidem sursum projiciendo ; ex hoc autem aliquid

dicitur miraculum, quod fit preeter ordinem totius naturse creatse

quo sensu solus deus facit miracula. Nobis non est oranis virtus

naturae creatse nota, cum ergo fit aliquid praster ordinem naturee

creatfB nobis noise per virtutem creatam nobis ignotam, est quidem
miraculum quoad nos, sed non simpliciter' (Summa Tlieol. lib. i.

qu. 110, art. 4). On these definitions, through which the ideal

contemplation of the object, though obscure, is sufficiently dis-

cernible, the Lutheran theologians especially proceeded at a later

period, when they raised the relative anti-naturalism of a miracle

to absolute anti-naturalism, and then made this overstrained

moment the only definition of the conception of a miracle. Besides

the definition quoted from Buddeus, that from Quenstedt may
prove this :

' Miracula vera et proprie dicta sunt, quae contra vim
rebus naturalibus a deo inditam, cursumque naturalem, sive per

extraordinariam dei potentiam efficiuntur' {Systerna Tlieol. p. 471.

Compare Hase, p. 202 ; Hahn, Lehrhuch des chr. Glaubens, p. 23).

To this view the philosophy of Leibnitz forms a counterpoise, since

it defines a miracle as ' aliquid cursui naturas ordinario non autem
essentise illius entis, in quo contingit (quoniam absolute impossibilia

fieri nequeunt) contrarium' {Dissert. pra:lim. ad Theodic. &c., § 2,

3. Compare Rixner, Handhuch der Geschiclite der Philosophie, iii.

179). In modern times, some Church theologians have attempted

to maintain the conception of miracle by dropping the strictly mira-

culum and retaining only the mirabile. Among these, J. Miiller

especially reckons Scbleiermacher. Certainly Schleiermacher, in his

Gkmhenslelire, § 47, has made the assertion, that every absolute

miracle must disturb the whole framework of nature ; on the other

hand, he also remarks, that ' since our knowledge of created nature

is contained in its progressive manifestation, we have the less right

to hold anything whatever to be impossible.' The tortuous and
obscure expressions of Schleiermacher on this subject proceed from

this—that, on the one hand, he recognized Christ as ' the summit of

miraculous agency,' while, on the other hand, the Spinozist or

naturalistic conception of the monotonous rigid sphere of nature

confronted him. What Schleiermacher has advanced with special

cogency, is the entrance of miracle into nature—its appearance in a

natural course ; and this is a decided gain, for by it the last element

of the conception of miracle is firmly fixed. And if we look back,

we find in its history the actual unfolding of all its component parts,

though charged with one-sidedness and extravagance in the views

taken of it. Augustin advocates the mediation of miracle ; Aquinas

its supernaturalness
;
Quenstedt its anti-naturalness ; and, lastly,

Schleiermacher its new nature. Weisse (i. 369) makes a distinction

between luonders and miracles, and understands by the former,

exertions of Christ's power which ' may be referred to the concep-

tion of a peculiar organic endowment,' and by the latter, such acts

of which the conception would be ' the purely negative of going
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beyond the common com-se of nature, of breaking tlirough the laws of

this course of nature.' Tliese miracles—for example, those of feeding

the multitudes—must have arisen from a mere misunderstanding of

the parabolic discourses of the Lord. This view rests on tlie ignoring

of the new {eon, which we have already sufficiently characterized.^

2. Gothe has contemplated and exhibited with the greatest

admiration the ascending scale which is presented in the life of

nature, though he wished also to recognize the scientific designation

of nature in an ascending movement ; as the passage quoted by
Tholuck from Gothe's Doctrine of Colours expresses it : 'As on the

one hand experience is boundless, since it can always discover some-
thing new, so are the maxims throughout, since they cannot stiffen

nor lose the capability of expanding and embracing a plurality, and
even of consuming and losing themselves in a higher view/

3. As the attenuation of the conception of miracle is connected
on the one hand with the attenuation of the doctrine of the person

of Christ, so is it on the other hand with the attenuation of the

eschatology. Tiiose who, from their narrow dogmatic system, which
has been contracted under the influence of philosophy, have rejected

the £eonian yonder world of space and time, the heavens and the

new world—to whom, therefore, the idea of the future transforma-

tion of the world is wanting—have with it lost the general Christian

view of the universe which alone is suited to prepare the way for

the conception of miracle.

4. The human hand is the twofold organ of those activities of the

spirit which are exercised and developed in the sphere of ordinary life,

and of its dynamico-mysterious activities. It acts as an organ of the

psychico-somatic operations of this kind in the function of the magne-
tizer ; as an organ of pneumatico-psychical operations in ordination

;

lastly, as an organ of the pneumatico-psychical-somatic operations

in the whole energy of the life of the God-man in Christian miracles.

The physical basis of these operations has in all probability become
known by a new discovery. In a work entitled, Ueher die Pacinis-

clien Korperchen an den Nerven des Mensclien und der Sdugethiere

von J. Henle und A. KoUiker, Zurich, bei Meyer und Zelier, 1844

{On the Pacinian Corjjuscles in the Nerves of Man and the 3Iam-
malia, by J. Henle and A. KoUiker), the important discovery made
by Pacini, a physician of Pistola, almost contemporaneously with

others, is described and scientifically examined. Pacini discovered

first of all, in the sensible nerves of the hand, small elliptical whitish

corpuscles ; also in the nerves of the soles of the feet. He began

to prosecute the discovery in the animal kingdom ; but found none

in the dromedary, and few in. the ox. So far as the discovery has

been followed out by the editors of the above-mentioned work, these

1 [Upwards of forty definitions of miracle by the highest authorities are collected

in the Appendix to Alexander's Christ and Christianity. More recently the subject

has been taken up by Baden Powell {Essays and Reviews) ; and in answer to him,

from different points of view, by Mansel, Heurtley, Lee, and Davies. On the inter-

ruption of the regular course of nature by a power extraneous to it, see Mill's Mythical

Interpretation, p. 81, and Bushnell's Nature and the Supernatural—En.}

VOL. I. 2 G
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corpuscles are found (besides in men) in all the domestic mammalia
hitherto examined ; they are wanting in all birds, amphibia, and
fishes. In particular cases some of these corpuscles are found in

men, scattered in the nerves of the arms and legs, and in the region

of the abdomen. They are found in the greatest number and with

the most regular recurrence in the human extremities, and in cats

in the diaphragm. In the human extremities, according to the

drawing, they adorn the ramifications of the nerves of the skin, as

fruit the branches of a tree. This is not the place for a more
minute description of the corpuscles. From their general appear-

ance, Pacini has been induced to compare them to the electrical

organs of the torpedo, and to describe them as animal magneto-

motors, and to refer them as organs to the phenomena of animal

magnetism. The authors of the work above quoted make the fol-

lowing remark on Pacini's discoveries :
' It must not surprise us if

the adherents of animal magnetism, who are not altogether extinct

with us, seize hold of these statements with eagerness and turn

them to account. Only let us beg them to extend their manipula-

tions to the epigastric region of cats, which, by reason of their

ample magnetic apparatus, promise very interesting facts.' But we
need only to recollect the difference between the flesh of cats and
human flesh to perceive that this remark is only a joke. This dis-

tinction has indeed been firmly maintained in the mediaeval fantastic

relation between cats and witches, and the new discovery may per-

haps contribute to its explanation. It is perfectly natural that the

magnetism of the cat should be there for the sphere of the feline

vocation, and perhaps serves for the purpose of its holding the

magic-bound mouse outside its hole and playing with it. How far

below the cat is the torpedo, since with its electricity it immediately

strikes and benumbs its victim ! This is indeed the rudest first

trace of animal magnetism. The magnetizer, on the contrary,

stands in the dignity of humanity incalculably higher than the cat

in the application of his power, though even in his case the opera-

tion on the susceptible is obscure and magical, and the connection

of the magnetized with him remains more or less a case of natural

attraction (GehimdenJieit). Magnetic connections of this kind are

indeed, under the more general form, present in life in a thousand

different modes, and may form themselves, especially in particular

circumstances. But when the same power appears again in the

prophetic region, it is transformed by the consecration of the ethical

spirit, and operates only as a heavenly power, not disposing to sleep,

but awakening,—not bewitching, but setting at liberty. The
elementary flash, which even in the life's manifestation of the tor-

pedo leads to death, is here changed throughout into a vivifying

operation of life. The authors of the above-mentioned works find

themselves induced to regard these corpuscles ' as a kind of electri-

cal organs.' But it is obvious in such a case, that the human elec-

trical organs, in their nature and operation, must contain and exhibit

the specifically human in its whole extent. It is in this respect to
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be carefully noted that these corpuscles are not found in all indi-

viduals in equal number and strength. This diversity in their

allotment may indeed be considered as the foundation of the most
diiferent endowments. As to what concerns furnishing the sole of

the human foot with these electrical organs, we are reminded by
them not merely of the rhytlimical structure of the human body,

especially the feet, and the ecstatic dances as they occur among
enthusiasts, of the not sinking of somnambulists in water, or of their

ability to use the soles of their feet as organs of perception, but also

of the ancient miraculous art of healing by means of the soles of the

feet. Tacitus, after mentioning the fact that the Emperor Vespa-
sian was applied to by a blind man in Alexandria to cure him by
means of his spittle, reports that another sick person (prompted like

the former by the god Serapis) requested that he might cure his

diseased hand by contact with the sole of his foot ; and so it really

came to pass. It is unquestionably of great significance that these

corpuscles, which have been compared to the Voltaic pile, have been
discovered exactly in those parts of the human organism which,

from a remote age, have been regarded as the life-points of a myste-

rious magical power.

5. In reference to the Demonology of the ancients, we have to

make the following remarks. The conception of Saifxcov or of

SaifMovcov (a word in which the impersonal, substituted for the demon,
the demoniacal influence is indicated) embraces generally the repre-

sentation of spirits belonging to the other world, as far as they make
themselves known in this world by operations, fatalities, appearances,

and living forms (while altogether opposite, the genius seems to

denote the light-image of the other world, the ideal, life-image re-

flecting itself in the style of the other world, of an appearance of

this world, of a man or a place). Also, the peculiar innermost

nature of man can consequently come forward demoniacally when it

exhibits itself in a dark power which breaks through its everyday

life-form, so that the man himself in these moments stands there as

a stranger. But when the ideal of his life comes so powerfully into

visible manifestation, in this case the conception of demon and genius

coincide ; although here the genius maintains a peculiar relation to

the Spirit of God sending or placing him ; the demon, on the con-

trary, holds a special relation to the breaking of the innermost life

through the form of the common life. Now it is not altogether a cor-

rect assertion, that the Greeks reckoned among the demons generally

only departed human spirits, manes, lemures, and the like. The
Greeks had also a superhuman dark kingdom of demons. Gothe
has brought this forward in the second part of his Faust, and at the

same time given the reason why the Grecian spirit placed these dark

spirits, the Lamias and Gorgons, in the background of its mythology—
' Phoebus, beauty's friend, drives away into holes these births of

night, or restrains them.' As this is the manner of the sunny day,

so it was also of the Grecian sense of the Beautiful. Yet certainly

the Greeks, * especially when they spoke of possessions, connected
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the notion of departed human souls with the words Sai/xwv and

BaifiovLov.'' (See Pdegler, ie&ew Jesus Chrishis, i. 836.) As with

the Greeks departed souls predominated among the demons, though

superhuman demons were not wanting ; so with the Jews the

fallen angels predominated among the demons, though there was

an intermixture of departed souls. That merely the souls of the

giants, which probably from the narrative in Gen. vi. have been

considered as the children of fallen angels, and the great transgres-

sors before and immediately after the flood, were in this manner

numbered with the angel-demons (see Strauss, Lehen Jesu, ii. 12),

cannot be admitted, since among the Jews the doctrine of the king-

dom of the dead (Isa. xiv. 9), the injunction not to interrogate the

dead (Deut, xviii. 11), and the assumption of the possibility of their

return, were expressed without that limitation (1 Sam. xxviii. 8 ;

Isa. xxix. 4 ; Matt. xiv. 2). That Josephus in his views attached

himself to what predominated in the Grecian view, since he speaks

of {De Bello Jud. vii. 6, 3) the demons as the spirits of wicked men,

proves, at all events, that this theory did not in the least contradict

the Jewish consciousness. The opinion that they were the souls of

deceased men, has also been expressed by the earliest fathers who
have treated of the subject of demons, namely, Justin Martyr and

Athenagoras. ' Tertullian appears to have been the first who took

a different view, since he maintained that fallen spirits or devils

falsely pretended in possessed persons that they were the souls of

men deceased.' Since among the Greeks it was the popular opinion

that ' the souls of those who died a violent death were demons,' so

Chrysostom endeavoured, especially in order to redeem the honour

of the martyrs, to desti'oy the old popular representation. (See

Kiegler, i. 850.) The New Testament does not express itself more

precisely respecting the nature of demons. That they are con-

sidered as belonging to the household of Satan (Matt. xii. 25), does

not in the least decide that it does not include the souls of deceased

wicked men among the demons. At all events, according to John

viii. 44, the children of the devil belong as such to his household,

although they were found among living men. If we carefully ex-

amine the Old Testament view, as it precedes the New Testament,

and that of the early Church as connected with it, it is in the highest

degree improbable that the Evangelists could mean by demons ex-

clusively either evil angels or wicked deceased men.

6. When the cures of demoniacs as effected by Christ are termed
' conjurations,' the difference has not been observed between the

agency of a master-mind who effects the expulsion of demons by the

energy of his nature with fresh and free words of life, and the agency

of a contracted exorcist who is bound to a traditionary hypothesis,

to the expectation of the co-operation of higher spirits, and to an un-

bending formula. Between conjuration and the Christian casting out

of devils there is a similar difference, wide as the poles asunder, as

between a common anecdote and the facts of the Gospel history.

7. Strauss (ii. 181) collects the outward similarities in the miracles
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of the sea that are so characteristically different, called by him sea-

anecdotes. ' After they are set in order, each one is connected with
the following by a common feature. The narrative of the calling of

the fishers of men (Matt. iv. 18) opens the series ; with this the

narrative of Peter's draught of fishes has in common the saying re-

specting fishers of men, but the fact of the draught of fishes is

peculiar to it. This latter recurs in John xxi., where, in addition,

there is the standing of Jesus on the shore, and the swimming to it

of Peter. This standing and swimming appear })arallel to the walk-

ing on the sea (Matt. xiv. 22, &c.)' The author has forborne to

complete his explanation of the significance of these similarities, as

the connection of his work required. A gigantic sea-myth seems
to have floated before him—a real sea-serpent—which perhaps was
not delineated, because the Galilean sea seemed too small for such
a mythic monster of the ocean.

8} Mainly with reference to Dr F. Krummacher's review in his
' Palm-hldttern ' (March, 1845) has it become imperatively necessary

to discuss the question, whether, according to the rigid superna-

turalism of the present day, Ciirist's human nature must be regarded

as amalgamated with and lost in His divine nature, or whether the

modern free-believing tlieology has a right to assert the distinction

of the two natures in Christ, and is justified in indicating the human
element as co-operating with the divine in His miracles. Krum-
macher seems from the first to proceed entirely on the monophysite
theory, though quite unconsciously and without any heterodox

design. When I speak of the accompaniment of a magnetic fluid

(more correctly a super-magnetic power), a spiritual-corporeal affinity

{liapport), and of a plastic human spirit in the miraculous works of

Jesus, Krummacher asserts that the immediate and creatively

interfering power of God must be entirely passed by. It would be

as logically inferred that, by admitting that the Son of God is come
in the flesh, the divinity of Christ is denied. Dare we and should

we speak of the reality of His flesh and blood, yea, of eating His

flesh and blood ? It is at least our right, and indeed, even more,

our duty, to keep in view the distinctive qualities of His human
nature in their union with the great self-determinations of His

divine creative power as they appear in the miracles. Or must the

article of our faith, that the Word became flesh, remain for all time

unopened, undeveloped ? Must the human with the divine form a

contradiction even in the life of Christ the God-man ?

Krummacher is disposed indeed to gather from my representation

of the gradual unfolding of Christ's human nature, that I do not

acknowledge His eternal divinity. The way and manner in which

he arrives at this result I will here expose, in order to give a sample

of his critical report on my theology, and with that I shall hei-e close

the discussion. I believe that in'my work I have shown that the

incarnation of God which was historically fulfilled in Christ Jesus,

^ [This note forms the larger portion of the preface to the third volume of the

original.

—

Ed. ]
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was an eternal one, of which the future completion in Christ was
revealed and objectively presented to the Old Testament seers in

the Angel of the Presence. From this Krummacher draws the

conclusion (p. 155) :
' Lange's Christ existed before the foundation

of the world only as an idea in God, not as a person with God.'

And further on he identifies this Christ with the Son of God, that

he may then say, ' He knows nothing of the Son of God begotten

before all time, as the personal image of God.' Krummacher is

very confident in this assertion, for he goes on to say, ' The expres-

sion of our Lord Himself, " Before Abraham was, I am," is then to

be explained in the following manner :
" I was before I was an I

(ein Ich), already regarded as the Son of man in God, as becoming
the Son of God in the ardent longing of men." ' In passing, I must
here beg the reviewer to be on his guard against the thoughtless

use of marks of quotation. Every reader who is familiar with their

use would believe that the reviewer, with the words ' I was before

I was an I,' &c., had quoted an assertion of mine ; but he would be
quite mistaken. I beg the courteous reader to read my explanation of

the passage quoted by Krummacher, John viii. 58—an explanation

which had been in print long before I had seen the exposition thrust

upon me by the reviewer—and then judge how far he proves him-
self to be a trustworthy reporter of the meaning of my Christology.

In my Dogmatics I teach most decidedly the essential Trinity in

opposition to the economical and Sabellian. Krummacher himself

derives his information from passages in which the eternity of the

Son is plainly enough taught (i. 37, ii. 45, &c.) How comes he then
to maintain that I know nothing of the eternal Son of God ? I

regret to say it : it is because he does not distinguish between the

idea of the historical, or, generally speaking, of the personal Christ,

and the idea of the Son of God. In all my writings I teach and
assume the eternity of the Son of God ; but with that I do not teach
that the personal Christ has existed from all eternity as such. For
He it is who in the fulness of time appeared as the God-man, or the

Son of man anointed with the fulness of the Godhead. But Krum-
macher thinks that I must teach this in order to be orthodox, and does

not surmise that in doing so I must go further in heterodoxy than
the ancient Archimandrite Eutyches. Indeed, in speaking of a
personal Christ, any one would be mistaken if he were inclined to

designate the pre-historical Christ, who certainly is ideal, as merely
ideal, and ignore His substantial existence. This would be sheer

Nestorianism, from which I know that I am most decidedly free.

Krummacher indeed asserts, that what stands written in John xvii.

5 of the glory of the Lord must be taken, according to my view, in

an ideal and not in an ontologioal sense. But from this he absolves

me on the next page by the remark, that the unfolding (loerden) of

the christological life under the Old Covenant, was, according to me,
not merely formal, but at the same time substantial. Or what
difference should there still exist between the ontological and the

substantial sense, in opposition to the conception of the merely ideal
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on the one [hund, and of the historical on the other ? It is only-

needful to be tolerably familiar with my christological view to find

that I speak of the ideal Christ as contradistinguished from the

historical ; but that I hold the eternal ontological being of Christ

with a totally different emphasis from that of those theologians who,

after the fashion of the older Dogmatic, see in the Angel of the

Presence simply a super-earthly peculiar individuality in which the

predicates Angel and Uncreated Essence are to be connected in a

mysterious manner. But if Krummacher was not familiar with the

distinctions between the suhstantial and the historical Christ, and

between the conceptions Christ and Son of God, he must, as a

reporter respecting christological investigations of the present day,

fall into misunderstandings and misrepresentations. It is to be

wished that he had spared himself the pain which must result from

such public unfairness. The details I must reserve for a special

answer to his attack. In the meantime I consider him responsible

for all the scandal which may arise from the controversy thus forced

upon me. I do not mean that I was troubled by his announcement,

that he would assist the reader to determine whether ' Lange's book

is to be deemed a step forwards or backwards in theology.' I could

wish with all calmness, for his sake and my own, and more than all

for the sake of the subject which the book advocates in a defective

manner, that he would clear up this question. But the conflict in

which I find myself engaged with a genial, bold, and long-loved

preacher of the Gospel, pains me much, not only on personal con-

siderations, but such as relate to the Church. Yet perhaps this

controversy is one of the preliminary skirmishes, occurring here and

there, of that warfare which the believing, scientific theology must

wage with the mass of monophysitic (abstract supranatui-alistic)

representations in our Church before the way of the future is again

quite cleared for the confession of the Church. May our warfare be

carried on Christianly and nobly under the inspection of the Lord,

and lead to a blessed result

!

SECTION X.

THE TEACHINGS OF CHRIST, ESPECIALLY THE PARABLES.

Christ stood in the world with the pure heart, and so with the

pure, simple vision, of the Man from heaven. Therefore He beheld

God in spirit, His own Father. His course of life was in the perfect

light of God, which was concentrated in Him, and made Him the

Light of the world. The divine decree shone upon His soul like

the clear daylight. But He beheld men in the world erring and

perplexed, enchanted in ruinous delusion through the dazzling

lights and shadows which sin forms from the light of the eternal

train of beings in the universe, and through the spirit and world-

destroying influence of selfishness (Ef/oismiis). He saw them lost

and walking in darkness ; therefore He was continually striving to

enlighten them by the hght of His Spirit. And since the light
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easily becomes to those in darkness ' a deeper night,' it was always
His task to mediate the life of His Spirit, as the light of the world,
with the life of the world's thoughts.

When truth takes the form of mediating, it becomes teaching
(doctrine). The teacher as such is a mediator between the light

that is entrusted to him and the eyes of the spirit which he has to

illuminate with this light. He must construct a bridge between the

heights of knowledge and the low level of germinating thought.

But as Christ is generally the Mediator between God and humanity,
so is He also specially, as a teacher, the Mediator between the divine

counsels and human thought. He is the Teacher : this is involved in

His whole character ; this He proves by His ministry and operations.

In discharging His office of Teacher, He employs various forms
of teaching, as they suited the various relations in which He stood to

His hearers, and the inner constitution of these hearers themselves.

When He first of all met with men who had not yet entered into

close discipleship with Him, the form of His teaching is dialogue,

a distinct interchange with those around Him in accordance with
social life. In this dialogical interchange He particularly engaged
when He had to do with adversaries. Hence it is evident why this

form predominates in the Gospel of John ; for John made it his

special task to exhibit the most important conflicts between the
Prince of Light and the children of darkness. The dialogical

words of Christ were in the highest degree important, full of life,

and therefore abounding in similitudes. But if the men who heard
Him entered into more definite intercourse with Him, He proceeded
to the use of other modes of teaching. He then spoke to them in

parables, in adages or maxims, or in the free spiritual form of

thought, in the form of didactic discourse.

The relation between the thought and its sensible representation
is always different in these three forms of teaching. In the parable
the sensible representation decidedly predominates, and the thought
retires into the background, although for thoughtful hearers it

speaks through the powerful imagery of the parable. In the adage
{Gnome) the image appears in living unity with the thought, the
one penetrated by the other. Lastly, in didactic discourse the
thought predominates, yet figurative allusions sparkle throughout
the whole current of the discourse, in a manner suitable to the most
living and richest spiritual utterances. We should now have to

consider these three forms of teaching in the order stated, if it were
not our business to dwell some time longer on the symbols. This
will lead us to consider, in the first place, the two latter forms of

teaching. Their contrast to the first decides this arrangement.
We first of all see by what mode of teaching Christ mediated the

truth among the consecrated and initiated, and then how He
mediated it among tlie uninitiated.

In the circle of those hearers who had a peculiar susceptibility

for His doctrine, and followed Him with personal regard to the
lonely mountain district, whom He therefore could regard as con-
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secrated, Jesus taught many times ia adages or religious maxims,

in apophthegms which presented great truths in sharp, fresh, lumi-

nous forms, which oftentimes are more or.less symbolic.^ The adage

forms a sentence enclosed in itself and rounded off, the form of

which is expressed with the sharpness and freshness of life like an

accomplished human individuality, and its thought profoundly ideal

and rich like the essence of a human personality, and in which this

deep thought constitutes with this beautiful form a living unity like

soul and body in an auimated, speaking human countenance. The
entire adage is form, and yet again it is altogether thought ; a

thought in luminous freshness ; as in a precious stone the matter,

the form, and the light appear in noble unity. With such jewels

or pearls Christ presented the consecrated among His hearers.

But to the initiated who had become His friends, Christ spoke in

the free form of religious, spiritual expression, in the living dialectic

style of instruction. As the spirit is exalted above nature, so is the

pure, free utterance of the spirit exalted above the symbolic form.

But the living spirit in its energy does not break away from nature

in order to indulge in abstract thinking, but takes it into its life,

transforms it, and causes it to bear witness of its own essence.

And thus the Spirit of Christ shows itself in His teachings ;
they

are intermixed with parables and apophthegms. But these parables

rise immediately into the light of the great living thoughts by which

they are illuminated and sustained. Thus Christ acted towards the

children of the spirit.

But He pursued quite a different course with the uninitiated.

To such hearers, who were attracted by the power of His personality,

or outwardly were for a long time attached to Him, but in whom a

disposition of coarse worldliness and an impure interest more or less

prevailed. He spoke in parables. Crowds of such men might gather

round Him on the sea-shore from among the fishermen and publicans

at Capernaum. But, especially at a later period, His adversaries at

Jerusalem confronted Him with such dispositions as induced Him
to teach in tlie form of parables.

But on what account the Lord taught in parables before such

uninitiated men, we shall learn from the very conception of a

parable, as well as from His own distinct explanation. We shall

also learn it from the effects which the parables continually produced.

The parable is a figurative form of representation in discourse,

which we must distinguish from other forms that have an affinity

to it. All figurative forms rest upon the infinite abundance of com-

parisons which arise from the similarity and relationship of all

phenomena, or rather from the unity of the spirit, which establishes

all these similarities. All things are reflected in all things, since

they are all allied to one another by tlieir relation to the common
basis on which they rest, and to the one object which they aim at,

1 When the adage is correctly apprehended in relation to the thoughtful combination

of the sensible and the spiritual, it will be difficult to find in Luke's Sermou on the

Mount the Ebionitish, vapid beatitude of the simply temporal poor.
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and to the one creative Spirit in whom they live (Rom. xi. 36).
Bat the special mirror of the whole world is man, since the world
appears concentrated in him ; and the world is the counter-mirror
of man, since his spirit's inheritance extends throughout its im-
mensity. Hence all comparisons are crowded into human life as
their focus. Hence it comes to pass that man surrounds himself,

by means of discourse and art, with images ; in this manner he
surrounds himself with signs of the ideality of the universe and of

his own being. But the comparisons which man forms in his dis-

course may be exhibited in a well-defined series.

First of all we are met by the similitude of fleeting appearance,
or rather accord, that is, Metaphor. It is formed from the endless
play of^ similarities, from the harmonious relations of the harp of

the universe. It proceeds from the intimate relationship of the
fundamental tones of life ; but the most delicate glances and flashes

of similarity are sufficient to produce it. Metaphors are the flowers

of speech, the butterflies on the field of the spirit. Their number
is legion

; for as many million times as the heavens are reflected in

the sea, all things are reflected in all, and especially in the spirit of

man. Further, we meet with similitudes of a related form of life,

namely. Allegories. Allegory represents one thing by another,

another by another, in a definite, marked formation.^ But it con-
nects the image and the object not in a purely arbitrary manner,
but is conditioned by the similarity of the forms of life. Thus the
four horsemen in the apocalyptic vision (vi.) riding on their four
horses, one after another, are allegorical figures closely correspond-
ing to the different forms of the course of the world. But if we go
beyond the phenomena of life to contemplate the similitudes of the

inner man, first of all similitudes of the natural or also of the moral
sense come under our notice. They are represented by Fable.

Fable is fond especially of representing the reverse side of the ideal,

the accidental, the arbitrary and perverted. But how can evil find

its like in nature since the substance of all things is good ? Evil is

certainly in itself null, dark as night, and only like itself. But evil

is in the human world in nature-life, and assumes the form of

nature-life, and also as disease assumes organic forms and modes in

the human organism. By this likeness to nature which evil gains

in man, it gains also its similitudes, and these exist most abundantly
in the animal creation. In the animal creation very numerous
reflections are to be found of human virtues and vices. Hence it

is that fable often exhibits unideal human life in idealized animal
life, or the animal similarities of man in the human similarities of

the animal. When man loses the spirit and becomes like the

animal, it is fair that the animal when it represents him should
gain his faculty of speech. When Balaam lost the spirit, his ass

gained the language of reproof, which represented his overborne
conscience. Fable has indeed a wider range than the one we have
noticed, but it is its constant peculiarity to exhibit the manifesta-

^ ' Oratio qua quis dWo ^h dyopevei, dWo 5i voe?.'—Wilke, Neu-test. Rhctorik, p. 103.
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tions of the natural disposition of man. It lies in the nature of the

case, that it seizes this disposition in its salient points, in its charac-

teristic traits, and exhibits it with a toucli of irony and with a

moralizing tendency. It therefore frequently aims at improving
the distorted side of the spiritual by the light side of the natural.

For, as similitude, it aims at the adjustment of the disposition it

represents with the whole world besides. But the ideal value is

wanting to it, inasmuch as it Avants the nature of man, the self-will,

the moral obliquity, or even the moral principle. This value an-

nounces itself in the similitude of the ideal being, in symbol. The
world in its state of rest, or as pure creation, is a system of divine

ideas which proceed from the highest idea, the revelation of God in

His Son, to branch themselves out and descend into the phenomenal
world in definite ideal characteristics of life. On this truth rests

the essence of symbol. Every phenomenon, namely, is necessarily

a copy and sign of all ideal life which lies upon the same line with

it in the direction of the Invisible. When, therefore, such a pheno-

menon is combined with the ideal being of which it forms an offshoot

in the phenomenal world, a symbol is formed.^ If once a conception

of this heavenly ladder has been formed, it will be easy to trace the

lines of many phenomena into the Eternal. So a rock in its earthly

appearance presents a firm front against the swelling sea, and is an
image of firmness against the flood of human instability. In the

apostolic rock-man (Peter), and in the Lord, who is a Rock, the

ideal essence of it is found again. But the glorification and life's

fulness of this firmness appears in another symbolical application

of stone, since it proceeds from stone to precious stone, and from
this to the heavenly splendour of the mystic precious stones (Rev.

xxi.) But the flowing sea is not only found again in the billows of

the heathen nations (Ps. xciii. 4 ; Rev. xiii. 1), but also in the

sanctified human life of the world, in the infinitely strong and
wave-like sympathy of those who unfold their power only in the

spirit of the Christian community (Rev. xix. 6). The dew-drop,

the tear of the earth, points upwards to the pearl, the pearl to

human tears, and these to the pearls on the gates of the eternal

city of God
;
glorified sorrow forms the entrance to the residence of

eternal joy (Rev. xxi. 21). Bat in the same way of symbolic we
may go from above downwards, when, setting out from the primary

ideas of life, we descend and seek out the phenomena in which they

are copied. Thus, for example, we can proceed from the four

primary forms of the divine life of Christ in the world to the four

Evangelists, and from these to the four cherubic life-images. So
clearly and powerfully do those ideal primary lines go through the

world ; so distinctly does the Divine everywhere resound in signifi-

cant symbols of the phenomenal world. The grain of wheat, the

dove, the vine, and the marriage feast, are symbols of eternal verities

in the kingdom of God. But since that Word in which the fulness

of God is expressed, became flesh in Christ, so He is necessarily the

^ From this (rvfJ-pdWeif proceeds the <tvij.[3o\ov.
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symbol of all symbols, and surrounded by a garland of most expres-
sive single symbols in which His own being is reflected. These
symbolical relations are revealed by the world in its state of rest.

But_ when contemplated in motion, it appears as the theatre of
spiritual facts. These also are represented in figurative forms, and
their similitude is the parable. This, therefore, is a form of dis-

course which represents in a sensible manner an universal, world-
historical, religious and spiritual fact, by the exhibition of a special,

related, or similar fact.^ Such are the parables of the Pharisee
and publican, of the good Samaritan and other similitudes, which
exhibit in single pictures never to be forgotten the greatest and
most general religious and ethical facts. But in general the parable
is formed in a situation, in wliich a single figure meets the teacher
wherein he beholds that image of the moral world ; and it is ex-
pressly designed to display to liis hearers their whole spiritual

position in the world as in a reflected image. The parable is

therefore a practical view, by which the teacher causes his hearers
to look into their entire spirit-world and its relation to opposite modes
of spiritual life ; and it may on this account be called a parable,

because it suddenly places before the hearer, or circle of hearers, the
livin_^ image of the world in wliich he may view himself The parable
constitutes the highest form of figurative similitudes in discourse.

These similitudes, therefore, are seen by us in an ascending line.

But here, as everywhere, it is in conformity to an ascending line

that the elements of the lower form occur again in the higher,
that therefore they are more or less prominent in it. Thus especi-

ally the symbolical element in some similitudes of Christ is almost
exclusively prominent, and some features of the parable are always
allegorical. The message which Christ sent to the Galilean prince
Herod, who wanted to frighten Him from his country, is almost in

the form of a fable. The fox wished to scare the Lion, and to

chase Him from his haunts.

From the nature of the parable, it is evident for what reason the
Lord chose this form of teaching for His discourses, which was
already familiar to the Hebrew mind, but which in Him attained

to perfection. The parable, according to its nature, exhibits truth
in a coloured light, which becomes indulgence to the weak, excite-

nieut to the sensuous, invigoration for purer eyes—which therefore,

in every case, mediates the light of truth according to the varieties

of mental vision.

According to an opinion prevalent in modern times, which may
be regarded as the modern view of the design of the parable, it

seems exclusively to render the truth intelligible to the understand-
ings of a sensuous people. According to this popular theology,

parables are only a popular mode of instruction, illustrations which
form a sort of picture-gospel for a docile, child-like, and sensuous

^ The irapapoXri is formed by tlie irapalSdWeLv, the combination of the general
Rpiritual fact which is to be rendered visible to the hearer with a well-defined
individual imapre of it.
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peo})le. But our Lord's own statements rcspectinp^ the design of

parables (Matt. xiii. 13, &c. ; Mark iv. 11, &c. ; Luke viii. 10, &c.)

go a long way beyond these pasdagogical school views of the subject

;

even to the length of an awful reference to the judgment of God.
According to the Evangelist Matthew, in answer to the disciples'

question, ' Why speakest Thou unto them in parables ?
' He said,

' Because it is given unto you to know the mysteries of the kingdom
of heaven, but to them it is not given. For whosoever hath, to

him shall be given, and he shall ha\'e more abundance ; but who-
soever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath.

Therefore speak I to them in parables, because (ore) they seeing see

not, and hearing they hear not, neither do they understand. And
in them is fulfilled the prophecy of Esaias, which saith, By hearing
ye shall hear, and shall not understand; and seeing ye shall see, and
not perceive. For this people's heart is waxed gross, and their ears

are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed ; lest at any
time they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and
should understand with their hearts, and should be converted, and
I should heal them.' Jesus therefore applies the language in which
the prophet Isaiah (vi.) had described the obduracy of his contem-
poraries to the Jewish people of Ins own time. It was evident to

the prophet in a former age, by divine illumination, that his preach-
ing would have the effect of increasing the obduracy of his people; as

this is always the effect of preaching if it does not make men better.

But he saw at the same time that by this effect the design of his

preaching was not frustrated, but that in an awful manner Grod's

design was fulfilled, and that for many persons that would be a

JLidicial decree of God. Such a judicial decree Simeon also found
in the advent of Christ (Luke ii. 25), and not less so Christ Him-
self (John iii. 19). He was aware of the decisive effect of His
preaching, and knew that it would become a judgment—a savour

of death unto death—through their own criminality. He sought,

therefore, in his mercy to diminish as much as possible this danger
in the effect of His preaching, by veiling the truth He announced
to the people in parables, which gave to every one an impression of

the truth according to the measure of his spiritual and moral
power of comprehension, without driving him at once to extremities.

Therefore Christ had not the design which the modern view attri-

butes to Him, of imparting the truth to the people by parables in

the clearest and plainest form possible.^ And on the other hand,

still less could it be His design to propound parables in order to oc-

cupy His hearers with purely unintelligible discourses, or positively

to contribute to hardening them. Had such a false predestinarian

design influenced Him, the parables could not have had an enlight-

ening effect, they would not have been preserved in the Gospels as

a perpetual treasury of knowledge for the Church. According to

the words of the Evangelist Mark (iv. 33), Jesus propounded the

truth to the people very simply in parables, because it was only so

^ See Hase, das Lchcn Jesu, p. Hi.
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they would hear it—that is, not merely apprehend, but apprehend
and hear it ; for which purpose this was the most suitable form.

Hence He might have mentioned this reason simply to His disciples.

Or He might have especially put forward the compassion with which
He sought, by adopting this form of teaching, to ward off the

hardening of the people. But this motive the disciples of themselves

could more or less have recognized. On the other hand, they

would not be so likely to be sensible of the divine judgment, which
lay in the fact, that Jesus was under the necessity of treating the

majority of His people as ' standing without,' and only by means of

parable to instruct them in the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.

But this fact especially occupied His thoughts. It was His greatest

sorrow that He could not lay open His whole heart to His people

—

that He was obliged to communicate the message of salvation with
a caution similar to what a physician would use in administering a

remedy to a person in extreme danger of death. When, therefore,

He was obliged to treat the greater part of the Jews, who ought to

have been prepared to receive in a devout spirit all the mysteries of

the kingdom of Grod, just like heathens, or even as enemies of the

true sanctuary, who were prepared to profane the Most Holy (Matt.

vii. 6) ; when He felt with deepest anguish the awfulness of the

divine retribution in this necessity of veiling from their view His
divine treasures, and clearly perceived how close at hand was the

judgment of the rejection of this people, it was natural that He
should exhibit to the disciples this tragical side of His parabolic

teaching, which they could not so easily discern. And when He
explained to them more fully His motives for adopting this mode
of teaching, we can easily conceive that the disciples would preserve

in the most lively recollection the judicial divine motive, which He
confidentially imparted to tliem, because it affected them most
deeply, and because it was of the greatest service in explaining to

them the later judgments that fell upon Israel. Evidently this

reference of the Lord to the judgment of God was present to the

minds of all the three Evangelists who report this explanation of

Jesus. Nevertheless, their accounts seem almost to divide among
them the different elements of the Lord's declaration. Matthew's
report brings forward most plainly the design of Christ's condescen-

sion to the capacity of His hearers. His didactic accommodation.
In Luke's brief account, the preventive motive, the design of re-

pressing what was dangerous in tlie effect of the word, is most
conspicuous (viii. 10) :

* but to others in parables, that seeing they

might not see (iW), and hearing they might not understand.'

Lastly, Mark in his account sets forth the judicial sentence of God
in the strongest terms. He has so condensed the declaration of

Jesus as it is found in Matthew, that the words with which Jesus

explains His parabolic form of teaching, and the word which He
adduces in illustration from the prophet Isaiah, exactly coincide.

This representation is at all events inexact. But in essential points

it does not affect the thoughts of Jesus. For the judicial design of
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God must ever have been present to the spirit of Jesus in some
form or other, without disparagement to His own compassion ; as

indeed in God His judicial determinations are not at variance with
His love. Therefore we can only inquire how the awful strictness

of God's judicial administration expressed itself in the spirit and
parabolic teaching of Jesus ? The solution is given in the words
by which He marked the Jews as ' them that are without.' He was
obliged to veil Himself befoi'e them as before strangers or proflxne

persons. This, the spirit of truth required. And though He thus

veiled Himself before them with the must vehement sorrow, yet He
did it at the same time with the holiest decision, conscious and free.

His language on this occasion harmonized with those decisive words
(Matt. vii. 23), which, with the declaration of the completed estrange-

ment with which the wicked appear before Him, must also express

the completed doom. Those persons who are accustomed to regard

the parable merely as an idyllic, agreeable mode of conveying
instruction to innocent children, of younger or older growth, must
be startled at the awful seriousness of this explanation which Jesus

gave respecting His parabolic style of teaching. And we must add,

that not only is this painful seriousness shown in the choice of the

parables, but also in the circumstance that He propounded them
without explaining them to the people, and that it was particularly

the doctrine of the kingdom of God which He was led to veil in

this manner (Matt. xiii. 11).^ And the doctrine of the kingdom of

God was exactly that in which Jesus differed most widely from the

views of His nation. On that point He could not but disappoint

their expectations. He therefore was obliged to use the greatest

caution in His communications to the people on this subject. His
crucifixion is a proof that He had not gone too far in His caution

;

and the destruction of Jerusalem proves that the people were no
longer capable of receiving instruction respecting the true nature of

the kingdom of God.

We can explain the design of the Gospel parables by the effects

which they produce in history. They serve to bring the highest

and most glorious mysteries of the kingdom of God as near as

possible to the sensually-enthralled human race—to represent in

pleasant, attractive enigmas, forms of character never to be for-

gotten, and yet to guard them as much as possible from the pro-

fanation which would bring destruction on profane spirits. They
operate, therefore, on a small scale, exactly as the world from which

they are taken does on a larger. The whole world in its state of

repose is to be regarded as a symbol, but in its state of motion as a

parable of the divine essence. And as the Gospel parables have in

reference to individuals a twofold operation, so also has the world

on mankind collectively. It serves to conceal the essence of God
from all impure eyes ; and this concealment has its gradations con-

tinually increasing, so that the most impure eyes and the most
profane dispositions lose God behind the world or in it, and sink

^ See Hoffmann, Weissagung unci Erfullung, Part ii. p. 98.
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down into Atheism. But this same world serves to unveil God to

the gaze of the devout, so that thpy see the traces of His omni-

presence shining forth with ever increasing lustre ; and hereafter

their purified hearts shall behold Him in perfection as all in all.

Both operations of the world are great, extending over all ages, and
designed by God. And yet they are not the effect of a double

meaning belonging to the world, but rather proceed from its com-
plete, i)ure simplicity. The eternal heavenly harmony of the world,

ever like itself, is the cause of its producing an effect on every man
in conformity to his own character. Thus it was with the parables

of Christ—those special world-pictures which were destined to re-

present special spiritual facts relating to the kingdom of God.

From this mediation results the mode in which Jesus accommo-
dated Himself to the people. The rationalist theory of accommoda-
tion—namely, the hypothesis that Jesus, in order to gain the people,

countenanced their erroneous notions—is shown by the majesty of

His truthfulness and by the fact of His crucifixion to be a worthless

and degrading view. That theory savours of Jesuitism and a

dread of the Cross, and therefore of selfish considerations, to which

Jesus was a stranger.^ But, on the other hand, if by the accom-

modation attributed to Him is understood that perfect wisdom in

teaching with which He let Himself down to the popular mind, it

is evident that, exactly in this pasdagogical accommodation, His

skill as a teacher, or, we may say, His special incarnation in the

art of teaching, is exhibited. Here it is proper to remark, that

Jesus could not feel Himself obliged to correct the popular notions

which did not belong to the sphere of revelation, but merely re-

lated to unessential historical matters. It would even contradict

the organic completeness of His ministry and teaching, if He had
taught details that were extraneous to the connection of His work

and the exigencies of His position—if, for example. He had been

disposed to make disclosures respecting the world of spirits. So

He complied with the more or less arbitrary, conventional assump-

tions and designations which belonged to the popular language,

and without which He could not have discoursed intelligibly. But
His inclination to substitute more significant terms for such as

were conventional proved that He tested the most social types of

tradition in His eternal spirit ; and, with such an ever fresh con-

sciousness of His truthfulness, it cannot be admitted that He
allowed base coins to go through His hands, or false assumptions

through His lips.

Discourse in parables served first of all to exhibit the eternal in

the temporal, and this was for a long time the predominant effect

of it. But the more the nature of parables is thoroughly under-

stood, the more will the impression be removed, that we have in

them to do with arbitrary comparisons of things essentially different

;

we shall evermore recognize the essential relation between the simi-

litude and its ideal world. But when the parable in general is

1 Neander, Life of Christ, p. 119.
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viewed in this light, according to the sentence of the poet, ' every-

thing transitory is only a similitude,' particular parables then also

serve to glorify the temporal in the eternal, as before they glorified

the eternal in the temporal. So, for example, in the picture of the

woman who searched for the lost piece of money; we see the divine

valuation of the valuable, how it goes in anxious quest of it through

all the world. In the hand of this careful housekeeper we shall see

a ray of that sun beaming forth whicli seeks the lost. In the conduct

of the faithful shepherd, who seeks for the lost sheep in the wilder-

ness, and hazards his own life to recover it, we shall recognize the

divine foolishness of that love which sacrificed the most glorious life

in order to rescue sinners ; which therefore does not calculate, and
is not rational according to the notions of the earthly world, but
whose irrationality is nothing else than the sublimity of the highest

reason, which always goes hand in hand with love. Thus therefore

the main features of the ideality of the world appear in the parables

as it has its principle in Christ, and is to become manifest by the

operation of His Spirit ; or the first clearest signs of the parabolic

character of the world, the primitive forms of the great world-parable

in which God unfolds the riches of His Spirit and life.^

It lies in the nature of a parable that it can be contracted or

enlarged, and that it is sufficiently flexible to allow sometimes one

side and sometimes another to be prominent. So we find again in

the Gospels several parables with various modifications.^ But these

modifications cannot be regarded as fresh constructions of the same
parable without displacing the proper point of view for judging of

the parable. For in its formation we have to do, not with a beauti-

ful, elaborated fiction, but with a life-image of the truth. When,
therefore, a parable of Jesus corresponds to this object in its first

draught, its later enlargement cannot be considered as a completion

of it, but only as a modification which is designed to exhibit the

truth pointed out in a new relation, in a fresh light. As little can

it be admitted that tradition has remodelled the parables. They
were impressed too powerfully in the remembrance of the apostolic

Church as organic totalities for that to be possible. Yet we may
conclude from the free individuality of the Gospels, that each Evan-

gelist, according to the whole spirit of his conception, might allow

some integral parts of a parable to retire, and place others more

prominently in the foreground.^

1 The Evangelist Matthew appears to have indicated this side of the parable very

thoughtfully in the remark in which he applies the words of Asaph (Ps. Ixxviii. 2),

in a free citation, to the parables of Christ; namely, with the words, ipeij^o/^ai

KeKpv/jinem airb /caTa/SoXvjs Kofffiov, ' I will utter things which have been kept secret

from the foundation of the world' (Matt. xiii. 35).

2 So, for instance, the parables, Mark iv. 2, compared with iv. 26 ; Luke xiv. 15,

comi)ared with Matt. xxii. 1-14.
^ Thus Luke, in the parable of the marriage supper (xiv. 15), according to the con-

nection in which he introduces it, and his own kindly predisposition, gives peculiar

prominence to the compassion of the Lord (ver. 21) ;
and, on the other hand, with-

draws the element of judgment which is forcibly ])resented by Matthew (xxii. 7).

Luke also omits the second instance of judgment in Matt. xxii. 13. Matthew, on the

VOL. I. 2 H
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The relationship of the parabolic form of teaching to unfigiirative,

didactic discourse appears in the parabolic discourses. We must
not confound these with the parables properly so called. They are
characterized by having the parabolic element mingled with the ex-
planation in the flow of a continued discourse. The parable is

therefore not given in its pure, exclusive form, detached from other
matter; but its essential elements, its single images, form the
leading thoughts of the discourse. This form of discourse embraces
all single forms of imagery in living unity : flashing metaphors,
ornate allegories, touches of fable, magnificent symbols, and para-
bolic figures form the splendour of the beautiful banks through
which flows the deep thought-stream of parabolic discourse, and are
reflected in its depths with all their colours and forms. And so

this form is a copy of the great combination between the images of

the divine in the world and the world-transforming thoughts of the
Spirit of God,

If we now look back and compare the parables of Jesus with
His miracles, they will appear to us like those, as forms of the
communication of His divine fulness to the poverty of the world, as
mediating forms. But they are related to one another, not only
according to their destiny, but according to their nature. The
miracles of Jesus are visibly great single similitudes of His universal
agency—similitudes in facts. His similitudes, on the other hand,
disclose themselves as miracles of His word, when we recognize in
them the ideal relation of essence between the eternal and the
temporal. The miracle is a fact which comes from the word, and
becomes the word. The similitude is a word which comes from the
fact, and impresses itself in the fact. The common birthplace of

these ideal twin-forms is therefore the world-creative and world-
transforming Word, At the close of this examination we had to
give a distinct representation of the parables according to their
living connection. But the doctrine of the kingdom of God, which
Christ announced and founded, forms this connection ; and since
we have to discuss this doctrine in the next section, we shall form
the most correct estimate of the parables, if we contemplate them
under the point of view just named, in their organic connection as
similitudes relating to the founding of the kingdom of God.

1. Neander also has treated of the parables separately, with a
reference to the thought that forms their basis, the founding of the
kingdom of God.

2, Since art has to do with the ideal contemplation and repre-
sentation of life, so imagery, as the reflex of the ideal in discourse,

contrary, gives less pron:inence to the element of compassion, since he introduces the
parable in a connection in which the idea of the future judgment predominates.
But we have here to do with modifications formed by Jesus Himself, so that only
the selection of the precise parables can be referred to the individuality of the Evan-
gelists.
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must be related to art. But in this relation metaphor reminds us

of music, allegory of painting and the plastic art, fable of the drama

(which by the jincients was also distinguished as fable), symbol

of lyric poetry, and, lastly, parable of epic poetry and tales. Music

is the image "simply ; it elicits from objective life the spiritual music

of its infinitely powerful relationship to the heart. The plastic

arts allegorize throughout ; they exhibit ideal appearances in \yliich

homogeneous appearances in life are reflected. The drama is not

only related to fable in this respect, that it causes the characters it

exhibits to operate and exhibit themselves by speech, but also in

this, that it allows their reciprocal action in general to come forth

from the noble or ignoble nature-side of their life not yet elevated

into the spirit. In lyric poetry, on the other hand, the meditating

spirit always exhibits symbolically an ideal image of the world

and of human dispositions; the lyrical element rises above the

complexity of the drama. Epic poetry and tales, _ lastly, exhibit

spiritual life-images in their practical movements like the parable.

But the two lines of representation are distinguished in this_ respect,

that the didactic images serve the practical object of discourse,

while the artistical images represent life in a state of rest and en-

joyment.

SECTION XL

THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

As we have already remarked, it is an absolutely false assumption,

that Christ entirely rejected the Jewish expectations of the reign

of the Messiah ; or at least that He designed to establish a merely

spiritual kingdom. In contrast to this notion, we must point to the

fact that the spirit of the Gospels throughout favours the promise

which was given to Mary, that the Messiah should rule for ever as

a king on the throne of David (Luke i. 32, 33), and similar expec-

tations (i. 69). The announcement with which John opened his

ministry, that the kingdom of heaven was at hand (Matt. iii. 2), was

immediately repeated by Jesus (Matt. iv. 17).^ And we cannot

overlook the circumstance, that all the disciples of Jesus entered

into His communion on the distinct understanding that He was

about to found a kingdom (Matt, xviii. 1).

But had Christ really purposed to found only a spiritual kingdom

—in other words, not a kingdom, but a school—He couldhardly

with truthfulness have induced the men who came to Him with that

expectation to join themselves to Him. Still less could He have

yielded His assent to their supposition, as He really did (Matt. xix.

28).^ Bather, He was conscious of being in the strictest sense the

1 Glosses have been made, without reason, on this repetition of the words of the

Baptist in the lips of Jesus. The Evangelist reports the announcements of both, not

in their original extent, but in a condensed form, as is his wont. Moreover, these

two great preachers of the kingdom were no rhetoricians, who might have made it

their business to describe the one great fact which they announced m embellished

variations.
„ ^^. , . , m. r>

- It is very important that Christ calls the revelation of His kmgdom The Bcgcne-
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King of humanity, and of founding a kingdom, that is, a realm of

God, to come hereafter into actual appearance, and completing itself

in a visible community. Only in relation to the founding, the spirit,

and the nature of this kingdom, He was obliged to hold Himself

aloof from the expectation of the Jews. But it is indeed a false notion

to imagine that all the Jews cherished a fully developed, carnalized,

equally rude and low expectation of this kingdom. The expecta-

tion was originally a religious one, and therefore more spiritual or

carnal according as the persons who cherished it had a higher

or lower stand-point. Probably it was as multiform as in Christen-

dom the idea of the nature of the Church. There could be no

devout man in Israel who did not possess, in the Jewish shell of his

idea of the kingdom, a christological kerneL Only thus was it pos-

sible for the Lord to engage the disciples as heralds of His kingdom
(Matt. X. 7). He needed not to annihilate their expectation, but

only to purify and transform it by the fire of regeneration. In this

process of purification all were obliged to go through a great fire,

and a Judas through his own criminality became dross ; all the rest

incurred the greatest risk. But they bore uninjured the certainty

that Christ founded the kingdom, though fully purified by the

flames. After the resurrection (Acts i. 6) and ascension (Acts iii.

20, 21) of the Lord, the confidence of the disciples bloomed afresh,

that He would establish His eternal kingdom by their means ; it

w^as imperishable. Nevertheless the doctrine of Christ concerning

His kingdom, differed, as we have said, so far from the prevalent

conceptions of His people, that He saw Himself obliged to bring it

near to them under the veil of parables. We can plainly distinguish

a threefold cyclus of such parables. The first exhibits the king-

dom of God in general, in its development. In the second and

third, the essential forms of activity by which God completes His

kingdom are pointed out. The second cyclus, namely, includes the

parables respecting the mercy wdiich founds and fills up the king-

dom of God ; the third contains the parables of the judgment, by

means of which it is completed in its purity.

Jesus delivered the parables respecting the kingdom of God in

general, for the most part, to the multitudes on the shores of the

Galilean sea ; not all at once, but on different occasions.^

The first of these parables describes the sower scattering his seed

on land consisting of very different kinds of soil, and of which the

crop is regulated by the quality of the soil on which the seed is

cast (Matt. xiii. 1-23 ; Mark iv. 1-20 ; Luke viii. 4-15). The
general groundwork of the parable is the truth, that the culture of

heaven is reflected in the culture of earth. God's corn-field, man-
kind, is reflected as to its chief relations in the corn-field of man-
kind, the earth. The sower who makes his appearance in this

parable is not some petty husbandman wdio cultivates a small en-

ration. (iraXiyyevecria) ; indicating that it must be founded wholly aud entirely on

regeneration.
1 Compare Mark iv. 10 ; Matt. xiii. 10, ver. 36.
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closed piece of ground ; his field is large, of various quality—an
image of the earth, or rather of humanity. So we see that

humanity is as distinctly and comprehensively cultivaited hy its

sower, as the earth by man. ' The word of the kingdom ' is every-

where expressed in its most general form. This is the first leading

thought : the whole of humanity is God's corn-field. But the

second thought shows how Grod treats mankind justly and equally

in the distribution of His seed. The seed of the word falls every-

Avhere
; the same seed falls on the stony ground and on the wayside

that falls on the good ground. But the soil is very different.

Even in a smaller piece of ground the difference exists. Besides

the good ground, there are corners of the field trodden down

—

places where there is a want of soil above the rock, and places

where there is a rank growth of thorns. On these differences the

produce of the sowing depends. Only on the good ground does

the seed thrive for the harvest. These relations are exhibited

more fully on a large scale. Many cultivated tracts of the earth

are trodden down, spoilt, gone wild ; and there are in proportion

only a few choice districts and cultivated grounds. And so it is in

humanity, both on the great and small scale. In this lies the

third leading thought of the parable. On the largest scale we see

the different soils in the different religions. In Heathendom we
see the trodden wayside : the seed of God which falls on this

ground is immediately—since the heathen do not understand it

(/at) a-vviivTo^)—taken away by the fowls of heaven, by the wicked

one. Corrupted Judaism exhibits the stony ground : here the seed

sprang up quickly, but withered under the sun of tribulation, under

the rays of the Cross. The ground where the good seed is choked

by the thorns of worldly lusts, is the Mohammedan world. The
good ground is Christendom. But even within the pale of Chris-

tendom there are again the same varieties of susceptibility ; hearts

which have been hardened by the repeated tread of evil, so that

the seed of the word not received only rests on it outwardly, and is

taken away by the first temptation of the evil one ;—superficial souls,

who received the word with a sudden enthusiasm, but remain un-

changed in their radical disposition, and therefore easily fall away

;

—souls which are deeply involved in the cares and pleasures of the

world, and therefore cannot surrender themselves to the highest.

On these soils the seed thrives not. But yet the husbandman gains a

clear profit from his sowing, a joyful harvest. The earth yields its

increase, and so does humanity. God obtains His harvest from

the good ground in humanity. The plan of the parable might

easily have led to conceive of these differences of susceptibility in a

fatalist sense. But this is not the Lord's design. First of all, He
obviates such a misinterpretation by changing men of different

soils into men of different fallings of the seed. He speaks of that

which is sown on the wayside, instead of the wayside on which it-

is sown ; of that which is sown on the stony ground ; and so on.

According to this construction, men are the seed in various states

;
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there is a life in them, and a human life according to the kind of

men. Then it is said of the man of the good ground, ' This is he
that heareth the word and understandeth it

;

' the activity of his

spirit is rendered prominent. And when it is said, in conclusion,

that the good ground bore thirty, sixty, or a hundred-fold, not

merely the difference of the natural capacity, but likewise the free

appropriation and application of the word is pointed out. In the

definiteness of these numbers are represented the definiteness and
harmony of the blessings, the living powers, of the kingdom of

God. Thus God obtains His world-historical harvest in humanity
on the good ground of chosen and faithful hearts. He therefore

conquers the negative hindrances to His kingdom, those of the

manifold defective and blunted human susceptibility.

But His kingdom has also positive hindrances to overcome. This
is shown by the parable of the tares among the wheat (Matt. xiii.

24-30, 36-43). The general symbolic of this parable consists in

the delineation of the positive tendency to degeneracy and running
wild which is shown in the life of the earth, and presents hindrances

to its culture ; and just so in the life of humanity. As in the

ground, the noxious plants threaten to choke the noble cultivated

plants ; so in the life of humanity, the seed of corruption threatens

the seed of salvation. Three leading thoughts proceed from this

truth. This is first evident : the heavenly sower is opposed by a
dark sower, his enemy; a noxious seed is placed in opposition to

the good seed and threatens to choke it. Thus, therefore, not

merely human weakness, unsusceptibility, and culpable defect are

opposed to the kingdom of God, as in the first parable, but a king-

dom of conscious wickedness whose point of unity is Satan, as the

enemy of Christ, as the life-principle of all antichristianity. His
sowing time is the night, when people are asleep. Under the pro-

tection of human weakness, the work of devilish wickedness flourishes.

The seed which the enemy sows in the consecrated field, in which
the wheat has already been sown, is darnel, a weed resembling
wheat, but a positive weed, since it grows up between the wheat
and endangers it. ' The good seed are the children of the kingdom

;

but the bad seed are the children of the wicked one.' Not men as

men form the contrast, for Satan is no Ahriman who can form men,
but men as they are become identical with the spiritual seed received

into their inmost being. The wicked, therefore, are here described

as the weeds as far as they are identical with the ' offences ' {ra

(TKavSaXa, Matt. xiii. 41) which check the growth of Christ's good
seed. Evidently these offences are the religious and moral heresies

in the Church. They have in common a life-germ of demoniac
origin, and an antichiistian bias. They are collectively and sepa-

rately the wheat-like darnel. The element of truth which in them
is decomposed into falsehood, the form of doctrine which they
assume, and the enthusiasm with which they are carried away—all

this makes them have the semblance of the wheat of pure doctrine,

and of the Christian life that is the product of that doctrine. But
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this darnel owes all its vital power to the fact, that men identify

themselves with it until they exhibit it themselves, and therefore

realize the antinomian principle {civoiilo) which lies in heresy.

The greatest danger in the appearance of the darnel arises from its

not springing up merely in one patch of ground, but growin.g

through the "whole corn-fiekl, scattered in every part. In this

manner it apparently threatens to destroy the whole crop, and this

it is which so alarms the servants of the proprietor. Then we are

introduced to the second leading thought of the pal-able. The

servants wish to pull up the noxious plants ; but their master orders

them to let them grow with the wheat till harvest. The excite-

ment of the servants proceeds first of all from their anger at the

wickedness of the enemy : they wish to punish him by destroying

his crop ; and next, their zeal is roused for the cleanly state of the

field, that it may be throughout free from blemish. Lastly, their

fears' are excited lest the darnel should choke the wheat, or even

adhere to it and change it into darnel. But the master is superior

to their excitement, for he sees that these zealous servants \vould

be as dangerous to his crop of wheat as the enemy. In their pas-

sionate zeal they are not in a state to distinguish stalk for stalk

between darnel and wheat, particularly as in the green shoots they

are so much alike, the less they are developed. There is therefore

great danger of their doing great damage to the crop of wheat m
their attempt to weed it. But their master knew of a certainty that

the wheat would remain wheat, and in time overtop the darnel
;
and

the nearer the harvest approached, the more distinctly it would con-

trast with it, so that at last the wheat would be most easily separated

from the darnel. In this feature of the parable the great thoughts

of the Lord respecting His kingdom are contained. The servants

of the sower have in history proved it a thousand times bythe tact,

that the darnel and the wheat cannot be distinguished with sutti-

cient exactness. How often have the purest doctrines been execrated

as noxious weeds ; how often have the children of the kingdom

been condemned as darnel and committed to the flames! In such

cases the servants have assisted the enemy himself :
their hatred ot

men has been kindled by his ; his unbelief has inflamed the un-

belief in them which imagined that the seed of Christ could be

destroyed ; they had lost the repose of spirit and the c earness ot

vision which beheld the glory and righteousness of their Lord.

These zealots in the wheat-field commit violence, contrary to the

express commands of their Lord. He knows that the alse heart

will always form false doctrine, and false doctrine wdl always find

a cono-enial soil in false hearts, which assimilate themselves to it

and thus the noxious plant must complete its history. It must

ripen till harvest,-then the entire worthlessness and noxiousness

of its seed will be discovered. How otherwise could it be pcrtectly

judged at the last judgment ? But to the Lord it is equally cer-

tain that pure doctrine will always find true hearts; that it will be

ever retained and flourish in congenial dispositions till llie day ot
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harvest, when the whole crop will be ripened in the life of the

children of the kingdom. The precious seed and its precious

operations, and the precious souls,—that is, the precious seed of

Christ in the Gospel, the precious seed of the Spirit in the Church,
and the precious seed of the Father in the creation,—will ever meet
together and form a wheat-field, which, though outwardly inter-

mixed with darnel, yet remains true to its destiny, and will cer-

tainly reach it. There is one more consideration which the parable

could less definitely express. That seed of light and the opposite

seed of darkness both find a susceptible soil in humanity. But it

does not follow that some hearts have originally only a disposition

for the darnel and others for the wheat. In this relation the most
numerous intermixtures, fluctuations, and transitions take place,

and it is not well to pass a final judgment during this stormy
season of development. Even erroneous doctrine and the truth

itself, during this intervening period, are found in such an inter-

mixture, not in themselves, but in the heads and opinions of men,
that even in doctrine the wheat and the noxious plants cannot be
perfectly and in all their parts separated from each other till the

end. The harvest-time is here that terminus where heresies have
set themselves as completed scandals, as principles of destruction

against the truths of the Gospel, the principles of salvation, and
where men who advocate the contrary to these principles have at

length become identified with them, so that judgment must follow.

From this significance of the final judgment, we may understand
in what sense Christ has required His servants to tolerate the
darnel-crop during the present life. In the law of the Old Testa-
ment theocracy the punishment of death was inflicted on false

prophets. Eeligious zeal might erroneously transplant this law
and apply it in a manner most detrimental to the very essence of

this economy, by concentrating all the elements of this theocratic

typical process against the false prophets. This took place when
such zeal placed on an equal footing mistaken opinion with errone-

ous teaching, and erroneous teaching with fixed heretical dogma,
and this with actual social outrage, and outrage with a capital

ofl'ence,^ and this with the offending soul ; and, accordingly, at one
stroke instructed, refuted, excommunicated, tried, condemned, and
everlastingly damned the real or supposed heretic. In this way,
forsooth, has the Old Testament typical law been expounded and
practically enforced by the hierarchy of the Christian Church. In
opposition to the horrible judicial arrogance of such servants, whose
minds have been darkened by the fear of the devil and the liatred

of men, the Lord requires the toleration of the darnel in His wheat-
field. But this toleration cannot signify an absolute impunity to

evil ; but only a holy keeping apart of the momenta we have men-
tioned. The passing error should only be corrected, for it is suffi-

ciently ripe for that (Jas. v. 19). Distinct erroneous doctrine should
be refuted, and its teachers punished by admonition ; for this pur-
pose are the angels of the Church there (1 Tim. iv. 1-6). Fixed
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antichristian dogma must be excluded from the Church, with its

promulgators, for it has become a scandal to the consciousness of

the Church (Gal. i. 9). The offender against the laws of social

order must be judged (Rom. xiii. 4), and he who is chargeable with

a capital crime must atone for it with his life (Matt. xxvi. 52).

But no one must be condemned and rooted out of the Church as a

noxious plant; for only at the last judgment can this judgment
be passed by holy beings, by the impartial angels, and the judg-

ment of Christ Himself. Thus Christ wills toleration as an infinite

energy of patience, which must come forth for ever new in His con-

gregation, from the purest reciprocal action between the spirit of

righteousness and the spirit of mercy ; and with this, the last prin-

ciple of this parable is announced. There is coming such a com-
plete separation of all impure and pure elements, of all that is

Christian and antichristian in humanity, as certainly as harvest-

time follows seed-time ; and that harvest-time comes as a sudden

great epoch at the completion of the development of the seed.

Then will men be treated in judgment like the principles with

which they have identified themselves. This identification on the

part of the good is a complete one, for a man can become altogether

one with the light ; but with darkness he cannot altogether become
one, for identification with evil, in which evil men become individual

scandals, is an incomplete, a crying contradiction, an internal lacera-

tion, and fiery torment, which in itself is a judgment, and to which,

as an outward judgment, the fire of hellish relations corresponds,

into which the wicked will be thrown, and in which they will burn.

That the noxious plants are gathered into bundles before they are

burnt, points to the bringing together of the bad by their separa-

tion from the good, as it forms one part of their judgment. But the

good form a wheat-harvest, in which all will become living bread

for all, a world of ideality, in which all will be upheld and borne

by all in the eternal brightness of life—the pure produce of the

development of humanity. One great fact of the kingdom of God
is here depicted, when it is said, that after the separation of the

darnel from the wheat, the righteous shall shine forth as the sun.

The release of the pure Church from the pressure which, by the

mixture of its members with the antagonist members, weighs

down their souls, must have the effect of giving them an infinitely

powerful and delightful elevation. The Lord adds to this promise

the words which always arouse the attention to an important com-

munication, ' Whoso hath ears to hear, let him hear.'

The third parable (Mark iv. 26-29), represents in a very striking

manner the gradual development of the kingdom of God in time.

This kingdom is bound to a rhythm, the succession in time of the

development of nature. No sooner is the seed sown, than the growth

proceeds of itself agreeably to nature, without incessant toil and

anxiety on the part of the husbandman. He cannot bring on the

harvest before its appointed time ; he must quietly wait, and so it

certainly comes to him. But it comes when the seed has gone
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through all its forms of existence, till it appears in the last stage of

ripened corn. First the green blade shoots forth, then the ear, after

that the full corn in the ear, and last of all the ripe grain. This
beautiful parable shows that the kingdom of God, not only in its

widest extent, but in the individual soul, requires time and patience

for its development, and that the seed of God grows quietly and
surely, day and night, wherever it is in the right soil. At the same
time the important thought is presented, that we ought rightly to

estimate all the forms of development in the kingdom of God—the

green field of hope in its youthfulness, as well as the time when the

Gothic spires rise towards heaven as do the high-pointed, but not

yet full ears ; and the time when the stalks become heavier, and
the heads droop, as the time of harvest, when all is shining in the

golden light of joy.

After the development of the kingdom of God in time, its develop-

ment in space, its spread in the world, is depicted in the parable of

the grain of mustard-seed (Matt. xiii. 31, 32; Mark iv. 30-32;
Luke xiii. 18, 19). The kingdom of God in its beginning is the

smallest of all seeds ; but in its unfolding it is the greatest of herbs,

a real tree, so that the birds of heaven come and make their nests in

its branches. In its beginning, therefore, it is remarkably small

;

in its development, remarkably large—its extension in space is

wonderful. And thus the kingdom of God has actually been
extended. The earthly appearance of Jesus was the wonderful

small grain of mustard-seed ; but the plant which sprang from this

germ is ever spreading itself throughout the whole world. The
same thing is true of the seed of the kingdom of God in the breast

of the individual : a single word of God, which lies, as it were,

buried in the depths of the soul, spreads itself by degrees as a tree

of life through his whole inward and outward life.

This certainty and power of expansion belonging to the kingdom
of God indicates also a preponderance of power by which it over-

comes all earthly opposition. This specific preponderance of the

life of Christ over the whole natural life of tlie world, is expressed

in the parable of the leaven (Matt. xiii. 33 ; Luke xiii. 20, 21),

The leaven is simply and invariably a match for the dough. Let
only a small quantity of it be mixed in three measures of meal, and
as it were buried deep in it, yet it will penetrate and leaven the

whole heap, and change its nature into its own nature. With the

same certainty Christianity gains the mastery over the natural life

of humanity, as it is buried both in the nature-fulness of the world

and in the nature of a single individual whose inner man is affected

by it. This perfectly certain, victorious power of the Christian

principle is here depicted ; not merely its imperceptible, quiet,

gradual operation, though this quiet, imperceptible delicacy of its

action is contained in the parable. But at the same time the parable

declares the circumstance, that Christianity with this preponderance

must christianize humanity. As, on the one hand, the leaven is

different from the dough, so is Christianity from the natural life of
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men. Therefore it cannot allow this hfe to retain its okl character.

And as, on the other hand, the leaven bears an intimate relation to

the dough, so does Christianity to the essential life of man, and

therefore can and must mingle with it. But that is a higher potency

of the dough. On the certainty of this fact rests the confidence of

the woman who kneads the leaven into the meal ; she knows that

owing to its superior power it must transform the dough into its

own nature. In like manner Christianity is a higher potency of

humanity, and on that rests the confidence of the Church, which,

with its weak hand, performs the same office in spiritual things as

the woman in earthly things, when it infuses the life-power of Christ

into the blood and life of humanity.^

But this preponderance of the Church is no natural necessity for

individuals in the world, so that they would become Christians

w^ithout knowing how. They may be outwardly christianized by

that leavening influence of Christianity without becoming Christians

in their individual inward life. For individuals in the world,

Christianity remains continually a mysterious, hidden treasure._ At

the best, they are aware of its existence as a hidden, far-distant

treasure, celebrated by report. Whoever finds it may esteem him-

self fortunate in the highest degree ; for in this discovery God's

highest freedom co-operates with the highest free agency of _
man.

When a man has found this treasure, he recognizes it as the highest

good of his life ; he gives up everything in order to gain the divine

good of individual, vital Christianity. Thus the world-historical

Christianitv becomes individual. These relations are pointed out

by the treasure hid in the field (Matt. xiii. 44) and by the pearl of

great price (ver. 45). The two parables resemble one another m
this point, that they show how Christianity must be first found by

the individual ; how it becomes his portion in concentrated unity

as the highest good of life, and desired as an absolute, new, and

heavenly life-treasure, so that the man is ready withjoy to resign

his ancient life-treasure, in whatever imaginary good it might con-

sist, and at the same time his own self-will, with which he_ clung to

that treasure. This surrender is represented under the image of

purchase-money, in part allegorically, and in part symbolically. It

is only allegory when it is said that man gains the pearl of great

price by the surrender of his earthly comforts ; for this surrender

cannot be considered as the payment of the purchase-money, but

only as the removal of obstacles, as the fulfilment of conditions

:

yet the description is, in its internal sense, symbolical ;
when man

surrenders himself and his old life-image to God in faith, he gains,

in the vital exchange of love, a participation of the life of God. He
gains Christ, the treasure hid in the field, tlie pearl of great price

;

and if he possesses the most precious pearl in its unity, he no longer

1 Olshausen believes that the reference of the three measures of meal to the sancti-

fication of the three powers (Potenzen) of human nature by means of Christianity, is

not to be unceremoniously rejected. But then we must also bring in the three powers

which Christianity spiritualizes in its totality ; and as such we may regard the Church,

the State, and the cosmical Globe.
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seeks the inferior pearls in their multiph'city, which, compared with
that pearl, are valueless. But thoui^h no one receives the treasure
of Christianity otherwise than on the condition of a pure surrender,
yet

^
there is a great difference in the way and manner by which

individuals obtain it. In one case the superintendence of grace
which makes a man the happy finder is conspicuous in all its noble-
ness. Most suddenly he lights upon the treasure in the field, and
from a poor day-labourer becomes a wealthy man.^ In the other
case his discovery is the final result of a long, conscious striving.

He was a merchant whose attention was directed to precious pearls,

and who gladly laid out his property on the choicest goods of life
;

who perhaps sought his satisfaction in the pleasure resulting from
high morality, the cultivation of the fine arts, of literature, and of

science. He was seeking for goodly pearls ; he finds the one pearl
of great price. This merchant is also a finder to whom the highest
blessing of Heaven, grace, is propitious. But his long seeking, the
mediation of finding by a higher striving, is made more conspicuous.
On the other hand, the favour of Heaven came suddenly on the first

finder, although he was unconsciously a seeker, a man who was
digging the field for the sake of bread. As the free saving agency
of the grace of God in the reconciliation of man is set forth in the
parable of the treasure hid in the field, so is the noblest striving of
man in it by the parable of the pearl of great price.^

The last parable in this cyclus is that of the net cast into the sea,

and enclosing all kinds of fish (Matt. xiii. 47-50). When full, it

it drawn on shore. The fishermen sit down and gather the good
into vessels, but cast the bad away. Tbe explanation of this par-
able shows, that the judgment is represented under a new point of

view. The judgment had already been spoken of in the parable of
the darnel and the wheat ; but the leading thought of that parable
was the necessity of tolerating heretical spirits, and the judgment
itself appeared principally as a separation of offences and their per-
petrators. But here the distinction between the good and the bad,
the elect of humanity and its refuse, is represented unconditionally
in the contrast of the good and the bad fish. The net is the
Church in its widest extent, as the institution which, in its con-
summated operation at the end of the world (iv rf) avvreXela tov
aloypo^), embraces the whole world, and has continually embraced it

according to its ideal significance as the glory of Christ's kingdom.
The judgment here appears from the point of view which regards
the correct estimate of the essential worth of individuals. The
righteous form collectively an essential heaven ; the wicked, an

^ The contrivance which this man employed to make the field his own, must, as
Olshausen justly remarks, be explained on the same principle a.s the parable of the
unjust steward.—[See Trench, Notes on the Parables, p. 126.

—

Tr.]
^ To the same class, according to Neauder, belong the passages in Luke xiv. 28 and

31, about the man who built a tower and counted the cost, and the king who was
about to make war and consulted respecting his forces ; but these passages rather
belong to parabolic discourses, since the comparisons are only incidentally made.

—

[Neauder, Life of Christ, § 20S, p. 342.—Tk.]
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essential hell ; and tlic separation is made accoi-dinu'ly. Here also

the judgment of the wicked is marked by their bein^^ cast into the

fire where is wailinf^ and gnashing of teeth.^

All the parables in this cycle show to what extent Christ deviated

from the Jewish representations of the Messianic kingdom, and com-
bated them. According to the Jewish preconception, the heavenly

sower had cultivated and sown only a small field in the ^^•ilderness

of the world, the people of Isrnel, who bore the best fruits in the

fidelity of their observances. This corn-field, according to the false

notion of the Jews, was pure enough ; but all round there grew a
crop of noxious plants, the heathen world. At the most, there

appeared in those opposed to the one Jewish sect but one kind of

noxious plants ; but when this appeared distinctly in the shape of

individual opinion, they inflicted stoning in order to exterminate it.

Neither the metamorphoses of the kingdom of God as depicted in

the third parable, nor its extension, as in the fourth, suited their

system. The doctrine of the vital operation of the kingdom of

heaven as portrayed in the parable of the leaven, agreed not with

their system of traditions ; still less could they admit, in their self-

righteousness, that each one among them must enter the kingdom
of heaven through a special act of grace in his individual experience.

The judgment, they imagined, would consist in the exaltation of

the Jews and the punishment of the G-entiles ; this momentous
separation was, in their opinion, completed long before outwardly.

Thus, in one word, the whole difference was decidedly exhibited

between the completely pure original Christianity and totally de-

cayed Judaism in all these doctrines of the kingdom. It was only in

parables that the people could endure such severe Christian truths.

By means of the three last parables of the fii'st cycle, the two

following cycles are already announced. If here, in the parables

relating to the agency of mercy, the traits of judicial righteousness

come forth at first gently, but afterwards more powerfully ; and if

again, in the parables relating to judgment, the traits of redeeming

grace and love are constantly to be found, we are not to be sur-

prised. For these fundamental forms of the divine administration

are not antagonistic to one another. Kather we may affirm, that

one is a necessary complement of the other, and that they build up

the divine kingdom in living co-operation. This twofold aspect

1 The fiery furnace into Avbicli at the revelation of the new reon the ungodly will

be thrown, is a counterpart of the fiery furnace into which, while the old scon

flourished, the godly were thrown (Dan. iii.) In that furnace ' the song of the three

men in the fire ' resounded as a great song of praise ; in the other furnace will be

heard the howl of anguish and pain, and the teeth-gnashing of wrath and wickedness
• (see Rev. ix. 2). By the fiery trial of the pious, heaven was rendered visible in

humanity ; the fiery heat which the wicked endure, brings to light the inward hell in

humanity. So also the outer darkness in which there will be weeping and gnashing

of teeth (Matt. viii. 12, xxii. 13), is thus pointed out in contrast to the holy darkness

in which God dwells (Exod. xx. 21; 1 Kings viii. 12), among the praises of Israel

(Ps. xxii. 3), and the darkness of the tribulation of the pious, which, by the blessing

of their inward peace, shall be as clear as noonday (Isa. Iviii. 10). These contrasts

plainly Indicate that it is the wicked who make hell, hell.
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of the parables we are about to consider, may in some instances

make it doubtful whether we are to place them in the second or in

the third group ; in such cases, we must pay particular attention to

the leading thought of the parable.

It accords with Luke's peculiar predilection, that he has collected

most of the parables that illustrate the administration of mercy.

These parables the Lord was especially induced to bring forward,

when, towards the close of His ministry, He came into frequent colli-

sion with the Pharisees, and had to censure their unloving disposition.

The first of these parables is a noble portraiture of mercy, which

very properly opens this cycle ; namely, the parable of the good

Samaritan (Luke x. 30-37). By means of this parable, Jesus

explained to the scribe, who wished to tempt Him, who was his

neighbour. The man who, according to our Lord's representation,

falls among thieves between Jerusalem and Jericho, is a Jew from

the metropolis. His neighbours in the Jewish sense are the priest

and the Levite, who heartlessly hurry by him as he lies half-dead.

The Samaritan who travels the same way is, according to the Jewish

prejudice, not his neighbour, and he dare not promise himself any

help from him. But generous pity moves his breast as he sees the

Jew lying there half-dead. The latter must be glad, that in such

a plight a Samaritan salutes him, lifts him up, binds his wounds,

and pours in oil and wine. He readily consents to be placed on the

beast of the reputed unclean stranger, and to be taken by him to the

inn. He must acknowledge such a deliverer to be his neighbour,

and, ashamed and overcome by his noble-mindedness, must also

become the neighbour of his deliverer. With wonderful skill Christ

has so put the case, that no choice is left to the scribe, but he must

himself condemn his Jewish prejudice. No feature of the parable

is imix)ssible. An orthodox Jew from Jerusalem might fall among
thieves. There are priests and Levites who would be heartless

enough to pass by him without sympathy ; it is very possible that

a Samaritan might pity and help him. And such traits of charac-

ter are frequently to be found in real life. But the reality is always

a judgment on that hatred of heretics which eradicates universal

philanthropy and the love of our neighbour. It is not a Samaritan

whom the priest allows to be in his blood, but a Jew. The priest,

with cold selfishness, is conscious of his elevation above this layman,

although he was of the same confession. The Levite also prides

himself too much on his peculiar temple-purity. Even the Jewish

innkeeper is not altogether free from the charge of heartlessness, for

he allows the Samaritan to pay for his Jewish brother. How
striking and how awfully true are these traits of inhumanity, as it

begins to operate in regions where fanaticism leads to the hatred of

those of a different faith ! Such fanatics cannot be content with

striking down the Samaritan, and leaving him in his blood. They
rob one another, and strike one another half-dead ; and their very

priests and Levites leave the unhappy man who has been attacked

by robbers lying in his blood ; and all this within the circle of one

and the same fanatically excited confession. Thus the Jewish
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nation, in tlie last war before the destruction of Jerusalem, was
overrun by robbers and fanatics, the same persons being often botli.

No consecrated institution hokls men together any longer, where
love has grown cold, and is even regarded as a sin. In the circle

of such heartlessness, every person is an obscure separatist, and
every family a sect in opposition to the great universal Church of

grace and mercy, and scarcely is the nearest, to say nothing of those

at a distance, regarded as a neighbour. But calamity comes forth,

on the one hand, with giant steps, and plunges the fanatic into

misery ; on the other hand, mercy conducts the differently minded,
and makes him an angel of deliverance for him. Thus the holy,

inalienable humanity of benevolence and compassion breaks down
those barriers of religious and national animosity, by which man in

his selfishness can fancy that he does honour to God by his nation

or his creed, while he has become worse than a heathen in his dis-

position. And as far as this humanity exerts its influence, and
establishes a higher intercourse between calamity and mercy—as

far as this pure unselfish human love reaches, it is manifest that

man, simply as such, is neighbour to man, as far as he is man, as

far as he can receive and return love. The good Samaritan is in

all his features an image of the freest and richest mercy ; and this

has given occasion to find in this parable an allegory of the love of

Christ. Christ too was, in the eyes of the pharisaical Jews, an
unclean person, a heretic ; and He it was who rescued prostrate,

half-dead humanity from sin, while the priests and Levites never

vouchsafed a glance at the deep wounds of their race. Thus the

first parable delineates the mercy of love in its most general form,

embracing all opposites, and overcoming all obstacles.

The parable of the man who made a wedding feast, in the first

form in which Luke presents it (xiv. 16-24, compared with Matt.

xxii. 1, &c.), is also, as we have already mentioned, predominantly

a parable of mercy. The insulting behaviour of the persons who
were first invited, who betrayed by their paltry excuses their con-

tempt of the invitation, called forth, of course, the anger of the

householder. But this anger revealed itself again as the ardour of

an invincible love : he was angry, and sent forth his servants to

invite other guests, till his house should be full of the poorest

and meanest. And he resolved, in accordance Vv'ith justice and
honour, that ' none of the men that were bidden shall taste of my
supper.' The banquet of this noble-minded personage represents

the blessedness of the Christian spiritual life. Jehovah is the

giver of the banquet. He had long before invited guests. The
Israelites had been prepared for the great banquet, and had been

invited to it. But the latter summonses must be distinguished from

the first invitation ; now the feast was ready. These summonses
coincide with the advent and ministry of Christ. But now the

invited, as if preconcerted from the first, began to make excuse.

The excuses of these persons are excused in a foolish manner,^ con-

1 Very often, esegetical pedants labour to make reasonable what in the Gospels

is represented as foolish.
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tradictory to tlie spirit of the parahle, when the text is explained

thus : that the first and second wished to settle their purchases

;

and when, as to the third, it is observed that the newly married
Israelites, according to the law, were free for a year from military

service (Deut. xxiv. 5). These excuses must from the first appear

as worthless, and indeed contain their own refutation. For temporal
and worldly business does not in itself prevent man from being a
guest in the kingdom of heaven, but bondage of the will, the tumult
of the passions by which he is impelled, and the confusion of a
worldly mind, as it appears in all imaginable forms. This confusion

is shown in this, that the two first, having made their purchases,

wished to inspect them at night-time, when all field boundaries are

obscure, and all cattle are black ; and that the third has been made
a vassal by his wife, which means more in the East than in the

West. The earthly mind in its various forms makes men unsus-

ceptible for the spiritual life of the kingdom of heaven; particularly

as delight in earthly possessions, represented here by ' the piece of

ground/ and in the love of power is symbolized by brandishing the

goad over five yoke of oxen ; and lastly, as slavish sensuality and
surrender to men in love and fear, perversities which the hindrance

arising from marrying represents. The subtle forms of opposition

to the Gospel as they met the Lord in Pharisaism and Sadduceeism
are everywhere animated by these various elements of the worldly

mind. The offence against the giver of the feast consisted in break-

ing the word of promise made to him, and that his kindness was
treated with contempt by worthless excuses precisely at the most
joyous event in his life. But yet he gratified his ardent desire to

make a festival. We cannot hesitate to understand by ' the poor,

the maimed, the halt, and the blind,' whom he caused to be invited

in haste from the streets and lanes of the city, in the first place, the
' publicans and sinners,' in contrast to the Pharisees. And when
the servant is sent out of the city to invite the people who were
lying about in the highways and hedges, this must apply to the

Samaritans and heathens in contrast to the Jews in general. The
hedges may refer to the extreme borders of Judaism, and to its

being fenced in, as it were, from the Grentiles who were situated on
the borders of the Israelitish territory. But here again, in the out-

ward contrast an inner one is reflected. The Pharisees and Jews
are in this case only the representatives of the worldly happy and
the worldly-minded throughout the world ; the publicans, Samari-

tans, and heathen, on the other hand, represent the poor in this

world, the souls who are longing for the blessings of the kingdom
of heaven. These poor persons, who could scarcely conceive of so

high an invitation, the giver of the feast causes to be earnestly

invited, yea, compelled to come in. Yet we must not impute to

them a spirit of resistance against entering the house of the Church,

which is to be overcome by force, as fanaticism has interpreted the

passage; but simply the hesitation of joyful surprise in humble
minds, who deem themselves unworthy of such au invitation. Thus
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the house of tlie divine liberality is filled with guests who can cele-
brate the feast of love and of the spirit; the worldly happy remain

The love, generosity, and mercy which are depicted in this parable
are shown in the next place as redeeming grace, which is not only
applied to the snflfering and the poor, but equally to the lost It is
thus exliibited in the parables of the lost sheep, the lost piece of
money, and the prodigal son. In all the three parables, that ovcr-
iiowing, wonderful, self-sacrificing inspiration of love is delineated
\vliich to the earthly mind must appear as foolishness. The sheijherd
risks the ninety and nine sheep in the wilderness, and even his own
life in order to rescue and recover the lost sheep ; and his reioicino-
on having found it far exceeds the pecuniary value of the slieepAnd the very pams with which the woman who had ten ])ieces of
SI yer seeks to recover the lost piece, and the joy with which she
tells her neighbours of its fortunate recovery goes far beyond the
bare value of the coin. But the father, who sees his lost son re-
turned, prepares a feast such as he had never prepared for the elder
son who had remained at home with him. So wonderful even to
the miraculous, is love, that even the angels of God, in all their
number and glory, can ' rejoice over one sinner that repenteth

'

let IS this apparently foolish love, divinely wise grace. Mercy
also acts with all the motives -of wisdom. It came, in the person
of the Son of man, to seek what was lost. When anythino- that
God has made is lost in His world, a violation of the divine'^order
IS involved, against which not only love but also wisdom enters the
lists. The beautiful completeness of his flock is lost to the shepherd
to make up the number one hundred

; and the woman also dwells
upon the round number of her savings—that she had exactly ten
pieces^ of silver. The deficiency is so painful, especially in the
father's house, where one of two sons is wanting.^

Tlierefore the consideration of the whole guides mercy when it
seeks for the single lost one. The divine regard for the symmetry
and beauty of the eternal temple causes the divine love to exert
itself about this or that stone in the structure. But there is also
consideration of the individual, of its life and value. A lost slieep
is indeed, as lost, a very poor creature ; but the shepherd values it
as a slieep of his flock

; he gives it not up to the wolf; he pities its
unhappy life in its wanderings and distress. The lost piece of
money lies in the dirt, tarnished and useless ; but still it is a coin
composed of a noble metal, and stamped with the image of a prince.
But the value of the lost son which remains to him in all his degrada-
tion, consists in his being thenearest relative of his father, that his
being is derived from his father's being. Thus grace seeks to de-

'' To the shepherd one of a hundred sheep is vranting,

—

to the woman, one of ten
pieces of silver,—to the father, oue of two sons, while in the other he can no longer
have any real satisfaction. In a bolder form, but with profound evangelical insight
Angelas Silesius expresses the longing of God alter the reconciliation of man by the
words, ' I am of as much consequence to Him, as He is to me.'

VOL. I. 2 I
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liver the lost sinner, partly on account of the relation in which,

according to the divine destiny, he stands to God and to the eternal

family of God ; hut also on his own account, hecause he is an un-

happy heing, hecause in his nature (Substanz) he has an unchange-

able value, and hecause he is originally of divine descent. The
parable of the lost son is a gospel in the Gospel. It has been said,

that here is reconciliation without mediation through Christ, and

so it has been erroneously assumed that every parable must exhibit

the whole rule of faith ; the parable of tlie lost sheep and its

shepherd is already forgotten ; and in this of the lost son, it is not

understood what is meant by the father's running to meet him with

agitated heart, and falling on his neck and kissing him. The divine

salutation in the heart of tlie returning sinner, the first blessed feel-

ing of grace, is here exhibited in the most beautiful manner.^ Every

stroke is to the life. The youngest son loses his inheritance, by
separating through mere selfishness his own property from his

father's, withdrawing from his father into the paths of worldly

pleasures, and squandering his property in the indulgence of sen-

sual lusts. He is punished by famine, by the want of the peace of

God in the land of vanity, and by the lowest degradation, that he,

an Israelite, must prolong his life in a most dishonourable exist-

ence, as swine-herd of a heathen, a most servile and disgusting

occupation— till at last he must vainly wish to live upon the swine's

fodder, and therefore sank into a depth of misery, which made the

lot of the most unclean animals an object of envy. But by these

means his awakening is brought about. This is expressed with

admirable beauty :
' he came to himself (el^ eavrbv Se ekdoiv). He

reflected on the happy lot of the hired servants at his father's, and

resolves, ' I will arise and go to my father, and will say unto him,

Father, I have sinned against Heaven, and before thee, and am no

more worthy to be called thy son ; make me as one of thy hired

servants !
' The hired servants were not the offspring of his father.

If we are not disposed to consider them as merely allegorical figures,

which is precluded by the fact that their happy condition made so

deep an impression on the prodigal, their tranquillity denotes the

tranquillity of creation, particularly of the irrational creatures, which

formed so lively a contrast to the miserable state of the distracted

sinner, and admonished him to turn from his evil courses. The
confession, ' I have sinned against Heaven,' is very significant ; by

every sin a heavenlj'' nature is violated and disturbed. Compas-

sionate grace could not be depicted in a more striking manner than

is shown in the conduct of the father. The lost son brings the con-

fession of his guilt before him ; but grace has expelled the gloomy

element in his repentance ; the petition, ' Make me as one of thy

hired servants,' has died in his heart. He cannot affront the father

with this monkish or slavish sigh of distrust. But the father rein-

1 Olshausen remarks, that in the parable of the prodigal son human activity in

the work of conversion is delineated. But the divine activity also is not Avanting in

this parable.
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states him joyfully in his filial dignity : orders his servants to put
on him the best robe, and a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet

:

he must be seen again in the full array of sonship. Then he com-
mands them to kill the fatted calf, and to prepare a feast, because
this son who was dead, is alive again ; he was lost, and is found.

^

He therefore prepared for him a feast of restoration with the highest

joy, devotion, and distinction. The elder son forms a difficult

element of this parable. It seems a contradiction that he should
be contrasted with the lost son as remaining at home, and should
yet be irritated with his father for showing compassion to his

brother. But if we closely look at it, traces of the same lost con-

dition will gradually show themselves in the secret recesses of his

soul, with which he upbraided Ins younger brother. In his legal

good conduct he is outwardly unblameable, but inwardly he is not
more in harmony with his father. He is not of one mind with him
in mercy ; he no longer knows his father's property to be his own

;

he is not dutiful to him ; he even refuses to go into his father's

house, where the feast for the return of his brother is celebrated, so

much is he offended at the festive sound of the music and at the

dancing. How strikingly is this feature apparent in the conduct of

the Jews when the Gentiles became Christians ! They went with
heathenish rancour out of their Father's house in which grace cele-

brated their redemption-feast. And for a long time the elder son

cherished a secret embittered feeling against the Father ; for he
fancied that he had served Him so many years, and never trans-

gressed His commandment, but the Father had never yet estimated

his conduct according to its merits. It is evident that he had no
inward delight and joy, from his morose external correctness of de-

portment. A fearful truth lies in the words, ' Thou hast killed for

him the fatted calf; yet thou never gavest me a kid, that I should

make merry with my friends.' He never found a real feast of soul

in his legality. But, in truth, he fain would have made merry
without idea and occasion, as his brother had done in a foreign

land ; this now comes out with his chagrin. With a feast of the

spirit he had nothing to do ; this is proved by his ill feeling to-

wards the feast for his brother. His last words are full of bitter-

ness and falsehood. ' But as soon as this thy son was come, which

hath devoured thy living with harlots, thou hast killed for him the

fatted calf (ver. 30). He was unwilling to call the returned

prodigal his brother, though obliged to recognize him as his fiithcr's

son. He exaggerates and misrepresents his irregularities, and de-

scribes the expense of the feast as an excessive indulgence of the

prodigal, and wastefulness. He even depreciates his father's

character ; and his own degeneracy, which had been hitherto con-

1 If we attempt to explain the particulars of the descriptiou, the best robe may
deuote the rejoicing of the sou with the father, the recoiiciliatiou. But the seal-ring

{5aKTv\Los) is not equivalent to the seal or sealing; it rather denotes the filial right

to act and seal in tlie father's name. The sandals are a sign that the reformed one

can go in and out freely. The fatted calf, in the singular, imlicates that the father

spared no expense, but provided what was of most value.
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cealed under outward propriety of conduct, now comes to a head.

Thus mere outward righteousness is always brought to shame when
it sees the feast of grace. It cannot endure the sight of sinners

being saved by grace. In the tumult of envy which this spectacle

arouses, all the selfishness, coarseness, and depravity which had
been hitherto concealed, break forth. The history of the Jews in

the days of the Apostle Paul proves this ; and the history of the

hierarchy in Luther's time on the large scale, while on the small

scale it has been repeated a thousand times. Thus, for example, a
feeling of chagrin may be observed in many sanctimonious ration-

alist writings respecting the conversion of Augustin, and his high

reputation in the Christian Church. The elder son is a character

that perpetually recurs in the history of the kingdom of God. But
it was not within the scope of the parable to narrate the sequel of

his history. His fall first became visible when that of his brother

was retrieved by grace. This grace also calmly confronted his per-

versity with soothing and admonitory words. The divine mercy is

as much illustrated by the closing words of the father, with which
he admonished the elder son, as by the joy with which he hastened

to meet the younger.

The parable of the prodigal son is plainly reflected in the parable

of the Pharisee and publican (Luke xviii. 9-14). The two forms

which stand in presence of the grace of Grod in such different frames

of mind, again make their appearance. But the elder son here

develops himself fully in his self-righteousness, and the younger

stands before us in the attitude of ripened repentance. This

advance, however, is not the only difference of the two parables
;

for a turning-point is here introduced, since a man is depicted as

praying with such complete success as to obtain the redeeming grace

of God. We must here connect several parables with one another

as representations of the life of prayer, by which man becomes sure

of the grace of God and of all its aids. The parable already men-
tioned forms the beginning. From the connection we gather that

the publican is the principal jiei'son in it, as is also shown by the

structure of the conclusion. Christ spoke this parable ' to certain

which trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and despised

others.'' It has been remarked, that, since a Pharisee is introduced

in this parable, Christ could not have addressed it to the Pharisees,

for in that case the form would have been unsuitable. But on this

hypothesis, no publican could have ventured to be present at its

delivery, nor any priest or Levite at that of the parable of the good
Samaritan. Since the figure of the I*harisee was not chosen to put

into the shade any individual of that sect, or the sect itself, the

question appears to be unimportant, wliether the Pharisees were
present or not at the delivery of this parable. The parable recog-

nizes, indeed, that the Pharisee had the pre-eminence of dignity

and conformity to the law, before the publican : he is with propriety

placed first. It is not his zeal for the law in itself that brings him
into a disadvantageous position, but the delusion that by this zeal
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he was righteous in God's sight. With emphasis it is said that ho
stood thus in the temple and prayed by himself} He thanked God
that he was not as other men are, extortioners, unjust, a(hilterers, or

even as this publican ; and then he tells what he really is—he fasts

twice a week, and gives tithes of all that he has. Tliis shocking

poverty of the feeling of life, which would make out of two useless

excesses of a religious and civil legality the true riches of life, and
even a righteousness before God, shows his character. The key-

note of his prayer is contempt of other people ; and the worst

thing in it is, that he condemns the publican personally while

celebrating his own reconciliation with God. The publican was an

Israelite as well as he, and had an equal right to enter the temple.

But, bowed down by the consciousness of his sinfulness, he did not

venture to go far into the sanctuary. The sanctuary reproved him
as the visible majesty of God, and perhaps the Pharisee liimself

appeared to him as a cherub who threatened to hinder his entrance

into paradise. He would not so much as lift up his eyes to heaven,

not even his hands, but smote upon his breast, saying, ' God be

merciful to me a sinner
!

' The judgment of Christ follows this

contrast :
' I tell you, this man went down to his house justified,

rather than the other ; for every one that exalteth himself shall be

abased, and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.' Thus,

then, man obtains grace in the way of sincere humiliation before

God, and of believing prayer ; not in the way of legal performances.

But, owing to his spiritual slothfulness no less than to his pride, he

is always inclined to enter the path of self-righteousness, and thus

to estrange himself from the grace of God and from true spiritual

life. This striving of man to realize righteousness in his religious

and civil performances sinks him a thousand times into the most

unspiritual Pharisaism, which sharpens his performances in rnere

external things, while spiritual death gives the most ghastly signs

of its having seized on the inner man. And a thousand times the

poor publican stands agitated by the feeling of his guilt, and

burdened by the condemnatory sentence of the Pharisee, and in the

internal sentence that he passes on bis own soul, sees the day-spring

of God's grace. Thus both the Pharisee and the publican are

world-historical forms ; they walk immortal through all ages of the

theocracy and of the Christian Church.

While this parable shows how the sinner obtains grace by means

of prayer, the parable of the unjust judge (Luke xviii. 1-8) repre-

sents how Christians who are in a state of acceptance with God
obtain at last, in times of severe trial, His merciful aid by means of

persevering prayer. Here, therefore, the unjust judge represents

the image of God, as in another parable the unjust steward denotes

the pious man. In both cases these delineations are manifestly to

1 7rp6s iawhv. Perhaps he did not venture to vitter aloud so offensive a prayer.

Taken literally, the words would mean that he did not really address himself to God,

but in vain self-idolatry had only himself before his eyes, though ostensibly praying

to God.
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be regarded as allegorical, in distinction from symbolical ones.
God can only according to outward appearance seem like the unjust
judge when He allows the pious to suffer long under the oppression
of the world and the attacks of the evil one, when, as in the instance
of the sufferings of Christ, He seems to continue inexorable in the
deepest sufferings of the innocent. But, according to His nature. He
is always the merciful One. Parables in which such bold allegorical
strokes occur, peculiarly require an explanation, such as is given
here and at the close of the parable of the unjust steward. Olshausen
has justly referred to the often-recurring outward appearance of the
inexorability of God, in which He only expresses His own unsearch-
ableness in order to explain the figure of the unjust judge.
According to him, the oppressed widow is to be regarded" as an
image ol the persecuted Church ; and her adversary who oppressed
her, an image of the princes of this world. The explanation which
Jesus appends to the parable favours this interpretation. He calls

attention to the words of the unjust judge. As the poor widow was
always importuning him to extend to her the protection of the law^

against her adversary, he said to her, ' though I fear not God nor
regard man, yet because this widow troubleth me I will avenge her,
lest by her continual coming she weary me.' ^ ' Hear,' said Christ,
' what the unjust judge saith. And shall not God avenge His own
elect, which cry day and night unto Him, though He acts towards
them with lofty reserve,^ and therefore inscrutably ? I tell you that
He will avenge them speedily.' The closing words, ' Nevertheless,
when the Son of man cometh, will He find faith on the earth ?

'

express the same thought in the strongest manner. God will not
only respond to the prayers of His elect, but will so far surpass
them, that the appearance of the Son of man, with which the redress
of their wrongs will take place, will be incredible to the majority.
In this parable, therefore, the whole praying life of the Church is

marked as the condition on which the entire mercy which God
cherishes for His Church in His Spirit will be manifested. The
appearance of not hearing, of unmercifulness for a long time, con-
fronts the supplications of the Church ; but when the hearing comes,
the unfolding of the mercy will be so glorious, that it will be met by
the appearance of unbelief in those who had implored it.^ But
though this parable, according to its precise interpretation, is a
living image of the Church in all ages, it is equally an image of
individual believers. The destitute soul is reminded of the full

power of constant access which God grants it in the privilege of
prayer. In the way of prayer it can be certain of the superabundant
unfolding at a future time of God's mercy.
A kindred parable, but presented in the form of a parabolic con-

versation, we find in Luke xi. 5-8. Here the Lord describes a
^ fiT] inruTTidirj fxe, lest she strike me under the eye, or clench her fist at me.
^So, I believe, we must translate Kal fiaKpo6v/xui> eir avrocs, according to the con-

nection and the literal sense of the words.
3 Compare Ps. csxvi. 1, ' When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, we

were like them that dream.'
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person who knocks in the middle of the night at liis friend's door,

to seek his assistance on a pressing occasion. Another friend,

travelling by night, has turned in for a lodging, and he wants three

loaves to entertain him ; so he comes to his friend with a request to

lend them to him. Will this friend, in such a case, call to him
from within,^ ' Trouble me not ; the door is now shut, and my
children are with me in bed ? ' 'I say unto you,' says Christ,

' though he will not rise and give him because he is his friend, yet

because of his importunity he will arise - and give him as many as

he needeth.' Both friends have excellent motives which clash with

one another. The one entreats under the pressure of a sacred obli-

gation which friendship, and indeed hospitality, had imposed upon

him in a most urgent form. For the other, it is hard to disturb

his little ones in their sweet sleep so suddenly and alarmingly,

especially by the opening of the house-door. But still he does not

consider it well to set his own motive against that of his friend.

The unabashed urgency to which his friend is impelled by the

requirements of love forms an exciting power which overpowers him
and makes him quite alert to render aid. And if he were not his

friend, yet he could hardly withstand him. How much more, then,

will Grod, in His deep, heavenly repose, faithfully and graciously

hearken to the supplication of man in his midnight distresses—that

supplication which in its purity always proceeds from the holiest

solicitude of love, honour, and duty !

The experience of God's great clemency which redeems and

rescues the sinner, can only be completed when the life of love

again awakens in his breast and begins to gush forth. It will

therefore express itself in reciprocal love and gratitude, and in their

preservation. This truth the Lord exhibits in the short parable of

the two debtors (Luke vii. 41, 42). Both were in debt to the same

creditor. The one owed him five hundred pence, and the other

fifty ; and since they could not pay him, he frankly forgave them

both. Simon the Pharisee, to whom Jesus had addressed this

parable, was obliged himself to decide, that he to whom the creditor

forgave most would love him most. Jesus then declared to him,

that the sins of the w^oman who had occasioned this conversation

were forgiven, since she had given proof of greater love ;
' but to

whom little is forgiven, the same loveth little.' It plainly follows

from the connection of the parable, that the forgiveness of sins is to

be considered not as the consequence, but as the ground of love to

the Lord. But the leading thought of the parable is this, that from

the fulness and power of a man's proofs of love we must draw con-

clusions respecting his love, and through that, respecting the recon-

1 It is in accordance with the connection and the harmonic construction of this

parabolic discourse to take ver. 7 as an inference, so that the question involves a

negation, and is such as the following :
' Who will have a friend who should give such

an answer (even though he well might) ?
' Probably the recollection of the parable

of the unjust judge has contributed to alter the interpretation of this parable.

" The iyepdeh would be quite superfluous if it were not significantly used in refer-

ence to the preceding dvajTas.
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ciliation from which alone it can proceed. Where the love is great,

the reconciliation is great ; where there is little love, the reconciliation

is slight ; that is, the reconciliation scarcely exists, or is not yet

begun. And the more the love of man unfolds itself, so much more
deeply he enters into the blessed kingdom of love and mercy. But
the more he gives himself up to an unloving disposition, the more
he loses the right state of mind for mercy and the hope of it.

Christ shows in three great parables, that if men would obtain

mercy, they must exercise mercy. In the first, the parable of the

unjust steward (Luke xvi. 1-8), we see the blessing of mercy ; on
the other hand, in the two others, the parable of the rich man and
Lazarus, and of the servant who owed ten thousand talents (Matt,

xviii. 23, 35), the curse of unmercifulness is depicted. In the ex-

position of the first parable, we must, above all things, not overlook

the key which the Lord has given, since this parable is more difficult

than the others. This remark applies particularly to the words,
' The children of this world are in their generation wiser than the

children of light.' The unfaithful steward must be regarded as one
of the children of this world, since he deceives his lord. And the

debtors are, at all events, people who live in the same worldly

element as the steward ; they become parties at once to his un-

faithfulness. Of his master we know nothing that sets him above

the region of the children of this world. It strikingly indicates his

worldly mode of viewing things, when we are told, in ver. 8, that

he actually commended his unfaithful servant. It is true, he praised

him only for his cleverness—that by the exercise of a great though
unrighteous liberality he had made provision for his own main-
tenance. Now thus the children of light ought to be wise in their

way, in accordance with their own character. Money is almost an
imperishable idol, the Mammon whose worship will not vanish even
among Monotheists;^ for which reason Christ calls money by the

name of the idol. But He calls it still more definitely the Mammon
of unrighteousness ; not only because it passes through so many
unrighteous hands, but because it never purely corresponds to its

proper destiny, an ideal standard of value for worldly things and
relations. Money {Geld) should express the essential value {Geltung),

and thus secure righteousness in commercial transactions ; but in

its actual use it is often a caricature of its destiny—a false standard
of value, and therefore a medium on which a thousand false estimates

and returns, and therefore deeds of unrighteousness, depend. But

^ Mammon is probably not a mythological divinity, but in the Syrian and Phoeni-

cian commercial life has been transformed into an idol, just as is now often done in

a half-jocose, half-serious manner. Bretschneider :
' Ma/xwySs. Heb. pDD, fortasse

significat id cui confiditur ut LXX. HJIOJ^, Jer. xxxiii. 6, Orjaavpovs ; Ps. xxxvii. 3,

kXoutov, reddiderunt ; vel est ut multi putant nomen idoli Syrorum at Pcenorum,
divitiarum prcesidis, i.q. Pluto Grsecorum.' Olshausen :

' Augustin remarks on this

passage—congruit et punicura nomen, nam lucrum punice Mammon dicitur. Gold
appears in contrast with God, as a person, an idol, a sort of Plutus, without its being
proved that an idol of this kind was worshipped '

(i. 231).
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the children of light should always feel about money as if something

alien and unsuitable belonged to it, and thei-efore should devote it

most willingly to making friends with it—friends who may receive

them, if they now suffer want, into everlasting habitations. It

would not be consonant to the spirit of Christ's doctrine, if we were

so to understand these words, as if the pious could by works of

mercy purchase a reception into everlasting habitations, or that

this reception is dependent on the generosity of the perfected in the

other world. In this parable we find ourselves placed in the king-

dom of fi'ce mercy. According to this view, the leading thought

is : Sanctify temporal possessions, which generally become a burthen

to men ; make them an oi'gan of blessing by your liberality ;
make

them the channels of your mercy. If you so devote the temporal

to mercy, you will make friends for yourselves, who will give you
in exchange the eternal for the temporal, and receive you into their

everlasting habitations. Here in the everlasting habitations of the

Church, and in the other world in the everlasting habitations of the

perfected kingdom, you will be welcomed as belonging to the family.

Whoever devotes his powers to mercy, living and dying, he will

fall into the arms of mercy. Olshausen has developed the leading

thoughts of the parable in an ingenious manner, so that all the i)arts

obtain a definite meaning. The rich man is the world, or the prince

of this world. Opposite to him stands another, the true Lord,—God
as the representative of those who receive the destitute into ever-

lasting habitations. The steward stands in the middle between the

two. ' He labours with the property of the one for the objects of

the other.' We are here reminded of the better sort of publicans,

who had an entirely different position from that of the Pharisees.

They were outwardly, indeed, very much mixed up wdth the world,

but their inner man was inflamed with a longing after the divine.

The Pharisees, on the contrary, were ' outwardly in close conjunction

with the divine, as the representatives by birth of the theocracy

;

but their inner life was attached to the world, and they made use

of their spiritual character for temporal objects.' But the parable,

by certain definite features, requires the exposition of Olshausen to

be in some degree modified. According to ver. 13, the rich man is

Mammon himself—the allegorical Plutus—the spirit of gain, or the

worldly mind so far as it amasses wealth in the spirit of selfish-

ness. Every man of wealth or property is a steward in the kingdom

of this Mammon. But the pious man of wealth does not serve him

faithfully ; he embezzles, according to worldly notions, the treasures

which he ought strictly to employ for self-interest, since he employs

•them in the spirit of liberality and sympathy. Lastly, he is too

much for the calculating genius of gain, who purposes to dismiss

him from his service; that is, the steward by his liberality puts

himself in a wrong position to the spirit of gain in the world ; he is

in danger of being reduced to poverty. But this knowledge of his

situation does not frighten him back into worldly covetousness. He
wishes, indeed, not to starve, nor would he like, in order to live, to
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be a bungler in a trade that he had not learnt, or to practise the
fawning servility of a mendicant. So lie goes confidently and boldly

forward in his way ; he takes still bolder steps in disregarding his

lord's interests, for he contributes to the kingdom of love and
mercy. The parable makes it manifest, how in the Christian

Church the rigidity of selfish acquisition ever more becomes relaxed

in the service of love, and how the Cliristian spirit contributes to a
brotherly communion in the enjoyment of goods. ^ The practical

application made by Jesus calls this unfaithfulness of the pious

against Mammon, faithfulness in little, the least that can be required

of a Christian. ' If ye have not been faithful in the um-ighteous
Mammon, who will commit to your trust the true [riches] ? If ye
have not been faithful in that wliich is another man's, who shall

give you that which is your own?' Here the thought is more
decidedly brought forward, that money is not to be managed
according to the mind of the wealthy world of Mammon, but
according to the Spirit of God. Lucre is dangerous as well as

unessential for the Christian. If he succumbs to the spirit of the

world in this little thing, the true riches cannot be entrusted to

liim, and he cannot come into the possession of the eternal goods
intended for him. This saying struck the Pharisees, and was
designed to strike them ; but we are not at liberty to suppose that

this parable was a mere allegory on the Pharisees and publicans.

Tlie rich man in the next parable, at whose gate poor Lazarus
was laid, forms a counterpart to the unfaithful steward. Recently
some have attempted to maintain that this parable is founded on
Ebionitish views. We are not to suppose that the rich man had to

atone in eternity for his sins in the present life ; nothing of this sort

is to be found in the Gospel. It is not said that he had not given
relief to Lazarus ; rather, he was punished because he was rich and
had lived prosperously in the present world. On the other hand,
nothing is known of the good conduct of Lazarus ; rather, he was
admitted into heaven simply because he had been poor in this life.

To the rich man special praise has been awarded, because he wished
to send a messenger to his brethren who were yet alive from the

kingdom of the dead, that they might be warned by his fiite. This
last circumstance tells against the preceding remarks. The rich

man, at all events, admits that he might have escaped the place of

torment if he had been suitably warned, and that his brethren might
yet escape it. Did it ever enter his thoughts, that they must divest

1 It is scarcely necessary to remind tlie reader here, that the Christian comiutuiity
of goods is an ideal community realizing itself with the perfecting of the Church, and
resting on the principle of freedom, holiness, and love, while modern communism
would make a profane realistic community by a forced method on the principle of

self-interest. The way and manner in which Christ lets the unjust steward set aside

the requirements of his lord, points to the living mediation between the kingdom of

private property and that of the Christian community. The circumspection of the
mediation is shown in this, that, in the first instance, he lowers the demand from a
hundred to fifty ; in the second, only to eighty. But the praise bestowed by the
idol of wealth on the steward might be referred to the communistic ideas of the
worldly mind.
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themselves of their wealth? He says nothing of the sort, but rather

that they must repent (ver. 30).^ Criticism has indeed not altogetlier

overlooked this ciicumstance
;
just so the description tliat the rich

man 'was clothed in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously
every day.' It is indicated with sufficient clearness that Lazarus
had not to rejoice in any sympathy on the part of the rich vohip-

tuary. He lay at his door ('laid at his gate'), covered with
sores, and desiring (eTTLOufxoJv) to be fed with the crumbs which
fell from the rich man's table. Yea, even the dogs which came
licked his sores. The expression aWa Kal, ' but also,' with which
the mention of the dogs is introduced, makes them a])pear not

as friends, but as sorry rivals of the destitute. The dogs here

spoken of are such as in the East run at large in the towns
and greedily seize whatever food they can find. The abundant
fragments of the rich man's luxurious table attracted them in great

numbers. They gathered round Lazarus and licked his sores.

He was obliged to share his scanty fare with these greedy dogs,

among whom it was his lot to be thrown.- Lazarus dies ; so also

does the rich man. The funeral procession of the former was a guard
of honour from the other world : the angels carry him into Abraham's
bosom." The interment of the latter was an earthly ceremonial

;

with emphasis it is said, ' he was buried.' The rich man had charged

his memory with the name of Lazarus.^ He was surprised in the

other world, in Hades,^ to see this man in Abraham's bosom, while

he was tormented in the flame. And this is exactly the finest,

keenest master-stroke of the parable, that the rich man is disjwsed

to treat Lazarus with an unconscious continuation of his earthly

arrogance even here, and with contempt. Lazarus must come down
to him into the fire, and cool his tongue by applying the moistened

tip of his finger
;
perhaps only in this slight manner, because he

had seen the poor man in the impurity of his sores. Lazarus must
undertake the errand to his father's house, and convey information

to bis brethren as an apparition from the other world. Lazarus

here, Lazarus there. Thus he regards him with the same eyes as

before, and with the same estimate. Lazarus must be his errand-

boy. The arrogance with which he intrudes into Heaven from

Hades he foolishly grounds in part, even in the presence of Lazarus,

on his descent from Father Abraham. But even in Abraham's pre-

sence he is not teachable. He contradicts his assurance that Moses

1 See Neander, Life of Chrut, § 219, p. 354.
^ See Olshausen, Commentary, iii. 63. Some are fond of finding liere an impOTtant

feature, by regarding the dogs as belonging to the rich man, and explaining their lick-

ing the sores of Lazarus as sympathy. In applying this view, it is said that the rich

man's dogs showed more pity to the poor mau than himself. Yet we must here take

into account the habits of dogs in the East.
•^ [See the beautiful sentences of Augnstin {De Civ. Dei, i. 12) on this, beginning,

'jiompa exequiarum magis sunt vivorum solatia, quam subsidia mortuorum.'

—

Ed.]

* ' Probably symbolical

—

1\V i^P the helpless, the forsaken.'—Olshausen.

® Olshausen justly remarks that we are not to confound Hades, the kingdom of tlie

unblessed dead before the last judgment, with Gehenna, in a stricter sense the abode

of the unblessed after the last judgment.
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and the prophets gave sufficient instruction about time and eternity

for men who are willing to hear. ' Naj^ Father Abraham, but if

one went to them from the dead, they will repent.' His anxiety for

his brethren's house implies a covert censure of Moses and the pro-

phets, that they were not sufficient to bring persons to repentance

;

and a bitter reproach of the divine economy, that it neglected him
in his religious need, and had suffered him to perish unwarned. The
declaration with which Abraham closes the conversation is justified

by the events that followed. Even the resurrection of Christ made
no impression on the hearts of those who had not been willing to

learu the awful importance of eternity from Moses and the prophets.

Lazarus throughout the whole parable does not utter a word. Hence
it has been inferred that we know nothing of his disposition, and
that, according to the Evangelist, he was transported to heaven on
account of his former sufferings. But not to say that, as Neander
remarks, he is not the principal person in the parable, and that from
his relation to Abraham we may conclude that he bore his sufferings

with pious resignation, his silence in his present situation must be
regarded as most impressive. He is silent before the gate of the

rich man, where he calmly lies, a beggar of princely pride and un-
blemished honour. He is silent also in Abraham's bosom (whence
the rich man would recall him for his service in hell), a humble,
blessed child of Grod, without self-exaltation, in the bosom of glory.

If we duly estimate the great virtues of silence, we shall see that of

Lazarus come forth conspicuously. This parable would have been
better understood if the powerful impression of a transaction between
the spirits of heaven and those of hell had not led men's minds
away from the leading thought. Olshausen justly remarks, that

this conversation is to be regarded only as a living reciprocal action

between the two domains of life. His remark is also worthy of

notice, that the description here given relates not to eternal salva-

tion and damnation, but to the intermediate state of departed souls

from death to the resurrection. ' In our parable, therefore, nothing
can be said of the everlasting condemnation of the rich man, inas-

much as the germ of love, and of faith in love, is clearly expressed

in his words.' We cannot indeed but acknowledge in him the feel-

ing of sympathy for his brethren ; but, in the whole form which it

takes, there is a mixture of the most impure elements, namely, of

ill-will and unbelief, and even of superstition. The disclosures

which Olshausen finds here respecting the relations of the interme-

diate state must be admitted ; namely, ' (1.) That departed souls

are congregated in one place
; (2.) that they are separated according

to the basis of their character into the good and the wicked
; (3.)

that after death a transition from the good to the wicked, or the

reverse, is impossible.' But, as we have already remarked, infor-

mation respecting the detail of things in the other world is not the

essential design of the parable. The key to it lies in the declaration

of Father Abraham :
' Thou in thy lifetime receivedst (a7reXa/Se?)

thy good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things ; but now he is
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comfortod, and thou art tormented.' Of the mere life-position of
the rich man in this workl on the one hand, and of the poor man on
the otlier, nothing is said, even remotely ; but of the way and man-
ner in which the rich man conducted himself in his prosperity, and
the poor man in his adversity. The one had enjoyed his j^ood

things.^ He had seized upon them as his felicity, and by this enor-
mous delusion had laid the foundation for his future sinking into

the fiery torment of unquenchable desires and ever-devouring cir-

cumstances. The other received his evil things, his grievous lot

;

and by his resignation to the divinely decreed suffering, he became
capable of blessedness. Keposing in Abraham's bosom, he could find

a heaven in that calm retreat ; while the other, in his fearful agita-

tion, would fiiin have set heaven and earth in commotion. These
destinies, so distinctly marked, considered in their parallelism, would
show the judgment of the Gospel to be far exalted above the re-

proach of Ebionitism. But these desti-nies intersect one another,
and for this reason,—because the rich man kept his earthly goods
for himself, without mercy towards the poor man ; because he turned
that abundance itself into a curse which should have been a blessin"-

to the other ; and because the iX)or man in his indigence had borne
with resignation the misery of the world together with the misery of

the rich man. The true poor man is merciful in the manner in

which he bears unenviously and quietly in God the burden of the
world, its discordancy ; wherefore he will obtain mercy. The false

rich man, who receives his property as booty for his sensual indul-

gence, is without mercy by the very manner of his luxurious living

;

retributive justice confronts him in eternity with its punishments.
Dives and Lazarus are world-historical personages.

The rich man, by worldly luxury, allowed himself to be seduced
into unmercifulness, and thus incurred heavier guilt, since he had
experienced the liberality of God in his abundant possessions, and
was therefore bound to exercise liberality. But much heavier is the
guilt of him, who in the spiritual life experiences the mercy of God,
and after such an experience treats his neighbour in spiritual rela-

tions with unmercifulness. This criminality is depicted in the

parable of the unmerciful servant. The king who would take ac-

count of his servants (Matt, xviii. 23-35) is evidently an image of God
in the administration of His strict justice. When he begins to reckon,

there is one who owes him ten thousand talents. In the pi-esence of

eternal rectitude, the very best servant of God is a sinner burdened
with an immeasurable debt. The servant is unable to pay. So man
cannot possibly wipe away his own sin. His lord threatens the debtor

to sell him with all his family, according to the ancient law of debt,

in order to recover as much as possible. Thus the punishment which
strikes the sinner, falls also on those who belong to him. But the

debtor, in his terror, pleads for a respite ; and his lord yields to his

'^ And tlii.s is a more severe reproach than that which is popularly expressed, ' He
had taken an excess of good thing.s.' According to Strauss (i. 633), the latter only is

to be regarded as a reproach, and not the former.
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prayer, takes compassion on his family, and remits tlie wliole debt.

It deserves special notice, that the debtor asked for a respite ; it did

not amount to a frank admission of his insolvency ; he could not leave

the legal standpoint. He shows the same temper also in his con-

duct immediately after towards his fellow-servant, who owed him a

hundred pence :
' He took him by the throat, saying, Pay me what

thou owest

;

' ^ and without being softened by his entreaties, ' cast

him into prison till he should pay the debt.' His hard-heartedness

is represented in sharp, bold strokes. This took place on his going

out from the chamber in wdiich his lord had just forgiven him
his immense debt. As he had thrown himself at his lord's feet,

just so his fellow-servant fell at his, and in the same words as he
had used to his lord, besought a respite. And the claim was so

trifling. By these traits is depicted the legal harsh demeanour of

a member of the theocracy, or of the Christian Church, towards his

brethren who are in debt to him. His fellow-servants were sorely

grieved at such conduct, and told their lord. They plainly recog-

nized another higher right—the right of mercj^ Their lord now
called the unmerciful servant into his presence and reproached him
for his baseness. He handed him over in wrath to the tormentors,

and to a painful imprisonment, till he had discharged his whole
debt. But how could he exact from him the debt which he had
already remitted ? According to our civil law, to revoke the re-

mission of a debt is not permissible. But in the legal relation in

which this king stood to his servants or slaves, it was allowable for

him to impose a heavy fine, or to exact the debt he had remitted.

He had remitted the debt because he besought him (eVet vrapeKoXe-

ad^ jxe). But the real suppliant gives the assurance that he believes

in mercy, and therefore that the spark of mercy is in his own heart.

If this debtor had supplicated in truth, he would have given a
guarantee that he also practised mercy. His having been the

recipient of an act of mercy, bound him to the exercise of mercy.

This his lord plainly reminded him of, in the words, ' Shouldst not

thou also have had compassion on thy fellow-servant, even as I had
pity on thee ?

' Therefore the act of remission was nullified by
his own fault. If the old debt had been remitted, he had now
incurred another, greater one ; had he incurred no new debt, the

old one remained. According to this law which he had set up
against his fellow-servant, the law of inexorable legality, he is now
handed over to justice. His lord first treated him according to the

law of justice, for the sake of the truth of justice. Then he treated

him according to the law of mercy, or of supplication ; for suppli-

cation as an expression of faith in mercy is a prophecy of mercy,

and so its germ. But since he had practically repudiated this law,

his lord returns with him to the first law, and holds him a prisoner

in this stern hard world of exacting, avenging, inexorable justice,

^ The recading ei.' ti, preferred by Lachmann [Tischendorf raid Tregelles], gives cer-

tainly a much more expressive, sharper sense than 6', ri. The jjersonal violence pre-

ceded the demaud for payment, and the claim was not substantiated.
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until he lias paid all—for ever, if he does not learn to helievc in
the kingdom of mercy. The latter proviso we mnst make, for liis

lord had not changed his own nature in itself; but towards Ijini he
is the strict judge, not only for the sake of justice, but of truth

;

and this conduct is at the same time concealed mercy. We are not
to suppose, from tlie particular traits here given, that a pardoned
sinner in the stricter sense is depicted, who by his decidedly un-
merciful conduct towards his fellow-men again falls back into his

old state of condemnation. Christ distinctly assumes that he to

whom much is forgiven, also loves much. But the possibility is

certainly expressed in the parable, that a man may lose the begin-
nings of a life in grace by unmercifulncss, or that he may decidedly
disturb and obscure the continuance of his life in reconciliation with
God, by more or less rash single acts of natural or legal hardness.
And in this reference, the parable is a solemn warning. But if we
keep in view the meaning of the words, that the lord took account
of his servant, and remitted his debt, the whole life in Christianity

is marked as a life in the kingdom of mercy, and therefore mercy
as the highest duty. The Christian has, by his profession, from
the first acknowledged himself to be a heavy laden debtor to God ;

—

the central point of his prayers is supplication for forgiveness—his

whole faith is grounded on the remission of sins ; therefore his

duty to show mercy to all who need mercy, and are susceptible of

it, is expressed as the great and prime duty of his life. But it has
happened a thousand times that the professed servant of God has
come from his Lord's presence in the ordinance of the Church, after

absolution, and immediately, according to another rule of action,

the purely legal, has treated his fellow-servant with the greatest

harshness while the absolution was still sounding in his ears and
should have found an echo in his heart. And thus he often comes
from baptism, or from the communion, or from i)rayers; and a

thousand times he is in danger, as he comes out, of forgetting the

remission of his own great debt, and of seizing his neighbour by
the throat for a small one. And if he falls into this temi)tation, it

proves that his sujiplication was not of the right kind, and therefore

that he has not really obtained absolution. His whole transaction

with the merciful Lord was rendered nugatory, because his suppli-

cation was no real reflex and witness of eternal mercy. We need

only take a glance at the history of the Church, or even at our

own lives, in order to see what a fearfully clear and reproving

mirror of a thousand instances of spiritual unmerci fulness, under

the banner of eternal merc3^ is held up in this parable. And as in

the rich man the unmerciful .practices of men of the world are con-

demned, so in the parable of the two debtors the unmercifulncss of

professed Christians is condemned. And as the former suffered

torment because in his unmerciful selfishness he had extinguished

in himself the true capacity of enjoyment, so the latter came under
the tormentors of the legal world, in the gloomy circumstances of

self-tormenting both in this world and the next, and of endless
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quarrelling with humanity, because he did not thoroughly believe

in forgiveness, and therefore could not forgive. This law is dis-

tinctly expressed in Christ's closing words (ver. 35). But the

unmercifulness of the latter is the greatest. The former closed

against his neighbour the treasures of temporal means ; the latter

closed against his own heart the treasures of mercy.

Thus we see in a succession of pictures the agency of the love of

God, which has its central point in Christ, as it establishes and ex-

tends the kingdom of God in its two great forms of life, in the

glory of grace, and in the fervour of mercy. Every parable is a

special world-image of this agency of love ; each one exhibits a new
revelation of its spirit and operation, as it is reflected in a new
glorification of the world ; and so the representation of the widest

circle of its agency stretches forward to the most decided manifesta-

tions of its world-glorifying operation. In this series we see grace

constantly approaching the fulfilment of the time when it will

change itself into the form of judicial righteousness, in order to

complete the erection of the kingdom of God, or in order to free

the finished structure of ideal humanity from the rubbish and

scaffolding which surround it.

The world of the merciful Samaritan is the world of merciful

love in its widest extent. It embraces heaven and earth, the good

and the evil. Hence it over&teps all the limits of nationalities and
confessions, and chooses the strangest instruments among foreigners,

dissidents, and heterodox, in order to put to shame and to conquer

the unlovingness of national and confessional pride. It operates in

a thousand forms on earth. Children and women, even heathens

and savages, are active in its service. It is the healing balsam

which streams forth from human hearts in their philanthropy and
sympathy. Its symbolic representative is the good Samaritan ; its

real chief in its quiet world of wonders is the Crucified. If we see

in this image the great labour of love, the second world-scene shows

us the festival of love ; we are taught its special object. It has

prepared a great feast for humanity. Men are to assemble in its

hall for an eternal feast— a feast of the highest divine communion,
spiritual joy, and blessedness. The feast is announced in the morn-

ing of the world against the world's evening ; the first invitations

have already been issued. And the glory of this love is most of all

verified in not allowing itself to be perplexed by the despisers of its

feast among the invited—that even in its wrath towards them it

remains true to itself: it sends out messengers and seeks new
guests among the poorest and most forlorn. And throughout all

ages of the world this is the boldness of love, that it still makes

efforts for winning hearts for the spiritual life of heaven, notwith-

standing that the most honourable, consecrated, and dignified

administrators of its outward ordinances often appear estranged

from this life, and even in a state of awful death. But not without

labour does love convert into guests of heaven those who ofttimes

would fain have appeased their hunger with the food of swine. A
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new world opens. We see grace go forth on its sacred errands to

seek out the lost. The great history of reconciliation is unfolded
before our eyes in the parables of the lost sheep, the lost piece of

money, and the prodigal son. The anxiety of the good sheplierd,

who is ready to lay down his life for his sheep, shows us the im-
passioned, self-sacrificing, uncalculating devotedness of the love of

the Redeemer. The painstakin,^ housewife is the lively image of a
whole world of beautiful redeeming solicitudes in the heart of Christ

and His Church. The restoration of the prodigal son, which the

father celebrates by a feast in his house, is the history of number-
less experiences of grace, and of its welcomes in the hearts of

believing penitents, and an image of every evangelical jubilation in

Christendom which sounds forth from time into eternity. But the

life of Christ in us must verify itself under trial. The parts are

shifted. Before, man was for a long time irresponsive to the call

of his God ; now, God appears to be irresponsive to reconciled men.
We see humanity in its genuine christological life of prayer turned

towards salv^ation : the work of God's faithfulness in the trial and
distress of His people, the glowing operation of His purifying power
in their earnest supplications, is unveiled to us. The innermost

life of humanity is disclosed ; its wrestling after the righteousness

of God and the completion of His kingdom, in the praying publican,

in the persistently supplicating widow, and in the friend made over-

importunate by necessity. Then, in the parable of the thankful

debtor, we see the community of believers in the overflow of their

love ; they love much because many sins have been forgiven them.

We see -how humanity in its choicest specimens gratefully gathers

round its Bedeemer. And now the Christian spirit begins to trans-

form the old world of selfish acquisition, the ice-bound kingdom of

Mammon, into a new genial world of brotherly kindness, of bene-

volence, and of the common enjoyment of God's blessings. But we
see how, against this bright side of the new world, a dark night-

side is presented ; the world of secular and spiritual unmercifulness

that constantly becomes more intense, represented by the rich man
and the unmerciful servant. With these para))les we approach the

representation of the judgment as it is given in the third cycle of

])arables. Already, in the earlier parables, our attention has been

directed to the judgment by single traits; as by the priest and

Levite, by the despisers of the great feast, and by the elder brother

of the prodigal son. But as the kingdom of God in its absolute

I)Ower and glory embraces the whole world, those persons who reject

His mercy are still within the range of His government, and fall

into the hands of His justice. Yet, while His justice visits them
with its judgments, it remains one with His mercy. But as it is

the ofiice of mercy to found and to build the kingdom of God, so it

is the office of justice to purity and to complete it.

The parable of the day-labourers who each received one penny,

notwithstanding the unequal times of their labour in the vineyard

(Matt. XX. 1-16), must stand at the head of the parables of this

VOL. I. 2 k
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group ; for it shows how the justice of God exercises a rewarding
retribution which is wholly animated by the munificence of grace.

Grace determines and gives a brilliancy to tlie hire of these labourers,

and equalizes it. The parable shows us, therefore, how the adminis-

tration of God's justice is perfectly one with that of His love. A
p)roprietor hires labourers for his vineyard : the first, about six

o'clock in the morning, at the beginning of the day ; others, at nine

o'clock (about the third hour)—peo})le whom he finds standing in

the market-place, detained there by the attraction of earthly things,

loungers in the region of worldliness ; others, again, about noon ; a
fresh set, about three in the afternoon ; the last, an hour before

sunset^ or about the eleventh hour. These latter answer to his

inquiry, ' Why stand ye here all the day idle ? ' ' Because no man
hath hired us

;

' and at his bidding they go immediately into the

vineyard. Here, then, we have a series of conversions exhibited

according to the measure of their earlier and later temporal begin-

ning. Some of these labourers have grown up in a life of piety,

and from the first have been active in it ; others have been called

later ; many have stood all day idle in the market-place, and enter

the Lord's service not till the evening of life. Now, according to

the relations of earthly justice and rewards, it would be natural to

expect that the payment of these labourers would be reckoned

according to the term of their labour. So the Jews probably

expected that the heathen who should be converted in the Avorld's

evening, would receive a smaller reward than themselves. Also in

modern times it has been maintained by rationalist theologians, that

the neglected opportunities of the sinner in the time before his con-

version can never be repaired—that the loss of time follows the

converted man himself into eternity in an irreparable shortening of

his felicity. But this parable seems to have been specially con-

structed to explode such an erroneous opinion. It belongs to the

majesty of grace, that from the bosom of its eternity it can restore

the otherwise irretrievably lost time. Hence also,' the circumstance

is explained, that God could allow the heathen to go on in their

own way thousands of years without losing sight of them, and similar

mysteries. The power of grace shows itself in the reward of the

labourers as the parable depicts it. The proprietor agrees with the

earliest labourers for one penny ; to the next he made the indefinite

promise, that ' whatsoever was right, that they should receive ;
' and

with the last he appears scarcely to have made even this condition.^

And when evening was come, the lord of the vineyard desired his

steward to call the labourers and give them their hire, in such order,

that he began with the last and ended with the first. Now when
the labourers who were hired in the early part of the morning saAV

that those who were hired at the eleventh hour received a penny,

they expected much more, and murmured when they also received

only a penny. Manifestly the parable expresses first of all the equal

^ The words, Kal 8 eav y SiKaLov, T^rj^eade, iu the 7th verse are omitted by Lach-
mann [Tischendorf, and Tregelles].
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position of the earlier and later converted in the state of blessedness.

But if tlie parable merely represented this trntli, that salvation wonhl
at last be eqnal for all the converted, althongh they entered at dif-

ferent times into the service of the kingdom of God (as Neander
thinks), the most striking features of the

,

parable would be to no
purpose. Eather it is clear, that the labourers hired last enjoyed
the distinction of being first paid. And since in proportion to their

time of labour they could not expect nnich, one penny was for them
extraordinary good fortune. The first labourers, on the other hand,

not only received their penny last of all, but embittered their own
joy in it by expecting more. The outward equality of their pay,

therefore, became an inward inequality in favour of the labourers

who were last hired. How are we to explain this circumstance ?

Manifestly we must regard the labourers who were first hired as

saved persons. For the one equal payment denotes the salvation to

be im})arted equally to all. But there is originally a difi'erence in

men's capacity for salvation, and in proportion the fulness of salva-

tion must be different to dificrent persons. Now these first labourers

appear to be delineated as more legal, calculating natures, whose
capacity for salvation was not of great extent. They bargained with

the proprietor for a penny. Labouring in liis vineyard had become
irksome to them—the chief point in the recollection of their labour

is the burden and heat of the day. And they think it strange, that

the others should be placed on an equality with them in point of

wages. Since they ground their complaint on the principles of daily

wages, the proprietor points out to them, that even on these prin-

cii)les they had received what was due to them. As to the last

hired, on the other hand, the lord of the vineyard appears to take

into account that they had not the opportunity till late of entering

into his vineyard, and possibly they had a battle with themselves to

exchange towards evening their indolent mode of life for hard work,

and yet went briskly to their task without a stipulated reward. At
all events, they appear now as, in proportion, the more richly

rewarded, for this reason, that the amount of the reward must have

surprised them. Thus a great fact in the kingdom of God seems to

be reflected in their relation to the labourers who were first hired.

The kingdom of God is the kingdom of spirit, in which the ]iower

of time and the relations of nature are abolished—in which a

thousand years are as one day, and one day as a thousand years.

In this kingdom it can be, then, of no decisive importance, in what
outward temporal extent anyone has lived for the kingdom of God,
in what number and measure he has accom})lished laudable Avorks

in its service. Eather the point of importance is, with what energy

he can surrender himself to eternal love, and in what abundance he
is able to receive it. And it is frequently found that the spiiitual

service of one convert forms a strong contrast in its energy to tlie

formal service of another in its outward extent ; as, for example,

the conversion of the woman who was a sinner contrasted with the

religiousness of Simon. In this contrast, one hour of human con-
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version and of divine reconciliation may have greater weiglit in their

spiritual importance, than many years of life which have been spent

under the reciprocal action of a well-considered human piety, and a

proportional scanty flow of divine blessings. The differences of the

measures of blessedness in the kingdom of God are adjusted, there-

fore, not according to the calculations of a mercenary disposition,

or according to the outward measure of religious service, or accord-

ing to the rules of human industry, but according to the relations

of power and energy in the spiritual life. But viewed under these

relations, it may be asserted as a maxim, that a man's capacity for

spiritual blessedness is smaller in proportion as he is more disposed

to make stipulations with God, and greater in proportion as he is

bold and large-hearted in joyful surrender to the free love of God.

According to these relations of the energy of love, the determination

of the dynamic inequalities is regulated, which allows the justice of

God to enter into the circle of equality which embraces all the saved

as saved. The justice of God is, according to its nature, not an

outward forensic justice, deciding according to outward laws,—but

it is a spirit, and therefore decides spiritually ; it is one with free

grace, and therefore gives to man in proportion as he can apprehend

it as this free power of love. The parable expresses this truth in

the words which the lord of the vineyard addressed to one of the

dissatisfied labourers :
' Friend, I do thee no wrong ; didst not thou

agree with me for a penny ? Take that thine is, and go thy way.

It is my will to give unto this last {deXco Sovvac) even as unto thee.

Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with my own ? Is thine

eye evil because I am good?' The concluding words are also

explained by the intention of the parable :
' So the last shall be

first, and the first last ; for many are called, but few chosen.'

According to Neander ^ and others, this addition does not suit the

parable, but is only outwardly attached to it, since the parable should

express simply the equalization of all the converted in heavenly

felicity. But we have seen how the parable also gives prominence

to the dynamic inequalities within this equalization, and how deeply

they enter into its main scope. According to this view, the parable

terminates quite naturally with the words just quoted. It is a fact,

that many of those who were called early into the kingdom of God
were last in what related to spiritual fulness, and that many of those

who were later called, appeared in this respect the first. But how
can this relative fact be expressed in one sentence which states the

matter quite unconditionally—The first will be last, and the last

first—since Abraham and the elect of the Old Covenant generally

belong to the early called, and, on the contrary, among the later

called even the majority will present themselves as the inferior organs

of glory? First of all we have to answer, that it belongs to the nature

of an apophthegm to express a manifold conditioned thought in an un-

conditional form, since it must influence by the paradoxical emphatic

expression of its chief element. But the warrant for this lies in the

1 Life of Christ, § 240, p. 3S5 (Bohn).
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symbolical nature of the apophthegm ; and so in this instance, the
last which will be first are those wlio appear before the Lord with
the slightest pretensions ; while inversely, tlie first are those who by
their undue pretensions became the last. This sentence was most
strikingly fulfilled in the time of Christ : the Jews, who were the
first in tlieir pretensions, became the last; while the last, the
Gentiles, advanced to the rank of the first. But even among the
Gentile Christians the same phenomenon was repeated, and the
ultimate reason is, that many are called, but few chosen. Even
because only a few are chosen, so, many of the early called, as they
grow up from childhood, in all confessions, according to their

internal capacity for salvation, occupy of themselves decidedly a
subordinate situation in the organism of the kingdom of God. But
the few chosen also enter into their high position although their

calling in time reached them later ; for they meet the infinite

energy of the love of God with a corres})onding energy of a yearn-
ing and trustful disposition. Thus the kingdom of royal love
obtains its organization, because the relations of eternity, or of the
spirit, overcome the relations of time. Those who find love in justice,

move towards the centre ; on the contrary, those who only see justice

predominating in love, move towards the circumference. But the
circle of equal blessedness encloses them all ; each receives his penny.

In the parable we have just now considered, the administration
of God's justice is exhibited in its refined and lofty spirituality, in

its peculiar glory. This contemplation is continued in the parable
of the ten servants among whom the ten pounds were divided (Luke
xix. 11-28). The former parable shows us how the divine justice

requites labour outwardly unequal with an equal reward. In the

latter, we see how the faithful employment of an equal number of

pounds, on the part of different servants, is followed by an un-
equal success, and consequently by an unequal reward. But in the

former case an internal dynamic inequality was plainly apparent,

notwithstanding the equality of the reward ; and in the hitter we
see how this inequality, which is here exhibited in its full extent,

is equalized by every labourer's receiving a reward which exactly

agreed with his gains. And this constitutes the peculiarity by
which the divine justice is infinitely exalted above the human, that

it can exhibit the essential life in law, and equally in law the essential

life ; that it does not do away the great inequalities of life in the

equality of right ; and that it faithfully preserves the pure equality of

right in the inequalities of life—that it can be justice and grace at

the same time, in the one majesty of its administration.

As to wliat relates to the form, it has been thought that in this

representation the Evangelist has committed the mistake of con-

founding two parables together, and that to restore their integrity

they must be separated, so that one depicts the relation of a king to

his rebellious subjects (vers. 12, 14, 27), and the other the relation

of a rich lord to his servants.^ But the blending of these two parts

J See Strauss, Lclcn Jesu, i. 63G.
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into one living unity constitutes the very pith of the parable. The
kingdom of Christ is a realm which first of all was imperilled by a
rebellion of its legitimate citizens, the theocratic nation ; and its

Euler must gain the kingly power by travelling to a distant land
Avliich would place Him in a position to assume it on His return.

Now, what was the first duty of His faithful servants whom He had
left behind among the rebellious citizens ? Should they take arms
in order to make an attempt to gain possession of the kingdom for

their Lord ? i But this is precisely what this prince was obliged to

forbid his servants. In this critical interval they were to administer

his property in a perfectly peaceful agency, to make use of theh'

abilities, and to employ the time in promoting his interests. Could
our Lord have more impressively told His disciples that in the

interval between tlie ascension and His second advent- they w^ere not

to think of a worldly exhibition of His kingdom, or of vindicating

His royal dignity and identifying His word with the laws of social

life, but that they were only faithfully to administer the real goods,

namely, the spiritual, which He had left behind, in their unassum-
ing evangelical offices, in order to form a basis for the outward
appearing of His kingdom by means of its spiritual riches ? But
at a future time, when He returns wdtli kingly power, they will also

surround Him in royal splendour—be placed over the cities of His
kingdom, and assist Him as warriors to execute judgment on the

rebellious. Such being the leading thought of the parable, we can
understand why the Lord delivered it to His disciples exactly at the

time when He was going wdth them to Jerusalem, and they were ex-

pecting that the kingdom of God would directly appear. Luke takes

particular notice of the close connection of this discourse with the

occasion of its delivery (ver. 28) :
' And when He had thus spoken,

He w^ent before, ascending up to Jerusalem.' Now, if we look at

the several particulars of the parable, we meet with traits of great

significance. The certain man to whom the parable relates is a
nobleman, a person of high birth ; namely, Christ the chief of

humanity. But as in that age Jewish ]^)ersons of rank frequently

resorted to the Emperor at Eome in order to get themselves invested

with princely dignity in Palestine, so this noble personage went
into a distant land in order to obtain a kingdom and to return

home ; an evident reference to His ascension, and His return at a
future time for the manifestation of His kingdom.
The nobleman, before setting out, calls his ten servants, commits

to their care ten pounds,- and says to them, ' Occupy till I come !

'

The great number of his servants indicates the dignity of his house
;

the number ten is the round number of the world's course. Each
servant receives only one pound : by the equality as well as the

smallness of the amount, we are led to think not of the gifts of

•''Instead of a capital for trading, he ought rather to have sent them arms.'
Modern criticism often projjoses emendations of this sort in the Gospel history. We
have here a specimen how, without intending it, it can inflict a wound on the very
vitals of a biblical passage.

' The Attic luina (M^'a), equal to rather more than £i. (Smith's Diet, of Anl.)
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grace entrusted to tliem considered in themselves, but of tlie official

calling in which they find their expression. Every disciple of

Christ' is like the rest in his calling ; and such a calling appears

very mean in contrast with the splendour of the world. But liis

citizens hated this nobleman, and sent a message after him witli

the declaration, ' We will not have this man to reign over us.' We
are here reminded of the embassy which the Jews sent to Home to

remonstrate a^-ainst the government of Archelaus ;

^ and we arc

thus shown how Christ, in the contemplation of His theocratic

claims to the throne of David in the sense of eternal duration,

might wish to bring it into comparison with the way and manner

in which the partizans of Herod at Rome canvassed for the earthly

throne in Israel. The fulfilment of this part of the parable was

first of all shown by the refusal of the Jews to receive the tidings

of Christ's glorification after His ascension and the day of Pente-

cost. But in a wider sense all unbelievers in the whole course of

time belong to these rebels. When the nobleman returned, in-

vested witlfkingly authority, he commanded the servants to whom
he had given the money to be called before him, that he might

know how much each had gained by trading. The first came

forward and said, ' Lord, thy pound hath gained ten pounds.' And
he said unto him, 'Well, thou good servant, because thouhast

been faithful in a very little, have thou authority over ten cities.'

The second came forward and said that he had gained five pounds.^

He was put over five cities. In this description the gain is first of

all to be estimated. With the pounds are gained pounds ;
that is,

from a few messengers and witnesses many others are made ;
His

people, who are called to testify of Him, become numerous.
_

But

next, the difference in the gains of the different servants is strikingly

exhibited. With one pound one had gained ten pounds ;
another,

only five. If this difference lay entirely in the difference of indus-

try, the servant would scarcely pass muster with the gain of only

five pounds ; but other causes appear to have co-operated, namely,

the diversity of talent, and especially the talent of energy, in order

to account for such a difference in the result. Then the recom-

pense comes under consideration. Since the kingdom of Christ

has now become a monarchy, His faithful servants become royal

governors over its cities, and according to the measure in which

they have gained with the sums entrusted to them. In the success

of their activity in the kingdom of the Cross, they had developed

their qualification for their activity in the kingdom of glory, and

the measure of it was fixed. The juxtaposition of the two faithful

servants is sufficient to illustrate these truths. Ihit another comes,

saying, 'Lord, behold, here is thy pound, which I have kept laid

up in a napkin ; for I feared thee, because thou art an austere man ;

tliou takest up that thou layedst not down, and reapest that thou

didst not sow. And he saith unto him, Out of thine own mouth

1 Josephus, Antl'i. xvii. 11, § 1. Compare De Wette, Lxcrjctischcs Ilamlbuch. on

the passage.
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will I judge thee, thou wicked servant. Thou knewest that I was
an austere man, taking up that I laid not down, and reaping that

I did not sow : Wherefore then gavest not thou my money into the

bank, that at my coming I might have required my own with
usury ?' Now follows the sentence :

' Take from him the pound,
and give it to him that hath ten pounds.' The servants object, he
has already so much ; but their lord answers, ' Unto every one that

hath shall be given ; and from him that hath not, even that he hath
shall be taken away from him/ The wicked servant allowed the

pound entrusted to him to lie unemployed. It is characteristic, that

he had laid it aside wrapped up in his na])kin ; he had used neither

his pound nor his napkin ; in cold indolence he had neglected,

concealed, and denied his calling. From the reason he alleges, it

is evident that he had no attachment to his lord, that he could not

regard his master's business as his own. We cannot, as Olshausen
has done, look upon his excuse as indicating a noble nature, which
was merely held back by the timidity and scrupulosity of the legal

standpoint from putting'^out his pound to interest. Christ reproaches

him as a wicked servant, and condemns him out of his own mouth.
His excuse was therefore hypocritical. Devotion to his lord was
wanting. He stood on the egoistic, and hence on the slavish stand-

point. He undervalued his calling and the talent entrusted to him
as a matter of insignificance, which, as he thought, was not worth
considering whether he could gain or lose by using it. Trading
with the sum entrusted to him seemed everything ; the^sum itself

as nothing ; and accordingly he reasoned thus : If I gain large

profits with the pound entrusted to me, I shall gain no advantage
from it—my lord will take it all ; but if I sufter loss, I shall be

made responsible for it without mercy. Hence it will be best for

me to lay the pound by for him, and take care of myself. Thus
the man of a slavish spirit calculates in the Lord's service. He
feels not how great the gift of his calling is ; for surrender to the

love that has called him is wanting. He thinks that everything

in religion depends on his working. But he is afraid of becoming
a saint, since he cannot regard as his own gain what he is to gain

for God. On the other hand, he is so very much afraid of failures

in Christian endeavour, and on that account postpones his conver-

sion, as many Christians in ancient times deferred their baptism.

Wherever a slothful servant of Christ looks upon ,his calling in

relation to the harvest of the world, which Christ will expect from
him, as a troublesome, contemptible sowing, and on that account
neglects it, this parable obtains its fulfilment. But Christ passes

sentence on the servant according to his own showing. Exactly
because he expects great things from the improvement of every

gift and calling entrusted to man, must every one make the best

use he can of his pound. The very least which the slothful servant

could have done, would have been to put his pound in the bank

;

without any great exertion on his own part, he would then have
secured at least the usual interest of the money. He might give
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back his calling to the Church, who would then transfer it to some
one else (place the pound in another person's hands for trading
with), and the Lord would then receive the profits which He might
expect from a faithful ai)plication of it.^ Instead of this, he re-

tained the calling, hut neglected it, and thereby inflicted an injury

on his lord's afiairs. As a i)unishment, his pound is taken from
him and given to him who had ten pounds. All the rights of the
Christian calling which the unfaithful neglect, will one day revert

in the world of perfect reality to those who have been faithful in

their calling ; and precisely tliose who have the richest blessing of

power and fidelity will obtain the richest reversion. This expect-
ation is thoroughly certain, since it is a settled matter that the
correct relations of power and being in the kingdom of God, and
therefore the relations of rank in those who sustain them, must one
day appear in a perfect, clearly expressed organism. Whoever has
the reality, to him also will be imparted the glory of the a])pear-

ance ; but whoever is destitute of real life in the calling of Christ,

from him will be taken away the outward calling to exhibit it.

After this sentence passed on the slothful servant, sentence is also

passed on the rebels. They are already defeated by the glorious

return of the lord ; he now causes them to be brought and slain

before his eyes. In this is contained the announcement, that the

sentence of condemnation on the enemies of Christ will take place

at His return before His throne.

The parable of tlie talents (Matt. xxv. 14-30) has such an affinity

to the preceding, that by critics of different schools - it has been
regarded as only another recension of it, or as the original from
which the other is taken. But notwithstanding the affinity of its

leading features and thoughts, it is distinguished from it by a marked
peculiarity. As to its position, it is connected with the parable of

the ten virgins, which immediately precedes it, by the thouglit that

the delay of Christ's return is a [probation for His disciples, and at

last will suddenly come upon them with a dangerous surprise ; and
by this same thought it is clearly distinguished from the parable of

the pounds. In both parables, Christ's servants are individually

tried by the great distance which separates Him from them. But
in the former it is the distance of space, here it is the distance of

time, which forms the ground of their trial. There, it is question-

able whether the candidate for the throne will return from a distant

land invested with regal power ; here, the master of the household

is a long time away from home, and his servants, owing to the un-

^ In tlie parable of the pounds in Luke, the lord tells the unfaithful servant that

he ought to have given his money iiito the bank (eTrt rrjv Tpdwe'<;av) ; on the other

hand, in the similar parable of the talents, Matt, xxv., it is said, ' Thou oiightest to

have put my money to the exchangers ' (rots rpaTreftTats) : this difference corresponds

to the different character of the parables. The offices are returned to the Church ;

but the gifts of grace, which are in danger of being injured, are to be rendered pro-

ductive by their possessors connecting themselves with the most active leaders of

the Church.
' Strauss, Lehen Jesu, i. 634 ; Olshausen, iii. 283. On the other hand, Schleier-

macher, Ucier die Schriften des Lu/cas, p. 239.
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certainty wliether lie will ever return, and the long destitution of
his personal appearance, are tempted to slothfulness and the neglect
of what is entrusted to their care. According to this view of the
parable, the first tiling that strikes us is the relation of the lord of
the servants to the kingdom. He is not described as a person of
high birth, but simply as ' a man travelling into a far country.' He
has three servants. If in the number of ten servants the relation
of the disciples of Jesus to the whole course of the world is made
apparent, here the three servants mark the work of the Spirit which
is committed to the circle of the disciples on earth ; for three is the
number of the Spirit. And if in the one pound the equal disciple-
ship of all Christians, in its humble aspect in the eyes of the world,
is represented, so here the trust committed to the disciples appears
to us rather in its essential importance.^ According to this propor-
tion, one of these servants had a sum three hundred times greater
than in the former parable. Poverty-struck as the calling of the
apostles and evangelists may appear on the secular side, thus splen-
did is its inward spiritual side ; however faint the outward lustre of
the calling, great are its golden contents, the gifts of grace ; for we
can understand by the talents nothing else than the gifts of grace
bestowed on the disciples. The calling of the disciples is equal

:

each has only one pound. But the gifts of grace are various : to
one servant five talents are entrusted ; to another, two ; to another,
one. On this rest the inner differences of Christian discipleship,

and hence it is explained that one with his pound could gain ten
pounds, while another gained only five. This diversity in the gifts

of grace which Christ dispenses in the kingdom of redemption is

regulated by the diversity of natural gifts which God has dealt out
in the kingdom of creation. The master, on his leaving, fixed for

each of his servants the number of talents according to their 'several
ahUify' {Kara rrjv ISiav Svpafiiv), it is said in the parable. What
in the domain of human natural life was intellectual power, in the
kipgdom of Christ, when purified and consecrated by grace, becomes
wisdom and knowledge ; what in the former was a power of the soul,

here becomes a holy flame of love ; and thus every gift, from being
a mental natural talent, is converted into a spiritual talent of the
kingdom. After the distribution of these gifts of grace, the master
straightway departs (ver. 15). The ascension and Pentecost nearly
coincide, and, according to the inner nature of things, the outpour-
ing of the Holy Spirit is the immediate consequence of Christ's

ascension. Now a long period elapses ; a dangerous term of pro-
bation for the servants. The reckoning takes place at the final

return of their lord, and it then ap})cars that the two first servants
have dealt faithfully with their talents. Each of them has gained
as much as was entrusted to him ; consequently the spiritual capital

entrusted to the believer is exactly doubled by its faithful application.

But why only doubled, while the capital of the calling, the pound,
has realized ten times its own amount ? The calling operates on

^ The talent {TdXavTOv) contained 60 minse, worth about £243, 15s. of our money.
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tlie broad, wkle world, where an apostle in fulfilling his vocation
might gain half the world, or bring a whole generation under his

power. But the gift of the Spirit operates within the kingdom of

the Spirit; hence it will gain just so much life as is specifically

related to it. For every positive power of the kingdom of God, a
jM-oportionate receptive power exists in the spirit-lile of the world
destined for the kingdom of God. Outwardly this simple gain of

the essential gift of the Spirit may appear less than the tenfold gain
of the official calling; but according to the scale of importance in

the kingdom of God, it stands perl'ectly equal to it. For the mental
gift, in its faithful application, is exactly that which imparts to the

calling its destined productiveness. In truth, it is the greatest gain
when it is granted to a Christian to reclaim five talents of human
mental gifts from their wild growth and perversion for the life of

the kingdom of God; hence an abundance of new offices of life

arises. The reward, also, which is here granted to the faithful

servants, points to the profoundest relations of the kingdom of God.
They were faithful over a little;^ now they are placed over much.
And this exaltation is thus expressed—the rewarding Lord says to

each, ' Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord
!

' He admits them
into the fellowship of His own life of joy—the fellowship of His
perfected rest. The former parable makes the reward of God's

servants for their fidelity in their temporal calling to consist in the

glory of their heavenly calling : they were ])laced over many cities.

Here, their fidelity in their human spirit-life, as it Avas peculiarly

conditioned and diversified, is rewarded by their being raised to the

sabbatical rest of the unconditioned spirit-life of their Lord. There,

they received their reward in a new, heavenly investiture ; here,

their temporal striving is rewarded with the most entire rest from
toil. There, heavenly labour is the blessing on fidelity to their

earthly calling ; here, heavenly repose of spirit is the consequence

of temporal activity of spirit in divine things. In the former case,

those who had maintained their fidelity become God's vicegerents
;

in the latter, they become members of His family. Thus one

parable describes the outward side of their inheritance ; the other

parable, the inner side. But the servant who had received only the

one pound appeal's very similar to the slothful servant in the former

parable. He calls his lord a hard man, reaping where he had not

sown ; and says, that for fear of him he hid his talent in the earth.

He returns it to him unimproved. Manifestly he also was induced

by an undervaluation of his gift to hide it in the earth. Tliat in

this manner he gradually lost the life of the divine Spirit and sunk

the life of his own spirit deep in the earth, the parable could only

express by showing how he never properly made tlie entrusted talent

his own, since he brings it again to his lord as his (' Lo, there thou

hast that is thine'), with which he had nothing to do. But his

lord rebukes him as a 'wicked and slothful servant.' His con-

demnation is then expressed as in the former parable. His talent

^ It is said eVi o^lya, uot iv eXaxiVr^j as in tUe former parable.
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is taken from him and given to him who had ten talents. This is

designed to teach, that the faithlessness and apostasy of Grod's wicked
servants produces on His faithful servants a most salutary reaction,

a stimulating effect, by which their life acquires an extraordinary

elevation.^ But the unprofitable servant is here not merely punished
by being deprived of his pound. He is cast into outer darkness,

where is wailing and gnashing of teeth.- When he kept back a gift

of the Si)irit from the kingdom of God, after he was pledged to

employ it, the necessary consequence was, that he became an enemy
of this kingdom ; hence the severest punishment was inflicted upon
him. Finally, if we notice the circumstance that the servant was
guilty of this unfaithfulness with the smallest sum, we shall see, on
the one hand, the connection of the religious self-determination of

man with his gift. This servant had, in proportion, the least reli-

gious capital. But on the other hand, we also see the full mani-
festation of freedom in the unfaithfulness of the servant ; for he too

had his talent, and could have gained a second with it. It was
therefore his guilt that he so conducted himself as if he had no
vocation for the kingdom of God, and by this guilt he incurred his

condemnation.

Thus we see how the three parables, which exhibit the rewarding
justice of the Lord in such great acts of allegiance, by degrees

bring forward more distinctly its punitive administration. This
punitive administration gradually comes forth in the following

parables in all its majesty. Especially we find parables which
announce beforehand this punitive justice ; we might designate

them parables of warning and threatening justice.

The constant nearness of the divine judgment is continually an-

nounced to men by the prevalence of death. The nearness of death,

when it makes itself perceptible to sinners, is everywhere an omen
of tln-eatening judgment. This is shown in the parable of the fool-

ish landholder (Luke xii. 16-21). This man was rich; his fields

were crowned with an abundant and sple.ndid harv^est. He found
that his barns were too small, and resolved to build greater, in order

to stow in safety his fruits and his goods. And then he would ' delude

his soul '
3 to look upon this store for many years, to eat, drink, and

be merry. Here God Himself makes His appearance in the parable.
' Thou fool !' He said, ' this night thy soul shall be required of thee

;

1 Compare Acts v. 11, 12.

2 ' The 0aai\ela is viewed as the region of light, which is encircled by darl^ness.

In reference to this point, the metaphorical language of Scripture is very exact in

the choice of expressions. Concerning the children of light who are unfaithful to

their vocation, it is said that they are cast into the (jKbros ; but respecting the
children of darkness, we are told that they are consigned to the wvp aUbviov ; so that

each one is punished in the opposite element.'—Olshausen, iii. 287.
^ ' In this case neither crufxa nor irvevfia could have been employed. According to

the divine ordinance, nourishment is required by the body, but the Trvevfia has rela-

tion to nobler than sensuous blessings and food. The ^vxv, as being capable of edu-
cation and development, can refer as well to the lower region of the crdp^ as to the
higher one of the vvevpia. In this very thing consequently does the point of the
thought before us lie, that he gave up to the crapKiKoTs that fvxv, which, he should
have consecrated to the irvev/xaTiKo'is.'—Olshausen, ii, 300.
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then whose shall those things he which thou lins provided ? So is

he that Layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich towards God/
Judgment overtook him. The death of such a man is in itself a
judgment, because it exhibits with one blow all his labour as vain
ins whole calculation as false, his striving as folly, and meets his
self-will with an inexorable counter-working fate, but especially by
the result, that it places him in his nakedness and destitution be-
fore God. Thus God's judgments incessantly pi-oceed through the
whole world in the most appalling forms and visitations. But the
threatening omens go before the judgments themselves in all the
signs of death. In these circumstances, in which death stands for

judgment, he is the antipodes of the good Samaritan. He likewise

knows no limitations of confessions or nationalities. As the former
(the good Samaritan) restored the half-dead to life, so the latter

hurries them to the grave. The administration of salutary severity

stands as a complement over against the administration of salutary

kindness ; and the ministers of justice join themselves to the minis-
ters of mercy.

But the same man, who is threatened by the impending judgment
because his heart is set on earthly things, calls also for punitive

retribution, since by this vain striving he becomes an unfruitful

tree for the kingdom of God. This truth is exhibited in the j^arable

of the barren fig-tree (Luke xiii. 6-9). This fig-tree was in a
very favourable position. It stood in its owner's vineyard, under
the care of a faithful gardener. And yet, for three years in suc-

cession, it brought forth no fruit. Then the owner said to the vine-

dresser, ' Cut it down, why should it impoverish^ the ground on
which it stands !' But the vinedresser interceded for the tree on
which sentence had been passed. ' Lord, let it alone this year also,

till I shall dig about it and dung it : if it bear fruit, well ; and if not,

after that thou shalt cut it down !' In the theocratic symbolic, the

people of Israel, in consequence of its early awakening to the know-
ledge of the true God, were in its prime the early fig-tree among the

nations (Hos. ix. 10). But now, in consequence of its being stiftened

in the unspiritual observance of traditions, it had become an un-

fruitful fig-tree. Its unfruitfulness was the more unnatural, because

it enjoyed such distinguished care in the garden of God. Already,

at the first appearance of Christ, a judgment had been manifested

on the people, for they were not capable of receiving Him. But
He, whom the faithful vinedresser resembled in spirit, implored a

respite for them. This respite took place in the time of Christ's

ministry, and was then on the point of expiring, without the fig-

tree's promising to reward the last labour bestowed upon it. There-

fore the doom that had already been })ronounced by the Judge was
coming on with hasty steps. But the Christian Church was also

such a fig-tree in the garden of God in its outward form, and in a

wider sense the whole human race, and indeed, in the most varied

appearances, every Christian and every individual man. The spirit

^ [More than the dx9os dpo\jpT]s of the Gx-eeks, for which see Plat. A^wl. p. 28.

—

Ed.]
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of justice'wliicli presides over the earth, continually presses forward

the developments of human life with accelerated speed, to judg-

ment. But the spirit of mercy exerts a force in an opposite direc-

tion, and is ever keeping back the threatening judgments.^ This

makes the time of salvation always more precious and more
momentous. Long-suffering counts the days of the granted respite,

and the greatest facts in which the power of Christ's love and the

monitions of His Spirit are manifested, announce most of all as

warning prognostics that judgment is nigh.

But at last the threatened judgments make their appearance.

Man can suffer them. This is shown in the following parables,

especially the parable of the marriage of the king's son (Matt. xxii.

1-14). Here that feast appears, which was before exhibited in

its relation to mercy, in its opposite relation to judgment. The
greatest blessing of earthly life is, that man is invited in it to the

feast of God's felicity ; and it is his heaviest loss in life, if he has neg-

lected this invitation. But his punishment does not consist in mere
destitution. The destitution of essential life, of life in life, must,

according to its very nature, become a tormenting fire in the centre

of life—a death in life. A king makes a great feast to celebrate

the nuptials of his son ; the guests invited are his subjects. Evi-

dently the king is God Himself, and His son is Christ, as He is on

the point of uniting Himself with His bride the Church. That the

persons invited, if they accept the invitation, belong themselves

to the life-form of the bride, is not a point for consideration ; for

Christ is perfectly certain of His Church as a whole, although

individuals of the invited guests should be wanting. Indeed,

believers themselves, in their individual capacity, are to be regarded

only as wedding guests who partake of one joy with the Bridegroom.

Since the guests are the king's subjects, they would be obliged to

comply with the invitation, although he had summoned them to

compulsory service. Thus motives of the highest honour, of the

highest love and joy, and of the highest duty, combined to induce

the persons invited to appear in the most joyful manner at the

great festival. Their refusal is therefore something quite monstrous,

and in its threefold aggravation is to be regarded as a rebellion.

To the first invitation they gave a simple refusal, without alleging

any reasons for it : 'they looulcl not come.' Their lord condescends

to request them by a second set of messengers. He represents the

abundance of the feast, the embarrassment of his household if the

oxen and fatlings should be killed in vain, and that all things

were ready. How strikingly in these traits is the earnestness, the

ardour of love in the preacliing of the Gospel, depicted ! But the

persons invited turn away with contempt, and go their way to their

usual avocations. Some even proceed so far as to insult and kill

the servants who invited them. The king hears of this, and is

wroth ; he sends forth his armies and destroys those murderers, and

burns their city. This is the first act of retributive justice. It has

^ 2 Peter iii. 9.
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been said that no reason has been j^iven why some of these imc^ratcfnl

guests killed the servants of their prince ^Yho invited tliem.^ Cer-
tainly no motive is alleged for their conduct ; nor can any be <'iven,

any more than for the tact in the department of spiritual life, that
the indillerentism with which the earthly minded man refuses the
invitation to the blessed feast of reconciliation with God, can
change itself into a positive demoniac hatred against that invitation

and its bearers. It is, indeed, an awful thing, that by the guilt of

those who are invited, an avenging sword and a dismal conflagration

must proceed from the marriage feast of the King of humanity, by
which the despisers of the feast perish with their city,—that there-

fore the greatest gift of God to humanity is rejected by many with
a rebellious spirit which can only be put down by the most fearful

judgments. In the description of the burning city, there is certainly

an obscure allusion to the destruction of Jerusalem
;
yet we must

not overlook the ftrct, that all the features are symbolical in the
most comprehensive sense, so that, for example, the burning city

may reappear in Constantinople taken by the Turks, and often in

the history of the world ; last of all, in the mysterious conflagra-

tion which will accompany the last judgment. The parable now
more distinctly falls in with the representation in the similar par-
able contained in Luke. We see that the marriage feast of the
king's son cannot be rendered nugatory. ' The wedding is ready, but
they which were bidden were not worthy,' the king says to his ser-

vants. He therefore sends them into the highways with a commis-
sion to invite whomsoever they can find. The servants execute their

errand in the most comprehensive manner ; they invite good and
bad, and thus the house is filled with guests. We here see how
powerfully the preaching of the Gospel is carried on in the world
according to the will of the Lord, and how the free invitation ad-

dressed by Him to all is at special times more strongly urged by
His servants.

The most righteous in their ecclesiastical and civil relations are

too bad {ovK cI^lol) if they are self-righteous ; the most unworthy,
on the other hand, are good enough if they seek righteousness in

redem})tion. Grace, indeed, would not be grace in its divine

majesty if it could not redeem, and wished not to redeem, the most
unworthy. Therefore the contrast of good and bad which was
formed in the old-world teon makes no difference, if only the good
acknowledge with penitence the evil in their lives, and the bad lay

hold of goodness in Christ as the destiny of their life. But the

emphasis with which this majesty of grace must be announced, in

order to put an end to all doubt and despondency, may be badly

managed by some servants, as soon as they carry it on in an anti-

nomiau spirit—as soon as they accommodate the doctrine of faith

to the earthly mind, and grant admission into the Church or abso-

lution with undue facility. In a similar manner, false hearts may
misinterpret the Gospel by falsely hearing it, and wish to unite the

^ Strauss, Lclen Jcsu, i. G38.
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service of sin with assurance of salvation. But with this a new fall

of man is originated wor^e than the first, just as in the case when
unbelief rejects the Gospel. Wherefore the judgment of God per-

vades the kingdom of grace, and with more intense severity, because

the conscious service of sin which will find its way into this king-

dom is of all offences the most heinous. Men cannot indeed unite

the peace of reconciliation with sin, but they may make the attempt

both in doctrine and life ; and then always, as an outrage against

the holy pure spirit of mercy, must call forth the greatest judg-

ments. The parable exhibits this fact in the king's going in to

take a view of the guests, and finding one among them who had
not on a wedding garment. This image has been explained by a

reference to the Oriental custom of furnishing a splendid garment

for the guest who came to the feast of a man of rank.^ On the

other hand, it has been remarked that it is not certain that this

custom was prevalent in the time of Jesus. ^ Then again it has

been urged, that Oriental customs are characterized by their con-

stancy ;
^ and as a proof, the narrative of Samson's wedding feast

has been adduced (Judges xiv. 11-13). Samson promised to

his thirty companions, whom the Philistines managed to bring

with an evil intent to his wedding, thirty sheets and thirty change

of garments, on the condition of their explaining his riddle. He
might not like to make such a present to the perfidious guests

;

but since established custom seemed to require it, he imposed on

them the task of earning the gift by his riddle. But in our parable

a king is speaking before a multitude of poor people, whom he had
most graciously invited. It is therefore presupposed that he would

not let them want the festive garment."^ Therefore this man, in the

imagery of the parable, is a vulgar, coarse-minded being, who knew
not how to value the king's kindness, or to enter into the spirit of

the feast—who did not esteem the master of the feast nor the

occasion, nor even respected himself. But according to the spiritual

meaning this guest cannot be considered as a self-righteous person,

ignorant of the righteousness of faith ; for this class has already

been sentenced under the image of those who ungratefully refused

the invitation. That this man appears among the guests in the

house of mercy, marks him as one of those who assented like the

rest to the doctrine of justification by faith, and tried to regard tlie

consolations of salvation as belonging to himself. But his delin-

quency consisted in his not entering into the spirit of the feast, into

the holy and sanctifying import of reconciliation. As far as he was
concerned, the wedding feast would become a coarse carousal, the

Gos])el would be mere absolution, and Christian orthodoxy a cloak

for sin. But the king's glance detected him even among the genuine

^ ' Allusion is made to the Eastern custom observed at feasts, of distributing costly

garments.'—Olshausen, iii. 176.
2 Strauss, Leben Jesu, i. 639. ^ Neander, Life of Christ, § 255, p. 409.
^ This trait in the parable would occasion no difficulty if there had been no trace

of the custom to which we have alluded. The poorest person provides his own di'ess,

if as a mark of favour he be invited to court.
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guests. He asks him, ' Friend, how comest thou in liitlier, not
having a wedding garment ? ' And he was speechless. Tlie king
commands the servants to bind him hand and foot, and to cast him
into outer darkness, where shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.

Thus the parable becomes once more a parable of judgment. The
judgment is first of all to be regarded as an internal one. A greater

self-delusion cannot exist, than when a man attempts to confound
the experiences of grace, of which the essence is to eradicate sin,

with the actings and thoughts of sin. This wicked course has for

its consequence the most mischievous derangement of the life of the

soul. But an outward judgment follows the inward. First of all a
fearful repulsion arises between the pure spirit of the Church of

Christ and the impure spirit of the hypocrites, and often the latter,

when suddenly unveiled, retire as the most mischievous adversaries

into outer darkness. But then the special punishment attends them :

the servants bind their hands and feet. In their actions and course of

conduct they are much more completely ruined than other reprobates.

So deeply diseased and prostrated are they, that they have destroyed

in themselves the capability of self-respect, and in the Church the

possibility of believing in their return ; and moreover, by the worst

entanglement in the curse, they have utterly deprived themselves of

the free movement of their life in the world. Here again tlie saying

holds good, Many are called, but few chosen. Even in the body of

professed believers in the righteousness by faith, individuals are to

be found who are destitute of the fidelity of the chosen.

The chief contrast of this parable, as exhibited in the despisers

and guests of the marriage feast, is shown on a small scale in the

parable of the two sons whom their father wished to send into his

vineyard (Matt. xxi. 28-31). The first answered to his father's

command to go and work in his vineyard, ' I will not,' but after-

wards repented of his refusal and went. The other replied to the

same injunction, ' I go, sir,' and went not. The Lord propounded

this parable to the members of the Supreme Council at Jerusalem,

who questioned His authority for purifying the temple, and called

on them to decide which of the two sons did the will of their father.

They answered. The first. Upon this they were obliged to listen

to the denunciation, ' Verily I say unto you, that the publicans and

harlots go into the kingdom of God before you.' The publicans

and harlots had first of all renounced the service of God, the one

by their position in life, the other by their sinful course. But the

spirit of repentance which moved many of them in the time of

Christ, was a proof that they repented of their inconsiderate haste.

Many of these erring ones became labourers in the vineyard of the

Lord. On the other hand, the heads of the Jewish people appeared,

by their whole bearing, to be giving a constant assent to the call of

God ; while their conduct towards the Messiah was a constant de-

cisive negative, which was consummated in the crucifixion. In this

parable also, notwithstanding its definite immediate application, we

cannot fail to perceive its general symbolical nature.

VOL. I. 2 L
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Tlie liigli priests and elders might indeed have reminded the
Lord tliat the peo^^le of Israel were Grod's true vineyard, and it

cannot be disputed that they as official labourers continued to work
in it. To this representation Christ assents : He causes them to

appear in a new parable (Matt. xxi. 33-41 ; Mark xii. 1-9
; Luke

XX. 9-16) as labourers in the Lord's vineyard. Here therefore the

vineyard is an image of the kingdom of God in its universal theo-

cratic form/ while in the former parable He described the kingdom
of New Testament life breaking out of the shell of Judaism.
The owner of the vineyard is God. He has completed the whole

according to the ideal of a vineyard. The vines are planted ; a
hedge surrounds the plantation

; and it is furnished with a wine-
press and a watch-tower. The word of God, as the principle of con-

secrated life, forms the plantation ; the social communion, as the

exclusion of those who are not members of the kingdom (under the

Old Covenant represented by circumcision and the Passover, under
the new by baptism and the Supper), forms the hedge ;- the wine-
press denotes the holy suffering by which the spiritual wine is

pressed from the grapes ; and the tower, the sacred discipline, the
office of watching and punishing, in the Church. This vineyard
the owner let out to vinedressers and went into a distant country.

In the fruit-season he sent his servants to receive the rent. But
these servants were ill-treated by them. According to Mark, one
servant was sent first of all, whom they beat and sent empty away

;

then another, whom they stoned and wounded in the head, and
handled him shamefully; last of all, one whom they killed outright.^

The owner then sent a greater number of servants, whom they
maltreated in the same way. These vinedressers are manifestly the

rulers of the Jewish nation, as far as they represent generally the

])revailing tendency of the people in general. At their hands the

Lord might expect to receive the proceexls of His capital, the

genuine fruits of repentance. But they shamefully maltreated His
prophets, and killed some of them. Christ makes two divisions of

these messengers, in order that the sending of the son may appear
more suitable as the third and last. The owner last of all sends his

own (his only, his beloved) son to them, saying, They will reverence

my son. He still wished to regard them not as rebels and robbers,

but only as misguided men. But when the son came, they said,

This is the heir ! This expression is highly significant. By em-
ploying it, Christ reproaches His enemies as well knowing that He
came from the Father, and was filled with the life of God. The
vinedressers were perfectly aware that to Him the vineyard really

belonged, and on that account resolved to kill Him in order to get

possession of His inheritance. 'And they took him and killed him,

^ Compare Isa. v. 1-7.

2 We canuot understand this hedge to mean the Mosaic law. Nor can we help
noticing, that at the close of the parable the vineyard is transferred to other hus-
bandmen. The kingdom of God passes into the New Testament form. But how is

it possible to regard the Jlosaic law as hedging in the New Testament kingdom?
'^ According to Luke, they cast him out wounded.
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and cast liiiu out of the vineyard ' (Mark xii. 8 ; Matt. xxi. 39).

The meaning of these words strikes us at once. Tliey were fulfilled

to the letter. These Jews slew the Messiah before the vineyard.

They put Him to death as an excommunicated person by the hands
of the Gentiles. Jesus again caused the Jews to pass sentence on
themselves. To the question, ' When the lord of the vineyard

Cometh, Avhat will he do unto these hus])andmen ?' they say to

Him, ' He will miserably destroy these wicked men, and will let

out his vineyard to other husbandmen, which shall render him the

fruits in their seasons' (Matt. xxi. 40, 41).^

Thus the judgment on the wicked administrators of the Old
Testament theocracy is announced. But the same spirit of judg-
ment which presides there, pervades also the New Testament
theocracy, and executes also in it the decisions of eternal righteous-

ness. But its judgments will come forth especially at the close of

the New Testament economy. Then all false, unspiritual Christians

will be rejected, while the faitliful will enter into the kingdom of

perfection. This is shown in the parable of the wise and foolish

virgins (Matt. xxv. 1-13). But especially will all faithless over-

seers of the Christian Church experience a heavy sentence ; this is

taught by the parable of the wicked servant (Matt. xxiv. 45-51
;

Luke xii. 42-4G).

There are times of darkness in the history of the kingdom of

God, times which are full of severe temptation for believers. Such
a time was that of Christ's crucifixion (Luke xxii. 53). The Lord
has particularly illustrated the characteristics of a midnight of this

kind by the parable of the ten virgins, which is constructed on the

Jewish mode of celebrating w^eddings. The bridegroom went out

at eventide in nuptial array, and with great pomp, to fetch his

bride from her parents' house and bring her home to his father's.

The bride watched for him, surroimded by the bridal virgins, who
were provided with festive lamps, in which oil nourished the burning

wick, and which were often carried on a wooden pole, so that they

resembled equally torches and lamps. It was the office of these

virgins to go out and meet the bridegroom on his approach, to con-

gratulate him, and then to accompany him in a joyous procession

with their lamps to his father's house, where the wedding was cele-

brated. On these occasions the bridegroom sometimes kept them
waiting till late in the evening, and thus the bridal virgins were

subjected to a trial. Their lamps might burn out if they were

only scantily supplied with oil, so that they would suffer disgrace,

especially if they fell asleep, and thus did not notice early enough

the deficiency of oil in their lamps. The characteristic of this

nocturnal trial, which the Lord has also exhibited in another para-

^ Mark condenses the narrative, since he represents the Lord Himself as uttering

this judgment. According to Luke, Christ's adversaries answered this address of the

Lord by saying, God forbid ! If the Pliarisees, according to ]Matthe\v, passed this

judgment themselves— on the supposition that they rightly understood the meaning
of Jesus—this feigned impartiality certainly meant that it would be far from them
to slay the true heir of God.
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bolip discourse, consists in this : that the waiting virgins lost the
festive disposition and earnest attention ; that they did not continue
in that watchful and joyous state of feeling which the occasion itself

and the near approach of the bridegroom ought to have inspired.
The significance of tliis danger is obvious. It is midnight for the
Church of Christ when the diffusion of a worldly spirit has so
gained the ascendancy as to produce the appearance as if the his-

tory of the Church were subject to the common course of the world
and nature ; as if the kingdom of heaven would not be comjileted
at the judgment and the transformation of the world ; as if Christ
would not come again. Believers at such a time would be more
than ever tempted to lose the feeling of being in the midst of the
development of the wedding of the Christian reconciliation and
purification of the world, and gradually to renounce their calling
of contributing to the festivity of the work of their Lord. But
more than once in the midnight of the progress of Christianity the
cry is made, ' The Bridegroom cometh.' Heavy judgments and
great awakenings testify the near approach of the Lord, and His
spiritual advent expresses in continually stronger manifestations the
approach of His glorified personality, as it takes place at an equal
ratio with the transformation of the earth. But the members of
the Church of Christ, through spiritual slothfulness, may sink into
a state in which every great incident in Christ's approach will
become a heavy judgment. Such a judgment is exhibited to us in
the fate of the foolish virgins. The ten virgins, taken all together,
do not form merely some part of the. Church, as Olshausen tliinks,

but the whole Church, as indeed is indicated by the number ten.
But they signify the Church in one peculiar relation, namely, as it

ought to exhibit the glory of the bride with her abundant splendour

;

the Church, therefore, in its destiny, as full of spiritual joy and
blessedness, waiting with the full brightness of her Lord's inner
life, to maintain His honour in His absence, and to meet Him
triumphantly at His advent. The sleeping in this parable is

indeed a questionable thing
; but it is not the special point of

criminality, otherwise the wise virgins would not be represented as
sleeping at the same time as the foolish ones. It is distinctly said
of all of them, ' While the bridegroom tarried they all slumbered
and slept.'

_
For a while they lost the consciousness of the import-

ance of their position, and of the commencement of the wedding.
But this situation was critical, especially since they could not notice
whether the oil in their lamps was too quickly consumed. The
point of importance in this parable is the oil, the spirit of the inner
life.i The foolish virgins awaken, as well as the wise, at the cry
raised by the most wakeful spirits in the Church, ' The Bridegroom

1 Pe Wette remarks on the passage :
' The oil which they have in store is not

(according to a current devotional interpretation) precisely the Holy Spirit, possibly
because anointhui is, in Scripture language, equivalent to being under the Spirit's
nifluence [Iinspiration). It denotes the internal persistency in watchfulness, and, so
far, internal spiritual power.' This remark depends on the distinction between the
anomting of the Spirit, and the internal spiritual power in the Christian life.
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cometli!' They also are provided with lamps, and begin, like

the others, to trim them, that they may bum clear. But now it is

found that oil is wanting to their lamps ; they are gone out. The
wise, on the contrary, are ])rovided witli a sufticiency of oil ; and in

this consists the essential difference. The parable therefore exliibits

the contrast between the unspiritual, dead members of the Clu'is-

tian Church, and those who are spiritually alive. This difference

exists at all times. But it always becomes more important as time

advances, and at last appears in all its fearfulness, and is the basis

of an essential decision and separation in the judgment which awaits

the Church. All the members will wish, at last, to take a part in

the imperial glory of the Church. They all have lamps—the forms

of faith, the confession of the Church, and their outward position in

it. But then the question will be, whether this form speaks the

truth, or deceives ; whether it is filled by the eternal contents of the

Spirit of Christ or not. The foolish virgins have not the Spirit of

Christ ; they want the burning lam])s, the proofs of love and the

songs of praise. But it belongs to the more allegorical finish of the

parable, when the foolish virgins say to the wise, ' Give us of your

oil, for our lamps are gone out
;

' and when these answer, ' Not

so ; lest there be not enough for us and you ; but go ye rather to

them that sell, and buy for yourselves.' On the _one_ hand, the

earnest longing after the communication of the Spirit is the first

beginning of the spiritual life itself ; and on the other, the spiritual

fulness of one Christian cannot be diminished by impartation to

another. Nevertheless, this representation has also symbolical

features. The feeling of a deficiency is now awakened in the

foolish virgins, and yet they wish to retard the completion of the

wise. But these must now attend to their calling,^ to begin the

festive life of the kingdom in the communion of their Lord. The

separation is come to maturity. Still a prospect seems to open to

them of reaching their destination, since the advice is given

them, ' Go to them that sell, and buy for yourselves
;

' since the

wise ones counselled them to seek for the si)iritual life in the regular

way of Christian meditation and of Christian endeavour ;
in the

faithful employment of the instituted means of grace. But while

the foolish virgins went to buy, the bridegroom comes. The wise

virgins become partakers of the feast, and the door of the festive

hall is closed. At last the foolish virgins come and cry out at the

door, ' Lord, Lord, open to us !
' They receive the answer, '_

Verily

I say unto you, I know you not
!

' This is manifestly a judicial

sentence. Olshausen maintains, that from the connection it results

that the sentence, ' I know you not,' cannot mark eternal condem-

nation. ' Eather,' he says, * the foolish virgins were only excliided

from the marriage supper of the Lamb' (Rev. xix. 7). But it is

very uncertain, when Olshausen says, ' These virgins
^
had the

universal condition of salvation, faith (from their calling /typte,

Kvpte, avoL^ov ^^fxlv, ver. 11), but they wanted the requisite for the-

kingdom of God which proceeds from faith, sanctification (Heb.
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xii. 14).' The objective fact which he has here in his eye is

the difference between the first and second resurrection—between
the preliminary judgment of the world, which is to be succeeded
by the glorification of the Church of Christ on earth, and the last

judgment, which will be followed by its transformation into a
heavenly state of existence. But this constitutes no reason for see-

ing in the parable only the preliminary judgment. That the

foolish virgins said, ' Lord ! Lord !
' and craved an entrance to the

feast, did not qualify them as believers. Had they been believers,

they would also have been welcome guests. Even the rejected at

the last judgment will excuse themselves, according to Matt. xxv.

Yet it is not to be lost sight of, that there is a difference between
the description of the judgment as it affects the foolish virgins, and
as it affects the finally rejected. Therefore, although no particular

preliminary judgment is here spoken of, yet the thought of a tran-

sient judgment seems to predominate. According to the whole
structure of the parable, we may venture to see in it all the pre-

liminary judgments of the Lord, even to the last judgment. And
such is the actual fact. As often as the Lord comes to His Church
in a new manifestation of His Spirit, a separation is made between
the dead and the living members of the Church. Only the chil-

dren of the Spirit form ajoyous procession with Him to His marriage
supper. This was the case for the first time, when at Pentecost

the Lord returned to His Church by His Spirit. The wise in

Israel went in with Him to His feast ; the foolish remained with-

out. This will one day be signally verified when the palmiest times

of the Church begin, her true glorification in the world. The un-
spiritual, perfectly dead part of Christendom then set themselves,

in some form or other, in marked opposition to the glorified Church.
The final judgment was not yet passed upon them ; but it is not

said that they would necessarily be restored in that judgment. That
will depend upon how the last judgment will find them.

As to what relates to this judgment which will come on the

Church, the Lord finally has expressed in the most striking man-
ner the climax of evil in the Church, by the parable, already men-
tioned, of the wicked servant. It is remarkable, that it was Peter

who gave the Lord occasion to deliver it. The Lord exhorts the

disciples to watch (Luke xii. 35, 36) like servants who wait for

their lord when he returns from the wedding. They are to have
their loins girt and their lamps burning. They must wait in

earnest expectation of their coming Lord, and not incur His dis-

pleasure by self-indulgence, and by allowing, like dark spirits, their

lights to become dim and go out. Christ closed this exhortation

with the words, ' If he shall come in the second watch, or come in

the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those servants ' (ver.

38). But then this cheerful earnest image is changed into a

threatening one: 'And this know, that if the good-man of the

house had known what hour the thief would come, he would have

watched, and not have suffered his house to be broken through.
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Be 5"e therefore ready also : for the Son of man cometh at an liour

when ye think not.' The thief easily deceives the householder in

the night, if he does not know at what hour he will come. If he

only knew this, nothing would be easier than to hiuder the thief.

Therefore the uncertainty of the hour of the coming of Jesus Christ

is the great danger which always threatens the careless among His

disciples ; and the more they surrender themselves to their careless-

ness, so much the more dangerous and obnoxious to them will be

the coming of Jesus Christ, as to a householder the breaking in of

a thief.^ This parabolic representation contains two most import-

ant thoughts. The Christian must indeed consider, that the very

next moment may put him in a fearfully dithcult position, which

will m-ge him to a decision for his life, and become a judgment for

him, if"he has not carefully watched beforehand, so as to understand

the meaning of this hour when it comes. Christ's language, which

He so often repeats, respecting the uncertainty of that hour, shows us

most clearly how distinctly the certainty was present to His mind,

that after the tardy course of the periodic time of the Church's

a3on, the final catastrophe which is to introduce a new epoch will

come with fearful and startling rapidity. Peter having asked the

Lord whether He had uttered this parable in reference to them,

the disciples alone, or to all, the parable we have mentioned follows

(Luke xii. 41-48). It appears at first not in parabolic compact-

ness, but in a discourse which gradually assumes a distinctly para-

bolic form. The Lord said, ' Who thenis that faithful and wise

steward, whom his lord shall make ruler over his household, to gije

them their portion of meat in due season?' This question dis-

tinguishes in their spiritual importance between the class of spiritual

stewards and those whom they provide for in the Church. But

who is the servant ? The decision is difiacult, but it is given in

the following words :
' Blessed is that servant whom his lord, when

he coraeth, shall find so doing.' Whoever, therefore, at His com-

ing is occupied in dispensing spiritual food to the household, as it

becomes him, the doctrines, the consolations, and the encourage-

ments of the Gospel, him his Lord will mark as the servant

originally called by Him, and will attest him to be such by placing

him over all His goods, and thus making him a prince in the king-

dom of the Spirit. But if that servant, who in his real character

was distinctly present to his mind as evil (' that evil servant,' Matt.

xxiv. 48), should say in his heart, My lord delayeth his commg,

and should begin to beat the men-servants and maidens, the

younger members of the household, and to eat and_ drink, and

give himself up to inebriety, and therefore changing his calhng to

furnish food to his fellow-servants into the stand-point of a despotic

judicial taskmaster in the house, the lord of that servant will come

in a day when he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he

is not aware, and will pass upon him the sentence of theocratic

zeal; he will cut him in sunder,- and will appoint him his portion

1 See Olshausen's Commentary, ii. 307. ^ Compare 1 Sam. xv, 33.
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with the unbelievers, or with the hypocrites. And thus will he
make it evident that he was not his true and accredited servant

;

for in the kingdom of Christ, according to its essential spirituality,

the office must coincide with the interior life and the conduct. The
general rule by which the Lord inflicts those severe punishments
is next given. The servant who knew his lord's will and prepared

not himself, neither did according to his will, will suffer many
stripes. But he that knew not, and did commit things worthy of

stripes, shall suffer few stripes. For every man has an immediate
feeling of the will of his heavenly Lord, which he ought to culti-

vate ; arid as punishment is due even when a servant does not

know what his lord wills, so in a like sense is a man punishable

when he does not know what God wills.^ But the punishment of

the servant who wilfully transgresses his Lord's will, will be great.

By this rule a greater punishment will be inflicted on a bad Chris-

tian than on a bad heathen, and a greater still on a bad clergyman
;

and so the scale rises up to a bad bishop, and that servant who
holds the highest position in the Church with the greatest unfaith-

fulness, will on that account be punished most severely. The
punishment of being ' cut in sunder,' expresses the fearful contrast

which is formed between the greatest, most careless, judicial arro-

gance, and the sudden endurance of the most horrible doom. Such
a doom falls everywhere on the clerical office, where it falls asunder

by a schism into dead parts, where by divisions it loses its authority

and power. But as to what concerns the despotic functionary in

the Church of Christ, his punishment is more precisely determined

in Luke :
' his portion is appointed with unbelievers/ He was an

unbeliever who made himself a lord of the Church, because he did

not thoroughly believe with his heart in the return of his Lord, and
therefore neglected and ill-treated his fellow-servants, and gave him-
self up to a life of self-indulgence. But, according to Matthew, he
receives the punishment of the hypocrites, since in his unbelief he
assumed the credit of the greatest and most ardent zeal, while he
maltreated his fellow-servants. The punishment of the ' evil ser-

vant ' is therefore this, that he is cast into the abode of the lost,

where there is weeping and gnashing of teeth.

The two last parables distinctly point to the great representation of

the last judgment, which Jesus has given, not in a parable, but in a

discourse pervaded by parabolic traits (Matt. xxv. 31-46). We
have seen how the parables relating to the kingdom of God rise

in one straight stem, and then branch out into parables of mercy
and of judgment. Last of all, the lofty summit of this parabolic

system appears in the parabolic representation already mentioned of

the last judgment. And here, in the crown of the system, we see

the blossom of the parable fully expand, and the resplendent flower

break forth of a clear representation of the appearance of the king-

dom of God in its New Testament glory ; while, by the abundance
of its symbolical traits, it shows that it forms the crown of the

^ Compare Olshausen, iii. 1.
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parabolic system. Nor will the circumstance that this representation

is destitute of the compact parabolic form, prevent us from con-

sidering it, since it forms the natural organic head of the cycle of

parables ; in fact, it is the key by which Christ teaches us to unfold

what is hidden and veiled in all the parables of the kingdom.

We see here how mercy is to form the decisive rule by which
the Lord will pass sentence, and consummate His kingdom. The
Son of man appears in His glory, and all His angels with Him, and
He sits on the throne of His glory. Thus is the revelation of Christ's

consummated kingdom of glory depicted. All nations are assem-

bled before Him.^ All men come under the judgment of the

Christian rule of life ; and as a shepherd divides the sheep from the

goats, so Christ divides men. He places the sheep on His right,

and the goats on His left. Therefore on that day the human race

is so matured in the works of separating contrast, that it needs

only the coming forth of Christ, only a signal from Him, to com-
plete the separation which had matured in life. Now the merciful

are saluted by Christ as the blessed of His Father. In His judg-

ment they have brought the required aid to Him in all His suffer-

ings : they have fed the hungry, given drink to the thirsty, taken in

the stranger, clothed the naked, visited the sick, sought out the

prisoner. But these merciful ones are also the humble ; they can-

not recollect that they have acted as such angels of mercy on earth.

And these humble ones are also the truly Christ-like. For what
they have done to the least among them whom Christ calls His
brethren, they have done, in His judgment, to Himself. They had,

therefore, in their eye not merely the physical in the sufferers, with

an unspiritual sensuous sympathy ; but they cherished and raised

the inner man in them, their Christian destiny and christological

dignity. The noble marks of the divine lineage in the unfortunate

have attracted and moved them as a life related to their own, and
by their charity they have brought them nearer to Christ. ' Inherit

the kingdom,' Christ says, announcing their reward, ' prepared for

you from the foundation of the world.' They enter into eternal

life as the blessed of the Father, as those who were pervaded by the

blessing of the Father. The kingdom of a chosen humanity per-

fected in the Spirit of Christ, in humility and love, and raised above

death, has been founded in them from the beginning, and its com-

pletion will be carried on among them in the development of the

world, and above them in the administration of the Father. Now
this inheritance exists in its bloom, and receives them as the

phenomenal world, corresponding to its inner nature. But the

wicked will be rejected as the unmerciful, who, in all the relations

of misery, have no heart for the destitute. But they reveal them-

selves, moreover, as the self-righteous, since they are not disposed to

1 Olshausen, without reason, would find in this representation only the delineation

of a final judgment on unbelievers. Unbelievers, as such, would indeed not be yet

ripe for judgment. Besides, this judgment is too decidedly represented as a judg-

ment on all nations.
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convict themselves of negligence in the duty of mercy. But lastly,

it contributes to their severest reproach, that they entirely ignored
the golden threads of the christological relation which go through
all human life, that they have not regarded in man the calling to

Christ, and therefore not Christ in humanity. Christ sends them
away from Himself as accursed. The word here is no mere term
of reproach, but the description of a reality. They are pervaded
by the curse as a petrifaction by the stony material {Karripa-
[xevoi). Therefore they will be thrown into the a30uian fire, pre-

pared for the devil and his angels ; and they will be sent into the

Eeonian punishment. The aeonian fire began from the fall of Satan
to develop itself in him and in his associates ; and in this develop-

ment a great spiritual torment, a great community of destruc-

tion, ripened in humanity. This must separate itself under the

sentence of the Lord in the last crisis of the Christian world, as

a tormenting fire-a3on, from the |blessed light-teon of perfected

hmnanity. The Christian development of the world, according to

its whole epic course, cannot pass over into a heavenly nature in an
idyllic continuity, but must close with a catastrophe—mnst com-
plete itself in a fiery paroxysm of world-historic magnitude. As in

a man with a mortal disease, the departing life at last breaks loose

from the stiffening body in a fiery conflict, so at last the world of

light will separate itself from the world of the curse—the kingdom
of the new humanity perfected in love from the reon of fierce

discord, and of an old humanity devouring itself in the doom of

egoism, which falls back into the pre-human spirit-regions of the

demons. This will take place when the kingdom of Christ in this

world has, in its last development, most nearly approached to the

kingdom of Christ in the other world, and when, in consequence of

reciprocal attraction, this world passes over into the other, and the

other into this, so that the barrier falls, and Christ appears in the

midst of His people here, or His people appear before His glorious

throne there; both in one and the same event.

The cycle of the parables of judgment forms also a succession of

world-historical pictures, in which retributive justice exhibits the

successive great acts of its administration. The parables of the

labourers in the vineyard, each of whom receives a penny, of the

pounds, and of the talents, reveal the administration of rewarding
retribution, and at the same time show how punitive retribution

accompanies it as its complement. The first world-picture shows
ns the action of the energy of the Spirit in the founding of the king-

dom of God. The divine justice appears in its unity with grace,

since it is altogether spirit ; therefore it does not miss its reward,

according to the external mode of valuing human work. Human
conversion corresponds to it in its spirituality ; it raises itself above
the loss of time, and can receive and experience from God the blot-

ting out of the guilt of this loss. The second world-picture shows
us how the external might of the offices of the kingdom appointed

by God gains the world. The nobleman in his appearance is poor,
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and .his servants are poor ; but lie gains the whole kuigdom and

puts down the rebellion ; while they gain for him the single compo-

nent parts of his kingdom, according to the measure of the internal

energy of the life of their calling. The third world-picture shows us

how recompensing justice gives every servant of God a spiritual gain

in the kingdom of God, and how it corresponds exactly to the

faithful application of His spiritual gifts. But we see punitive

justice by the side of the remunerative acting in a threefold man-
ner : the servants of a mercenary, outwardly calculated mechanical

service were punished by the disappointment of their outward expect-

ation; the servants of spiritual sloth, by being deprived of their

gifts ; and the actual rebels against the government of a prince

who is identical with grace, by the severe punishments which their

own unmercifulness demanded. Then the scenes of judicial justice,

in its predominant agency, are announced by the phenomena of its

menaces and warnings. We see Death as the messenger of Judg-

ment stalking through the world, and hear in all the paths of

mortality the footsteps of the approaching retribution. A whole

world of manifestations of divine grace is further shown us in the

history of the respited fig-tree, as a numerous group of revelations

of long-suffering, in which already the most alarming omens of

judgment are disclosed. Then follow the images of the judgment
itself. We see how first of all judgment strikes man in general

when he despises the invitation of God to the spiritual feast of the

divine life in His kingdom, and likewise when he would profane this

spiritual feast, and change it into the common carousal of a sinful

life. These crimes of despising and desecrating the Eternal appear

in an aggravated form as crimes of dishonesty. The unchristian

changes into the antichristian, and calls forth a judgment of the

rejection of whole communities, as is represented in the parable

of the criminal vinedressers. These special acts of penal justice

point to the general judgment as they come forth more distinctly at

the end of time. Judgment begins first of all at the house of God.^

We see in the parable of the foolish virgins, how the dead part of

the theocracy, as well as of the Christian Church, is shut out from

the festive communion of living believers ; and in the parable of the

wicked servant, how the hardened individuals among the overseers

of the Church must suffer the heaviest retribution. Out of this

judgment of the Lord on the Church the judgment on all nations

finally unfolds itself. But as rewarding justice is always comple-

mented by punitive justice, so this again is also accompanied by the

former, which is constantly unfolding the divine affluence of its

grace. For God changes not towards man, but man changes

towards Him ; and in this change a separation according to their

opposite tendencies is produced, which is constantly widening, till

at last a separation which reaches to the bottomless pit is consum-

mated in the last judgment. Hence the completed condemnation

of the ungodly is the completed redemption of the godly. The
separation of the seen of light and the vqor of the curse in the last
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crisis of the history of humanity, forms therefore the completion of

the Christian kingdom of God.
In this manner Christ has delivered to His people the doctrine of

the founding of the kingdom of God, in parables which form them-
selves into a system with wonderful fulness and distinctness.

The very name of this institution characterizes its nature. It is

the kingdom of God^ in opposition to the kingdom of this world

—

the completed theocracy. While the ancient theocracy exhibited

itself in the individual inspired flashes of the prophets, and thus its

peculiar function consisted in momentary Sowings forth of eternity

into time, this kingdom of God is a firmly established kingdom of

human spirits, in which God Himself rules as King, and His Spirit

as the supreme law of life, and the union of human hearts with God
in His royal supreme will is its peculiar life-eletoent. This kingdom
is also, according to its nature, equally the kingdom of heaven ;^ an
ideal state, or a state of ideality, of the purest distinctness and action

of all relations in the unity of a heavenly, consecrated life. That
which makes heaven to be heaven is the perfect elevation of all its

phenomena into its idea, or its ideality. But its idea is its con-

secration to God. In that, therefore, consists the holiness of heaven,

that it rises into this divine consecration. The kingdom of heaven
is consequently an institution pure and consecrated as heaven itself.

Hence the Lord can recognize the kingdom of heaven in no state of

inferior purity. But this institution is also termed ' the kingdom

'

simply (Matt. xiii. 19, &c.), because in it the perfected human
society, the eternal organism, is realized in the essential relations

of humanity. This organism culminates, and has its point of unity,

in a head animating all the members, that is, in Christ, and hence
this kingdom is also called the kingdom of Christ (Matt. xiii. 41

;

John xviii. 36, &c.) But since this kingdom has been prepared by
the theocratic plan of the entire world-history, and since, according

to this great historical development, it has appeared first of all in a
prefigurative form in the Old Testament consecrated kingdom, it

has been also named after that typical kingdom in its greatest

splendour, and thus is called the kingdom of David (Mark xi. 10).

The head of this kingdom is also its principle. Its first, unrecog-

nized appearance in the world is the person of Christ Himself.

This kingdom flourishes in His heart, in His Spirit, and begins to

unfold itself in His works. The King of truth is the soul of the

kingdom of truth ; therefore on His appearance the proclamation is

made, ' The kingdom of heaven is at hand !

'

Bnt the historic goal of this kingdom is the completion of the

Christian jeon, the appearance of the glory of Christ in the per-

fected manifestation of the glory of His Church, and the glorification

of the Church by the appearance of the Lord. The leading outlines

of that completion of the ancient ceon, upon which the new ason of

the kingdom makes its appearance, are the following :—The life of

Christ, as the vital principle of humanity, has completed its re-

^ 'H ^aaiXeia tov Qeov. Mark i. 15, &c. " 'H SaaiXela tuiv ovpavQv. JIatt. xiii, &c.
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generation. The palingenesia is effected in the core of humanity
to such a degree that a new humanity exhibits itself in perfect

beauty as a splendid organism which shines forth in eternity, and
from which tlie image of God is reflected (Matt. xix. 28). The earth

itself is drawn upwards in this palingenesia. Its ethereal light-

image has become complete with the new humanity, and issues forth

as a heavenly star from the cloud of its humiliation (Matt. v. 14

;

Luke xii. 49). i The appearance of Christ is accomplished in this

way, that the interval between this world and the next is removed
by the completed victory of the Christian spirit (Matt. xxiv. 14).

The kingdom of God, therefore, is in constant development

between these two points of its life—between its principle, the

invisible life of Christ, resting in the depths of heaven and of

humanity, and between that glorious appearance of the transformed

human world resting in the depths of the future. The question

now presents itself, by what means is the life of Christ changed
into the life of humanity ?

The first means by which the life of Christ becomes the life of

the world, is the word of Christ, the Gospel (Matt. xiii. 3, 19). It

is secured to the world by a perpetual ordinance of Christ in the evan-

gelical office of teaching.'^ Bat the teaching of Christ is from the

first quite identical with His life, and therefore His life exhibits

itself in a second means, in His collective heavenly doings (John ii.

18). But His course of conduct and His works are secured to His
Church by the calling of His witnesses (Acts i. 8). But Christ's

doings are completed only in His sufferings and death. His death

is the redemption of the world (Matt. xxvi. 28). And His death

is continually incorporated with the world by the confession of His
people (Matt, xvi, 24, 25). And as Christ has completed His
work in His own eternal Spirit, so also it can be completed in the

hearts of His people only by the same Spirit (John xvi. 7). With
His Spirit, His life and sufferings first become a peculiar possession

of His people in their unity, power, and depth, as a full divine work,

and by the life of His Spirit they become His Church. By His
Church, then, the life of Christ is transplanted into the world

(John xvii. 18). But how is His Church to be recognized? In
this way, that they exhibit His life in their life (John xiii. 35) ;

that they miss His visible presence with consciousness and earnest

longing, and hope with firm confidence for His return (John xiv.

27, 28) ; and that, in the certainty of His spiritual presence, they

express this intermediate state by celebrating the communion
according to His institution—the present and future communion
by the rite of holy baptism, the past communion by partaking of

the holy supper (Matt, xxviii. 19 ; Luke xxii. 19). In the holy

sacraments the Church comprehends all the means, as given by the

Lord, by which the kingdom of God in it and by it is established in

the world—the word, the doing, and the suffering of Christ, His
Spirit and His future appearance. In the moments of true com-

^ Christ kindles the earth itself with His fire. - John xx. 21.
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munion the Cliiirch for an instant enters into that appearance, it

shines in an anticipated kistre of the kingdom (Mark xiv. 24, 25

;

Luke xxii. 29, 30).

By the continual use of these means the Church is constantly

advancing towards its manifestation, urged on by the power of

Christ's life ; and this movement is healthful in proportion as the

means co-operate in living unity, and as it is carried on with a reference

to both points. Consequently, the progress of the Christian palin-

genesia is always arrested where the sacraments are administered,

without the living word, or where the word is proclaimed without

the exhibition of its power of manifestation in the sacraments, or

where the word and the sacraments are administered disconnectedly,

because the spirit that unites the two elements is not sought by
prayer. But if, on the one hand, the manifestation of the kingdom
of Christ is prematurely exhibited in a State where the ecclesiastical

power is supreme, this is a too active manifestation, that goes beyond
the truth and loses itself in illusions, in which the vital principle of

the palingenesia must more and more be lost. And if, on the other

hand, the word of Christ should be made a mere scholastic term, so

that the sense of the need of communion, to say nothing of longing

after the manifestation of Christ and His glory in humanity, is

continually diminishing,—this is a spiritualism which cannot be
recognized as the spiritual life of the Word made flesh, and is not

capable in the least of effecting the regeneration of the world.

Therefore, where there is no well-developed Christian communion,
no guarantee can exist that the Christian life will be active in its

vital principle ; and where the communion goes beyond its destina-

tion, and is changed into a State organism, it is a sure sign that it

operates no longer deeply and with perfect fidelity as the spirit of

regeneration. The communion in its ideal form is therefore the con-

stant living medium between the throne of tlie invisible Christ and
His future appearing. And thus through Christian fellowship His
life mingles itself in its sej)arate elements with the life of the world.

His word is the law of the kingdom and of life to it. Were it

governed by an inferior law, it would not be the communion of

Christ. But it makes His word not immediately the political life-

law of the world. If it attempted this, it would change Christ into

a Moses, and Christianity into Judaism, instead of being the medium
of imparting His life to the world. But it feels that the latter

object is its vocation, and proves it, since by ingrafting Christ's words

on the morals and laws of the world, it constantly keeps in view its

final aim that the world may become the kingdom of Christ. And
in the same way it imparts the mysteries of its doctrine, as well as

its whole life. If it were to subtract anything from the original ful-

ness of Christianity, it would damage the institution which it was
appointed to maintain, and evermore adulterate it with the heathen-

ism of the natural worldly mind. If, on the other hand, it were

disposed to make this institution predominant in the world at the

cost of human freedom, it would change Christianity into Judaism.
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Eiglitly to bring tlie institution of Christ into harmony with the
freedom of the liuman mind and conscience, is a task infinitely diffi-

cult, and yet blessed in itself and in its consequences.

It results from the magnitude of this task that the kingdom of

God can only by slow degrees attain the maturity of its manifesta-
tion in the world, and that the exact time of its future cannot be
computed (Mark xiii. 32). Further, it results from its free spiritual

character, that the kingdom of God cannot be exhibited prematurely
in heavenly purity (Matt. xiii. 30), but that, nevertheless, its sancti-

fication must be aspired after, according to the measure of its vital

principle, its spirit, and its aim.

Hence the firm planting of the kingdom of God is effected by a
continual movement, which, on the one hand, always exhibits the
entire fulness of the divine mercy, in the reception of all who stand
in need of salvation (Matt, xviii. 21-35), and on the other hand, the
entire severity of the divine judgment, in the constant exclusion of

all by the ecclesiastical discipline, who would bring scandals into

the Church. On the other hand, this movement has not its full

energy, or rather it is depressed by hindrances in the same propor-
tion as admission is effected with carnal rigour or facility

; or as the
exclusion with similar carnality, is carried to the length of political

persecution, or is neglected to the loss of the social sense of honour
in the members of the Church.

But all defects in the progress of the Church, between the mani-
festation of mercy and of judgment, will be corrected and rendered
complete by the great administration of mercy and of justice by
the Lord over the Church. They will be rectified : the Lord re-

ceives the merciful Samaritan in a thousand forms into the com-
munion of His people, and ejects the guest without the wedding
garment, as well as the evil servant, with a fearful doom from the
communion. They will be rendered complete : the Church itself,

like the world, is an object of the completed judgments and mercies
of the Lord ; and in a mysterious reciprocal action between the for-

mation of the Church for the world, and the world for the Church,
the time advances, when with mighty throes the epoch of the final

decision suddenly comes. On the one hand, mercy celebrates its

manifestation in the living images which are filled by it, and become
its perfected organ, its everlasting feast in the kingdom of love.

Then, on the other hand, justice celebrates its glorification, since the
condemned exhibit its administration, and must justify it in their

own persons in the kingdom of inflexible wrath and vengeance.

But justice and mercy are never separated, although their toons,

when completed, separate from one another in humanity. Justice

reveals itself to the Church of the saved in the holiness of love. But
the multitude of the reprobate is involved in the darkness of a cor-

responding feon, by a compassion which has veiled itself in punitive

justice. But the kingdom of God is then completed, when in this

manner Christ has communicated His blessedness to the new huma-
nity. The Church is united to Him as His bride. It is therefore
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whollj^ participant of His life, and enters into the inlieritance of His
glory. And if a region is situated opposite this Church, in which
the despising of His hfe is punished hy an aeonian spiritual agony,
it is shown by this how men are struck in its depths by His rays,

and shaken to bow the knee in His name, and in the reLation of their

life to Him to occupy the right position in the kingdom of siiirits

(Phil ii. 10, 11).
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